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GOVERNMENT OF BENGAL.

GOVERNOR OF BENGAL.

His Excellency the Right Hon* hie Sir John Anderson, r.c\, o.c.D.,

G. C.I.E.

MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL.

The Hon’ble Sir John Woodiiead, k.c.s.i., c.i.e., in charge of the

. following portfolios:—
1. Finance.

2. Separate Revenue.

3. Commerce and Industrial subjects.

4. Marine.

o. European Education.

The Hon’ble Mr. It. N. Reid, c.s.i., c.i.e., in charge of the following

portfolios :
—

1. Appointment.

2. Political, excluding Haj Pilgrimage.

3. Police.

4. Ecclesiastical.

5. Regulation of medical and other professional qualifications

and standards, subject to legislation by the Indian

Legislature.

0. Jails.

7. Hazaribagh Reformatory School.
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(

The Hon'ble Sir Brojendra Lal MrrtfER, k.c.s.i.,
4

in charge of the

following portfolios:—
1. Land Revenue.

2. Land Acquisition.

3. Excluded Areas.

4. Judicial.

&. Legislative.

The Hon'ble Khwaja Sir Nazimuodin, k.c.i.e., in charge of the follow-

ing portfolios:—
1. Emigration.

2. Immigration,

d, Jurisdiction.

4. II uj Pilgrimage.

f). Forests.

(J. Irrigation.

MINISTERS.

The HouTde Nuwub K. ti. M. Farouui, Khan Bahadur, in charge of

the following portfolios:—
1. Agriculture and Industries (excluding Excise).

2. Public Works.

The Hon’ble Sir Bijoy Prasad Singh Roy, in charge of the following

portfolios:—
1. Ix»cal Self-Government.

2. Excise.

The Hon’ble Khun Bahadur M. Azizul Haqce, in charge of the follow-

ing portfolios:

—

1. Education.

2k Registration.

3. WakL
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BENGAL LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF MEMBERS.

A

AfxaJ, Nawabeada Khwaja Muhamftiad, Khan Bahadur. [Dacca City

(Muhammadan).]
Ahmed, Khan Bahadur Mnulvi Kiuaduddin. [Hajshahi South

(Muhammadan).]

Ali, Mr. Altaf. [Bogra (Muhammadan).]

Ali, Maulvi Hassan. [Dinajpur (Muhammadan).]

Ali, Maulvi Syed Nausher. [Jesaore South (Muhammadan).]
Armstrong, Mr. W. L. [Presidency and Burdwan (European).]

Arthur, Mr. C. U. (Indian Tea Association.)

B

Baksh, Maulvi Shaikh Rahim. [Ifooghly cum Howrah Municipal

(Muhammadan).]

Baksh, Maulvi Syed Majid. [Jessore North (Muhammadan).]

Bal, Babu Lalit Kumar. [Bakarganj South (Non-Muhammadan).]

Bal, Rai Sahib Sarat Chandra. [Faridpur South (Non-Muhammadan).]

Ballabh, Rai Bahadur Debendra Nath. [24-Parganas Rural North

(Non-Muhammadan).
]

Banerji, Rai Bahadur Keshab Chandra. [Dacca Rural (Non-Muham-

madan).
]

Banerji, Rai Bahadur Shailendra Nath. (Nominated Expert.)

Banerji, Mr. P. [24-Parganas Rural Sbuth (Non-Muhammadan).]

Bannerjee, Babu Jitendralal. [Birbhum (Non-Muhammadan).]

Barma, Babu Premhari. [Dinajpur (Non-Myhammadan).]

Barma, Rai Sahib Panchunan, m.ii.k. [Rangi»ur West (Non-Muham-
madan).]

Basir Uddin, Khan Sahib Maulvi Mohammed. [Hajshahi North

(Muhammadan).
]

Basu, Babu Jatindra Nuth. [Calcutta North (Non-Muhammadan).]

Basu, Mr. Narendra Kumar. [Nadia (Non-Muhammadan).]

benjamin, Mr. H. D. (Nominated Official.)

Birkmyre, Mr. H. (Bengal Chamber of Commerce.)

Blandy, Mr. E. N., c.i.e. (Nominated Official.)

Bose, Mr. S. M., Bar.-at-Law, [Calcutta East (Non-Muhammadan).]

•0»th t*k*m on tbo 13th February, 1935.
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' ‘

Chanda, Mr. Apurva Kumar. (Nominated Official.)

Chatterjee, Mr. B. C., Bar.-at-Law. [Bakarganj North (Non-Muh&m~

madan).]

Chaudhuri, Khan Bahadur MauM
#

£limuzzaman. [Faridpur North

(Muhammadan).] '
#

^Chaudhuri, Khan Bahadur Maulvi Hafizur Rahman. (Nominated

Non-official.)

Chaudhuri, Dr. Jogendra Chandra. [Bogra cum Pabna (Non-Muham-

madan).]

Chaudhuri, Babu Kishori Mohan. [Rajshahi (Non-Muhammadan).]

Chaudhuri, Maulvi Syed Osman Haider. [Tippera North (Muham-

madan).]

Chokhany, Rai Bahadur Ram Dev. (Bengal Marwari Association.)

Chowdhury, Maulvi Abdul Ghani, b.l. [Dacca West Rural (Muham-

madan).]

Chowdhury, Haji Badi Ahmed. [Chittagong South (Muhammadan).]

Choudhury, Maulvi Nural Absur. [Chittagong North (Muhamma-
dan).

]

Cohen, Mr. I). -T. (Nominated Non-official.)

Cooper, Mr. C. G. (Indian .lute Mills Association.)

Cooper, Mr. II. G. (Bengal Chamber of Commerce.)

D

I)as, Babu Guruprosad. (Nominated Non-official.)

Dus, Rai Bahadur Kainini Kumar, m.b.k. [Chittagong (Non-Muham-

madan).]

Das, Rai Bahadur Satyendra Kumar. [Dacca City (Non-Muham-

madan).
]

Dutt, Mr. G. S. (Nominated Official.)

Dutt, llai Bahadur Dr. Haridhan. [Calcutta Central (Non-Muham-

madan).]

E

Eusufji, Muulvi Nur Rahman Khan. [Mymensingli South-West

(Muhammadan).]

F

Faroqui, the Hon’ble Nawab K. G. M., Khan Bahadur. [Minister.]

[Tinpera South (Muhammadan).]
Failullan, Maulvi Muhammad. [Noakhali West (Muhammadan).]

Ferguson, Mr. R. H. [Rajshahi (European).]
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G

k Ghoee, Dr. Amulya Ratan. [Howrah Municipal (Non-Muhammadan).]
Ghose, Rai Bahadur Sasonka Comar, c.i.e. (Dacca University.)

Gilchrist, Mr. R. N., c.i.e. (Nominated Official.)

Gladding, Mr. D. * (Nominated Official-)

Goil, Major-General D. P. (Nominated Expert.) ^
Guha, Babu Profulla Kumar.

#

[24-Parganas Municipal North (Non-

Muhammadan).]

Guha, Mr. P. N. (Nominated Non-official.)

Gupta, Mr. J. N., c.i.e., m.b.e. [Bankura West (Non-Muhammadan).
|

Guthrie, Mr. F. C. [Presidency and Burdwan (European.)]

H

Hakim, Maulvi Abdul. [Mymensingh Central (Muhammadan).]

Haque, the Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. Azirul. [Minister.] [Nadia

(Muhammadan).
]

Hodge, Mr. J. D. V., c .i.e. (Nominated Official.)

Homan, Mr. F. T. (Bengal Chamber of Commerce.)

Hocjue, Kazi Kmdadul. (Uangpur East (Muhammadan).]

Hosain, Nawab Musharruf, Khan Bahadur. [Malda cum Jalpaiguii

(Muhammadan).
]

Hossain, Maulvi Muhammad. [Bakarganj North (Muhammadan).]

Hussain, Maulvi Latafat. (Nominated Non-official.)

K

Karim, Maulvi Abdul. [Burdwan Division South (Muhammadan).]

Kasem, Maulvi A bul. [Burdwan Division North (Muhammadan).]

Khan, Khan Bahadur Maulvi Muazzam*Ali. [Palma (Muhammadan).]

Khan, Maulvi Abi Abdulla. [Bakarganj South (Muhammadan).]

Khan, Mr. Hashem Ali. [Bakarganj West ^Muhammadan).]

•Khan, Mr. Ruzaur Rahman, n.L. [Dacca East Rural (Muham-

madan).]

Khan, Maulvi Tamizuddin. [Faridpur South (Muhammadan).]

L

Lamb, Mr. T. (Bengal Chamber of Commerce.)

Law, Mr. Surendra Nath. (Bengal National Chamber of Commerce.)

Leesoh, Mr. G. W. (Bengal Chamber of Commerce.)

Lockhart, Ifr- A. R. E. [Presidency and Burdwan (European).]

•Deputy President, Bengsl legislative Council.
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M

Maguire, Mr. L. T. (Anglo-Indian.)

Moiti, Mr. H. [Midnapore South (Non-Muhammadan).]

Martin, Mr. 0. M. (Nominated Official,)

McOluskie, Mr. E. T. (Anglo-Indian.)

Hitter, Mr. S. C. (Nominated Official*)

Mitter, the Hon’ble Sir Brojendra Lai, k.c.s.i. (Member, Exefutive

Council.) *

Mittra, Babu Sarat Chandra. [24-Parganas Rural Central (Ndn-

Muhammadan).]

Momin, Khan Bahadur Muhammad Abdul. [Noakhali East (Muham-

madan).]

Mookerjee, Mr. Syamaprosad, Bar.-at-Law. (Calcutta University.)

Mukherji, Babu Dhirendra Nath. (Nominated Expert.)

Mukherji, Rai Bahadur Satish Chandra. [Hooghly Rural (Non-

Muhammadan).]

Mukhopadhaya, Rai Sahib Sarat Chandra. [Midnapore South-East

(Non-Muhammadan).
]

Mullick, Mr. Mukunda Beharv. (Nominated Non-official.)

N

Nag, Reverend B. A. (Nominated Non-official.)

Nag, Babu Suk Lai. [Khulna (Non-Muhammadan).]

Nandy, Maharaja Sris Chandra, of Kasimbazar. (Bengal National

Chamber of Commerce.)

Nozimuddin, the Hon’hie Khwaja Sir, k.c.i.k. (Member, Executive

Council.)

Norton, Mr. II. R. (Calcutta Trades Association.)

P

Paul, Sir Hnri Sunker, kt. [Calcutta South (Non-Muhaminadan).]

Poddar, Mr. Ananda Mohan. (Bengal Mahajan Sabha.),

Poddar, Seth Hunuman Prasad. [Calcutta West (Non-Muhammadan).]

0

Quasem, Maulvi Abul. [Khulna (Muhammadan).]
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R

k

Raheem, Mr. A., c.ije. [Calcutta North (Muhammadan).]

Bahaman, Mr. A. F. {Rangpur West (Muhammadan).]

Rahman, Khan Bahadur A. F. M. Abdur-. [24-Parganas Rural

(MuhammadanX]
Rahman, Maulvi Axiaur. [Mymensingh North-West (Muhammadan).]

Raikat, Mr. Prosanna Deb. [Jalpaiguri (Non-Muhammadan).]

Rai Mahasai, Munindra Deb. [Hooghly Municipal (Non-Muham-

madan).]

Ray, Babu Amulyadhan. [Jessore South (Non-Muhammadan).]

Ray, Babu Khetter Mohan. [Tippera (Non-Muhammadan).]

Ray, Babu Nagendra Narayan. ii.l. [Rangpur East (Non-Muham-

madan).]

Ray, Mr. Shanti Shekhareswnr, m.a. [Mulda (Non-Muhammadan).]

Ray, Kumar Shib Shekhareswar. (Rajshahi Landholders.)

•Ray Chowdhury, the Hon’ble Raja Sir Munmatha Noth, of Santosh.

(Dacca Landholders.)

Ray Chowdhury, Mr. K. C. (Nominated Non-official.)

Ray Chowdhury, Babu Satish Chandra. [Mymensingh East (Non-

(Muhammadan).]

Redclift, Mr. S. W. (Nominated Expert.)

Reid, the Hon’ble Mr. R. N., c.s.i., c.i.e. (Member, Executive

Council.)

Ross, Mr. J. B. (Indian Mining Association.)

Rout, Babu Hoseni. [Midnapore North (Non-Muhammadan).]

Roy, the Hon’ble Sir Bijoy Prasad Singh. [Minister.] [Burdwan

South (Non-Muhainmadnn).]

Roy; Babu ITaribansa. [Howrah Rural (Non-Muhammadan).]

Roy, Babu Jitendra Nath. [Jessore North (Non-Muhammadan).]

Roy, Mr. Saileswar Singh. [Burdwan North (Non-Muhammadan).]

Roy, Mr. Sarat Kumar. (Presidency Landholders.)

Roy Choudhuri, Babu Hem Chandra. [Noakhali (Non-Muham-

madan).] •

8

Saadatullah, Maulvi Muhammad. [24-Parguuas Municipal (Muham-
madan).]

Sachse, Mr. F. A., c.i.e. (Nominated Expert.)

Sahana, Rai Bahadur Satya Kinkar. [Bankura East (Non-Muham-
* madan).]

Samad, Maulvi Abdus. [Murshidabad (Muhammadan).]

Sen, ‘Rai Sahib Akshoy Kumar. [Faridpur North (Non-Muham-

madan)*]

‘President of the Bengal Legislative Council.
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Sen, Mr. B. R. (Nominated CfiEcial.)

Sen, Rai Bahadur Gris Chandra. (Expert, Nominated.)

Sen, Rai Bahadur Jogesh Chandra. [24-Parganas Municipal South
(Non-Muhammadan)

. ]

Sen Gupta. Dr. Naresh Chandra. [Mymensingh West (Non-
(Muhammadan).]

Shah, Maulvi Abdul Hamid. [Mymensingh East (Muhammadan).]
Singh, Srijut Taj Bahadur, [Murshidahad (Non-Muhammadan).]
Singha, Mr. Arun Chandra. (Chittagong Landholders.)
Sinha, Raja Bahadur Bhupendra Narayan, of Nashipur. (Burdwan

Landholders.)

Sircar, Dr. Sir Nilratan, kt., m.d. [Calcutta South (Non-Muham-
madan).]

Solaiman, Maulvi Muhammad. [Barrackpore Municipal (Muham-
madan).]

Steven, Mr. J. W. It. [Dacca and Chittagong (European).]
Suhrawardy, Mr. II. S. [Calcutta South (Muhammadan).]

T

Thompson, Mr. W. II. (Bengal Chamber of Commerce.)

Townend, Mr. II. P. V. (Nominated Official.)

W

Walker, Mr. J. R. (Indian Jute Mills Association.)

Walker, Mr. R. L. (Nominated Official.)

Wilkinson, Mr. H. It., c\i.e. (Nominated Official.)

•Williams, Mr. A. deC. (Nominated Official.)

Woodhead, the Hon’ble Sir Jqjhn, k.c.s.i., c.i.e. (Member, Executive

Council.)

•Oath tfken on the 14th February, J9S5.



THE BENGAL LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS,

(Official Raport of the Forty-fifth Station.)

(Voiuma XLV—Ho. 2.)

Proceedings of the Bengal Legislative Council assembled under

the provisions of the Government*of India Act.

The Council met in the Council Chamber in the Council House,

Calcutta, on Wednesday, the 6th March, 1935, at 3 p.m.

Present:

Mr. President (the Hon'ble liaja Sir Manmatha Nath Ray Chow-

ohury, of Santosh) in the Chair, the four Hon’ble Members of the

Executive Council, the three Hon’ble Ministers and 89 nominated and

elected members.

STARRED QUESTIONS

(to which oral answers were given)

Prices of Government ’publications.

Ml. Maulvi ABUL (UA8EM: (a) Willnhe Hon’ble Member in

charge of the Finance Department be pleased to state

—

(t) what officer is charged with the duty of fixing prices of Govern-

ment publications;

(it) what principle is followed in fixing the prices; and

(tii) whether it is the policy of Government to fix the prices at low

figures with a view to attaining a wide circulation?

(6 ) Why is the Bengal Wakf Act (Bengal Act XIII of 1934) con-

sisting of 31 pages priced at three annas and the Bengal Waterways

Act (Bengal. Act XII of 1934) consisting of 49 pages priced at two

annas?
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(c) Why is the Practice and Procedure Manual, 1934 (Board of

Revenue), priced at one rupee and the Bengal Certificate Manual,

1933, at seven annaB?

(d) Is the Hon’ble Member aware that both the Manuals referred

to in (c) are almost of the same volume and bound in cardboard cover?

(e) Why is the Ascoli’s Revenue History of the Sundarbans from

1870 to 1920 priced at Rs. 5 and Pargiter’s Revenue History of the

same from 1765 to 1870 at Rs. 1-12?

(/) Is the Hon’ble Member aware that Pargiter’s History is a much
bigger book than Ascoli’s?

(g) Is the Hon’ble Member considering ithe desirability of taking

immediate steps to remove the anomalies instanced and to prevent

recurrence of the samet

MEMBER in charge of FINANCE DEPARTMENT (the Hon'ble

Sir John Woodhoad): (a) (t) The Superintendent of the Bengal Govern-

ment Press with the approval of the Administrative Department

concerned.

( it ) and (Hi) The general principle is that prices are fixed accord-

ing to the cost of production. The rules, however, permit of lower

prices when it is considered desirable to secure a wider circulation than

would otherwise be attained.

(b) The price of the Bengal Wakf Act (Bengal Act XIII of 1934)

has been reduced to one anna for future sales.

(r) and (d) Composition charges were smaller in the case of the

Certificate Manual than in the case of the Practice and Procedure

Manual and more copies were printed. So the price was smaller accord-

ing to the costing system.

(e) For the same reasons
#

as in (c) and (d), and because Ascoli’s

History was a first issue, whereas Pargiter’s History was a reprint.

(!) Yes, in size only* but not in matter.

(g) Does not ariae.

Matilvi ABUL QUA8EM: With reference to answer (>), will the

Hon’lde Member be pleased to stale why the first issue costs more than a
mere reprint when only the cost of printing is ito be taken into sccoui\JP

Tt* Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: It is a technical matter, but

I believe it is partly because it is easier to read printed matter than

matter in manuscript.
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Ertatribhmtwt it th> 6wpl Cwrmmwt PUM.
*

**L Maulvi LATAFAT HUISAtNl With reference to the reply

to starred question No. 175 put by Maulvi Abdus Samad on the 24th

March, 1934,^that the establishment of the Bengal Government Pie*
was smaller with the purchase of modern machines between the period

from 1921 to 1929 at Rs. 8,08,956-9, will the Hon’ble Member in

charge of the Finance Department be pleased to lay on the table a

statement showing the expenditure in the Press under the head

“Establishment”, year by year, for the years 1922-23 to 1929-30?

The Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODMEAD: A statement is laid on the

table.

Statement referred to in the reply to starred question No. 42.

Expenditure on “Pay of Establishment’ 9 (including meohanioal branoh

and type foundry) in the Bengal Government Preeit during the

years 1922-23 to 1934-35.

1922-

23—Rs. 5,32,541.

1923-

24—Rs. 5,39,521.

1924-

25—Rs. 4,67,363.

1925-

26—Rs. 4,53,163.

1926-

27—Rs. 4,87,662.

1927-

28—Rs. 4,98,519.

1928-

29—Rs. 5,23,758.

*1929-30—Rs. 5,68,393.

1930-

31—Rs. 5,67,783.

1931-

32—Rs. 5,50,438.

1932-

33—Rs. 5,16,431

1933-

34—Rs. 5,45,072.

1934-

35—Rs. 5,58,500 (Revised estimate).

Estates in Dhtajpur district under the Court of Wards,

•43. Maulvi HA83AN ALIi (a) Will the Hon’ble Member in

•barge of the Revenue Department lie pleased to lay on the table a
statement showing

—

*

(*) the names of the estates that have beed taken under manage-
ment by the Court of Wards in the district of riinajpur

within the last 5 years;
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(it) how many appointments have been made* in the management

of these estates this year
;
and

(Hi) how many of such appointments have been given to-f~

(1) Muslims, *

(2) Hindus?

(h) Were the appointments referred to in (a) (it) advertised?

(<?) If the answer to (b) is in the affirmative, how and in what

manner were the advertisements made?

(d) How many candidates applied for the different posts and how

many of them were indigenous inhabitants of the Dinajpur district?

(e) How many of the candidates, natives of the district, have been

appointed and to what posts?

(/) Is it a fact that there were experienced candidates but they

were not taken in?

(ff) If the answer to (/) is in the affirmative, on what grounds were

their cases rejected?

(h) How many of the appointed hands have ^previous experience in

the Court of Wards estates works?

(i) How many of the appointed hands are new?

(;) Is it a fact that the majority of the important posts were given to

the relatives of the executive and other gazetted and non-gazetted

officers of Government who are not natives of the district?

(k) Are the following appointed gentlemen related ns follows to

the gentlemen named against them:—
(1) Babu Promatha Nath Guha,

General Manager, Haripur
Ward nutates.

(2) One Circle Officer, Deb Burma
estate, Dinajpur.

(3) One Circle Officer, Deb Burma
estate, Dinajpur.

(4) Momlol. Deb Burma estate,

Dinajpur.

(5) Asit Kumar Mttkhorji, Circle

Officer, Deb Burma estate,

Dinajpur.

( 1 )
Brother of Mr. Lalit Chandra
Guha, ex-Collector, Dinajpur. •

(2) Son of Civil Surgeon, Dinaj-

pur. „ *

(3) Nephew of * Rai S. C. SLnha

Bahadur, ex-Colleetc r, ftinajpur.
#

(4) Son of Accountant, Dinajpur
Collector*to.

(5) Uncle of Mr. P. N. Mukherjee,

ex-Subdivisional Officer,

Thakurgaon.

( l) Had the appointed gentlemen mentioned in (k ) any experience

in the Wards' estate works?

(m) What is the principle generally followed in making such

appointments, when a zamindari is taken over for management by the

Court of Wards?

(») Is it a fact that at first the scheme of management is sanctioned

by the Board of Revenue and then appointment of officers are made?
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^UMIR ill alnrp «f RIVINUI DKPARTM1NT (Ow HWM*
Sir IwlUrt Lai Mitter): (a) («>-

(1) TBe Mailick estate No. I.

(ii) The ifallick estate No. II.

(!li) The Haripur Baratar&f estate.

(iv) The Deb Banna estate.

(u) 75.

(tit)—

t

<i) Muslims—6.

(2) Hindus—69.

(5) No.

' (c) Does not arise.

(d) Exact information is not available. But the number of candi-

dates was large.

(c) A statement is^aid on the table.

(/) The most suitable men were appointed after due consideration

of the applications.

(g) Does not arise.

(A) 3.

(i) Except three with Court of Wards experience, the rest are new,

but many of them have had experience of iamindari work.

(;) Three of the important posts were $ven to relatives of £a*etted

and non-gaaetted officers.

(*>-

(1) Y*.

(2) Yes*.

(3) Not"\nowL.

(4) The son of the Accountant of the Collectorate, Dinajpur, waa

appointed muharrir in Ilaripur Wards’ estate.

(5) Yes.

(0 No ;
but some of them have had experience in samindari work.

(m) The principle generally followed is to retain some of tht

suitable employees of the pre-court period and then to appoint new

men with Court of Wards or samindari experience, as far as possible.

(a) No. • Provisional appointments are made subject to the approval

of the scheme by the Board.

2
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Statement referred to in answer to starred question No. 4

3

(#).

1. Manlvi Mahatabuddin Ahmed, 3rd Muharrir, Deb Barma
Wards 9

estate.

2. Babu Probhat Ch. Biswas, Accountant, .Deb Barma Wards9

estate.

3. Babu Abani Kanta Hoy, Muharrir, Deb Barma Wards9

estate.

4. Basiruddin Ahmed, Cashier. Maldwar Wards 9
estate.

5. Babu Suresh Ch. Sen Gupta, Estate Pleader, Deb Banna
Wards 9

estate.

(>. Babu Kamala Kanta Roy, Estate Pleader, Deb Barma Wards 9

estate.

Omnibus proprietors.

•44. Mr. 8. M. BOSE: (a) Will the Hon 9

ble Member in charge of

the Police Department be pleased to lay abatement on the table

showing

—

(t) the present total number of registered proprietors of omnibuses
in Calcutta and its neighbourhood; and

(it) the number of Bengalis among them?

(b) Is it a fact that non-Bengali proprietors are given preference in

the matter of routes and changes thereof?

(c) Are the purchasers on hire-purchase from the registered pro-

prietors registered as proprietora?

(d) Are the Government considering the desirability of following

policy of preference to the Bengali proprietors, ceteris paribus?

MEMBER in dtsrgt of POLICE DEPARTMENT^(tN Hon’bls

Mr. R. N. Raid): (a)(i) 234 in Calcutta and suburbs including th*

municipality of Howrah.

"(it) 98.

(b) No.

(o) The purchaser of a motor vehicle on hire-purchase terms is

registered as the owner in the Motor Vehicles Department, a note being

at the same time made that the vehicle is held on hire-purchase terms.

(d) Preference is not given to proprietors on account of their origin.

#

Mr. I M. BOSK: With reference to answer (d)
t
does not the Govern-

ment think it desirable that some Bengalis, as opposed to non-Bengalis,

should be given a preference?
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Tbt Mmi'Mi Mr* R. N, REID: I do not understand in what oon-

nooficm the bon’ble member wishes preference to be given end in whet
manner?

Mr* B. M. Mill This is with reference to the answer to question

(d), namely, “Preference is not given to proprietors on account of their

origin/’

Hit HOft’bJe Mr. R. N. REID: I think the principle adopted is that

all bus proprietors or runners of buses should be treated on equal terms

as owners of buses, whether they are Hindus or Muhammadans or

anything else.

.Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BASUt Is it a fact that in some other

provinces, licenses for driving buses are not given to non-nationals of

the province, specially in Bombay?

Tbs HOft’bis Mr. R. N. REIDl I have no knowledge of the condi-

tions in all other provinces.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BASUl Will the Hon’bie Member be

pleased to enquire if this system obtains anywhere else in India, and

if he is satisfied that it does, whether the Hon’bie Member will be

pleased to consider the question so far as Bengal is concerned? *

The Hon’bie Mr. R/N. REIDl That, Sir, is a request for action.

Compositors and distributors of tbo Bongol Covommsnt Prats.

*4* Maulvi LATAFAT HUSBAINl With reference to the repiiet

to clause (6) (it) of starred question No. 10$ and to clause (a) (iv) of

starred question No. 114 put by Mr. K. C. Ray Chowdhury on the 12th

March, 1934, and on the 14th March, 1934, respectively, will the

Hon’bie Member in charge of the Finance Department be pleased to

state whether the Government have taken into their consideration the

fact

—

(i) that some time is lost by adopting these methods of work by the

compositors and distributors;

(si) that most of them being employed on no work, they get no pay;

and

(tit) that their income and pensions are aBeeted thereby?
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Tilt Htn’Mt Hr JOHN WOOOHEAD: (»*) No tim* k lost.

(it) and (Hi) While respectively “imposing” and “supplying,” the

compositors and distributors are paid at hour rates instead of piece

rates, but the hour rates are so calculated that they lose nothing

thereby.

Pieoo-workors of the Bengal Government Press.

46. MflUlvi LATAFAT HUSSAIN: (a) Is the Hon’ble Member
in charge of the Finance Department aware

—

(i) that the piece-workers of the Bengal Government Press are paid

on the basis of “no work, no pay;”

(u) that in case of early closing of the office, the piece-workers of

the said Press do not get any payment for the period of early

closing

;

(ut) that the salaried hands do not lose anything for such early

closing;

(iv) that the office is closed early, whenever occasion arises, to enable

the employees to take port in the Sports Club affairs?

(b) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, are the Government

considering the desirability of taking steps to prevent the loss for the

piece-workers ?

The Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: (a) (i) Yes.

(it), (iit) and (ini The office is closed early only on the Saturday

on which the Annual Sports are held. Even on that day, however, the

piece-workerB are allowed to work till the ordinary closing time if they

so choose.

(6) Does not arise.
1

Copying feet in oivil ooorts.

47. Maillvt BYftD MAJID BAK6H: (a) Will the Hon'ble

Member in charge of the Judicial Department be pleased to state

—

(i) whether the raising of the fees of copyists and typists from

two annas to three annas has been under contemplation for

a long time; «

(it) whether the copying fees were raised from three annas to four

annas on that account;

(iii) for how long is the question of raising the fees of copyists under

contemplation; and
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(*t) when do the Government expect to arrive at a decision f

(b) II the Government do not intend to raise the fees of the oopyiet*

in the near future, are the Government considering the desirability of

reducing the copying fees to three annas again?

MEMBER in charge of JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT (the Hen*!*

Sir Brejcntfra Lai Mitter): (a) (0 and (it) No.

(iu) and (it?) Do not arise.

(b) No.

Maulvi ABUL QUABEM: With reference to answer (n) (t) and (it),

will the Hon’hle Meml>er be pleased to state if he is aware that in

reply to a question put during the last December session of this Council,

the Hon’ble Finance Member was pleased to tell the House that the

question of raising the fees of copyists as distinguished from typists was

definitely under consideration of the Government, and is not that

Mr. PRESIDENT: Maulvi Saheb, it is not permissive to argue or

make a speech but you should simply put your question. It should be

as simple and definite as possible.

Maulvi ABUL QUABEM: 1 hope you will pardon me, Sir, if I say

that if the question is made complicated by the Government, I have got

to put that question in spite of its complications. However, be that

as it may, my question is:—
Is the Hon’ble Member aware that during the last December session

of the Council, in reply to a question put by Maulvi Syed Majid Bakah,

the Hon’ble Finance Member was pleased to state that the question of

raising the fees of copyists, as distinguished from the typists, was

definitely under consideration of Government?

The Hon*ble Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: I dare say that I

ought to have been aware of it if such an answer was given in December

last, but personally I have no recollection of that. But the answers

that I have given to-day are from information which was given to me
from the department concerned.

#
Maulvi ABUL QUABEM: Dow is it, then, Sir, that the answer that

was given by the Hon’ble Sir John Woodhead is in direct conflict with

the answer now given by the Hon’ble Member?

TIN Han’Mt Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: I understand that

the question then was whether the matter bad been under eonsidaiation
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for a long time, and the answer waa, no. That is to say, it had not

:been under consideration for a lon|r time, and the answers that I haw

given today are in no way inconsistent to that answer.

Mttilvi ABUL QUASEMs Has the question at all been under the

consideration of the Government?

The Hon’ble Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: When a change

was made, the matter must have been under the consideration of

Government.

Maulvi ABUL QUA8EM: Is the Government going to consider the

question of raising the fees 0/ copyists from two annas as at present to

three annas?

The Hon’ble Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: A number of

questions on this subject was put a few days ago, and then I answered

that in the existing financial conditions, any raising of fees was out of

the question.

Pay of transferred ministerial ofltoors in oourts.

•48. Maulvi 8YED MAJID BAK8M: (a) Is the Hon’ble Member
in charge of the Judicial Department aware that a circular letter has

been addressed by the Accountant-General, Bengal, to the Registrar,

High Court, Calcutta, indicating that the ministerial officers who are

transferred under the new arrangement from one district to another

will be treated as new entrants?

(b) Is it a fact that in that case persons drawing a higher pay on

transfer to a post in another district carrying lower pay will have to

draw the lower pay under the revised scale of payP

(r) Is it not a fact that under fundamental rule 15, Chapter III,

page 17, the pay of a ministerial officer shall not be reduced except for

inefficiency and misbehaviour?

(d) If the answer to (c) is in the affirmative, what are the reasons

for reducing the pay of these transferred officers in*contravention to the

fundamental rules?

The HOft’M* Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER I (a) Yes.

(by Government are issuing orders to avoid this.

<*) Yes.

(<£) Does not arise.
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Dental Nattend Soheal and OoHaga,

Mr. P. SANERJl: (a) Will the Hon’ble Member in charge

of the Political Department be pleased to state the number of boyi

convicted respectively of the Contai National School and Contai College

in connection with terrorist activities

(b

)

Is it a fact that the Contai National School is still nnder police

possession and its teachers are all externed?

(c) If the answer to (b

)

is in the affirmative, will the Hon’ble

Member be pleased to state whether the Government desire to give up
possession or in the alternative to provide allowance for extern***

deprived of their employment and income

?

(<f) How long do the Government propose to continue the military

rule in the Midnapore district, specially in the Contai and Tamluk
subdivisions?

(e) Is the Hon’ble Member aware that the said two subdivisions are

well-known for non-violent movement?

MEMBER in charge of POLITICAL DEPARTMENT (tho Hontrie

Mr. R. N. Raid): (a) The information is not available, nor would it be

practicable to collect it.

(6) It is still in police possession. Not oil its touchers were

externed.

(c) The reply to both parts of the question is in the negative.

(d) There has not been, and is not, any military rule in the district.

<«) No.

Mr. P. BANERJI: With reference to answer (6), how many teachers

were externed? #

Tha Hoit’ble Mr. R. N. REIO: Four, Sir.

Mr. P. BANERdl: Is it not a fact, Sir, that none of the students

of the Contai National School was ever convicted for terrorist

activities?

Tha Hott’We Mr. R. N. REID: No, Sir.

* Mr. SHANTI EHEKHAREtWAR RAY: How long i* it the int.ii-

tion of Government to keep it in Police possession.

Tha Hitfhla Mr. R. N. REID: I am unable to answer that question,

Sir.
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Rspruntatkm of tlm Marwari Association on Hit Calcutta Port Tinot

*00, Ml HUNUMAN PROIAD PODDARs (a) Is the Hobble

Member in charge of the Marine Department aware

—

(i) that the Marwari community represents important commercial

interests in Bengal;

(ii) that the Marwari Association represents their interests
;
and

(iii) that these facts have been recognised both by the Central and

the Provincial Governments

P

(b) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, what are the reasons

for which the Marwari Association has not been allowed representation

in the Calcutta Port Trust and the newly created Traffic Advisory

Board?

(c) Is it a fact that the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce and

the newly formed Muslim Chamber of Commerce are recognised for

the purpose of nomination in the Calcutta Port Trust

P

(d) Will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to lay on the table a state-

ment showing the full facts about the allocation of seats to the

Muslim Chamber of Commerce in the Calcutta Port Trust P

(e) Will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state the relative import-

ance in regard to the capital represented by the Bengal National

Chamber of Commerce, Muslim Chamber and the Marwari Association?

(/) Are the Government considering the advisability of &mng
equitable representation to the Marwari interests in the Calcutta Port

Trust and the Calcutta Traffic Advisory Board ?

MEMBER in ohargo of MARINE DEPARTMENT (Ui« Hon'ble

fir John Woodhead): (a) (t), (ii) and (iii) Yes.

(6) and (/)—
,

, t

(i) Calcutta Port Tri^st.

The reasons for which it has been decided that separate representa-

tion of the Marwari Association cannot be accorded at present on the

Calcutta Port Trust were explained in Marine Department letter

No. 184-T/Mne. of the 23rd May, 1934, to the Honorary Secretary,

Marwari Association.

(ii) Trajfio Advisory Committee,

It considered that th4 interests of Indian Commercial bodies are

adequately represented on the Traffic Advisory Committee by the

representatives of the Indian Chamber of Commerce and the Bengal
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Natipopl Chamber of Commerce, tad it is not proposed to accord

separate representation on this Committee to the Marwari Association.

Tee.

(d) If the Hon’ble Member will state the facts in regard to which

he desires information I shall endeavour to supply it.

(e) Bata are not available for any such comparison.

Union Boards.

•51. Baku KISHORI MOHAN CHAUDHURl! (a) Will the

Hon’ble Minister in charge of the Local Self-Government Department *

be pleased to lay on the table ft statement showing

—

(t) the educational and property qualifications of existing presi-

dents, union boards, in each district of East and North

Bengal; and

(it) a complete list of the existing union boards of East and North

Bengal with or without powers of union courts or benches

in the years 1934-35?

(b) Will the Hon’ble Minister be pleased to lay on tbe table another

statement showing

—

(») the number of civil or criminal appeals against union board

decisions

;

(u) how many of such decisions were reversed or modified; and

(iif) how many were rejected?

MINIBTKR in ohargs of LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT DEPART*
MENT (th. Hon'bl. Sir Bijoy Fraud B&gh Roy): (a) (*) and (b) The

information cannot be obtained unless special enquiries Are made

from District Officers involving, in the opinion of Government, a dis-

proportionate expenditure of time and energy for which they are not

prepared to ask.

(ti) A statement is laid on the Library table.

ParMioal miss and sal# of cattle tlierota.

•«^ MaNtvi MASBAN ALIS (a) Will the Hon'We Member in

charge of the Police Department be pleased to lay on the table %state-

ment iLnqig the number, the names and localities of the various

periodical meins (fairs) in Bengal?
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(b) Is the Hon'ble Member aware of a practice ’in force that a sum

is realised by the proprietors of these melas from the customers or

Tendon of cattle in these melas ?

(c) If the answer to (
b
) is in the affirmative, are the Government

in possession of the rates of such realisation ?

(d) If so, will the Hon’ble Member be ^easedi to lay on the table a

statement showing how much is taken by the different proprietors of

these different melas on account of acquittance receipts from the pur-

chasers and sellers, per head of cattle, cow, bullock, buffalo, goat,

camel and other animals?

Tht Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: (a) (b) (c) and (d) The information

required is not available and could not be obtained without a laborious

enquiry which Government regret they are not prepared to undertake.

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS

(answers to which were laid on the table)

Accommodation in Government quarters at Darjeeling for Muham-
madan assistants and typists.

19. Maulvi ABDUL GHANI CHOWDHURY: (a) Will the Hon’ble

Minister in charge of the Public Works Department be pleased to state

whether it is a fact that

—

(t) many of the Muhammadan assistants and typists of the Bengal

Secretariat and other offices, who are to go up to Darjeeling

with the Government, are to stay out for want of accommo-

dation in Government quarters; and

(it) Muhammadan assistants and typists macjp a representation in

19B3 for incseasing their accommodation in Government

quarters at Darjeeling?

(h) Is the Hon’ble Minister aware that the house allowances granted

by Government in lieu of accommodation in Government quarters are

insufficient for the rent of suitable accommodation att Darjeeling?

(c) If the answers to (a) and (6) are in the affirmative, will the

Hon’ble Minister be pleased to state whether Government are consider-

ing the desirability of providing sufficient number of seats in Govern-

ment quarters for Muhammadan assistants and typists?

(d) Is the Hon’ble Minister aware that many of themm and mb
ip other Government quarters allotted for non-Muhammadan assistants
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mad typists are left vacant even after making requisite allotment of

seats in each trip?

(e) If the answer 4 (d) is in the affirmative, are the Government

considering the desirability of redistributing the Government quarters

so as to ensure that all assistants and typists whether Muhammadan or

non-Muhammadan get seats jst Government quarters?

MINISTER in charge ofWIUC WORKS DEPARTMENT (the

Hon’ble Nmrab K. G. M. Faroqui, Khan Bahadur): (a)(t) It has not

proved possible to find accommodation in Government quarters for all

Muhammadan assistants and typists sent to Darjeeling.

iti) Yes.

(h) No.

(c) Yes.

(d) A few places have remained vacant in quarters for non-Muham-

madan assistants after allotment.

(e) Yes.

Takavi loam.

SB. Maharaja SRIS CHANDRA NANDY, of Kmimbflttri (a) Will

the Hon’ble Member in charge of the Revenue Department be pleased

to lay on the table a statement showing for the years from 1920-34

—

(i) the total amount of “Takavi” loans distributed in Bengal; and

(it) how has the amount been distributed among the different com-

* munities of Bengal?

(b) Is the Hon’ble Member satisfied from the reports in his pos-

session that the policy of advancing “Jakavi” loans to the agricul-

turists has been generally successful?

(c) If the policy had been a failure, willjthe Hon’ble Member be

pleased to state the reasons for the failure P

(d) Do the Government realise that unless adequate provision is

made for long-term credit facilities to the agriculturists, all legislation

as to debt conciliation and prevention of usurious loans is bound to

prove a dead letter?

• (*) Will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state the total number

of credit institutions apart from the co-operative credit societies which

Government have themselves so far started or encouraged to start so

as to prpvide long-term credit facilities to the agriculturists? »

(f) Ha/ the HonTde Member received reports to show that such

credit institutions are sufficient for the rural needs at present?
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(g) II the credit institutions are not adequate to the needs of rural

areas, will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to lay on the table a state*

meat showing the Government scheme in this matter?

The HOfft* Ur BROJENDRA LAL HITTER: (a) (t) A statement

is laid on the table.

(ii) This information cannot be supplied without a laborious enquiry

which Government regret they are not prepared to undertake.

(b) Yes.

(c) Does not arise.

(d) Government are alive to the importance of providing facilities

for agriculturists to secure long-term credit.

(e)
, (/) and (g) Government have as an experiment started five Land

Mortgage Banks, one in each division, for this purpose. They do not

imagine that fbe such banks will suffice to meet the needs of the whole

province; and they hope, if the banks now established work success-

fully and prove of real benefit to the rural population, to establish

or encourage the establishment of similar banks in increasing numbers

throughout the province.

Statement showing distribution of “ Takavi " (land improvement and agricul-

tural) loans from 1920-21 to 1933-34, referred to in the reply to unstarred

question No. 20 (a) (
i ).

, Land Agricul-

Year. improve- tural

ment loans.

loans.

Rs. Re.

4920-21 . . 38,425 1,14,433

192122 30,150 1,25,842

1922-23 . . 29,950 8,52,644

1923-24 . . 27,100 1,55,935

1924-25 8,550 1,41,971

1925-28 16,850 37,429
1926-27 > 11,300 3,92,420
1927-28 . . 78,621 3,40,697

1928-29 92,514 14,44,206
1929-30 28,190 5,72,099
1930-31 .. 11,100 8,75,943

1931-32 6,800 12,89^85
1932-33 1,500 3,20,821

1933-34 3,250 3,68,889

Total .. 3,84,200 70,32,414
. . »

Grand Total »« 744M14
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Khn (MM ffltaar of Pabna.

». Dr. JOCSNDRA CHANDRA CHAUOHURIf (a) It tko

Hon’ble Member in charge of the Revenue Deportment aware that Babe

A.hntneh Chaudhuri, a Sub-Deputy Collector, is employed as the Khas

Mahal officer of Pabna?

,

(b) If the answer to (a) is the affirmative, will Jthe Hon’ble

Member be pleased to state

—

%
(i) when was he first posted to Pabna;

(it) how long has he been employed in the district of Pabna;

and

(tit) in what official capacities and for how long in each such

capacity has he been employed in the district of Pabna?

(c) Is there any rule fixing the normal tenure governing the trans-

fer of an officer in a district ?

(d

)

If the answer to ( c

)

is in the affirmative, will the Hon’ble

Member be pleased to state whether the rule has been infringed in

this particular case? If so, why?

(e) Will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state whether any other

Deputy Collector or Sub-Deputy Collector has been employed for such

a long period in any other district in the Presidency?

(/) If the answer to ( e

)

is in the affirmative, will the Hon’ hie

* Member be pleased to state the names of such officers and the districts

to which they are posted and special reasons for posting each of them

at a place for such a long time ?

(g) Are the Government considering the desirability of transferring

Bahu Ashutosb Chaudhuri from Pabna to some other district? If not,

why not?

The Hon’ble tir BROJENDRA LAL MUTER: (a) Yes.

(b) (i) 2nd September, 1927.

(it) About 7J years.

(«*) Cess Revaluation Officer—from 2nd September, 1927, to 31st

March, 1930. General work—from April, 1930, to November, 1933.

Khas Mahal officer—from 1st December, 1933 (also partition, mainten-

ance and civil suit, etc.).

(e) There is no rule: five years is regarded as the normal period for

aft officer of the Bengal Junior Civil Service to remain in: the earn*

division, hut it is liable to be shortened or prolonged according to

<*ir$ai<ftitances. #

Docs not arise.

(e) Yes; there is a ntimW of such case*.
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(/) A statement is laid on the table.

(ff) No. The posting of a Sn^Depnty Collector, when allotted to a
division, rests with the Commissioner, and Government am not con-
sidering his transfer from the Rajshahi Division.

Statement referral to in the reply to unstarred question 21 (/)

Beri.1

No.
Name. Station and date at

joining.
0

Porte held.

Deputy Collector.

1 Rai Mallinath Roy
Bahadur.

a\
J

Calcutta, 8-4-1014
1 Employed under the Cal-

cutta Improvement
1

Trust.

Sub-Deputy Collector*.

1 Maulvi Muhammad
Ishaq. No. I.

Mymenaingh, 10-2-1927

>

Special Partition Officer.

2 Babu Lai Mohan Basu 24-Parganaa, 2-0-1027
.

.

Second Assistant to the
1 Officer in charge of the

Bengal Traverse Party
and Drawing office.

3 Babu Prabhat Chandra
Banarji.

a

Bakarganj Settlement,
1*11-1024.

Assistant Settlement
Officer. Will remain
in the Settlement till

he retires.

4 Babu Aahutoah Chau-
dhuri.

Pabna, 2-9-1027 Revaluation Officer.
Also in charge of
Maintenance and other
work.

Ithurdi-Pabna Read.

»: Dr. JOCENDRA CHANDRA CHAUDHURIl (a) Will the
Hon’ble Minister in charge of the Public Works Department be pleased
to lay on the table a statement showing

—

(t) the progress made up to date regarding the construction of
Ishurdi-Pabna Road

;

(**) the amounts spent on this road-ao far;

(ni) the approximate date when its construction is likely to be
completed

;

(iv) the Public Works Department staff employed for the mm.
struction of this road;

l
v) work entrusted to each of them; and
(vi) the monthly expenditure incurred on their talari** and

travelling allowances respectively

f
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(b) Is it a fact that this road has not been aligned by any technical

max# the Public Works Depaftnfcut according to its plan, estimate

and factions as sanctioned by the department and that there am no

bench marks on it?

(c) Is it a fact that a tender was called for Kelu burnt bricks only

and not for clamp burnt .bricks and that there were stipulations in the

tender that no dust or debris wotlfd be in the stack and 1J inch gause

metal would have to be supplied?

(<f) Is it a fact tha{ some contractors have supplied clamp burnt#

rain-spotted and second class bricks at Re. 16-8 per thousand, but the

tender was for first class bricks only and there were 10 to 15 per cent,

chips and dusts in the stack and they have been measured and accepted

by the department and bills for the same have b|pn passed by the

Executive Engineer, Rajshahi Division, and paid accordingly?

(e) Is it a fact that both bricks and jhama khowa are being supplied

for this road at the same rate, i.e., Rs. 17 per thousand?

(/) Is the Hon’ble Minister aware that first class bricks are avail-

able at Pabna at Rs. 12 per thousand?

(g) Is it a fact that only 30 feet crest to crest is being provided an

place of 32 feet as provided in the estimates for this road, and that there

will be 12 feet width metalling instead of 1C feet and J inch thick

painting instead of grouting?

(h) Do the Government realise that it will be difficult for two carta

~ to pass side by side on the metalled portions of this road made 12 feet

wide?

Tht Hon’bie Nawab K. C. M. FAROQUI, Khan Sahadnrt (a) A
statement is laid on the table.

(h) No.

(c) As far as bricks are concerned, #the answer is in the negative.

The stipulation as regards stone metal was as stated.

(d) to (/) No.

(g

)

The estimate did not provide for 16 feet detailing of for-

grouting.

(A) There is ample side width.

Statement referred to in the reply ta untiarred qwttion No. 22 (a)*

(t) The widening id the r^ed has been completed excepi for the

ftadhanagar diversion. Collection of materials for the pucca portion

of road is in progress. Ten bridges and culverts have been completed#.

12 &>% in progress.

(it) Rupees 1,60,854. *
-

(in) Hie close of the financial year I98M8.
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• (fa) Two work-overseers, 3 work-sarkara, 4 work-pe<m*. The

Executive Engineer and Subdiviiional Officer also give pert of thear

time to the road.

(v) The work-overseers and sarkars supervise the work and help

the SubcKvisional Officer. The work-peons do the work of ordinary

peons.

(vi) Salaries, Rs. 355-12. Travelling allowance, nil.

Suptrifitefutont, Campbell Medical HoapitaJ.
•

23. Khan Bahadur MUHAMMAD ABDUL MOMIN: (a) WiU the

Hon’ble Minister in charge of the Local Self-Government Department

be pleased to state whether it is a fact that the Superintendent of the

Campbell Medical School has passed orders reducing the scales of diet

and medicine of the patients ?

(b) Have any complaints *been received by the Hon'ble Minister

about the treatment and behaviour of the Superintendent towards the

boys, patients and stuff?

(c) If the answer to (b) is in the affirmative, has any action been

taken by him?

(d

)

How often has the Surgeon-General inspected the work of the

Superintendent and the conditions in the Campbell Hospital since the

latter took over charge? .

Tht Hftft'bl# Sir BUOY PRASAD IIHCH ROY: (a) No.

(b) and ( c

)

Only one complaint was received by the Hon’ble

Minister, but no action was taken on it as it was an anonymous one.

(d) On five occasions.

Campbell Hcapital.

24. Khan Bahadur MUHAMMAD ABDUL MOMIN: (a) WiU the

Htm'ble Minister in charge of the Local Self-Government Department

be pleased to state whether it is a fact that there are 19 beds in the

Campbell Hospital under the direct charge of the Superintendent?

(6) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, will the Hon’ble

Minister be pleased to state bow many of these were occupied each

month during the last year? •

Tht Han’blt Sir BUOY PRASAD SINCH ROY: (a) ind (6)* Under
rule h of the Ruler for the Management of the Campbell Hospital the

Superintendent has direct charge of the European paying small-pox

wards. The number of beds occupied in the above wards naturally
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vane* according to the prevalence of the disease an any particular year.

In ISM tie admissions were fortunately very few. A statement giving

the ftgtires of admission month by month during 1934 in this ward is

laid on the table. .

!

¥ V

Ig addition to being in charge of the European paying small-pax

wards the tSuperintendent takes a share in the operation and clinical

work of the hospital and for this purpose takes (barge of beds from

time to time in the different wards. It is not the practice, however,

to keep any record of the beds taken charge of by him from time to

time in the other wards during any particular year.

Statement giving figures of * admission of smalUpojr rases in the

European jurying trards in the Campbell Hospital
,
Calcutta

,
during

the year 1934, referred to in the reply to unstarred question No.

24.

January—Nil.

February— l bed occupied.

March— 1 bed occupied.

April— 1 bed occupied.

May— 1 bed occupied.

June— 1 l»ed occupied.

July to December—Nil.
'

Babu HEM CHANDRA ROY CHOUDHURI: Will the Dou ble

Minister l»e pleased to state the number of beds reserved for Indian

patients suffering from sina 11-pox Y

Tha Hoit'bla Sir BIJOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: I want notice,

Sir, but I believe there is no reservation Only for the minority com-

munities, reservation is possible.

Babtt HEM CHANORA ROY GHOUDHUftl: In view of the fact

that not more than one bed was occupied in any month in 1934, will the

Hon'ble Minister kindly consider the question of transferring some of

the beds reserved for paying European patients suffering from small-

pox to Indian patients?

Thi Hoit’bla Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: I cannot answer

tfiat question without notice.

Mr? NAREMORA KUMAR BAtUl Will the Hon'ble Minuter

please consider the question of reserving beds for the minority com-

munity of the Bengalee Hindus?
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Tht HonUte Sir BUOY PRASAD SINCH ROY:. The Bengalee

Hindu are not a minority community.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BASU: Does tbe Hon’ble Minister

consider that the Bengalee Hindus are not a minority community in

Bengal?

The Hon’ble Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: Not in Calcutta.

Subdivision*! Magistrate of Rampurtiat.

25. MftUlvi ABUL KA8EM: (a) Will the Hon’ble Member in

charge of the Appointment Department be pleased to state-2-

(i) whether it is a fact that the Subdivisional Magistrate of Itam-

purhat went into tbe mosque at Nalhati, a village in that

subdivision, with his shoes on and refused to take them

off when requested to do so;

(tt) whether it is a fact that the said Subdivisional Magistrate went

into the female quarters of some Muhammadans a4 Nalhati

in spite of the protest by the householders ; and

(iii) whether it is a fact that the said officer asked the inmates of

the bouse to open their handies and degchies to see if any

beef w’as cooked ?

(b) Is it a fact thut the said Subdivisional Magistrate has issued

warrant against certain Muhammadans of the Nalhati thana and

demanded a bail of lta. 10,000 from almost all t>f them for an alleged

offence of aiding and kidnapping about a year ago?

(r) Was anv enquiry held about the actions of the Subdivisional

Officer?
”

(d) If the answer to (<•) is in the affirmative, by whom was the

enquiry made and with what result ?

(r) Was any evidence taken and recorded as regards the allegation

made by the Mussulmans of the locality ?

(/) Was the enquiry* public or private?

MIMBCR in ohtrgt of APPOINTMENT DEPARTMENT (tht

Hon’ble Mr. R. N. Reid): (a) («*), <u) and (tit) No.

(6) Three Muhammadans were required by the Subdivision*!

Officer, Kampurhat, to show cause why they should not execute bonds

to keep the peace under section 107, Criminal Procedure Code, and

were under section 117, Criminal Procedure Code, required to execute
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xmd» first of Rs. each, each with one surety in Rs. 1,000,. and
ater ill the sum stated with two sureties in Rs. 5,000 each.

(c) and (d) Yes. By the District Magistrate, Birbhum. He found
hat the allegations in part (a) of this question were unfounded and
nalicious—a finding which was accepted by the Divisional Commissioner
md Government.

(e) Yes.

t/) The District Magistrate held a personal local enquiry.

Maulvi ABUL KASEM: With reference to answer (r), will the

Son’ble Member be pleased to state if any Muhammadan was examined

:\v the District Magistrate

?

The Hen’ble Mr. R. N. REID: Yes, Sir.

Maulvi ABUL KASEM: With reference to (5), will the Hon’ble

Member be pleased to state why the Mussulmans were asked to supply

tecurity for keeping the peace? Did the Mussalmans there create any
listurbnnce or was there any apprehension of creating any?

Tha Hon'blf Mr. R, H. REID: There was au apprehension that tha

kfuhammadan* concerned would create a disturbance.

RESOLUTIONS.

(On matters of ganaral public interact.)

Rai Bahadur KESMAB CHANDRA BANERdl: On a point of in-

bnndtiQn, Sir, With reference to resolution No. 82 which stands in my
inme, a requisition signed by 55 members was submitted the other day,

is required by Standing Order 68B (section 77B of the Council Manual).
>ince then, I am not aware what action has l»oen taken on the requisi*

ion; may I enquire whether 1 am entitled to move it out of its turn or

lot. The requisition was submitted by the members having due regard

o the fact that it is a matter in which the Bengalee* as a race are vitally

nterested.

Mr. PRESIDENT: Before any order was passed with regard to that

requisition, I received a letter from as many as 14 of the signatories

rithdrawing their consent. The requisition, therefore, automatically

filled.

Mr.* BMANTI SHEKHARESWAR RAY: On a point of order,

&r% Is it permissible for one who has signed the requisition to withdrew
lit signature?
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Mr. PRESIDENT: There is no rule to preYent such a step. If you

go into the spirit of the standing order concerned you will find that I

have to ascertain if 50 members are really willing to take a resolution

out of its turn. In the present case, when 14 signatories out of 55 say in

clear terms that they are not willing to take up the resolution in ques-

tion out of its turn the requisition referred to by the Rai Bahadur falls

to the ground.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: On a point of order, Sir. Will

it he permissible for these 14 members to recant their recantation nowP

Mr. PR E8 1 DENT. I would leave them alone.

(The Council then resumed further discussion on the resolution of

Huji lhidi Ahmed Chowdhury regarding the revisional survey of the

temporary settled estates of Chittagong, etc.).

Mr. PRESIDENT: We may now take up resolution No. 2. The
Hon ’hie Sir Brojendra Lai Mitte* was in possession of the House on the

last occasion.

Tht Hon’ble 8ir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: Sir, on the last

occasion when the resolution was moved, I had not time enough to make
more than a few preliminary observations, and I did not go into the

merits of the resolution. I propose to do that to-day. Sir, before I deal

with the merits, I desire to draw the attention of the House to the scope of

the resolution. The resolution recommends that the revenue of the

revisional survey of the temporary settled estates of Chittagong and

other distric ts which was enhanced on the basis of the rise of the price

of paddy und jute he remitted at least by 25 per cent. So, the i*esolu-

tioiris confined to the revisional survey of temporary settled estates,

and the revenue as assessed o# that occasion. In the course of the de-

bate, much was said about rent in Government khas muhah. My sub-

mission is that the rent payable by cultivators in Government

khas mahals is outside the scope of this resolution. I shall, therefore,

coufine my remarks to the revenue payable in respect of temporary

settled estates in Chittagong and in other districts. These temporary

settled estates are again restricted to estates in which the enhancement

was based on the rise in the prices of rice and jute. So far as I have

been able to ascertain there is no such estate in existence, because at

the time of the revisional survey, assessment was based not upon the

price of paddy or jute, but upon the assets of the tenure-holder on (fee

basis of the rents which he was getting from the cultivators. What was

done can be illustrated. Supposing a tenure-holder was getting Ha. 100

from the cultivator rent. He was given an allowance of 40 per cent,

and the revenue was settled at Rs. GO. Rs. GO was settled not upon the
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basi* of the price of paddy or jute, but upon the basis of what the tenure-

holder was getting from his tenants, the cultivators. The groat amount
of hia collection less an allowance, which on the average amounted to

40 per cent., was the revenue which was settled in respect of these
estates. Therefore, the resolution, I submit, is misconceived; but I

shall not make a debating point in order to defeat the resolution. I

shall go into the merits of it. The real intention of the resolution is, I

take it, that the enhancement was excessive, and the tenure-holders are

finding a difficulty to pay the revenue, and, therefore, nn occasion has

arisen for Government to give a remission. That is the real intention of

the resolution, howsoever the resolution might have Wn worded. That
being so, I shall now deal with the substance of it and not merely with

the form. Sir, with regard to the rise in the incidence of revenue my
predecessor, the late Sir 1\ (\ Mitter, in answer to a similar resolution

moved last year, explained how the rise amounted on the average to four

annas in the rupee and not ten annas in the rupee, as, under the law,

would have been justified. Now the difficulty which has arisen in some
of the estates, particularly in Chittagong, is this. As 1 have said,

revenue was hosed upon the gross rent receivable by the tenure-holder.

During the years 19*24-1929 while this revisional settlement was going

on the price of paddy had gone up and the tenure-holders in their turn

had raised the rent to an excessive" limit. They were getting a large

amount of rent and the revenue having been bused upon rent was neces-

sarily high. The cultivators cannot pay the rent at that high rate: the

result' is that the tenure-holders find it difficult to pay their revenue. At
the time of revisional settlement it was pointed out to the tenure-holders

that Government could not reduce their revenue unless they, the tenure-

holders, agreed in their turn to reduce the rent due from the cultivators.

They ‘refused. That Wing so, revenue was fixed upon the principle

which 1 huve stated. Nevertheless, the fact remains that revenue in

some cases was pitched a little too highland that is evidenced by the

fact that in the district of Chittagong the number of defaults has been

unusuily large. 1 shall give the figures in a moment. 1 am not

minimising the importance of this question. 11*4 the mischief was done
not by the Government but by the tenure-holders themselves by taking

an excessive amount of rent from the cultivators which the cultivators

are not in a position now to pay, the prices having fallen. If honour-
able members will look iuto the Tauri Manual they will find that there

is a rule based upon a fundamental principle which Government has been

observing for many many years and it is this—that there cannot W any
remission of revenue, unless there is a corresponding remission of rent

due from the cultivators, because, otherwise, if Government remit, the

cultivators will not get the benefit. Therefore we cannot undertake to

reduce the revenue, in any case, unless there is a corresponding under-

taking by the tenure-holders to reduce the rent. Now, if that principle

is accepted—and I submit it is a very sound principle because if relief
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i# to be given it i# not to be given merely to the tenure-holder* but relief

taunt be given to the cultivator* also,—and I hope the Council will have

no hesitation to accept it—you will find immediately that a reduction on

a fiat rate of 25 per cent. is impossible, because in some cases rent has

been increased by 25 per cent., in some cases 50 per cent, and in some

case* 100 per cent. I have got materials in my possession which show

that in some cases the rent was increased by 300 per cent. If the

increase of rent is so variable like that how can you expect the Govern-

ment to reduce the revenue by a flat rate of 25 per cent? But that is no

answer to the claim for remission. Well, if there be really a case for

examination will the difficulty be insurmountable? I say no, the diffi-

culty is not insurmountable. Take any individual estate and see what

was the increase in the rent and what was the increase in the revenue.

If we find that the increase was unconscionable, then reduce all along

the line—reduce the rent and Government will be prepared, in that

individual case, to reduce the revenue.

Sir, it is for that purpose that a special officer in the district of

Chittagong, which is the worst affected, has been detailed to go into

these matters uud take up these cases individually and the Director of

Land Records himself has gone there to examine the matter. As a

matter of fact, I may inform the House that in a number of cases remis-

sion has been given when it was discovered that revenue wras high on

account of high rent. These cases are being examined at present. In

January last I paid a visit to Chittagong and received a deputation off

Noabad Talukdurs. 1 discussed the matter with them and they said

they would he satisfied if these cases were examined estate by estate and

relief given, where relief was called for. That is just the process w'hicli

is going on at present. The Director of Land Records is there and there

is a special officer there, and they are examining the position. Govern-

ment is determined to examine all these cases individually and give

remission where remission is really needed. But I cannot, for the

reasons that I have stated, accept the Resolution which recommends a

reduction on a flat rate of 25 per cent, nil round. It may be that in some

cases no reduction is called for: in some cases on the other hand more

than 25 per cent, may be called for. It is quite true as Haji Badi

Ahmed Chow'dhury said in his speech that in some cases the revenue on

the face of it was raised from, say, Rs. 4,000 to something like

lis, 7,000. But, Sir, he attributed ail these to the rise in the price of

paddy at the time of resettlement. I want to disabuse the Council of

a misapprehension that might have been caused by that statement.* I

Lave gone through many of these cases and what I find is this, that in a

large number of cases where there has been an enhancement of*revenue

it is due to two factors. First of all, an increase in the amount of the

cultivated land, say, 2,000 acres w*ere cultivated before and enhanced

revenue was due to the fact that at the time of resettlement it was found
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that it was actually £,300 acres. Hera increase of revenue was attribut-

able to increased acreage of cultivated land. The second factor was,

what If have already stated, increase of rent. It is on account of theae

two causes that in a number Of cases revenue has been increased to a

largo figure. It must not be put down merely to the formula that in

these cases the increase was 100 per cent, or the increase was 50 per

cent. It may be 100 per cent, or 50 per cent., but you have got to con-

aider in respect of what quantity of land the increase took place and

what was the raiyatari asset. And that is the reason why we cannot

accept a flat rate of remission.

Sir, Haji lladi Ahmed Chowdhury has said that the increase was 50

per cent, and he drew the inference from the fact that previous to the

resettlement Government got from the Noabad taluk Rs. 0,23,500

whereas after resettlement Government revenue was lls. 9,45,583. Why
was this jump? My answer to this is: there has been this increase

because of the two factors—increase of acreage and increase of rent.

With regard to these Noabad talukas I admit that the problem is a
serious one and a difficult one. But we we are tackling it in right

earnest. I shall give the House an idea of the complexity of the

problem. It is not capable of easy solution as has been suggested by
the mover of the resolution. The number of Xoabad talukas in

Chittagong is 34,959. During the last three years as many as 21,929

talukas were advertised for sale, that is on the average about 7,300

talukas per year, which by itself is a serious matter. When so many as

talukas out of 35,000, t.r., one-fifth of the talukas were advertised

for sale, there must 1m* something wrong somewhere. But I will assure

the House that we not only realise t lie gravity of the situation hut in

our eagerness to save the talukas we are exercising the utmost res-

traint. The number of actual sales was not more than 355 a year:

Some of them are very small talukas. Although the number of estates

advertised for sale was as many as 7,300, the number actually sold

was not more than 355 a year on the average. Nevertheless, the fact

remains that the number of defaults was very large and it does call

for a scrutiny and that is being conducted now. So far for Chittagong.

I have nothing further to say. The position is this that there is a

problem and a serious problem which we are tackling and tackling

with determination. We know the causes of the defaults and we know
also how these causes can be removed. They can be removed only by
the co-operation of the talukdars themselves. If they in their turn

will agree to reduce the rent due from the cultivators, that is, agree

to accept an economic rent and not a fancy rent which was imposed

during the boom time Government will be prepared to reduce the

revenue in a corresponding measure. But beyond that I am not pre-

pared to go.
#

As regards khas mahal land, I have already made my submission

that it is irrelevant to the present resolution.
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Now, I come to Jalpaiguri about which Nawab* Musharraf Hoss&in

spoke. With regard to this, although Nawab Saheb spoke with feeling,

I dare say, born of intimate acquaintance with local affairs and prob-

ably also oil account of personal interest—I atn not complaining, we

all do that—he left me in a rather unfortunate position as he gave no

facts and figures. He simply instituted a comparison between a British

Indian district Jalpaiguri and the neighbouring State of Cooch Behar.

We do not know about the incidence of taxation in Cooch Behar. We
do not know what revenue per acre is charged by that State and on

what basis. We do not know what facilities the State of Cooch Behar

affords to their tenants. Not knowing these factors it is not possible

for me to test the comparison. Taking the Jalpaiguri jotes by them-

selves, what do we find? We find that the incidence of rent in the

district of Jalpaiguri is very much lower than in any other district

in Bengal. In the very best agricultural land in Jalpaiguri district,

absolutely the best, the rent is Rs. to Rs. 4 per acre—not more than

that. Now, the hon’ble members coining from Bakarganj, Noakhali

or Faridpur know what is the rent per acre of the best agricultural

land in those districts. It is Rs. 10 or Rs. 12. I have seen in some

places even Rs. 15 per acre. But here the maximum is Rs. 4 j>er acre.

Lestf the Nawab Sahib thinks that 1 am imagining I will give him

some figures. The incidence of what is known as chukani rent, that is

rent payable by the jotcdars to the chukanidars per acre is

—

Rs. a. p.

in Bhalka area ... ... 1 5 3

in Falakata area ... ... 1 12 9

in Muinaguri area ... ... 2 4 1

in Atipur Duars ... ... 1 7 1

The rate of rent for pat it rland is between 2 annas and 4 annas.

That is so far as Jalpaiguri is concerned, and there again I say that

the re-settleiuent was based upon the rent. Now, if the rent was low,

you cau well imagine that the revenue could not be very high. Besides

that in the Julp&igiuri district the land is comparatively fertile and

yields not only paddy but jute and valuable subsidiary crops like

tobacco. In that district my information is that the monsoon never

fails and Government have spent enormous sums of money in improv-

ing communications, so that the produce can be easily brought to the

market. These facilities have been given by the Government. Thj
rent is low and the revenue is low, and there is no occasion for any

genuine grievance so far as Jalpaiguri is concerned.
#

Wf have not heard any complain in the course of this debate with

regard to re-settlement in any other district. It is only Chittagong

and Jalpaiguri, and I hare made by submissions with regard to both
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these districts, and for the reasons I have stated hou’ble members

will see that it is not possible nor will it be reasonable for Government

to accept a resolution for remission of rent by a flat rate of 25 per cent.

I have also told the Council that in Chittagong district, where the

problem is serious, Government are taking adequate measures to give

relief not only to tenure-holders but also to the cultivators. Having

regard to all these facts, I hoj>e the hon’ble mover will not pres# the

resolution to a division.

The resolution was then put and lost.

Maitlvi HAMAH ALIS I beg to move that this Council recommends
i> the Government that proj>er authorities l>e moved to immediately

introduce legislative measures to fix the minimum price of sugarcane

in Bengal.

Cultivation of sugarcane is growing to be a problem in this country.

With the fall in price of jute and paddy and other products in the

country, the problem of sugarcane as a substitute crop for jute is

growing to be of much more interest than before. Government have

undertaken the jute restriction propaganda and suggesting the culti-

vation of sugarcane as substitute crop. But unless Government pro-

tection is given to the cultivators by way of fixing the minimum price

of sugarcane, no good can be done to the cultivators. They will be

exploited by the millowners just as they have been hitherto exploited

wjjh^egard to jute. And to-day we find, Sir, that jute growers are

economically dead and wc are all awure wliut awful crisis we are in.

There are three sugar mills at present in Bengal—Ketuhganj at

Dinujpur, Gopalpur ut Kajshahi and Beldanga in Murshidabad.

These mills have been working from the last year. These sugar factories

are already up and doing for profiteering. All possible arrangements are

being made to get the supply at the cheapest costs. Cuttings of

sugarcane are being supplied by the factories to the growers on condi-

tion that they supply three-fourths of their produce including the

cuttings distributed at rate of price dictated by the factory. Besides

this, applications for contracts of supply of canes and for dtulan*, i.c.,

loans in the form of price-in-advance on standing crops are daily

pouring in through different agencies in these factories. In short in

the localities 75 per cent, of the sugarcane under cultivation is under

contract in some form or other and the price is not fixed by the manage-

ment of the factories. So, Sir, it is no exaggeration to say that

another engine of exploitation will be soon coming into play with

the growing production of sugarcane in the country and it is no

wonder *hat in no time the sugarcane will meet the same fate as indigo

in the past and the jute in recent times. I therefore urge upon* the

Government to take up the problem very seriously. There is no doubt

that this industry is only in its beginning. Still, Sir, Oovenment must
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be on the alert from the very beginning if they are serious minded over

giving any protection to the ignorant and poor cultivators impoverished

to the verge of death under years of economic depression*

The Legislative Assembly passed the Sugar Bill a few months back.

Among other things the Act provides the fixing of sugarcane price and

it empowers the Provincial Legislatures to do the needful in accordance

with local conditions. And already, Sir, Bihar Government and U. P.

Government too, I believe, has fixed the minimum price of sugarcane.

I therefore see no reason why Bengal Government should not follow

suit.

Mr. t. M. BOSE: I beg to oppose this resolution. Bihar and
Bengal are not at all on the same footing. In Bihar there is a verjr

large number of sugarcane mills and there is a great demand for

sugarcane, whereas in Bengal there are only, as the Hon’ble Member
has stated, 3 sugar mills which are not enough to absorb all the

sugarcane grown here. I believe the price of sugarcane in Bengal
varies from four annas to six annas a maund, and lip till now we
have not had any such demand by the agriculturists who grow' sugar-

cane that the price should be regulated. In Bengal we are trying to

have sugarcane and this infant industry will be very greatly handi-

capped if from the very outset the price of sugarcane is fixed. My
friend is really playing the game of Bihar. Bihar does not want
Bengal to start mills and Bihar will be very glad indeed if the Bengal
Government does hamper the establishment of mills in Bengal by such

law. I therefore think that this proposal is entirely uncalled faft afid

at the present time nothing should be done by the Bengal Government
artificially to fix the price as my friend urges. I therefore oppose the

resolution.

BtlHl PREMHARI BARMA: In supporting the motion of Maulv;
Hassan Ali I beg to submit that it is high time that steps be taken
to fix the minimum price of'sugarcane by means of legislation in the
province of Bengal in view of the fact that sugar mills have been
established in Bengal in recent years. The necessity of fixing the
price of sugarcane is due to the fact that sugarcane mill owmers are
buying sugarcane at their arbitrary and whimsical low prices. They
are not at all uniform in their prices and are buying sugarcane at as
much low price as possible. They vary their prices very often in
accordance with the nature of the persons who bring sugarcane to

them to sell. When they see that parties have come with cart-loads
of sugarcane from far distant places and it is not possible for thereto
take back the sugarcanes home without loss the mill owners offer as
much low prices as jwssible. Uuder the circumstances the poor
cultivators are compelled to sell their sugarcane at the very arbitrarily
low prices offered to them by the mill owners. Sugarcane mill owners
bave no competitors at all, e.#., in north Bengal there is only one milt
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at Satabganj in the district of Dinajpur and another at Gopalpur in

the district of Rajshahi run by the same mill owner. Had there been

other sng&rctae mills in the localities then the mill owners would not

have dared to offer arbitrarily low and whimsical prices. The poor

cultivators of Bengal who had been hard hit by the abnormally low

prices of jute are being advised by Government to decrease their jute

cultivation and increase sugarcane cultivation where sugarcane grows.

But this advice of the Government will be of no beuefit to the poor

cultivators unless the price of sugarcane is fixed by legislation as it had

been done in other provinces of India.

Fnder the circumstances it is of urgent and immediate necessity

that Government should take steps to fix the prices of sugarcane in the

province of Bengal also where sugar mills have already been established.

At the Satabganj sugar mill, sugarcanes are bought at prices varying

from 3 annas to 5 annas per mauml. Very often the rates of prices are

changed by the mill owners.

(The Council was at this stuge adjourned for 15 minutes.)

(After Adjournment.)

Nawab MUSHARRUF HOSAIN, Khan Bahadur: Sir, my fiirnd

Maulvi llassan Ali has moved that Government should now fix a

minimum price for sugarcane. The time has now come when some-

thing should be done by Government in this respect. So far ns the

-ffEJhrcane Act is concerned that Act provides that no middlemen should

be allowed to interfere in the trade, and it further provides that the

provinces if necessary may fix a minimum price. Sir, we from our

seats in this House have lw*cn clamouring for u minimum price for jute

to Im* fixed and if we have really any faith in what we are clamouring

for I think we should he consistent and take the view that what the

rest of India has done Bengal too ought to do. Now the question is

whether the time is opportune. In southern and eastern Bengal sugar-

cane mills have not yet Keen started but in North Bengal several mills,

small and large, have beeu started, some have been started last year and

some this year. In North Bengal I believe it is possible for {ample to

grow’ sugarcane where the land is high and undulating. I myself at

one time complained in this House about the enormity of the assess-

ment in Jalpaiguri. At that time I had in mind the fact that three-

fourths of the land in Jalpaiguri is high land and practically very

little crop can he gathered out of that highland. Only one-fourth of

the low land is possible of cultivation of paddy. But this three-fourths

high land if cultivated with sugarcane will yield very good results.

But the cultivators are very shy because they believe that they will

not get a fair price for their labour. Now if a price is eonvetffently

fixed by the Government of Bengal, which they have every power to

do under the Act, my belief is that instead of retarding the spread of
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sugarcane cultivation it will accelerate its progress. If you are sure

that you will have a fixed income from a certain area you will put forth

all your energy and resources for cultivating that area. When my
friends from other parts of Bengal say that sugarcane or sugarcane

mills are rare here, I do not think equally with them, as there are

several such mills in Bengal. I myself have started a small mill and

my friend Mr. Raikat has started another mill in Jalpaiguri. In

Dinajpur there is a very big mill but they cannot get sugarcane from

anywhere in Bengal, but have got to purchase it from Bihar, all the

way from Bihar, and bring it to Dinajpur and crush it in that mill.

On the other hand, if the people of Dinajpur know that by cultivating

just one bigha of land they can get at least Rs. 50 out of it—I may say

that Rs. 50 is the minimum price that one can get from one bigha of

sugarcane;— if it produces the normal crop it should yield 200 maunds
of sugarcane and 200 maunds even at the rate of 4 annas a maund
should bring in a handsome profit. >So by cultivating just one bigha

of land with sugarcane you ran easily get a sum of Rs. 50, if the price

is fixed and there is a purchaser. I do not believe that any one can

get the same amount from jute. One cannot get mors than '4 maunds
of jute from one bigha of land. There may be some extraordinarily

good places where, I hear, one cun grow' 7 to 8 maunds of jute from

one bigha but these are abnormal places and in ordinary places

one cannot get more than 8 maunds. At the present rate of

Rs. 2 to Rs. 8 a maund lie cannot get more than Rs. 7 or

Rs. 8 for all his labours that lie will put forth for gro^SSVT*4

jute. On the other hand, if he grows sugarcane and if the

price is fixed for it, especially in those places where mills have been

sturt ed, then round about them you will see the people growing sugar-

cane and selling it at a remunerative price. Of course my friends

from Clive Street will gradually come to know that sugarcane will

replace jute. However, 1 fully sympathise with mv friend Mr. Hassan

Ali when lie says that for his district there should he a minimum price

fixed for sugurcnne. If a start is made in his dictrict where a very

big mill, whose outturn is 700 tons a day has been started, I believe

his district will not suffer. On the other hand, mill owners knowing

that they will have to j>ay a certain fixed price will also be assured of

getting a certain amount of sugarcane from that j>art of the country

and will not have to go to Bihar to purchase their supplies. So the

Government of Bengal should at least make a start, and if it is extended

to Jalpaiguri as well, I will not murmur, although it would be going

against my interest. A mill-owner who has started an infant mill

would not like to be handicap]>ed in the matter of price. It does not

however matter in the least whether I suffer as a result of this ;* but I

want the cultivator to be assured of a fixed price and a fixed income*

I do not mind suffering a little loss, but I do not believe that if the

price is fixed on the basis of the quality of the article, it will be dis*
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astroui to the mills is a whole. From my little experience of that com-

modity I find that while in some cases 12 maunds of sugarcane yield

one mftttnd of molass, in other cases T maunds of sugaaeane yield one

maund of molass. So, Sir, in fixing the price there should be a limit

laid down from the lowest to the highest quality, and that limit should

be determined not by an expert appointed by the local Government but

by a committee. In Bihar, I think, a committee in every district

has ben formed to regulate the minimum price. If some such thing

is done here also, it will, I think, improve the condition of the culti-

vators. Of course, in this matter Government must proceed very cau-

tiously. What I suggest from my place in this House may not lie

acceptable to my friend, the llon’ble Minister, and even if he would

not accept my advice I would not be very angry, because I know that he

holds a jwsition of great responsibility. 1 would rather leave the

matter to him to consider with his experts with a view to seeing whether

the time is not opportune for the fixing of minimum price, although I

fully agree with my friend, Maulvi Hassan Ali, the mover of the reso-

lution, that so fur as his own district is concerned, a minimum price

should he fixed. Probably, in other districts also, where mills have

been started, the* matter may 1m? left to the discretion of the Hon'hle

Minister, who is in the best position to control the situation.

Maulvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN: Sir, Maulvi Hassan Ali has raised

a very important issue. The question is whether Government should

tahe action with a view to fixing a minimum price for sugarraue. The
resb^tion has l>een opposed by Mr. S. M. Bose, and I think Mr. Bose

has unfortunately raised the old question of the interests of manu-
facturers as against those of growers of raw produce, hut he is right

iu his argument so far as this particular matter is concerned. As
regards the conHicting interest* of the manufacturers ami the growers,

our decided view is that the grower of the raw produce should never

la* placed at a disadvantage. All facilities and encouragement should

he given to the growers. The question now is whether hv fixing a mini-

mum price for sugarcane in Beqgal, Government will be furthering the

interests of growers. That is the all-important question at issue.

Mr. S. M. Bose has pointed out that the sugarcane industry in Bengal
is still in a nascent stage and that there are only a few mills in Bengal
as compared witt the number of mills we find in Bihar and in other

provinces! Xowjjjthe question is whether we want more mills in Bengal
or not. My view is that if you have more mills in Bengal, you will

have more consppnption, and there will be an increase of demand and
oflhsequent rise in* prices. On the other hand, if more mills are not

established no active incentive can be given to this infanf industry

of growing sugarcane in any other way. Now, if a minimum priop for

sugarcane is fixed, under the present Circumstances I do not think

it will facilitate the establishment of more mills in Bengal~~ratber it
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will discourage the establishment of more mills. * If the establishment

of more mills is discouraged, iX will affect the interests of growers of

sugarcane all* Therefore, speaking about the province as a whole, T

think that it will not be wise under the present circumstances to fix

a minimum price; but conditions in different parts of Bengal perhaps

vary--ond certainly do vary. It has been pointed out that in North

Bengal several mills have already been established and that the growers

there are suffering on account of the very low price that sugarcane is

fetching at present. I think that this is a matter that requires invests

gation—whether in certain parts of Bengal there is a just ground for

fixing a minimum price. I do not think whether it will be advisable

to fix a minimum price in one part of Bengal and not to do so in other

parts. Whether that is feasible or not, I do not know. If it is feasible,

I think the conditions in North Bengal should be carefully surveyed.

We, in this Council, are not in possession of facts to such an extent

as to give definite advice to Government on this point. A thorough
investigation should be made into the matter, and if it is actually seen

that the interests of the growers of North Bengal will suffer, because

sugarcane does not fetch its proper price there and if at the same time
it is possible to fix u minimum price in certain* parts, I think it is time
that Government should consider that question seriously.

Sir, Nawab Musharruf Hossain supported this resolution. But one
thing which he has said rather dissuades me to hold the same view as

he does. He says that there is a mill in Diuajpur but the mill-owners

do not get sufficient sugarcane in that district and have to implement
their supply from another province, viz., Bihar. That shows, Si^that
Diuajpur cannot supply the demands of even one xnill*and the mill-owners

find it profitable to ^et their supply from a distant place. So, there is a
vast field for growing more sugarcane there and there is no reason to

suppose that the local mills do not offer a remunerative price to the

growers. Why, then, the people over there are not being encouraged to

grow mow sugarcane? Can it be because they get too low a price P If

the mill-owners there find it a profitable business to get their sugarcane
from some other province, I do not think of any reason why they should
not offer a proper price for the local produce. So, if u minimum price is

fixed, the mil! naturally purchase less from the local market. I think

the mill-owners in that case will be compelled by circumstances to get
more of their required raw material from other provinces and the local

growers will suffer a consequent loss. I do not thinly that it is pit all

an encouraging situation that even the few mills that we have here

are not being properly supplied with raw material. #

Sir, some of my friends here have referred to Qie case of jute flSid

have said that there is a demand- for fixing a minimum price of that
commodity. Why, they argue, a minimum price should not fixed

in the case of sugarcane also?* I do not tbfak that the two things stand
in the same position. Asiar as jute is concerned, we know that Bengal
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practically holds a monopoly in ks production. Therefore, if a mini-

mum ptioe can be fixed for jute the cultifators are likely to be benefited ;

and theta can be no question of any harm being done lb them. The
question of fixing a minimum price for sugarcane stands altogether on a
different footing, and it should be approached from a different 'angle.

Sir, my view is that it does not seem advisable to fix a minimuraprice

for one part of Bengal, leaving out the rest. This is a question which

ought to be considered, investigated with reference to its various aspects,

by Government before it can come to a decision.

Mr. P. BANEPUI: Sir, I rise to support the motion moved by my
friend, Maulvi Hassan Ali. This is, as has been pointed out by my
friend, Maulvi Tamixuddin Khan, a motion of great importance. I

fail to understand why Mr. S. M. Bose has thought fit to oppose this

motion. He says that it will stand in the way of manufacturers. It

is a well-known fact that the Bengal Government during the last few

years have been making an endeavour to encourage sugarcane produc-

tion. In reply to a question last year the Hon’ ble Minister stated that

altogether there were 50* small or hig mills in this province. Besides,

these fifty mills, I think, three big mills have been sturted,— as has

l>een pointed out by the mover of the motion— at Sitabganj, Oopalpur,

and Beldanga. I might add that there are many other sugar mills

under construction* in ‘Bengal. Now, the Government desire that the

manufacture of sugt|r must 1 h» introduced in this country to give relief

to«*he poor cultivators, os there is not much profit in the cultivation of

jute. \*ir
f

the existence of the mills depends on the cultivation of

sugarcane. It has been pointed out that the sugarcane cultivation in

Bengul is not in abundance and that the organizers of the mills that

have been started ki.ow it full well that in Bengal the cultivation of

sugarcane is not really abundant. And I might tell you, Sir, that

the mill that bad been started in Beldanga and also at Sitabganj could

not work during the year, the reason befhg that the latter was a big
mill with a capacity of producing 700 tons a day. At the beginning
it was not possible for such a big mill to work in an area where there

is not much sugarcane cultivation. The difficulty of the cultivators at

present are that the mill owners ure advancing money to them on condi-

tion that they would sell sugarcane at a much lower price, say from
0 annas to 5 annas. In places, take Gorakhpur and Cawn-
pur and in some places in Bihar, sugar mill« are making
tremendous profit. They are making a profit of about 50 per cent.

T|ys is no doubt % huge profit. So if the price is fixed by Govern-
ment as it has been done in Bihar I fail to understand why manu-
facturers should suffer. Of course ifi fixing a minimum rate Govern-
ment will take into account everything, as has l>een pointed ou4 by
Nawab Saheb. The objects of the mill owners at Dinajpur was to
reduce the price so as to make greater profit. That is why they are
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purchasing this commodity even at 3 annas a maund. If we go into

details we find that the yield per bigha is 200 maunda. Even if it is

sold at 4 aniMs a maund it brings Rs. 50, The production cost in the

minimum is JU 43-10 besides the cost of transport. Taking this into

consideration the cost would be in thf neighbourhood pi Rs, 50. If

the minimum price is fixed at 4 annas a inaund there will -be a loss of

Rs. 2. Therefore if the price is fixed at 5 annas a maund there is

chance of some income. Now, If the cultivators who are new in the

field find at the outset that there is no profit even in the substitute

crop that has been suggested by the Government then naturally they

will refuse to cultivate sugurcane, and the result would be that o>nce«

these cultivators are discouraged, the net result will be that there will

be no sugarcune mill, and it will end in the automatic closure of those

mills that have been started or are under construction. Sir, in that

view' I consider that it is rather high time that Government should

consider this question from this aspect and fix a minimum price so

thut the cultivators may be encouraged to grow more sugarcane; and

with the growing of sugarcane in large quantities in this country

naturally there will he growth of sugarcane mills as has been the case

in Bihar.

With these words I support the motion.

Babu HEM CHANDRA ROY CHOUDHURIS Sir, for the very

reason that has prompted Maulvi Hasan Ali to bring this motion in

this Council 1 oppose it, that is for the benefit of the cultivators. .*Jn

spite of »the best effort and extensive propaganda of the Agriculture

Department of the Government of Bengal, the sugarcane cultivation

did not make a great headway in several parts of the province. It is

neither because agriculturists are unwilling to cultivate sugarcane nor

because the lands are unfit tor sugarcane cultivation, but because there

is no sufficient demand foi sugarcane. Sir, from my experience of jute

restriction propaganda in the district of Noakhali and its neighbouring

, cues I can say that the cultivators are very willing to make sugarcane

plantation, hut the persistent question they often put to the propa-

gandists is how they are to dispose of their crop, and really speaking

there is no satisfactory reply to that.

Sir, in spite of our best effort at Noakhali we cannot get any capital-

ist to establish a factory there in order to increase the demand of sugar-

cane. Sir, Maulvi Hassan Ali and Nawab Musharraf Hosain have said

that the fixing'of a minimum price of sugarcane will induce the culti-

vators to grow more sugarcane. Fixing of minimum price may %lp
the cultivators only where there are a number of sugar factories and

^their owhers combine to exploit the sugarcane producers, but in Bengal

no such case has yet been established. Consumption in extensive scale

can only be made by the mill owners. In Bengal if the capitalist* do

not get sufficient encouragement to establish mills, agriculturists will be
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<d&gnfim»A to grow ngmue ter rat of dwnssd. Multi Him
AM he* told as that at Jalpaiguri and Dinajpur the mill owners am not

giving proper price for sugarcane and that is the reason* why there is

no sufficient cultivation or sufficient supply of sugarcane in that die^

trict a«4 the mill owners have ti^mport their canes from other province,

Bihar. We “know, Sir, that in Bihar a minimum price has been fixed

and mill owners at Dinajpur, in order to get sugarcane from that pro-

vince, have to pay the minimum price to them and over and above they

jbavfc to bear the transport cost. If the mill owners are ready to pay

the minimum price to the growers of Bihar over and above the trane-

p
port cost, there is no reason why the mill owners would not be ready

ttf pay the same to the growers of Dinajpur. The minimum price fixed

by the Bihar Government plus the transport cost will be sufficient for

satisfying the growers of sugarcane at Dinajpur, for the price of 4 annas

or 5 annas a maund will leave n sufficient margin of profit to the grower*.

A time may come when there will be more demand and the authorities

may then be approached for fixing « minimum price. Now-a-days,

speaking about Chittagong Division at least, there is no great demand

for sugatoane and the people ure therefore not very anxious to grow

sugarcane in extensive scale. If mills were established in that Divi-

sion I think the sugarcane cultivation would have Wen very extensive

even without propaganda. With these words, Sir, I oppose the motion.

Mr, PRESIDENT: I have allotted half an hour for the discussing

of this motion. The Hon’ble Minister may now speak.

Th^ Hon’bl* Hawaii K. C. M. FAROQUI, Khan Bahadur: Sir,

Government have every sympathy with the motive underlying the

resolution of the hon’ble member. Government are greatly interested

both in extending the cultivation of sugarcane in Bengal and in securing

the cultivator a fair share of the value of his produce. As a matter of *

fact, Sir, an Act to regulate the price o# sugarcane, intended for use

In sugar factories, was passed by the Indian ^Legislature and received

assent of the Governor General last year, the Act being No. XIV of 1934.

It is not necessary now to undertake any legislation in order to fix the

price, but all that need be done for the purpose is to lake action under

section 3 of the Act, with a view to the declaration of controlled attoas

and the fixing of price. Since the passing of the Act, we have had

under consideration for eome time now the question of fixing minimum
prices for sugarcane. But the matter is one which obviously must W
handled very cautiously ipr hasty action based on insufficient data

might defeat its own end. There is the danger that the statutory

limitation of mill owners' profit which might result from the fixations

of price might hamper the development of the industry which haabut

recently been established in Bengal, and is not yet pa a sufficiently large

•cate. This might in turn prevent the cultivator from finding a market

4
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lot hit cane. Enquiries bare, however, been already set on foot with

a view to ascertaining whether any, and i! so what, action is called for.

But tl|| dfeta, so far collected, is still insufficient for the purpose of

Bedding how far it is desirable in the best interest of the industrial

development of the country and of th%&ultivator to fix any minimum

prices. In these circumstances, Government have decided for the

present to watch the development of the industry for some time an^ to

observe the tendency at work before taking any action. They are

awaiting further information as to the adequacy of the prices secured*

by the growers, and are taking steps to secure complete information as

to the need for introducing co-operative methods to assist them. We
hope, Sir, to be in a position to reach a final decision in the matter

before long. I would request the hon'ble member to await till then, and

not to press his resolution in the mean time but to withdraw it.

Maulvi HAMAH ALI: In view of the assurance given by the

Hon’ble Minister, I beg to withdraw the motion.

The motion was withdrawn by leave of the House.

Baku MUKUNDA BEHARY MULLICK: I beg to move that this

Council recommends to the Government that a special officer be forth-

with appointed to make a special survey of the condition, progress and

other matters connected with the education of the depressed classes

(scheduled castes) of the province with a view to suggesting ways and

i&eani for ameliorating their general condition nnd that immediate

provision be made for funds necessary for the purpose. In placing this

motion of mine before the House, I make bold to state that the*mjuest

I am making of the Government is a fair and modest one. For, Sir, 1

am only asking the Government to uppoint a special officer out of a

large number of their officers in the department uml if possible parti-

culurly one belonging to these ^laaset, so that a survey may be made

of the conditions of these chute*' with reference to education and to

suggest ways and means as to how their general condition may be

improved and that the Government may Ik* properly advised as to the

courses they may adopt in this direction.

In putting toward this little demand, I do not think, Sir, that it

wiH he necessary to go into any great details. It will however be not

unreasonable if I were to give one or two facts for the proper apprecia-

tion of the problem. The total population of this province, as appears

from the last census, is about $1 millions. Of this, a little more than

half are Muhammadans ; and the rest are noi^Muhammadana. Amongst

these again, the Hindus are nearly 21 millions; and of thi# tffcmfier

nearly 10 millions belong to the depressed classes, who are no teamed

the scheduled castes.

It is not my purpose to give a general review of the edncatkNuA#

progress made in this country by all sections of His Majesty's subjects.
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What ( propose to do is to quote the figures from the Oovanunifit

report# to show the absolutely hopeless condition of this lam number

of people so far as their education is concerned, though we ft^phaaid

very loud talks both in this country and abroad of the general and moral'

obligations of the British Administration towards these millions of

humble people of India before they could make over th#jdm iuistrative

responsibilities in favour of the very few of talking Indian politician*,

one cannot certainly overlook the measures that have beeu adopted by

Abe Government in this respect, hut what I maintain is that all this is

but very little in comparison with the magnitude of the problem.

I shall not go very far back. In their Eighth Quinquennial Review

on the progress of education in Bengal for the years 1927*1932,

Chapter IX, where the Government give the figures of the students,

both boys and girls of the backward classes, they point out that the

total number receiving education in all grades of educational institu-

tions including higher, middle stage, primary stage and even in special

and indigenous institutions in 1926-27, was 344,179, that is about 34
,

per cent, of their population; in 1931-32, it was 440,064, that is nearly

4*4 per cent., while the number on the 31st March 1933, as appears

from Chapter XI of the Report on public instructions in Bengal for

the year 1932*33 was 437,220, that is about 4*3 per cent. It therefore

shows a fall in the number. The position cannot be denied therefore

that the problem deserves a very careful investigation in order that

various unfortunate incidents due to ignorance and illiteracy may we

removed.

Apart from any other consideration of all high problems, it has now

been admitted that in order that a man can live as an ordinary human

being he must have some little education. For without education he

cannot even feel that he is a human being, not to talk of undertaking

other responsibilities attached to a<manV^jfe '

If you consider another aspect of the question, it will clearly appear

to you, Sir, how urgent is the necessity 'for an investigation of the

problem. India is primarily an agricultural country/' Newly 70 per

cent, of the population are engaged in agriculture and about 20 per

cent, more depend upon its usufruct. We have not yet known ho# this

can be improved to make its produce an industrial concern. Besides,

we find that these people are subjected to innumerable sufferings when

there are floods, inundations and droughts followed by famines. The

renor^s would show that the member# of these classes are mostly agricul-

turists" by occupation. Again, whenever there have been epidemics,

them ignorant and illiterate people suffer most as they do not know

the elementary rule of sanitation and health. Unless they know all

thane elementary things, what Will they do with a responsible adminis-

tration? They will certainly not realise what that means.
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Even when Goveran*l*i have been generous enough in giftfakg them

eome little self-government through the Village Self-Government Act,

we haye leen thit it has all been an apple of discord and has been

tdways a source of internal quarrels and factions in the village as

they have not realised the true import jf measures of this nature.

Governmehtereports will show that even with their low percentage

of general literacy many of them have gone up for higher university

education and the problem of unemployment is being fe)t by them as

well. These young men only follow the general run of events without

having been able to develop ideas of self-reliance and self-control. We
have seen that students after having taken their degrees in Science and

Commerce, have been forced to come to Law as they did not find any

opening in those directions to make their two ends meet. I am not

in the least discussing the merits and demerits of any particular course

of studies. But what I maintain is that for eommunrties, whose number

is fairly big in this province and who are yet in their infancy so far

as educational progress is concerned, efforts should be made to prevent

any ill-guided or misguided action of the nature I have indicated.

Some sort of education they must have. I am not here to suggest

what this should be. I am, however, not a believer in aimless education

not even in that education which does not make a man strong enough

to bear the burdens of his life. But all this requires investigation by

an expert on the subject. As it involves a very considerable section

64 people I am sure the Government would not mind the little expen-

diture it involves. And perhaps I am correct when 1 say thaf they

would make u very great gain if the problem can he solved, whei it has

not yet assumed an acute shape.

With these few words I beg to commend my motion to the acceptance

of the House.

TIm Hon’bl* Khan Bahadtfr M. AZIZUL HAQUE: Sir. with your
permission I must at the outset explain the position of the Education
Department with reference to this resolution. The Education Depart-

ment has far « vary long time been considering the problem and has
recognised the tiled of doing something for those who are educationally

backward. Ixmg before the present scheduled castes came to be classed

as such, the Education Department recognised certain number of classes

which were educationally backward and had been consistently following

the policy of encouraging the*education of those classes including the

depressed classes. My friend has raised the question of appoii^jtin^ a

special officer, but his aim and object is to make a special survey of

the condition, progress and other matters connected with the education

of the depressed clashes with a view to suggesting ways and means for

ameliorating their general condition. I may state for the information

of this House that we lntve already got all the information oa the
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subjedrim4 this matter was very carefully thoroU&hly gone into

in 1928-Si) when Government took the troublel^pf investigating the

matter bom different sources, and the result of the enquiry urns that

Government had in their possession, all the information that they

required . Apart from that, tfe ore miking an educational survey

of the province with reference to secondary education and also investi-

gating the present position with reference to primary education, and in

connection with that we are particularly looking into *the position of

the backward classes and the depressed classes. 1 have myself token

particular care to look into the (condition of the classes who are back-

ward or who are considered educationally backward. I therefore feel

that the necessity of this resolution does not arise at the present stage.

We hope to come to some definite conclusion soon as to what policy

Government are to adopt with regard to education of the backward

classes. In the meantime 1 might inform the House that Government

have done quite a good* deal for the backward classes in the way of

giving scholarships to the students of those classes. At present ithera

are

—

3 Scholarship* of the value of Rk. 30 111Ac1
0 K«. 15 ” in the Manor

7 K« 10 " in t ho junior
M

3 Rh. 10 ” in tho Uw **

3 R*. 10 *’ in the ongirnwring "

40 R*. 4 " in the middle*
"

66 . IU 3 ” in the primary final.

36 *
”

*

R«. * '* in the primary preliminary.

All these are reserved for the backward classes. In addition to that

—

and I am very glad to note that the backward classes are coming to the

forefront— out of 105 scholarship* open generally 'to the Hindu* and

Muhammadans ns many as 10 have bedh taken by members of the

backward clashes. Apart Yrom that, the encouragement which has been

given by Government in the matter of giving special scholarship* and

in fixing the limit of their enrolment in high school* ha* nerved it*

purpose, and the backward classes are coming forward to take their

stand with other classes in the educational level of the presidency. W*
are again investigating the question whether this has been sufficient

and if necessary we shall be able to do something more in the matter,

and the question of additional scholarships will receive our earnest

consideration. At present there are 3 seat* reserved for the backward

classes in the training colleges and this year a budget provision has

been made for giving two more scholarships in the Commercial Institute.

Government ate trying their level best for the backward classes in the

matter of improving their position with regard to education and I aope

that in view of the assurance that I have given my friend will see hie

way to withdraw the resolution. $
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Babu Mukonda Behary Muliick’s motion was then, by leave of the

Council, withdrawn,

Mr. PRESIDENT: 1 may teU the House that one hour will be

available for the discussion of the next resolution (No. 15).

Babll LALIT KUMAR BAL: Mr. President, Sir, I beg to move
that this Council recommends to the Government that in future

recruitment to Goi'ernment services under the Government of Bengal,

the candidates of the scheduled castes be appointed in all departments

in proportion of their population in Bengal. In this connection I

beg to draw the attention of the -Government that the claims of the

scheduled caste candidates in the matter of appointments have all

along been overlooked although there is no dearth of qualified candi-

dates among them. The numerical strength of the scheduled castes

in Bengal is almost half of the entire Hindu population of the province.

These people certainly deserve every encouragement in the hands of

the Government in the matter of their appointments in all departments
in consideration of their backwardness and vast population in this

province. A circular has been issued by the Government on the 28th
April 1931 regarding the ministerial appointments of the scheduled
castes; but I am sorry to submit that the circular is not generally
followed by the district authorities when making appointments in

ministerial departments. Then, in Police service and in other services

under the Government, the candidates of the scheduled castes, have
very often met with sympathetic reply, but their claims have been
consistently disregarded in almost all cases. I therefore appeal to the
Government that in view of the backwardness and vast population of
the scheduled castes of Bengal, all possible measures should be taken
to ensure appointments of these candidates in all departments according
to their population in the province. With these few words I command
my motion for the acceptancl of the House.

Tht Hon’blo Mr. R. N. Raid: I am somewhat handicapped in

replying to thi%resolution as I found it very hard to hear what the

mover said. The resolution recommends that in future recruitment

of the scheduled caste candidates to Government service in Bengal

should -toe proportionate to the whole population, that is to say to the

proportion that they l>ear to the general population of the country.

The first point I would like to make is a practical one. If the principle

underlying this resolution is accepted, it would be very difficult »to

see bow Government could avoid extending that principle in every

*o*se» that is to say they will have to make all appointments in the

exalt proportion which each section of the population bean to the

general population, and that I think would land Government in a
'Nwy difficult, if not impossible, position. In fact the logical corollary
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to it oonld be not only to make recruitment according to the propor*

tion vihich each large section of the population bears to the whole

population but also within the section itself and that will mean that

we shall have to subdivide our candidates to such an extent that it will

be almost impossible to meet all
*
demands. We should then be

compelled to arrange that each section of a community only competed

within itself,
which really is fodvctio ad absurdum . That is a proposal

which Government, for obvious reasons, can never accept I do not

wish it to be thought however that, in saying this, Government are

without sympathy writh the scheduled castes. That is an entirely wrong

supposition and it has been shown time after time that Government

both in the reserved and in the transferred departments ore anxious

to see that each portion of the population of this province get its fair

share of appointments, always subject however to the proviso that the

candidates are properly qualified.

This is a proposal that has been discussed before ami I remember

that Mr. Mukunda Behary Mullick himself brought forward such a

resolution in 19*11. At that time it was a proposal, I think, that 20

per rent, of the appointments of munsiffs should be kept for the bark-

ward classes. At that time my predecessor said that he could not

accept that proposal, but at the snme time he promised that—and

that promise I can well repeat here now—*4hat the claims of all com-

munities would W considered and as favourable* treatment as possible

accorded to each.

The principles which Government have adopted are briefly that, it

is to the general advantage of the whole province that the representa-

tives of all the castes and divisions of the population should be repre-

sented in the public service and they also accept the principle that

to obtain this result it is necessary within reasonable limits to make

special provision for those sections of the population which are least

well advanced and have fewer advantages than others. Those are

the broad principles which wgre adopted in 1925 when, it will lie

remembered, a communique wtti issued on this subject in which

Government stated their views. That communique was written with

special reference to the appointment of Muhammndans to the public

services but the general principles apply also to all other classes of the

population which have not equal advantages with the rest. That system

has recently been examined by Government and the results gone into.

The conclusion that Government came to was that the system was by

no means perfect-rand no system is perfect—nor was the result always

entirely satisfactory, but so far as it went, they came to the conclusion

that it was difficult to say in what respect it could be changed u&ith

advantage. In fact the results did not show—they were very carefully

examined—that the scheduled castes were failing to get appointments

in proportion to the number of their qualified candidates. In 1925

Government said that the criterion which they aimed at was the good
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of the population as a whole. It will be remembered that they pointed
oat that, quite apart from their official (duties, the administrative
officers of Government were through their position, able to make their
influence felt in a general way for the good of their own communities,
and that has always been recognised as a reason for having the repre-
sentatives of all kinds and classes of the population in the public
service. I contend

%
that that principle cannot be realised by a purely

mathematical application of a system of percentages and we should be
wrong to think that by a purely mechanical application of a percentage
basis, the general good would be obtained or that in practice it would
really redound to the benefit of the scheduled castes themselves. It
would not surely be to their advantage that they should have repre-
sentatives in the public services, appointed thereto not on their own
merits, but because so many candidates had to be appointed from their
community pimply in order to bring up the number of the candidates
to the quota demanded on a percentage basis. The whole basis of this
demand for special treatment is inequality in educational attainments,
and the necessity for such special treatment is the fact that the back-
ward community# hate not the same opportunities as other commu-
nities have. But, on the other hand, any such special arrangement
must be in the nature of a transitional measure. The whole basis of
the thing is that, at presgpt certain communities suffer from dis-
advantages in U»e way^of education, experience, etc., but the time will
come and they themselveajbave always maintained that a time will
come and in fact we often hear that there is no dearth of qualified
candidates—-when they will he able to compete with each oilier and
everybody else on a basis of equality.

Then, again, it is not as if -till appointments at present reserved for
the scheduled castes were the only appointments they can get. They are
able to compete not only on the special terms which are allowed under
the rules but they are also able to compete on equal terms with anyhcftly

else at the public examinations, and, as everybody knows, there are
quite a reasonable number of their cflftmunity who have got into the
public service of Bengal, from the highest down to the lowest, on equal
terms with competitors of all classes. I could name one or two
excellent officers both iu the Imperial and in the Provincial services.

There is one other point which I think one ought to emphasise,
and that is that, however anxious we may be to give the backward
classes special consideration and treatment, we do have to consider
the needs of the public services themselves and it is not to the interest
of the public services and it is not to the interest of the province *n
general either, that we should be compelled by the application of a rigid

.gircentage basis to take into the services men who otherwise wopId not
*get in on their own ^merits. That, Sir, I submit, is a matter which

*U classes of the population and the welfare of the province at
' Itff.
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One other point which also occurs to me is this: i! you pursue thin

percentage basis proposition to its logical end—and f have tried to

show earlier what its real result would be —are you not in danger of

accentuating even more than is the case at present that cleavage between

the classes which now exists? It is rather like the argument about

separate electorates. Separate electorates are things which we do not

like but the majority of people agree that separate electorates are

under the present conditions a necessary evil, a transient thing which

we hope will eventually be done away with. The same consideration

applies to the special advantages which are given to certain classes in

order to^leviate for them the handicap under whiok. they have

labourea up to now owing to their want of education in the past and
the want of opportunities which that lack of education entailed upon
them. As I said before I do not want the mover of the resolution to

think that Government are unsympathetic to the aims of the scheduled

castes. But I only want to point out the difficulties which would arise

supposing this resolution to put all appointments on a purely per-

centage basis were accepted. I would also like to point out that such

a proposal would not redound either to the "benefit of the public

at large or in fact to the benefit of the scheduled classes themselves.

So I trust that with this assurance the hon’blc mover will perhaps
withdraw his resolution.

Babti LALIT KUMAR BAL: In view, of this assurance of the

Hon’ble Member I l»eg leave to withdraw my resolution.

The motion was then by leave oi the Council withdrawn.

Mr. PRESIDENT. I might tell tMfr House that 45 minutes will be

given for the discussion of this resolution.

Maulvi ABDUL HAKIM: Sir, 1 beg to move that^ this Council

recommends to the Government .^bat early steps Ik* taken for the

encouragement of sugar cultivation throughout Bengal

—

f/) by supplying all Government agricultural farms with automatic

sugarcane crushers for demonstration purposes; and

(it) by leasing out such crushers at a nominal hire to substantial

cultivators.

Sir, the main difficulty in the cultivation of sugarcane is involved in

tbg extraction or pressing out of juice from the sugarcane. In village*

the juice is generally pressed out by means of an apparatus which is to

be propelled by engaging bullocks or buffaloes. Hir, it is known to all

that the extraction of juice from the sugarcane is a very diffisult task

and the bullocks or buffaloes engaged for this woyk are worn out and

rendered useless for the plough. And it is primarily for this reason
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that the cultivators are unwilling to take the cultivation of sugarcane

on a large scale. Now, Sir, this difficulty will be solved to a great

extent if automatic sugarcane crushers are supplied to all agricultural

farms and these sort (^crushers are leased out to substantial cultivators

at a nominal hire. Cultivators are so hard hit now that they are unable

to keep two sets of bullocks or buffaloes, one set for the plough and

another set for sugarcane crushing. The minimqpa price of these

automatic crushers are, as I know, twelve hundred rupees or so. I hope

it hat the Hon’ble Minister will kindly consider my suggestions and see

that the steps suggested by me are adopted. With these few words I

commend nty resolution to the acceptance of the House.

The Hon’ble Nawab K. G. M. FAROQUI, Khan Bahadur: S r, I

would assure the hon’ble member that Government are already working

in the direction desired by him* and are studying the question how to

enable the sugarcane grower to crush his own produce with profit.

But the action proposed by my hon’ble friend would, I am afraid, be

premature. Government have already established demonstration plants

at two cent res,—Dacca and Rajshahi. Experiments are continuing, and
the results are being closely watched, but until the economic success

of these experiments is assured, and it is clear that the plant is really

profitable, Government would be ill-advised to start more.

Further, as regards the leasing out of such crushers at a nominal

hire to substantial cultivators, this, I am afraid, is also hardly a practi-

cal proposition. In the first place, this would mean heavy oapital

expenditure which is not/feasibWin present circumstances. If, on the

other band, the rates were commercial, few cultivators could afford the

plant. Moreover, a cane-crusher requires an area of 75 to 100 acres

of cane to keep it employed. Tew cultivators have this area under

sugarcane** alone. The question of the co-operative organisation of

sugarcane growing is, however, now under consideration. I would

assure my hon’ble friend that in that connection Government will

consider whether it is desirable to facilitate the acquisition of crushers

by co-operative societies of such growers.

It will be clear, Sir, from what I have stated that Government are

already moving in the direction desired by the hon’ble member, and I

would, therefore, request my friend to await our action in this direction

and in the meantime not to press his resolution.

Maillvi ABDUL HAKIM: lu view* of the assurance of the Hon’ble

Minister I beg leave of the House to withdraw my resolution

The motion was then by leave of the House withdrawn

• *

Mr* PRMlDINT: Geptleiuen, members will have one hour lor the

discussion of this resolution.
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Mr.NARENDRA KUMAR 1ABUJ Mr. President, Sir, I beg to move
that this Council recommends to the Government that immediate steps

be taken for establishing a climatic sanatorium for tuberculosis patients

in Bengal.

Sir, my first wolds in moving this resolution must be an expression

of regret that Sir John Woodhead is not present in the Chamber,

because, Sir, even though the Hon’ble the Finance Member may be hard-

hearted and may not listen to an appeal for funds for this purpose, I

should have thought that Sir John Woodhead would have listened

sympathetically to my chief supporter. The first argument in favour

of my resolution is an appeal issued by the Patron of the Tuberculosis

Association of Bengal on the 16th of November last in the person of

Lady Woodhead. She pleaded eloquently for support for the Tubercu-

losis Association of Bengal and asked for funds for combating tuber-

culosis. Her words were that although there were many other causes

which the public are called on to support, the prevention of tuberculosis

is an object which is essential not only for the alleviation of the suffer-

ing hut for the protection of the sound. In Jhese words, Sir, Lady
Woodhead appealed for funds for combating tuberculosis in Bengal.

And, as I have already said, I am sorry Sir John WCodhead is not in

the Chamber now to give his opinion ns to the results* that ought to

follow from this appeal.

Sir, the incidence of tuberculosis in Bengal is rising daily. Accord-

ing to medical authorities in the country tha ravages 6f tuberculosis in

Bengal an* second only to that of malaria. Year after year in this

Council, several of us have been askingthe Government and the Hon’ble

Minister in charge of the Public health Department to allot more and

more money for combating this fell -disease. I, for one, have several

times approached this Council and through it the Hon’hle Minister for

allotting more money for helping the Jadavpur Sanatorium. I am
glad, Sir, that some assistance is proposed to be given in the next year’s

budget to this very laudable object; but* that only touches the fringe

of this big question. Sir, it may be news to most of the members of

the House that to-day in Calcutta there are over <’10,000 tubercular

patients and in the rest of the province there are over 800,000 cases of

lung tuberculosis. ,It must he admitted that these figures are appalling

in number; and if proper steps are not taken in time to check the spraad

of this disease, one shudders to think what the effect of it will he on the

population of Bengal. Sir, in the different provinces of India there are

climatic sanatoria established. Sir John is now* coming into the Cham-

ber when my appeal is practically finished. As I was saying, in Bihar

there is the Itki sanatorium, in the United Provinces there is the Bhawali

eanatocium and in the Presidency of Madras there is the Madanapalle

sanatorium. Bengal, to our shame he it said, has not a single climatic

sanatorium. These sanatoria in the different provinces that I' have

spoken of are supported munificently by Government midland they
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naturally pay more attention to the claims of their own nationals; to

that at the present moment if a tuberculosis patient^from Bengal wants

admission to Itki, Madanapalle or Bhawali, he hag got to pay a very

much larger fee than a Biharee or a U. P. man of* a Madrassi would

* respectively have to pay. I can quite see the force of the arguments

of these sanatoria that they can. hardly cope with t^e large number of

tl}eir own patients. The effect of not having a climatic sanatorium in

Bengal is two-fold. Firstly, as I have said, there is very little accom-

modation for patients in the Bengal hospitals—in fact I believe that

the total number of beds for the tuberculosis patients in the hospitals

ih Bengal is probably not more than 260. Abour 83,000 patients come

to Calcutta and how is the provision of 260 beds to cope with the 83,000

cases? It may be said that one climatic sanatorium in Bengal would

be hardly of any appreciable effect
;
but my submission is that a climatic

sanatorium will not only have effect in alleviating the suffering of the

tuberculflp patients and in finding the means of a lasting cure but it

will have largely an educative effect not only upon the doctors but also

upon the people in general.

Sir, I am told—I do not know if the Hon’ble Minister will bear me
out—that about six months ago or more a rich inhabitant of Calcutta

offered to place in the hands of Government a handsome donation

amounting tojts. 3 lakhs for the purpose of founding such a sanatorium;

but Government have not been able to accept that offer. I do not know
why. If it be for the reason that Government are not willing to pay

$ie recurring expenses, I submit, Sir, that that is a reason which ought

not to have prevailed up#f them. This is a question in which I ara

sure all parts of the House will agree that all that can possibly and

humanly be done ought to be dorte to fight the ravages of tuberculosis.

Sir, I am quite sure (hat the Government are not wanting in the desire

to achieve the object which we all have in view. I am afraid that we

shall again lw» met with the perennial complaint of want of funds over

this matter. But I submit, Sir, that there could be no higher purpose

for any Government than to save the lives of the people under its care.

If you do not try and save the lives of the subjects placed under you,

what Is the use of a Government? Sir, I do not jrrudge the lakhs of

rupees given by Government to other departments; 1 do not grudge for

the moment even the money that Government are spending—some of ue

think unnecessarily—for the purpose of running the police administra-

tion and for the purpose of protecting their own officers. But, Sir, is it

not the duty of tl\e Government to protect the population of Bengal

—

the 50 millions of people of Bengal—by spending the sum necessary

for the construction of a sanatoriypi at a place—say like Kalimpong or

Kurseong. If they can spend nearly a crore of rupees for the safety of

wfeg» is after all "merely a handful of officers,
1
' is it not tbeir bounden

dutj^to protect the lives of the people of Bengal? As I have already

< tpld youyLady Woodhead said that the prevention of tuberculoais ia
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an object whfc* is essential for the protection of the sound. I submit,

Sir, that if by sptmding a few lakhs you prevent the contagion from

spreading—from the 30,000 in Calcutta and 800,000 in the rest of the

provine*,r-and if jjeu can save the children from contamination, it is

the bopnden duty ft the Government to do it. I hope that the HouSf

„

will see that this r^olution is carried unanimously.

Rai Bahadur JOGESH CHANDRA BEN: Sir, I think that not *,da
r

y

should be lost to give effect to the resolution moved by my friend,

Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu. Of all the diseases now prevailing in this

country, vis., cholera, small-pox, etc., hiberculosis is the most dangerous,

because you do not know if the man standing next to you is a sufferer

from it or not. So, I think no time should lie lost to take up this

matter in right earnest. I fully agree with my friend the mover with

all he has said and I think he has spoken enough about the matter; and

it is up to Government to rome to the rescue of the people. With these

few observations I fully support the resolution.

Mr. P. N. CUHAs Mr. President, Sir, I fully and wholeheartedly

support the resolution of my friend Mr. N. K. Basu and I do not think

that there can lie any one in the House who will have any objection to

this resolution. Sir, I am myself a victim of a disease which probably

belong to the family of tuberculosis. 1 have Wen going .round almost

all the healthy places to see when I "gnu get some relief for my lung

trouble. Since my retirement six month*, ago, 1 have been trying

various sanatoria and I have found Puri to be the best place. I have

consulted many medical men and they are of©pinion that the sea shores

are the best places for all lung troubles. Sir, 1 know it from my
experiences that many hundreds of people .suffering from tuberculosis

run to Puri for relief only to come disappointed on account of the refusal

of the house owners to give them accommodation. I have seen men and

women—all Bengalees—lying in u pitiable condition on the sea beach

at Puri but that even is coming to an elfd. I have heard it rthat the

Puri Municipality has served every house owner with a notice asking

them not to let out his house to any one suffering from tuberculosis.

So it will be realised that the authorities in Orissa are taking drastic

steps to prevent the" spread of the disease. Puri is probably Che only

place where the people of moderate meaus can easily go and get some

relief. That is being shut out and in this connection I am proud to

remember that about 20 years ago my friend Mr. Shanti Shekhareswar

Ray used to provide shelters for the Bengalees suffering from tuberculosis.

T|at also has gone. The disease is spreading with alarming rapidity

in the villages of Bengal and something mist be done at once to give

relief to the patients. 1 hope the Hon’ble Minister will accept the

resolution. In conclusion I may tell all concerned that brides such

places as Kalimpong and Kurseong in the hills them am placegjike

Qox*f Baser and Diamond Harbour on sea side which are ^dmirably ,
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suited for the purpose of establishing hospitals for patients suffering’

from tuberculosis. Every other province has grt+ i4“ "*“toriuin

and it is a disgrace that Bengal has no? got one.

Rat Bahadur KESHAB CHANDRA BANERJf : Sir, if there i»

any resolution whigh should have the unanimous support of this House,

it is the one now under discussion. Mr. Narendra Kumar > Basu baa

raised a very pertinent question which should engage the serious atten-

tion of the local Government. He has rightly pointed out that the Gov-

ernment in other provinces such as Madras, Bombay, United Provinoee

and the Punjab and even the Government of Assam which are in a very

bad way financially set apart annually & substantial amolnt for medical

relief, particularly for the treatment of infectious diseases like tuber-

culosis. But the small allotment that we find in our budget every year

is hardly adequate to meet our requirements. Sir, it is well known
that places like Waltair, Puri and Shillong ore becoming increasingly

infected by the germ of tuberculosis, and there is hardly one house in

Puri which is immune from infection. Even a healthy person shudders

to think of going to Puri. Sir, we have important sanitoria in Bengal,

such as Darjeeling, Kurseong and Kalimpong. If one of these places

is reserved for the purpose, I think the popular demand can he effec-

tively met. I do not know whether Mr. Nerendra Kumar Basu has

referred to another important aspect of the question: it is a question

which should engage the immediate attention of Government as well as

of this House. On account of the absence of a suitable place for the

accommodation of the tubercular patients, health resorts like Darjee-

ling, Kalimpong and Shillong are also becoming gradually infected. It

is, therefore, a source of great danger to the healthy people who really

hesitate to go to such places for u change of climate. The want of

such a sanatorium is keenly felt. Patients suffering from tuber-

culosis are now scattered all over the country. There is no arrange-

ment for their segregation. That is why it is very necessary to have a

separate climatic sanatorium for tuberculosis patients in Bengal. »I do

not find words adequate enough to impress upon the House and the

Government the imperative necessity and urgency ofu question like this.

Of course, the Hon’ble Minister may say that he has not got adequate

funds at his disposal to enable him to initiate a scheme of this nature

in the immediate future; hut, Sir, as has been pointed out by tbe

mover of the resolution aad Mr. P. N. Gtiha, if Government will realise

tbe urgency and importance of the question, I do not think it will be

difficult for them to find money in the budget. Sir, it irtay be a coatfy

affair to establish a separate sanatorium either at Darjeeling or at

Kalimpong, but there are places lifthe Dacca district—village* on the

banks of Jfie Padma river—where land at the present moment is very

chepp and where the climate is also very good. Government might

proceed vjpth the scheme of building a sanatorium somewhere in thoee
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places. .If a sanatorium is established at a suitable place ilear Arioha
where Wire is no erosion of the river, I think the object that the mover
has in view cab be effectively lecured. With these words, I whole-
heartedly eup^ort the resolution.

Hawaii MUSHARftUF HOtAIN Khan Bahadur: Sir, this is a resold

tion which can be supported by every side of the Rouse. My friend

Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu has put befpre us the harrowing picture of

the unhealthy condition of Calcutta and Bengal. He has told ua that

about 2 per cent, of our population is suffering from tuberculosis. This
is a menace which requires to be carefully considered by the people in

authority, and he has also mentioned that every province has got its own
sanatorium, botunfortunately Bengal, with all her boast for advance-

ment, with all her boast of education, in lagging behind. Is there nfr

remedy for this? Should not the authority rise to the occasion pnd try

to obliterate the shame and disgrace that has coine over to Bengal?
Should we not be a little more practical now, should we sleep over these

things for ever

P

A Should we not rise to the occasion and say from the

seats which my three friends are now occupying that they are deter-

mined to help the country to rid the people of the pest. They should

lose no time or effort to come forward with a definite proposal before

this House which is really the custodian of the people’s money and the

people’s right to sanction money for the purpose of establishing a
sanatorium. My friends ask for money for the purpose for which the

people and the members of this House olf my side have little sympathy;
but wjien we are unanimous on one point and when this point is brought
before the House, my friends of the Treasury Bench would say that ww
have no money, we are running a deficit budget, and we ore absolutely

helpless. But I say they will remain ever helpless : but with all thi*

helplessness they are carrying on merrily and adding to their expendi-
ture, especially in affairs which are not approved by this House—

I

mean by those members that are represen tativfa of the people. When
you think of paying 17 lakhs of rupees to the officers in the teeth of

the opposition of the people, cannot you ask for the sake of the health

of the people of Bengal an additional demand which we will very gladly

pass in this House. But what is the mentality of my friends P Why
are they feeling so very shy in asking us to grant them money^ We
are ready to grant them money. My friends may say that they have no
fund. If that is so, bow could they pay Its. 17 lakhs to the various

officers of Governments If they are short of funds, the Government of

India ahouid be asked to supply it. If the Government of India do not

cogkply with our request tben the whole thing would be closed. I

believe this is a case which is v^ry important and does not require any
legislation. I hope my friend* Sir^hn Woodbead and Sir Bijoy

Prasad will rise to the height of the occasion, be bold and say that they

accept the resolution, and will lose no time to come forward to ask for
a grant from this Council for this purpose.
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Mr* F. f* HOMBNj The objects which my friend Mr. N. K. Basu^

had in view when he proposed this resolution are such*as to appeal to

everyone. The figures which he has given about the incidence of

tuberculosis in Bengal are such as to appall the stoutest hpart* At the

same time we ail know that Bengal is a poor province or at any sate

a province which is labouring under grave financial difficulty, and there-

fore does not wan! to harass Government in its administration. The
available finances have to be stretched to their utmost limit jjnd^I do

not know whether it will be possible to carry out the suggestion made

by my bon’ble friend. At the same time even' one must feel that it is

necessary to do something^to combat this fell disease. The reasons

for the spread of tuberculosis in Bengal are perhaps wall appreciated,

but at the same time perhaps very little is done to combat the disease. r

Much propaganda is necessary, conditions of overcrowding which lead

to the of the disease should be improved and the public should

be brought to know the steps which should be taken to ovoid the inci-

dence of this disease. Well, Sir, I do not wish to take up much of the

time of the House; but it did occur tome that a possJUe solutionf of

this difficulty might be a call upon the Jubilee Fund, but f do not know
whether it can be done. A vflgy large sum of money is being collected

for charitable purposes; for suc h very purpose as is proposed by my
bon’ble friend, and it may be possible that a call on this fund may be
made for the purpose of establishing a sanatorium such as he suggests.

1 do feel that even if Government are not able tp do anything at the

present moment, they should bear this matter welMn mind and endeavour

to meet the wishes of my hon’lde friend and also fall in with the feel-

ings of all of us and endeavour to do something to combat ttys evil

which is now spreading so rapidly.

Mr. P. BANERJI i Sir, I rise to support the resolution moved by
friend Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu. There cannot be two opinion# about

the utility of such a sanatorium particularly in Bengal. The nutah#
of these tuberculosis cases ife appalling in Bengal: it comes next to

malaria. In Bengal we have only one small sanatorium in the suburbs

of Calcutta, vis., the Judabpur Institution, where an attempt is being

made by a few philanthropic gentlemen of Calcutta to fight thil

diseasd! Up till recently Government have ne nothing for this

institution, but I am glad to find that only itys year they have made a

provision of Its. 12,000 in the budget for gt grant. to this institution.

Rai Bahadur Keshab Chandya Banerji has saiA^Mt the establishment

of a sanatorium for, tuberculosis patients will no doubt require the

expenditure of a huge sum of monfy. JJnt my friend ^Mr. Basu hpd

already pointed out that theTe was^a ^gentleman who was willing to

pay- Ra. 3 lakhs lor the purpose. A® ha* been pointed
#
out by

Mr0 Homan, the necessity for each a sanatorium in Bengal is^ very

great. If the Government are really bankrupt to establish a sana-

torium like the one suggested in the refolution, I believe there will
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|tot be ;|pr lack of fdnds to be subscribed by the public for the pur-

pose, pfprided the Government intimate their willingness to do some*

thing (jp? tbe helpless people of Bengal so far as this scourgs is

concerned. It has been pointed out that when we go out for a change,

it is very^3itfbnlt-r^nd we have it particularly from the experience of

Mr. IX* Guba in Puri—to secure a single house where we can go to

urithout risking our lives, because these patients govto almost all the

sanatoriums and spoil the atmosphere pf those places without any

material *gain to their own health. Therefore, if medical opinion is in

favour of the proposal, a sanatorium, as suggested by Mr. Narendra

Kumar Basu, shuld be established either at (alimpong or Kurseong or

on the riverside |t Goalundo, and Government should provide funds for

the purpose.

Mr. PRESIDENT: Before I adjourn, I might tell the Horn* that I

shall allow the discussion of this resolution to be continued rllrht up

to 7’oclock.

(The Coundi^jras at this stage adjourned for 15 minutes.)

Th# Hobble Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: Mr. President,

8ir, at the outset I must congratulate MY, Basu for having once more

drawn the attention of this House to this important question, namely,

the tontrol and cure of tuberculosis in Bengal. There is no doubt

that it is one of the serious menaces with which this Province is faced,

but it is by no means the only menace so far as Bengal is concerned.

As tjje Hon’ble Members are only too well aware, Malaria, Tuber-

culosis, Cholera, Leprosy, Beri-beri, Kala-Asar are all very serious

menaces and Government have got to take steps against them all ac-

cording to the means at their disposal. It is not possible, nor do I think

it desirable that Government should take a hasty step in this matter.

They must proceed slowly, and cautiously huit surely, and take effective

steps, tf possible, against all these menaces, or at least against some.

Sir, *ith regard to tuberculosis I think it will be admitted that preven-

tion is better than cure. That is the policy which Government propose

to encourage and* with that object in view they have been contributing

Rupees ten thousand annually to the Tuberculosis Association for in-

tensive propaganda work* , (A voice: It is two small a sum.) I can

assure you that the Tubeilujoms Association has been carrying on very

useful work. In faet* during the last year they held several cinema

shows, delivered aeveiifi lectures for the prevention of the disease and

for educating the Public how to stop the spread of this contagion.

Tfot is what is necessary. §fr, m Mr. Basu has said, at the present

moment there are about thirty thousand tubercular patients in Calcutta

aud about eight hundred thousand in the whole of this Province.

About thirty thousand, I think that ft the correct figure for Calcutta,

tat X do not.remember the. figure for the rest of the Province. From

5
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these figures it is quite evident that if a sanatorium were established

it would only touch the fringe of the problem. So, the real remedy

lies not in cure but in prevention. The disease can be prevented by

better hygienic education and propaganda, and Government are doing

all they can in (this respect. Public health units that have been

established all over the province at a cost of rupees ten lakhs borne

entirely by Government also carry on the same work, vis., propaganda.

Propaganda is done not on)y against tuberculosis but alap against

other epidemic diseases, such as malaria, cholera, small-pox. Sir, I

hope the House will admit that Government is by no means indifferent

to the menace of tuberculosis and other epidemics. I can tell you that

our Public Health expenditure is much higher than that of any other

province in India, even of Madras. Our Medical budget has increased

during 4he last fifteen years by many times; from the regibn of rupees

thirty-two or thirty-three lakhs it has now touched about fifty. That,

I should say, taking into consideration the chronic financial stringency

from which Bengal has suffered is not an unsatisfactory increase

Sir, about the offer of rupees three lakhs to which mention was
made by my friend, Mr. Basu, I can inform the House that Government
have not refused that offer. On the other hand, they are anxious to

accept it but there muBt be a suitable project or scheme. They vhave

appointed a Committee of experts consisting of the Surgeon-General

with the Government of Bengal, Col. Stewart, Director of the All-India

Institute of Hygiene, Col. Chopra, Officiating Director of the Tropical

School of Medicine, and Dr. A. C. Ukil, the Tuberculosis ExpeYt, to

examine and to evolve, if possible, a suitable scheme. Probably they

will have to visit several places in this province and outside this pro-

vince ito study the conditions in the sanatoria in the other provinces and
I hope they are going to do that very soon. So, Government are by no

means indifferent to this problem. We are making much head-way but

it is very difficult to accept the resolution, as it stands, namely, that

immediate Steps be taken for the establishment of a sanatorium in

Bengal. Sir, in this connection several things have got to be explored:

we have to select a suitable place for a sanatorium in this province, taking

into account the health, the rainfall, the humidity, accessibility and

other facilities necessary for the establishment of a sanatorium. Govern-

ment will only be too glad to take advantage of public sympathy for

stamping out a menace like this. If a suitable scheme can be framed,

I atn sure they will look to the .public and to the local bodies for full

cooperation and financial assistance, but at the same time I would like

to impress upon the House the fact that they cannot possibly give any
assurance, here and aow, that sanatorium will be established. In view

of die great financial stringency of this province they are not in a posi-

tion to do so. But f hope that, in view of the steps that have already

been taken, and the sympathy which Government undoubtedly hive for
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eradicating this disease, my friend opposite, Mr. Beau, will not question

the hem fide* of Government in tackling this problem of tuberculosis

and I trust that be will kindly withdraw his resolution.

Mttthri TAMIZUDDIN KHAN: Mr. President, Sir, the Hon’ble

Minister in his reply seems to have complained that the mover of the re-

solution named only one fell disease, namely, tuberculosis and left out

so many other dangerous maladies that affect Bengal He has himself

made mention of Malaria, Cholera, Kala~Asa^ and a host of other pests

but he also, I think, has failed to name one which is similar to tubercu-

losis, I mean, terrorism. Terrorism and tuberculosis are the two enemies

of Bengal at the present day. (k voice: “Is terrorism a disease)*”).

Yes, terrorism is a disease of the body politic, whereas tuberculosis has its

victim in the human body. The modu* optrandi of both these enemies

are very similar; both are insidious in character and they attack their

victims unawares. But look at the Government’s way of dealing with

thefe two enemies of Bengal. Whereas Government is prepared to

spdnd its last farthing for the eradication of terrorism it is only luke-

warm in the sympathy which it is prepared to give to the proposal*

for combating tuberculosis. The Hon’ble Minister says that the policy

of Government in this respect is one of prevention rather than of cure.

I think the whole thing moves in a vicious circle. To my mind cure is

the best wav in which the disease can be prevented. Segregation is

no doubt necessary, but that is only a corollary to any method that may

be adopted for curing the disease. Therefore, the question of curing

the present sufferers is also n thing which the Government cannot

neglect. The Government is not happily altogether indifferent.

But it raises the old question of want of money.. I do not see, Sir, that

that should be any reason for Government to oppose a resolution like

this. Nowadays we have even to make a show of our financial help-

lessness to the Government of India for certain purposes. Sir,

will it not be a very good show if this resolution is carried in this House

but for want of money Government is unable to give effect to it, if

unfortunately it is not in fact, in a position to do so? I think from

that point of view nlso it will lie a very tactful move on the part of

Government not to oppose a resolution like this. I do uot at all under-

stand the opposition which has come from the European group to ibis

resolution. Dp we or do we not want a sanatorium as proposed in this

resolution? If we want it, is there any reason why anything on the non-

official benches should oppose such a proposal? Whether Government

in a position to accept it or not, that is an altogether different

question. It is the business of Government to consider that. Wtf, the

non<offfcial membert in this House, can never oppose a resolution like

this. We hon'Me member who spoke from the group to my left«told

us that we should not embarrass Government by passing a resolution

like this. On the contrary, I think that we should not be embarrassing
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Governmeat but we should rather be helping them by passing this reso-

lution. The Hon’ble Minister has spoken about the offer of rupees

three lakhs. It is very re-assuring to hear from him that the offer has not

been rejected. What the Hon’ble Minister said is that certain gentle-

men have been asked to frame a scheme, “if possible/’ Sir, we object

to the wofts “if possible”. Why, if possible? If Government is

serious enough Government can certainly have such a scheme prepared

lAthin a short time. * I think there will be no difficulty in prepar-

ing a scheme on which rupees three lakhs can be spent. I think Gov-

ernment should not be lukewarm in a matter like this as I said in

the first instance, but Government should be in all earnest and if it

is really earnest I think a tuberculosis sanatorium will be an accom-

plished fact within a very short time.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: Mr. President, I must confess

that I have heard the speech of the Hon’ble Minister with a good deal

of amasemeut, and, if I may say so, with confusion in my mind. I

did not really understand what the attitude of Government towards^e

resolution was from the speech that the Hon’ble Minister just now
delivered. Some of the points in that speech have already been touched

by my friend Maulvi Tamisuddin Khan, who, by the way, was, I think,

wrong in attributing “opposition” to this resolution to Mr. Homan’s

speech. So far as I could understand Mr. noman, the attitude of the

group he represents is that they are in favour of this resolution but that

they are not out to harass the Government in any way. Well, if, my
resolution is read over once again, it will be seen that it does not aim

at hurassing the Government in any way. The resolution says that

this Council recommends to the Government that immediate steps be

taken for establishing a climatic sanatorium for tuberculosis patients

in Bengal.

My friend, the Hon’ble Minister, has said that Government are

exploring several questftms for the purpose of establishing such a

sanatorium. Well, if that be so, I think that Government are taking

steps towards establishing a sanatorium and that they are doing it. If

that be so, I see no reason why Government should not accept this

resolution. Thy say that they have already appointed a Committee and
that they are exploring possibilities for the establishment of a

sanatorium which they want to do. If that be so, I submit that the

natural conclusion from the data submitted by the Hon’ble Minister to

this House is that the Government have already accepted this resolu-

tion.’* Speaking for myself, I do know that the mills of Government
grind slowly and that sometimes when it is to the interests of those who
ran*the Government, \they grind exceedingly small. But so far as *h«
matter is concerned, I do take it it is very unkind of the Hen’bl*
Minister to suggest that because then are several other menaces in the
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country, tuberculosis must take its tarn. Here, Sir, is a case which

does notbrook any delay. If yon want to save the people, you have got

to tactia the problem here and now. Ik is no use saying that you are

spending Rs. 54,00,000 in your medical budget. Rs. 54,00,000 for 60

millions of people! The Hou'ble Minister may congratulate himself

on his huge medical budget, but that is a matter neither hart nor there.

We may have to say something about it whep the budget is under

discussion. If Rs. 54,00,000 be spent on 50 millions of people, what is

the amount spent per head of the population ? It works out to one

rupee for every 10 persons; less than what we have to pay for an

individual telephone coll to Mr. Thompson, the leader of the European

group—it means 1 anna and 0 pies per head.* How does that compare

with the money spent by the uations in Europe where, as everybody

knows, the countries are much more healthier than ours? Well, as I

have said, the question is neither here nor there; but I do submit, Sir,

that from what the Government have said there is absolutely no reason

for opposing this resolution. As has been pointed out, a portion of the

Si|«er Jubilee fund may be diverted for that purpose.

Well, Sir, I am quite sure that if the Government were to raise a

loan for the purpose and if the proposal were supported by the Members

of the Government, official and non-official, a loan might be raised

without any difficulty. Although it will only be pouching a fringe of

the problem, as has been said by the Hon tile Minister, I submit it will

be taking a very great jump and it will be doing very great useful work

forlhe purpose of combating this disease. All sections of the House,

official and non-official, are unanimous in thinking that this is a menace

which has got to lie faced fairly and squarely.

Sir, talking of funds, we saw in the papers the other day that the

Government of India were going to distribute about a crore to different

provinces for the purpose of rural uplift. Well, Sir, what better

purpose for rual uplift could there be t^an the purpose of saving the

lives of the rural population? The sum of Hi, 10 lakhs or more which
our Government will get from the Government of India may very well

be diverted for this purpose and this purpose alone.

Sir, as regards the proposal of the donation of Rs. 3 lakhs, I am
glad to find that the Hon’ble Minister has not yet rejected the offer.

I do not know how long the donor is willing to keep his offer open. As
far as I can understand, the only difficulty in accepting this offer is due
to the fact that Government will have to give some land from their
khat mahal in Kalimpong, which Government are unwilling to do—

Tilt Hon”Mt Sir SIJOY PRASAD SINCH ROY I Sir, I may Correct

the hoa'ble membef by saying that it is not a fact.
•

Mr. MARMORA KUMAR SASUl Sir, I am glad to learn that

it is not a fact. 1 expected a contradiction and I am glad that I have
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got it, because when I heard that, this was one of the reasons which
stood in the way of Government accepting the offer, I was loath to

believe it because I thought that even the Bengal Government could
not be so mean. I am very glad that it is not true and I hope that
their experimentations (sic) and their researches will bring forth
something tangible in a short time. In the meantime I hope that
having regard to the steps that Government say they are taking, they
will accept this resolution, and that if they do not, the House wiilcarry
it unanimously. * >

Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu’s motion was then put and carried,'

PRESIDENT! being 6-50 p.m. of the clock) I think the
House will agree with me that it is no good taking up any other resolu-
tion now, as this is the last day available for dealing with resolutions.

Adjournment

The Council was then adjourned till 3 p.m. on Thursday, the 7th
March, 1935, at the "Council House, Calcutta.
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*

Pioraaljbigs of the Bengal Legislative Council assembled under

the provisions of the Governanent of India Act.

Th» Ooukcil met in the Council Chamber in the Council Bouts,
Calcutta, on Thursday, the 7th March, 1935, at 3 p.m.

Mr. President (the Hon’ble Raja Sir Manmatha Nath Hat Chow*
dhury, of Santosh) in the Chair, the four Herbie Members of the

Executive Council, the three Hon’ble Ministers and 93 nominated sod

elected members.

Oath or affirmation of allagiaitoi.

The following members made an oath of their allegiance to tbs

Crown

:

(1) Mr. F. A. Sachse, c.i.e., i.e.s.

<2) Rai Bahadur Shailendra Nath Banerji.

STARRED QUESTIONS

(to which oral answers were given)

Representation of scheduled castes on Calcutta Corporation.

53. Cebu AMULYADHAN RAY I (a) Will the Hon'ble

Minister in charge of the liocal Self-(|overnment Department be

pleased to state whether Government have received report of the third

Annual General Meeting of the All-Bengal Depressed Classes'

Federation held at Bongaon on the 8th October, 1934?

(6) Is it a fact that the said third Annual General Meeting adopt-

ed unanimously a resolution regarding its considered opinion that the

Calcutta Corporation is the monopoly of the caste-Hindus who are

guilty of wilfully neglecting . and even opposing the claims and
interests of the scheduled castes and emphatically urging upon the

Government to secure their representation by nomination till the

Calcutta Municipal Act providing separate electorate foi them, is

amended?
•

(c) Is the Hon’ble Minister aware that there is no represented*,
•looted or nominated, representing the scheduled castes in the

Corporation of Calcutta?
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(d) What is the population ratio of the scheduled castes to the total

caete-Hindu population in the city of Calcutta ?

(e) Have the Government taken any action on the resolution

referred to in (b) ?

(J) If the answer to (e ) is in the affirmative, what action has been

taken?

(i9

)

If no action has yet been taken, what are the reasons?

(h) Do the Government propose to taka any action on the said

resolution ? »

MINISTER in ohargt of LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT DEPART-
MENT (the HanTjIt Sir Bijoy Prasad Singh Roy): (a) Yes.

(b) A resolution to this effect is included in the report mentioned
in (a).

(c) It is understood that one of the elected Councillors of the

Corporation is a member of a scheduled caste.

(d) The ratio is ft to 20 according to the census of 1931.

(e) to (A
) In view of the fact stated in the answer to (<:) it has not

been considered necessary to nominate a member of a scheduled caste

as such.

Babll AMULYADHAN RAY: With reference to answer (c), % the
Hon’ble Minister aware that the gentleman in question is a Congress
nominee und does not at all represent the scheduled castes?

Tha Hon’blt Sir BIJOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: I have yet to

learn, Sir, that if a person is a Congress nominee, he ceases to be a
member of the scheduled caotes.

Ral Bahadur KESHAB CHANDRA BANERJI: With reference to

question (b), will the Hon’ble Minister be pleased to state whether or
not the language is deliberately offensive?

*

Tht Hon’bit Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROYl That is a matter
of opinion, Sir.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BASUl With reference to question »£&),

will the Hon’ble Minister be pleased to state whether by their answer
to that part of the question, Government in any way endorse the views

mentioned in question (6)?

Tht Htfiltft Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH MY: Certainly noL
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BaljM AMULYAOHAN RAY: With reference to answers (e) and
(ft), wfll the Hon'ble Minister be pleased to state whether it was found

necessary to nominate so many Hindus other than those belonging to

the scheduled castes simply because they were caste Hindus?

The Hon’ble Sir BUOY PRASAD SHICH ROY: Sir, they were

appointed not because they were Hindus or Muhammadans, but purely

because they were considered to be the fittest persons.

BtlHl AMULYADHAN RAY: Was there any candidate from the

scheduled castes?

The Hon’ble Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: The question did

not arise.

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS

(answers to which were laid on the table)

Superintendent, Campbell Mediae! Softool.

28. Khan Bahadur MUHAMMAD ABDUL MOMINl Will the

Hon’ble Minister in charge of the Local Self-Government Department

be pleased to state

—

(i) how many surgical operations have been performed by the

present Superintendent of the Campbell Medical School dur-

ing the period he has been in charge of the hospital;

(ii) how many of them were major operations and with what

result

;

(Hi) how many medical cases have #been treated by the Superin-

tendent during the above period
;
and

(tt?) whether the Superintendent gives any clinical lecture* to the

boys of the school or takes any classes?

The Hon’ble Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: ( i

)

Four.

(id) One. The result was satisfactory.

(ui) Under rule 3 of the lules for the management of the Campbell

Hospital, the Superintendent has direct charge only of the European

gffiying small-pox wards and medical cates are not therefore actually

treated by him except in the above wards. He, however, supervisee

the treatment of special cases including cerebrospinal fever, cholera,

small-pox, tetanus, children’s diseases and all other cases of special

interest and ?**'*+* *h* physicians and surgeons under him whenever
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(tv) The Superintendent’s duties are mainly administrative. He,

however, takes a share in the operation and clinical work of the hospi-

tal. He is not required under the rules to give any clinical lectures

or to take any classes.

R«i Bahadur KEBHAB CHANDRA BANERJI: Will the Hurtle
Minister be pleased to state how long the Superintendent has been in

charge of the hospital ?

The Hon’bis Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: I want notice of

this question, Sir.

GOVERNMENT BUSINESS

LEGISLATIVE BUSINESS

GOVERNMENT BILLS.

The Albert Victor Leper Hospital Bill, 1S35.

The HonTMe Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: Sir, I beg to move
that the Albert Victor Leper Hospital Bill, 1936, as reported by the

Select Committee, be taken into consideration.

The motion was put and agreed to.

The motion that clauses 1 to 4 do stand part of the Bill was put

and agreed to.

Clause 5.

Maulvl ABUL QUASEM: Sir, I beg to move that in clause 5 (2),

lines 2 and 3, for the words “property and funds,” the words “funds

and property” be substituted.
# „

Sir, this is merely a drafting amendment. The words “funds and

property”

The Hon’ble Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: May I intervene

at this stage? In view of the fact that the next amendment is going

to be accepted by Government, it is not necessary to move thia amend-

ment.

Mr* PRESIDENT: I think, Maulvi Sahib, you better move all your

amendments, and then Government might accept any one of them, if

they to desire.

MrnM ABUL QUASEM: Sir, I would like to move my tot two

motions together, and then I shall move the third amendment separately,

as it deals with an entirely different matter.
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Mr. ^RESIDENT!*All right.

Molt) ABUL QUASEMt Sir, I beg to move that in clause 5 (£)>

Line 4, the words “moveable or immoveable” be omitted.

In view of the assurance given by the Hon’ble Minister I would

not make a speech on these motions, and as Government is willing to

accept my second motion, I should like to withdraw my first motion.

< The first motion was then, by leave of the House, withdrawn.

The second motion was put and agreed to.

Maiifvi ABUL QUASEM: Sir, I beg to move that in clause 5 {2)>

line 13, the word “any” before the words “other trust funds” be omitted.

Sir, the word “any” is unnecessary, because it is followed by the

words “if any.” That is why I have suggested the omission of this

word.

Ttw HOfi*bla Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: Sir, Government

are prepared to accept the amendment.

The motion was put and agreed to.

The motion that clause 5, as amended, do stand part of the Bill was

then put and agreed to.

motion that clauses 6 to 8 do stand part of the Bill was also

put and agreed to.

Clau$e 9.

Mr. S. M, BOSS: Sir, I beg to move thgt in clause 9, in lines 4 and

5, the words “existing at the date of the commencement of this Act” lie

omitted.

Sir, there is no reason why the sum of Rs. 5,000 should be at all

earmarked for repairs to buildings existing on the date of the commence-

ment of this Act. It is said that unless these words are put in there,

the authorities may be tempted to spend all this Rs. 5,000 on repairs to

new buildings neglecting the old ones. But, Sir, I beg to draw the

attention of the House to the fact that out of the 15 Trustees 12 are

eitl^r appointed or nominated by Government, and I do think that

Government should have some trust at any rate in these 12 men and

would not expect them to behave in an unworthy manner. When the

buildings ate very old, they may be dismantled, and new ones nay he

erected in their place. It would be absurd to expect the Trustees to

spend Be. 5,000 ou buildings which stood at the tine the Act was nut
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in force, but which were subsequently replaced by new ones. I see no

reason why these words should occur, and I move that these words be

omitted.

The Hon’ble Sir BIJOY* PRASAD SINGH ROY: Sir, Government

are prepared to accept the amendment.

The motion was put and agreed to.

The Hotline Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: Sir, I beg to

move that the second proviso to clause 9 be omitted.

Sir, the second proviso limits the scope of the first proviso. So,

Government have decided to omit the second proviso.

The motion was put and agreed to.

The motion that clause 9, as amended, and clauses 10 to 19 do stand

part of the Bill was then put and ^reed to.

Maulvi ABUL QUASEM: Sir, I should like to move the amend-

ment that stands in my name but in a slightly modified form. The

amendment I wish to make extends only to the omission of one or two

words or phrases, and no addition' is proposed to be made. In line 1

of my printed amendment I should like to omit the words “or other

legal proceedings,” and the words “or proceeding” wherever they occur

in subsequent lines.

Mr. PRESIDENT: Would you read your modified amendment,

Maulvi Sahib?
^

Maulvi ABUL QUAfeEM: Te«, Sir.

Sir, I beg to move that for clause 20, the following be substituted,

namely :
—

of “20. No suit shall be instituted against the Board or any Trustee, or

the any officer or servant of the Board, or any person acting under the

direction of the Board or of the Chairman or of any such officer or

servant, in respect of any act done or purporting to be done under this

Act or any rule or regulation made hereunder or in respect of any alleged

neglect or omission to perform any duty enjoined by this Act until the

expiration of one month next after notice in writing has been delivered

or left at the office of the Board or at the office or place of abode of such

officer or servant, stating the cause of action, the name and place of

abqde of the person who intends to institute the suit and the relief

which he claims and the plaint must contain a statement that #bch

notice has been so delivered or left

;

and unless, such notice be proved, the Court shall find for the cfefendant.

(If) Every such shit shall be commenced within six months next after

the accrual of the cmm of action ; and not afterwards.
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(3) 'Vflen the suit is for damages, tender o! amends, i! any, made

before the suit is instituted may, in lieu of or in addition to any other

plea, be pleaded. If the suit was commenced after the tender or is

proceeded with after payment into Court of any money in satisfaction

of the plaintiff*s claim, and the plaintiff does not recover more than the

sum tendered or paid, the defendant shall be entitled to full costs of the

suit after the tender or paymen t.”

Sir, I have only tried to improve this clause by my proposed amend-

ment. What I have suggested in this amendment is not a new thing;

it finds a place in the Bengal Municipal Act, the Calcutta Improvement

Trust Act, and the Doveton Trust Act. The additional conditions that

I want to impose go to make the provisions contained in this particular

clause full and complete, and are intended to make the protection

afforded to this purely benevolent Trust from harassing and costly

litigation real and effective without interfering with and prejudicing

any right of suit any person may have against the Trustees. Sir, I

understand that Government is inclined to accept the modified amend-

ment I have moved, and I have, therefore, no desire to add anything

further.

Mr. A. <Mn WILLIAMS* Sir, in view of the fact that the hon’ble

member has improved his original amendment by omitting the words

“or other legal proceedings,’* and has also thereby removed certain in-

consistencies, Government have no objection to accepting the amendment

as moved.

^The modified amendment was then put and agreed to.

The motion that clause 20, as amended, dp stand part of the Bill

was put and agreed to.

The motion that clauses 21 and 22 do stand part of the Bill was then

put and agreed to.

The Schedule.
*

Mr. A. <M. WILLIAMiS Sir, I beg to move that in Part II of the

Schedule for the words “and east” the words “on the east** be sub-

stituted. This is to rectify a printing mistake that I have moved this

amendment.

The motion was put and agreed to.

The ^notion that the Schedule as amended do stand part of the Bill

was also put and agreed to.

The motion that the Preamble do stand pari of the Bill was also put

and to.

T|» HMrtrto Sir RldOY PitASAD SINGH ROY* Sir, I beg to

am fikftt the Albert Victor Leper Hospital Bill, 1936, as settled *in

Council, be passed.

The motion was put aad agreed it
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Th§ Bengal Development Bill, 1838.

The Hon*bls Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: I beg to move that the

Bengal Development Bill, 1935, be referred to a Select Committee con-

sisting of

—

(1) Maulvi Abul Kasem,

(2) Babu Jatindra Nath Basu,

(3) Mr. W. II. Thompson,

(4) Khan Bahadur Muhammad Abdul Momin, c.i.e.,

(5) Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu,

(6) Mr. H. S. Suhrawardy,

(7) Babu Jitendralal Bannerjee,

(8) Mr. Sarat Kumar Roy,

* (9) Khan Bahadur Maulvi Alimuzzaman Cbaudhuri,

(10) Mr. D. J. Cohen,

(11) Rai Bahadur Satya Kinkar Sahana,

(12) Kban Bahadur Maulvi JSmaduddin Ahmed.

(13) Maulvi Tamizuddin Khan,

(14) Babu Sarat Chandra Mittra,

(15) Munindra Deb Rai Mahaaai,

(16) Babu Amulyadhan Ray,

(17) Mr. Hashem Ali Khan,

(18) Mr. H. P. V. Townend,

(19) Mr. J. D. V. Hodge,

(20) Mr, F. A. Sachae, c.i.e.,

(21) Rai Bahadur S. N. Banerjee, and

(22) the mover, *

with instruction to submit their report by the end of June, 1935, and

that the number of members whose presence shall be necessary to con-

stitute a quorum shall be seven.

The object of this Bill is clearly explained in the Staienmnt of

Objects and Reasons. It is intended to place Government in * position

to undertake the enormous task of bringing Jhack to prosperity and to

health the decadent areas of Bengal—by restoring the Bow of dead

rivers, by constructing works for controlled irrigation and by arranging

for drainage, usually in combination with irrigation. Every Member

of the House has more or less knowledge of the problems prajfiifrifl by

tht decadent areal ;mnd probably there is agreement that the remedy

lies in the measures which I have mentioned. It is a problem which

for years past and fo countless occasions has beefe the subject of
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questioBi, resolutions end speeches. Government have again and again

been asked why nothing has been done to grapple with the problem : it

was ot inch obvious urgency and the remedy was after all so simple

:

enthusiasts could not comprehend why any Government should hold

back from inaugurating measures which so obviously were bound to

bring prosperity and hope to the people. To such demands Govern-

ment have again and again been compelled to reply that the remedy

,

though simple, was expensive and that there were no funds; irrigation

schemes in Bengal have never paid, and the new schemes demanded

were as a rule of a type which could not even be expected to be self-

supporting : each scheme would be a burden on the provincial revenues

:

and the province could not afford it. This attitude was the only

possible one on the assumption that there was to be no radical change

of method. Radical changes are not lightly adopted :
people will not

accept them in normal times : and it is possible that but for the pressure

of the world slump, which has led to radical changes all over the

world, Government would not have ventured to put these present pro-

posals forward. There is nothing in them which will harm anyone, but

they demand a new outlook towards State schemes. They postulate

that individuals in particular localities shall no longer look upon the

benefits derived from State works as benefits to which individual have a

natural and obvious right, and that, instead, the people of Bengal, as

represented by the Government of Bengal, should be recognised as

having the first right to those benefits. In an active and progressive

community there may be a lot of truth in the argument that the

individual can put wealth to better use than the State; but this is far

from being true of people who are backward because th#y live in

decadent areas and can be made progressive only by a long continued

and systematic campaign conducted by the State. The natural advant-

ages of the province should be used for the benefit of the province

and not of individuals : the profit from work done at the cost of the

State should in great part accrue to the State and not be engrossed by

individuals: and the development of the community should be* placed

before the enrichment of individuals. It is not that the individual will

be deprived of anything if this Bill is passed : the proposal is rather

to giv% a great deal to him, hut not to give as much as he would take if

he could, or as ranch as he has in the past always considered to be his

natural vine.

The areas which might be improved if the Bill pafets were at one

tiije very fertile: they include land which was considered the most

fertile in India and comparable to the most fertile in the world. They

wereJtt^Ue while they received silt from the spill of the rivers, and

our fieuef is that thi# *U1 recover fertility if they are again given eilt

water. 14 is certain that in most places it wgl be a very ooetiy matter

to lead silt water again over the land : but H is believed that ike
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increase in fertility will be great enough to allow the coat to be met, if

the^ powers asked for are given to Government. „ Enormous sums of

money will be required : but enormous sums of money can be found, as

Sir Arthur Cotton* pointed out some 90 years ago, by converting the

river water into money instead of letting it run untouched into the

sea. The Government of Bengal believe that this can be done if the

scheme set forth in the Bill is adopted. The scheme is simple. It is

proposed that, when Government have improved the outturn of land,

they should be allowed to take back for themselvef not more than half

net increase^ It seems a fair proposition
—“I shall give yon a

rupee if you give me back eight annas”; and it seems scarcely reasonable

for a man to reply
—“I shall not take the rupee unless I am allowed to

give back only four annas, or two annas: and if it is a choice between

getting eight annap and getting nothing, I would rather have nothing.”
,

Yet in effect that is what is said by people who urgje that Government

should be allowed to charge only the bare cost of irrigation works or

even less. In the past such people have had their way : the idea has

always been to watch jealously that Government should not recover *

more than the bare cost of irrigation or drainage schemes: and the

effect is that Government have not recovered even the bare cost, that

the individuals in certain localities have benefited and that the State has

been put to loss. This really means that individuals in other localities

have been put to loss : because, when every new scheme of improvement

threatens to be a new burden on the provincial revenues, new schemes

are not taken up. At present every scheme accepted for improving a

particular area is a scheme for retarding the improvement of all othecai

but on tje principle embodied in the Bill every scheme accepted for

improving a particular area will be a scheme for expediting the improve-

ment of other areas, because the provincial revenues would be the baiter

off for every scheme successfully undertaken. If any scheme resulted

in loss, it would be a loss due to miscalculation #r a temporary toss

accepted deliberately in order to secure an ultimate compensating

benefit and neither would be a barrier to further progress. The

justification for a change,of method is that the old methods have landed

Bengal in its present position : the justification for the particular

change now proposed is that no one has proposed wny other—or , any

other which offers prospects of success. In the past the laws that were

meant to allow of improvements in irrigation ahd improvements in

drainage, simpfcjr have not worked. Is it unreasonable to suggest that

they have no^worked because they have been unworkable f And that

they are unworkable because they are based on principles not suited to

Bengal conditions? What is proposed in this Bill is te extend* to

Government advantages which are alreadypCOsrded, without question,

todanifords Whence landlord spends moneym improving Sisland,

he is allowed to put-up his rents so as to recover part of the benefit:

and when (without hi* spending anything) fluvial action increase* the
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power of his land, be may claim up to one-half the value ol
fto^lhcnaM in the produce, in the form of enhanced rent. It it

therefore not demanding anything extraordinary to propose for Govern*
ment the right to recover in the shape of a special levy not more thin *

half the net increased profit, when they have, at the cost of the provin*
cial revenues, improved the productive power of the land by controlling
fiuvial action, by irrigation or by drainage or in any other way. To
extend this ppnciple to profits other than those derived from an increase
in the produce is merely to be fair to all coneeraed. Thfre is no just**
fication for recovering from the man who may cultivate the land and
for letting off the man who gets profits otherwise from it.

It will be seen that the Bill proposes not jdfrly to compel people to
pay up to half of their increased profits, but to compkl them tfi make
increased profits by

w1
taking advantage of the improvements. There is

every justification for this. It is certain that by fhe application of silt

water* the land can be improved enormously and the health of the
people be improved at the same time: it is certain, too, that this cannot
be done unless people pay for the improvement, which means under the
present system unless they come forward to take the water and offer to

*

pay for it : and ft is certain from the whole history of irrigation in
Bengal that they Will not do this in normal years. Last year the rains
were normal in the Damodar Canal area: people did not take the canal
water and the lose amounted to five and a half lakhs. This year the
rains were had, and people came forward at the last possible moment
bailiff for water. They treat an irrigation system as an insurance
against a failure of the monsoon : but it is impossible^ finance irriga-
tion works by recoveries only in years when the monsoon fails* and if
people regard irrigation works as an insurance, they ought to pay every
^yeet for that insurance. It is not unreasonable to argue that people
who possess land areOuider a moral obfTgation to society to develop that
land in thebest possible way: and in the Aalai%us tracts of the delta
when anyone refuses to take advantage of flood irrigation he is adfcally
<Mreeu*Uging Iftyhria : he is refusing to help towards eradicating it.

But there is no ne^l for me to labour the point : if individuals were
allowed to stand Apt, the schemes simply would not work. The BUI
proposes that if anyone wants to indulge in the luxury of keeping land
undeveloped, he should at any rate pay at the same rate as the man
who co-operates in the improvement by cultivating hfs ktod : and this
can scarcely be considered a harsh measure.

There are Jwo comments wjuch may be made about the proposal that
Government may recover,*** more than half the net increase : and both
have already been made^mtsffle Chamber. Thgjme is that Gorem?
mant would ia4his>aytrcover tqj> much: and the other is that Govern*
«Ml would not recover enough to be able to finfooe the tchemes. The
former of the two depends on the assumption that the individual has a
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moral claim to the benefit which may accrue from an improvement paid

for by Government and that Government should not recover more than

the bare cost of ^construction and upkeep of that* I have already

touched on this assumption. It is based on pure logic or no logic.

The idea that cultivators ought to be given water at less than the cost of

the works was condemned by the Report of the Irrigation Commission
appointed under Sir Colin Scott Moncrieff by the Government of India

in 1901; they said roundly that there was no mere reason for calling

tap th& generaUax-payec pay for increasing by irrigation the produce

I of any person s land than lor calling on him to pay for supplying

^another man’s land with manure, and they declared

“The maximum pewnanent charge which the State may seasonably

T undertake in providing irrigation should theoretically be limited by the

J
share of the increase in the value of the produce due to irrigation which

J it will be able to reCbver.”

The Taxation Inquiry Committee laid down very definitely the

principle that the State was entitled to recover not only the full cost

of irrigation works but a substantial share of any increased profits.

They stated the position as follows:—
“The result of the action of Government in guaranteeing the supply

of water is to give a large unearned increment to the owner of the land

whether he is a cultivator or a rent-receiver, and jt is a generally

accepted theory of taxation that there is no source of income from which
" a considerable share may *be taken for purposes of the State as appro- *

priately*a» from an unearned increment or windfall of this kind,

especially when it arises from the action of the State.”

The view that Government is not jtitofhfied in recovering more than
the cost is equivalent to the view that the agency which earns the

increment has no claim to it and that the person wlto has not earned the

increment is morally entitled to it. It has been argued that the watei;

of the rivers is God’s gift to the people. I do not say that this is

untrue : but I do not believe that the water of the riverl is God’s gift

to certain individuals over whose land that water has been brought at

the cost^f yte people of Bengal, that is, of the ' general tax-payer.

Government have every sympathy for the cultivator, for the man who
actually cultivates the land : but they do not see why, when Govern-

ment funds dftre devoted to increasing the productivity of the soil.

Government should refrain from taking their full share of the increase

or allow men who atg now' cultivators to utilise that share fort the

purpose of ceasing to be cultivators and for making ihimselves rent-

receivers. For that would tend to happen : (he cultivated who found

.

htmself with a sudden large margin of profit would at once sublet,

if he could find a tetiant : and his sons would cease to regard themselves

as cultivators at all. It laust of course be realised that “not more than
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half the net increase’ I U a maximum. In areas where cultivator* have

been making a livelihood from land which give* a small yield, jjh is

obviously possible for them to pay up to half the net increase ana to

be a good deal better off than before : but in areas where land has gone

out of cultivation, where the yield has been too small to support the

cultivator, probably Government would not lie able to take so much.

*
There would have to be a full inquiry before the rate of any improve-

}
ment levy was fixed : and the idea would be to fix it at such a rat# am to

* leave the payer substantially better off. The improvement levy would

not Jp a tax in the ordinary sense : but fo fat as it o^aldF be ealledka

tax it would be, in the words of a local newspaper, 4 'what every Govern-

ment is looking for—a tax that will hurt nobody and benefit everybody.
1 ’

The eecond comment that “not more than half the net profit” may
bfe insufficient to meet the cost of improvement werks is difficult tar""

answer. There are areas of which it may be true : but the works in

those areas are not really such as are rontempiuted in the Bill and

could not be financed as proposed in the Bill. If the improvement

effected by any work is not so large* that half the profit from it will

suffice to meet the cost, it will have to lie paid for in some other way
or have to lie left undone. But as applied to other areas, the comment
embodies a truth on which it is impossible to lay too much stress.

Most members of the Legislative Council will remember the controversy

when Sir William WillcoCks in 1930 advocated schemes of the kind

contemplated in this Bill : but they may not realise that the real point

at issue was, not whether the schemes would be beneficial or whether

—4hey would lie practicable, but whether they would lie practicable at an*

economic cost. On this point there can be no doubt. Sir William

Wiilcocks was shown* to have altogether underestimated the cost of the

works suggested or to ha*%, omitted safeguards which would be ab-

solutely necessary and extremely expensive. It is impossible within the

limits of a speech 1# give a list of the'-works of improvement which might

become possibilities if the powers asked lor are given to Government:

but a pamphlet describing them has been prepared and has been put in

the hands of the members. In general, the position is that the works

will lie very costly and Government cannot venture upon them if there

is not a wide margin of safety : it is believed that the scheme of this

Bill will afford such a margin, but it may not do so always: where

there is a surplus, it can be spent on measures essential for the deve-

lopment of the countryside. If all goes well and~if (as is hoped) there

is brought about a general revival of the decadent areas, by schemes

each of which gives a surplus, the Government of the day might perhaps

reduce thejatea of the levy. But there is nor sin in having improve-

ment schemes which pay handsomely: in 1931-32 in the Punjab the

Lower feari Doab Canals paid 10 per cent, and the Lower Chenab Ggnal

gave a return of nearly 42 per cent. It would be a matter for congra-

tulation if the Bengal Government could produce results like these;
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and, if they could, there would be no limit# to the progress which could

be tfcade in the development of the province.

There are provisions in the Bill which are intended to reduce the

cost of the various works or rather to prevent various interests from

profiteering, at the expense of the public, on the strength of such

works. Among these are the clauses dealing with compensation. Many
members of the House are aware that in various parts of Bengal there

have been substantial encroachments oh the beds of dead rivers. Wheft

tie tiflg^ comes to revive these dead rivers, Government will be. faced

with enormous claims for compensation : it is impossible to estimate

what these will be : but it is quite lively that their total would be

such as to make it impossible to pursue the project at all. There are

example# of this in the past. After the great Burdwan fever epidemic,

there was a general demand for the flushing of the Hooghly rivers with

water from the Dam^dar river
:

people needed drinking w%ter and

believed that the shutting off of the Damodar spill was the cause of the

fever. Work was actually started: the Kana Nadi was actually lilled

with water in 1874 njnid popular rejoicing: and at once people started

up, claiming compensation for the value of the bed of the Nadi. The

claims were found to be legal : there* was not sufficient money to pay

compensation for the be<Js of all the deserted streams: and the whole

project of flushing then dropped. The result has been that the area

concerned relapsed into the state of malaria «nd depression from which

now again it is hoped to raise it. Government want power to discrimi-

nate when compensation is claimed: they^p not wish to refuse com-^

pensation to people who suffer real injury" when water is again sent

down the channels of dead rivers : but very often people who would

really be gainers from the improvement wguld have a technical right,

as things now are, to compensation as well. Again, if the dead rivers

were revived, they would be dangerous as other live rivers are.

Suppose that there was torrential rain at a time when once dead rivers

had been filled with water, from the Ganges perhaps, for flood-flushing

the land : the rivers might become raging torrents and do gfoat damage

along their banks. As things are now, people whose land was thus

damaged might come down on Government With claims for compensa-

tion, because if the rivers baleen left dq$! they would not have been

able to do barm. If there were such a risk to be faced, it would be

impossible to take up the schemes at all. But there is no reason why

the people of the decadent areas should not only have the rivers revived

jbut also he guaranteed against flood risks. In areas where the rivers

are alive people have to stand the risk of floods, and so also should the

people of areas where the rivers are now dead. If private rights are a

barrier to tbe revival of decadent areas, they ought to be modified.
t

It is to be noticed that tbe Bill does not specify the classes of parsons

who will be liable to pay the improvement levy : it leaves this to be
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determined by rule. In this it follows the precedent of the Nortkjern

Indie Canal and Drainage Act, on a section of which, originally, the re*

levant clause was based. ^Conditions vary enormously in different parts of

Bengal and the area in which it is hoped to work this Bill is very

large: it would therefore ^e very difficult to state in a Bill precisely

what classes of persons ought to pay the levy. There is a danger, in

any such attempt, of allowing persons to escape payment who llfcmld

logically be assessed and of raising hardship to persons who have nc£

had real benefit from the improvements. So it is intended to determine

after the full enquiry, when any area is taken up for improvement,

what particular classes in it ought to be assessed. The improvement

levy is to be paid out of the profits due to the improvement: and so it

should be paid by the person who gets the profit. The persoa who gets

the profit out of an improvement should be the person whose work or

enterprise enables full use to be made of the improvement. Where the

productivity of land has been increased, therefore, the cultivator of

the land, or the person who is in a position to cultivate the land if he

chooses, ought to pay the levy. That does not necessarily mean that

the raiyaM should pay. The landlord or the tenure-holder should pay

on cultivable land held khcii by him : he could cultivate it through

hired labourers or could let it to tenants. The raiyat should pay on the

land which he cultivates himself or similarly should pay on the land

which he holds. As to t !frBhagchasi it will he necessary to see that

the man whose land he cultivates (whether zemindar
,

tenure-holder,

raiyat or underAftoiyaf) doeaadt foist on to him the whole burden of

payment without his enjoying the whole benefit of the improvement:

payment in fact should so far as possible he proportionate to the in-

creased profit made. As to jirofits from non-agricultural land, it will

be necessary to see in each case who gets the profits and, for this,

special enquiries will he needed. For agricultural land the informa-

tion given in the settlement records will hp a sufficient guide: it must
be recognised that the procedure contemplated when an improvement

is first implied will scarcely he feasible unless there has recently

been a settlement or a revision of a settlement. Provision for such

settlements is not made in ffie Bill because the necessary powers already

exist. It will be noticed thftjhe Bill seeka to preserve, for the person

who pays a levy on agricultural land, the increased profit due to the

improvement, less only the share taken by Government. It is realised

that sooner or later, as has always an^ everywhere happened in such

cases, other interests will probably manage to encroach upon the in-

creased profit. Probably landlords will get some of it in salami or even

in rent: and some will be taken up in subletting, in sales, or in

mortgagee. But if it a difficult task to protect persons determined

to make common cause with those who wish to deprive them of any-

thing: and all that the relevant clause in the Bill seeks to accomplish

is to put a tenant who wants to stand up for his rights in as favourable
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a position as the landlord who wants to enhance t£e rent: it would put

him in a good position to fight any civil suit brought for enhancement

of rent by a landlord. If a tenant choose**To ehfter voluntarily into

a contract surrendering part of his profits^ a ^fit-receiver, there is no

stopping it : evasion of safeguards would Jbe easy.

The scheme embodied in the Bill assug&ks two things—that there

will oe an adequate increase in outturn pr profits as a result of improve-

ment works and that it will be possible jjp assess that increase. This

question of assessment is of the first impeitance. It must be recognised

that assessment will not be at all easy: and, if adequate powers are

not given, the scheme will not work. *1 deal first with assessment of

agricultural land. It would, clearly, be out of the question to ascertain

the actual outturn each year from each plot of land. It would equally

be impracticable to ascertain in every year the comparative outturn

of land that has been improved and of land that has not: for in some

years the differenctt^ould be very small and in others hardly less than

the whole harvest, and so in some years a cultivator would pay only a

few annas per acre and in other years nearly half of his^ total net

income. This would he an unworkable method. What, rather, we

want to do is to estimate Die average outturn before and after the

improvement. Ou the one hand, wre would estimators closely as we

could the average outturn from land of%a»h class (high land or low,

good land or bad) in different parts of the benefited area. As one of the

great benefits of irrigation is to remedy" deficiencies i» the rainfall, it

would l>e necessary to consider what was the outturn of such land ovVr**

a Beries of years before the improvement: for (neglecting the extra

benefit of the silt) the improvement should produce regularly the yield

which, without the improvement, was possible only in the exceptional

bumper years. On the other hand, we should ascertain the outturn

which all such land can, and most such land actually will, give after

the improvement. The difference between these figures (after allowing

for increased costs of handling larger harvests and so on) would be the

increase in the outturn. If any cultivator, by exceptional skill or

industry, secured a larger crop, the extra benefit, over and above the

increase estimated at the normal increase in outturn, would not be

assessed : it would be the reward of his enterprise. If the general

standard of cultivation were high in any area, however, that would be

assumed to be normal and the less energetic or skilful cultivators would

be expected to work up to it. The figure would have to differ for

different tracts: for they might have a different rainfall. It wqpld

have to differ for various classes of land : for rich loam will yield more

than sand, and low land will always benefit more from draijpLge and,

ufually, less from irrigation than will high land.

Ae regards the period for which an assessment would hold good, it

would obviously be convenient alike for Government and for the aeaessee
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if the rate did no* too often : but until conditions return to normal,

the rate may have io be revised (according to fluctuations in prices) at

comparatively shorV|**tefvaLs, perhaps every year. This brings me to

the question of remi4%ns." It is an integral part of the scheme to grant

remissions freely if forfcny ipqson (except the fault of the assessee) the

benefits expected from Approvement work were not in fact realised

—

if, for example, land didM get water according to the programme or if

there was a pronounced4|all in price-levels below that assumed

when the rate was fixed. All tliis work of assessment and remission is

bound to be difficult. Problems of all kinds are bound to crop up which

we cannot foresee now : and, ifthe work is to go forward, room must be

left for a process of trial and error. Here also, therefore, it is proposed

to leave the details to be governed by rules.

As regards non-agrieultural land, the levy cannot be calculated as a

rule on eftimated average. The increase in outturn from agricultural

land could always be realised if the occupier chose to cultivate it: but

the profit from non-agrieultural laud would often depend on the chance

whether buyers or lessees could be found for the land or the buildings

on it. In such a case the State must wait till profits arc actually realised

before imposing a levy upon them. The levy would thus be imposed on

actuals unless there were reason to suppose that the profits were being

concealed, and then estimateswould have to be made.
» * .**.*»"*

Another feature of the Bill which is of the utmost importance is the

provision that the civil courts should not interfere. This is an absolute

•essential. Government cannot contemplate the enormous expenditure

which the schemes of improvement would involve if there was a risk that

a court might at any stage, on some nice point of law, declare some action

illegal and throw the whole, or a large part, of the cost of a scheme on to

the provincial revenues. There is always a risk in such matters that a

civil court may pass an order which will paralyse administration. There

was an instance in Madras in 1889 when thto High Court ruled that there

was no legal basis for the uniform custom in that Presidency of charging

a water rate for any water which was used even though the cultivator

had not applied for it, and after an interval of confusion the Madras

Government had to introduce a Bill to legalise the practice. In Bengal

we have the Magra Hat Drainage Scheme which should have paid for

itself but which has to a large extent become a burden on the provincial

finances as a result of a series of suits filed in the civil courts. Evidence

before the Irrigation Committee showed that one reason why the Agricul-

tural and Sanitary Improvement Act of 1920 did not work was the "risk

of interference by the civil courts.” The mere risk of something being

declare^ illegal may be fatal to improvement scheme*. In technical

matters there is always a danger that a court may give a decision of which

it does not comprehend the exact effect, for lack of local experience and

technical knowledge. But apart from the danger of a decision of this
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kind, there is the risk that a large number of c&lil suits may be filed

simultaneously. If that happened, it might be dangerous to press on

with a scheme, when an adverse decision wouldmean its financial failure

:

but to wait till a decision could be obtained mi well mean financial

failure also. On big projects, interest during construction mounts up
with alarming rapidity and, unless the works ase pushed on and brought

quickly to th# productive stage, the interest payable on arrears of interest

upsets all calculations and makes an otherwise sound scheme a failure.

These are risks which cannot be faced* by*a province in the financial

position of Bengal : and it therefore appears imperative (if the decadent

areas are to be revived) to avoid them by providing for special appeal-

authorities to deal with all disputes about these schemes. These disputes

might be of any degree of imppgtjnce : with some the ordinary revenue

authorities would probably deal satisfactorily : for others, ttd hoc authori-

ties might have to be created : it would depend very largely on tne nature

of the scheme, and this also it is therefore proponed to settle by rules.

The Statement of*Objects and Reasons has emphasised the fact that

the Bill is also intended to apply to areas where schemes of improvement

have only recently been curried into effect. This refers particularly to

two schemes—the Bakreswar Canal recently completed, and the Damodar
Canal system which is still under construction. The former was expect-

ed to bring in Rs. 46,000 a year in water rates: bu{ the actuals in 1933-

34 were only Rs. 13,710 and the revised in 1934-$) oqjy Rs. 16,150.

The loss (excluding interest on arrears) was estimated* for 1933-34 at

Rs. 19,000 and for 1934-35 at Rs. 14,250: it may be taken as a fact that,

on the present basis, the canal will never pay its costs. The DamodtM»—

.

Canal in 1933-34 (excluding interest on arrears of interest) lost

Rs. 5,56,000: and in 1934-35, in spite of the exceptional demand for

water owing to the failure of the rains, the loss will probably be in the

region of Its. 3 lakhs. In estimating the success of the Damodar Canal

as a commercial undertaking, it is necessary to reckon interest on

arrears: and, when these are tflken into account, the canid will never pay

on its present basis. Now, it cannot be expected that any Finance

Member or Finance Minister will agree to our launching out on costly

schemes of irrigation, or that the Government of India will sanction

ike necessary loans, if irrigation works recently constructed show a loss

whioh could by any means be avoided. If we can by any means make
them a source of profit instead, it is our duty to do so: and therefore if.

this Bill becomes law, it will probably be necessary to apply it to the

Bakreswar Canal and the Damodar Canal areas. There is no reason

why these tracts should be irrigated at the expense of the rest of Bengal

:

and there is no reason why, if the principle of the Bill is approved,
#
it

should not he applied there too. There are two factors to be considered

:

First, all land in the canal area would pay towards the cost of thd works

:

and secondly the crop-cutting experiments (to which a reference is made
in the pamphlet to be distributed to members) show conclusively that
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in the fpamodar Canal area irrigation gives a very substantial increase.

This dee* not refer to the fact that (as remarked by the Collector who

Hew over the tract in an aeroplane) “the irrigated area stood out from

the surrounding barrenness”; it refers to figures of yield. The average

yield of 469 plots "transplanted by the end of the first week of August

was 29*00 maunds per acre: and this included results from plots for

which water was not asked till the cultivators were forced by tho

drought to take it and plots in villages which could got *be watered pro-

perly because the distributary channels had not been completed and the

canals could not be worked to full capacity. If the improvement levy

would yield more than the present water rate, it would prove the advis-

ability of imposing it: if it would not, then the rates would be less than

they are now. On the facts now beftpw Government there would seem

to be a strong case for imposing if: but, natTUratly, the persons interest-

ed would, under the provisions in the Bill, have an opportunity of urging

any objections that may exist. I may add that, i^an irty^rovement levy

is imposed in these areas, cultivators who have agreements with the

Irrigation Department w*ould be given the benefit of the rates fixed in

those agreements, until these expired ;
this would he done by applying

the power to grant remissions.

Before I close, I must touch on one more point. Few
Bills have receitW a more hearty welcome than this from the

Press: but ^ftiere is one criticism which has been repeated in

several papers, and which, if true, would be fatal. I refer

to the suggestion that the Bill is not intended seriously: as on9
* influential paper says

—“The public have an idea that it is not so much
the purpose of Government to do good to the public as by a show of

empty sympathy to win the public respect.” This is, I may remark,

a high compliment to the Bill: it is merely a way of saying—“It is too

good to be true.” But I submit it is not a fair comment. No Govern-

ment expects credit from putting forward proposals which will not work:

they sometimes put forward schemes which, eventually, do not work:

hut that is a different matter. If this Bill is passed in a workable form,

it will be worked. I have not attempted to disguise the difficulties of

the scheme: it is possible that they will prove iusuperable—I hope not

and I believe not—but it is possible. That is why I have laid such

emphasis on the necessity for adequate powers. The imposition of the

improvement levy is based on two fundamental principles—the right of

Government to half of the unearned income and tbe levy to be imposed

only when it is definitely certain that there is going to be unearned incre-

mqpt. If there is no increment, there will be no levy. Government

will only take five rupees when they have put ten rupees iff a person's

^pocket..

I realise that Government are asking the legislature to give them

wide and drastic powers. The non-interference by civil courts, the
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rule-making powers, the assessment Vy executive authority, and the re-

fusal to recognise as a matter of course the right to compensation, are

some of the provisions of the Bill which some of the members may not be
in favour of, specially in the form in which it has bjen provided in the

Bill. It is not possible in a speech which has akready become very

lengthy to explain the necessity for all these previsions.

Mr. Townendr^the Rural Development Commissioner—has been work-
ing on this Bill more than 8 or 9 months, and he has discussed thread-

bare with the departments of Government the various clauses of the

Bill. I can assure the House that they haVto been include^uifhis Bill

only because after mature deliberations and due considerations of all

the pros and cons, Government ara convinced that it will not be possible

to give practical effect to tha principles of the Bill until and unless

Government are entrusted with the powers which have been provided in

the Bill. At the same time I can assure the House that in the Select

Committee all these clauses can be examined and, if necessary, improved.

Sir, I would like to remind the members of the House that by the time
this Bill is enforced and the various schemes mentioned in the

pamphlet are carried out, there will be provincial autonomy in Bengal
and the control of the legislature over the responsible Ministers will be
sufficient safeguard against injustice or abuse of executive authority.

The House must not forget that the problem which the Government
are undertaking to solve is immense and bristling with difficulties. The
issues at stake are of vital importance to the people of decadent areas.

Government have come forward with a practical scheme for the resuscita-

tion of dead rivers and the revival of prosperity to the people of decadent
areas. A heavy responsibility is laid on the members of the Council;
the choice lies between two alternatives:

—

If t|» Bill is rejected or delayed or its provisions whittled down so

as to make it impracticable to work, then it will mean the

continuance of the present state of affairs, dried up rivers, de-

populated country-side, barren lands, impoverished and emaciat-

ed-people, deficit provincial budget.

On the other hand, if this Bill is enacted into law and the schemes
envisaged in the pamphlets are carried out, then we can visua-

lise the picture of flowing rivers, thickly populated districts,

land covered with luxurious crops, healthy, sturdy and well-

to-do peasantry and surplus provincial budget.

(The Council was at this stage adjourned for fifteen minutes.)

(After Adjournment.)

Mr* PRESIDENT: At (his stage we have to deal with three amend-
ments which propose to circulate the Bill to elicit public opinion thereon,
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and I hope it wilfceerve the purpose of the House if only Mr. Haiti’s

motion is move#.

Mr* It, MAITl*s»£ir, I beg to move that the Bill be circulated for

the purpose of eliciting opinion thereon by the end of June, 1936.

Sir, in doing so, I &ay at once say that a great many people of the

province having agricultural lands or nou-agricultural lands will be

affected by this Bill, their opinion counts a great deal in respect

of the Bill*before the Houll. But it is most regrettable that the Gov-

ernment comes forward with a proposal for reference to the Select

Committee without giving the people hn opportunity to express their

opinion thereon. People’s voice ought to have been heard before this

Bill is referred to the Select Committee.

Sir, first of all this Bill, as it appears to me, is in the nature of a

taxation measure. The Bill proposes to impose an improvement levy

on profits to be accrued from improvement works constructed by Gov-

ernment in a selected area. Sir, any state is morally and legally bound

to effect improvement on lands at it> own cost if it receives rent from

the people for the occupation of such lands. But here the Govern-

ment proposes to impose a levy for the improvement done by it, or in

other words the people will have to make inipiovements at their own

cost and the Government will not pay a single farthing out of its own

coffer. People will pa\ and the Government will take the credit. Thia

fs a most unjust principle the Government wants to introduce in this

country. Then again, Sir, there is no justification for imposing an

improvement levy of n permanent nature. There ought to be some pro-

vision in the Bill for abolishing the levy as soon as the money spent for

the improvement woi%s is realised from the people after a certnjp number

of years.

Sir, by the provisions of the Bill the l/oci4t Government bus been

empowered to deal with every question finally, while it has been proposed**

to have the jurisdiction of the courts ousted at every step. As lawyers

we cannot agree to the procedure proposed. Then again, Bif, the

methods proposed for fixing value for agricultural produce or improve-

ment levy on non-agricultural lands will, in their actual working,

entail a great hardship on the people. These methods will be more

oppressive than those adopted in settlement operations in any district.

# Agency system proposed to be introduced for t)i6 recovery of the

improvement levy under the provisions of the Bengal Pty)dic Demands

Recovqjy Act, 1913, will no doubt add to the burden and misery of

the people. •

Sir, in this Bill there are many defects of the nature as I have stated

above.
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Sir, the Hqp’ble Member 4old us that a ipillenium will be ushered

in llenp&l if this Bill is passed into law. I shill |e only too glad

to welcome the new era of prosperity for the people of Bengal if it

really comes. Let the people know whether they wilt have really pros-

perity or adversity under the provisions of the Bill. So, it is better

that the Bill should first go before the public. This is a Bill entirely

new in its nature and the public ought to have at least an idea of its

provisions before it goeiTto the Select Committee. It is only Af question

of three months or so. People have suffered a great deal in the past

for want of any improvements on their l&n<|f and they can easily afford

to wait for a fe^r months more. I therefore submit that the Govern-

ment will have no hesitation in accepting my motion for circulation.

With these words I commend my motion to the acceptance of the

House.

Rti Bahadur KE8HAB CHANDRA B^NERdl: Sir, it is not my in-

tention to make a lengthy speech. Within the short time that the Bill

has been before us it has not been possible for us to go through it care-

fully. However, I congratulate the Hon’ble Member in bringing for-

k ward A measure of this kind—a measure which is in consonance with the

functions of * progressive Government. The Bengal Agricultural and
Sanitary Improvement Act of 1920 was intended to confer a great boon

Upon the people, but in actual working it has proved to be a dead letter.

In the case of the district boards, and at any mte so far as my own dis-

trict is concerned, an attempt was made to apply the provision of that

Act in certain Areas; hut it was found difficult to do so which I think

anybody whoJ us read the Act will admit. So fit as this Bill is con-

ceriytd, n closely follows the lines of the Bengal Agricultural and
Sanitary Improvement Act 192QU

%
Sir, Mr. Maiti’s* amendment is a very reasonable one. The Bill

has got to be properly examined in all its details. I do not mean there-

by th«t we oppose the principles of the Bill. The principles so far as

they go are quite welcome, but it has got to be seen how far the pro-

visions affect the laws in existence as well as the permanent settlement.

It has been said by the Hon'ble Member that it will confer a real boon

on the people of Bengal. I do not wis^ at this stage to discuss the differ-

ent provisions of this Bill, but I think that public opinion should be

consulted before the Bill is referred to the Select Committee. c

**
Sir, there are other important questions connected with this Bill

which I do not wish to raise at this stage. When the proper time cornea,

I shall deal with them tnore extensively. I will, however, mention only

one point which seems to be of the greatest importance. The ousting
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of the iwiadfetion of the civil court in regard to assessment ia open to
•erioua objection. l*ho ordey of the assessing authority should in no
case he final. Such a {novision is fundamentally wrong and inequitable.
There are other clauses in the Bill which, unless thoroughly modified,
will not ho acceptable. That is why I am strongly in favour of circula-
tion and public opinion on a measure dt such far-reaching character
will be of great help to the Select Committee in considering the Bill
in its various aspects.

With Ihese few words, I support the motion of Mr. Haiti.

Mr. SARAT KUMAR ROY: Sir, I have ffniie through the State-

ment of Objects and Reasons ami heard the speech just made by the
Hon'ble Member in charge, explaining the objects and reasons of this

measure. In my opinion, improvement of rivers and other waterways,
if prudently and carefully worked out, will increase their fluvial action;

and an increase in the productive powers of the surrounding lands may
very well be expected to follow as a necessary consequence. Since
development of land, if economically advantageous, will prove a distinct

benefit to all concerned in such lands, I mean the raiyatt
,
their land-

lords and ultimately, the State, the object of the scheme propounded
by this Bill is indeed commendable.

But, Sir, you should not lose sight of the important faSltbnt unless
the scheme proves successful economically, the result will W quite the
opposite. If it fails to bring about improvement in the economic worth
of the soil, the additional burden to lw levied must necessarily be
injurious to its owner.

Having regard to the scanty information we have itPnnr possession
on this subject, I ainlfcrrv I am not in a position to say what would be
the result. **

*
* *

So, Sir, despite the able arguments of the Htn’ble Member, I am
sorry, I am not convinced of the urgency he pleads fqg rushing this
Bill through with so much haste as to debar the public from expressing
their opinion on the Bill.

*

Sir, before I discuss the propriety 'or otherw ise of the policy for
levying a land tax directly on the people within the permanently-settled
areas of Bengal and to which i have very cogent reasons to object, 1

may be permitted to point out that by whatever reasons you may justi-
fy y»e enactment of a measure like this, I think the economic conditions
of the raiyaU of Bengal do not justify the levy of an additional burden

#
on the lqpd at all. Agriculture as an industry is hardly a paying con-
cern now. So it is not safe to overburden the agriculturists furthA,
unless you can prove that the nett result of the scheme will prove an
roonomic gain, increasing their paying capacity.
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Moreover, Sir, you will fljd the following opinion of the Royal

Agricultural Commission, at page 41 of the Abridged Report—“Irri-

gation problems peculiar to Bengal are so complex in their character

and their solution is of such importance that a committee of experts

should be appointed to examine and investigate them.” Hence, I think

we should not be asked to adopt the principles of this Bill unless and

until the result of suc h investigations satisfactorily proves that the nett

result of the development has brought areal economic gain to .the culti-

vators. And for purposes of such investigations, examination of select-

ed areas only will not do. All the schemes in hand should be examined

and with partic^Jgr reference to the following facts:—
i#

(a) what amount of capital has been expended in each such area

;

(h) the extent of the economic gain derived therefrom by the culti-

vators of*that area; and

(>) whether the §conoifiic worth of the land haB sufficiently appre-

ciated in comparison with the expenditure involved.

We have also to consider as to what would he the result if in spite

of such developments in the productive capacity of the land their

economic worth is not increased through world-market conditions, and
the raiyat$ eventually fail to contribute the levy. Under such circum-

stances, may I ask what remedy would be left for the Government for

recoupment of the capital invested or for meeting the interest thereon

and the cost of maintenance?

Sir, I think these details are essential for us; and until and unless

they are before us, we are not in a position to judge the probable results

of the scheme. Hence I think that this Bifl is premature.

Then, Sir
f
*t turn to another aspect of the measure. The Bill

proposes the levy of a land tax directly on the raiynts. But T submit

that in permanently-settled areas of Bengal, this is clearly a new depar-

ture in the fiscal policy of The Government. Apart from the fact that

such a change in the revenue policy is a violation of the sacred pledges

of 1793, it has to he seen how far the landlords would he handicapped in

realiaiiig their dues for rent, if, side by side with them, the Government
sets up another agency to realise its dues for making improvements of

the soil. v

Sir, I submit that that would he a very unhappy affair and, at any
rate, that will bring about confusion.

Sir, it may he suggested that to avoid such conflict of interests, the

landlords may he appointed as the agency for realising the levy

necessitated by the improvements. But, Sir, I doubt very much as to

whether the landlord will like such an idea. Ai any rate, it is not yet"

known to us as to what their views really are. So I think it is incum-

bent upon us to obtain thdr views also before we adopt the prinei]des
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o! this Bill. If, on the other hand, the realisation of the levy it

entrusted to another agency, I think other difficulties will also arise.

Sir, rent is a first charge on land ; and the realisation of all other dues

must be postponed till rent dues are paid. That may hamper the

realisation of the levy.

But if the additional levy be classified us a superior charge as has
already been laid down in the Bill, the security for rent will diminish

and hence jjiat^for land revenue will suffer.

So, I think there will arise difficulties, both legal as well as practical,

if two different agencies are employed for realisation $|1he rent and the

levy. * *

In the next place, the methods proposed for deciding conflicts arising

out of the operations of this measure are not free, from objection. Sir,

I am afraid, conflicts will arise in numerous instances as to whether any
benefit has actually accrued to any particular individual sought to be

taxed and also as to the amount of such tax, Sir, in these disputes, the

Executive Government and the public will "have conflicting interests,

and I do not think it safe to fix the power of finally deciding the point

on such Executive Government. *

Under the present law, whenever such disputes arise, between parties

having conflicting interests, the civil court decides the dispute. But

here in the Bill, there has been a strange departure. It begin* with

declaring that the civil court would have no jurisdiction over such

matters. Sir, I have already said that the parties having conflicting

interests are the Government winch would bring about improvements

and the tenants who would enjoy the tanefits so brought about. Under
such ci&umstanceS, the ultimate decision should not rest on one of these

parties—I mean the executive officials. There is no equity in such a

proposal

.

For all these reasons, Sir, before we arf asked to further consider the

provisions of the Bill, the public should be given an opportunity to

express their opinion on the questions I have discussed. I therefore

support the amendment to the present motion proposed by my friend.

Mr. It. Maiti, viz., that the Bill be circulated for eliciting public opinion

thereon by the 30th June, 1935.

Mr. W, H. THOMSON: Mr. President, Sir, may I begin by congra-

tulating tie Hon’ble Member on that part of hi* speech which I have

h*ard this afternoon? I regret, I did not come in time to hear it all.

I had no idea that Leprbsy could be disposed of within ten minutes.

p Sir, I «an assure the HohT>le Member of the support of this group for

the general idea of this Bill. An improvement, which is to covA a

wide tract of
,

country, is bound to cost money, big money. The canal

schemes and barrages which have been executed in other provinces and
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in other "countries, as lor example in Egypt, have cost very large sums;

but they have produced great improvements and increased to an

enormous extent the fertility of the soil and the outturn of the crops.

The Government has been able to take its share in such improvements

in increased land revenue, and is therefore able to set improved land

revenue against the cost of the scheme
;
and having done so in one place

it can move on and do the same in another. In Bengal with the

permanent settlement this is impossible. There can be no improvement

of land revenue corresponding to the improvement in the outturn of the

crops, but if Government is going to put money into the cultivator’s

pocket, surely Sif, there can be no objection to Government taking a

commission on the profit which it gives to the cultivator, that commis-

sion being proportionate to the actual profit wdiirh ensues. While

giving general support to the idea of the Bill however, I have one or

two points which I should like to mention now' and we will discuss

later what to do about them.

Sir, this is a measure of great importance, of importance comparable

to our revision of the Bengal Tenancy Act, comparable in importance

to the late Sir Provash Chunder Mitter's Cess Bill. You remember.

Sir, how slowly we went with the Tenancy Act, how many months

committees sat fjpm Sir John Kerr’s Committee in 1921 till we finally

bad the Bill drafted which was to amend the Tenancy Act. You
remember, Sir, how many meetings there were of Sir ProvasVs

unofficial committee before the Cess Act was drafted. My own feeling

is that Government would have been wiser to have adopted similar

methods and to have hastened a little more slowly in dealing with this

Bill. But the Bill has been drafted and has been introduced.

l#et me come to my point. To begin with, before anything else

can he done in dealing with a benefited area, an up-to-date record-of-

rights is required. If there already a record-of-rights, it should be

brought up to date and maintained continuously. You will have to

have in any case a record of the plots and their occupiers in order to

continue ftt collect the levy. At the same time, why should not a record-

bf-rigbts be maintained by the same means? We should begin with a

record-of-rights. Thai record should give us the whole history of

occupancy, of rent enhancement, of new settlements and so on, from the

beginning of the improvement. If I bad had the drafting of this Bill, I

would begin with the provision for an up-to-to-date record-of«<*igh ta. If

there is already a reeord-of rights, iff will be necessary to go back to the

bhujarat stage to revise it. It will be necessary to go over the land

plot by plot, to revise the kha$m> as well as
#
the khatian, and if you

employ settlement kanungoes ana assistant settlement officers, you will

get from them better and far more reliable estimates of crop values

and outturn of crops than you will even get from crop-cutting experi-

ments. I have bad bitter experience of the crop-cutting experiments.
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In the Settlement Department we gave them up altogether. In carrying
them oiit the whole countryside was against you. Even your owu^chnp-
ratis wetoagainst you, and you cannot sit on the crop yourself night and
day wlala it is being cut, dried, threshed and weighed. Wash out
the crop-cutting experiment altogether, and rely on estimates by settle-

ment and similar officers who have been doing this sort of thing all

their lives. That means washing out section 7 of the Bill (it is of

no use to you) alffi relying on section 6.

Then, there is another matter which has not been provided for at

all that I can see in this Bill. It is the matter of*eub-infeudation.

It is a matter of considerable importance and in fact to my mind in

the case of improvement to the countryside it is of vital importance.

The problem is this: you know the Bengali cultivator; when he finds

that the outturn from his land has been increased very much, when
he finds that he gets very much more than he ever had before, more

than he needs for himself or knows how to handle, what will he dpf „

He will*straightaway sublet half of his land and sit back and **atofa

somebody else cultivate it and when the time
^
pomes , for assessment

of the levy he will find he cannot ppy. That is not the worst^pt the

trouble. The worst of the trouble Is this, that by the fragmentation

of holdings, instead of producing a countryside fulMjl bonny babie*

or whatever was the expression the Hon’ble Menlftfc$* Used just now—*
instead of producing an agricultural population healthy and wealthy-*

you will find because of this fragmentation of holdings,<*within about

ten years the pressure of the population on the soil will he jfffit as

heavy as it was before the improvement was made. In that first ten,

years the economic value df improvement will have been disidpatfq

unless you can do something about subinfeudation. I do not really

know what to suggest. Possibly, it would be wise to provide that kol

raxyati leases after an improvement in a benefited area should be limited

to one* or two years or possibly be voidable at the option of the lessor

when the levy is assessed. In any case you have an officer tfflfeaeillg

the levy. Even if under-mtyo/t leases cannot l»e avoided fojpiglt be
given the power to settle a fair rent for under-miynti holdings created ,

after the improvement. But whatever solution we can find for that

difficulty, here is another reason for starting with a record-of-rights,

to that we shall know all that has happened. And then, Sir, there is

the question of the position of the landlord. We have heard the land-
k>rds* repretpn tat ive just now objecting to an infringement of the per-

manent settlement, objecting to the improvements generally. But, Sir,

th# improvement of the position and status of his raiyat

»

cannot but
br lor the benefit of the landlord. Eve| if he does not get any enhance-
*ment oHms rents it wpl be to his advantage to have a wealthy and
1mal% and a solvent tenantry. difficulty of collection will be
reduced by half. Even without any enhancement of rent the landlord
must benefit by the introduction of this Bill to enable improvements to

7 #
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bf made. Ftrt should he have an enhancement of rent? Government

if going to take a levy from the cultivator. It if to ite own interest to

defend the cultivator and it has its duty towards the cultivator. If if

not bound to do something to prevent him from being bled by the land*

lord? Sir, in the Bill there is an indication that Government intend to

protect the tenant from heavy enhancement of his rent. May I refer to

•ectkm 80 which provides that the rent shall not be enhanced on the

grounds of Asnefit derived from the construction improvement
work or on account of increase of the productive power of the land due to

a fluvial action? It is true that there are sections in the Tenancy Act

which provide for enhancement of rent on account of an improvement
and on account of fluvial action. But I never came across a case of an
enhancement of rent on account of an improvement, and except in a

few cases of char lands which were either khas mahal or temporarily-

settled estates wheregfair rents were being settled under section 104 of the

Act, I never saw fluvial action made the justification for an enhancement
THat is not the way rents are enhanced in Bengal. are

, On&lUtced mjpfhgal bjk contract between the landlord and tenant and no
rmsgni* gtven||t alJ**The landlord remeasures the land and takes a
IrM&Jfflhuhyat. Sir, the sec as itjstands is no protection at all.

The only real way to protect t lie tenant in these cases would he by a noti-

4cation that aitfjfi and such is an area which has been subject to better*

w*thin ttSlt atea all occupaucy raiyaU berqjpe raiyatt at fixed

Wnt. That, Sir, is the easy and a straightforward way of dealing with

thmfuftter. <8ut, it is no use my pressing that either on this Govern*
merif*or in this House as they are at present constituted. I therefore

*>pre»g the logical alternative which is this : if the landlord on account of

jjk* improvement or after the improvement is able to raise his rents, he
Mould pay on his iucreased profit the same proportionate levy which
Government will take out of the cultivator. I submit, 5jir, no landlord
could really take any serious objection to such a provision. It is the

KdutjJ Of Government to introduce some such provision in the case of
of rent. It is also necessary for Government to see that it

does its share in the case of land which on account of improve*
ment becomes fit for settlement for the* first time. But, it may be said

that in the countryside of Bengal the land which is fit for settlement

but is unsettled is a negligible quantity, and I will agree that this ia

ordinarily the case. |lut what abodjt the case of a hil which is drained?
The middle of the bil Is always the landlord's kha*. When the middle
of the bil becomes fit for cultivation^ the landlord will take# anZoOtt and
assess rent. Should he not pay the levy on this additional profit in res*

pact of that land?
*

There are other points of the sort I have mentioned now, bub»I would**
not put these or any others forward a* reasons for refusing to send this .

t to a Select Committee, provide# R is understood that those points

similar points can be considered by that Committee. TeehnioaBjr^
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Sir, I dl not think that there it any serious difficulty jp tfcfe, mi I

do not Ipleve, Sir, that you in your conduct of the business of this

House amid have euch considerations put outside the purview of the

Select Qra$mittee; but I want an assurance from the Government, from
the Hon’ble Membet in charge, that he will raise no objection if such
points, as I have mentioned, are brought up at the Committee stage.

Dr. NAREMt CHANDRA SEN CUPTAl Sir, at tps outset I

would like to express my appreciation of the good wishes of the Gov-

ernment behind this Bill, good wishes which, however, I am reminded

pave the way to a certain very undesirable place. The object of this

Bill is not to have improvement schemes for Bengal. The object is

stated «to be to impose a levy: the Preamble of the Bill reads-thus

—

“whereas it is expedient with a view to the developmtent of land in Ben*

gal to impose a levy in respect of increased proSls resulting from

improvement works constructed by the Government.” ^ That iaK I

should nay, putting the whole thing in the wrong We fhORla *

start with some definite idea about the projects itf improwidownts

we contemplate and then think of the wavs and Wfean# for ineetilt (lie

expenditure in that connection. Bit here we stai% with findings* the

money and then we are thinking of leisurely going ot^out the business

of having actual projects for the improvement Qt&eJUuod by irrigation

works and by works regarding the improvement of rivers. That is noj

my way of looking at the problem. I have discussed this thing on thfi

dpor'of this House before in connection with the famous NavtjgffAon

Bill which we have passed. What we want is to start with a com-

prehensive plan for dealing with all the water resources of the Opuntff*

in such a way as to give the utmost benefit of it to all parts of * tht

country according to the needs of each. This was suggested by

William Willoocks and this was suggested also in the Report of tha

have got that plan, the next thing would be to find out tbl^ffya and

means, and then I should certainly be very willing to subscribe to the

principle that those who receive an economic advantage out of any

scheme carried out by Government may be made to pav for it to the

extapt that euch revenue is necessary in order^io enable Government
to carry on the work. Therefore, the principle which this Bill see£s

to enunciate is one to which I could have no objection if it were pro-

perly conceived. But if you leave the plan and the programme for

the future and start with providing merely a machinery for levying

pthe rat% then I am afraid it is very difficult for us to g‘*~e our assent

straightaway to that measure. TJTe have just had ^circulated to tuf a
statement of the Government eaife, I take Jt, with regard to the

development of decadent areas. I have been looking into it for

Irrigation Committee, and this was what
#
the Hon’ble Member’s pre-

decessor in office assured us that we were going to have, fearp^iave

passed by, yet we have not got that comprehensive plan*, fSfo^jre
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indication of the projects in band. What do we find? We find

nothing hut Vagile and imaginary ideas. We find reference to some*

thing in Western Bengal with no definite project in hand. We get

a reference to the conditions of the districts of Central Bengal which

do not lead us to any concrete and definite sehexpe, and with regard

to Northern Bengal we have got a vague reference to the scheme

of a barrage across the Teesta which is an undefined way would benefit

the people of those districts. Once we pass this Bill and the

Irrigation apartment starts improvement schemes Ifii this and that

area without having a comprehensive scheme into which these

different isolated schemes have got to be articulated, the result might

be that in improving one area you would be depriving another area of the

benefits which it has already got, because you might have faultily framed *

schemes which would not in any sense be improvement schemes er^our

schemes might be short-sighted. By putting a barrage across the

Teesta you miffht bdtreducing the water-supply of Lower Bengal to such

an appreciable extent that some oi the districts which receive their

supply of water from the rivers Ganges and Brahmaputra “may be

*d«fj»ved ^f- their fulhsupply. But it would not be so if you have

sflrtel with a }
full survey of the hydraulic possibilities of the pro-

viftoer and if you have framed yfeur scheme of the Teesta barrage in

such a manner as not to interfere with the water-supply of other places,

^hertfore, a comprehensive scheme is the first desideratum, a tine qpn

fi<m, without which we cannot proceed. Unless and until Government

place before us a comprehensive scheme it is not possible for us to sup-

port this measure. Looking at the statement issued, I was surprised to

find tliat in respect of the 24-Parganas, Government referred to one parti-

cular matter. That is a matter which if it were drawn up by an

advocate for the Government, he would have been the last person to

fftfer to. At page 16 we find that the Ghuni Jatragachi Bil area within

three or four miles of Calcutta has been suffering very badly from

defective drainage and there is frequent failure of crops in consequence.

This is a matter which has come up before this Council before. The

position i\jnuch worse than is stated here. This area has been practi-

cally deprived of its capacity to grow crops, but why? Is it because of

the want of an irrigation project there or a drainage project there

P

Is it not a fact that that area has been flooded and ruined because of

the canal schemes of the Government imperfectly planned, imperfectly

worked out and imperfectly maintained? The predecessor in office

o7 the Hon’ble Member in charge personally looked into the matter

and found that this flooding was due to the faults of thl Irrigation

Department, and be was determined to remove the difficulties «by

taking the steps which were suggested by some of the people and

even by some engineers. But ultimately something stood in ihe way
ami the Kristopur«Canal was not deepened and the Chitpnr Lock

Gate was not opened -out. Here you liave a case which just makes

it impossible for us to give support to this Bill blindfolded. Ton
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are tryitg to levy improvement rate# for the purposes! financing

scheme* prepared by Government. Here is a scheme prepared by

Government. Here is this Kristopur Canal scheme which has been caus-

ing such loss to the people, causing them immense injury anjt making

cultivation impossible. What are you going to do in eases of this

sort? Ill-judged and ill-carried out schemes will be otusing

injury to the people. Where is the arrangement for Government

paying compensation for damages done to the people? Where is

the proposal for compensating these people like the people of Ghuni

who would be suffering as a result of the activities of the Irrigation

Department? There is none. Besides that, there are numerous points

to be considered. This Bill proposes to give a cart* hlanrhe to the

**Co!te©tor and the revenue authorities in the matter 6f the assessment

of rftos to be charged for improvements. The Collector will deter-

mine whether there has been an improvement ; the Collector will deter-

mine what improvement there has been : and the Collector will fix tbe

rate at which the improvement levy will he imposed. Of course, there

is a provision for appeal. The provision in the Bill is that any

aggrieved by a decision or order of the Collector may appeal $p
the

prescribed authority, and the decision of the prescribed authority shall

he final and shall not he questioned in any court. That is to say, you

are depriving him of his civil rights. You are levying a rate fog th|

purposes of revenue on the basis of certain improvement. Then, whj

is this shyness to face the decision of the court whether he is liable tt

pay the demand on account of the improvement efferted to his land!

Tbe Bengal Tenancy Act provides a procedure according to whirl

enhanced rents are levied for improvements made to lands, hut ther

those are matters which are not taken out of the jurisdiction of th<

civil court. Landlords have to face the decision of the civil court ir

cases of assessment of rent. Why, should the Government take thii

thing altogether out of the jurisdiction of the civil court? Are wt

going hack to the day when in England n<* suits refold he filed againsl

the King or his officers, hut only petitions were allowed to he filed a t

a matter of grace? Xowradays, of course, in England petitimj pf righl

is the same thing as a plaint in a suit for all practical purposes, bp

in this country Government, which started with an ample jurisdiction

of the civil court in all matters, so that the Secretary of State in Council

himself was made amenable to the same jurisdiction of the civil coutf

as an ordinary citisen, we have now been seeking to go back, furthai

and further and trying to eliminate the civil courts altogether from anj

affairs touching Government. I am afraid, Sir, there is nothing U

justify in this particular case Government's nervousness about the civi

courts, I can understand my friend Sir Bijoy Prasad Singh Boy pro

pasting that he would not have union board matters brought before thj

civil courts, because that would hamper the working o! the union boards

1 can also understand him even protesting that he would not allow

matters relating to local bodies being brought up before tbe civil courts
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because that, too, would hamper the working of the local bodies, but

what justification is there for preventing the courts declaring on the
'

elementary right of a citisen not to be overtaxed P Ton are imposing

your tax and you are trying to realise it by a summary procedure. The
civil cod^t is t|mw to give relief to the poor citizens who have l>t«n

improperly taxed and to say that your action has been against all law and
all equity, justice and good conscience. But you are depriving the

people of the right even of taking their case to the civil court and
having its opinion. That is a sort of legislation inr this connection

which has no legs to stand upon and cannot be justified. So the least

that Government can do, considering that the fundamental object, the

good intentions and good wishes underlying this Bill are such that it is

not one which we ought to summarily reject, considering that, the f|Sst

that Government ^oan do is to accede to the request of my* friend

Mr. Maiti to have public opinion taken upon it. It will differently affect

the people of the different parts of the country, Western Bengal, Nor-
thern Bengal, Central Bengal and even of Eastern Bentral. We do

* not know exactly how it will affect all these different areas. The
** Irrigation Committee which investigated the problem did not go into

detail, but only laid down a general outline of the problem in the diff-

erent parts of the country. Let each part of the country and district

consider how these proposals are going to affect them and say what
exactly they want: whether they want this sort of thing done before

we proceed in a hurTy to legislate. Mr. Thompson, in a speech

which was full of substance, put forward every possible reason for

accepting this motion for circulation of the Bill, hut unfortunately

he wound up by saying that he would nevertheless support the

Select Committee motion on certain undertakings being given by
. Government—undertakings which however would he of no avail, con-

sidering the limited power ofc$>elect Committees. Mr. Thompson has

certain ideas in his mifccr%hich he thinks he would be allowed to agitate

before the Select Qemmitteq, but if those things have got to be con-

sidered, yowfciight at once come up against many matters which you can-

not take up in the Select Committee. So the whole thing has got to be

jospidered in ail its bearings before the Bill is referred to the Select

Committee. Mr. Thompson certainly knows that the Select Com-
mittee is not a place for oool deliberation and calculation of all possible

and relevant matters. We must do our work there more or less in a

hurry and the Select Committee is not a place for that sort of thing—
that sort of discussion has got to be done outside the Select Committee.

If the Bill were circulated, the public bodies concerned might put for-

ward their grounds and Government, after considering them, might
find some of them substantial or unsubstantial, but it is not the business

of the Select Committee to do so. If Mr. Thompson's criticisms ar^
justified, they are matters which have got to be decided upon and
deliberated upon belong the Bill is referred to the Select Committee.

So I strongly support the motion for circulation.
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MmHvi ABUL KASEM: Mr. President, Sir, I am sorry I cannot

support the motion of my friend for circulation, but thereby I do not

mean he say that I do not appreciate the apprehensions of the supporter*

or the reasons they have put forwiard, and as nfy friend Dr. Sen Gupta

J&& laid that every word and argument used by * Mr* Thompson are

in favour of circulation of the Bill and not in support of its reference

to a Select Committee, I may, with his permission, be allowed to say

that all tbe arguments put forward by Dr. Sen Gupta himself make

out a case rather for tbe Bill being sent to the Select (^ommittee and

not for it being circulated. It is for the Select Committee, Sir, to

investigate and go into the matters and then decide. A motion for

circulation, so far as I understand it, is intended for two things. One

ir*<bf dilatoriness and the other is for putting off a piece of legislation.

In this particular case I object to the circulation for a very important

reason. The life of this Council, I hope, will not be extendeA beyond

this year, and I hope it will be dissolved this year, so that in that

case there will be no time to pass this Bill in a modified form even in

this Council. The Hon’ble Member has said that this Bill will be

passed by this Council, but textual operation will be in the hands

of the Ministry under provincial autonomy, but, Sir, whoever handles

its operations, what I want to say is that something should he done

and some instrument should be placed in the hands of the new

Government to carry out important questions of agricultural move-

ment. Like Mr. Thompson I also beg to offer the IIon 'hie Member

my sincere congratulations for the very lucid and exhaustive, if not

convincing speech, which he delivered and I also very fully appreciate

the hard labour and industry put in by Mr. Townend. At the same

time I hope. Sir, that this piece of legislation will not share the fate

of another piece of legislation which the Hon’ble Member himself also

sponsored in another capacity in this ®«ius«Land that some action will

be^taken on it. Sir, I have to say one wbril with reference to the

Hon’ble Member’s speech. He has held, out a qonrt of vague threat,

if I may say so, that only two irrigation canals haveimen taken up

and they are the Bakreswar and the Damodar, and incidentally he

remarked that it was very unfair and unreasonable that provincial

revenues should come to the rescue of the people for the maintenance

and capital expenditure on the Baineswar and the Damodar. In theory, 1

Sir, and apparently, it seems a very fair statement, but I want 16

know from the Hon’ble Member and from tbe Treasury Benches as a

whole, what right the Government have to misappropriate just for

172 years a large amount of money paid by the cultivators and the

ttfx-payers of this unfortunate country. I have referred to this matter

several times, and although I agree that Government will be justified

1 in imposing a levy for improvements effected at the cost of Govern-

ment, yet at the same time we must demand justice and fair pTay#

and that, so far as we are concerned, that is, Ihe people on the other
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tide of the Ganges are concerned, in view of the fact that we hare

paid ip the provincial revenues a sum which is absolutely abnormal,

we must demand that for that some consideration should be shown to

us. When the reins o& government passed from the Moguls into the

hands o^he British it was an irony of fate and an unpardonable

blunder on the part of the then Maharaja of Burdwan that he was

not declared a ruling prince, but instead was made a protected one,

and one of the results of that is that we are being bled, being absolutely

bled, for the provincial revenues of Bengal.

One thing more, Sir. My friend Dr. Sen Gupta has said that an

appeal will lie to a prescribed authority and I hope the Select Com-
mittee will prescribe that authority. I am not much enamoured of

the civil courts either in this matter or in any other, but I woulU say

that the authority which would hear appeals should be persons uncon-

nected with the Irrigation Department and with judicial training and

legal knowledge and though without the paraphernalia of a civil court

yet they should be judges of the same standard as a civil court. There

are many details in the Bill which will have to he looked into before

it can be passed into law. Dr. Sen Gupta has said that in the Select

Committee things are passed off very peremptorily and *in rather a

cursory manner, and I hope and appeal to the Hon’ble Member that,

in this very important matter, which concerns the vital interests of

the cultivators, time will be given for the expression of opinion from

all sides.

One word more. Sir, about eliciting public opinion. I am opposed

to this motion because it is a dilatory motion, hut I think public

organisations and people at large who take an interest in this matter

will be fully at liberty to semi representations to Government for

consideration in the Select JSommittee. The Select Committee is

fortunately or unfortunately a very big one and represents various

interests and shades wf opinion, and I am sure that, if public organi-

sations and people interested* in this matter, send in their criticisms

of the Bill to the Select Committee I am sure it will receive earnest

consideration at their hands. It is not one of those measures which

Government wants to press upon us, hut it is a measure, I take it,

which public interest and public opinion have called upon Government
to put on the statute book. As I have already said, I may again

repeat that the Bill is not intended only to add to the volume of our

statutes, hut is really intended to be operative, at any rate the present

Government should put it in such a position that the new Government
when it comes may put it into immediate operation. m

It has been said that a comprehensive scheme has to be prepared^

I hope, Sir, the remarks of Dr. Sen Gupta in this connection #U1 not *

go \n vain and that a comprehensive scheme will actually be prepared

before this Bill comes into this Council again. Sir, this is a Bill
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which ha* a little personal interest for me, because my constituency,

both past and present, is particularly interested and affected bjf this

Bill. T̂he Bill speaks not only about dying rivers but dead rivers,

silted-up and blocked-up rivers. I can* mention that in my district

and in the district of Hooghly, the Bakreswar, the Iftmoj, the

Saraswati, the Kana, the Khon4, the Behula—all have been blocked

up or obstructed and there is no flow of wat^r in them. Government

owes it to us, therefore, and in fact we can claim it os a mutter of

right, that they should clear up all these rivers and bring a beautiful

flow of water in these rivers because they have not been blocked up or

silted up naturally, but on account of the deliberate action of Govern-

ment, and I am prepared to say, the criminal action of Government in

thus pbstructing these water channels, which has caused malaria and

poverty to the people inhabiting these districts. Sir, the two main

rivers of the district are the liupnarain and the Damodar. Both of

them have become bottomless, owing to the accretion of sand from the

hills. These are the rivers which protect the port and the shipping c f

Calcutta. Owing to the accumulation of sands carried from the hill-

tops these rivers have become^ waterless, and there is no even flow of

water unless there is a flood.
* Further owing to the water remaining,

stagnant in these rivers, there is no drainage, with the consequence

that malaria is very rampant in the district. Sir, the reason why the

Burdwaft district has Wen saddled with an abnormally high rate of

rent is that at the time of the permanent settlement almost every bit

of land was cultivated, and all the lands were fertile. Why were they

fertile ? They were fertile because of these water channels. They
were not natural channels, but they were mude natural by the action

of the previous Governments—both the Hindu and the Muhammadan;
but |he present Government have killed them. Therefore, we have

these rivers in their present bad condition and we suffer not only in

our poverty but also in health. We have been told that in former

days our ratyat

*

were a picture of health— flourishing, healthy, and
rich. We were really so in the good old days, but now, Sir, w*e have
been reduced to the position of a very negligible quantity. The
Hon’ble Member in charge of the Bill has very kindly referred to the

Burdwan fever. Might I remind him, Sir, that just before these

obstructions to our rivers were caused
, Burdwan was one of the

healthiest places in Bengal? It was considered to be the healthiest

place in pre-railway days—in fact, it was considered to be a sana-

torium. We have been told that our people are now unfit. At one
time we gave no rerenue to tfep Moghul Emperors, but we supplied a
certain number—and a vpry large number at that—of soldiers. But
now our men are so unfit that they cannot walk a few miles even to the

^wlW^Ution.

I hope*. Sir, that in this matter, in response to Dr, Sen Gupta's

appeal, a comprehensive survey will he made; and that survey will
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improve the schemes to which I have already referred. Sir, in

the mrdwan district alone, with an area of three thousimd and odd

eqnare miles, pay a revenue of Bs. 32 lakhs annually; whereas Dacca,

which is well known to*lhe Honl)le Member in charge of the Bill, pays

the “magnificent” sum of only Bs. 4 lakhs per annum by way of

revenue. Therefore, we want some compensation.

Sir, I will take the ffowfi^&.iew years back when we represented to

"Lord Bonaldshay—now Marquis of Zetland—who was then the

Governor of Bengal, he told us that he had a big scheme costing a

huge sum of money for creating a catchment area for the Damodar.

Unfortunately for us the Beforms Scheme came into operation, and

the Government of India told the Government of Bengal that if they

could undertake the scheme they could do it. As the provincial finances

were not sufficient, the scheme had to be abandoned. We have been

told to-day that the next Government will put this scheme into opera-

tion. I have mentioned the case of Burdwan, but I have some little

apprehension that, so far as the future Government is concerned, we,

the people of West Bengal, will be in a minority and the representa-

tions of the people on the other side of the Ganges will receive more

consideration—I do not refer to Muhammadans alone—bdt the Hindus

and the Muhammadans of West Bengal put together will be negligible

and, perhaps, absolutely negligible and will not count for much. We
do not^want to be “counted/’ but I do hope that the future Government

will do us bare justice in this matter in view of the financial support

which we have given to the Government.

Sir, reference has been made to the permanent settlement. We,
in Burdwan, including the Maharajadhiraja Bahadur of Burdwan, will

be only too glad if the permanent settlement is abolished.

(At this Btage t^e member having reached the time-limit had to

resume his seat.)

Mr. MAJtENDRA KUMAR BASUs Mr. President, Sir, in rising to

speak on the tftottai before this House, I must say that it gives me
peculiar satisfaction, inasmuch as it has fallen to aty lot during the

extended life of this Council to have at least one Government Bill with

the principles of which I am in entire agreement. It give! me u great

deal of satisfaction, also, to find that there is one man at least—if not

more—in the Secretariat, who has gofcSympathy, imagination, and a

desire to do good to this province. It strilotflme, Sir,, that the Mea
underlying this Bill is one which is fraught with the greatest possibili-

ties of good to the province. When we wate told of this Bill Ifcing o#
the way to introduction, I for one was anxious to see what the provi-

sions were, and I was keen to welcome the provisions of the Bill. But,
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Sir, jt§Bk afraid that, after reading the provisions—the detailed nrovi-

siontftfyfb* Bill, which confer drastic powers upon the executive, my
satisfaction has very much evaporated. Sir, I must say at once that

I hate not been able to follow the long—I am told the lucid'—speech

delivered by*the Hon’ble Member in charge of the Bill. I only hope

that he will allow us to have copies of at speech before we get the

printed proceedings of this Council, which will be at the end of the

year, because it will be very much helpful to the members of this

Council to have printed copies of the speech in their hands for purposes

of reference, especially, if I remember aright, the prerotaiion of the

Hon’ble Member’s speech containing a translation of the immortal

song of Bandemataram.

Sir, I repeat again, as I have already said, that the provisions of

the Bill are .extremely drastic. If the powers conferred by this Bill

were to be c&ercis&l by an autocrat from the people, of the people and

belonging to the people, one might have been not as much desirous of

opposing these principles as they are at present. Sir, the drastic pro#

visions of the Bill for imposing a levy on places where no improves

rnent has taken place but where improvement may take place in tl#

future, the methods of assessments to which reference has been mads
by more than one speaker before me, the defects of the organisation con-

templated by the Bill and pointed out by a revenue authority of the

status of Mr. Thompson, the defect of leaving powers with the revenue

authorities, that is to say ultimately with the village chaukidar for

the purpose of finding what the amount of levy from each person will

be—I am sure the Government will not lie able to find or appoint

enough collectors to go round all the villages and holdings in the pro-

vince: therefore, as I say, these things will have td be left to the

unfettered discretion of the village chaukidar without the intervention

of the civil courts. These are provisions which" bring terror to ray

mind, and I am almost sure that these provisions have been put into

the Bill so that the Council may have the pleasure of rejecting some

of them and of giving the non-official members the pleasure of having

done something which may be put to their credit. I am quite sure

that the Government do not want these provisions, such as they pre,

to be put through and placed on the statute book.

Sir, here is just another matter which seems to make me think with

my usually suspicious mind that probably Government are not serious

about this Bill at alb Inofce part of the Hon'ble Member's speech
** wtiich I could hear, histoid that in some of the criticisms in the public

be bad read it is stated that Government do not intend seriously

to proceed with this Bill. **Well, Sir, one thing which has been hitded

at by several speakers confirms certainly that suspicion of mine: I refer

to the individuality of the Hon ’Ida Member on it baa devolved
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to be in charge of this Bill. I do not mean any diareapact to the

Hon^le Khwaja Sir Nazimuddin in his personal capacity, but I would

only remind the House that when Mr. Nazimuddin, as he then was, got

the Primary Education Bill passed within a few months of his inaugura-

tion as Minister, high hopes were held out to the province t^at the rural

population would be educated within a very short time. Well, the

Primary Education Act war passed in 1930. We are now in March

1935. I should like to know how many people have been educated

under the provisions of the Primary Education Act, of which 90 much

was heard.

Then, Sir, two years ago a private Bill, the Wakf Bill, was passed

by this House. (A voick: liast year.) Yes, Sir; I stand corrected;

last year and that too under the aegis of the Hon’ble jp. Khwaja

Nazimuddin as he still was. Well, I do not know of^ny option having

beeu taken in that direction or now being taken. There i^ust another

mutter. Shortly after that Mr. Khwaja Nazimuddin* became the

Hon ’hie Khwaja Sir Nazimuddin in charge of the Irrigation Depart-

ment and* as some members have said, of the Departments of Emigra-

tion, Immigration, Rhinoceros and Buffaloes, etc., and so much work

to do! Sir, the Waterways Trust Act on which this Bill is based was

passed in 1934 and his predecessor in the Council expected much benefit

to accrue to the province from it. One year later we find that nothing

is being done. I take it therefore that this means that the Govern-

ment— I mean the Cabinet—know that, whatever is put in charge of the

Hon ’hie Khwaja Sir Nazimuddin is hound to remain dormant, stagnant

and a dead letter. Therefore, I am apprehensive that this Bill having

beeu put in charge of that hon’ble gentleman, Government are not

serious in introducing it or are ever anxious to see that it# provisions

are ever brought into operation. The Hon ’hie Member has himself

given the secret out—the cat is out of the bag—he wants to defer it

to the Greek Kalends. He has said in the course of his speech that the

operation of this Act is to he left to the new constitution. Therefore,

it i| the dear intention of the Hon’ble Member to put all these provi-

sions in the |pl and ask the Bengal legislative Council to swallow

theth^and patpMhem at once because after all he will have nothing to

do with the working of the Act. That will he for the ne^t constitu-

tion. Therefore, 1 submit that there is a great deal of Truth in the

criticism which the Hon’ble Member has repelled, that probably thia

Bill is not intended seriously by the Government. Then, Sir, aa baa

been pointed out by several speakers, in this*£ill you have got suck

drastic provisions that it is necessary that you should have thejprjfclawi

opinion of Bengal trained to accept the provisions of the Bill. It ia

no use passiug a BiU whjch #ill be objected to by every peasant in

Bengal. You cannot, possibly, cprty on the object of improving the
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countryside in the face of the determined opposition of all 9be people

living there. It may be said that the Bengal peasant* is, thanks to the

inaction in respect of the Primary Act, mostly illiterate; and, there-

fore, they do not know what is really good for them ; and, therefore,

they must hive some benefit conferred on them nolen* voUm*. That,

Sir, is a mistaken notion. The Bengal peasant is shrewd enough even

without education at Oxford or Cambridge and knows what is good for

him. I do submit, Sir, that it is necessary for him to be made to

understand that a certain piece of legislation by the Government is

intended for his benefit, and, therefore, some sort of propaganda is

necessary. It is no use having a Bill passed and put in charge Of the

Irrigation Departments The Hon’ble Member has as much knowledj|e

of Westeri^TOngal or of Central Bengal as, probably, of the antipodes.

He does no£$now anything of Western Bengal. The accuracy of that

statement isjf!roved*hy the fact that the only two canals of importance

under his chaifge are the two canals called the Damodar and Bakreswar:

and the hon’ble gentleman does not know the correct name of the

latter; he calls it the “Barnkeswar” ! That is the sort of interest that

he takes in Western Bengal. I submit, Kir, that it is Ho uke having

a Bill passed and put in charge of a man who has no sympathy either

with Western Bengal or Central Bengal and ask the people of the

countryside-

Mr. PRESIDENT: How can you say that he has no sympathy for

tlie people of Western and Cenfral Bengal? That was rather an

uncharitable remark?

Mr. NABiNDRA KUMAR BA8U: I am sorry, Sir. But I may

•ay that he is not familiar with the needs of the people, nor with the

geography of Western and Central Bengal. Further, I submit, Sir,

that there is a piece of comprehensive legislation which is being intro-

duced in this Council. Well, there is a Board of Economic Enquiry

functioning in the province. I would like to know whether the provi-

sions of this Bill were ever referred to and considered by, that Board.

Them is no doubt thnt, so far as the principle of the Billm,concert*e<h--

ns regards the primary intention of the Bill—as I have said, they are

all to the*1 good and I for one welcome it. But, as I have inj&, the

detailed provisions are so drastic and meant to confer such ajMOcratic

powers upon the executive and revenue officers of GovernmeS^Ibat a

— great deal of alterations and of change are necessary before this Bill

^a^NMsccepted by this Honse.

Nwvafc MUtHARRUF HOtAIN, Khan BtfMiff! Sir, I rise to

support 4ht motion to circulation. ' My mason to circulation is that
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tkvBill ft a very important one. It involves the rights of the peopl

|

and it aims *t mtrodiicing a new principle of taxation. So long i
the principle of taxation for any land scheme had to fix the "h«ro
on the percentage of capital .outlay and of the working cost it wa
left to the .local people to avail of the undertaking, if thew chose to d

-..so. There was nqCsicgipulsion on-th^part of anybody. Ais has beei
the principle followed so long. Even in the case of the Sukkar Baring
Canal, the biggest scheme in the whole world, individual freedom ha
not been touched and anybody who will take the water of the cana
will have to pay for it, and that is the accepted principle throughou
India,,.A departure is being made now from the established principh

' and interference is being proposed with the freedom ol
• *“e P®°P“- »That « one aspect of the question which .ought to bi

considered by us before we can whole-heartedly support^** scheme.
-Whenever there is any Bill before this House it i| generally preceded
by a well-accepted scheme of improvement of land or any other thing
which materially affects the people of Bengal. When the Primary
Education Bill was brought before this House, we had a scheme and
proposed taxation ; the scheme was ready-made. We knew so much
money was nasessary for the scheme and after having made a complete
and comprehensive scheme we brought forward a measme for its
acceptance by the House. /* Sir, when we are asked to accept the
principle of fixing a rate which we should pav, we ought to know
where these improvements would be made, whether any improvement
would be effected or not ; otherwise how could we blindly support a
proposal like this? ,4m it is not preceded by a well-considered scheme,
the whole thing s#ms to be without any foundation. Sir. can you
build a House without foundations P I ask the Honble Member to
say where is the foundation of this Bill save and exoept that he has
constructed two canalB for which the Government are losing a
substantial sum of money. This is the only thing that is before us.
If you think that you should devise some means to raise money locally
from those pet.pl* >jW.r« directly benefited by these two canals and
ff Burdwan members agree, there should be no objection from us,*If,
understanding the implication of the Bill and if after the people hav#
exstyised the tight of freedom Burdwan members say that tta* should
be some sort of compulsion on .the part af Government; 'then I
wiH mft have any objection. But, as-it is, the people are not being

°PP°rtanity* th- understand the full implication of the BilL

Jw**1 WRUt *now what »>' opinion is about North Bengal.

. ’I*'
1 8S * w*s Mming here I received a notice from Mr. Townftni

saying %t here wSs a precious scheme which will directly help and
*

develop the whdl* of .North Bengal and that therefore I iho%M
»upport teit.^,.however tell yon that-I oannot understandW

Ae barrage bf jesstascn b* so effective as to benefit % AistricU of
Dmafpur, Bajshahi, Rangpyr, pad Malda. I do not tdlmknd km
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it #JP##*ble to store up sufficient water to meet the daman# of them

distrpk To tell the truth, we in North Bengafare Slid of the Teesti;

and # the people of other districts are keen on having it/we hove no

objection. I do not believe that Mr. Townend, or anybody else, can

train the Teetsa in. such a way .thAt it can be allowed to flow, like the§*

dead riter Jumna near Delhi in #fe!T#»iel cut ferwC When 12 to 24 ;

inches of rain will fail on the Himalayas in a day, if you block a

river what will be the effect on the surrounding country? It is for

those who have imagination to think over that. Sh your proposal for

another barrage on the Teesta may be alluring to many, but it is not

so to me. If I am asked to pay for a scheme like that, I will say

“Let Teesta be left Slone.” * Twenty-four inches of rain iirfcblootW

river flowing not through the ohannel itself but on td^ slues of it

would credte such a havoc in my district that probably my district^

would not agree to have a scheme like that. If on the other hand,*

there had been a scheme so planned in a place where there are two

or three inches of rainfaH throughout the year, it would have been of

some effect; it would not have done injury on the two sides of the

river. The thing has been so very hurriedly put before us and all the

schemes have practically been trust into our system that it hil gone

absolutely^ut of control. Is it not possible for the Government at

least when such an important measure is oefore them to wait for some

time till we ll|ve all digested the matter* and are prepared to have

considered such a beneficent meuul4 aff1 my friend wants to have

passed? After all, when my friends have been speaking of the

experts and others, may I enquire froin the “TflUsury Bench if iboso

experts have succeeded in evolving schemes whiflf wotW be of reAl

benefit to the people at large? I will simply say that they consider the

matter so very cumbrous that they have not^been able to go through it

yet* If the scheme is so very complicated and cumbrous that %ve» the

experts shudder, then how do you say that you have brought florward

a scheme by which the poor people will be bene&tedP You simply

ask ue Up levy any amount of money on tjse^ii^td This is a very

nacvtius affair; it involves the prosperity of the country.* If rightly*

#one, of, course, it will do-immense good to the country, but these things

must be Jane very cautiously, and if the experts having real intention

of doing good to the people can piupare a ’workable schema then ami
then only you can come forwardVith a proposAriike tjiis and ad)| us to

vote blindfolded.* My friend Dr. Sen Gupta iff his usual
||gjf

has

asked for a comprehensive scheme. Sir, I am not asking fef Ji com-

— piubatisive scheme. We must hare a scheme at least which #0 can

easily digest. If such a scheme comes forward, tliAa you can Ask us

tffonpgart your idea of taxation, but without any^achVme if you would

bring forward a meaaurr4ike this, the effedtewftTBe J&at only tfie

poor peoplf of BurdWan #31 suffer and all the^resf* #ilf be left free*

IJtoli in 4be*beginning, 8ir, tiAt if. you fould read <hf provisions of
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tie Bill Sad its scope, you will find that the Government is

ing to take hall the profit not only from the scheme that will he pre-,

pared in fututre, financed and carried out but from the 4ewly

constructed Burdwan schemes. «

M
(Here the mensWrtmving reached his tim#-limit ha<i to resume hU

seat.) ^
A t

(The Council was then adjourned^for 15 minutes for prayer.)

(After Adjournment.^

BCftuXEM CHANDRA RtfV CHOl/Slutlj Sir, at the very

offset I must >11 the House that lJ*avp#eViBSir sympathy for the aims

and objects of the Bill. Sii^ Bengal^ifcg pre-eminently jm agricul-

tural ppvince and the agriculturi|ts of^engal being proverbially

poor, any State project for #the improvement of agriculture must find

favour with the people of this province. ^"We learn from the State-

ment of Objects and Reasons #f the Bill antffrom the speeches of the

Hon’ble Member that there will be no levy if there be no increase of

produgjB. Sir, let us now examine the different provisions of the Bill

to see whether this principle has been translated into those provisions.

I refer to clause 3 of the Bill. It is stated that

—

"Whenever the Local Government has constructed, ef contemplates

constructing, any improvement worts which in the opinion of the Local

Government has increased or is likely to increase the profit from the

agricultural produce from any land or to increase the outturn of suc*h

produce, or the profits from any laud not used for agricultural purposes,

within any area, the Local Government may, by notification, declare

its intention to impose an improvement levy within that area." .

The I*ocal Government will necessarily work on the advice of its

experts. Experts must be human beings and being human beings they

cannot be infallible. So, if Government working on the wropg advice

of its experts finds any of its schemes to be a failure and no advanj$g^>

accrues to tlie people of that benefited area, still under the provisions

of this Bill the people or occupiers of land within that benefited area

will be liable for the cost of that project, it is very ti&fair to

ask the people to pay when they do not get any advantage in return.

AWhen the Government on their own initiative and being advised by

their experts, takes up a project, it should bear the whole cost if that

project meets with failure; the people of that locality should not be

harnessed with any tax. Now, Sir, I proceed to clause 8 which deals
*

with the incidence of the improvement levy. Clause 8 reads thyj*^

"Notwithsthndfiurf anything contained in any other Act, the improve-

ment shall as rigatda agricultural land within ally benefited area, be

imposed for such period at ^such rate (not exceeding one-hilf of the
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* vr i^ncrea8e<i profits, resulting from an improvement work or one*

O^the net value of the estimated increase in outturn as the Local

Govtjpunent may by notification from time to time declare/'

Sir, the wording of this Bill seems to be very simple and innocent,

but the words '"estimate^ increase in outturn/’^pcreused profits/' anti*

“the net value of the estimated increase” do not convey their ordinary

meaning. Those phrases lave jgff their respective legal meaning and

that has been explained in clauses 6 and 7* The words “estimated

increase in outturn” have been explained in clause 6, which runs as

follows :— *

“From time to $le tifcttfficer appointed by the Local Government
shall in accordance witlMlieJN^juade under this Act prepare in rela-

tion to land throughout a benefited area an estimate of the average

increase in the outturn of ihe agricultural produce from laml of any
class which in his opinion has been or is likely to lie made possible by

any improvement work the assumption that the land has produced

and will produce the staple food crops notified under section 39 of the

Bengal Tenancy Act, 1885, in respect of that land.”

And to this has been added u proviso which runs thus:—
“Provided* 4hat the Ixx'ul Government may at its discretion direct

that the estimate be made without such assumption/'

Now, Sir, what I want to draw the attention of the House to is

that no land will be exempted from the levy within that benefited area

whether the fertility of that land has* been increased or not, or whether

that land is fit for the cultivation of any staple food crop or not. Sir,

in a benefited area which will perhaps consist of a number of villages

there will lx* a number of plots which may he unfit for any staple

crop, hut the owners or occupiers of those lands will have to pay this

improvement levy all the same. Then, #Sir, how the value of the

agricultural produce in the Iwnefited area will be fixed has been explain-

ed in clause 7. Clause 7 (Hi) states that the value will lx* calculated

in this wav:—
**fhe value of the grain calculated on the average, for the ten years

immediately preceding the years in which the figure is fixed, of the

prices published under sub-section (4) of section 39 of the Bengal „

Tenancy Act, 1885, for such staple crop, and the value of the straw
*

calculated in such manner as may be prescribed/’

#
$ir, we know that price of agricultural produce is very much

Jh«tg£ting nowadays, and the value which they fetched some ten years

back was much higher than that they do at present. The difference

between average price of grain calculated on a basis of ten years imme-

diately preceding, say, 1928-29, with that for ten years immediately

8
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preceding, say, 1940-41, will be, so great that it will seriously effect

the interest of either the Government or the people. Bo, the pqpcethtfi

adopted for fixing the value of igricultural producq or makiyg an

estimate of increase in outjipn of agricultural produce is so compli-

cated and so unhappy that were is every chance of the interest of

people within the benefited area being adversely affected. To avoid

all these anomalies and difficulties *1 maySuggest that the principle

followed in assessment of income-tax bw also followed in this case.

What is done in the case of income-tax? In the case of income-tax

the tax is assessed on the* income of the preceding year. In this case

$lso if flie improvement levy is assessed on the increased produce of

!he preceding year I think there will be no Lordship in case of the

occupiers of land. The Hon’ble Member may of course enquire, what

is to be done, for the first year
;
how. Government will assess the levy

for that year. I may suggest thatYor th® first year Government may
assess levy summarily, but for subsequent years there will be no diffi-

culty if Government follows the procedure I have indicated.

Then, Sir, as regards the rule-making powers of Government and

making no provision for appeal and ousting the jurisdiction of the

civil court, the previous speakers have said much. It has become very

common in these days to make provisions in Bills empowering Govern-

t

nent to make a number of rules tending lo interfere with the jurisdic-

ion of the legislature, to oust the civil courts, not only in the matter of

nstitution of suits but also in the matter of appeals. T do not want
to deal with those at length. Tn view of the fact that the Bill is of

greut importance and of a complicated nature, in all fairness w£ should

demand that it he circulated for public opinion. Sir, millions of

people will be affected by the provisions of this Bill; they should have

a say in this matter before the Bill is considered in Select Committee.

I would, therefore, request the Hon ’hie Member to accept the motion

for circulation. «

Mr. K. C. RAY CHOWDHURY; Sir, I have not been a bit surprised

that many members have sought to make regular fun of this Bill simply

bemuse they have neither studied the potential economic effect of this

Bill nor the importance of raising large loans and spending thltat for

the relief of the unemployed. I may tell you, Sir, straightaway that

many of the members of this House have not taken the trouble to read

the literature contributed by the various committees that have dis-

cussed this subject.

Mr. PRESIDENTS How do you know that?

Mr. K. C. RAY OHOWDHURY: Because it has been mentioned in

the objects of the Bill that it owes its origin to the finding of the Royal
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CotpBlission on Agriculture, and not a single member in any way
refen^f to this matter. (Oriee of “Question, questiop.”)

V'. » *

Hr. PRESIDENT: I cannot ailovhyou such wholesale condemna-

tion.

Mr. K. C. RAY CHtfWDHURY: A1J right, Sir, I withdraw my
remark. The same thin^f happened when any Bill was introduced

either in the Bombay legislature or in the Central legislature for the

protection of the working classes. In the ^ Assembly, especially the

representatives of Bombay mill-owners, noted a tremendous howl

against the Factories Act—a piece of legislation which was founded

upon a finding of the Royal Commission on Indian Labour, which

investigated labour conditions for months and month?, and went very

carefully into the question of working hours and other matters from

all points of view . The parallel here is in connection with the Report

of the Royal Commission on Agriculture, into which I must confess I

have not gone very deeply, because that is not my subject, hut people

who talk of agriculture and about protection of our poor rmyati
,
they

at least ought to have studied this report, which is a link with the

subject under discussion. I do not at all claim to have special

knowledge of this subject, but my point is that many speakers have

talked about the details of the Bill at this stage, hut that is not the

purpose of a debate like this. The question is to refer the Bill to a

Select Committee. All that T understand, Sir, is that wp should now

sav w'bnther we approve of the main points of the Bill and its objects

and whether we agree to sending it to a Select Committee. It is for

the Select Committee to go into the details of the Bill.

Maulvi ABUL QUA8EM: Vou have a very poor knowledge of the

procedure. •

Mr, K, C. RAY CHOWDHURY: I do not claim, Sir, to have a

great deal of knowledge about procedure, hut that is ray view of it.

The Retails need not l>o discussed now. This Bill, in my opinion, is of

outitauding importance to Bengal as Government intends to take power

under this Bill to raise crores of rupees in these days when money can

be borrowed at a cheap rate of interest and that money has to be spent

on reproductive works; we should not object to sending the Bill to

Select Committee. This is the first time in the history of Bengal that

the Government of Bengal is going into the money market to borrow

jpMig? to be spent on reproductive works on tbe lines of the United

Provinces Electricity Supply Act. Government will get tbe monty

all right; it will spend the money all right; of course there is some risk

about good return on outlay. But in the last resort tbe tax-payer* pay
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the deficit if there be any. Even if it imposes a small burden on tax-

payer* I say in all humility that this is one of the best Bills thftfcl have

ever seen in th|p Council. It giVes Government poorer to* borrow

money with a view to take up reproductive works and find employment

for thousands of our people, and pay it back from profits and at the

same time confer economic benefit on the impoverished peasantry of

Bengal by raising its earning capacity from land and agricultural

holdings to be improved by irrigation and fertilisation as provided in

the Bill.

Maulvi ABUL QUABEM: Sir, I rise to support the motion for cir-

culation. I myself gave notice of a similar motion. I ^eel that this

is eminently a Bill which should be circulated for eliciting public

opinion thereon, because it affects yery closely the agriculturists. It

has beenr said that the purpose of moving a circulation motion is to

delay the passage of a Bill. I do respectfully and firmly differ from

that view. Sir, it has been my experience within the short time that

it has been my privilege to be a member of this House to see the effect

which circulation had on a Bill. As a result of circulation the Bill

received immense help from the suggestions and criticisms offered on

it by those who were consulted. As a result of the consideration of

the helpful criticisms that were offered, the Bill emerged from the

Select Committee shorn of all its obnoxious features. The Bill as it

was referred to the Select Committee was full of objectionable features

—I am referring, Sir, to the Court-fee (Amendment) Bill which was

recently passed by this Council.

Sir, I feel bound to refer to certain remarks made by Mr. Narendra
Kumar Basil directed against the Hon’ble Sir Khwaja Nazimuddin. I

. did not like these remarks. These remarks were smacking of unchari-

tahleness. I object especially to that remark of Mr. Basu that what-

ever Khwaja Sir Nazimuddin did or intended to do did not fructify and
tended to end in failure. This remark was most unkind and unchari-

table. The Hon’ble Khwaja Sir Nazimuddin has always tried to be of

service to the public. Success does not lie in man’s hands: circum-

stances do arise, vicissitudes of fortune do occur which sometime frus-

trate all our best efforts and intentions. Sir, if unforeseen circum-

stances have frustrated for a time, the Hon’ble Khwaja Sir Naai-

muddin’s efforts, he certainly deserves all our sympathy and censorious

criticism like this is quite unwarranted. If it were said that Govern-

ment was very prompt whenever it wanted to exact anything front the

people, I could support that statement ; if it were said again that when

,

it comes to the question of doing real and lasting good to th^£00fl§.

Government professes much and practises little, I could understand and

assent to that too; but to single out Sir Nazimuddin for a criticism like

that in which Mr. Basu indulged, is uncharitable in the extreme.
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Sir, one thing that strikes me is that the Bill leaves almost every-

thing to the rule-making powers of the executive. Chi that ground I

would support the motion for circulation. It may fad within the recol-

lection of many members of this House that in England, which is per-

haps the most democratic country in the world, where, be it remember-
ed, the Government is responsible to the legislature and through the

legislature to the country at large, the Lord Chief Justice—I mean
Lord Hewart—not long ago raised his voice in protest against the

increasing tendency of the executive to eucroach upon the domain of the *

legislature by means of the subordinate power of legislation which^ll

delegated to them by this rule-making power. Sir, here is a Bill which

bristles with powers of rule-making given to the executive. Sir, I

would like to have a complete picture of what the Bill would be and

how the Bill would affect the people if the essential provisions were not

left to the rule-making power but were definitely incorporated i» the

Bill. The Princes are declaring to-day that unless they see the whole

picture, they cannot decide whether they should enter the Federation

or not. I might borrow their language and say that unless and until

the whole picture is presented beforo me, I cannot say whether the Bill

should be referred to a Select Committee. Therefore, T do submit that

this is eminently a Bill which should go before the public for eliciting

their opinion upon it and in the light of these opinions, the Select

Committee might discuss the Bill, clause by clause, word by w'ord, so

that its unsatisfactory features and deficiencies might be done away

with. With these observations, I do support the motion for circulation.

Mculvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN: Sir, like my friend, Maulvi Abul
Quasem, who has just spoken, I also felt that when my esteemed friend,

Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu, sj»oke, he made soma remarks which were
extremely uncharitable; not. only unchariti^ble but what was worse was
that some of the premises on which Mr. Basu based his attacks were
altogether unfounded. Sir, let us see how he tried to launch his attack.

He said that whatever Sir Xaximuddin handled had a stamp of inaus-

piciousness impressed on it and nothing that he touched fructified. In

uyinf so, he referred first of all to the Primary Education Act. There
is no doubt of the fact that it was Sir Na/.imtiddin who fathered that

famous Act, Now, may I ask my friend, Mr. Basu, whether he was a

friend of that measure or not : whether he supported the Bill that was
fathered by Sir Nasimuddin. If I remember aright, be was a deadly

enemy of the measure. Now, my friend comes forward and complains

—although I know that he does not in the heart of his hearts feel it—
tflFhlha provisions of the Primary Education Act have not been enforc-

ed. Sir, I think, and it is a patent fact, that the reason why the Act

fans not been enforced is to be found not only in the inactivity of the

Government, but also in the attitude of a large section of the members
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*f this House. Hie responsibility lies not only with the Government,

mt also with ourselves to a very large extent.

||r. PRESIDENTS I do not think that you need labour on that

;>oint after what I had said on the point at the right moment.

NUuilvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN: Sir, I shall not labour that point.

[ submit that so far as this Act is concerned, it is extremely unchari-

table to fix the whole responsibility upon Sir Nazimuddin.

Secondly, my friend, Mr. Basu, also referred to the Waterways

Trust Act, but he conveniently forgot that it was not Sir- Nazimuddin

wrho fathered that Act (Mr. Narendha Kumar Basu : “I never said

that)," but it was Sir Abdel Kerim Ghuznavi who sponsored it; yet

3ir Nazimuddin was blamed for its not being enforced. I cannot see

iny reason why Mr. Basu should blame Sir Nazimuddin for not enforc-

ing that measure. Again, my friend Mr. Basu referred to the Wakf

Act. The Wakf Bill was u private Bill; it was not at all a Government

measure, and it is not correct to sav that it has not been enforced or is

not going to be enforced. So far as the Wakf Act is concerned, action

has been taken very promptly and no complaint can be made on that

score.

Mr. Basu has said that Sir Nazimuddin himself by some of his

utterances has supported in a way the motion for circulation, because

Mr. Basu says that Sir Nazimuddin does not expect to enforce thjs

measure if it .s passed into law within the lifetime of the present

Council ot the present Government. I do not see how Sir Nazimuddin

pan possibly think of giving effect to this measure within the lifetime

of tlv' present Government. This Bill, if it does go to a Select Com-

mittee now, cannot be passed before the July Session of the Council

if of course there is a July Session at all. Even if it is passed in the

July Session, some time will surely elapse before it receives the required

assent. Then some preliminaries will have to be dealt with which

will also require some time, and so far as the real enforcement is con-

cerned, I think it is only the coming Government that can do eo.

Therefore the contention of my friend, Mr. Basu, has no legs to stand

upon

.

Mr. PRESIDENT: I cannot allow you to go on in this fashion.

You had better confine your remarks to the motion now before fim
House.

Milllvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN: Now, Sir, as regards the provisions

of the Bill, they seem to lie quite simple to me. Some of my friends

have said that this measure has some very drastic provisions and that
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these will adversely affect the interests of the cultivators to % very

large extent. I do not know why my friends should entertain suoh

apprehensions. The Bill provides that in case there is a profit, Govern-

ment will take a share of it; if there is no profit
,
(Mn. NarehSea

Kumar Basu : “No, that is not the thing.”) That is how I have read

the Bill; my friend may have read it in a different way. Sir Naxim-

uddin has made it very clear in his speech that unless there is any

unearned increment, there will be no levy. So, Sir, I think there

need be no apprehension if we take a broad view of the matter. Of

course, the Bill has its defects : all Bills that have ever been intro-

duced in this House at least as far as my knowledge goes have had

their defects: and os it is a measure seeking to explore an entirely

new field, it must have some defects
;
and some of these have been very

ably and lucidly dealt with by Mr. Thompson in his admirable speech

this afternoon. He has referred to the fact that the raiyatt may
perhaps be unnecessarily harassed by the landlords as an effect of this

measure, because if there is prosperity amongst the tenants, the land-

lords will naturally cast their greedy eye on them and try to increase

their rents. The safeguards which have been provided in the Bill,

as has been pointed out by Mr. Thompson, are not adequate and hie

suggests that these are matters which should be left to the Select Com-

mittee for detailed consideration, I fully agree with him that some

better protection should !>e given to the tenauts and the suggestions

which he has thrown out, that in those areas in which this measure

will be introduced and successfully enforced, the tenants should in

justice be given a fixity of rent. But having regard to the structure

of the present House and to the attitude of Government, Mr. Thompson
is not very hopeful that suck a suggestion will be given effect to. I

do not see why Mr. Thompson should be diffident. There is no reason

why we should not put forward this point of view with all the emphasis

we cun command. K\erything should b^ judged on its merits and

if this proposal is just and fair and can stand on its merits, I think

simply because there are certain adverse circumstances we should not

be discouraged to press for it.

Theu, Sir, I think there is something to be said in favour of the

argument which was advanced by Dr. Naresh Chandra Sen Gupta.

His complaint was that the scheme was not a comprehensive one and

he said that in trying to benefit some part of the province, probably

harm might be Caused to (;ertain other parts. I think Government)

shoatM be very careful to see that such apprehension may not actually

materialise. If the water of a river is held up somewhere, it is ndt

fffiliMft that the parts that are below the place of the barrage raav

be adversely affected, because the water that is now flowing through

Raid giving prosperity to these lower regions having been held up and dis-

tributed elsewhere may gradually lead to the decadence of areas which
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now »» prosperous I think. Sir, that that is a point which should

not be lost sight of by the Government.

*Jfow, Sir, mf esteemed friend, Mr. Sarat Kumar Bfly, has taken up

a very nice standpoint. He is enjoying tbe benefits of the permanent

settlement, and like all other zemindars he is not prepared to give

similar benefits to his tenants. He is careful to see that bis own

revenue is not increased, but as regards his tenants be bas no scruples

to increase their rents (Several voices: “Question.”) But, Sir, look

at the peculiar jealousy with which he looks upon bis tenants. He is

prepared to exploit them as much as he can, but be is not prepared

to allow bis tenants to be benefited by a Government measure like tbe

one we are now discussing, on the plea that he wants to protect them

from exploitation. Sir, what is the reason for his adopting an attitude

like this? I think the only reason he could advance, although he has

not advanced it, is that the zemindars in that case will not be able to

exploit them to such an extent as they would like to do. That is the

sum total of his arguments when he said that, with a view to protect

his tenants he has to oppose this measure. To my mind, there is no

substance in what Mr. Sarat Kumar Roy said when he dealt with that

point.

Now, the cry has been raised that the Bill should be circulated for

eliciting public opinion. But what public opinion can be expected

by circulating the Bill. Mr. Narendra Kumar Basil seems to have

complained that the Primary Education Act has not been enforced

and consequently the people are still illiterate. I full agree with

Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu that the people are illiterate. They do

not often know what their own interests are. If the illiterate masses

have any public opinion, that opinion can only be expressed through

their mouthpieces in this nouse. I doubt if the cultivators have as

yet any organisation which has developed to such an extent as to be

able to give an authoritative opinion on a measure like this in which

the cultivators are vitally interested. Therefore, if this Bill is cir-

culated, it will not be the opinion of the cultivators who are primarily

interested, but it will be the opinion of the people who are represented

by Mr. Sarat Kumar Roy, that the House will receive. By circulating

this Bill we cannot expect to get the real opinion of the people who
count, but we shall have only that opinion which we can very well

get here on the floor of this House, Therefore, it is not necessary to

circulate this Bill.

Adjournment*

Tbe Council was adjourned till 3 p.m., on Friday, tbe 8tb Mirtk,

1935, at tbe Council Houee, Calcutta.
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Pwcutagi of the Bengal Legislative Council assembled under

the provisions of the Government of India Act.

The Council met in the Council Chamber in the Council House,

Calcutta, on Friday, the 8th March, 1935, at 3 p.m.

Mr. Deputy President (Mr. Razaur Rahman Khan), in the absenoe

of Mr. President (the Hon’ble Raja Sir Manmatha Nath Rav Chow-
dhurt, of Santosh) in the Chair, the four Hon’hie Members of the

Executive Council, the three Hon’ble Ministers and 9t8 nominated and

elected members.

GOVERNMENT BILL.

The Bengal Development Bill, 1935.

Mr. DEPUTY PRESIDENT: We shall continue the discussion on

the Bengal Development Bill, 1935.

Mr. H. P. V. TOWNEND: Sir, yesterday discussion ranged rather

widely on the subject of the merits und the details of this Bill, bbi I

should like to-day, with your permission, to say a few words about

certain aspects of it which have perhaps escaped notice of some of the

members of this House. This Bill was originally intended as, and is

in essence, an anti-malarial measure. When I joined os Local Self-

Government Secretary in 1932, I was told to try to put up a scheme

for dealing with malaria in Bengal. In June of that year, I put up to

the Hon’ble Minister concerned a note saying that, so far as I could see,

the* only practicable method for dealing with the malaria was to go*
4

'back to Bentley.’* The argument which Dr. Bentley put forward

was that only by reviving agriculture in the decadent areas could we
get rid of malaria, and the method which he proposed for reviving

agriculture was to bring silt-water on to the land. This would improve

agriculture and at the same time have the dffect of destroying the

anbpheles larvw at the only time when anopheles larvae can breed suffi-

ciently to produce epidemic malaria. The whole of this rested on

Dr. lfentley’s authority. Yesterday Mr. Sarat Kumar Ytoy said that Jie

did not believe that, if the Bill was passed and if anything was done

4aeder it, the results would be worth the trouble : be did not believe that
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agriculture would be improved, and be did not believe that malaria

would be destroyed. These were not bis actual words, but these were

bis sentiments. I am not going to attack Mr. Royr4rat I am going

to ask the House to consider the fact that Dr. Bentley is one of the

greatest living experts on malaria. He dealt with this question during

twenty years in a series of pamphlets, speeches, books and notes em-

bodying arguments and proofs which I cannot possibly summarise

to-day. But I think that, if I quote the authority of some of the

greatest malariologists in the world, that should suffice. Years ago

when the Rockefeller Institute, in their proposal for an all-American

campaign ugainst malaria, summed up the work done by malariologists

throughout the world, they ranked Dr. Bentley among the first of

practical malariologists. They said that the work that was done by

Dr. Bentley at Bombay had never been surpassed. In 1921, when I

was on leave, I made the acquaintance of Sir Ronald Ross, who told

me “Bentley has proved his case unless he has faked his figures,” but

no one has ever accused Dr. Bentley of being dishonest. When Sir

Ronald Ross came out to India some years later (I think it was in

1927) he stayed with me at Jalpaiguri; and he then repeated his state-

ment that Dr. Bentley had proved his case. Next year, Sir Malcolm

Watson, who is one of the greatest authorities on malaria, came out to

India; he also stayed with me at Jalpaiguri and he also told me that

Dr. Bentley was right about deltaic malaria in Bengal. Incidentally,

be said that Dr. Bentley was wrong about anti-malaria measures in the

JalpaigurirDuars, which shows that he was not prejudiced. Then, two
years later, we had a malaria commission in this country, sent out by
the League of Nations; there were, if I remember aright, six doctors on
that Commission, who may be regarded as among the greatest experts

on malaria that the world has seen. I met them in Calcutta. They
also told me that I)r. Bentley was right; and, what is more, they

repeated in their formal report published in 1930 that so far as malaria

in deltaic Bengal went, Dr. lientley’s remedy was the right one. The
onlg criticisms that one hears nowadays on Dr. Bentley’s theory are on

details : some experts say that his statement of the reasons why silt-

water is effective is not correct
;
but there is no doubt whatever about

the results of bringing silt-water on to the land. Well, Sir, the next

thing is, will this measure improve agriculture? But in this connec-

tion I would prefer to adhere to the principle of quoting experts, each

oh his own subject. We have had and have experts on agriculture in

Bengal—Mr. Finlow, Dr. Hector and now Mr. McLean, three successive

Directors of Agriculture. The first and the last <5f these agree in saying

that no one knows as much about paddy as Dr. Hector knows. All

three agree that Dr. Bentley was right in saying that silt-wata* wilt

increase the yield of paddy; and all of them agree that the figures

reproduced in my pamphlet are correct. They agree that it is correct

to say that for Chinsurab 15 maunds of paddy per acre is the figure
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without irrigation, that 28 maunds ia the figure with irrigation and

that to this you can add 25 per cent, if you have silt. Thia year we

had 8M experiments in crop-cutting. Mr. Thompson yesterday con-

demned crop-cutting experiments, but he did so because they minimise

the actual outturn and not because they exaggerate it : so I can safely

refer to them.. Our results show that for crops planted up to the end of

August in, I think, some 450 different plots in five villages, there was

an yield of 29 maunds per acre with irrigation. This is an extraordinary

figure when it is considered that, in the area which was not irrigated,

there was an yield of only one or two maunds per acre in places near

the irrigated area. It is an extraordinary figure, considering that three

of the villages did not take the water till drought had injured the crops

and in none of them was there full irrigation. The views of the

experts are confirmed too by the evidence of cultivator*. For years,

Government have been bombarded with petitions from cultivaors for

silt-water, and they always say that this will get rid of malaria. It seems

true that where there is silt-w ater, you get rid of malaria. I do not know

if members of this House can recall the improvement in Burdwan

after the floods of 1913. I remember very distinctly what Burdwan

was like before 1913, because it was there that I developed malaria

which I did not get rid of for years. Before 1913 Burdwan was full of

malaria, but, after the 1913 floods as everyone agreed, there was no

malaria for some time. In the district of Jessrfe, as I can say on the

authority of Mr. Majid Baksh. malaria has disappeared from Jhenida

this year owing to floods.. The same is true of Ghatal in Midnapore. In

January this year I had special enquiries made there because I bad

heard of extraordinary results having followed from the coming of

silt-water on to the laud owing to a breach in the embankments. The
District Health Officer made these special enquiries; he reported that in

Ward A of Ghatal town where the embankments were intact, 4he spleen

index was 33*8 per cent, (that shows bad
#
malaria), but in two other

wards, Gambhirnagar and Alamganj, where the silt water had access,

the figures were 3*6 per cent, and 2 per cent. The spleen index wo*

33*8 per cent. Without silt-water, and 3*6 and 2 per cent., respectively,

with silt-water: this seems to me to be definite evidence. As regards

the cultivator's views as to the effect of silt-water cm outturn, when I

began investigations on this whole subject, I asked the Agriculture*

Department to collect reports from Burdwan and Hoo^hly districts.

I got figures from cultivators in a large number of villages—some on

the right bank of the river Damodar and some on the left, some within

and some outside the embankments. They had had experience of

cultivation with silt-water and without silt-water. The House may
tntertated to know that they all said that silt-water is advantageous

that the figures which they gave agreed with those at which Wf hid

arrived oh the basis of the figures from Chinsur&h and from the Eden

Canal area.
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The next factor is irrigation itself. Is it possible to carry out in

the decadent areas irrigation schemes which will bring silt-water on to

the land? One member, I gathered from his remarks yesterday, holds

that because a navigation work constructed some 30 or 40 years ago,

has, during the last two or three years, brought about bad conditions

in a"group of villages, we can dismiss irrigation as useless and say there

is nq<fcope for Bengal. With all due respect to him, h# was talking

of tilings of which he really knows nothing. Irrigation is possible.

It may be that we shall have to get new men and more men, but there

is no doubt that we can find irrigation engineers to do what is needed.

This is not merely my personal opinion : it is the opinion of experts. I

shall quote first the opinions of some of the Chief Engineers in the

Bengal Irrigation Department. Many people lately have run down

Mr. Addams-Williams. He may have made some mistakes, but no one

knew as much about the rivers of Bengal as Mr. Addams-Williams.

He said that irrigation was possible. Mr. Roche, his successor, who

came from the United Provinces and who had a lot of experience of

irrigation, said that it could be done if enough money was forthcoming.

Mr. Curry, who is now Chief Engineer and who comes from the Punjab,

says that it can done, but that it must be taken up carefully, after

a 4bCrough study of each problem. Our expert member for this Bill,

Rai Bahadur Shailendra Nath Banerji, whose views very largely form

the basis of the pamphlet distributed by me yesterday, says that it can

be done—that Central Bengal can be irrigated. Yesterday Mr. Roy
said that before,we do anything, we must have a Committee of Experts;

and he referred to the Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture

to prove that he was right. It may be news to him that we have already

had that Committee of Experts, find it is on their opinion that we are

now acting. The Comnpttee wasMhe one usually known as the Hop-
kyns Committee, to which reference is made in the Statement of

Objects aifd Reasons. It was composed of two experts and one I.C.S.

officer. There is no doubt 1

* about the competence of these experts.

One was the Consulting Engineer of the Government of India, and the

other was Chief Engineer of the Punjab Government; and I do not

think, Sir, it is necessary for me to say what has been done by way
of irrigation in the Punjab. {The former officer #as from the United

Provinces, and there also irrigation has had results known to all.) The
Expert Committee came to the opinion that the problem was primarily

one of finance, and not one of technical engineering. This is objected

to by Dr. Naresb Chandra Sen Gupta who says that first of all we should

have a comprehensive survey made of the whole province and should

j£raw *p a comprehensive scheme and that only after examining the

utAjhe problem in all its bearings would it profit us to look $o the

qu4^|||yi^ways and means, to finance. I have enquired of the Chief

Engine^ what it would cost to make out the comprehensive scheme

whioh wasPiemanded by Dr. Sen Gupta and which some other members
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would Also like to see. He could not say that, but he said that the

prelifl&uury level survey, which would be needed, would alone coat

no leaa than 29 lakhs of rupees. On the top of that we would have to

have our best Engineers at work getting out a scheme on the basis of

the survey. I do not know what all this would cost, but one thing

is quite certain—we should have to spend several years on it. It^thfs

House is prewired to have Government sit idle for several yealu and
meanwhile to allow malaria to kill people all over Bengal, and is

prepared to put a stop to this idea of reviving prosperity—very well,

it can do so and wait for the comprehensive scheme. But I guarantee

that no Finance Member will ever consent to allotting money for the

preparation of a comprehensive scheme; because when it was ready it

would be useless: it would be too big to tackle. But merely because

we cannot deal with one enormous scheme for all Bengal in one lump
there is no earthly reason why we should not do anything at all in this

direction meanwhile. The only way to deal wdth these things is to

take them up in detail. We would deal first with the deltas of the

rivers of Western Bengal where the technical problems are compara-

tively simple; then with Central Bengal which will entail drawing

upon the Ganges; atul then with Northern Bengal, ff we find it worth

while. There should be no risk that the work clone in one area should

injure another. Western Bengal is quite separate: it can safely be

taken up. Then, the water will be wunted during the rains; and

if we take the quantity of water needed out of the Ganges in the rainy

season, it will have no effect whatsoever on the river itself. Such is

also the case with the river Teesta: the water needed will be taken

in the season when" the river is’ in flood and when it can be spared*

The Nawab Bahadur told us yesterday that the Teesta was an app&lling

river to deal with and that he was willing tq^see water taken from it.

I know that he is right in this. But I may mention that his criticism

of my pamphlet in this connection was not justified. He said that it

described a scheme which was not in his Opinion worth much. But it

did not describe a scheme at aU : it referred to possibilities of a scheme

about which it might be worth while haring further investigation.

«S f

Sir, I have not get come to my main point as to the advisability of

circulation. What I am driving at is ihis. There is not one among
these things which 1 have discussed that can he usefully referred for

public opinion. The view* of the public on the effect of the Bill on

malaria are really not worth having. Their views on the benefits to

be expected to agriculture and their views on the technical possibilities

off irrigation would be useless practically, and to wait for them ,would

simply mean delay.

Mr. SHAMTI SHfKHARESWAR RAY: What about taxation P
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Mr. H. P. V. TOWMfND: Yes, I shall come to taxation ra d«e

course. There is no taxation in this Bill, as has bees pointed out

several times. There is here noth taxation scheme hut a “contribution

scheme” under which Government want to get back something out

of the profits earned by their initiative. I want the House to look aft

this point. member from Dacca says that this Bill is similar to Act

VI of 1920, hut it is not. Under that Act, the people hfbe got to pay

the cost of any scheme whether it succeeds or not, hut under this*tSill

they would not pay when a scheme proved a failure because there would

be no increased outturn to pay from. If a scheme proved a failure

Government would recover nothing and the whole cost would fall on

provincial revenues. This is of the utmost practical importance. It

means that it will be very difficult to persuade the Finance Department

to look at any scheme (but, then, under present conditions it is im-

possible to persuade them, and difficulties are better than impossi-

bilitiesJ ;
it means that every scheme proposed would be examined with

the greatest care, and that no scheme would be entered upon unless the

risk of failure had been reduced to a minimum. If the risk of failure

were great, schemes would i^pt be taken up and progress would be

impossible; if you are going to get rid of this difficulty, you must make

the Aft an elastic one; you must not have provisions which would allow,

for instance, an injunction to he obtained from a munsif

(At this stage the member readied his time-limit, but was allowed

by the Deputy President to continue.)

a munsif who may have a very south! knowiedg# of the law' but may
not have very sound common-sense.

^
The Houjte wull probably remem-

ber that in the Municipal Act it was laid db^n that the civil courts

must not interfere in the matter of elections; but a munsif none the

less issued an injunction to hold up an election at such a late date that

it was almost bound to prevent the holding of the election at all—to

postpone it, at least till the next year^ Sir, wfe Ho not wrant this sort

of thing to occur in a matter of such importance as ,that dealt with

in this Bill.

As regards circulation fffr public opinion as to the “taxation” pro-

posed in this Bill, I say that the lev/ is'not^uxation
;
but, in so fa*. as

it resembles taxation, it is perfectly certain that the cultivator, asked
if lie would like to pay it, will say “no”. Sir, W'e have had in favour
of circulation speeches from members, coming from Khulna^ %ymen-
singh, Dacca and Nonkhali, j of which districts will be affected

by the Bill. In my opinion, at l&ftt there is no possibility of applying
the Bill in tlios^Jlstricts, because there is no likelihood of proving

increased agricultural outturn from schemes in those districts and no
hope therefore of getting back the money fro*^ those districts. This
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Bill concerns the people of Jesaore, Nadia, Burdwan, Hooghly and the

other decadent districts. Why should 'these districts wait while gentle-

men from Eastern Bengal write essays on the evils of legislation by

rules and the evils of interference with the civil cpurts ? Sir, it seems

to me that it is the members from the districts affected by the Bill

whose opinions on the Bill ought to be given weight : but practically no

member repfisenting such a district has supported circulation. The

Government are very sensitive to public opinion, and, if it bad not been

a very good case, they would have asked for public opinion.

There were one or two other objections raised yesterday, which

seemed to me to be somewhat unfair. We have here a Bill for reviving

the decadent#areas of Bengal, but criticism came from this side of the

House that it did not remedy what was wrong in the Bengal Tenancy

Act, and that it did not get rid of the inequalities of the permanent

settlement. It seems to me too much to ask* that a Bill of this kind

should deal with such matters, when it has in it already provisions

which are bound to raise a good deal of opposition. But, as regards

these provisions, I really think that we may fairly ask for this Bill to

be given a fair trial. Government have never yet misused any rule-

making power: they may have made bad rules (and then the^ have

altered them) but never yet have they made a rule in order to get a

benefit therefrom. Sir,, we intend to improve the decadent areas of

Bengal by means of this Bill ;
we need these rule-making powers in

order to benefit the people of Bengal: and there is no reason therefore

to suspect that Government would use the rule-making powers in order

to injure them.

Mr. 8HANTI 8HEKHARE8WAR RAY: Sir. I do not want to

condemn Inis Bill, this production of the Rural Development Commis-
sioner. Sir* he has been engaged in this tfork for the last two years or

so, and a measure fiiat embodies all his reseurch and all his creative

energy should pot be condemned without full consideration. Sir, I am
not saying thi*in a spirih q[ criticism*..but bec^pse I want the House

to realise theJjnpUaetions of ihis^Bill. Sir, Mr. Townend has, I believe

for the first tim/j' laboured at a new definftion of the word “taxation/'

There is a provision in this BiH thaCa part of the profits which th*
tenants or other persons may make should be taken by the Government.

He says, that is not taxation* But, Sir, what then about income-tax

P

Is it RpValso a part of the income, or profit that one males by one's

business acumen. If you do not QopHfar the l«*y, be made under

this Bill, as taxation, why do you*1*>n«der income-tax as an item of

taxation? In his cooler moments, when be is able to take a correct

view of things, I think Mr. Townend dfll realise that,what the Govern-

ment propose in this fl^ll it nothing but taxation. Sir, the question now
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arise* whether this is the time for imposing fresh taxation on the people

of Bengal. The most objectionabk^sature of this Bill is that at a very

imopportune moment Government have come forward with a measure

of this nature. Moreover, the Government of Bengal have presented

this Bill as one in the nature of an ultimatum. In short, they say that

they are unable to do any good to the people of this province unlesrthey

tax themselves. That is to say, there can be no development, there can

be no improvement in the economic situation of the province unless the

people of Bengal are prepared to pay more money. Government say

that you should pay money before you can expect an economic revival

in this province. Sir, that is simply a confession of failure, and all

the hopes raised during the last two years are thereby dashed to the

ground. In this very Bill is written large the confessioif of failure on

the part of the present Government. Sir, they need not have waited

all these months and years for such a confession. A Rural Development

Commiisioner was not necessary for such a discovery. I do not blam*

Mr. Townend for this, t know that he has acted only under the

instructions of his superiors. Instructions were given to him that he

must produce a scheme that must pay its own cost. The Rnral Develop-

ment Commissioner must justify his existence by raising taxation which

will^fay for his salary ami for his labours. That is all it amx4ra*kto.

Sir, I shall not try to deal with the details of this Bill. The details

were very critically and very intelligently discussed by my friend

Dr. Naresh Chandra Sen Gupta yesterday. No one on behalf of, the

Government has up to this time inode any reasonable or successful

effort to meet those criticisms. It is no use to create a division

of the province into East Bengal, Wfat Bengal,^Torth Bengal and South
Bengal. I know the Rural Development Commissioner is a very clever

debater, but perhaps he did not realise that that part of his argument
which he placed before this House with a view to create a division would
not be allowed to pass unchallenged. His position is, why should a man
coming from Noakhali or Khulna poke into this affair. Why should

he be so bold enough to criticise this measure which, as he says, only

dealt with tha problems of West Bengal P Bir, is it net meant for the

whole of Bengal? Is not this taxation meant for the whole of Bengal P

Is this taxation meant only for West Bengal? Sir, flbope the speakers

on behalf of the Government should exercise more caftttieflf when they

try to convince the House of the justice of the measure, and they should

not rely on suph doubtful tactics. But even persons coming from
West Be^gok ’namely, our leader Mr. Xarendra Kumar Basu,

who incidentally gave a chih* Rural Development Commis-
sioner yesterday, even he criticised the provisions of the Bill He also

eritioised the powafr proposed to be conferred upon the executive as

drastic. Dr. Naresh Chandra '"Ben Gupta, coming from Mymensingh,
may have committed a great sin in trying to potpt out the drastic nature
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of theprovisions. The great admirer of this great genius in the

Secretariat, namely, Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu, also spoke very vehe-

mently and very strongly opposed such a provision. So I hope the

Rural Development Commissioner will havi some respect for his views

and Ary to remove these objectionable features.

So far as the merits of the Bill are concerned, I realise that it is an

effort towards solving very important problems. We appreciate the

efforts of Government in this direction, but at the same time I would

suggest to Government that they should give an opportunity to the

people in the different parts of the province, to the public bodies, districts

boards and municipalities that may be affected by this measure, to have

their say. Government may also consult the Hon’ble High Court on

the provisions which are likely to take away the jurisdiction of the

givll court. I think, fortified by these opinion^ the position of Govern-

ment would be stronger. If the High Court yipresses the opinion that

in these matters the jurisdiction of the civil court may be abrogated,

that would he a very strong argument in favour of the provision that

Government are seeking to introduce. But if judicial authorities in

the {ai^l think that the matter is too serious to be so lightly dealt with,

an<f tb# powers Government want are too drastic to be delegated to Aem,
then Government should reconsider their position. I am atfnre, Sir,

that in times of emergency Government in every country have to take

very drastic powers for the good of the country and for the good of the

people and under such circumstances temporary delegation of powers

may not be objectio^|ble, but this is not a measure of that nattfTe.

We are going to put* On the statute book permanently an Act under

which formulation of 'scheme *wi If take years to mature. There is,

therefore, no urgency for a mftsure like this. So a few months may

well be Ipent in collecting opinions, and I hope therefore that the

House will support the motion of my friend Mr. Maiti.

Baton KHETTBR MOHAN RAY: I rise with some diffidence to

speak on this motion after what has fallen, from the Rural Development

Commissioner.
4

Ho has said that the Eastern Bengal members have

nothing to dq,wiih the Development Bill. It was the concern of West
Bengal members only, but may I enquire whether there are not dead

and dying rivers in East Bengal and whether there are no decadent

areas in Cast Bengal just as there are in Weat Bengal distress

in West Bengal due to the dead and drinjj rivers as also to tie decayed

rivers is very serious no doubt, but Ao knows that in course of time

the condition in East Bengal may not turn ont to be the same as iir

Western Bengal by reason of rivets in Eastern Bengal also

decaying? Unless something is done to arrest the progress

of decay, I nbink in the course of a few years the condition ,
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of the Eastern Bengal people wilTJje as serious as the condition of the

Western Bengal people at the present time. With these words, Sir, I

now turn my attention 4o the Bill. First of all I may observe that in

spite of whiff was said yestfcday, I cannot but congratulate the HonTde
Member and the Rural Development Commissioner for the industry,

perseverance and patience with which they haye tried to grapple with

the problem of the dead and dying rivers of Bengal. It must be said

in praise of the Hon’ble Member that he has been able to bring before

the Council within a short time the present Bill for the development

of the rural areas. The problem of the dead and dying rivers is not a

new one. I remember distinctly some 30 or 40 years ago, the Amrita
Bazar Patrika was constantly pressing upon the Government the import-

ance of this problem and urged the Government to save the rural aieas

of Bengal from the effects of the dead and dying rivers by resuscitating

them. But the Government of Bengal under the advice of its experts

turned a deaf ear to the representations of the people. The Chief

Engineers of the Government considered the schemes of the revival of

the dead rivers as impracticable and unnecessary. It waa^Pr. Bentley

who took up the question in right earnest and impressed the Govern-

ment that the resuscitation of the dead rivers was not only not beyond

the tange of practical politics but was imperative for reasons of health

and for economic development of the country. The Royal Commission
on Agriculture drew pointed attention to the importance of the problem

of the dead and dying rivers which was made complex owing to the

apathy and neglect of the Government and its advisers to tackle the

question for more than 50 years. It is a mattqj of satisfaction to us

that the Government have at last awakened to itr sense of duty in this

respect and is determined to solve the problem as best as it can. It is

our duty to co-operate with the Government in its endeavour to resusci-

tate the decadent areas. The Bill before us is not without its drawbacks.

There is no reason for imposing a levy of a permanent nature. If the

cost of any scheme is realised in full with interest in the course of a

few years, or if the effects of the improvement disappear in the course

of time, why should the people be asked to continve to pay levy even

after such contingencies P The methods of ascertaining profits should

not be left to the rule-making power of the Government. Nowadays,
in matters of legislation, it has become a fashion with Government to

try to oust the ordinary jurisdiction of the civil courts over matters

Which a particular piece of legislation is dealing with. I do not see

any reason why the civil courts should be ousted of its jurisdiction over

the imposition of improvement levy by the Collector. Jurisdieticat of

the civil courts is a salutary safeguard against the official vagaries, and
ensures due obpsrv&nce of the provisions of law. If you remove the

*%afeguard» you will place the poor cultivator entirely at the mercy of

the executive officers who will be entrusted to carry ewt the provision*

of law. I cannot understand why agencies other the# those of the
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Government should be employed in realising the levy from the people.

This levy may be collected just as the irrigation cess is realised

nowadays. These and other defects there are in the Bill which, I hope,

should receive careful attention of the Select Committee. I feel along

with others that the Bill ought to have Wen before the public before

introduction in the Council. I am not one of those who presume that

all the wisdom of the country is concentrated within the Council.

Public opinion ought to be consulted. But considering the shortness of

time at the disposal of the Government, this can be done even after the

Bill has been referred to the Select Committee. I hope the Government

will take steps to elicit public opinion* on the Bill so that the Select

Committee may have the advantage of the public opinion before them

while deliberating upon the Bill. I have every reason to believe that

the Bill will emerge out of the Select Committee shorn of its objection-

able features. In this view of the matter I am for referring the Bill

to the Select Committee.

MUNINDRA DEB RAI MAHASAI: Mx President, Sir, 1 sincerely

welcome the introduction of the Bengal Development Bill. It is

undoubtedly a move in the right direction. There are differences of

opinion, even serious objections, with regard to the provisions of the

Bill, but the principle is on the whole sound. We have cried ourselves

hoarse for the last few years over the resuscitation of our dead and

dying rivers, but it fell on deaf ears. There is a Biblical suying

:

“Knock, knock and it shall be opened unto you.*’ We have knocked

and knocked in vain year in and year out but still we knocked aiyii at

last it is going to lie (fpened unto us. The unsympathetic replies, I used

to get on the floor of this Ilouse to my fervent appeal for reviving our

dead and dying rivers made my heart sick, and although I am a bold

optimist, pessimism lurked in my bosom in this particular matter. I

made repeated tours in the most inaccessible parts of Western Bengal

to see for myself the deplorable c ondition of our waterways. The whole

countryside wore a desolate appearance. The once fertile land has

been converted into pestilential areas working havoc throughout the

length and breadth of this vast area. The fertility of the land had

deteriorated to an alarming extent and practically there was little

demand for land, and waste lands were on the increase year after year.

Malaria was eating into the vitals of the nation. Death and desolation

always stared them in the face and they became despondent. Nothing

was held out to them to draw hope for the future. Not a finger has

ev%r been raided to bring back to life these dying and dead rivers.

Experts like Sfr William Willcocks were held out to be wild visionaries

and the grand scheme outlined by him to revive the waterways was

turned down as impracticable. And no alternative constructive sugfl*

tion was everoffered to us till we had the supreme pleasure cf bearing
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from the lips of His Excellency that his Government would shortly

introduce a Bill for the development of the decadent areas and within a

week this most important Bill was introduced. I do not find adequate

words to thank His Excellency for his genuine solicitude for the well-

being of the people placed under his charge. The setting up of the

Economic Board of Enquiry, the development of the Industries Depart-

ment, the formation of mortgage banks and such other beneficent

measures have already endeared His Excellency in our heart of hearts

and the present measure will further raise him in our estimation as one

of the greatest benefactors of the province. My esteemed friend, the

Jlon’ble Khwaja Sir Nazimuddin, the Member in charge cf the Bill,

and the Rural Development Commissioner, Mr. Townend, also deserve

our hearty congratulations on the bold step they are going to take to

launch such a beneficent measure which I trust will bring back health

and wealth which have left the countryside for good. If they succeed

in this laudable attempt, their names along with Sir John Anderson

will ever be fondly remembered as real saviours of Bengal. I admit

that the Bill is not an ideal one—it has got its imperfections. Even

with the objectionable features of the Bill, I welcome it as * beneficent

measure with immense possibilities for the future development cf the

country. The Bill is capable of improvement either in the Select

Committee or on the floor of the House, but there cannot be any

possible objection to its circulation if the House so decide and that

can be done before the Select Committee meets in June next when the

opinions may be placed before them for consideration. Reference has

been made about the Mftgrahat Sanitary Drainage Act—I call it not a

sanitary hut an insanitary Act, because the scheme has done more harm

than good in certain areas, especially as it has affected the health of

the people. I know from personal experience that once healthy

villages have been converted into insanitary areas and malaria now
rages whree there was none. Government would do well to make

necessary enquiries through' experts as to the reason of the advent of

malaria after this scheme came into operation before launching out

similar schemes. With these few words I support the motion to refer

the Bill to a Select Committee.

Tht Hon’bl# Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQtlE: If I may be

permitted to participate in this debate, I may say, coming as I do from

the tract of country which might be said to be a decadent area without

making an attempt geographically to say whether it is north or soutlf or

east, that we ought to speak a few words in a matter of such far-reach-

iag importance. I feel there is one thing which I wish to communicate

to you and to the menders of this House; if you believe that a
measure like this is a necessity for Bengal, if you belie/fe that Bengal,
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more than any other province, requires silted water, do you not think

that any delay in passing this measure means carrying death to the*

doors el the people more and more? We are in the midst of circum-

stances in which any amount of hurry is a matter of welcome, and I

feel as one belonging to this area that if the House sit up together and
pass this measure to-morrow, I, at least so far as my district is con«

ceraed, am prepared to take the responsibility, and I am speaking with

all the responsibility that I have that they will welcome the measure if

you can bring it to the statute book as a piece of legislation. Sir, the

conditions in which they live at present are such that any delay in

passing this measure will bring tears to their eyes. I remember that

there has been much attempt made both by the District Board of

Jeasore and the District Board of Nadia in this respect, and I hope that

the conference which is to meet to discuss the Joynagar Cut may be

held early, because they feel thut if there be any further delay in this

matter, it will mean that this season would pass. Now, if you make any

delay in passing this measure, next year will also pass away without

making any headway. Now, it must bo remembered that if this Bill

is passed, then Government will have to initiate proposals which are

likely to benefit the people and there is also a likelihood of Govern-

ment getting some return. Secondly, if any benefit does accrue

to the people. Government is entitled, in lieu of the expenditure they

will incur, a certain amount of return. In giving effect to a Bill like

this you have got to meet so many vested interests that you have got

to provide for drastic power, because unless very drastic power is

given to some autliority—that drastic power should of course be

scrutinised and certain safeguards provided—it is not possible to do

anything. Therefore, some drastic powers are necessary. The House

will remember that I was myself very anxious to introduce a Bill to

save my part of the country, namely, by the Nadia Waterways Bill.

That Bill was not accepted by the House* Unfortunately, the whole

difficulty to-day is that there is no machinery to work such a measure.

With a view to do this, this Bill has been introduced. I do not wish

to take much time except to point out that in a matter like this, which

is so much of importance to Bengal, we should not brook any delay,

because any delay will be dangerous.

Mr. P. BANERJI: In rising to support the motion for circulation,

I must say that the object of Government in introducing this Bill is an

attempt to regain the lost prestige of the British administration. 1 was

surprised to hear Mr. Townend stating the opinion of Dr. Bentley. J
rlfcjm to have personal acquaintance with Dr. Bentley, and he told me

thut a* Government turned a deaf ear to his opinion and recommenda-

tions regarding malaria in Bengal, he went away in disgust. I a9
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therefore very much surprised that Government does not now feel

-ashamed to quote the opinions of Dr. Bentley. To my mind the object

•of Government in doing so is to gain public sympathy en their side.

Now, if Government attaches so much importance to the opinion of

Dr. Bentley, may I ask why Goyernment did not accept his opinion

and recommendations. When he was here in active service Dr. Bentley

Vas of opinion that the cause of malaria was due to thefldefective rail-

way embankments. The water on both sides of the railway embank-

ments were left to stagnate, and this was the primary cause which led
'

to the prevalence of malaria in the countryside. It was also the opinion

of the greatest expert that the cause of malaria was due to the defec-

tive railway embankments. Government, however, have done nothing

during the last 50 years in this respect. Now the Hon’ble Khan
Bahadur Azisul Ilaque thinks that the people of Nadia would welcome

such a measure if it is placed on the statute book. Mr. Townend said

that the survey of such a scheme would cost Rs. 29 lakhs.

Mr. H. P. V. TOWNEND: I said that the comprehensive survey

suggested by Dr. Naresh Chandra Sen Gupta would cost 29 lakhs of

rupees. I did not say that the surveys necessary for the schemes

contemplated by this Bill would cost so much.

Mr. P. BANERJI: He did not give any facts and figures and

could not refute the argument of Dr. Naresh Chandra Sen Gupta when

he said that there must be a comprehensive scheme for this purpose for

the whole province, as there is no part of Bengal which is free from

malaria. Mr. Townend pointed out that it was East Bengal that does

not need any such scheme.

Mr. H. P. V. TOWNEND: On a point of personal explanation,

Sir—

Mr. P. BANERJI: I am not going to yield as Mr. Townend has

not raised any point of order.

Mr. DEPUTY PRESIDENT: You must let me hear /hat

Mr. Townend has to say.

Mr. P. BANERJI I On a point of order, Sir. Is it your considered

tuling that I should yield? So far the custom in this House, baa been.
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it uiMM to me, that if any hon’ble member stands up on a point of

orders it is incumbent on the member speaking to yield and to sit down

;

but if that gentleman stands up on a point of personal explanation do
you Mile that I should yield ?

Mr. DEPUTY PRESIDENT. If I want to hear his personal

explanation, Fean ask him to speak.

Mr. H. P. V. TOWN END: I did not say anything about the needs

of Eastern Bengal as the hou’ble member suggests who just now
spoke. I may say that this is the third mistake which the hon’ble

member has made with respect to my speech.

Mr. P« BANERJI: Mr. Towncnd just now told us that the districts

of Khulna and Noakhali have not been included in the scheme that

has been placed before us, because these places are not malarious. I

want to submit, Sir, that there are places in the Satkhira subdivision

and in the Kalaroa thana according to the last census the population

of which has deteriorated to a very considerable extent and my friend

Maulvi Abul Quasem will bear me out if I say that the population in

the Phultala thana, which is adjacent to the Jessore district, has also

greatly decreased. It is well known in this House that there is

malignant malaria in the Brahmanberia subdivision of the Tippera

district where over 200 deaths occurred in one month. In Noakhali

also I can show from the same report that there has been a decrease in

the population. If that be the case and if it be the desire of Govern-

ment to remove malaria from the country, I fail to understand why
these portions of the province have been .excluded. If it is suggested

that there is no malaria in these parts, then the census report and their

own map tell a different tale altogether. Therefore, it is only meet and

proper that a comprehensive scheme should be prepared before Govern-

ment could venture on such a measure. Some members have pointed

out that many of the provisions of the Bill will be changed in the

Select Committee. It is very interesting to find that amongst the

members of the Select Committee very few come from the decadent

area. Of the 22 members only 7 members come from the decadent

area. It is, of course, possible for Government to rectify it even now.

If however, understand from the lobby gossip that Government is

going to add about ball a dosen more to the list of members already

proposed. I do not grudge their visit to Darjeeling, because }he

Hon’ble Member has said that the consideration of the Bill would

require their undivided attention. They will therefore be able to do it
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much better in the cooler atmosphere of Darjeeling. But there i«

another side of the thing: the members of this Mouse find it very

difficult to give the same amount of consideration which is required,

because Government always wants to hurry up such measures and put

them in the statute book. I therefore do not see that there would be

any harm if the Bill is circulated for eliciting public opinion.

Government can wait for two moftths. We have waited for so many
years, and I do not think there will be any harm if we are to wait for

another two months. The difficulty arises in the matter of consultation

by the Expert Committee. It is usual for the Select Committees to

examine witnesses from public bodies and associations. (A voice:

“It is very unusual.”) Well, one of my friends here says that it is

very unusual. I might tell my friend that that is the rule. We have

done it in the case of the Amusements Tax Act, as well as in many
other cases. So, if the Select Committee meetings are held in

Darjeeling, it will be very difficult for them to examine witnesses. But

it would have been easy for them to do so if they met at Calcutta.

Therefore, I consider that it would be better for the Select Committee

to hold its meetings in Calcutta than Darjeeling, and I hope the

Hon’ble Member will see his way to accept this motion.

With these words, I support the motion.

(The Council was then adjourned for 15 minutes.)

(After Adjournment.)

Maulyi ABUL KASEM: Sir, I move that the question be now put.

Mr, DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I think that the House would like to

hear the Hop’ble Member in
(
charge. So I would call on the Hon’ble

Member to speak by way of reply.

The Hon’ble Kfewoja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: Sir, it is gratifying to find

that practically most of the members who have spoken on this Bill

have accepted the main principle of the Bill. There has been a certain

amount of strong criticism of the details of the Bill, and I am not

surprised. As a matter of fact, if there had not been those criticisms,

it would have been a matter of surprise, because, as I said in my speech

yesterday, Government are asking for extraordinary powers in this B2S!

and os a rule such powers are not demanded by Government. There-

fore naturally the members of the Council have taken objection to them
and expect us to justify the taking of these extraordinary powers. I
would like to submit to the members that a member who is in charge of
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a Bill generally wants a smooth passage of the Bill and he does not put
in provisions which are likely to give him trouble in getting his Bill

through the Council, and if such provisions have been put in, it has
been dtme so only because it has been found that without them it would
be difficult to give effect to the other clauses of the Bill. The diffi-

culty with which I am faced is that it is not possible in a speech to

explain to the members each one of those clauses against which exception
has been taken. There are matters which can be gone into in the Select

Committee. Round the table it can be discussed and explained why these

drastic provisions have been made in the Bill, and after they have been
discussed in the Select Committee the Council will again get an oppor-

tunity when the Bill is considered clause by clause. Then Member in

charge of the Bill will get an opportunity to explain why they have been

provided for.' Mr. Townend has in his speech given some idea why some

of these clauses have been provided. Let us take the question of the

jurisdiction of the civil court. I realise that it is a very

serious matter taking away the jurisdiction of the civil court

on some of the questions which are in this Bill, but they

have been done simply because it is felt that if we do not

takeaway the jurisdiction of the civil eour^ it will be practically impos-

sible to undertake any big scheme (Da. Naresh Chandra Sen Gupta:
Hear! hear!’'). I know* that that is the retort which Dr. Sen Gupta would

make, but I repeat again that unless we sit round the table, it is not

possible to convince the members that it is necessary. Then take again

the question of assessment by executive authority. Here again there

are practical difficulties. Those difficulties can only be explained round

the table or when you are dealing w ith them clause by clause. Now, the

question that is before this House is whether this Bill should he circu-

lated for eliciting public opinion thereon. Sir, I would have been verf
glad to agree to this proposal if I had felt that it would he of any assist-

ance to this House to obtain the opinion of the public on this

question. The reason is obvious. What ajv the questions on which

we want the opinion of the public? The main and the fundamental

principle of the Bill is the question of the levy : that is the main

principle of the Bill. The majority of members of this House have

accepted it. So, thai is not one of the questions on which the opinion

of the public is necessary. If the members of the Council contend that

that is a point on which opinion is necessary, then they are not agreed as

regards the main principle of the Bill. If you do not accept the ques*

tion of levy, then the whole Bill is useless. Therefore, as far as the

question of circulation is concerned, the question of levy is not one of

Hfie Dointa on which this House wants to elicit the opinion of the public.

X will deal with the question of levy later on.

Then, Sir, let us take up the other questions, vis., the jurisdiction?

of the civil courts, the assessment by executive authority, the inherent

right of compensation, and one or two other matters. The members hero
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have already expressed their opinion, and we cannot expect the public

to express a contrary opinion. It is obvious that unless and until the

House knows the reasons—why Government have made these provisions

in the Bill—there can be no other opinion but opinion against them. I

am prepared to admit, and I do not deny it, thatfit is natural and that it

should be so. Buf Government maintain that if they are given an

•opportunity to explain to the members, they will be able to show why

these provisions are necessary. The Bill is intended to serve the

purposes for which it has been framed, viz., toj^apinie^aiid resuscitate

the decadent areas in Bengal. Therefore, I feel, Sir, that we will not

gain very much by agreeing to this demand for circulation. On the

other hand, as my hon'ble colleague, the Hon'ble Khan Bahadur Maulvi

Azizul Haque, has said, it is necessary that we should push on with

this Bill as quickly as possible. let us see what will happen if we

agree to circulation. It will mean that the Select Committee will have to

sit during the July Session. This Select Committee is not going to be

one which, as a rule sits at the samp^time when the Council Session is

going on. Now, that is a very imporfaUt point which I should like to

impress upon the members of this House. It will be a very large

Select Committee, and if that Committee are going to do their work

properly by paying undivided attention to it, it will not do for them

to sit one or two hours at a time. We want regular work from the

Select Committee, because the details are very intricate and compli-

cated and the pros and cons of the question are going to be discussed,

which cannot he dealt with in a hurry at meetings where the members

will be walking out to take part in the proceedings of the Council.

Sir, my friend, Mr. Shanti Shekhareswar Ray, suggested that the

meetings of the Select Committee should be held in Calcutta. The

obvious objection to that is that most of the members, or at any rate

some of the important members

Mr. SHANTI SHEKHARESWAR RAY : I never suggested that the

meetings should be held in Calcutta. (Voices: “Somebody else.”)

The Hoft’bla Khvaja Sir NAZIMUODINs I am sorry, Sir. It was

Mr, P. Banerji who suggested it.

Maulvi A8UL KASIMS I also suggested it, Sir.

• Tht Han9Me Kbwaja Sir NAZIMUODINs As I was saying, soma

of the important meij&ers of this Houses—especially those who are

midant in Calcutta—object to atteadiiig meetings of the Select
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Comntoe early in the forenoon, that is to say, before 1 o’clock. Aa
I have aaid before, we have Sessions of the Council in the afternoon,

and it will mean interference with the ordinary work of the members.
(Maulvi Abtjl Kasem* “Perhaps, there will J>e no Session in July.”)

(Mm. Shanti Shekhaeeswae Ray: “Why not in MayP”) If the

hon'ble members had followed my speech with care, they would have

found that if we agreed to circulation then, the meetings of the Select

Committee would have to be held in July. Therefore, it is necessary,

Sir, that the Select Committee should sit in Darjeeling, where we can

work from 10-30 a.m. till 5 p in. (Cries of “Hear! hear!”) and where

members will be able to give their undivided attention to the work.

Well, I make no secret of it. There we shall not have members who on

account of attending j|p their own business—such as cases in law courts

—will not be able to attend, and thus important provisions will not

have to be postponed and dealt with all over again. It is not tin

easy question; it is, indeed, a difficult question, and we require the

undivided attention of the members of this House. Therefore, it is

necessary that the Bill should he referred the Select Committee

immediately.

Then, again, Sir, another important point is that delay in the

passage of the Bill will mean a difference of oue year, as my colleague,

the Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. Axizul Haque has pointed out. We want

to get on with the surveys, the collection of data, and the preparation of

schemes. But it is during the winter that this work can he undertaken,

and to lose the time by having this Bill passed in either the January or

the March Session, it will mean that we shall lose another year. So, I

submit to this House that if it means business—and I am sure it does

—

and if the member approve of the principle of the Bill, there should not

he any delay by agreeing to a circulation of this Bill.

Now, Sir, I shall try to deal with some of the points raised by the

various speakers. First of all, I should like to clear up a few of the

misapprehensions which still exist in the minds of some members. The
important question about the imposition of the levy has been stressed

by the Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. Azixul Haque and Mr. Townend.

I would, however, repeat that the levy will only be realised when it is

definitely certain that the persons who are being called upon to pay

the levy have got increased unearned increment Supposing, for reasons

for which they are not responsible, without any fault or neglect on their

part, they do not get the profit which has been assessed by Government,

then in that case there is a provision for remission. Supposing, for some
releon we find that the scheme proves to he a failure and it has not done

the benefit which was expected from it, then Government will hear the

ooet.

Mr. KARCNDRA KUMAR BABU: Sir, has the attention of the

Hon’ble
4Member been drawn to clause 3 ?
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Mr. DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Are you rising on a point of orderf

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BASU: No, Sir.'b am rising on a point

of information.

The Hon’ble Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: Sir, clause 3 does not go

contrary to what I have said. It is absolutely clear that at every stage an

opportunity has been given to the people, living in the benefited areas,

to submit representations to Government and if it is found that they are

not getting the benefit promised to them, they are entitled to remission.

Government have provided that remission shoul^M given in such cpses.

After all, the fundamental principle of this Bill is that we are going only

to take up to eight annas of whut the people are going to get. If they

do not get anything, there will be UtPjl&yment, that is one of the

important principles in the Bill. Therefore, there can be no question

that it is a taxation like the income-tax, and there can be no comparison

between the two. I will not, therefore, take up the time of this House

in labouring on this point.

Then, Sir, I come to the question of a comprehensive scheme, and

as to why Government have not got some definite facts and figures to

place before this House. What are the facts as regards this Bill? The

facts are that we have had in Bengal the decadent areas where the

people have been crying out for something being done to give them

relief. So long Government have not been able to do anything. Why?
Not because nothing could be done, but because the amount required

was so gTeat that there was no possibility of financing the scheme; and

the result has been that the experts of the Irrigation Department havo

not had the heart to take up, or work out, any scheme or to obtain any

data. What is the use of Labouring unnecessarily and preparing a big

scheme which was expected to cost, say, two or three crores, or, at the

lowest, Rs. 60 lakhs, when they knew definitely that the provincial

revenues could not bear the burden of such a scheme. There was no

question of being able to finance such a scheme, and that is the reason

why you find that we have not got the facts and figures that are neces-

sary and why the fundamental principle of the Bill is the question of

a levy. Once there is a hope or a prospect that it' would be possible to

finance the scheme, then the Irrigation Department experts could take

up the question and work out the scheme. (Da. Nabash Ohaitdba San

Gotta: "Is this Bill a heart stimulant for the Irrigation Depart*

m*ntr)
:

Sir, as I have said Wfore, it is only when it is possible to finance

the scheme that it will be taken up and at every stage opportunity will
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be giw& to the public%> test the scheme. (A voice: “When ?”) By
p&a&iWg this Bill you are not committing anybody to any particular

scheme. Suppose we put up a scheme for dealing with the Burdwan
area, or any area in JJfdia, or Jessore, or Baukura ; the scheme will be
published; Government will declare that a dfefinte area is going to be
benefited ; such and such work is going to be done

;
and the amount of

profit Ibat is expected to be^derived
; ang! the improvement that is

expected to be carried out. The people concerned will have the right

to question these points, and their objections will be examined. (A

voice: “By whomP”) They will be examined by the experts of

Government, and these, in their turn, will be dealt with by members of

this House, which will by that time have a Minister in charge of the

Irrigation Department, who will be responsible to the legislature. And
this incidentally explains why I mentioned in my speech that the Act

will be given effect to at the time when provincial Autonomy will have

been introduced in Bengal. There is no possible chanua of any scheme

being undertaken in the next ~^far, and within u year’s time we shall

have provincial autonomy. That is the reason why I made that

suggestion. I should, also, like to take this opportunity to explain why
in regard to the Bengal Waterways Trust Act nothing has been done.

If members of this Hodse, who raise objections or criticise our actions,

would only remember what takes place, there would be no necessity for

criticism. One of the members of the House then raised the question

that the Waterways Act should not l>e enforced until and unless the

economic condition of this province improved. Nawab Bahadur Sii

A. K. Ghuznavi gave a definite undertaking in this Council that the

Waterways Act would not be enforced until the economic conditions

improved. That is the reason why no action has yet been taken upon

it, and that is a matter which ought to be within the knowledge of every

member of the House.
«

Sir, I will now deal with the points that? have been raised by various

speakers. Mr. Sarat Kumar Roy, a representative of the landholders

of Bengal, I regret to say, has taken a very unfortunate attitude on

this question. One could understand if he had said that the Bengal

landholders are the owners of land and they will undertake to finance

the schemes and they are entitled to the eight annas, but I cannot

understand him when he says that neither will they themselves do

anything nor allow anybody else to do so or allow the condition of

their tenants to he improved. I could have understood him if he had

accepted the Bill and then questioned the provisions regarding the

collection of the levy by any other agency than the landlords, but to

say that they do not look with favour upon the Bill, which is intended

entirely to benefit the tenants and ultimately themselves, is a thing that

I cannot understand. What is the position of the landlords of Bengal

at the present time? Every one of them complains that owing to the
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reduction in the income of the cultivators the^are not in a position to

collect even 50 per cent, of their rente and that their legal chargee are

over 26 to 30 peT cent, and their present *posttkm is deplorable. Jlnt

when Government come forward with a Bill wkmh will improve the con-

dition of the cultivators,-«nd which will place^pn in a position to pay

their rente regularly and put also some extra money in their pockets

we find the zemindar* adopting a hostile attitude. £ncour%emaift

should at least have been gfven and nor cold water poured upon this

Bill.

Sir, I will now refer to Mr. Thompson’s criticisms. I was ra&er

surprised that he should have brought in the analogy of the Bengal

Tenancy Amendment Act regarding the appointment of an Expert

Committee before fhe introduction of the Bill. Anyone who knows the

history of the Bill and the opinion of the public at the time on the

Bill knows that* when the Bill was introduced in the Council ftrwu*

neither liked bf the landlords nor by the tenants and Government had

the greatest difficulty in getting the ftHl through. Every vear in the

Council attempts have freei^ frequently made to bring forward an

amending Bill and no dne was satisfied with the Bill that was passed.

An Expert Committee was appointed before^lbe Bill was introduced.

But did the Government gain anything by itf Anyhow, that did not

enable Government to introduce a Bill which would be acceptable to

zemindar

*

and tenants alike. Then, Sir, he raised various questions

and asked whether I would have any objection to his putting them #

for consideration in the Select Committee, As long as they do not

offend any technical rules, there is nd reason why they should not

considered by the Select Committee, and I would certainly not

stand in the way of their being discussed fti the Select Committee. I

may also say that so far as Government are concerned they will not

raise any technical objection.
A'

Sir one mu.st sympathise with Maulvi Abui Kasem. He made a

pathetic speech yesterday and everybody was moved by tie description

he gave of the conditions of the area from which he comes and which

he represents. But the question I will put to Maulvi Abul Kasem is

this. What is it that you want? We realise that your area is a

decadent area, we realise that something should be done, but we realise

also that, to be able to do anything for you, it is necessary that crores

of rupees should be spent and you should also know that this province

cannot afford to spend crores of rupees. There may be a great deal of

justification in the complaint that the Burdwan Division has been

paying a far more and very much higher sura in Government revenue

than Eastern Bengal has ever done.

Maulvi ABUL KAtIM: Ten times more.
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Tl* Hon'bk K(twa]a Sir NAZIMUDDIIf: Yes, ten times, and it may

be twepty times more. Nobody will question you on the fact, but at

the same time the patent fact is before you that the finances of this

presence do not allow u&t the present time to undertake schemes costing

ox# of two crores, without those schemes being remunerative andt

telf-sufporting. Under the circumstance what should fib the attitude*

of Itaulvi Abul KasemP Isis going to lay: “No, I will not have any

improvement which is going to bring health and more money into the*

pogjpts of the tenants in those areas” P This is a plain question..

NoSody denies the injustice that may have been done to them* Nobody

denies the difficulty in which they are now at the present time, but at the*

name time we would like the people of that area to recognise the diffi-

culties of the Government of Bengal also. The Budget is there before*

the members and it is obvious that expenditure on big schemes cannot he*

flfcmcled in it. *

Sir, Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu has launched yestfrday one of his*

usual personal attacks on the members of the Treasury Benches.

Members of the Treasury Benches have begun not to take Mr.^ilasui

seriously when he in the Council.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BASU: Your hide is too tough.

The Hovt’ble Khwaja Sir JIAZIMUDDIN: And what is more, they

know that he can launch these personal attacks with impunity because,

members of the Treasury Benehes never hit below the belt.

I)r. Naresh Chandra Sen Gupta yesterday criticised this Bill rather

seriously. I have had thoeple&sure of knowing him as an Administrator

and Provost of the Jagannath College, Dacca*, but in spite of his*

administrative experience I think he is a theorist and is carried away
by hi* theories, hilt we recognise that when he speaks he speaks with*

sincerity an^ conviction. We may not agiee with him, hut at the same

time we recognise that he puts up his pofnts because he believes in them.

As I said before, it will he possible I hoge, given opportunity and time,,

at least to convince Dr. Sen Gupta that under the circumstances there*

was no option hut to ask for the drastic provisions which we have asked

for in the Bill. I have tried to explain and Mr. Townend also tried'

to explain why it was not possible or practical to have a comprehensive

scheme prepared beforehand. Mr. Townend has also explained that it

is possible to frame schemes for parts of areas. Let us take those rivers

that are going to he flushed by the Ganges. Here the problem is one.

Then let us take the rivers that are flushed by the Teesta; here the

problem is different. There are certain areas that may be flushed by

some other rivers, and everywhere it is possible to take up those schemes

separately. I may assure the House that before a scheme is introduced,

irrigation ' experts are consulted and the public will see that when

undertaking a scheme Government will make themselves* practically'
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sure that other area* do not*suffer by the new work. I may cite as an

example what ha* happened just now with teference to certain questions

regarding Jewore and Nadia. It was suggested that there should be a

cut called the Joynagar Cut there. The Irrigation Department* at

first were not in favour of it because they felt that it might prejudice

the Bow of vfttfer in the Maijjiabanga above. But later on, affer thef

had satisfied themselves, they^came to tho^onclusion that if the qtyhwas

made, there would be no difficulty as regards the flow in the Matha-

banga. Similarly, there are other schemes on a minor scale wheimthe
Irrigation Department do not agree until and unless they are reason-

ably satisfied that if the improvement is effected other areas will not

suffer. I may say in this connection that only during the last month

when I went on tour to Bogra the same question was again raised regard-

ing the flow of the Karotia through Rangpur and Bogra. The people

of Rangpur were of opinion that if the revival of the Karotia tooFpla^

some areas in Rangpur would suffer; hut we shall not pronounce any

definite opinion until we are sure by facts and figures whether those

aremfcWould suffer or not. So when a big scheme is contemplated it will

he the duty of the experts to see that by undertaking a scheme other

areas do not suffer. After ail there will be no "’gain if we seek to

improve an area (A) and reduce the area (B) to the condition in which

(A) was. After all members of this House should give\some credit for

common-sense to the experts of Government. Sir, I will not enter into

a discussion about the details mentioned *bv Dr. Sen Gupta, hut I can

give him an assurance that I will take the earliest opportunity of

placing him the facts and figures, hut unfortunately he is not in the

Select Committee; but I will try my best to convince him. As far as

the members are concerned, if any one of them would like to discuss

the question with me or Mr. Townend or any expert, for instance, Rai

Bahadur Shailendra Nath Banerji, or Mr. Sachse, they will all be very

glad to give him any information they require on these points.

(Hens the member reached the time-limit, but was allowed to con-

clude his speech.)

Now I would like to appealed the members of the House. You have

before you a definite scheme in the shape of this Bill which I want you

to consider very seriously. If this Bill is passed, it does not commit

the members of the House or Government to a definite or particular

scheme. All we want is power, which wr ill enable us to prepare and

come forward with schemes and every ofle of those schemes will have

to be discussed in this House and justified in thia House before it can

be taken up.

Mr. NAR1NORA KUMAR RASUt It is not in the Bill.

Tilt Htn'Mt Khwajl Mr NAZIMUDDIN: No, if Mr. Narandra

Kumar Basu will only look a little beyond bis nose, he will understand
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that ©vary one of these schemes will have to be financed, and the Mem-

ber wl have to come with a demand for it and every scheme will have to

be diabtiued before the legislature befort it can be passed and sanction-

ed. therefore, every one of the schemes under this Bill prill have to be

justified before this House and t&eir approval and sanation obtained

helore a single step can be taken by Government
;
not n~penny can be

levied,wot an inch of work can be done until and unless we have received

the sanction of the House. Therefore, I would repeat that all I want

is power to prepare schemes and come up with definite proposals before

thUpouse so that they can be approved
;

if not approved, they can be

rejected. That is ail that we want, and I am sure the Houae will not

prevent us from getting what we ask for.

Mr. DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Before taking up amendments deal*

jug with the personnel of the Committee I shall first of all take a deci-

sion on ||r. Maiti’s motion that the Bill be circulated for eliciting

public opinion thereon.

The motion of Mr. R. Maiti that the Bill be circulated for thn pur-

pose of eliciting opinion thereon by the end of June, 1936, being then

put a division was tiken with the following result:—

AYE8.

Bai, la— Law Kwir
Bal, lai HMt Sara! I—alra.

aaaarft, iti it*—r mart tmst.
Bata, Mr. —Min Katar.

—aatftart, It— Kit—rl **—
Kata. •—a Praia— Ktaitf.

Naaat, Katl It—

I

MaM, lr. a.

MNfca,— Imi—a.
M—tak, Watat— at—ay.

Wag,— flak UL

10

Paal, Mr Mart laakar.

Qsaaat, Maahi A-L

stay, Ba— J—alra Ka—
Ray, Mr. laWtatr Mafk.

Ray, Mr. —rat Kaaor.

Ray—awl,— Nat—a.

•atai. Maa— AMas.

•aa Bapta, Br. Raraak I—aim.

NOES*
ttalga, Jlr.S. B. V*

Ma—aa, Mr. f. T.

aa aa—It au^l a

Kaaaaa, Maatrt A—I.

K—a, Kk— —far Matfwf Mtataat AM.

K—a, Mr. Maa—a AN.

K—aMnM Ta—aaiMa.

* Uaaaa, Mr. B. W.
Ua—art, Mr. A. I. ft.

Mar—,—.0. M.

HUMr, Mr.U.
MM—, Ha *—*Ma Mr »a|—Sra UL
—Lit— I. A.—y, M—raja aria —Sra. ft K—m.

ill—Ma, MB K——a K—*a Mr.

**§pB—p—tfra Barayaa
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NMfMtm ******Ni
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IN, Mr.*, a.

•Ihm, Mr. 4. W. ft.

* Idmarljf, Mr. H.S.

n—pm, Hr. v. a.

, Timm, Mr. n. r. v.

WbMmt, Mr. B. L.

WMiiu, Mr. U. B. %
* WMum, Mr. A. «t€.

VMM, lit Nss’Mb MrMb
ifs + 0 j.

r
#

Tha Aye* being 21 and Noee 59, the motion waa lost.

** *

Data KHETTER MlfiAN RAY: I beg to move that after* the

name of lllai Bahadur S. N. Banerjee, the following names be insellid,

namely:— 1

(1) Raja Bahadur Bhupendra Narayan Sinha, of Nashipur,

(2) Mr. Saileswar Singh Boy,

($) Khan Skhib Mlulvi Mohammed Basir Uddfn,

(4) Khan Bahadur A. F. M. Abdur-Rahman,

(6) Babu Satish Chandra Ray Chowdhury,

f6) Rai Sahib Panchanan Barma,

(7) Maulvi Abdul Hakim,

(8) Mamlvi Syed Majid Baksh, and

(9)

" Babu Khetter Mohan Bay.

Tht HoiPble Khwijr tteMAZIMUDDIN: Sir, I want to say on#

word :
* Government are prepared to accept this motion.

V*

Maulvi ABUL QUABEM: Sir, I wish to offer * unqualified,

uncompromising and vehement opposition to the motion of Babu
Khetter Mohan Ray. Sir, a Select Committee should be a small

business-like body, consisting of people possessing special knowledge

and experience, drawn from different sections and groups of the

Cornua)* I do not understand on what grounds the names of these

additional men have been suggested. The mover has conveniently

kept silent as to his reasons. We have been told by the Hon'ble

Member that the Select Committee is expected to give its undivided

attention from dty^fio day to the consideration of the Bill and that a

Committee lik% this couW not be held in Calcutta, and therefore it

should be held on, the cool heights of Darjeeling. In this House out

of 140 members can we not get 22 members tp do the* work here in

Calcutta?
*

Mr. DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr. Quasenr, we lye now dealing

with the personnel of the Committee and nothing else.

Mtlrtvi ABUL Q(lAlE
t
M I Sir, the thing is this, that Government are

** going to develop Bengal and their present finances jo not permit of auch
4*
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a tfckfg
1 mud so the people to be benefftecfinust be made to pay tie oeet,

but in tfe meanwhile in trying to develop the province—which is rather

a remote and doubtful possibility—Government are going to develop the

health of somepeople by taking them up to the cool heights of Darjeeling

at public cost. I vehemently protest against any Committee being

held in Darjeeling. Many members of this House have got a grievance

*on the score of the hill exodus of Government and the consequent

waste of money. We cannot allow money be wasted in this way.

We feel that the Select Committee should ffe held in Calcutta and
withoyt^the addition of the members now proposed. With these words

I offer my uncompromising opposition to the addition of these members
to the Committee which is already large enough.

Dr. NARISH CHANDRA SEN GUPTA: Like Mr. (tuusem I Oppose

this motion. I would draw the attention of the Hon’ble Member to

a few facts. I do not know whether he has counted the total number
and whether be believes in superstition. The total number is 22 plus

9, t.e., 31, the inverse of 13. Well, it does not bode good luck to the

Bill. That is the first point. The Becond point is that amongst the

names of these members I find that Government has not made a

speciality of taking experts, or of persons having special knowledge of

the irrigation areas. I of course happen to be a poor ignorant fool

who has no knowledge of Burdwan or of Northern Bengal. But here

is Babu . Sat ish Chandra Bay Chowdhur^, Balfti Khetter Mohan Hay
pad Maulvi Abdul Hakim who know less than rpyself about Burdwan
and Northern Bengal. My friend Babu ifbetter Mohan Bay is

labouring under a delusion. He is not going to have any such scheme
in East Bengal; I can assure my hon’ble friend of that. ^Therefore I*

do not see why these gentlemen should be there. I can understand

Mr. Syed Majid Baksh's name being there. I should be ve^y glad to

have him alone; but the Government have, unfortunately forgotten 111

about him perhaps because he knows too much about irrigation.**Witb

regard to others, Baja Bahadur Bhupendra Narayan Sinha, Mr.
Saileswar Singh Roy, Mr. A. F. M. Abdur-Rahman, they will be

ornaments of the Select Committee, but only ornaments and nothing

more. I do not believe in ornaments—I do not weir any; and I do

not want the Government going in for ornaments at their age—at the

fag end of its life. \

Mr. •HAIITf
<

4MplCHARIiWAR RAY l Sir, the Hon’ble Member
in thaxge of the pill has already accepted the names. So, perhaps it

is no use saying*anything on the subject. But Sir, I would like the

Honldf Member to state on what grounds he accepted these namely

In accepting^the names, either he pleads guilty to the charge of having

drawn up the previous list without thought, without consideration and

wMImi knowledge, or some names had bean put up before him by hie
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Secretary and perhaps at sonie late hoar at night he had ^iven his

consent to do so when he was too tired to scrutinise the names and judge

for himself whether the names contained in the original list were worth

retailing. Sir,* yesterday my /ripnd, Mr. Narendra Kumar Basil,

suggested that the Hon'ble Member who came from Dacca had very

little knowledge of things in West Bengal. He said something more,

but later on he conceded and assumed that the Hon’ble Member had

some sympathy for West Bengal. "It was not a question of assumption;

if he had looked through the list he would have found that the Hon’ble

Member had sympathy for West Bengal, because if you look to the

original list, you will find that there were eight Hindu names from

West Bengal and not a single Hindu name from any other part of

the province, none from North Bengal and none from East Bengal.

TN Hoftllle Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: What about Mr. Sarat

Kumar RoyP

Mr. SHANTI SHEKHARESWAR RAY: Mr. Sarat Kumar Boy
represents the Presidency landholders, and perhaps he gave him a seat

there as a representative of the landholders.

If the Hon’ble Member had now come forward with new names

to-day to rectify his mistake, I would have understood his position.

Even in the present list there is not the name of a single Hindu member
from North Bengal. There is not a single representative of thq

Bajshahi Division on the Select Committee. However, I do not grudge

that omission. There would have been some justification if he had

*given soma reasons for his accepting this large addition of members.

The attitude of the Government has been not to add to the original

list as far as possible, but in this instance I do not know for what

reason the Hon’ble Member, has condescended to add nine more names

to thf proposed Select Committee of 22 members.

Mf. NARENDRA KUMAR BAEU: On a point of order, Sir. May
I ask for your leave to move a short notice anfendment to add 120

members more to the list P (Laughter.)

Mr. H. BIRKMYRE: Mr. President, Sir, I shall be false to my
late colleagues if I allow this suggestion to go unchpBenged. One of

the recommendations of the Betrenchment Committee of which t gras

a member was that the annual exodus to the hills should be cut down
Is much as possibly We are now faced with an enormous Select Com-
mittee proceeding up to Darjeeling where they will stay for possibly

six weeks or a couple of‘months for the consideration of this B2L It

is now suggested that nine4Pore names be added, and while this has
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been aooepted by the Hon’ble Member, I aU} very glad to see that it

is mod unacceptable to a very large section of the House. We oonsider

that i Select Committee should be a working body and not so large and
unwmfify as to end in confusion. If, however, you must have a larger

Select Committee, why be mean_ about it, why not have a Committee

of the whole House? Tou have a precedent for this. The House of

Commons is at present sitting in a Committee of the whole House for

the consideration of a measure which is, I understand, quite as import-

ant as this one. If, therefore, Government feel they must have a

larger Committee, let the whole House be appointed and then we can

all go up to Darjeeling.

Mr* H. 8. 8UHRAWARDY: Sir, I do not think it is necessary to

add very much to what Mr. Birkmyre has said. I do not know whether

Government will be able to withdraw their assent, but certainly I expect

that Government will not claim a division when your decision from the

Chair will be that the “Noes” have it. This policy, if I may say eo,

of adding more members to the Select Committee ought not to be en-

couraged: It has not been favoured by this House, and it is only on

very rare occasions that the personnel of the Select Committee has been

increased. Unfortunately, personalities also have to be taken into con-

sideration whenever the personnel of a Select Committee is considered,

and, therefore, it is far better if no more persons are added to any

Select Committee—whether proposed by Government or proposed by any

private member.

Tht Hon’ble Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDINs Sir, if the members will

remember wbat I have said in reply to the motion for circulation, they

will find the justification for my accepting these additional nine name#*

The whole burden of my *f>eech was that this is eminently a Bill which

should be discussed as far as possible round the table, and, therefore,

Government agreed to the addition of nine more names. We would

try and get all those who are keen to come on to the Select Committee

and discuss the Bill with them round the table. If it were possible and

feasible, certainly it would have been an excellent idea to have a Com-
mittee of the whole House. In fact, that would have been the moet

practical way of dealing with this Bill, but that is not possible. And,

therefore, I tried as far as possible to meet the wishes of those members

of the House who expressed a certain amount of keenness and eagerness

to deal with this Bill, and I agreed to the addition of these names.

T&t is the only explanation why Government agreed to the addition of

theae nine names.

The motion wae then put and lost.

The motion containing the original personnel as suggested by the

Member in charge was then put and agreed to.
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DEMANDS FOR GRANTS.

MA DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order, order. I beg to inform the

Council that Hie Excellency the Governor has allotted ten minutes each

for the disposal of the supplementary demands.

B—Registration.

The Hen’ble Khan Bahadur M. AZIIUL HAQUEs Sir, on the i*
eommendation of His Excellency the Governor, I beg to move that a turn

of Rs. 53,500 be granted for expenditure under the head “9—Registra-

tion” in 1934-35.

Sir, the reason is that the registration receipts have gone up and
with the going up of registration receipts a certain amount of expendi-

ture is unavoidable which was not originally budgeted. At the same
time, the pay of officers was underestimated, and Rs. 35,000 will be

required for the purpose. I may inform the House that according to

the estimates, our expenditure was much below what was required.

There hfs been large increase of revenue receipts from registration

fees, ana this has been due to the fact that up to December last more
than a lakh of documents were presented, and this was not originally

estimated. These are the reasons for which I crave leave of the House
to accept this demand.

The motion was put and agreed to.

30—8cisntiflo Departments.

' The Hort’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: Sir, on the recommendation

of His Excellency the Governor, I beg to move that a sum of Rs. 1,600

be granted under the head ”30—Scientific JDepartments” to enable Gov-

ernment to give a grant of Rs. 2,500 towards the expenses of the Science

Congress which met in Calcutta this year.

Sir, 1 need not say more than what is stated in the memorandum
which has already been circulated.

The motion was put and agreed to.

Adjournment

The Council was then adjourned till 3 p.m. on Wednesday, the lith

March, 1935, at Jhe Council House, Calcutta.



ProcMdingsof the Bengal Legislative Cooneil assembled oodir
' the previsions of the Government of India Act

,

^

Thi Coitncil met in the Council Chamber in the Council House,
Calcutta, on Wednesday, the 13th March, 1936, at 3 p.m.

Present:

Mr. President (the Hon ’hie Raja Sir Manmatha Nath Rat Chow-
dhuet, of Santosh) in the Chair, the four Hon’ble Members of the

Executive Council, the three Hon’ble Ministers and 94 nominated and
elected members.

Oath or Affirmation

Mr. C. G. Arthur, made an oath of his allegiance to the Qrown.
4

'

STARRED QUESTIONS

(to which oral answers wore given)

Powers of oourts ami honohsa to union boards in Diooa.

•Si Babu SATISH CHANDRA RAY GHOWDHURYl Will the

Hon’ble Minister in charge of the Locul Self-Government Department

be pleased to lay on the tab

a

statement fhowing

—

(t) how many union boards in the district of Dacca have so far

been invested with the powers of courts and benches under

the Bengal Village Self-0overnmen t Act, 1919;

(it) in how many cases in the said district the powers of courts

and benches have beeu withdrawn after a period of trial;

and

(iii) what were the reasons for the withdrawal of such powers?

"MINISTER in ofisrgo of LOCAL SILF-COVKRNMBNT DEPART*
MEMT (tta* Sir lij*y Fraud tingfe Ray)! (.>203.

(it) Benches and courts were discontinued in 40 cases.
#

(m) Benches and courts were not reconstituted after the unity

board election in cases where the work of the union bench and com
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been unsatisfactory on account of party faction, or oilier reasons

or where representations were received from a large number of people

of the locality asking that the bench and court should not be recon-

stituted.

Embankment at maun ShaJiaparidip and Sabrang in Cox’s Bazar.

*56. Haji BADI AHMED CHOWDHUttT: (a) Will the Hon’ble

Member in charge of the Revenue Department be pleased to state

—

(i) whether he is aware of the erosion of the embankment raised

by individual effort at mauza Shahaperidip and Sabrang,

police-station Teknaf, Cox’s Bazar;

(tt) whether as a result of the said erosion there is constant and

general failure of crops;

(tt») whether it is a fact that joies have already been sold and

purchased by Government at one pice each?

(b) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, will the Hon’ble

Member be pleased to state whether the Government are considering

the desirability of taking up the reconstruction of the embankment at

the said mauzas this year before April next?

(c) Do the Government realise that the reconstruction of the

embankment

—

(t) will give immediate relief works, i.e., earth works, to the

actually distressed khas tenants;

(tt) will be an arrangement for the protection of annual revenue

of Ra. 21,000; afld

(Hi) will afford facilities to the khas tenants to cultivate in the

next rainy season?

(d) Do the Government realise that the khas mahal tenants when

completely without cultivation will be compelled to migrate else-

where?

MEMBER in obarge of REVENUE DEPARTMENT (the Hang*
Sir infandra Lai Mittar): (a) (%) and (tt) Yes.

*

t (m) Yes, in certain cases.

(b) The matter it under the consideration of Oowwneai
Estimate is being prepared.



QUESTIONS.

(4(t) Tea.

(t$ Yea* The present revenue is Bs. 11,429.

(«S) Tee.

(i) Yee.

m

Production of khatiant at the time at registration at Mkkiapore.

•56. Mr. R. MAITIS (a) Will the Hon’ble Minister in charge of

the Education (Registration) Department be pleased to state—

(t) whether a circular has been issued by the Registrar of Midna-

pore instructing the registering officers in the district to

insist upon the parties for the production of Khatum.« only

(and of no other documents) in all oases of transfer of lands

by the documents presented for registration; and

(ti) what is the authority for the issue of such a circular

?

(o) Is the Hon’ble Minister aware

—

(t) that the registration of documents is being refused in many

cases where the parties fail to produce Khatums at the

*\ time of registration
;
and

(»i) there has been a consequent loss of revenue to the Govern-

ment?

(v) Have such circulars been issued in any other districts of

Bengal?

(d) If the answer to (c) is in the negative, what are the reason*

for the differential treatment in the case^of Midnapore district?

(e) Is the ifon’ble Minister aware that the entry in Khatiant

after its final publication are subsequently declared to be wrong in

many instances either by amicable arrangement between the parties

concerned, or, by the decision of the civil court?

(/) Are the Government considering the desirability of empowering

the registering officers to look into the other documents which have

altered or corrected the Khatum$?

(p) What immediate steps are the Government contemplating in

this matter with a view to put an end to the situation created by the

issue of the said circular ?

MINISTER kt Stars. M EDUOATION (REGISTRATION) 0(-

RANTMENT (ttw Hwrtto NEW IMuMar -M. Arfnrt Haqt)t Such a

circular wai iaamd bat ku sine. Um withdrawn.
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Gambling in Dharamtata Strati.

&
•57. Srijut TAJ BAHADUR SINCH: (a) Is the Hon’ble

Member in charge of the Police Department aware that regular

gambling is going on every evening behind the “Cheap Theatre” in

Dharamtala Street?

(b) If t|ie answer to (a) is in the affirmative, are the Government

considering the desirability of taking steps to stop this sort of

gambling ?

(c) If the Government are not aware of the existence of the evil

as stated in (a), are the Government considering the desirability of

making an inquiry into this matter?

MEMBER in ohargo of POLICE DEPARTMENT (the HoffMo
Mr. R. N. Raid): (a), (b) and (c) The police have had anonymous

complaints to this effect, and the place has been kept under observation

for some time, but the evidence necessary to enable legal steps to be

taken has not so far been obtained.

Potting of a Subordinate Judgo at Tangail.

•55. Maulvi NUR RAHMAN KHAN EU8UFJI: Will the

Hon’ble Member iu charge of the Judicial Department b© pleased to

state what decision, if uny, has been arrived at regarding the posting

of a Subordinate Judge with Sessions powers to Tangail?

MEMBER in oharge of JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT (tho Hon’Mo
Sir Brojondra Lai Mittor): •The proposal is still under consideration.

Irrigation otnalt and daad rivora.

•58* Babui KI8H0RI MOHAN CHAUDHURI: Will the Hcm'Ue
Member in charge of the Irrigation Department be pleased to lay on
the table a statement of the expenditures of the Government, year to

year, since 1921 iu opening out

—

(%) irrigation canals in Bengal; and

(it) Resuscitating dead rivers in Bengal?

MSMESR i* SMVC.M IRRIGATION DEPARTMENT (th. NmNMI
Ktanla Sir NaSmaMbOi A statement is laid on the table.
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State*mt referred to in the reply to ttarred question No. 59 shoving

expenditure on (t) opening out Irrigation canals and (is) resuscitat-

ing dead rivers.

Opening oat
Irrigation

finili

ReraaoHaling
dead river*.

19JO-21

Ha. **•
V

•A *

192L22 .. 1,27,545

1922.23 .. 4,37,001

192324 .. * 7,56,794

1924-25 .. 1.10,242

1925-26 •( — )30,286

1926-27 3,60,111 92,645

1927-28 4,51,611 2,27,244

1928-29 15,66,145 1,13,679

1929-30 20,36,501 17*010

1930-31 22,24,928 ••

1931-32 20,19,627 14,050

1932-33 13,29,401 5,000

1933-34 9.03,003 3,000

*Represents refund of the unepent balance held at credit by the Land Acquisition

Officer and adjusted during the year to the credit of the project.

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS

(answer* to which were laid on the table)

PrwMotiM of Mater R. C. Curtia under the Bengal Meter 'Vehieiet

Tax Rutee.

17. Mr. NARKNDRA KUMAR BABUl (a) Ha* the attention of

the Hon’ble Miniater in charge of the Local Self-Government Depart-

ment been drawn to the caae of Major R. C. Ourti* (an officer at the

B.-N. By. and a Vice-President of the Automobile A**ociation*

Bengal) who wae proeeouted for an oflenoe under the Bengal Motor

Vehicle* Tax Buie*?
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(b) Is the Hon’ble Minister aware

—

(%) that Mr. Curtis was prosecuted feu: taking out a far without

exhibiting a token on the 22nd August, 1933;

(ii) that the tax payable for the quarter ending 30th September,

1933, had been paid to the Taxing Officer on the 7th July,

1933, but no token was delivered;

(Hi) that the tax for the next quarter had been paid on the 6th

October, 1933, and a token delivered; and

(tv) thaf the prosecution in respect of the said offence committed

in the 2nd quarter of the official year was not commenced
till the 22nd December, 1933?

m
(c) If the answer to (b) (ii) is in the affirmative, are the Govern-

ment considering the desirability of enquiring why no token was
delivered when the tax was paid on the 7tb July, 1933?

(d) Are there any rules, departmental or otherwise, regarding the

delivery of tokens and the intimation to the tax-payer of the fact

that the token is ready for delivery?

(e) Will the Hon’ble Minister be pleased to state on how many
occasions Mr. Curtis has been prosecuted for breach* of Motor Hulee
during the last two years and with what results ?

(/) Is it a fact that Mr. Curtis hud made a complaint to the Comv
missioner of Police alleging rudeness and incivility of a high officer

in that particular Department of the Police?

(g) If the answer to (/) is in the affirmative, will the Hon’ble

Minister be pleased to state

—

(») the date of the complaint by Mr. Curtis against the said

police officer; and

(tt) the date when the* first prosecution of Mr. Curtis had been

started?

Til# Horv’We Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROYS (a) Yes.

(b)(i) Yes.

(H) The tax for the quarter ending 30th September, 1933, was
paid on 7th July, 1933, through the Automobile Association of Bengal

in the name of the registered owner of the car Mr. Heaaly. When
tax is paid through the Automobile Association of Bengal, it is^the

usual practice for a representative of the Association to take delivery

of the token concernod. On this occasion this procedure was not fol-

lowed by the Assticiatiou but the Tax Declaration with the cheque and

a covering letter was posted in the letter box in the Motor Vehicles

Department. In accordance with the usual procedure in dealing with
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payment oI tax by letter; a postcard was issued in the name of

Ur. 2%*tily intimating that the token was ready for delivery. As no

mention was made in the covering letter from the Automobile Assooia*

tion of Bengal that Mr. Heanly was on leave, the Taxing Officer had

no reason to believe that he was actually not in Calcutta. No one

came to take delivery of the token and the postcard was not returned

through the Dead Letter Office.

(in) The tax for the next quarter was paid by Mr. Heanly, the

tegistered owner of the car, through the Automobile Aisociation on

the 9th Ootober, 1933, and delivery of token was also taken.

(tv) The case was first instituted against Mr. Heanly on the 29th

August, 1933, but the Additional Presidency Mugij^rate did not take

any action against him as he was reported to have left for England.

On the 16th November, 1933, Mr. Heanly rented to the Motor

Vehicles Department that the car had been left in the charge of Major

R. 0. Curtis from the 10th March, 1933. An amended charge was

accordingly entered on the 18th November, 1933, against Major Ourtis

and sent to court on the 23rd November, 1933.

( c

)

No. Rule 10 of the Bengal Motor Vehicles Tux Rules provides

for the delivery of the token when the Taxing Officer has been satisfied

that the tax has been paid. The token cannot be delivered unless the

party who has paid the tax appears in person or by agent to* take

delivery.

(

d

) The member is referred to rule 10 of the Bengal Motor Vehicles

Tax Rules. When tax is paid by post, a postcard is invariably sent

to the o^wner intimating that the token is ready for delivery.

( e

)

Major Curtis was prosecuted in two cases on similar facts.

The first was the case referred to in (b)(i). When that case ended

in conviction the second case was withdrawn us the object of bringing

prominently to notice, and enforcing the provisions of the law had

been achieved.

(/) No.

(g) Does not arise.

Presidency General Heepital.

tt. Mr. K. 0. RAY CHOWDHURYl (a) Has the attention of the

Hon’ble Minister in charge of the Local Self-Government (Medico^

Department been drawn to the complaints made in writing to the

Superintendent, Presidency General Hospital, by Mr. A. Stephen about
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the treatment meted out to his wife, who was an indoor patient in the

Presidency General Hospital, during March and April, 1934, and sub-

sequently died?

(b) What were the reasons for the non-compliance by the Matron

with the wish of the husband of a dying patient for change of private

nurse in the interest of the health of the patient ?

( c

)

Are the nurses of the Presidency General Hospital authorifed

to take a patient’s blood for testing, in the absence of the doctor or

the sister in charge?

The Hon’ble 8ir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: (a) Yes.

(b) It has bean ascertained from the Surgeon-Superintendent of

the Presidency General Hospital that Mr. Stephen’s request for a

change of nurse wag complied with.
*

(c) Nurses are allowed to take a blooS smear for malaria, but are

not allowed to take a patient's blood for any other test.

Rai Bahadur Dr, HARIDHAN OUTT: With reference to answer

(c), will the Jlon’ble JJinister be pleased to state how,| nurse can make
herself sure that she 'is taking th# blood maliha patient before

examining the blood?

i

t
Tha Hon’Me Sir llJOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: Probably she is

instructed by the medical officer in attendance to do so.

Rai Bahadur Dr. HARIDHAN DUTT: How can the medical officer

say that it hi a case of malaria witlufut an examination of blood?
* . .

• TN Hon’W. Sir BUOY PRASAD 8INCH ROY: OnTy suspected

cased of malaria are left to the nurses.

Appointment of scheduled east*, in tha Bangal Judioial Sartriaa.

28. Baku LALIT KUMAR BAL: (a) Is the Hon’ble Member in

charge of the Judicial Deportment aware that a good number*of
appointments are going to be made this year in the Bengal Judicial

Service in the ranktof Munsifs ?
* *

(6) la the Hon’ble Member also aware that there are several quali-

fied candidates for such appointments from the scheduled castes?
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(e), Xf the answers to (a) and (6) are in the affirmative, are the

Goveri|iRnt considering the desirability of giving the claims of (he

scheduled cast© candidates due consideration in the matter of such

appointments ?

The Hon’bio Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: (a) Yes.

( b ) Suitability of the candidates is judged by the High Court.

to This rests with the High Court who have assured that it will

Be done.

Last Friday of the holy month of Ramzan as a holiday.

30. Khan Bahadur A. F. Me ABDUR RAHMAN! (a) Is the

Hon’ble Member in chaise of the Finance Department awar©—

(i) that the last Friday lif the month of Ramzan is looked upon
by the Muslims us a sacred day and is nomenclatured as

the “Jummatul-al-wedu”
;
and

•*

(ii) that the Government of Punjab observe that day as u holiday?

(b) Are the (^Qjpernment considering the desirability of declaring

tb© last Friday of the of Bartizan as a special holiday for the

Muhammadans of xfengul to perform the usual religious prayers and

rites on that day ?
4

MEMBER in ohtrge of FINANCE DEPARTMENT (tho Hon'blt

Sir John Woodhend): («) and (6) The hon’ble member is referred to

the answer given id the Council on 31st January, 11)34, to a similar

question asked by him (unstarred question No. 12).

$
* •

GOVERNMENT BUSINESS
4 ‘

LEGISLATIVE BUSINESS

GOVERNMENT BILLS.

Tho Hon’blo Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: 1 beg to present the reports

of the Select Committees on the following Bills:—
(1) The Bengal Electricity Duty Bill, 1935.

(2) The Indian Stamp (Bengal Amendment) Bill, 1935.

(3) The Bengal Amusements Tax (Amendment) Bill, 1935.

(4) The Bengal Tobacco (S4es Licensing) Bill, 1936.

(6) The Court-fees (Bengal Second Amendment) Bill, 1936.
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BUDGET GRANTS OF THE GOVERNMENT OF BENGAL,

1935-36.

DEMAND FOR GRANT,

ft—Land ravanua.

The Hon’bl# Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTERs Sir, on the reoom?

mendation of His Excellency the Governor, I beg to move that a sum

of Rs. 35,12,000 be granted for expetfditure under the head “5—Land

revenue/'
*

Maulvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN: Sir, I beg to move that the demand
of Rs. 1,48,000 under the head “5A—Chargee of administration—Land
acquisition establishment" be reduced by |{s. 100.

Sir, the issue that I want to raise in discussing this question is a

very important one. It is the old, old question of tenants having the

right to erect places of worship on their holdings. It is well known,

Sir, that the Muslim community claims to be a very religiously-disposed

community, and that they love their religion abovq everything else.

Wherever the Muslims have gone and settled themselves they have

erected mosques because it is one of the principal Injunctions of their

religion that a Muslim should say his prayer, preferably in congregation,

tfre times a day, and that he should also say his Jumma prayer, which

must always be performed in congregation, on every Friday which is

his sabbath. That being so, in Bengal, where the Muslims preponder-

ate in number, they have naturally erected a large number of mosques.

Save and except in the towns, these mosques are on lands of tenants

who have nothing more than occupancy rights in their holdings. The

question, therefore, is whether the tenants of these occup|pcy holdings

should have this right of erecting mosques on their holdings. Sir,

although, I am now speaking of mosques, my intention i» not to pre-

clude the question of the erection of temples or churches for the other

communities. What I mean is that the right which may be given to

a Muslim to erect a mosque should also be given ^to a Hindu in the

matter of the erection of a temple or to a Christian for the erection

of a Church wherever such a necessity arises. It must be admitted

that there are thousands of mosques on the holdings of occupancy

raiyaU, and it must be said to the credit of the landlords of this pro-

vince who are generally Hindus that they do not ordinarily raise any

objection to the erection of such mosques, and that they do not generally

$o to the law courts for the eviction of persons who may happen to

erect moeques on their .holdings. The reason for this is that * the

zemindar* do not like to pick up quarrels with their tenants, especially
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in a.i|4jfcter of such importance concerning their religion. But, Sir,

the qumtion is whether the tenants should have such a right. The law

on the subject must be made clear and explicit. Unless and until

that is done, we shall be lining practically on a powder magasin% as*

we are now doing. We know what harm can be done to the peace of

the country by communal jealousies in a province like ours, and if that

communal jealousy is fanned b^r religious considerations, the result can

easily be disastrous. Therefore, it should be the interest of every one

In this province to see that the law should not be such as may facilitate

the creation of such dangerous troubles in future. We know, Sir, that

the relation between the landlords and the tenants at present is not

quite satisfactory. That relation seems to be worsening every day, and

there is no knowing what the position will lie a few' years hence unless

there is a peaceful settlement of this state of war between the landlords

and the tenants. Therefore, even though there may not be many suits

for eviction in such cases now', a time may come when the landlords

may think of exercising this right which they consider their legal right.

As the law stands at present, the landlords seem to have a legal right

to eject such tenants as may have erected mosques on their holdings.

There has been a receift ruling of the High Court to the effect that the

erection of a place of public worship on the holding of an occupancy

raiyat is a miaurf'of the holding, and that in the case of such misuse,

the landlord can evict his tenant on that ground. We are not here,

Sir, to discuss the merits of this decision of the High Court; we must

accept the deo&ion as it is unless the law' is amended. That decision

in this case says thaf the landlord has, in such circumstances, the right

to evict his tenant. Norw, it may happen that a number of landlords,

being goaded by circumstances, may think of exercising this right of

evicting persons who have built mosques on their holdings. What then

will be the result] I for myself shudder to think what the result will

be. Can the Government allow the law stand as it is—a potential

source of a religious crusade between the communities? The present

lull should not mislead either the Government or this House. The

House may remember that there is a Bill on the subject pending before

this House. I introduced the Bill in the last Session of the Council.

As far as I inow, the Government after considering the provisions of

the Bill was of opinion that they could not support that measure. I

do not say that the Bill is without any defect, and I do not think that

that is the only way in which this matter can be solved. I would leave

the matter entirely to the Government. If the Government think that

th^isaue is a serious one, the Government should certainly bestow their

eerioua consideration oj| this subject. The landlords in this House will

not fa* favourably disposed to a proposal to give tit* tenants the rig&t

of erecting moegt*— on their holdings. Their objection is that their

vested internets jprill be adversely affected. Sir, my appeal to my lamb

laid, friends is whether in a serious matter like this they should stick
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to their rested rights,-even if they may hare such rights. The landlords

hare hitherto had to yield in many matters and in future they

will hare 4# yield in many more things by the force of circttm-

* stances. This is a matter in which the landlords should come down and

. settle terms with theirtenants. This is an insignificant matter a» far aa

the interests of the. landlords are concern but it is a matter of rital

importance to their tenants. Sir, I for myself do not see that there can

be any reasonable objection to an appropriate amendment of the Bengal

Tenancy Act in regard to this matter. Every one knows that thd

Bengal Tenancy Act—I mean the Amending Act—has made the hold-*

ings of occupancy raiyats transferrabte, and ,thkt the occupancy raiyats

can also under the present law make icakf of their occupancy holdtftgs ia «

accordance with the provisions of the, Muhammadan Law as '

also a religious dedication of their holdings in any * other

way. I refer to section 26D of the Bengal Tenancy Act

which mainly deals with the transfer fees of landlords. The second

proviso to it says that the landlord’s transfer fee shall not be payable

in certain cases. Item No. 2 of the proviso says, in the case of a wahf

in accordance with the provisions of the Muhammadan law which pro-

vides amongst other purposes for the purpose of*the maintenance of the

donor himself or the husband or wife of the donor or any relation by

consanguinity within three degrees of the donor, the landlord’s fee is

not payable. Then the next item—item No. 3—says that in the case of

a dedication for religious or charitable purpose without any reservation

gi pecuniary benefit for any individual, the landlordVHfee is also not

payable. That clehrly establishes that an occu|&ney raiyat has the

right to make a tea/*/ of his property and to dedicate his holding for

religious or charitable purposes; of course, in that case he must not

reserve any pecuniary benefit for any particular individual. That being

so, I do not understand why the Bengal raiyat having an occupancy

right in his holding should,not have the right to build a place of public

worship on his holding. Sir, every one conversant with the law knows

that a man cannot erect a mosque on his holding unless he makes a wakf .

of that property. He has to dedicate his property by way of traJcf

before ie can build a mosque.

(At this stage, the member reached his time-limit, but was allowed

by the Hon'ble President to finish his speech.)

Even though the tenant may not formally make a tcakf of his pro-

perty on the erection of a mosque, the property automatically becomee a

tcakf property. That being so, I think the raiyat has already got each

a right. There are of oourse conflicting provisions in the Bengal .

'tenancy Act I submit, Sir, that my zemindar friends in this House

will not base their claim on these conflicting provisions in the Act and
should gracefully concede to their tenants this elementary right of

emoting prayer houses on their holdings.
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%ior the pgpenft I have tabled this cut motion it connection with,

the lend acquisition demand. I submit, Sir, that the Government can

at least do one thing without being led into any consideration of the

intricacies of the law. . Under the Land Acquisition Act, the Goeern^
meat fan acquire lands for a public purpose or tor a company. Sir,*

the l#ad Acquisition Act k a^alMndia Aet,*ind je notnm Act of the

Bengal Legislative Council Therefore, this Council is not in a position

to amend it. Section 53 of the Land Acquisitfofc^Act gives the vIx>cal

Government power to make rules in certain eases. Of course, I am not

dogmatic enough to say that Government can make rules regarding this

subject under section 55 of the Act. If it is possible for Government to

snakS*appropriate rules under that section, I think the Government

ahould without any further loss of time take action under that section.

Government can also move the Government of India to amend the law,

and that can he done without any great difficulty. I do not like to

prolong my speech any further. We have full confidence not only in

the fairness of the Hon’bje Meinher in charge of the Department but

also in his resourcefulness and sagacity, and 1 think if the Hon'ble

Member is really^ favourably disposed towards this proposal, I am sure

he can surely find out means" whereby this matter can be finally and

satisfactorily solved. I do not say that if the Land Acquisition Act is

amended, that will finally settle the whole’ thing. That is how the

thing can be dealt with for the time being. For a final solution it will

be necessary to amend the Bengal Tenancy Act, but if the Government

for the time being takes action under the Land Acquisition Act, I thin|

something will be done, and when the proper time comes, the Bengal

Tenancy Act may be amended. With these words, Sir, I commend my
motion to the acceptance of the House.

Mr. MRAT KUMAR ROY: Sir, I rise to oppose this motion. I

thinlf the matter should be dropped altogether. Mr. Majid Baksh

brought a Bill with substantially the same object, when the pros and

cons of the question were thoroughly discussed. The verdict of this

House then given is still fresh in our memory, and I think I need not

repeat the suite arguments over and over again in this connection. Sir,

it may be safely presumed that there has not been any such material

change in the conditions of rural Bengal as may give a fresh stimulus

to the promoters of this movement within so short a time. At any rate,

I think that the mover of this amendment has not been able to

convince us on the point to any extent.
^ *

Fortunately for ui^one of the movers of the motion is a member of

the legal profession and possesses experience too. We, therefore, mnj
always expect tangible and sound reasons from him while he argues us

to accept tie pgjnciples of his motion. But, Sir, I regret that despite

his knowledge and experience in * jurisprudence, he baa hopelessly
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w muddled up two different thing*—namely, religion jnd politics, and

thereby ha| put us into a dilemma as to what to think of. Sir, I admit

that the rightrio worship is an elementary right of man, and none of ns,

I believe, is an atheist enough to ignore it. But to confuse it with

secular rights—such as the right to enjoy one’s property in a particular

mode—is a hopeless muddling of things; at any rate, I.would not have

expected such a muddle from a man of Mr. Tamizuddin’s calibre and

expedience.

Sir, I assure you that in opposing this motion I am not arguing that

the people should not enjoy freedom of worship. The question before us

is not whether a man should be allowed to worship acoording to his

choice, but whether a man should be permitted to use hi# agricultural

lands for purposes other than agriculture; whether any such conversion

would be detrimental to its future utility as agricultural land; and

whether such conversion by a limited owner, such as ratyat, may be per-

missible by a legislation without affecting the rights therein of other

persons.
t

4

Sir, Mr. Tamizuddin is a friend of the agriculturists, and the needs

of the agriculturists must be uppermost in his mind. I hope that he

will concede so far as that the building of a private or public temple or

mosque on one’s agricultural land has nothing to do with his agricultural

pursuits thereon. It will not increase his production, nor can it give

him any other facility for getting an increase of crops. On the con-

trary, such a thing would certainly act as an impediment to his agricul-

tural pursuits. Every such conversion however small, is unquestion-

ably a loss to the agriculturist, and to the landlord—the full owner; the

injury is even proportionately far above the area occupied. And, Sir,

once the Government admits the communal principles into the land

tenures of the province, we do not know where things will end. In our

country, the people are well known for their religious fervour; pul if

everybody thinks of erecting upon his land a mosque or temple, either

private or public, I am afraid, in course of tindf, instead of paddy fields

we shall find temples and mosques only in our villages. And I hope I

need not say that *such a state of things can never be considered as

agricultural prosperity in oUr country. Sir, I must ask my friend of

the agriculturists to think of it calmly. **

In the next place, Sir, I must point out that in our country, lands

very often pass hands for various reasons. And when lands belonging

to one community passes into the bands of one belonging to a different

community, unquestionably the newcomer would, be awfully punted to

£nd a public or private temple or mosque on his field to which he must
allow strangers to come and worship. Sir, can it be said that such a
state of things will be rushed by the newcomer? Will^hat not hamper
hi* agricultural pursuits? And will that not affect the market value of
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ike itself through deterioration of its utility? Sir, these thing!
,

ought to he taken into consideration seriously before we launch upon#

putting novel principles in our land laws. «

Then, Sir, I may recall to your memory that last year Mr. Majid

Baksh, while moving his Bill, admitted before this House, that "“the

erection of mosques on agricultural lands have in some instances led

to communal strifes. In fact, these are unavoidable, and I must warn

my friends to ponder over that point as well.

But the most important thing for us iB to consider the principles of

the law as now embodied in the statute. Mr. Tamisuddin is a lawyer,

and I hope he knows thos.* principles better. To him it is dear that a

limited owner cannot be permitted to alter the character of the property

he occupies far the time being. An occupancy rmyat has no subsisting

interest in the land beyond the period he occupies. Such a tenancy

may be terminated under various circumstances. Hence, be cannot

avail of the rights of a full owner. This view has been judicially up-

held by the highest tribunal of our province. And I think, with all

his legal acumen, Mr. Tamisuddin has not keen alble to impress upon

us that such view of the judiciary is erroneous or that he has any cogent

reason to differ from such views.

Again, Sir, it cannot be gainsaid that erection of public places of

worship on agricultural lands is an intrusion upon the rights of the

lessors of such lands; while letting out his lands he retains the residue

of his rights over the lands. I am afraid, therefore, he would be seri-

ously handicapped on getting khas possession of his lands to find

strangers to have adverse rights therein.

For reasons like these, Sir, I strongly oppose the motion.

Maulvi ABUL QUA8EM: Mr. President, Sir, the subject which has

been placed before the Uouse by my friend, Maulvi Tamisuddin Khan,
is ofdfee most vital and close interest to th* Moslem community. Since

the High Court ruling, to which reference has been made by Maulvi

Tamisuddin Khan, the Moslem community has been seriously exercised

over the consequences that would follow the erection of a mosque in

an occupancy holding.

Mr. Sarat Kumar Roy, the spokesman of the zemtndart in this

Coundi, has characterised Mr. Tamisuddin Khan’s speech as a muddle-

headed one. He says that Mr. Tamisuddin Khan has muddled up

religion with secular matters. The sort of any difference between

religious and secular matters, which he seems to think there is, is

mftaown to Islam. As * a zemindar, as a man of experience and

culture, I should have thought that he had some idea of what Islam

is. It has been a keen disappointment to me that his whole speech

betrays ignorance of the elementary principles at Islam, which should

hat# been known to a man of bis culture and to a zemindar of his
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position who ha# a ifrge number of Muslim ' tenants. The sort 0
difference between matters secular and religious is not known to Islam,

as I hare already stated. A Muslim agriculturist is a Muslim after

all, and while pursuing his agricultural occupation he has got to obey

his duties to his Creator and he cannot forego those duties. And he is

keenly alive to the obligation he is under to his Creator and the duties

that lie upon him to perform, and I emphasise that he cannot forego

those duties. What is that duty? Let us see. It is obligatory upon

him to say his prayers in congregation. A congregation means a

gathering of more than one person I repeat, led by an Imam in

prayers. Sir, it is obligatory on every Muslim to say his prayers in

a gathering. And to deny opportunities of congregational prayer to a

Muslim following an agricultural pursuit would be practically making

him disobey the mandates of his religion. A prayer-house is a first

and prime necessity to a Muslim, and to say or suggest in effect that

a Muslim should be an agriculturist, pure and simple, and that he

should forego and shed his character as a Muslim is a thing which

is very abhorrent and outrageous to the feelings of every Muslim.

Sir, I cannot understand the bogey which Mr. Sarat Kumar Boy
seems to behold before his mind’s eve, vi*., that if occupancy tenants

were allowed to erect mosques on their occupancy holdings all the

agricultural lands would be converted into mosques and that agri-

culture would vanish from the land. It is a view which is entirely

peurile, and I have never heard such a view expressed in this House.

How is it that people do not erect mosques everywhere? It is because

'that it involves a serious responsibility on every Muslim
:
you cannot

simply erect a mosque and leave it there
:
you have got to do some-

thing more. You have to provide for the perpetual maintenance of

the mosque. The dedicator of a mosque has to provide for its upkeep

and maintenance. Sir, that is the faith of the Muslim. If Mr. Sarat

Kumar Boy seems to think that if an occupancy raiyat is allowed to

erect a mosque on his holding, the whole countryside will be sffedded

with mosques, I submit he is quite wrong. Wr
hy is it there have not

Ibeen innumerable mosques throughout the agricultural areas? It is

because of the fear that lurks in the minds of Muslims that any one

who wants to erect a mosque must be able to provide sufficiently for

the perpetual maintenance of the mosque; and that fear deters many
from erecting mosques. I would, therefore, ask Mr, Sarat Kumar Boy
to hold his soul in peace and not to trouble himself with the baseless

fear that his whole zemindary will be converted into a land of mosques

and that agriculture will not be pursued in it.

Sir, Mr. Sarat Kumar Boy has forgotten bne thing. According*ta

him an agriculturist is expected to devote all his time only to agri«
4

tttlture and nothing else. To put it mildly he looks at the problem

from a very narrow angle of vision. He has forgotten that the Muslim
peasant cannot be expected to live by paddy and and sugareana
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injunctions and consolations of his faith, Another thinf he haft for-

gotten. Sir, and that is that an agriculturist—a Muslim agriculturist

—

has got to get a place on his holding wherein his body is to be buried

after death. And, according to Islam, wherever there is a grave that „

place is for ever sacred and becomes dedicated to the God Almighty.

Can a human being, be he a zemindar
,
be so irreligious and unreason-

able as to object to his tenants finding their last resting place in their

occupancy holdings? If occupancy holdings can pass through tenants'

hands from generation to generation and if in course of generations

graves go on receiving additions, and if such occupation of part of the

agricultural holding by graves, that does not detract from the value

and character of the agricultural holdings, I do not see how anyone

can maintain such an argument for a moment that the erection of a

mosque here and there would pervert the purpose of the tenancy. It

is an argument which is entirely unsound and irrational. I think the

zemindars should be generous, and that if they are religiously-minded

they should not consider that the erection of mosques would detract in

any way from the value of their lands. They should rather encourage

their tenants to erect mosques wherever they can afford to do so, because

a zemindar is as much a servant of God as a tenant is; and the worship

of God is the elementary right and duty of man. If an agriculturist

cannot worship according to his faith, then his life would not be worth
living. I believe that our zemindar friends would be earning the

gratitude of all Muslims if they do not stand in the way of their tenants'

erecting mosques whenever they ran afford, because the erection of a

mosque would not in any way injure the true interests of the zemindar .

The history of this country does not show that the question has ever

assumed any serious and alarming dimensions. Just as the right now
enjoyed by the occupancy raiyats of erecting jnicra residental houses

has not led to the erection of such houses to any appreciable extent, for

the simple reason that very few raiyats can afford the cost, so, I am
sure, if the zemindars were generous enough to concede the right of

erecting mosques on their holdings to occupancy raiyatt, it would never

be availed of to the extent of detracting from the character and value

of agricultural holdings.

Sir, on the complaint of a particular zemindar the High Court has

laid down a ruling that the erection of a mosque is not an “agricultural

purpose", and that it deteriorates the value and changes the character

of the land. Therefore, on that ground alone a zemindar can evict his

tenant. Sir, zemindars
, taking their cue from this High Court ruling,

afy be very chary of nfosque* being built by tbeir tenants. I feel,

Sir, that Government have got a very clear duty in this matter. They
have got to look to the spiritual needs of the Muslim peasantry. Thif

particular ruling of the High Court affects the spiritual needs of the

Muslin community, and the sooner the situation created by this ruling
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is changed to the entire satisfaction of the Muslim community, the

better will it be for afi concerned, vis., the zenmndarg, the Government

and the people.

Mr. 8. M. BOSE l Sir, I am indeed surprised at the heat which this

proposal has evoked. Sir, religion is sacred, and I take it that no single

community can claim a monopoly of “religion”; just as religion is sacred

to the Mussalmans, so I take it that it is equally sacred to the Hindus;

and I do not think that any member of any community can claim a

higher status for his own religion and say that he is more religious than

his neighbour. The right of free religious worship must be preserved;

on the other hand, civil rights must also be maintained. F submit that

the High Court is perfectly correct in the ruling that has been referred

to. As my friend, Maulvi Taraizuddin Khan, has said, there can be no

wakf without absolute dedication. The Muhammadan law lays down
that the property must vest in God Almighty, and dedication can only

be made by an owner who divests himself entirely of all rights over the

property. Therefore, there can be no endowment of land belonging to

a tenant because such land belongs to another, and unless that other

consents, there can be no deduction. From this point of view I see no
reason in the suggestion that the High Court was wrong in any wav in

giving its decision. This decision is, I submit, beyond all question and

perfectly consonant with the Muhammadan law. If any person want®

to build a mosque, let him do it on his own land and not on somebody

else’s land. If he wants to do that, let him try and settle the terms

with the owner. I do not think that lie can compel the zemindar to

erect a mosque on a plot of land of which the zemindar is the owner.

He can easily buy up the land for the purpose, and make a tcdkf of it.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: Sir, I am afraid the last

speaker has not read the motion correctly. As far as I can see, Maulvi

Tamisuddin Khan’s motion »is that the liand Acquisition Act be so

amended as to make provision for the erection of mosques in the holdings

of tenants. Well, it is not happily worded probably. I take it that it

possibly pieans that land which is at the moment in the occupation of

a tenant or a portion of his holding may be acquired by the State and

then diverted into a prayer-house. So, the objection raised by my
friend, Mr. S. M. Bose, the previous speaker, that no prayer-house can

under the Muhammadan law be erected on a plot of land which does

not belong to the dedicator or to the person who wants to erect the

prayer-house would no longer apply when the land would be acquired

under the Land Acquisition Act. Sir, therefore, the question now*ta

whether the Government of Bengal will proceed to use the Land Acquisi-

tion Act for the purpose of erecting a prayer-house, or a temple or *
church or a Buddistic temple or other thing. That is the only question

before, this House. Whether it is sanctioned by the Muhammadan law
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or nokta not the question that is before the House at the present moment.
This motion really wants the Government of Bengal, by which I mean
His Katcellency the Governor and his Members and Ministers, to turn

themselves into a proselytising mission. That, I submit, is a startling

proposal in this year of grace 1936. So far as I am aware, Government
have until now very wisely not taken part in advancing the cause of one
single religion or of the many religions practised in this country.

The question is whether they should now do so, by acquiring lands under
the Land Acquisition Act in different parts of the province, so that the

cultivators, the occupancy and non-occupancy raiyatt and other tenants

in the country should have each a temple, or a mosque or a church in

their near vicinity. I submit that the claim put forward is a prepos-

terous one and should not be supported by thfls House.

Raja Bahadur BHUPENDRA NARAYAN 8INHA, of Kashipur:

The last speaker has just pointed out that the wording of the amend-
ment refers to the Land Acquisition Act. But 1 am sorry that he waa
not present when the amendment was moved by Maulvi Tnmizuddin
Khan. The mover of the motion referred to the amendment of some

* -Jsctions of the Bengal Tenancy Act. He did not muke any attempt in

his speech to make out a case for amending the Land Acquisition Act
so as to make it apply in the case of acquiring lands for the purpose of

building mosques. On the other hand, his contention wls that every

tenant of a holding should have a right to erect a mosque. There is

another aspect of the wording of the resolution, namely, that provision

should be made for erec ting prayer-houses on the holdings of tenants

without any distinction for any community. But from the speeches of

the mover of the motion and the other previous speakers I gather that

they are more anxious to erect only a mosque for Muhammadans than for

places of worship for other communities. I am sorry that this question*

has again been raised, especially at a time when a Bill has been intro-

duced by the mover himself in that behalf which is still before the

Council. Some time ago in 1932, as Mr. Sarat Kumar Boy has pointed

out, Maulvi Majid. Baksh brought forward a Bill, hut after having felt

the pulse of the House, he withdrew' it. The mover himself knows fully1

well the verdict of the House on that question. The composition of the

House has not since changed and the same members arc sitting even

now; still they are pressing for the same thing over again. Had this

been a court of law such things would not have been allowed. However,
when the Bill is there, I do not think it is proper on their part to bring

this subject once again in another form. In the first instance, Maulvi
Majid Baksh tried to amend section 76 which deals with the improve*

melt of a holding for the purposes of cultivation.

Mr. PRESIDENTS We are not dealing with that.
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Rjjg BMr HUPENDRA NARAYAN IINHA, ef Nashlpf*
Haling failed to do that, he tried to amend section 23. That Mo-
tion allows the use of land in any manner which does not materially

alter the value of the land or render it unfit for the purposes of the

tenancy. When a land is let out, it is done so on the understanding

that it should be used for the purpose of cultivation or for the purpose

pf digging a tank or erecting a house that might be required for the use

of the cultivators. The fact that the raiyat has acquired a right of

occupancy does not alter any of the terms of the letting except the condi-

tions, if any, fixing a term of the tenancy. A land should be used for the

purpose for which it was granted and not for any other purpose. We
lia&j no objection to a man saying his prayer on the land. He can do
so in his own house without erecting a mosque, and I do not think that

will deteriorate the value of his prayer. I have just been told by
Maulvi Abul Quasern that aocording to Muhammadan religion congrega.

tional prater is compulsory; Well, if that be so, there is no need of

erecting mosques here and there and everywhere. If a mosque be re-

quired, let land be acquired first for that purpose under the Land
Acquisition Act and a mosque erected upon it, but there should not be

the right to erect a mosque on every holding. Moreover, as soon as a

mosque is erected, it becomes a public place of worship. So, when a

tenant who built the mosque goes out, it w’ould be difficult for the next

tenant to occupy the same holding subject to the right of the public to

pray there. Supposing a temple is erected on a holding, it would be

difficult for a Muhammadan tenant to occupy that holding or rather it

would be inconvenient for him to do so and vice versa when a mosque

is erected. So from that point of view it is not desirable that every

holding should have the right to have a mosque or a temple on it. As
I have already said, there is no objection if the land is acquired and

a mosque erected on it. Maulvi Abul Quasem has attacked the

zemindars as a class for not being sympathetic towards the tenants.

I may say with due respect? to him that in Bengal most of the Hindu
zemindars are helping the mosques to a certain extent by giving dona-

tions and granting lands for the purposes of maintaining mosques. So

his criticisms of the zemindars
,
I am sorry to say, are uncalled for and

be should withdraw them in fairness to the zemindars. We know
where we are and what we are. With these words I oppose the motion*

Mm AMULYADHAN RAYS I had no mind to take part in this

debate at first. However, I can assure you, Sir, that I shall %ot
much of your time. Whenever there is any question before the House
for the tenants, .we have seen that there is a duel with the zeminitn*
Mr. Sarat Kumar Boy has said that Maulvi Tamixuddin Khan could not
impress the House with his remarks, I do not know if the tenants

will ever impress upon the landlords unless and until they can pises

their claim and e*tort their rights in the name of justioe. I havs ao
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mind do deal with this question from the point of view of its regions

aspect^ but I shall submit a few words from the common<*enae point of

view. > t cannot understand why the zemdndars are objecting to the

erertion of a small prayer-house by the poor tenants. I think tins is a

question on which the House ought to be unanimous in their opinion,

but I notice that many of my friends are opposing it. If we are to

live in this country peacefully, I would request the House not to»

oppose this motion.

Maulvi ABUL KA8EM: Sir, I rise to support the motion of my
friend Maulvi Tamisuddin Khan. I am neither a lawyer noi^ a

zemindar, and I cannot go into either the details of the principles of law

or the difficulties and inconveniences of the zemindars. Speaking as

a man in the street, I must say that the first thing we have to consider

is—who is the owner of the land? It may be said that the great per-

manent settlemnt of Lord Cornwallis has made certain people The owners

of the land.

Mr. PRESIDENT: That question does not arise out of the motion

before the House.

Maulvi ABUL KA8EM*. But I submit that the permanent settle-

ment

—

Mr. PRESIDENT: I repeat that that question does not arise out of

the motion you wish to support.

Maulvi ABUL KA8EM: Yes, Sir.

' Mr. PRESIDENT: No, it does not. I rule you out of order. You
must confine your remarks to the motion Iwffore the House.

Maulvi ABUL KA8EM: Then I say that the only objection the

zemindars may have to the erection of a mosque, as was Itated by some

of the previous speakers, is that supposing a tenant leaves a holding and

somebody eld comes in, then the new tenant will not be able to occupy

it. That is certain, because according to the tenets of Islam when any

place is consecrated for prayer, it becomes the property vested in the

Almighty Himself and no human being can be the proprietor of it. The

only thing the zemindar will lose is the small rent that he conld receive

frffitt the lest tenant who erected the mosqne end left it. I think, con-

sidering the position of zemindars of Bengal, that little loss of a few

annas of rent is immaterial, because he* has already been enjoying

unearned increments to a very large extent. I gratefully acknowledge

that the Baja Bahadur of Nashipur has givtn away to Mussalmans lands
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in hi* zemindary for the purposes of extension of an Idgak or erection

of a W>sque, but we must remember that one swallow does not make
a summer and that the action of the Raja Bahadur cannot be taken as

the action of the Hindu zemindart of Bengal as a class. In view of the

decision of the High Court immediate steps should be taken by this

Government to introduce legislation so that the erection of mosques and
dedication of lands for the purpose of a prayer-house could be legalised.

I have got nothing more to say.

Nawab MU8HARRUF H08AIN, Khan Bahadur: There has been a

lot of misunderstanding in this House and, as the leader of the opposi-

tion has rightly pointed out, the real issue before the House is

whether the Land Acquisition Act should be so amended that provision

can be made therein for acquisition of land for the purpose of erecting

masques and other places of public worship for all communities. When
the question of acquisition comes, it presupposes that the rightB cf

several persons are involved in the land which requires to be acquired.

It does nftt deny anybody’s right. So, if this is to be acquired by

Government for the purpose of erecting a public prayer-house,I do not

know why there should be any objection. The Government are not for

any particular community; Government stands for all communities. If

the power is given to the Government to acquire lands for religious

purposes for election of prayer-houses for all communities, why should

there be any objection of any member of any community here? The

leader of the opposition said that should the Government assume the

responsibility of acquiring land for prayer-houses, then instead of

calling it a Government of the country, call it an ecclesiastical associa-

tion trying to further the cause of religion. Probably that is the sum

total of the speech of the opposition leader, but cannot I remind him
that after all a man is a religious being and if Government be similarly

inclined, what harm is there in arming Government with the power '6f

acquiring land for the pufyose of a public prayer-house? My dear

friend, what is meant by a Land Acquisition Act? Does it not mean
that Government have bean empowered to acquire land for the company
of my friendt’bf Glive Street ? And if we have empowered Government
to acquire land for a company of merchants never mind for what
purpose that company has been formed—would it be too much to ask

that Government be similarly empowered to acquire land for erecting a

public prayer-house? That, Sir, is a question which ought not to

create any heat in a House like this. Why should there be any
suspicion in the minds of all concerned that, if the Government be
armed that way, they would do injustice to one section of the peoplrfNwr

the other. I personally believe that if Maulvi Tamisuddin’s proposal

4s accepted by the Mouse, namely, that Government be armed with the

power of acquiring land for religious purposee, there will be no harm
done in the country as intelfst in all cases wilPbe the lame. So, what
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hrmiI there in entrusting Government with such a function? "Now,
Sir, t is the state of things; suppose you do not accept this

principle of arming Government with certain powers of control, what
will happen? I can tell you, Sir, this much that, Tf nothing is done by
Government to restore confidence in the Muhammadan public, there

will be such a hue and cry that no Government will be able to stand
that hue and cry.

(At this stage the Council was adjourned for 15 minutes.)

(After Adjournment.)

Ntwab MU8HARRUF H08AIN, Khan Bahadur: Sir, I was in

possession of the House when we went to pray. The Mussalinans have
been given a room even inside this Council House to say their prayers

and we, whether poor or rich, cannot do without that. And every man
of my age and of my community values prayer more than hi values liis

earthly possessions. When a member of ray community wants to have
a prayer-house for his community, I do not believe it is possible for any
religious man—never mind from what community he comes—to refuse

it. The noble example that my hon'ble friend the Raja Bahadur of

Nashipur has shown in this matter is not very common. There should
be absolutely no such silly talk anywhere in any part of this House that

should Government, consisting of Europeans and Indians, he armed
with such powers acquiring land for religious purposes they will

misuse the power. I think that every zemindar

,

whether a Hindu or a

Muhammadan, should make it a point of pacifying all the communities
by allowing them places of public worship. Sir, whatever the merit of

solitary case that has come up before the High Court may be that
probably is a single instance in the whole of Bengal which has come
before the public eye. If such cases were common, I believe Bengal
would not be a place worth living in. So, really speaking, whatever
may be said by my zemindar friend or whatever may be said by my^
friends of the tenants, it is true that everybody in Bengal is living in

harmony and peace and the question of erection^of mosques for Muham-
madans, really speaking, is not one that will come up for the decision of

Government every day. J[f Government is thus armed, well and good*

In any case, really speaking, the land is Government’s land and arming
Government with ihis power will not be a very unnatural demand as

Mr. Tamiiuddin has put it. So I would now appeal to my friend the

Hon’hle Sir JJ. L. Mitter to consider whether he should not, nnder the

cuwuinstances, accept this power from us ; we are*prepared to arm him;
will he refuse to receive that power? If he refuses,^then I should
mj that he will be falling in his dntf towards the country. I appeal to*

him to consider whether Government should not take power to adjust

•udh religions differences in the country and let ns live in harmony
and peace. - A *
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90u»- Bahadur MUHAMMAD AiDUL MOMIMi Sir, I am afraid

there has been considerable confusion of ideas about this motion and

my purpose in getting up to speak is to try to clear up that confusion,

“la the first place, from the speeches that we have heard this afternoon,

it seems that JMaulvi Tamizuddin’s motion has been taken to be for the

benefit of the *Muhammadans alone. But, Sir, if you look at it

without prejudice, you will find that he does not say that this power

is requited for the purpose of acquiring land for building mosques or

for building prayer-houses only for a particular community but that the

Land Acquisition Act should be amended in a way so
#
that Govern-

ment may have power wherever necessary to acquire land for the

benefit of a particular community who may need to build a prayer-

house in the locality. A lot of discussion has centered round the

existing law : viz., Whether under the existing law a Muslim agriculturist

can build a mosque im his holding, and whether he can endow his fend

under the Waqf Act. Most of these discussions are, I think, irrelevant

and unnecessary except in so far as to show the disadvantages and

disabilities which the Government at the present moment are under, in

not being able to supply such a need if such a need arises in a particular

locality. It may happen that a particular locality is colonised by a

particular community; a handful of Muslim may go and settle in a

particular char. It then becomes incumbent on them *to have a place for

congregational prayer. Now, to build a mosque there, they will require

land and the permission of the landlord will be necessary. Under the

High Court ruling there may be difficulties. As has been pointed

out by the llaja Bahadur of Nashipur unless he is absolute owner of

the land, doubt may arise whether he has power to build a mosque and

endow it. To avoid all these difficulties power is sought to be given

to Cmernment bo that in those circumstances Government may be able

to acquire a particular land in a particular locality and hand it over

to the Muslim community 4or the purpose of building a mosque. In

w
»the case of khas mahal where a particular char is colonised and if the

oommunity which settles there is considerably Muhammadan, a portion

is reserved therqjor building a mosque free of rent, or if it is consider-

ably Hindu, the land is made over to theih to have on it a prayer-house

s# theirs like a lumthabha , etc. It is exactly on^his principle that Maulvi

^Tamisuddin Khan wants power to be given to the Government in the

oasi of ^privatefyeowned land. If it is khat mahal land there is no

difficult^! hut if ft is a zeminjhrL land and a particular community

settles thife u is incumbent on that; particular community ia£ if it is

ij&hamnu&an, it became obligatory** ofi them, as" Maulvi Abul Kieem

has pointed oulj to have*!* congregational pTayet^ground. Government

jpDMy acquire land from the zen»n«torr*if the zeminyri object to let out

the lan<& The fears and apprehensions thath*Ve*%fcen raised that

tenants will build moeque in every coAer does hot deserve considera-

tion. As ha*\lready been pointed out, ft. la not an easy thing to Mild
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* molpe. Ton must have enough money to endow it, and spend money
for i|| maintenance. The necessity of a prayer-house for congrega-

tional prayer can only arise if a considerable number*of a particular

community settle in the locality. In the past the zemindar* have not*

only not obstructed but as a matter of fact helped the Muslim tenants

to build mosque wherever they were needed. The example of Baja

Bahadur, of Nashipur has been cited, and I may be permitted Unquote
another instance where a zemindar has not only given land but

built a mosque and maintains it—I mean that of the 5 annaa-rrmsiwfe*

of Santosh which you, Sir, represent. It is not a quarrel between a

zemindar and a tenant. If in a particular place the Brahmos go and

settle andf want to build a Brahmo Samaj, they cannot do so unlese they

can get the permission of the landlord, and if the landlord or any person

interested in the land refuses permission even if ’proper value of the

land is offered I think Government should have power to acquire that

land. Of course the landlord should be paid full compensation.

Where is the unreasonableness if the landlord is fully compensated by
Government? Therefore, there is nothing in this motion that need

raise any heat or dispute in the minds of zemindars or tenants, because

the present law is complicated. There are doubts whether a raiyai can

build a mosque or not : the High Court decision has made that still

more doubtful. It is also doubtful whether the Tenancy Act could

be satisfactorily amended to meet such cases. Therefore, the simplest

way is for the Government to have power to acquire the land, in the

same way as they acquire land for u company or a railway. It will,

of course, only acquire land for a particular community when *there is

real necessity. Only in genuine cases Government would give permis-

sion. So there is absolutely no danger either to landlords or to tenants

that they will be harassed. I think, that being the case, Government

ought to be sympathetic in this matter. As regards the ways and

means it is for the Hon’ble Member to finch out. *

Rli Mhlb SARAT CHANDRA BAL* Si#, J stand up to support the
^motion moved by my friend Matilvi Tamizuddin Khan. It is no doubt
trtta that the Muslims who wish to construct a mosque often find ait

difficult to do so, and I think the remedy suggested by Maulvi Tamil*
uddin Khan*fs the only means by which we can achieve this objeef. ,1

had been to^tariia and I saw them many Buddhist tempA*, They
gH iftlcular architectural fcll, and the impressmuMt gives is

thni you are in the Yaad «$, Buddha. S<Kl think if mosqu& are btBit
throughout the province it mnftl gijg tfa* impression thtffcmany Muslims
live here and it epfadd to the fealty of the place. But, Sir, though
I support I must have' a definite reply to on| question
item my Muslim friends* There are ninny Hindus in this province
nnl they have got places nfJkorthip, They sometimes Worship stones
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(Satgram), not to speak of gods and goddesses, and to worship these

they do not require any temple.

,
Now suppose when the Act is amended

Rai Bahadur SATYA KINKAR BAHAMAS On a point of order,

Sir. Js the member in order in referring to our gods and goddesses as

stores?

Rai Sahib SARAT CHANDRA BAL: I spoke, Sir, about the Shila,

the Narayan. That does not require any temple. The Hindus require

some sort of music at the time of worship. Now, Muslims may
construct a mosque nearby and say that you cannot go on with your

music. Thus, there will arise the Hindu-Muslira question. support

the motion on the understanding that the religious feelings of the

Hindus may not be affected. In that case, I think, there need be no

objection on the part of Government in accepting the suggestion, and

on that principle I support this motion.

Btbu KHETTER MOHAN RAY: Sir, the only question before the

House is whether Government should be invested with power to acquire

land on the holdings of the tenants for the purpose of erecting a prayer-

house. This is the motion before the House. Government should not

be invested with such power, as we all know that Government observe

strict religious neutrality. So, Government should not be empowered

with these powers for acquiring land either for mosque, temple, church

or jyagoda. A particular land may be claimed by different commu-
nities and who is to decide to which community it should go. There-

fore, in a matter like this Government should not meddle. Government

should keep themselves free in a question like this, even if the non-

official members ask them not to do so. With these words I oppise

tjjfr motion. „

# Tha Hon’bla fir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: I am obligato

Khan Bahadur Abdul Momin lor removing the meeh of eobweb which

hat4 been spun round this motion, and I agree with a great deal bf

what hp«has said. I have every sympathy with the desire which is

at the bottom of this motion, via., that adequate tacilftfes^fqj saying

prayer should be afforded, and 41 there*be any iufjtediment in the ^py,

that impediment should, be removed. Thpt is the real moaning of

this motion. Bat .have we any evidence wiat there are impediments?

Is there gay evidence before the House that facilities fornaying prayers

have been denied to anqf large section of thy public? Unless them is

need for a thing, you do not expect Govfnupent to move in tlio milter.
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I do surest that there*must always be present a need. Sometimes

a need tuay be anticipated, But is there any genuine apprehension in

the minds of any of my friends that there is serious impediment in the

way of having prayer-houses? If that were the case, undoubtedly it

would be the duty of Government to see that facilities are afforded.

No such evidence has been produced. All that has happened is that

in a particular case the High Court has held that the construction of a

mosque by a tenant on agricultural land is inconsistent with the purposes

of the tenancy. But that does not lead to the conclusion that no one

can build a mosque or that any large section of the people-'

—

Mauhri 8YED MAJID BAK8H: Sir, that land was leased out for

the purpose of a homestead.

Tho HtnWn Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTERl Never mind. The

High 'Cdfert decision in that particular case was that the building of a

mosque was inconsistent with the purposes of the tenancy.

Sir, JLfcqn Bahadur Abdul Momin suggested, as I understood him

to suggest, {ghat Government, at the moment, was under some disability

in providing facilities where facilities might be wanted. There I do not

agree with him. Sir, under the I*and Acquisition Act, land can be

acquired whenever the Government is satisfied that it is required for a

public purpose—the language is quite wide; and I can conceive of

circumstances in which the need of a large section of the population in

any part of the country may be such as to amqunt to a public purpose.

The existing Land Acquisition Act is adequate enough to enable the

Government to acquire land for the purpose of erecting a prayer-house,

a temple, or a church. There seems to be a misconception with regard

* to the meaning of the word “public.** The word “public** does not

mean the entire public

;

it includes any large section of the public, and

that has been and is the meaning of the word in law. Therefore, as

Khan Bahadur Abdul Momin, has said, if in any particular char cr in

&tff particular part of the country the predominant population is

Muhammadan, and iLthere be no facilities for prayer in that particular

fhar or tract of land, and if th$ predominant population there wants

to l^ve a place tor saying their prayerl, I for myself do not see why
the Iiand Actpjaition Act cannot be brought into operation. It can be

brought into operation—that is my jpersonal view.

But what is the motion? The motion goes very much further than

that. Maulvi Tamixuddin Khan made the meaning of the motion

pei£ectly clear. I bite taken dawn hie*worda, as best as I could. He
.
says that the tenants ought# have the right to erect places of worship

in their holdings—these are ms precise words ; that is to say, he wants,
’ individual right# to be created, not a right of the public to tayiongrega-

tional prayers, but an individual right in Abe tenant to met a mosque

I*
*
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or a prayer-house. TAMizunbiN Khan ; “For public

purposes.”) He does not say so. I shall, hffwever, deal with that point

later on. His motion comes to this.^ It is not the recognition of a

public purpose for which facilities ought to be afforded—the recogni-

tion of the public^ right to worship—-not that Government should be
called upon to assist in helping a section of the public to perform their

religious duties, gir, the motion is to make provision for erecting

prayer-houses hi the holdings of tenants. What is the significance of

the word* “holdings of tenants”? When land is acquired under the

Land Acquisition Act, individual rights to the land do not come i%;

compensation money is apportioned amongst the different people having
rights to the land. It is the land which matters, and the rights to it

are subsidiary questions. When the land is valued, and compensation

is paid, that compensation is divided amongst the varhi^purties who
have rights in the land. But the words that the Land Acquisition Act
should make provision for erecting prayer-houses in the holdings of

tenants involve that some right is^sought to be created^in ^cSfmectidn

with the holdings of tenants. WT

hy ? My reading of the nfotisif Is that

the mover wants to create an individual right in the titant to elect

prayer-house, which may he for the benefit of the public at large,*but

nevertheless, he wants to create an individual aright in the occupier of

the holding or the tenant of the holding to erect prayer-house, notwith-

standing his contract with his landlord. Now, Sir, that is the portion

to which I object. I have no objection to Government being invested

with the power of acquiring land—my submission is that. Government
is already invested with that power—for the purpose of enabling large

sections of the public to have prayer-houses. l,f the motion ^ere worded
to that effect, I would hrive been only too glad to accept it. But the

motion, as it is worded, I cannot accept, because it means the creation

of a tenancy right and that the Government, should assist in the eyeation

of it, *>., to add to the existing tenancy rights. The use of the words
“holdings of tenants,” implies that Government should amend the I^nd
Acquisition Act in order to add to tenancy rights. That is**hot the
function of the Land Acquisition Act, nor is it within the scope of that

Act. The scope pf the Land Acquisition Act is to acquire^land compdf*
sorily for a public purpose. Why should tenancy rights, or any^ffght

for that matter, come in finder the Land Acquisition Adt?
-#

If it vrere

suggested that the Government do use the Land Acquisition Act for

the purpose of acquiring land for a public prayer-house, I could have
understood it. But that is not the motion. Therefore, I am unable to

accept it. I have said that the Land Acquisition Act does apply in

certain circumstances when Government is satisfied that there is a.

public need. If the Land Acquisition Act does not apply for the

creation of private or individual rights, although in respect of such

rights benefit may ensure to the public, then the Land Acquisition Act
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ia n# the statute which require* amendment. Tom' may have ad hoe
legislation, or you may attend other laws which deal with this matter.

Then, Sir* having explains^th§ Governments position, I want to

say one word as regards the threat of Nawab Musharruf Husain. He
told us that Government ought to be fortified with the confidence of
the Muslim public in this province. What has the ^Governwent done
to forfeit the confidence of the Muslim public? The High Court has
given a decision, and we must take it as a correct deeision. (MauI.vi

Syed Majid Baksh : “It is a fqr-fetched conclusion/^ But, Sir, even^

jjf that decision was wrong, it must be remembered that it Was given on
tl|p construction of a certain section of the Bengal Tenancy j§.ct. How
is any amendment of the Land Acquisition Act to help to rectify the

wsong construction q£a section of the Bengal Tenancy Act? Assuming
that theBi* Court has given o wrong decision, is it suggested that

by reason of the High Court giving, a wrong decision, Government has
forfeited the confidence of the entire Moslem community? What is

this threat Jer? Whom is it meant for? When we are discussing

thesa uuMiars, let us not be carried away by emotion. I can assure my
friend therjbAh&t if there be a demand which could be considered to

be jfi public demand, i.c., of a large section of the public end if he
finds any difficulty in hav i n# that demand satisfied, then wbat he has
been very kind to describe as my resource fulness will be at his disposal.

There is no question of oommunal jealousy here. The motion is worded
in general terms; it does not specify *any particular community.
Muslim members, when speaking on the motion, were only dilating,

naturally, on the needs of their own community. But it does not mean
that the motion is confined to any one single community. Hon’ble
members may be aware that in the district of Darjeeling, ^Government
gave land, rent-free, to Christians for building two churches, one for

Roman Catholics and the other for Protestants, to Moslems lor building
a mosque, to Hindus for a temple and to Buddhists for a monastery. So,

it is not a question of finding land for this community or that commu-
nity. "Whenever there is a genuine need for any large section of the

public, it is the duty of the Government to see that that need is satis- *

fied. My ifcbmission is that the existing law’ is adequate and that no
amendment is necessary. In any event, the motion which seeks to create

individual rights is unacceptable to Government.

Maulvi TAMIZUDDIM KHANS Sir, before I ask for leave to

withdraw this motion, may I make a short speech?

PtiStIDSNTt If $ou wish to withdraw, you must do so uncondi-

tionally and without a speech.

•AMtfvi TAMIZUDDIM KHAMf Sir, in view of the fact that as fa/
at the Land Acquisition Act it concerned—
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Mr. PRcviveni; Order, order. I cannot allow yon to make a

speech. Do yoa want to withdraw your motion?
*

Maulvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN* Yes, Sir.

The motion "was then, by leave of*the Council, withdrawn.
44

Kazi EMDA.DUL HOQUE: §irt.X beg to move that the demand of

ijpta. 1,41,000 under the head ‘%A—Charges of administration—Certificate

•^establishment” be refused by Rs. 100.

Sir, I have brought forward this motion with a view to bring to thfe

knowledge of the members of this distinguished House the enormity
of the grief and sorrow to which the poor cultivators have been driyen
and the oppression to which they have been subjdfeted td, because of the
operation of the certificate procedure in the whole piWnce and in

particular, the Rangpur district. This is not a normal procedure by
which rent should be realised. This is certainly an abnormal procedure
which should not be applied when there is no occasion for it. It is

admitted on all hands that at the present time the counfty^il passing
through economic distress and that the condition of the poorer classes,

vi*, f the cultivators, has been made extremely worse. If they do^not
make any payment of rent, it is not because they do so from a motive
or from negligence, but it is because they are not in a position to make
regular payment of rents as they used to do before. This is not denied
by the Government also. The Government acknowledge -this fact and
admit that such a crisis has arisen in the country which has so overtaken

the cultivating section of the people that they are really not in a posi-

tion to make regular payments of rent. Now even admitting and
acknowledging this patent fact, they ignore Hint in such circumstances

even the administration and the ordinary law should he cruel hardship.

When the Government admit the fact of the miserably plight of the

tenants, it is their lookout tb see that even the ordinary procedure should

not be had recourse to. The Government in such circumstances ought
to see that the cultivating raiyats do get sufficient time to make pay-

ments, and even by granting remissions to the landlord^ or granting

landlords sufficient time to make theifr payments they should allow the

cultivators sufficient time to. make payments of rent. But instead of

doing that the Government have thought fit to allow the cultivators to

he treated with this harsh measure—the certificate procedure. This is

a penal measure which ought to be applied, as I have said, only whan
there is an occasion for it. If the tenants having sufficient means to

make payment of rent fail to do so, it is tfafen and then only that«this

certificate measure should be had recourse to for the recovery of the .

* arrears of rent But here no such case arises. On the contrary, there

is the abnormal condition prevailing in the country for the matter of

which these people are not in a position to make their payments, mA'
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what disasters brought on account of the operation of the certificate

procedure upji| the poor cultivators in the rural areas. There is no
denying the fp9t that the cultivators have been brought under ruthless

treatment by Hlh various agencies employed by jibe certificate court

The tenants as i£on as they get notice go to the certificate court for

having a short tifce, but even that is refused in many oases, and t*here
,

time is granted, thSHime granted is so short that it is not at all posSiblp'*

for the cultivatoivto secure money and make the necessary payments.
4

The time granted in most of the certificate cases is simply ridiculous.

The tenants are granted three or four days' time, at best not exceeding

a week, as though the cultivators have got money in their own home and

shall bring it to the certificate officer for making payment of the demand.

The certificate officers do not for a moment consider that these poor

cultivators would not be in a position to secure money in the course of

three or four days, that is, within the short time granted. Regardless

of the condition of the poor tenants, they would sit in their headquarters

and would gq on passing orders and putting oppression upon the poor

villagers with the result that in many cases the cultivators liave been

reduced to the position of beggars. They have l>een made homeless and

lan<hess, and to whom did their lands pass on? Their lands passed

into the hands of the landlords. The landlords purchased those holdings

for one pice in the certificate court. In the case of the court of wards,

the court of wards purchased their lands for one pice. The fact is that

a land is purchased for one pice at the certificate sale whatever may be

the demand. If the land could have been purchased for the entire

amount due, we could understand that, but we find that in almost all

the cases lands are purchased by the court of wards for one pice. What
a ridiculous state of things it is. The poor people have lost their lands,

but their liabilities remain on their shoulders. Even if the future

position of the country be such that a man^ would become solvent and

acquire other properties, still he would not he able to purchase those

lands which he has been deprived of as a result of the certificate sale.

It is simpty astonishing how a property of which the demand is

Rs. 1,000 l>e purchased for one pice. What motive is there behind it,

we cannot say. But it is nevertheless a fact, and we have seen with our

own eyes that properties were sold and are being sold day after day for

one picjj only, whatever might he the demand, whatever might he the

dues, and that while the lands of the poor tenants have passed away

from their hands their liability remains all the same. This is the state

of things at present prevailing in the country. This shows the total

apathy on the part of the Government towards the poor people in the

villages. Government have sympathy, if sympathy they have at all,

fear a limited few, but not for the entire mass in the rural areas from*

whom tliey derive their living. There was a day when everyone would

think himself fortunate to have been placed under the rule of the

British Government, hut alas, what is the feeling to-day? If we recall
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to our memory 4he reign of Queen Victoria, we even nonffind that as

sdon as we recollect her name we feel as if she is livingpn our midst.

She create} such an impression iir the minds of the peonjpof India that

her name has b#en immortalised and his made suOh a laokg impression

in the minds of the people of India that it would not&se its vivacity.

So I say this unjust measure is due to the total apatfla on the part oi‘

the present Government. I simply «ask the Government to reflect from

what lofty height they have fallen to what abysnfl depth. There is

yet time to mend the follies, and I only ask the Government to be a

little sympathetic towards the poor villagers and fa all that lies in their

power for their welfare. With these few words^ ^aommend my motion

to the acceptance of the House. ^ *

Tht Hon’ble Sir BROJENDRA LAL MUTER: So far as I could

follow the hon’ble mover’s speech, it boils down to this, that on account

of agricultural depression tenants are finding it difficult to pay their

rent, and therefore the certificate procedure should not be employed for

the purpose of recovering rent. That was the gist of his speech. What
is the alternative? Suppose a landlord has got to realise rent from his

tenants. If he has the right to use the certificate procedure, he has two

remediea—either to bring a rent suit or to apply for a certificate. Now,

which is the better course so far as the tenant is concerned? If the

landlord has to bring a rent suit, then he must sue for the whole of his

claim for four years, whereas under the certificate procedum he can pro-

ceed only for a year’s rent. Instead of the tenant being called upon to

pay four years’ rent in a rent suit, he is called upon to pay only a year’s

rent. Therefore, the certificate procedure is to the advantage of the

tenant. Further, the certificate procedure means this. As soon as you

get a certificate, it is tantamount to a decree. That means that all the

proceedings prior to the decree are avoided : the whole suit is avoided

and you start from the point of the decree and avoid the whole costs

of the suit. Hon’ble members are aware that a certificate is never issued

if there he any bona fide dispute as to the claim. In the certificate

prooedure the landlords’ rights are hedged in in so many ways that it

cannot operate oppressively, unless, of course, the landlord in every

case goes up and sells up his tenants, which no landlord wants to do.

&ir, Rangpur has been mentioned in this connection, and I!Will tell

the House what our experience at Rangpur has been. We attached a

particular estate there under the Cess Act and Government collected

rents and cesses from the cultivators upwards to the tenure-holders.

We managed to collect in the course of four or five months as much as

Bs. 14,79,000 without the issue of a single certificate,* (Kazi KmdadTjL
’ Hoquk; “By sheer force of tyranny.”) It shows that there are tenants,

and different grades of tenants, who were in a position to pay, but were

not paying. It is no use saying that every tenant is so helpless ntf the

present moment on account of the economic depression that he canlot
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» x hare said, we realised about Rs. 15 lakhs without

gle certificate and without executing a single decree

;he tenants, so far as Rangpur is concerned, had money

ieir rents, but that they would not pay. %ut when

eminent were determined to realise the rents and

The main adva|^age of the certificate procedure is that the record*

of-rights must be kept up to date.

„ * »

Mr* P. BANERJUHow were these rents and cesses realised? Did

the tenants pay out of their own accord?

The Hon’bto Sir BRM1NDRA LAL MITTERi Yes, Sir, these rents

were realised without the issue of a single certificate, and I will tell

you how. When Government was realising these amounts, the tenants

had to pay no ahirab or illegal cesses. They had to pay rent and rent

only and got a clean receipt for their payment and that is why they

readily paid up their dues. A tenant who was in arrears for four years

came and paid Rs. 35 and got a clean receipt for a year. By this he

was taken aback and he said: “What, have 1 got a clean receipt for

a year for having paid Rs. 35?” Yes, that was a clear acquittance for

a year; and iext day, from his own accord, h.» brought in another sum of

Rs. 35 and said that in normal times he could not get a clean receipt for

a year unless he paid as much as Rs. 52. That is why I say that when

we collected this sum of Rs. 15 lakhs there was no oppression. Direct-

. ly, we heard of a grievance, we immediately made an enquiry into that

grievance and we found that in all cases these alleged grievances were

ill-founded. This is the history of Rangpur. The certificate procedure

is helpful to the tenants in this, that it saVes them the whole cost of

the suit, it also saves them from paying anything in excess of the

contractual rent. It saves time also, and it also enables the landlord

to sue for a year’s rent, whereas, if he has to file a suit, he would have

to bring a suit for four years’ rent. So, for all these

reasons, the certificate procedure, although a summary pro-

cedure,, Is not an ^oppressive measure. I can assure the House

tha|^ vlfy strict orders have been made by revenue authorities that

the certificate procedure should be used with moderation and in a maimer

so as to avoid all possible hardship. As a matter of fact, no certi-

ficate is issued unless the claim is about to be barred. We have allowed

• arreaifc if rent t^ remain in abeyance, but it is only in respect of those

claims which are about to be barred, that the certificate procedure had •

been resorted to. This is, Sir, how the certificate procedure has been

used during the parff year. Some instances were brought to our notice

and they came, some, from Chittagong and some from Bakaiganj. 1
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went to these places personally and made personal entries. Strict

dtgers were given to the Collector not to use certificatojfunless it was
absolutely necessary and unless the claim was about tojfe barred. And
the result has been that hundreds of certificates whiJr had been pre-
pared were held up. Wherever Government found tWI the tenant was
not ip a position to pay and the execution of a certificate involved buy-
ing him up, in such cases the certificate was never^sed. It is only in
cases where the tenants was contumacious, t.e., where the Collector was
satisfied that the tenant was in a position to pay Ait would not pay,
and where the claim was about to be barred that certificates issued.

Then, Sir, the hon'ble mover mentioned the case of lands being
brought by^Government for one rupee. (A voice: “Not for one rupee,

but for one pice,”) It does not make any difference whether it is one
rupee or one pice. For the balance of the rent the debtor remained
liable. I assure the House, Sir, that several cases like that were brought
to our notice and orders have been made that where Government bought
land, in execution, or a nominal sum, then the whole debt should be
deemed to have beeh wiped out. This is what we are doing. Sir, we
are not blind to the plight of the people on account of this worldwide
economic depression. After all, they are our countrymen

;
we feel for

them and it is cruel to suggest that merely to get revenue we use our
drastic powers oppressively. We do nothing of the kind. Sir I know of

instances in which tiouble arose on account of propaganda, that if

tenants held up paying rent for a sufficiently long time Government
would be compelled to remit. I personally went to some of these places
with Mr, Martin. We met the tenants. They paid up and said that
they were in a position to pay even before, and the reason why they
did not pay was this propaganda that, if they held up their payment
for a sufficiently long time, they would be excused. There are, of course,
cases of hardship, but in crffces which were brought to our notice redress
was given and we have taken adequate measures to see that no unneces-
sary hardship is caused to the tenantry. After all, our idea is that the
Government should be a model landlord. Sir, certificate is issued in
the case of court of wards estates, in the case of Government khas
mahal*: the privilege has been given to certain zemindart who have
qualified for such certificates, that is to say, by maintaining record-
of-rights and by fulfilling the conditions which are laid down** in the
Certificate Act. So far as the management of the courts of wards and
Government estates is concerned, the certificates has never been oppres-
sively used, and so far as the zemindart are concerned no case of opjftat-

ston has come to our notice. I am, however, glad that this matter has
« been ventilated as it has given me a chance of saying what we have
been doing with regard* to the certificate procedure. But the motion
which is tantamount to a vote of censure on Government for maladminis-
tration of the certificate procedure, I must oppose.
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Mr. fHAMTI SHEKHARE8WAR RAY l Mr. President, Air, I would

notiiave intervened in the debate, but for certain remarks made byjh*
Hon’ble Member. Sir, he has stated that the policy of Government

in the matter of issuing certificates has been working very well, it has

been in the interests of the tenants, and it is a better system of collec*

tion than that employed by the zemindars. He has told us also that he

has heard of tenants who welcome this system of collection because

when collections are made by the zemindars they have to pay more, they

have to pay afeirab, but here they have to pay nothing, not even costs.

Well, Sir, it is all very well for the tiger to paint himself. The rosy

picture that the Hon’ble Sir Brojendra Lai Mitter has given of his

department may only flatty himself : that is not the opinion of the

people about the working of the Certificate Department; th|y have quite

different idea. Well one picture has been very well painted before

this House by my friend Maulvi Abdul Hakim who represents Rangpur
in this House. He speaks with personal knowledge of things, whereas

the Hon’ble Sir Brojendra Lai Mitter speaks from knowledge acquired

from his records and from the reports bubmittecLby his subordinates.

Sir, I know what value the House will attach to ms opinion and to the

opinion of my friend Knzi Emdadul Hoque. Sir, we on this side of

the'House will not take much time to make up our minds to accept

the picture that has been presented to us by the Kaxi Sahib. He is

a sincere man and has full knowledge of the hardships that the members
of his constituency have to undergo in the Rangpur district, and he

has rightly placed their grievance before this House. According to Sir

Brojendra Lai Mitter the people of Rangpur are so well off that it is

not at all difficult for his subordinates to collect something like 16 lakhs

and odd even without issuing certificates. Well, Sir, if there was
no hardship why should the Kari Sahib make a grievance of it here?

I think it would be convincing to any reasonable man that the ease

with which Sir Brojendra Lai Mitter and his men have been able to

collect the money goes to prove that there has been certain amount
of highhandedness. People do not so easily come forward with their

money to pay. So by the action of the Government officers in the

previous years such a situation must have been created which makes it

preferable for the people to make payments without the agonising

process that follows a certificate procedure. That appears to be the

reasonable explanation for such an easy collection. Well, Government

also collects money very easily by various other ways. We know how
the local officials in this district manage these things. As regards the

idfoe of certificates the Kaxi Sahib has presented the case from the

tenant's point of view. I will now place another, point of view, that is

the landholder’s point of view. This procedure is not allowed to all

z+mindars .in the districts. What about themP Are they not placed

in a difficult position in collecting their dues if this certificate proce-

dure is followed with rigour. They are certainly at a disadvantage and
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so, speaking as a landholder, I would suggest to the Government that

thev should ask their officers to execute the policy of ,the department

wmi sympathy and in a way that does not come into conflict with the

interests of the other zemindars of the district. In this connection

I would like to draw the attention of the Hon’ble Sir Brojendjta Lai

Mitter to one thing. He can heljfthe other zemindars who want to

realise money without compelling the zemdndars to take recourse to this

certificate procedure. That has been done in certain cases in the dis-

trict of Rangpur. There is, I think, the Garneshi Rules. * If Govern-

ment accept the rules that are in force in certain other provinces, perhaps

Government may not be held responsible for this execution of the certi-

ficate procedure in respect of many cases. Jf do not see why the matter

is not receiving the attention of Government, though the point has

been raised about two years ago. Sir, I hope that the Hon’ble Sir

Brojendra Lai Mftter will take the criticisms in good grace and try

to shape the policy as far as possible in accordance with the wishes

of this House.

Th* Hoh’ble Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: I may inform the

honTde member and other members that the High Court, at our instance,

has issued Garneshi Rules.

Mr, 0. M. MARTIN* Sir, I just want to say a few words. It is

quite wrong to suppose that the Board of Revenue which is responsible

for the collection of Government revenue is unsympathetic towards the

tenants. It is quite wrong that the Revenue Secretary is unsympathe-
tic, and it is still more wrong to suggest that the Hon’ble Member
in charge of the Revenue Department is unsympathetic towards the

tenants. We are taking great pains in the Revenue Department to

find out the exact state of affairs. We are trying to find out in what
parts of the hhas malial the. tenants cannot pay, and we have tried to

impress upon the local officers, and have succeeded in doing so, to be

strict where the tenants can pay and to be lenient where the tenants

cannot pay, and I think that is the correct pylicv and the House will

agree that this ought to he the policy.

The next point I should touch upon is thal the Board does not

look upon the certificate procedure or rent lilts as *the proper method
of collecting rent.” It is nqt the correct methodffclnt is to be collected

amicably. Certificate and ‘Mat procedures cafne in where tenants are

obstructive. When the Hon’ble Sir Brojendra Lai Mitter and myself

went round, we tried to impress on the local officeis that the number
of certificates should tp kept down, but the collection should be increas-

ed where the tenants; would p I am glad to be able to say that the

local officers have been very successful in carrying out this policy.

It is very bad, in the opinion of the Board of Revenue and in the opi-

nion of Government, to issue a large number of certificates against
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tenant*. Whe< it is found that the number of certificate ^mounting
up heavily, . there is Something wrong1

. Either the tenant cannot

pay, m which case some concessions are called for, or else there must be

some Colt of propaganda against payment of rent, in which case it is our

duty taitorry on a counter-propaganda and try to persuade the tenants

to pay. (A voice: “Where is propaganda being carried on?”) Pro-

paganda has been going on in a large number of districts in Bengal.

One of those districts was Bakarganj. It had also been going on in

Bajshahi where I was the District Magistrate a couple of years ago.

I tried then to do something about this propaganda against payment

of rent and was trying to bring landlords and tenants together with a

view to make the tenants agree to pay. I found 1

it difficult to persuade

the landlords to give up their ahtcab

*

or the tenants to pay their rents;

both sides could not be persuaded : that is the absolute truth. This sort

of propaganda is going on in various districts of the province. Nearly

every District Officer will be able to tell you something about it. I

wish to repeat that Government think that the certificate procedure, on

the whole, where the record-of-rights is up to date, is a much better *

way of dealing with refractory tenants than rent suit. It is much easier

on the tenants: it is much fairer to them than rent suits. But Gov-

ernment do not look upon either of such methods of collecting revenue

as flood t
and if we can find any way of collecting rent without recourse

to these measures we certainly do so. But it is a matter of great regret

when tenants deliberately withhold their rents and if any so called

sympathiser of the tenants go round and encourage them to regard the

demand for rent by the landlord as somtbing fundamentally unjust and

to be evaded if possible, such people are not real friends of the tenants,

and as a lover of tenants I would look upon such propaganda with great

sorrow.

Kasi Emdadul Hoque’s motion was then put and lost.

Mwlvi ABDUL HAKIM: 1 beg to move that the demand of

Bs. 1,41,000 under the, bead “5A—Charges of administration—Certi-

ficate establishment” *jbe reduced by tts. 100 (undesirability of a too

frge investment of Jandlordsjrith certificate powers).

I move this motfejl to draw early attention of Government to the

inhuman oppression whet^l the tenants are b^ng subjected to by the too

free investment of landlords v»th certificate powers. In these days of

dite economic depression the tenants are unable to pay the full amount

of their rents which were abnormally increase^ during the time in

which the prices of jute and paddy wei^ttn the increase. Sir, we havg

been repeatedly tabling motions of this nature in this Chamber year

after year, but Government are adamantine not to bear the grievances

of the helpless tenants. The scarcity of money among the tenants has
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Already broken the legs of tenants. Over and above that the certificate

power given to landlords has begun to breaklhe very backbone at'ihis

time.

The unusual cost for service of sale proclamation and other processes

preparatory to the auction sale of a rfdyaii holding in a certificate case,

as also the amount Of interest decreed upon the arrears of rent claimed,

including an exorbitant fee to be decreed as compensation for the alleged

labour which the landlord’s officer is said to undertake for conducting

the case, are ruinous claims that finishes tenants’ little all in course of a
few months in all cases instituted under certificate procedure. I wish
to draw the particular attention of the Hon’Sble Member to a significant

point, e.g. t the short time during which the money decreed in a certi-

ficate case is realised from the tenant. When the decree in a certificate

case is executed upon a tenant who is unable to pay his full decreed rent

within a short period, the tenant’s little all including his dwelling

house and ploughing cattle are first seized by the order of the Certificate

Officer; and it is often found that by such procedure, only a portion of

the decretal amount is realised. The unfortunate tenant cannot even

take shelter in court for realising his dwelling hut and ploughing

.bullocks for want of cost of conducting a claim case, though he is

entitled to release them according to law. The remaining portion of

the decretal money serves only to put up his entire holding to auction

sale which is generally purchased by the landlord at a very nominal

value which is far below the real value of the holding. Sometimes the

sale price is so ridiculous that the llon’ble Membcr-in-charge will

hesitate to believe it. Sir, the unfortunate tenant thus having been

deprived of his hearth and home turns into a day-labourer or a beggar

and his holding thus increases the area of kfulmar lands of his landlord.

Such cases arc not rare in elakas where certificate power has been

granted to the landlords. Sir, big officials who count their salaries liy

thousands month after montL, may not believe these tragic events but.

Sir, I can assure this House that if the Hon’ble Member in charge of the

Revenue Department condescends to accompany me to go to the country-

side, I may show him numerous examples of these tragedies in my own

district as well as in other parts of the province. If he goes to the

locality and observes the misery of tenants, tears would roll down bis

face and he would return to the metropolis with a heavy heart. I can

give the Hon’ble Member the names of several villages, in my district

in which such oppressions were committed under cover o! certificate

procedure. In fact, in areas where certificate power has been granted*

the whole procedure in a case, from beginning to end is done so promptly

and summarily that the landlord realises the tenants’ last pound of flesh

in land in a few months.

On the other hand, when a suit for arrears of rent in a teminiorf

elafui, where no certificate power has been granted, is filed, and a decree
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is paased, the landlord has to wait for at least a year's time or some-

times isnore than this, for the realisation of the decretal money. Thus,

to hi^great relief the tenant gets at least one or two crops during the

pendency of the rent execution case in a civil court. Thus, the

wretched tenant gets twofold advantages in time of his extreme suffer-

ing, ».#*, anyhow he manages to meet his two ends together; and, on

the other hand, he can pay up his arrear rent as much as he can, by

harvesting and selling his crops in the meantime. In fact, certificate

powers granted to the landlords would only augment the amount of

suffering of the helpless tenants. Landlords sometimes say that they

are also suffering owing to the less realisation of rents from tenants,

but can their sufferings be compured with those of the tenants? Since

after the economic depression, the sufferings of tenants beggar descrip-

tion. Last year in the month of Baisakh
,

I went to a tenant to see

how he was passing his days. I saw him eating raw potatoes with his

little children. I asked him why he was eating raw potatoes. He
replied that by eating raw potatoes he could check his hunger for a

longer period. I ^ould usk the landlord group of this House, if any

one of them had eaten raw potatoes to mitigate his hunger. They have

not shared even a micioscopic fractional part of the sufferings of

their tenants. I can show that in every village a number of tenant*-

have been rendered homeless and landless. But can the landlord party

show a single instance where a znnindary has been lost for arrears of

revenue? If any zemindary has been lost, that is lost not really for

arrears of revenue, but for his unearthly enjoyments and luxurious

habits which made him bankrupt perhaps from before the time of

depression. Sir, to my utter grief, I can name a landlord having

certificate power in my locality who has purchased elephants even a few

months ago, when the country is still under the iron grip of economic

depression.

In other provinces such as the Punjabf the United Provinces, etc.,

rents were remitted to Jhe extent of 50 per cent, or so, but alas, we the

accursed and benighted tenants of Bengal cannot expect to get such

remission. Jute is the principal money crop of the cultivators of

Bengal, and it is the unusual slump of the jute market that has brought

ruin upon the lenauts.

Sir, since after the permanent settlement the tenants' rents are so

abnormally increased that they are now unable to bear the heavy

burden of their rents. The House perhaps remembers that I have

repeatedly mentioned that tenants' rents have been increased more than

200 times the actual revenue in certain mahals.

The other day from the speech of my colleague. Haji Badi Ahm*

Chowdhury, I came to learn rhct wen in a temporarily-fettled estate
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which we are glad to call khas mahal
,
the raiyat'g rent has come up to

thirty rupees per acre. In my own parganah (Alapsingh), the average

rate of* tenant's rent is not less than six rupees per acre, while the

landlords pay roughly four annas as revenue and two annas or so as

cess per acre. May I not call such enhancement of raiyati rents as

plundering tenant’s money under the cover of a lawless lawP We the

tenant’s representatives in this vaulted Chamber have repeatedly

appealed to Government through this House for a substantial reduction

of tenant’s rent, but in vain.

In these hard days if the tenants can anyhow maintain themselves

with the yield of their land, they are unable to pay tbeir rents at the

same time.

Mr. PRESIDENT: Order, order. Maulvi Sahib, you need not

labour that point. You better confine your remarks to your motion.

You tabled your motion to discuss the undesirability of a too free

investment of landlords with certificate powers. You should develop

your arguments on that line. *

Mairivi ABDUL HAKIM: Sir, I was describing the conditions in

which the poor tenants were living.

Maulvi 8YED MAJID BAK8H: Sir, is not the mover in order in

showing that the zemindars are not exercising their power in a proper

way?

Mr. PRE8IDENT: Order, order. 1 never said so. Maulvi Abdul

Hakim may now try to develop his arguments according the direc-

tions I have given him.

Maulvi ABDUL HAKIM: Sir, I am glad to find that Rai Bahadur

Keshab Chandra Banerji being himself a zemindar has broughtsmpnilar

motion to show the unjustness of the certificate powers being granted

to landlords in these hard days. This goes a great way to show that

the miyats have really fallen into a quagmire. It is meet and proper

that instead of granting certificate power to landlords, the Government

•should take such steps for the reduction of raiyati rents in

Bengal, as was taken in the Punjab, the United Provinces and other

provinces. It is no use flogging a dying horse. If any rider does so,

I must call him a congenital idiot. If Government do not discontinue

the grant of, or withdraw, certificate powers, I may affirm that it

would cause such a widespread disaffection and consequent unemploy-

ment among the countless millions of the agricultural people as may
threaten the" peace and tranquillity of the country for ^ever. Govern-

ment should always think that theJe countless millions are the veil

i
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powenbehind the throne and a wise and considerate Government should

always See that these countless millions should not be driven into dispair

and Naamployment.

Sir, the number of educated unemployed persons though not very

large has already become a sort of menace to the country, and I can

assert that millions and millions of hungry tenants, if rendered home-

less and landless, may one day run amok, and surround the houses el

landlords with the cry “Give us bread or land.” I warn the landlords

beforehand not to exploit the tenants with the help of certificate powers

and invite such a melancholy hour as may banish peace and tranquillity

from the country for ever.

Sir, even in these hard days the landlords’ realisation of rents from

tenants is no less than 50 per cent, of the total rent. To give a concrete

example of the present day comparative realisation of rents by land-

lords and other agencies, I may say that in my parganah (Alapsingh)

the revenue is roughly Rs. 71,000 and the rent payable by the tenants

amounts roughly to Rs. 11 lakhs, ».r., the tenants’ rental has amounted

to an amount which is no less than 15 times the actual revenue of the

parganah. Even in these days of economic calamity the landlords of

my parganah are realising no less than 5 lakhs of rupees unnually from

the tenants, t>., the landlords realise even now more than seven times

the revenue of the jmrganah. 0

Mr. PRESIDENT: Maulvi Suhib, you are off the rails again.

Maulvi ABDUL HAKIM: Very well, Sir. I would omit this

portion. (Laughter.)

Sir, the collection charge in Government kha$ mahah is generally

not more than 10 per rent, of the total rent. A tenant is to get an

enhancement of rupees 25 per cent, from his under-tenant. Not to

speak of the rate of realisation in kha» mahah can these landlords not

come down to a percentage of at most 50 per cent, realisation as profit or

colledfUn charge over the revenues they actually pay to the.Government?

The revenue per acre in my parganah is roughly four annas.

Mr. PRESIDENT: Maulvi Sahib, you are again treading on

forbidden grounds.

Maulvi ABDUL HAKIM: Very well, Sir. As the tenants are pay-

ing such heavy rents, is it not unjust or rather inhuman to grant

certificate powers to the landlords for exploiting the tenants? May we

nat get the ordinary time that is generally given by civihoourts in rent

execution cases for paying our decretal rent in lieu of the excessive

rates of rent that are imposed upon us?

In conclusion, I may say that the question of reduction 6f tenants*

rents in Bengal has become overage.
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Mr. PRESIDENT: That matter is miles away from your motion.

Mtlflvi ABDUL HAKIM: Very well, Sir. I think it is high time

for Government to pass an ordinance

Mr. PRESIDENT: Order, order. You may now resume your seat.

Raja Bahadur BHUPENDRA NARAYAN SINHA, of NtsWpnr:

Mr. President, Sir, I am sorry that I cannot make anything out of the

speech of the mover, or rather I am unfortunate, as I could not follow

the arguments put forward hy the mover of this motion
;
nor am I able

to grasp the real intention of this motion. He has hopelessly failed

to make any impression upon this House. At first, my friend, the

mover of the motion, said that because certificate powers have been

granted to landlords, the tenants have got to pay interest at a higher

rate. Probably, this is one of his chief arguments. But, I can inform

my friend that in certificate procedure cases, interest at the rat^ of

only 12J per centum per annum is charged; whereas the civil courts

allow as much as 25 per centum per annum by way of damage. So, it

will be teen that in certificate procedure cases the interest charged is

only half of what is, so often, sanctioned by the civil courts,
»»

Sir, the object of utilising the certificate procedure is to ensure the

prompt and easy realization of rents; there is no question of oppression

as outlined by the mover. On the other hand, if a tenant withholds

the payment of his rents, the certificate procedure provides that he is

made to pay his rents as early as possible, which means benefit both to

him and to the landlord. In any ease, from whatever point of view

the question is considered, it is not desirable to have recourse to the

dilatory methods of civil courts, inasmuch as an action in a civil court

spells considerable delay, annoyance, and expense to the landlord and

more especially to the tenant.

Sir, my friend has further complained that in certificate procedure

cases no time is granted. Prom my personal experience of the state

of affairs I cun say, perhaps, without any fear of contradiction, that

sufficient time i* always granted according to the pecuniary condition of

the tenant. It is not correct to say that a tenant has to pay all his

dues or rents immediately the procedure is set into operation
;
the fact is

that the Certificate Officers consider very carefully the circumstances of

each case and allow such time as would enable the tenants to pay up,

with the least possible trouble to them. But what about the procedure

followed in the civil courts? It is often ruinous for the tenant to have

recourse to civil courts. There rent suits—like all other kinds of sails

—are delayed beyond measure owing to congestion of work, the parlies
f
are harassed a good deal, and thp tenants have to pfry an a4 valorem
pleader’s fee. In a certificate case,* a tenant has to pay annas. 8 to
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B®* 1 #f;Ihe case may be, towards tbe cost for pleader or^gent, whereas
la a r*at suit, he will have to pay the qd valorem pleader’s fees. But
even Iwe the tale of woe does not end ; the poor tenant has to pay other
charges over and above the court-fee, the incidental expenses (including
perquisites), and so forth. So, in the long*run, he has to spend money
many times over his real rent realisable by the certificate procedure.
Is it not, therefore, a good thing for him to pay up his rent under the
certificate procedure?

Sir, I agree with my hon’ble friend that if one has to pay all his

dues at one time and in one instalment, then it is a matter of hardship
to him. But what I do submit to this House, Sir, is that under the
certificate procedure one has not got to pay up his dues at one time and
in a single instalment.

Sir, the mover of the motion has referred to the resolution of Haji*
Badi Chowdhury. My friend Haji Badi Ahmed Chowdhury has said

that in temporarily-settled estates the rent is enhanced to the extent of
cen|. per cent, by the assessor of the Government in determining the
valuation of the holding. This has nothing to do with the zemindars.
A landlord is allowed by the law not to enhance more than 2 annas in the
rupee in the course of 15 years. So the accusation against landlords is

not justified. Sir, the mover has said that Rai Bahadur Keshab
Chandra Banerji has already brought in a similar motion for discussion

by this House; but the motion which has been brought forward by the
Rai Bahadur relates to the question of tbs realization of cess by Govern-
ment and that motion has nothing to do with the motion before the

House now. I, for one, cannot make out how he has got that idea in his

mind. I am sorry that the mover has made such a mess of the whole
thing and misled the House of the true position of affairs. On the
whole, I can assure you, Sir, that the certificate procedure is a better way
for the realisation of rent than the Civil Procedure Code from the point
of view of the tenant. In the civil court one has to pay the lawyers'
fees and many other miscellaneous expenses which are ruinous to the

tenants. With these words I oppose the motion.

Mr, 8ARAT KUMAR ROY: Sir, it is not true that the

zemindars are too freely invested with the right of enforcing their rent

demands under the Public Demands Recovery Act. .Such privileges are

given to a landlord only when he can satisfy the authorities on many
important points.

In the next place, there is hardly any difference between the execu-

te of a certificate and that of a rent decree of the civil court—except

that in the latter case, the tenants can protract the proceedings, causing

material injury to^he landlords.
#

Moreover, Sir? landlords enjoyed $ar speedier methods of realising

their rents in #ie early days of British rule. They could then attach

n
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the tenant*’ moveables without even applying for the same to afiy officer

of law. The rent laws of 1869 and 1869 repealed these prcvisionslrot

gave a substitute in the shape of distraint. But the law of 1928 Repealed

even this last-mentioned right. And the result has been that landlords

are finding extreme difficulty in realising rdhts. They cannot now pay

their land revenue punctually according to kistg and many of their

estates are being put to auction. This is causing havoc among the

landlords, many of whoiq are well-nigh ruined. Sir, the situation that

nowjprevails justify rather the application of stringer laws for recovery^

of rent.

'!> anf informed that in estates managed by Government* eases, are

not rare in which tenants who at first neglected to pay tbeh* rents,

speedily came forward as soon as they were threatened with the execu-

tion o£ a certificate demand against them. This shows, Sir, that it is

not a fact that in every case the tenants are unable to pay. But on the

othw hand, it may be safely presumed that they take undue advantage

of tinis economic depression and the leniency of their landlords and sit

idle. Moreover, there is outside propaganda to influence them for with-

holding payment. So it is not so much their inability but such things

as I have just referred to that account for non-payment of rent in most

cases.
fJ*,

Therefore, I submit thal instead of restricting the application of

the Public Demands Recovery Act, the situation calls for its extensive

application in the field.

I therefore oppose this motion.

* Maulvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN: Sir, l do not know whether I

should speuk ufter the authoritative assurance that has been given by .

the Raja Bahadur of Nashipur that the certificate procedure is & far

better procedure and far more conducive even to interests of the

debtors than the ordinary
'
procedure through the civil court. I think

he gave the assurance on behalf of the Hou’ble Member in charge.

This question was raised in this Council last year filso and there seemed

to be some sort of agreement in the House that the certificate procedure

should not be applied too frequently. Under sefction 58A of the Bengal

Tenancy Act a landlord in an area in which the record-of-righta hat

been finally published and is maintained, can apply for the application

of the certificate procedure so far as the recovery of arrears in his estate

is concerned, and in such case Government hat* to allow

such applications. The only thing Govlrnment can do

is that it can specify certaiu tertns and conditions on which
- inch

4
applications can be granted. Therefore, as *the J*w *

« stands, we cannot say th$t the practice of investing landlords with

powers of certificate should be discontinued altoget^fr^ jrheeoaljTway*

in which Government can restrict a too frequent application of thhf
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piwAw is by laying down and enforcing certain "stringent rules.

One nf tny zemindar friends has said that that is always done. *But my
friend Maulvi Abdul Hakim has drawn a very harrowing picture of the
ditgts* which the tenants of certain estate are suffering on account ot
a drastic application of the certificate procedure. I also know of a
certain estate in which there was a tremendous agitation amongst the
tenants on account of the very drastic and unscrupulous application of
the certificate procedure. In view of the^fact that the certificate pro-
cedure is a- summary procedure, if a landlord is not very scnfpulnua^Jie
can

^<
?

°* harm to his tenants. Questions which are adjudicated
upojt'tnihe civil court are not entered into in the oertificMe^rof%clure.
But I do .not mean to say that ail landlords are unscrupulous and are
liable to apply the certificate procedure to the detriment of their
tenants. There are landlords and landlords and in certain estates there
has been some misuse of the powers given under the certificate proce-
dure. Therefore, it is incumbent upon Government to see that this

certificate procedure is not too frequently applied. I do not say that
the certificate procedure is a procedure which is altogether bad. It has
got its merits; there is no doubt about that. So far as the recovery of
Government dues are concerned. I think the Public Demands Recovery
Act has worked satisfactorily on the whole, but as the zemindars are
now being invested with the powers under the Act rather too frequently,
there have been abuses in several cases. I may remind the House that

^
the Hon hie Member who was in charge last year, gave us an assurance
that this matter would be looked into and if it transpired that there were
real cases of hardship. Government would certainly see whether more
stringent rules might l>e laid down to restrict the investment of zemindars
with these powers, I do not know whether Government has since
^X^mined the position and whether Government has revised the policy
of investing the jfiimiulart with these powers.

Maulvi SYED MAJID BAK3H: Sir, I cannot aspire to have that

eloquence with which the mover of the motion has spoken, but what I

am trying to put before you is to show that certain practical difficulties

arise in the application of the certificate procedure when some of the

zemindars who are granted powers under the certificate procedure apply
to the certificate courts under the Public Demands Recovery Act. We
have experience every day and we find that sometimes real injustice is

done for winch there is no remedy, and in view of that I submit that

my friend's motion has certainly got something to be said in its favour.

F#r example, if a landlord having acquired certificate powers sues in a

Oirtificate court under the Public Demands Recovery Act for "arrears- of

rent, the Yarfy provision in that Act about his liability is that undeJ*

* aectSm #*wie* ftere is a denial of liabilities, then and then only be
v
efm contest thl* claim. But rent is not so simple a debt as aaj&rdinary
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debt. An ordinary debt is a very simple thing arising out of obliga-

tion either upon a bond or similar other liabilities. Rent has an addi-

tional difficult}" of being connected with land and its obligations are so

/Varied with respect to a particular case that it is beyond the capacity

of a simple certificate court to see them and act according to them.
Therefore, when a 'tenant appears before the certificate court and wishes

to put In his objection, he is precluded from the remedies given to him
under the Bengal Tenancy Act. Under the Bengal Tenancy Act if he
has some money demand against the landlord, he can put it as a set-off. *

In the certificate court he cannot do that : he has got to submit to the

certificate filed and if he wants to set off that demand against his own
he has got to go to the ordinary civil court and sue the landlord which
means a long procedure against the landlord who is in a better position

to fight the case than the plaintiff. But in the certificate court the

landlord, executes the certificate, has a speedy decree and realises his

rent. This is one of the difficulties which the frequent grant of certi;

ficate powers to landlords entails upon the tenants. Then, there is

another difficulty—I am entering into legal technicalities because I

find the Hon’ble Member will not let me go unless I give him sufficient

reasons so far as legal technicalities are concerned. Formerly, the

Certificate Act was made use of merely for the purpqge of recovering

money which was due to the State or some such authority akin to the

State. There was an amendment of the Public Demands Recovery Act
when it was thought that the landlords should be given powers under
the certificate procedure. It was then that the provision as regards

annulment of encumbrances was introduced, but the annulment of en-

cumbrances waS a very difficult and cumbrous procedure under the w

Bengal Tenancy Act. None in the civil court without vast experience

can deal with these things. An ordinary Deputy Magistrate entrusted

with the speedy disposal of cases is not the proper person who can deal

with these questions. Moreover, when a man contracts to take land
from a landlord in lieu of the payment of rent, he ought to have his

choice. If he finds it unprofitable, he ought to be able to give up the

land and not pay the liabilities thereof. In lieu of the liabilities, he
ought to hare the power and right to give up the land to the landlord.

Under the certificate procedure he cannot, because the landlord under
the certificate procedure never thinks of the laxd. The landlord at

once proceeds to attach the moveables of the person and realise the dues.

I agree with persons who know laws that rent is a personal liability as

well as a liability of the holding itself and they are inseparable. Even
in rent decrees sometimes moveables are attached. But the practice

which is in vogue all over the province is that when there is a i%nt

decree, the landlord generally realises the rent by attaching ^the land^
‘

* whereas under the certificate procedure he can attach tht moveables.

Therefore, there is an inherent difficulty but not ia|f*tlce, I should * *

say, ancLa technical difficulty for the tenants to meet the landlord’s case.
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I know, Sir, that the landlord too has his dues, and I do not deny him
his duos, but if he has his dues I also have my dues, and I must also

have my say and such say is impossible ta» have in a certificate court ahL
it will be possible under the civil court. Much has been said on thi»'

^poiut by my friends, and I do not want to add to them. I support the
motion, Sir.

* *

(At this stage the Council was adjourned for 15 minutes.)

(After Adjournment.)

(Mr. Deputy President was in the Chair.)

Babu HEM CHANDRA ROY CHOUDHURI: Mr. Deputy Presi-

dent, Sir, I am sorry Maulvi Abdul Hakim has exhausted his breath

bver a wrong question and a great part of his speec h is 1wised on wrong
information and want of knowledge about the conditions attached to the

granting of certificate power and also about the execution of certificates.

Sir, Maulvi Ahdul Hakim is under a misapprehension, that by granting

the power of certificates to the landlords the tenants are left at their

mercy. For his information and for the information of the House I

would refer to notification No. 4794 of the 12th March, 1929. In this

notification Government have stated some terms and conditions to be

observed in respect of applications under section 158A of the Bengal
Tenancy Act. Under these terms and conditions Government reserves

its power io withdraw certificates if it is found that any of those

conditions and terms are violated. There are several conditions, but I

want to draw attention to one of those and it is this : that the requisition

for certificate shall ordinarily he filed within the first three months of

the agricultural year and shall include all the arrears up to the end of

the previous agricultural year which are lyit liarred by limitation; not

more than one certificate shall be filed in respect of one tenant within

the agricultural year and no damage under section 08 of the Act shall

be claimed under the certificate. Sir, in a rent suit the landlord is

entitled to claim 25 per cent, damage, whereas in certificate cases, as

the condition provides, the landlord is not entitled to more than 12| per
cent, per annum. There are also some other things which are beneficial

to the interests of the tenants, for example, legal costs. Those who
have any experience of the working of the civil courts must know that
in case of rent suits the costs sometimes become equal to the claim of
tly suit and sometimes even exceed that amount and in case of a rent

execution, if the decree-holder has to appoint a pleader guardian for
4 the minor judgment-debtor, as in some cases they have to do when a
judgment-debtor dies and his heirs have to be substituted in execution

cnees, cost dften becomes so excessive that the judgment-debtors, are very

hard hit. Taking into consideration the cost of the pleader's guardian
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and that o! the pleader's fees for the rent suit and execution of the

decree, process fee, postal charges for sending notioee to the judgment-

debtors, it will be found that the cost in rent suit is much higher and
sometimes it becomes so heavy that the judgment-debtors are compelled

to part with the land in suit. The certificate is not therefore an evil

to thefanout and in a great majority of cases it iB rather beneficial to
^

their ioRbrests. Sir, another objection or grievance raised by Maulvi
Abdul Hakim is that in case of rent execution the judgment-debtor gets

much time to pay the decretal dues, whereas in the case of certificates

the tenants do not get sufficient time to pay certificate dues. I must
tell him that the charge is baseless for in every case the certificate officer

invariably allows sufficient time to the judgment-debtor if he finds

cogent reason for doing so. From whatever experience we have in

these matters we may say that the judgment-debtors have very little

genuine grievance against the working of these certificate courts.

Under these circumstances, if the power of certificate be withheld, T
believe the tenants will suffer more than the landlords, though it cannot

be denied that certificate procedure is also helpful to the landlords in

realising their rents more speedily. That is also in a sense helpful to

the tenants, because if they are allowed to sleep over and their dues

grow for three or four years, it becomes very difficult for them to pay at

a time; on the other hand, if they know that if they do not pay their

dues regularly, the landlords are entitled to file a requisition for certi-

ficate against them, they will he more regular in their habit of paying

ttheir landlords’ dues. I would refer again to some of the terms and
conditions in respect of applications made under section 158A. One of

the conditions is that the Collector or any of her officer deputed by him
for the purpose will have power to inspect the accounts of collections

and arrears maintained by the applicant landlord. There is a grievance,

whether it is genuine or baseless, that the landlords often realise abwab
from the tenants, hut if power for filing requisition for certificate be

granted to the landlords, the Collector will have power to look into their

realisation papers and there will be a check on the realisation of abwabs
if there be any such practice. There is also another condition that the

certificate procedure shall not be treated as a normal method of realising

rents; the applicant landlord must make proper arrangement in his

village (rutchery for the local payment of rent by the tenants; hence,

it should not be presumed that if once the landlords are empowered with
power of filing requisition for certificate, they will not have to try to

realise rent amicably. The Collector is empowered to compel or direct

the landlords to realise rent from their tenants amicably as much cat

posmble. Only in those cases where the tenants willingly or purposely .

.withhold payment, the landlords are allowed to asik for issuing a certi-

ficate against those tenants. Under these circumstances, there is no
legitimate grievance en the part of the tenants against granting of
power for filing requisition for certificate to the landlords. 4
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MlMfvi ABDUL HAKIM: May I make a personal explanation, Sir.

My frifcad has said that I have not sufficient knowledge of the subject

matter of my motion. But in that connection I would request him to

go to iny district and then he would be able to learn what is going on

ihere and how miserable is the life of the tenants who are suffering

from this too free investment of landlords with certificate po#fcfjgS

Kali CMDADUL HOQUE: Sir, nobody denies that the certificate

procedure is a salutary measure and that it can be applied with

advantage to the tenants
;
we have no difference as to that, but I simply

ask whether the time is opportune now for the application of the

procedure when the country is passing through a crisis and when

thousands of our people are dying from starvation in the rural areas,

and are ill-fed and ill-clad— is that the proper time for the application

of the certificate procedure? Sir, some of my friends have said that

until and unless certain conditions have been fulfilled, the certificate

procedure is never resorted to, but that is only u formal matter. The

question whether certain conditions are fulfilled or not is to be judged

by certain persons according to their standard, irrespective of the

condition of the people against whom that certificate procedure is going

to he applied. It has also been said that time is granted and that

recovery is made by instalments. Sir, time is granted no doubt, but

what is the duration of that time? Il is only for two, three or at most

four days. Are two days, three days or even four days sufficient for

the tenants to find money for the payment of their rent? That is simply

absurd. Then my friends have said that to go to civil court is a costly

affair and the tenants reap much advantage from the certificate proce-

dure. Yes, Sir, the tenants may derive some advantage, hut not always.

You place this engine of oppression in the hands of some tahrildart and

these tahsildar

$

perpetrate untold zoolum on the poor tenants, but do

Government make proper inquiry into such matter? The Hon ’hie Sir

Brojendra Lai Mitter in his speec h has referred to the certificate case in

Rangpur; perhaps lie referred to the Kasimbazar Raj Wards Estate

which has now been brought under attachment under section 9D of the

Cess Act. In this connection he said that without the issue of a single

certificate Government was able to realise an enormous sum, but I say,

Government should be ashamed of the conduct of the officers who have

been employed for the collection of these

Mr. DEPUTY HtiBIDIMT: Kaii Sahib, please restrict yourself

to the undesirability of a too free investment of landlords with cefti*

finale power; wo have already dealt with the motion to which you pro

referring. d< *
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Kari EMDADUL HOQUE: I Had no occasion to reply to the

Hon’ble Member when he referred to this matter and that is why I am
incidentally referring to that now.

Mfa DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I think you had better restrict your^*

self tcAhe motion under consideration.
*

Kazi EMDADUL HOQUE: The Hon’ble Sir Brojendra Lai Mitter

also referred to one other thing. He referred to certain mischievous

propaganda which was carried on in the local areas with a view to

prevent the tenants from paying their rents. But I do not know.

Sir, whether any such mischievous propaganda is in fact being carried

on anywhere; at least, I must say with emphasis and confidence that

Bnngpur is immune from such propaganda, and I am glad that neither

the Hon’ble Member nor his Secretary has mentioned the name of

Bangpur in connection with any mischievous propaganda that was

carried on elsewhere asking the tenants to withhold their rents.

Mf« DEPUTY PRE8IDENT* Kazi Sahib, I would again request

you to restrict yourself to the motion under discussion.

K»zi EMDADUL HOQUE: The thing is that Sir, there is every

likelihood of the landlords und tahsildars abusing their power. We
have been in the locality, and we have examined many of the tenants

and heard from them that in numerous cases the tenants were put in

the lock-ups.

Raja Bahadur BHUPENDRA NARAYAN SINHA, of Nashipur:

Sir, the question we are discussing now is the undesirability of a too

free investment of landlords with certificate powers. How can the

question of tahsildars realising rent come up in this connection?

Kazi EMDADUL HOQUE: The question comes up in this way.

Tahsildars are appointed by you in order to make this collection
; and

as regards khas mahal Government appoint them for the purpose of

collecting of rent. Actually, it is the tahsildars who have to collect

this money and they perpetrate all sorts of zoolum and also realise

abwahs or illegal gain. Not only that, Sir. These tahsildars are in

the habit of sending for the tenants and putting them in their lock-ups

and keeping them in fear of punishment. To be more particular,

Government have indeed certain tahsildars for the purpose of collect-

ing money in Bangpur. They perpetrated all sorts of zoolum: they

realised abwahs not only by sending tenants to hajai of loch-up, but by

beating them, and for fear of punishment they had to pay and the
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payment was by no means voluntary as the Hon*ble Member Hae

visualised . I say again and again that in realising the dues all sorts

©I zoalum are resorted to, and in this way a huge sum is collected. If

any money has been realised it has been realised by sheer tyranny and

r
that with the connivance of the Government officials. With these

words I support the motion.

Tht Hon'ble Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: Sir, the motion

has been supported on two grounds. The first is that some unnamed
zemindar in some unnamed district has abused the certificate powers.

Now, Sir, how is it possible for any one to deal with a charge like this?

Which zemindar ,
in which district, when has such abuse of power by

the zemindar been brought to the notice of Government? Has Govern-

ment refused to take action? No such allegation has Wen made. If

the alleged abuses were brought to the notice of the Government and

Government did not think fit to take any action, then it might hnve been

necessary to bring a cut motion for censuring the Government. Under
section 158A there is the provision in the law that when an application

is made, terms and conditions are laid down by Government. Ruch
terms and conditions may be added to or varied by the liocal Govern-

ment from time to time as may be necessary. Were any facts brought

to the notice of Government by any hon’ble member rendering it neces-

sary to vary the terms and conditions? No. So far as I am aware, no

such case was ever brought to the notice of Government, and now under

the shelter of a cut motion a vague general charge is made. Well,

there may W zemindars who abuse their powers. But, the nature of

the charge does not call for any detailed reply.

The next point taken was that there are certain certificate officers

who cannot always appreciate the nature of the defence and it was said

that a set-off was not allowed or the Certificate Officer who is a Revenue
Officer does not understand legal defences. Now, Sir, if that be so,

that is an inherent defect of the certificate procedure itself. (A voice r

“But why are the zemindars expected to purchase P”)

Well, Sir, it is said that some Certificate Officers who are Revenue

Officers do not understand the technicalities and subtleties of legal

defence. My answer is, if that be so, then the whole law is bad, not

that it is an objectionable thing that a zemindar should be invested

wjth powers of certificates. I can well understand the argument that

by the grant of certificate powers to zemindars there has been oppression

and hardship, and therefore certificate procedure should not be extended

to the zemindars. I can understand that position ; but* that is not th8

base on thft motion. If Certificate Officers are ineompetent to do their

work, they fjR 4

o

it lftdly even if zemindars are not given the privilege.
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There is nothing in that point. Then, the hon'ble member who spoke

last said, in his enthusiasm, that hundreds of people ar$ dying of

starvation and therefore this is not the time for issuing certificates.

How many hundreds are dying of starvation and in which district?

Was this fact ever brought to the notice of Government that hundreds

of people are dying of starvation in a particular district ? We kitow,

Sir, that the right of interpellation is lavishly resorted to in this House.

Was any question ever put to any department of Government that

hundreds of people are dying of starvation in a particular place, and

what steps Government is taking to save their lives? We have been

sitting here for some days, but no such question was ever asked; and

now in a fit of enthusiasm he comes out with the statement, irrespon-

eible statement, that hundreds of people are dying of starvation. That

in itself shows the desperate nature of his case. Then, he said that

Government tahsildars perpetrate all manner of zoolurn. Now, Sir,

even as regards that, in which district did the Government tahrildar

do such a thing? In respect of which tauzi did the Government

tahsildar perpetrate zoolurn on tenants in executing certificate pro-

cedure? Have any details been given? Sir, how is it possible for me
to answer these reckless charges, possibly made without the slightest

foundation and born of the heated imagination of the speaker? I

oppose this motion.

Maulvi Abdul Hakim’s motion being then put a division was taken

with the following result:—

Mm*, Kkaa Bakaiar Maalvi CmataMla.
Saaarji, Mr. P.

•arms, Baft* Praakarl.

ttaatfkari, Kkaa Bakaiar Maalvi Allaanamaa.

Bkavrikary. AMaJ Bkaai.

MakJm, Maalvi AMaJ.

MMaa, Kaal laiaial.

Maacafa, Maalvi MikammM.

AYES.

Kkaa, Kkaa Bakaiar Maalvi Maanam AH.

Kkaa, Mr. Matktm AH.

Kkaa, Maalvi TamisaMta.

Qaaaam, Maalvi Akal.

Bakmaa, Kkaa Bakaiar A. p. M. AMar».

Bay. Baka Amatyaikaa.

Bay, Baka HacMira Harayaa.

lamM, Maalvi AMar.

NOES.

ArtHar, Mr. B. «.

MM, Baka UHt Kamar.

M, Sal BaMk laraf BkaaBra.

BlM—ala, Mr. N. t.

Btaaiy, Mr. «. B.

Rasa, Mr. I, M.

Bkaatfa, Mr. A#m Samar . .

Bkaatkarl, Kkaa BakaBar MaaM
Mar, Br.k.i.

Inya, Mr. M. B.

Ikaa^ Safti ^SirayaaayS.

MaM.Mr.B.1.

pwaaM, m ftaa’Ma kawl S.

Bakaiar

BBikrM, Mr. «. R*

HHlai, Mr. 0.

BMW. Mr. P. R.

Naaaa, tlw ttaa’Mt Kkaa RaBrtar

Maim BR.4.M. V*

«. M* Kkaa

m.aubm.

MmMb* rr.s.m.
M«Mr. ». t. f

.

MMMr, Mm MaaWa SSp H|iaBra UU
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*

mg, i i. a.

ttwif, MBMMjo SrlsHootro, ol Katf«bu*r.

N«ta»tfb.*o Moo*Mo KhtDi Mr.

eoeitr.fr. Aatiii Mote*.

Bott, tlM NobHo Mr. B. B.

Bm, Mr. J. B.

Boy, Mm BooHo Mr Bijoy Prmi Magfe.

toy, Mr. toBrmtr Both.

Boy, Mr. Soroft AfM*r.

Boy BmmMnoI, BoB> Mom MoMnuMm BM BoMMor BMyt KMtar.
too, BM tofcM Afcafcoy K«M«r.
•oo, Mr. B. B.

Mofct, B«M Bofcaiar llipiMn NmyM, of

Moots, Mr. 4. W. R.

TBOMpOOO, Mr. W. M.

TovsoMl, Mr. M. B. V.

WMkor, Mr. B. L.

WikMooo, Mr. N. B.

WMMmo, Mr. A. Oof.

WotOlMOi. Mm Moo’Mo Bftr Mo.

The Ayee^being 1G and Noes 49, the motion was lost.

(The time-limit for the Demand was reached at this stage.)

The Hon’ble Sir Brojendra Lai Mitter’s original motion that a sum of

Be. 35,12,000 be granted for expenditure under the head “5

—

Land
Kerenne,” was then put and agreed to.

Adjournment.

The Council was then adjourned till 3 p.m. on Thursday, the 14th

March, 1935, at the Council House, Calcutta.
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Proceedings of the Bengal Legislative Council ysemhled under

the provisions of the Government of India Act.

The Council met ii? the Council Chamber ii^.vthe Council House,

Calcutta, on Thursday, the 14th March, 1935, at 3 p.m.

Present:

Mr. President (the Hon’ble Raja Sir Manmatha Nath Rat
CHOWimrHY, of Santosh) in the Chair, the four Hon’ble Members of the

Executive Council, the three Hon’ble Ministers and 97 nominated and

elected member?.

STARRED QUESTIONS

(to which oral answers were given)

Proposal for an Agricultural Institute at Daosa.

•00. Rai Bahadur 8ATYENDRA KUMAR 0A$: («) Is the Hon’ble

Minister in charge of the Agriculture and Industries Department aware

of the necessity of establishing a first class Agricultural College and

Dairy Institute in the Manipur Agricultural Farm without delay ?

(b) If the answer to (o) is in the affirmative, what steps are being

taken in the matter ?

MINISTER in charge of AGRICULTURE and INDUSTRIES

,
DEPARTMENT (the Hon’ble Nawab K. C. M. Faroqui, Khan Baha-

dur)! (a) and (b) Proposals for the establishment of an Agricultural

Institute at Dacca have been un<)er consideration for a long time, and

land was acquired for the purpose some years ago. Government lj^ve

not, however, been able to proceed with the project. A scheme for the

establishment of a* Dairy Section at the Dacca Farm with modern
• machinery and equipment for dairying as well as for experimenital

purposes was administraiively approved in 1929. In each case financial

stringency has prevented the scheme from materialising. *
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MmM tYED MAJID VAKSHl Will tb. Hon’ble Minister be

pleased to, state what is the amount required for proceeding with the

project fl

The Hon’ble Nawab K. G. M. FAROQUI, Khan Bahadur: Nine

lakhs non-recurring,.apd Rs. 1,20,000 recurring expenditure.

Manufacture of dairy by»prod«iets.

61. Ref Bahadur SATYENDRA KUMAR DAS: (a) tn the

Hon’ble Minister in charge of the Agriculture and Industries Depart-

ment aware— A

(i) that tea Qhest industry requires large quantities of casein glue;

and

(it) that casein glue and sugar of milk are dairy bye-products

P

(
b ) What steps, if any, are the Government taking to give an

incentive to learn the manufacture of dairy bye-products in Bengal?

The Hon’ble Nawab K. G. M. FAROQUI, Khan Bahadur: (a) (i)

and (it) Yes*

(b) No stop bas so far been taken in the matter.

Lead poisoning preventive measures.

02. Maulvi LATAFAT HOSSAIN: With reference to the reply

to clause (c) of starred question No. 152 put by Dr. Naresh Chandra

Sen Gupta on the 23rd March, 1934, that absence of preventive

measures increases the risk of lead poisoning, will the Hon’ble Member
in charge of the Finance Department be pleased to state the measures

that afe regarded to be preventive?

MEMBER in charge of FINANCE DEPARTMENT (the Hon’ble Sir

John Woodhoad): The following are considered the main preventive

measures

(a) periodical medical examination;

* (b) removal df dust oj^fume;

(c^ protective clothing;
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(d) Hu provision of suitable washing' facilities including soap

and nail brushes ; and ,*

(e) protection of food, drink and tobacco from contact with dust

or fume.

Lend poisoning oases in prifite-prstsss,

•83. Mnuivi LATAFAT H088AIN: (a) With reference to the

reply to clause (b) of starred question Jfo. 152 put by Dr. Naresh
Chandra Sen Gupta on the 23rd March, 1934, will the Hon'ble Member
iu charge of the Commerce Department be pleased to st^te whether
it is a fact that in spite of preventive measures being taken in tj*e

Bengal Government Press, lead-poisoning cases occurred in the said

Press P

(b ) Is the Hon’ble Member aware— ^
(i) that the conditions of the private presses are not so good as

in the Government Presses; and

(it) that no preventive measures are being takefci in the private

presses to minimise the risk of leadhpoisoning?

(c) Will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state whether the

following private presses have been inspected by the Factory Inspec-

tion Department during the last year:

—

(1) the Karim Bux Bros. Press,

(2) the Lai Chand & Sons,

"(3) the Baptist Mission I’ress,

(4) the Government of India Press,

(6)

the Edinburgh Press,

(6) the Dracon Printihg Press,

(7) the Kuntalin Printing Press,

(8) the Calcutta Phototype Press,

(9) the Calcutta Arts Studio,

(10) the Mercantile Printing Works,
4

(11) the Aryan Printing Press,

{12} the Modern Art Press,

(13) the Punjab Fine Art Press,

(14) the Rally Bros* Printing Press, and

(15) the S. C. Dutt A Co.
f
s Dalhousie Printing Pressf

(
(d) If the fjswer te*(r) isdn the affirmative, when were they in*

pected jmd with what result f **
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(e) tWill the Hon*We Member be pleased to state the symptoms that

aie esquired into by the Factory Inspection Department in detecting

the lead-poisoning cases?

{/) Is it not a fact that a regular jnedical examination is carried out

at present in the Bengal Government Press?

(g) If so, do th^Government intend introducing the same system

with regard to the private presses? If not, why not?

MEMBErf in oharge ot COMMERCE DEPARTMENT (the Hoft*bln

8ir John Wnodhead): (a) No case of lead-poisoning has occurred in the

Bengal Government Press since the four cases reported in my reply to

starred question No. 152 put by Dr. N. C. Sen Gupta on 23rd March,

1934.

(b) (

t

)
Measures are in force in the Bengal Government Press

which were not required by the Indian Factories Act, 1911, or the

Rules thereunder.

(u) Under the Indian Factories Act, 1911, the preventive measures

prescribed in Part II of the Schedule were applicable only in the

case of women and persons under eighteen. The position is the same

under the Hazardous Occupations (Lead) Rules, 1935, framed under
*

the Factories Act, 1934. The draft Bengal Factories Rules, 1935,

recently published for criticism, prescribe certain preventive measures

for all workers whose work involves contact with lead.

( c ) and (d) A statement is laid on the table showing the dates on

which each press was inspected. No scheduled worker was employed

iu any of these presses during 1934 and in consequence there was no

occasion to enquire whether the special preventive measures pfescribed *

in Part II of the Schedule were being duly observed.

(e) The main symptoms are set out in Form L, the form of Register

of Medical Inspection of Schedule Workers of the Bengal Factories

Rules, 1928.

if) Yes.

(g) Under the Factories Act, 1934, the power to make rules appli-

cable to apy factory in which hazardous operations are carried on is

vestal in the Governor-General in Council.

Statement of inspections vnode by the Factories Department referred to

in d<*ue$ (c^ and (d) of the answer to starred question No. 63.

(1) Karim Bux Bips. Press (Anthony Bagan)—10th March and 16th

May.

, (2) Karim Bux Brof. J&ress (EntnWy)—lit and 2nir February, 16th

August and 6th October.
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(3) Lai Chand & Sons—3rd October.

(4) Baptist Mission Press—26tk October.

(5) Government of India Press (Temple Street)—9th July.

(6) Government of India Press (Hastings Street)—1st October.

(7) Edinburgh Press—23th November.

(8) Dracon Printing Press—5th February, l^th April, 8th June,

:27th July (two visits), 8th August and 2nd October. .

(9) Kuntaline Printing Press—24th May and 28th August.

(10) Calcutta Phototype Press—21st May.

(11^ Calcutta Arts Studio—22nd March, 30th May, and 23rd August.

(12) Mercantile Printing Works—17th April, 8th June and 27th

July.

(13) Aryan Printing Press—17th April, 8th June, 27th July and

2nd October.

(14) Modem Art Press—23rd August.

* (16) Punjab Fine Art Press—30th May. .
*

frt) Ralli Bros. Press—25th Mav, 29th J\\ne and 31st October.

(17) S. C. Dutt & Co.'s Dalhousie Printing Pi ess-— 12th April, 8th

June, 27th July and 2nd October.

Late Mhj Jyotirindra Nath Nandi, Deputy Superintendent of Police,

*f, ; Mymensingh.

•64. Babu KIBHORI MOHAN CHAUDHURfl (a) Will the

Hon’ble Member in charge of the Police Department be pleased to state*

the circumstances under which late Jyotirindra Nath Nandi, Deputy

Superintendent of Police at Mymensingh, was granted leaVe on average

pay from the 1st March, 1934?
**

(b

)

Is it A fact that the said officer applied for such leave on or about

the January, 1934, and that such leave was recommended by Major

Thomtis, i.m.s., then Civil Surgeon at Mymensingh, on the ground that

Vfcife^aml change of climate were necessary as he was suffering fiom

debilityfollo^ing hepatitis but orders granting leave tf?8 not reach him

uutfl 27th February, 19:14? / .

( r

)

Ts it u fact that leave on -average pay when sucli leavers due

4b an officer doq* not require examination by thjfcMedical Board under

the'hules? ; ^

• (d) Is it a^lact thatTear* average *pay was due Ur the said*

officer late Jyotirindranath Nandi when he applied fbr iu^i leaved
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(®) Jt th® answer to (d) is in the affirmative, will the Governmeat
be pleated to state why the said officer was asked to appear before the
Medical Board and who is responsible for this?

(/) Will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to lay on the table a copy
of the report of the Medical Board and the statement of the case of
illness by the Civil Surgeon ol Mymensingh with which the

said officer was asked to appear before the Medical Board?

(g) Had the said officer had to go to the interior on such duty on
the 17th December, 1933, nnd returned to the headquarters on the 21st
December, 1933, Wing laid up with high fever which continued for 7
days and that he was ill for 2 weeks and whether he was ut that time
under the treatment of the Sub-Assistant Surgeon of the Police Hospital
and latterly Major Thomas, Civil Surgeon?

(/<) Had the said officer again an attack of Pharyngitis with cough
and fever on or about the 4th January, 1933, which again continued
for about a week?

{ * ) Will the llon’ble Member be pleused to state whether it is a

fact that the officer never resumed his duties after the leave granted
to him from the 1st March, 1934, and that he died on the 26th Affcffeh,

1934, shortly after he was relieved on leave on the 2nd March, 1934?

(/) Is it a fact thut the said officer was an able and experienced

officer having joined Government service as a Sub-Deputy Collector in

1919 and Wing appointed Deputy Superintendent of Police in 1921?

(/ ) Will the Hon’ble MemWr W pleased to institute a thorough and
searching inquiry into the whole matter and ascertain— w

(*) whether the delay that took place, viz., of about* % months
in grunting leave to the said officer could have Wen avoided;

and

«4f0 whether the said delay and uppearance Wfore Medical Board
may have caused injury to him in his weak state of health

and hastened his death?

(/) Will the Hon’ble MemWr W pleased to state

—

V*) what remedial measures Government propose to take ia^Aba
# matter; and

{

i*

i ) what i^teps Government propose to prevent a

such thing* in the future?
** s'

• \

recurrence of

yiCfBER 111 ohargt of POLICE DEPARTMENT (tho Hotl’Mo
Mr. R. Hr Vtoitf): (a>?and (b) The late Babu Jyotiriadri Nath Nandi**
Deputy Su|*erintendent of Police, Mvmensingh, submitted Un application

on2nd January, 1934, for leave Jbr 3 months f^om 15|J> January, 1934, or
from the date on which he migKl he relieved. The application reached
the' office edf t§p Jnspector-Generai of Police on jlfith January, 1934.
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Tha Superintendent of Police recommended the leave on medical
groundt. The late Deputy Superintendent of Police was asked cm 22nd
January, 1934, to appear before the Medical Board at Calcutta which
he did on 6th February, 1934. In the statement of the case which the
Civil Surgeon furnished 4o the Board, he stated that the applicant was
in need of leave, his health being in a bad state owing to debility fol-
lowing hepatitis. The Medical Board recommended the grant of
3 months’ leave to the officer. The leave application «j| then sent to
the Accountant-General, Bengal, and on receipt of his re'port it was sub-
mitted to Government with a recommendation that it should be granted.
At the same time the Superintendent of Police, Mymensingh, was asked
to allow the Deputy Superintendent of Police to proceed on leave in
anticipation of formal sanction. The application was received by Gov-
ernment on 24th February, 1934, and formal orders grafting the leave
applied for were issued on 28th February, 1934. It appears that the
officer instead of proceeding on leave at once, waited till 2nd March,
1934, to receive his pay for February, 1934.

(c) Tinder the rules it is open to the administrative authority oon-
cerned to decide, when an application on medical grounds has been
nutde to him, whether the applicant should go before a Medical
Board.

(d) Yes.

(e) This was done in accordance with Subsidiary Rule 222.

(/) A copy of the report of the Medicul Board and the statement
of the case of the late Deputy Superintendent of Police are laid on the
table.

(g) This officer was on tour in the interior from the 17th December,
1933, till the 21st idem, and it appears from his tour diary that he was
attacked with high fever on returning to Mymensingh and suffered
from fever and jaundice during the X'mas holidays. The -'Sub*
Assistant Surgeon states that he attended the Deputy Superintendent
of Police on one occasion only, on being called in. Later, he advised
the Deputy Superintendent of Police to consult the Civil Surgeon which
he did.

(h) Government have no information on this point.

(») The officer died on 26th March, 1934, while on leave.

O') He was not considered fit to puse the 1st efficiency bar.

(4) (») and («) Government are unable to see any necessity for—oh an inquiry. If the case had been shown to be urgent die fules
provide a procedure for the immediate grant -of leave. But no such
urgency was represented in the application for leave.

* 0) 0 ) and (<*) None are necessary as the existing rules
ample provision for urgent eases.

*"
* & *
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Statement referred to in the reply to starred question No, 64 (/).

'W

ICbdical Certificate^ under arttoOr 829, Civil Service- RBGiiLATidjrs.
*

We do hereby certify that, according to tfib best of our professional

judgment, after careful personal examination of the case, we oonsiibr

the health of Jyotirindra Nath Nandi to be such as to render leave of

absence for a period of three months absolutely necessary for his recovery

(in extension of the leave already granted him).

D. P. Goil, Col., i.m.s.,

Surgeon-General \eith the Government

of Bengal,

President, Civil Medical Board at

the Presidency .

«F. I). Sandek, Lt.-Col., I M S.

Illegible, Lt.-Col., i.m.s.

Place—Calcutta,

Date—5th February, 1934.

Statement referred to in the reply to starred question No. 64 (f).

Statement of the case of

Name—dyotirindranath Nandi.

Appointment—Deputy Superintendent of Police.

Age—39 years.

Total service—14 years 10 months.

Service in India—14 years 10 months.

Previous periods of lea%e of absence on medical certificate—Nil.

Habits—^Regular.

Disease—Debility following Hepatitis.

jj; T. H. yhomas, Major, i.m.s., Civil Surgeon of Mymensingb,

after careful personal examination of the case, hereby certify that'

Mr* Jyotirindra Nath Nandi is in bad state of health «and I solemnly

and sincerely declare that according to the best of my judgment, a

period of absence from duty is essentially necessary for the recovery

of hie health end recommend that he may be grlnted three months'*

leave. % ,

|

Members.
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>|bu KISHOR I MOHAN CHAUDHURI! Doe. the Hon’ble Member
think that the administrative officer concerned exercised reasonable dis-

cretion, in detjinjSt the officer for a month when the Civil Surgeon recom-

mended thfj leave on the 25th January, and expressed his opinion that a

period of absence from duty is essentially necessary for the recovery of

¥ health and recommended that he may be granted three months’ leave ?

The Heit’ble Mr. R. H. REID: Yes, but the Civil Surgeon never

wanted that he should have leave all at once.

Babu KI8HORI MOHAN CHAUDHURI: When there was the

recommendation of the Civil Surgeon and when he expressly applied for

leave from the 15th January, was iL necessary that he should have stated

that he was unable to work any more and required the leave immediately?

*
The Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID. The officer applied for leave from

15tli January or from the date on which he might be relieved. That is

the j^oint.

Babu KI8HORI MOHAN CHAUDHURI: He stated distinctly that

he required leave for three months to recoup his health

Mr. PRE8IDENT: Are you repeating the same question?

Babu KI8H0RI MOHAN CHAUDHURI: No, Sir.

Mr. PRESIDENT. What is your question, please?

Babu KI8HORI MOHAN CHAUDHURI: My question is, when he

distinctly stated that the leave was necessary, and the leave was recom-

mended by the Civil Surgeon, why was he detained for a month?

Mr. PRE8IDENT: That question has already been answered by the

Hon’ble Member.

The Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID; 1 should like to explain the case out-

aide the Council Chamber if that would be satisfactory to Kishori Babu.

Babu KISHOftl MOHAN CHAUDHURI: That will satisfy me.

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS

(answers to which were laid on the table)

Ishurdi-Pabna Road.

81. Dr, JOGENDRA CHANDRA CHAUDHIfRii («) With
‘ flference Jo the construction of the Ishurdi-Pabna Road will the
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Hon’ble Minister in charge of the Public Work* Department be

pleased to state— *• -

(1) whether it is a fact that trenches for i^e ^fubdation jfct pipe

culverts were cut in February last, i.e. f long before the

commencement of the work, without collecting nectary
materials and that the work was completed in June ladt;

and

(ii) whether a public representation was submitted to the Govern-

ment about this matter? If so, with what result?

(b) Is it a fact tkart old bridges on this road have not been full^

renewed but are simply being patched up? If so, w*hy?

(c) Is it a fact that jungles, etc., only on one side of this road have

been cleared and jungly trees on the other side have been left intuit

P

If so, why?

(d

)

How much has been spent on the clearing of the jungles up to

date?

(c) What will be the road way of the bridge over the river

Ichamati at Pahna and the amount estimated as the cost of this bridge?

(/) What is the amount spent up to date as travelling allowances

for the supervision of this road for

—

(/) the Superintending Engineer, Northern Circle,

(2) the Executive Engineer, Kajshahi Division, and

(J) the Subdivisional Officers of the Public Works Department,

Pahna?

MINISTER in oharge of PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT (tha

Hon’ble Nawab K. C. M. Faroqui, Khan Bahadur): (a) (?) No.

(tt) Not on the matter referred to by thejlon’ble Member.

(b

)

Three of the bridges will be remodelled utilising their existing

abutments or piers which are strong enough to carry the speciflfd load

of 12 B. 8. Unite. t

(c) Trees were cleared on one side according to the sanctioned

estimate to allow for widening the road, and were left on the other

side 40 give shade.

4d) Rs. 2,664-3.

SjpJ Minimum 18 feet.

JWie ^detailed estimate has not yet been prepared. A provision of

Rs. 41,000 in lump has been made in the sanctioned estimate.

(/) (1) Superintending Engineer—Rs. 946.

(2) Executive Engineer—-Rs. 1,012.

(3) Subdivisional Officer, Pabna Subdivision—Rs. 1,27B.
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&
Rftrrrr^ •tlon of H||toytl Commission on the Inland fttaam

t
m * % • Navigation.

**

* 32. Maillvi MUHAMMAD FAZLULLAH. (a) Has the attention of

the Hon’ble Member in charge of the Marine Department been drawn to

the reports of the Royal Commission under the head “Inland Steam
Navigation* * appearing at pages Nios. 182 and 183 of the report in which
the following recommendation was made:—

4<
In India according to the statement furnished to us by the River

Steam Navigation Company, Ltd., the men work on an average

7 hours a day and 49 hours a week. We regret that the

evidence which we have obtained is insufficient to justify our
reaching any definite conclusions regarding the conditions of

employment in this industry which require a more detailed

investigation than we were able to give. We recommend that

such an investigation should now be undertaken by the Govern-

ments of Bengal and Burma. Among the questions to which
attention should be directed are the working of the present

system of recruitment and discharge, the possibility of direct

employment and direct payment in the case of lower ratings,

wages, hours, conditions on board and the arrangements made
by the steamer companies for members of the crew who have
been put ashore owing to sickness while away from the place

of engagement?”

(b) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, will tl^ Hon'ble
Member be pleased to state whether any action has been tijken to give

effect to the said recommendation?

(c) If no effect has yet been given to the recommendation will the

Hon’hWMember be pleased to state the reasons for such unusual delay

ji giving effect to the recommendations? ^

(d)J)o the Government now propose to give effnnro ttie recom-
mendation? If so, liow and when?

*r(e) Is the Hon’ble Mem tier aware of a feeling that exista.among the

employees of the R. S. N. & I. G. N. and RaHway Co., Ltd., the
condition of their employment in the inifestry r

(f) If the answer to (e) is in the affirmative, what action, if any, do
the Government propose to take te* ameliorate the condition of

'

the
steamer employees? s.

{(j) Will the Ifon’ble Member be pleased to state whether the

steamer companies are competent not to give effect to the recommenda-
tions made by the Royal Commission? If so, under what circttm-

Ita^pes?
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MEMBER ill charge of MARINE DEPARTMENT (tho Hon’bls Sir

Jollfl (a) Yea. 4^*
(b), (c), (d) and (g) The recommendatioB e| tie Royal Commission

was duly considered and it was decided that nostafege m the existing

system of recruitment, discharge or payment is at present feasible or

necessary. The conclusion was also reached that the conditions of

service, wages, house of work and othe^ arrangements for the crews of

inland vessels are not unsatisfactory.

(e) I am not aware of any general feeling of dissatisfaction amongst,

the employees Q&ihe R. S. N. and I. G. N. aqd Railway (Jq>, ^Ad.

(f) Does not arise.

Wages of crows in the Joint Steamer Company’s services,

33. Maulvi MUHAMMAD FAZLULLAHl (a) Is fli* fion'ble

Member in charge of the Marine Department aware of the very unsatis-

factory wage conditions of the crews employed in the Joint 8tagmer

Company’s services ?

(h) Is it not a fact that the wages of the crews are Rs. 20 per month

but in practice their wages vary from Rs. 2 to Rs. 8 per month?

The Hon’bla Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: (a) and (b) No.

BUDGET GRANTS OF THE
GOVERNMENT OF BENGAL, 1935-36.

DEMANDS FOR GRANT.

Mr. Ni|RENDRA KUMAR BASU: Sir, before the discussion on the

next demaid for grant begins, may I, with your leave, ask for certain

information from the Finance Member with reference to the paper that

was circulated yesterday, namely, certain corrections in the Bengal

Financial Statement. What I want to know is that while it has been

shown that the receipts from revenue account has been by

Rs. 38,97#08y|lMi«*r the details given, I find “minus one laknf**tindM:

“IX—Registration”
;
that is to say, the receipts from “regiitfatiea

4 '

are now expected to be one lakh less than the Budget; but I find thltt

only last jreek, a supplementary grant for Rs. 63,600 was asked for Uftder

the head “Registration^. In the memorandum circulated in that con-

nection, it was stated that th#Budget provisions have proved inadequate

due partly to a large increase in the number of documents presented for

registration, including Bengal Tppancy Act operations, necessitating

entertainment of larger establishment and increased contingent expendi-

ture. What I want to know is that how has it happened that while the

income has fallen by a lakh of rupees in spite of the increase in the num- •

ber registered, the expenditure has increased by Rs. 53,600. This seems

to be anomalous.
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The Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: Sir, the Department of

Registration is not my concept ;
and I suggest that the Hon’ble Minister

in charge of Irrigation, whollealt with this case, may explain the posi-

tion.

Mr. NARBNDRA KUMAR BASUs May I, with your leave, ask tho

Hon’ble Minister in charge of Registration to explain the position?

Mr. PRESIDENT: Is it necessary to explain it now?

Tho Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. AZIZULHAQU^I shall explain

the matter when the “Registration” Budget comes up.
*

6—Excise.

The Hon’ble Sir BUOY PRA8AD SINGH ROY: Sir, on the recom-
mendation of His Excellency t lie Governor, I beg to move that a sum of

Rs. 17,73,000 he granted for expenditure under the head “6—Excise.”

Sir, as will be observed, the demand is higher by Rs. 1,55,000 over
the revised estimates of 1934-35. The explanation is available on page 31
of the Red Book. The increase is mainly due to reasons which are

beyond the control of Government, namely, withdrawal of emergency
cut in pay, which is responsible for an increase by about Rs. 57,000;
strengthening of the Detective Department, Rs. 14,000; increased pro-

vision for the cost of purchase of opium due to raising by the Gov-
ernment of India of the cost price from Its. 18-5 to Rs. 20-3, and so on,

and so forth. Sir, 1 explained to the House last year that we did

endeavour to accept the recommendations of the Retrenchment Com-
mittee as far as practicable, and, in fact, the ultimate saving that would
result from the acceptance of the recommendations of the Retrenchment
Committee would be more than Rs. 1,90,000, the amount recommended
by the Retrenchment Committee. The improvement in revenue that is

observed in the Budget is mainly due to the check on illicit distillation

and smuggling, hut slightly also to the improvement in 4be economic
situation. There is a demand for Rs. 14,000 for the CerftrafDetective
Department which has been formed in Calcutta mainly with the object of
controlling smuggling and illicit distillation. Rupees 4,000 for the
motor launch Sylvia, is also for the same purpose. Sir, it is well known
to the members of this House that the French possession of Chander-
nagore is a very suitable place for smuggling where the smugglers take
•helter, and to pursue them effectively, it is necessary that the Detective
Department should possess a motor launch. With this object in y&eur

this launch has been transferred from another department to this de-

. partment This accounts for an increase of Rs. 4,000.

Sir, there is a total increase in revenue of Rs. 3| lakhs under the
heads, “Country spirit” and “Foreign liquor prepared in India.” Thin
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increase has been partly counteracted by a fall in the revenues from

opium** hemp and other drugs. That has been due to economic causes.

The riduced prices of excisable articles varies from 14 to 27 per cent.,

the average being 17 per cent., resulting in an increase of consumption

of country spirit and Indian foreign liquor. The consumption of country

spirit has increased by 44 per cent, in Calcutta and its suburbs, and by

14 in the rural areas. The total revenue of Government has increased

by»»about o per cent, in place of a loss of 16 per cent, that we were experi-

encing last year. The improvement is mainly due to the reduction in

prices and also, as I said before, to the better arrangement for checking

smuggling andWKeit distillation. The price of liquor has been kept high

to discourage the drinking habit of the people as far as practicable.

Government policy is to keep the drinking habit of those who are already

addicted to it within t lie reasonable limit, and to discourage altogether

those who are not addicted to it. This policy is being followed. The
increase in the consumption of Indian-made rum and beer is also due

to a large extent, to t lie presence of troops in Bengal. Sir, last yea^,

I mentioned to this House that Government desired to give up the fixe<|*

fee system and to launch an experiment on highest bidding system. The
result was very interesting. In some places, the increase in licence fees

amounted to per rent., whereas the loss in duty due to a reduction

in price was only about 14 per cent. The total increase in country

spirit was IS *4 per cent., whereas in the non-experimental areas the

revenues fell by 15 per cent. Excessive bidding by monied outsiders

and the attempt on the part of the old licensees to retain their means
of livelihood led to very exorbitant biddings, and this resulted in reduc-

ing most of the shops to uneconomic investments. The danger was that

in most cases there was illicit practices, malpractices by the licensees to

make up the loss and also there was the danger of these bidders combin-

ing in future to keep away bona fide bidders. Sir, taking into considera-

tion all these facts, Government decided to stick to the fixed-fee system,

because it means satisfactory managemenf of the shops and a stable

Government revenue. So, as a result of the experiment, Government
have decided to come hack to the fixed-fee system instead of the auction

system
.

'

Sir, the Licensing Boards both in Calcutta and in the mufassal have*
worked quite satisfactorily. In the mufassal and in Calcutta, the

Licensing Boards regulated the site, the location, the number of shops

and the hours of sale. Sir, there is one danger which has just been

brought to the notice of Government, namely, that portable spirit or de-

natured spirit is being illicitly manufactured, and they are being sold as

foreign liquor. It is not only injurious to the health of habituals, but

is also dangerous from the point of view of Goveniment revenue. It i/
understood that this practice is not confined to Bengal alone, but the

department have already taken adequate steps to cope with the menace.
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Sir, there is another point to which I w6uld like to dfaw the attention

of the House in this connection, namely, the position of Excise as a pro-
vincial subject in the new constitution. It will be found that the posi-

tion of Excise will be practically the same as in the present constitution,
namely, it will be a provincial subject

; but in case of difference of
opinion or dispute between different provinces or between the centre and
the provinces, the matter would be referred to an interprovinpial council
which has been provided for in the Government of India Bill. Bujt I
venture to submit that this will not solve the difficulty which we are
already experiencing* even in the present constitution, in .spite of the
control which the Government of India are supposed ^r^naintain over
the provinces in connection with Excise. Sir, there are provinces which
are levying taxes or taking away taxes without any re^jfcence to the
sister provinces, and it has resulted in some cases in loss of Bengal’s
revenues. I am afraid, in the new constitution, the tendency of follow-
ing individual policies by the provinces would be furthermore accentuat-
ed, and it might lead to further complications which might ultimately
^danger the provincial revenue from Excise.

With these few words, Sir, I move the demand.

Motions for Reductions or Refusal.

Mr. MUKUNDA BEHARY MULLICK: Sir, I beg to move that
the demand of lis. 56,000 under the head 4

*6A—Excise—Superin-
tend#^®—Pay of officers—Other gazetted officers” be reduced by
Ks. 100.

f^ir, my reason for tabling a motion of this nature is, as I have
indicated, to draw the attention of the Government to the desirability

of making the apfH)intment of the Commissioner of Excise from
amongst the members of the Provincial Services. I must not be under-
stood to cast any aspersions upon any member of any other service,

much less ujnm the Indian Civil Service, but what I do say is that
when it has Iweu established as a policy that the natives of the soil are
to be appointed lo the higher administrative posts, it follows as a
matter of course that wherever possible and feasible, members of the
provincial services who have proved their efficiency and ability should
be given a chance of controlling their own departments.

I

Experience shows that in this country, membexg/sM^ the superior

civil services are considered fit for any appointment—magistracy, judi-

cial, revenue and secretariat—and they are posted to every department
in the province excepting that of Education. Now, Sir,

^
we all know

that before the Reforms of 1921, the post of Commissioner #f Excise
used to be held by a member of the Indian Civil Servioe. It was t&e
first Minister in charge of the Department of Excise in Bengal—I
Vefer to the late Hon’ble Nawab Nawab Ali Chaudhlui—who under-
took a considerable risk in choosing a member of the Bengal Civil Ser-
vice to fill this post of Commissioner. I say, he undertook considerable
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risk because of the opposition lie had to face from the Reserved side of

the Government. The officer who was chosen acted for some time and

was then confirmed. I hope it rmV npt be denied that his confirma-

tion after octing for some time shows . that his efficiency and ability

were proved and recognised. With fhe retirement of that officer as

Commissioner of Excise, a member of the Excise Service, then a

Deputy Commissioner, was appointed & act as Commissioner of

Excise, and another Deputy Commissioner also acted for some time in

the absence of his colleague. I do not know if they proved inefficient

or incompetent when placed at the head of the Department of Excise.

Now, Sir, youMcnow that no one is appointed us Deputy Commissioner

of Excise—or even as Collector of Excise—all at once. He is appoint-

ed 48 Superiwindent of Excise in the first instance, and in course of

time and on approved service, as an efficient officer, he is promoted to

a higher rank. If it is maintained that though an officer who has

given proof of his efficiency in that he has been promoted to the rank

of a Deputy Commissioner, does not enjoy any further confidence of

the Government to be placed in still higher positions, I respectfd&T

beg to differ from that view. If any particular officer i9 found inelP*

cient at that stage, what justification had the Government while they

promoted him from the rank of Superintendent of Excise? Again, if

one particular officer is found inefficient, put him back by all means;

but how i| the whole department responsible for it? Has not this been

done in the Co-operative Department where only a few years age, one

officer was found guilty, his conduct was enquired into and he was

removed from the post, but another officer was substituted in his place.

Sir, for this post of Commissioner of Excise and for those of the

Inspector-General of Registration and the Registrar of Co-operative

Societies experienced and efficient members of the Bengal Civil Service

were given some chance. I do not know why that principle should be

departed from. If it is once maintained that the members of the

superior civil services are the only able and efficient administrators then

it follows as a necessary corollary that there is no justification for the

introduction of the Reforms, and it follows a’s a matter of course that

officers of the Indian Civil Service who have been tried in various

branches of the administration and who have given unmistakable

proof of thei# efficiency as administrators by having been in the service^,

for over a quarter of a century are in a much better position to claim

to be in charge of the whole administration of the province without any

of the subject being transferred for being placed in charge of the

Ifinister*.

Without meaning any disrespect for any particular officer and with-

dbt costing any^reflection whatsoever, I venture to hold that the policy

of going backward is bad enough as it creates a very had precedent?

and I doubt riot that the Government will soon find their way to give a

gTealer recognition to the Provincial Services by placing their tried
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and efficient officers as the heeds of a9 many departments as ^possible,

especially as the head of the Department of Excise, namely, the Com-
missioner of Excise, which is ngur^Si point. f

With these words, Sir, 1 commend my motion td the acceptance of

the House.

Mr. 8. M. BOSE: Sir, I wish to oppose 4h$ motion. I think, first

of all, the Excise Department is a very small department with very

few officers. I think it is essential that4he control of the department

should he vested in a man entirely from outside. Fufther, the man
at the top has to deal with very important matters, such as Excise,

Salt, Match, and now Tobacco. I think it is also essential that-a man
of weight should be at the top; and it is well known that in thesmall

narrow circle of the Excise Department, there is friction and jealousy.

It is essential for the efficient working o{ that department that a

person unconnected with it, preferably a man fiom the Indian Cifll

Service, should be the Commi^ionpr. For these icusons, Sir, I am
entirely opposed to tlie motion.

The Hon’ble Sir BUOY PRA8AD 8INCH ROY: Sir, I rise to

oppose this motion and I do it on the following grounds.

The Hon'ble mover seems to think that the Indian Civil Service is

identical with foreigners, because he said that when (Government have
f

decided to follow the policy that the childien of the soil should be

trusted with the work of managing their own affairs, why should a

member of the Superior Civil Service be appointed, insteud of a

member of the Bengal Civil Service, or ot the Bengal Excise ^Service.

I might remind the hon'ble member that the children of the soil and

the members of the Superior Civil Service are by no means identical.

In fact, the present holder of the office—our Excise Commissioner—is

as much a child of the soil as any member of the Bengal Civil Service

or of the Bengal Excise Service, though he is a member of the Superior

Civil Service. So that argument is absolutely untenable.

Sir, wffien it was decided to appoint a member of the Bengal Excise

Service to the post of Excise Commissioner, it was never decided that

members of the Indian Civil Service or members of the

Bengal Civil Service would not be appointed to this post,

though the appointment was taken out of the cadre of the

Indian Civil Service; but it was leserved to Government to decide,

in the exigencies of public service, to appoint a member of the Bengal

Excise Service, a member of the Bengal Civil Service, or n member
of the Indian Civil Service. In the present case Government did t#
yo experiment with a member of the Bengal Excise Service, and, in

their opinion, the exigencies of public service demanded that a

member of the Superior Civil Service should be appointed to tfee poffc;
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but does not rule out the possibility of Government appointing a

member of the Bengal Excise Sendee or of the Bengal* Civil Service,

if they find it necessary or desixflkfc; *That is the reason, Sir, why a

member of the Suglierior Civil ServrtSr has d>een appointed, and that is

the policy which Government follow in this matter and propose to

stick to it.

Mr. Mukunda Behary Mullick’s motion was then put and lost.

Mr. S. M. BOSE: Sir, l beg to move that the demand of

Rs. 1,81,000 under the head “(iA—Excise— Superintendence
0

be re-

duced by Rs. 100 (formation of Central Detective Department).

Sif} in doing so, I would like to know the reason for the excess ex-

penditure under this head. Sir, in the actuals of expenditure under

this head of ‘‘Superintendence*’ 1 find that in 1931-32 it wus Rs. 112

lakfta
;
in 1932-3:1 Rs. lid lakhs; in 1933^34 Rs. 112 lakhs; the esti

mite for 1934-35 was Rs. 161 lakhs, and the revised estimate is

Rl. 184 lakhs; but the Budget for next year under this head is for

Rs. 5l6 lakhs, ?.<»., about Rs. 31,000 in excess of the revised estimate

for 1934215. I would like to know the* reason for this. At page 30

of the Red Book I find this note, vix., that “the increase under

‘Superintendences’ is due to the formation of u Central Detective* De-

partment to check the growth ot illicit distillation, mostly by the trans-

l fer of officers, etc.”

If this Central Bureau has been established by the transfer of offi-

cers, 1 do not see any reason why there should be an increase in ex-

penditure. I should like the Ifon’hle Minister to tell us whether this

extra expenditure has been justified by experience. Is he really satis-

fied that this extra money is well spent Y 1 would ulso ask him to in-

form us what staff’ has been taken for this purpose. If be can assure

us that this extra expenditure is well l)orne out by the results achieved,

I shall be only too glad to withdraw this motion.

The Hon’bto Sir BUOY PRASAD 8INGH ROY: Sir, 1 can assure

tbe hon’ble member that this increased expenditure is fully justified

by the results. Government did decide last year to start a Central

Detective Bureau to check illicit distillation in Calcutta and the

suburbs, and this has produced a very desirable effect in checking illicit

distillation and also in increasing the revenues of Government.

Sir, my friend has referred to the additional expenditure of

Bs. 31,000—I think I heard him rightly. (Me. S. M. Bose; Yes, it

i§ so.) (Jut of this, Rs. 14,000 has been earmarked for the Central

Detective Department and Rs. 4,000 for the steam launch Sylvia. If

is not possible off-band to furnish the other minor details, phich have

been provided for in the Budget, and to show how the bfiance of
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Rs. 13,000 is made up. But 1 shall presently show him from the

figures which* I hare got with me that the creation of the Central

Detective Department has pro$e& very successful. In 1934-35 the

department detected and seized 204 gallon# of wash. Next year they

detected and seized 357 gallons. In the case of tori it was 202 last

year; this year it was 177. When we turn to drugs, the department

detected 41 cases last year, and 89 this year. It has really been most

successful in checking illicit distillation, and, as I have mentioned in

my preliminary observations, the increase of Rs. 3$ lakhs of Govern-

ment revenue is mainly due to three causes, viz., better detection, slight

improvement in the economic situation, and the increase due to the

auction system, which was experimented on but ultimately dropped as

undesirable and uneconomic in the long run. I might aquuu the

House that Government ure fully satisfied that this expenditnjTVill

ultimately produce better results.

Mr. 9* M. BOSE: Sir, having regard to the expfaim^on of the

Hon’ble Minister I beg leave to withdraw iny motion, ,w

The motion was then, by leave of the House, withdrawn.

Rai Bahadur SATYA KINKAR BAHAMA: Sir, I beg to move that

the demand of Rs. 1,81,000 under the head ”GA—Superintendence”^

reduced by Rs. 100 (inadequate and inefficient superintendence).

Sir, I propose this cut not to censure the Government. My object

is to draw attention of the Government to the inefficient supervision in

the department.

«r, in spite of warnings from sages and seers of all ages and dimes

against intoxication, it has got into the marrows of humanity. The in-

dulgence in intoxicants lias got a tendency for tremendous growth;

begin with a dram and end in a bottle is a common saying. If this

habit is not controlled by society or the State the votary of intoxicants

very often runs down the bottomless abyss.

Sir, the object of the Excise Department, if I am not mistaken, is

primarily to put a healthy check on the propensity of the people for in-’

toxicants and secondly to derive some revenue out of it. The first

object is laudable—nay noble and worthy of a civilised Government.

But, Sir, it is much to l>e regretted that the working of the department

does not often drive towards that goal. The second object of revenue

has been made the prime object and the prime object of control has been

thrown into the lumber room—the room for storing uncared-for articles.

Sir, I am not au idealist running after impossibilities. I do hot

hanker for a dry Bengal. I look for moderation. So I would request

the Government to inculcate in the minds of the Excise officers that

modei^tian and not revenue is the first object of the Excise Depart-

ment*Jmd in the mind of the people that the declared policy of the
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Government is a control of the habit of indulging in intoxicants which

uncontrolled is the cause of the nffci of many valuable Hxf#nnd of many

substantial families.

Sir, the Excise Officers are occupied more with the location of exciSe

shops, more with better or bigger sale of intoxicants, more with the ac»

counts of the excise shops than with the checking of illicit distillation

of wine, or preparation of toddy, pachtcai and other fermented liquor.

It cannot be denied thut there are villages where distillation of wine is
*

going on almost openly, where hundreds of palms are tapped for toddy*,

where Scores of jars of jxichtcai are prepared and the inhabitants free*

ly indulge in those intoxicants and go home by the beggar's bush. The

excise officers do not care for or have no time to r are for checking the

inogtCtte. Though once an Excise officer in a joking and frolicking

spirfi iol^lne that the illegalities of those people were necessary to keep,

up the fire of tfrlfExcise Department. I cannot and do not believe that

a highly bivjlii^ Government can have such an unholy object in view.

I am raAer4nc|lned to think that this slackness of supervision is due

IMtFtl to"th# want of adequate number of officers than to any concealed!

Thin, Sir, the few cases of illicit preparation that are detected and

sent up for trial generally meet with varied derisions
;
for the same

offence one gets off with a fine of a few rupees and another is slut to

prison for six months. All this is due to the idiosyncracies of trying

Magistrates and want of a system in the Excise prosecutions. What-

ever untight be the cause, it cannot be denied that this takes uvtoiy much

fronA the dignity of the department and proves the unsatisfactory staj^

of things prevailing there. Then, Sir, there are only three officers de-

puted on prosecution duty. They are to look to prosecution casts i®

the four Courts—DanksHall Street, Sealdah, Alipore and Howrah*—and

to run all over the province to look to the uppeal cases. Under the

circumstances the limited number of prosecution cases and their varied

results are not to be wondered at.

As I do not believe that the Government has any love for this slack-

ness in supervision, to eud this undesirable state of things, I would

venture to suggest some mending operations for the consideration of

the Government:—

(1) For better and closer supervision the poets of Superintendents

should be abolished as was recommended by the Retrench-

ment Committee, and the districts placed in charge of In-

spectors, each assisted by three or four Bub-Inspectors,^

This I hope will increase efficiency in supervision and at the*

same time introduce economy, the greatest need*>f jjie pro-

vinoe at present. When U' districts, are- already charge *
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of Inspectors, the other 16 districts, I think, can be safely

Pftt in charge of them. Two of the biggest and most iat

portant districts—Midnapore and Chittagong—were for long

years under the charge of Inspectors whose efficient services

were highly appreciated by Government.

(2) As it is eminently a Technical Department and is now a closed

service, all higher posts should be filled, not by direct

recruitment but by promotions, and the promotions should

be by merit and not by seniority. Promotion by seniority, as

is the case in other departments, often takes away * the in-

centive for better work from meritorious officers.

(3) For uniformity of derisions in prosecution cases there should

be one Central Excise Court in Calcutta and one Excise

Magistrate for each district as is the case in the United

Provinces and the Punjab.

(4) That the services of one Pleader should he retained in each

district to conduct prosecution cases and that thtf* rained
Pleaders he helped, if necessary, by any of the officer? (Im-

puted on prosecution duty, in complicated and appeal rases.
ff

If my suggestions he favourable considered, I hope some improve-

ment in supervision can he effected.

With these few words 1 commend my motion to the House.

The MttfMt Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY; Sir, I confess
tj^at I found it rather difficult to follow the hon’ble mover and I would
try to reply to only those points, which were quite audible to me. First
o! all tjm hon ’hie member levelled a very general criticism against the

Sfeyh&tendents of Excise, I may tell him and the House that
superintendence is quite good on the whole considering the magnitude
of the problem and the vast ness of the country. The recent establish-

ment of the Central Detective Department, as I have just mentioned,
has certainly brought down the figure for illicit distillation or smug^jf
ling, and Government propose on the results of this experiment to ex-

tend the system to other parts of the province, if necessary.

The hon’ble member said that Government should impress on the
Excise officers that moderation and not revenue should be the policy.

I may tell him that that is the policy which Government do follow.

The policy is maximum revenue for minimum consumption, and Gov-
ernment have not decided to depart from that policy.

The hon’ble member also alleged that illicit distillation is going on
openly^ in Some places, fciir, I admit that the staff is not quite suffi-

cient, andJnf order to check illicit distillation further I shall have to

come Wthia House for a much larger demand than Rs. 17,73,000. The
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House ii wry critical about increase in the cost of establishment. In

feet, thoepeaker before the hon’ble mover did criticise *this demand

on the lame ground. If tbe House would be agreeable to allow more

money to be spent on staff and detection, I am sure Government could

devise means for controlling illicit distillation to a much larger extent.

The hon’ble member suggested that there should be a Central Court

in Calcutta for trying Excise cases and there should be one Special

Magistrate in each district to try Excise cases. I do not know if he did

try to find out what the expenditure would be of such establishments.

Probably they would increase the cost of establishment by a very large

percentage.

His other complaint was that there were different sentences in differ-

ent Courts in cases which were practically of the same nature. This

depends entirely on the trying Magistrate and Government cannot con-

trol the sentences. Uniformity of sentences would be very desirable,

but we have to deal w’ith human elements and that is a difficulty which

is insuperable.

The hbn’ble member further suggested that Government should do

avray with the posts of Superintendents and leave the districts in charge

of Insjiectors as was recommended by the Retrenchment Committee.

I may remind him that that was uever the recommendation of the Re-

trenchment Committee. The Retrenchment Committee did suggest

that the number of Superintendents should be reduced, some of the

Excise charges should be amalgamated and some of the districts should

be left in charge of Superintendents. Government did examine those

proposals and had accepted them as far as practicable. I am inclined

to think that if the Rai Bahadur’s suggestions are accepted, the effi*

ciency of the Excise Department as regards Superintendence and con-

trol would deteriorate rather than improve. The Superintetita&| ar§

more responsible officers than Inspectors, and they are expected i&
play greater sense of responsibility to approach the question from a

%ider point of view than Inspectors. In these circumstances Govern-

ment find it difficult to accede to the request made by the mover of tbe

Mfttion.

With these few words I oppose the motion.

Rai Bahadur Satya Kinkar Sahana’s motion was then, by leave of

tbe House,^withdrawn.

(Tbe Council was at this stage adjourned for 15 minutes.)

(After Adjournment.)

Mttllvi TAMIZUDDIN KHANS Mr. President, Sir, I beg to move—
“That the demand of Re. 1,81,000 under the head *6A—Excise— #

Superintendence—Administrative establishment’ be reduced %y Re. 100

(Government policy regarding salt manufacture m Bengal).” .
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The issue I went to raise is the policy of Government with regard

to salt manufacture in Bengal. Sir, I rise to move this motion noi

without some hesitation because the Hon’ble Sir John Woodhead in

his speech last year said that this question descended upon his head

annually like an unwelcome nor’ wester, and I do not like to harass

him unnecessarily over this matter over and oter again. I also feel

some diffidence in moving this motion because I find that all the

stalwart champions of previous years seem to have been warworn

and to have receded from the field of battle. Yet, Sir, the question

is of immense importance to Bengal. The House knows very

well that we in Bengal consume salt to the value of about a

crore of rupees annually. Therefore, if this vast quantity of salt,

could have been manufactured in Bengal, it would have been a very

good thing for this province, and in that view of the matter I think

the question bears repetition.

We know that salt is manufactured and successfully manu-

factured on a commercial basis in other provinces in India,

for example, in Karachi, Tuticorin and also in Aden. Now,
Sir, the question naturally arises that if salt can be manufac-

tured successfully on a commercial basis elsewhere, why can

it not be done in Bengal? This question was discussed threadbare

by the JKon'ble Sir John Woodhead last year. The House may
remember that, we in Bengal labour under peculiar difficulties so far

as the manufacture of salt is concerned. Salt is nowadays manufac-

tured generally in two processes; by the rays of the sun, i.e., by solar

evaporation, and by boiling the brine. So fur as solar evaporation is

concerned, we in Bengal are at a special disadvantage on account of

Its meterologieal conditions. It was pointed out that in Bengal the

the suitable season for the manufacture of salt lasted only for about

8 months—from November to February. Therefore, the time available

fo#Abe manufacture of salt under this process is so very short that no

concern can expect to be successful commercially if it chooses thi|

method. The other method of manufacturing salt, viz., by boiling brine,
1

has also got its own peculiar disadvantages in Bengal. Experience hga

shown that if salt could 1h» manufactured successfully in Bengal, it Ctftt

only be done by a combination of both these methods, namely, evapora-

tion as well as boiling. Then, again,
,
there is another difficulty. The

briue that is available in Bengal is not of a concentrated character;

it is poor in its salt con tents. This is also a factor whicl has to be

taken into account. In view of these difficulties, when this question

was raised last year, the Hon’ble Sir John Woodhead gave us a very

interesting point of view. He referred to the manufacture of salt in

Burma in a very interesting way. It was stated that in Burma salt

‘ was successfully manufactured not from brine but from some-brine beds

Underneath the surface of the earth. If pits are dug a* few feet below

the earth, them is to be found a concentrated strata of brine and out of
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that sailann be manufactured successfully. On that occasion Sir John
Woodhead gave a promise to this House that he would request the

Government of India to send a special officer to Bengal to examine
whether there were such strata on the sea coast of Bengal and if there

were such strata, whether salt could be manufactured successfully from

the same. So far a&Jhat is concerned I do not like to say what I have

just heard from the Hon’ble Member. I leave it to him to make the

statement that I know he will make before this House. I think if

his statement last year was interesting, the reply which he will give

Unlay would be startling, but I do not like to divulge anything more
of this statement which I am sure will be made by Sir John Woodhead
on this point. If that method is not found to be feasible in

Bengal, the question is—In what other way salt manufacture elm be*

encouraged in Bengal? The other question iR ubout the establishment
"

of warehouses in certain centres in this province. So far ns the ware- 4
house idea is concerned, the Ilon’ble Sir John 'Woodhead was not very

hopeful as we know from his lust year's speech. He then said that he

would yet explore all possibility of establishing warehouses in Bengal

and examine whether such a scheme would be at all successful. In

answer to a question put to the Hon’ble Finance Member early in

this session of the Council, on the 22nd February, he said that the

sanction of the Government of India had been obtained to the estab-

lishment as an experimental measure of two warehouses. One at

Contai in the district of Midnapore, and the other at Cox’s Bazar, in

the district of Chittagong. The warehouse ut Contai has already been

started and it was proposed to proceed with the Cox’s Bazar portion of

the schem^ in March, 1935, if experience of the working of the Contai

war^ipuse by that time showed that the experiment had a reasonable

gjppflg^t of success. In this connection I would only like to ask u few

questions of the Hon’ble Member. The warehouse at Contai has l>een

j^tablishejjj.soine time since, and I think that some experiments have

already been earned out there. We want to know how far that

experiment has proved to W successful or whether the experiments
v
that may have hitherto Wen held are sufficient to lead to a definite

conclusion, so fur as the working of the Contai warehouse is concerned.

As I have already said, the Hon'hle Member observed that a warehouse

at Cox’s Bazar would W established some time in March, 1935. We
are now in the middle of March, 1935, and I want to know what is

going to be done or what has Wen done regarding the establishment

of this warehouse at Cox’s Bazar. Sir, one thing strikes me in this

connection. Even if the warehouse at Contai has not proved to be

successful, my question is whether that is a sufficient ground to give

up the idea of establishing a warehouse at Cox’s Bazar? The condi-

tion* in both these places may not be identical and therefore the failure #

of a warehouse, at Contai does not necessarily mean that a warehouse

at Cox’s Bazar also must necessarily be unsuccessful. I do not like
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to labour thin point any further. I realise that the Government of

Bengal is not unsympathetic to this proposal. Members in this House

in the past adversely criticised the attitude of the Government. It

was said that the Government was in reality interested to see that the

salt manufacture should not be successful in Bengal, because it was

indicated that Government did not like the ideSPfcf a competition with

the Liverpool salt manufacturers. At present, however, no salt comes

to Bengal from Liverpool and all the competition that exists is with

the salt that we got from Karachi, Tuticorin and particularly from

Aden. Therefore, Sir, it is unreasonable to accuse the Bengal Govern-

ment that it is unsympathetic to this question. My last word to

Government is that they being sympathetic, they should explore all

^fusibilities as to whether the manufacture of salt can be successful
k *in Bengal. It is a question of vital importance. As I have already

it said, if successful experiments could l>e carried out it will mean great

possibilities to the people of Bengal. With these words I commend

my motion to the acceptance of the House.

Dr. NARESH CHANDRA SEN GUPTA: Sir, I have every

sympathy with the mover of this motion; but I am afraid he has

failed to take account of certain facts. The salt duty was imposed

some years ago and ever since that time we have Wen receiving a

grant from the Government of India, and although it has Wen stoutly

denied on behalf of the Government of Bengal, this grant was given

primarily for the purpose of developing the salt industry in Bengal.

The Government started with denying their liability and when that

denial was met with certain amount of discredit *iu legisla-

ture, Government at last Wgan to think of doing tuPqpthing for

the salt industry, and last year Sir John Woodhead was good jMpugh
to give us a promise of making certain advances towards thinking

about the possibility of having salt manufacture in Bengal. In the

meantime, while the Government is thinking, the opportunity is

ping out of our hands. The point where Maulv! TOiniiuddin Khan
seems to be in error is to be in supposing that it is any good in urging

on the Government to do anything like what he says now. The
psychological moment for starting efforts to develop the salt industry

was when the protective duties were in force and the Government of

India gave us money for the purpose. But that moment is well-nigh

past. The speech of the Finance Member in the Legislative Assembly

makes it perfectly clear that although the protective tariff has remained

for the time being it would perhaps not survive another Budget. At
this time it would he hardly any use making any experiment on the

footing that the protection will continue. So if the Government is

really serious about developing the salt industry in Bengal, it has got
‘ to think of ways and means on the footing that the salt duty does not

exist, and I trust that if the Hon'ble Member proposes to promise ns

anything, it will be a promise on those tines.
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Mr. AMANDA MOHAN PODOAR: Sir, in reply to a question of

my frieni Seth Hunuman Prosad Poddar on the 22nd February last, the

ETon’ble Sir John Woodhead said: “The sanction of the Government

yi India haa since been obtained to the establishment, as an experi-

mental measure, of two warehouses—one at Contai in the district of

Midnapore and the dther at Cox’s Bazar in the district of Chittagong.

The warehouse at Contai has already been started, and it proposed to

proceed with the Cox’s Bazar portion of the scheme in March, 1935,

if experience of the work of the Contai warehouse by that time shows

that the experiment has a reasonable prospect of success.

The question was also referred to the Board of Industries under the

Bengal State Aid to Industries Act. Local investigations were^im|j^

by the Industrial Chemist and the Board have reported that there ift

no possibility of the manufacture of salt on comprehensive lines as a

cottage industry in Bengal.”

Sir, though we do not find much for encouragement in the above

statement of the Hon’ble the Finance Member, we are prepared to wait

for a reasonable period to see how the experimental measures of the

two warehouses fare and would ask the Government to consider favour-

ably the applications from other non-official concerns for the manufac-

ture of salt.

I would in this connection draw the attention of the House to a

serious impediment on the development of this particular industry in

Bengal. Those who are interested in salt manufacture in Bengal

know how^htu nun-provincial suppliers are trying to consolidate their

position i* fffcmgaK which will effectively prevent the development of

the industry in the province. It is known that since 1931-32, when

the Indian industry received protection, imports of foreign salt into

the B&ngal market has been rapidly declining, and this (with Bihar

jpqpl OrissNMmLAieanB is by far the most important market of imported

salt. ^ ' v

Kince September last, a “Salt Marketing Board” has been fanned

by the manufacturers in India and Aden for supplying salt to the

Bengal market. Its object is to eliminate foreign imports and to

organise Indian imports in such a way that the seasonal demand may
be first satisfied and the price may be as near as economic price. A
control committee has been constituted in Calcutta to collect statistics

and other relevant information about the demand. On the basis of the

approximate estimate of consumption in Bengal and the adjacent areas,

that following quotas have been assigned to the producers of different

regions—Aden, 49:91 per cent, of the total supply; Bombay 3:74;

Okha, 12*20; Karachi, 23*27; Porbandar, 6*19: and Mom, 4d>9,

The agreement will last at the first instance for 3 years. Provi-

sions have been made to prevent the disruption of the Board when
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Aden k separated by arranging that othsr producers mM share a

part of the import duty to which Aden salt may be subjected at that

time.

Sir, it is apparent from the above that the infant industry in Bengal

is threatened with a serious menace of competition from the non-

Bengali producers. It is significant that no mehtion has been made

by the “Salt Marketing Board'’ about the prospects of development of

an indigenous industry in Bengal.

Sir, on the face of this I would request the Government of Bengal

to take adequate notice of this advent of the Board and take such

measures as may be needed to make the industry a success against this

>ve«te® interest. If the Government of Bengal are serious for develop-

ing the industry in the province, they should give ample facilities to

, the pioneers of the industry not only for preventing the drain but also

for relieving the unemployment problem.

The Hon’W# Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: Sir, this hardy annual

which I described last year as a nor’westcr is not such a violent nor’-

wester this year: it is rather refreshing than disturbing. I>ast year at

the end of my speech I made three statements. The first was that we
had Wen informed that in Burma salt was manufactured on a commer-

cial scale from brine pits, and that we had asked tbe Government of

India to depute an officer to examine the possibilities of this process of

manufacture Wing adopted in Bengal. 1 also said that it had baen

suggested that licensed warehouses should he established ^ith a view

to developing the manufacture of suit in this province nsijn^coti&ge in-

dustry, and that we were addressing the Government of Indian ti^at

proposal. And, thirdly, 1 promised to place the question of ike

manufacture of salt in Bengal before the Provincial Board of 'indus-

tries in order to obtain their views. Well, Sir, we wrote toEurma and
enquired about the process of manufacture from brine pits, which the

Bengal Salt Manufacturer’s Association assured us was followed in

Burma, and we were told in reply that that process was not followed in

Burma. That was the end of that line of investigation. We also

placed the matter Wfore the Provincial Board of Industries and they

came to the conclusion that there was no possibility of the manufacture

of salt as a cottage industry in Beugal
;
but they recommended further

investigations as to the possibility of devising a process of *inanu-

facture on a commercial scale by a combination of the methods followed

in Burma and on tbe Ooroinandal Coast. #

As regards the warehouse project, we have obtained the sanction of

the Government of India to an experiment and a warehouse was opened

in Centai in January' of this y*er. That espsrianantis net at the pre-

sent moment showing mmh hope of —oases lor the weep memo thet !
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ftrosirH lot year. As I pointed out at tkat time the difficulty is the

villager who is permitted to manufacture salt for sale in the Tillage

without payment of duty, obtains a better price by selling the salt he

manufactures to the local consumer than by selling it to licensed ware*

house—men who must pay a lower rate, because they have to pay

duty. So far as tbel^ontai warehouse is concerned, it is not, therefore,

showing much hope of success. But it has only been in existence for a

short time and we shall continue the experiment so as to give it a fair

trial.

Then, as regards the recommendation made by the Provincial Board

of Industries, we obtained from the Government of India the services

of two officers—one from Burma who is acquainted with the process^

followed in Burma—that is the ordinary process of a preliminary eva-

poration in shallow pans followed by boiling— ,
and the other an offi-

cer from Sindh who is acquainted with the process followed in that

province. In Sindh, salt is, I understand, manufactured from brine

obtained from brine pits. We have just received the reports of these

two officers but we have not as yet had time to study them carefully.

The officer from Sindh is of opinion that the manufacture of salt from

brine pita is not u practical proposition in Bengal. But the officer

from Burma seems to be hopeful of adopting in Bengal the process of

manufacture followed in Burma, particularly at a place in the Cox's

Bazar subdivision. 1 have glanced through his report, and although

he is somewhat optimistic, 1 was rather surprised to find this observa-

tion :
—

“If a selling price of 11s. GO per hundred maunds can l>e obtained,

a decent profit may be expected.”

My surprise was due to the fact that the price to-day in Calcutta is

about Rs. 50 per hundred maunds. It looks somewhat uncertain

whether £ price of Rs. 50 per hundred maunds will yield a profit, but

still we shall examine the report carefully with a view to deciding

what action can be taken to develop the salt industry on the lines

followed in Burma.

Sir, I think I have fulfilled the promises I made last year. We
are experimenting with warehouses, and although I am not car*

tain that the experiment, will be a success, still we will continue that

experiment for the necessary period to give it a fair trial; we shall cer-

tainly endeavour to make it a success. I also referred the matter to the

Provincial Board of Industries. Their report was not very hopeful,

but we have made the further inquiries they suggested. As I have

•aid, enquiries have been made by two officers. The officer from Burma

considers that conditions in Cox’s Basar approximate to those in *

Burma, and ‘he is of opinion that in that area prospects are hopeful.

On the other hand, as regards Oontai, he is not so optimistic.
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That, Sir, I think disposes of the chief points raised by MauM
Tamiruddin Khan.

Dr. Sen Gupta said that in all probability the additional salt d&y
would come to an end before long. The Hon’ble the Finance Member
to the Government of India made observations during his Budget
speech pointing in that direction and we certainly cannot proceed upon
the assumption that the additional duty will be permanent. In fact,

I would remind members that it was originally imposed as an interim

measure for one year and has been renewed from year to year since that

date. Members will also recall that it was reduced from annas 4-6 to

annas 2*6 two years ago. Again, I naed not remind members
that we have repeatedly protested most vigorously against this addi-

tional duty. If the salt industry is to be established in Bengal, it

will certainly have to be established, having regard to the possibility®

of the additional duty being withdrawn.

Mr. Ananda Mohan Poddar talked about competition from other

provinces. I do not know what solution he suggests, but I trust he
does not contemplate a special protective duty for Bengal alpne or any
other measure designed to protect the Bengal produce against natural

competition in India.

Finnllv, Sir, as I have said, we shall now examine the report of the
officer from Burma and see what further steps we can take to assist

towards the development of the salt industry in Bengal. Perhaps, Sir,

with this assurance, and in view of the action we have taken during
the last year, Maulvi Tnmizuddin Khan may be prepared to withdraw
his motion,

Maulvi Tamieuddin Khan’s motion was then, by leave of the House,
withdrawn.

Maulvi ABDUL HAKIM: Sir, I beg to move that the demand of
Its. 1,81,000 under the head “6A—Excise—Superintendence* * be re-

duced by Rs. 100 (inadequate pay of petty officers).

Sir, I have tabled this motion to draw the attention of the Hon’ble
Ministers the poor pay drown by the petty officers of the Excise De-
partment. Further, I might inform the House that ibere is no time-
•cale increment of salary for these poorly-paid officers. There are only
three grades for them, vis., R«, 20, Rs. 26, and Rs. 30. Tl^ two
main grievances from which they suffer are, firstly, the inadequacy of
pay, and secondly, the absence of a time-scale increment. Sir, in tM#
connection I might say that their lot should correspond to that of Abe
Assistant Sub-Inspectors of the Police Deportment. Like the Assist-

ant Sub-Inspectors of Police the minimum qualification for recruit*
men# of these petty officers is the passing of the Matriculation exaau-
aatiob> They are engaged either on patrol or on stationary ding. They
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are also-deputed to watch excise shops. Generally, they are recruited

from whet is known as the bhadrdok classes and their status may very

well be compared with that of the Assistant Sub-Inspectors of Police.

As regards promotion, an Assistant Sub-Inspector of Police is very for-

tunate because there is a rule in the Police Department that 50 per

cent, of the Assistant Sub-Inspectors are to be promoted to Sub-In-

spectorships, and these Sub-Inspectors are sometimes promoted to be

Inspectors if their stars are on the ascendant. But the petty officers

of the Excise Department are not usually promoted in this manner.

Their position is worse than that of the Assistant Sub-Inspectors of

Police as Excise Sub-Inspectors are generally recruited direct.

Then, Sir, I would like to draw the attention of the Hou’ble Minis-

ter to the word “officer”. These people are called “petty officers”, but

they are treated no better than peons and bearers. In fact, their

salary is very small—perhaps even smaller than that of a motor-driver.

I think, the Hon’ble Minister’s motor-driver is paid more than Rs. 29

or Rs. 25 a month. Having regard to their position, their comparative

respectability, and the circumstances under which they have to work,

I think the pay of these petty officers should be increased
;
and I hope

the Hon’ble Minister in charge will take pity on these poor creature#

and take steps for increasing their pay to a fairly equitable amount.

I think that it would be better to raise their salaries from Rs. 30 to

Rs. 40, with time-scale increments, as in the cuse of the Assistant Hub-

Inspectors of Police. With thes,» few words, Sir, I commend my
motion to the acceptance of the House.

The Hon’ble Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: Sir, I rise to

oppose this motion. The petty officers are divided into three grades,

vi*., Rs. 20, Rs. 25, and Rs. 30. The scales are by no means inade-

quate in the opinion of Government. These were revised in 1921.

Before that year the scales were Rs, 12, Rs. 15, and Rs. 20; and now

they are Rs. 20, Rs. 25, and lts. 30. The scales are unaffected by the

revision of the scales of pay in the case of other officers, inasmuch as

they are below Rs. 80. I do not think there is much to compare the

post of an Assistant Sub-Inspector w ith that of a petty office* If the

former gets promotion to a Sub-Inspectorship, it is because of a special

rule obtaining in the Police Department; but in the Excise Depart-

men^jthe Sub-Inspectors are recruited from people who are more quali-

fied and they are, in course of time, given promotions to the posts of

Inspectors, and who, again, are often promoted to be Superintendents.

Bit in the case of the petty officers, there is no such rule $ and that is

a fact. The reason is that the high qualification necessary in the case

of Sub-Inspectors or Inspectors is not insisted df»n in the case of the

petty officers’ of the Excise Department. I do not* think, Sir, that the

pap1

is at all inadequate as the hon’hie member seem to think and
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Mib us believe. Ai I have already said, the scales ware revissdji
1921 ; and in view of the general fall in the price of foodstuffs, I thank

the pay to be adequate.

The motion was then put and lost.

Mr, ft, MAITIS I beg to move that the demand of Rs. 11,55,000

under the head
4 '60—Excise—District charges” be reduced by Re. 100

(illicit preparation of liquors).

Sir, in doing so, I want to draw the attention of the Government
to the abnormal growth of illicit preparation of liquors which is going
on in full swing in various parts of the country. There can be no denial
of the fact that it has assumed an alarming proportion in these recent
years. I know of many instances in which people having hardly any
means to maintain themselves, merrily indulge day and night in drink-

ing. When they can’t afford to maintain their families, where do they
get the money from for such luxuries? The natural inference is that
they prepare illicit liquors which they consume. But, Sir, the depart-

ment has signally failed to cope with such crimes or to check their

growth. Many such crimes go undetected and when detected, the
offenders are let off or released on payment of a few rupees as bribe

to those who arrest them in the commission of such offences. These are

of frequent occurrence everywhere, hut the department seems to connive
at these things without taking any serious steps to check this evil.

Sir, I may particularly mention here that in the town of Midnapore
there exist many such dens where the illicit preparation of country
liquors is going on merrily without any detection. Unless these crimes

are effectively checked, this pernicious habit of the people will grow
in a greater degree and bring about their ruination ultimately.

Sir, every year we hear of considerable decrease in the revenue from
“Excise.” We have been told by the authorities that it was largely due
to the boycott movement which was some time ago prevalent in the

Country. But fortunately or unfortunately there has been no such
movement in the country for the last 2 years. May I ask why there is

still decrease in revenue on this account ? It is not because the people

have given up their drinking habits, but because they eft* getting plenty

of illicit country liquor for their own consumption. The oonsequenoe

hw been that there is a loss of revenue every year from Excite. fiplss*

ibis menace is stopped, there is no prospect of improvement in Trm'f
revenue.

With these words, I put forward my motion for the acceptance!
the House. '

e
,

'

Rtf, PMSIDCMTt Mr. Lockhart, are you going to move your ttotMl
hr would you like to speak on tkis motion? S*
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% Mr. 4 *• *• LOCKHART! Six, I •hould lilu to apotk ob thi*

£k, lri*e to support this motion, but I do oat think that the hoo'bts

mover who has just spoken has not gone quite deeply enough into the

matter. We have been lucky in Bengal in the direction of the Exuiss

policy, which I think, has been much better than in some other pro-

vinces, which have made deplorable mistakes in regard to their Exeiae

policy. We have heard some fervid speeches on total prohibition. A
great deal of lip service has been rendered to the theory of prohibition

and the idea that you can stop drinking by raising the price of liquor.

Excise policy was carried out in a much better way in Bengal than in

the United Provinces and the Central Provinces, with the result that

the Excise duty was reduced last year, and I am sure we shall even-

tually derive the benefit of this reduction. I urge upon the Hon’ble

Minister to reconsider the level of Excise duty on country spirit with a

view to a still further reduction which will bring licit liquor within the

means of the normal drinker. People will drink, whether we like it or

not, and it is a question of what sort of liquor, you are going to give

them, (rood licit liquor of known strength or had illicit liquor with a

most noxious effect on health and morality? They will coutinue to

drink either one or the other. 1 would now like to put forward some

constructive suggestion to the Hon’ble Minister which may have some

effect in his campaign against illicit distillation. I agree that illicit

distillation is on the increase and the organisation is becoming so per-

fect that i^is exceedingly difficult for the Excise officials to deal with

it. But there appear to ha two obvious remedies. The Commissioner

of Excise, in one of his previous reports, commented on the very light

sentences which are inflicted for Excise offences, and I would urge upon

Government to legislate providing penalties on a sliding scale, liecause

obviously the man who brews a little liquor for his own use should not l>e

liable to the same punishment a* the member of an organised gang.

Until we have a minimum penalty for these Excise offences, Magistrates

will continue to inflict ridiculously light sentences which are absolutely

inadequate, because profits are very large and it simply amounts to a few

weeks' profits. If imprisonment is awarded, it is usually the poor

relation who goes to jail and the real offender gets away scot-free.

I would also suggest, as has been suggested by the mover of the previous

motion, the setting up of an Excise Court. I believe this was also

suggested by the Judge of the recent drug case at Alipore. There

ekonld he quite sufficient work for an Excise Court for Calcutta,

24-Parganas and Howrah, and to start it as an experiment would he a

gtfed move. The benefits of such s Court would he several. Firstly,

the Judge weald he able to deal with the habitual offenders; secondly,

be would treat Excise eases is the serious spirit in which they should •

hotiuatod, anA thirdly, ho would ho aids to inflict uniform aad, 1 bopo.
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There is one more suggestion that I would ask the Hon’ble Vfrriii|er

to consider. One of the recommendations of the Retrenchment Com-

mittee was to the effect that the rewards paid to Excise officer!~0ere

too high and should be curtailed. In my view it is a most unwise

suggestion. But unfortunately it has been accepted by Government

with the result that Excise revenue has decreased during 4fce Hit few

years. I believe that a rule has been made after the report of the Re-

trenchment Committee that no Excise officer should be allowed to earn

more than 6 months’ pay as reward in any one year. It seems to be a

most unfortunate rule, and I urge that it should be dropped at once. If

you set a limit to a man’s earning, you are doing away with any incen-

tive to really hard work. It is well known all the world over that

the Excise officer gets much more hindrance than help from the public

in the discharge of his duty, and every effort should be made to keep

him keen and up to the mark. I would further suggest that in addi-

tion to the suspension of that rule the whole scale of rewards should

-b© increased. As the mover has pointed out, there are huge profits

froth illicit distillation and the temptations for the Excise officers are

very great, and the conclusion that I have drawn is that every effort

should be made to keep the officers of the department contented.

With these words I support the motion.

The Hon’ble Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: Sir, I rise to

oppose the amendment moved by Mr. Maiti. First of all iqp allegation

was that illicit distillation had reached alarming proportion during
recent years. I may remind him and the House that Government are

not at all unmindful of this menace. In fact, last year in my speech in

introducing the demand 1 did stress this point and I also explained the

measures that Government proposed to adopt. Those measures had

M
been adopted and with very satisfactory results. Sir, to-day I had
an opportunity of explaining to the hon’ble members the results that

had been obtained by the introduction of the Central Detective Bureau.

A large quantity of illicit liquor wash and other apparatus were
detected by this bureau, and Government propose to extend gradually

the activities of this bureau to other parts of the province. At present

its activities are confined mainly to Calcutta and its suburbs, because

it was considered that this was the most dangerous area. Mr. Maiti

aaid that the officers of the department do take bribes and the dtepart-

ment connive at such offences. I strongly repudiate any such vague
allegation As a citiien it was his duty to point out to the District

Magistrate or to the Secretary or to me if any such connivance t^as

going on or any offieer was taking bribe. He said that in the town of

Midqgpoie illicit distillation was going on very largely. He is an

influential citiien of the town. If it was going on in the town, it was
up to him to report the matter to the police or the Di*t$et Magistrate.
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Ytf I jMMfhire of the hon’ble member if he at all discharged hie dftie*

in tide connection P I pause for an answer. If he did not, then I do

not lldlfcat is proper for a man of his position, of his education and of

his standing, to come here and throw vague allegations against the

party at officers who, as has been pointed out by Mr. Lockhart, do

wor^thdeg. a very grea^ handicap and receive no co-operation from

men of the type of my fnend.

Sir, about the light sentences referred to by Mr. Lockhart, I

oan inform the House that the matter is under the consideration of

Government. Government are examining the question of amendment

of the Excise Act, and probably before long it will be their privilege

to place before this House some concrete proposals in the form of a

Bill.

About the formation of an Excise Court to deal with Excise cases,

as 1 said in reply to the amendment moved by Itai Bahadur Satya

Kinkar Sahana, this has to be examined whether it will reully improve

matters and it will be financially possible or not. Without exuTttfftMtg'

these points it is difficult for Government to express their opinion one

way or the other.

As regards reduction in rewards, 1 entirely agree with Mr. Lockhart.

In fact, thut had been the opinion of Government for a long time

and they did oppose great reduction in the amount of rewards. It

might be remembered that the first attack on this item was made by the

Retrenchment Committee of 1922 which cut down the reward by a very

substantial \lnount. Government reluctantly accepted only partially

the proposal. So also the last Retrenchment Committee made certain

recommendations about the rewards, but Government could not accept

the recommendations in full, but out of deference to the opinion of the

members of this House Government did accept the recommendations

only partially. I do agree that this would discourage the officers of

the department who do very useful work and detect Excise smuggled

articles of very large value. The price of country liquor has been

greatly reduced. As I had already pointed out, the consumption of

country spirit did increase by 44 per cent, in Calcutta and 14 per (Stent,

in rural areas and that was partially due to the reduction in price. But

I may point out in this connection that it is never possible to brfhg

down the price to the level of illicit liquor because the price of the

licit liquor must be much higher than that of illicit. So to stop

illicit distillation only by reduction of price is out of the question. But

that is certainly one of the means that Government propose tp adopt

an4 have already adopted. Coupled with the reduction in prices there

must be proper detection, but in this matter Government dqpend very

largely on the co-operation of the public which they hope to

With ihe*e words I oppose the motion*

„ Mr. R, Haiti’s motion was then pa* and lost.
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Urnlfi ABDUL HAKIMl Mr. Pw»d«t, Sir, I beg U>*moye BA
the demand of Be. 11,65,000 under the head “6G~Dietrkt chargee*'

be reduced by Be. 100 (settling Excise shop* with unemployed peteens).

The motion ie very simple and does not require much argument.

The sufferings of educated unemployed persons are known to^ All and

In fact the question of unemployment of the glucated youth# of Bengal

has become a menace to the country and Government should try their

best to remove this menace by supplying educated bhadralokt with

Excise shops as far as practicable. This, in short is my object, and

t do not want to waste the valuable time of this House by making a

long speech. With these few words I commend my motion to the

Acceptance of the House,

The Hon'ble Sir BI40Y PRASAD SINGH ROY: Sir, I rise to

oppose the amendment. In fact, the accepted policy of Government

is to&ettle Excise shops with educated bhadralohs when they are avail-

able, and forthcoming. But Government cannot dismiss the existing

licensees only to accommodate educated bhadralolt. Sir, in order to

encourage educated bhadraloks without much capital, Government have

reduced the initial deposit fee from one and a half months to fifteen

days, and whenever shops do fall vacant Government try to secure

licensees from this class of men, hut I think it will be undesirable to

rob Peter to pay Paul, so to say. The existing licensees depend for

their livelihood on these shops. This business has been jperhaps their

iamily business for generations, and certainly it does not stapd to

reason that A should be given because he needs it and B should be

deprived of his barest subsistence without any justification whatsoever,

and without any consideration of whether he too needs his livelihood

equally or not. (A voice: Is there any affinity between education and

excisable articles?) That is a matter of opinion. If educated young

men are anxious to come forward and take licences of Excise sheps,

certainly Government would encourage them and that in fact has been

their^accepted policy.
%

1

^ Mr. PRESIDENT: I find that amendments Nos. 75, 84, 86, 87, 88

and 89 are all identical. I suggest "that the intending movers thereof

might move and apeak on No. 75 and No. 76. The rest need not be

moved hgcause they all deal with licensing of Excise shops and the

question pf settlement of Excise shops. Is that agreed?
¥ * ^

(The House agreedj

;

MaifhLABUL QUAIEM: Mr. President, Sir, I beg to move that

the demand of Ra, 11,55,000 under the head ‘TOk~Di«triet chargee*

he reduced,hy JU. 100 (policy and practice regarding iwomitmeat).
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Mr. PRiiliINT i But tkii is s new matter altogether. What afemt

amendments Nos. 75 aad 76 P What about the motions that relate to

the settlement of shops f I take it that no one intends to move any

of those motions. What about the motion of Maulvi Abdul Hakim,

namely, No. 74, which he moved?

Maulvi ABDUL HAKIM: Yes, Sir, I beg to withdraw my motion.

The motion of Maulvi Abdul Hakim (No. 74) was then, by leave of

the House, withdrawn.

Mr. PRESIDENT: Maulvi Abul Quasem may now speak on his

motion.

Maulvi ABUL QUASEM: Sir. I have already moved my motion

and 1 may at once tell the House that the motion that I have moved

relates to the recruitment of Excise Sub-Inspectors alone and .not

to the recruitment of any other class of officers in*the Excise

Department. I want to know from the Hon’ble Minister what policy

is followed in the matter of recruiting Sub-Inspectors of Excise? I

want to know from him how the number of officers to be appointed

in any one year is fixed and how that number is distributed among the

several districts of Bengal, and whether every district is allotted a

particular quota. We all know that from every district applications

are invited from eligible candidates; these candidates have got to appear

before the Diftrict Magistrate and pass a selection test before him und

then the District Magistrate’s nominations go up to the Commissioner

of Excise, before whom also these candidates have got to appear. Now.
Sir, it often happens that, although fully eligible, candidates from

certain districts have been recommended by their Magistrates, yet no

candidate is chosen at all from those districts, with the result thaUtbttse

districts are altogether ignored and other districts get more than theif

shafe. But all the same applications from the candidates were invited

from those districts. Well, Sir, if no candidate was after all Jr bo

taken from a particular district, I do not know why that district should

at all be called upon to nominate any candidate. It works great' ha/d-

ship upon the candidates. Candidates in these days have got to c<N&

centrate oil a single service. They may have a chance of entering

another service, hut because they concentrated on the Excise Service

with a reasonable hope of obtaining an appointment they did not try

elsewhere and it is a cruel disappointment to them if they Hfeiled to

be appointed. I have got the case of the district of the 2W«fganas
in &y mind, so far as the present year is concerned. I know the case

of a Moslem candidate of that district who is a graduate withJmffotirs

in Economic*, of a very good physique, belonging* tb a verjP mijMcfkble

family and quite eligible for a poet of a Bub-Inspector in thie depart*

mmt He was chosen by the District Magistrate, bat h* wit not given
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an appointment : it is not simply that he has been not chosen, bmt

the 24-Parganas district has been altogether ignored in this connection.

I speak subject to correction and beg to submit that this year 19 such

appointments were made" in the first instance. Subsequently, 10 more

appointments have been raader Jbut the district of the 24-Parganas has

been altogether ignored. I feel that the people concerned have a just

cause for complaint. If Government knew that from that district

no candidate was likely to be appointed for reasons of their own, they

should at least in mercy to the candidates not have invited applications

from that district. If Government ask for applications from candi-

dates from each district and if after being selected by the Magistrate

no candidates are ultimately appointed from a district, I do not know

why this laborious process is resorted to by Government. If no candi-

date is to be appointed from a particular district, I cannot understand

why that district should at all be called upon to go through this process

of inviting candidates, making them go through the process of selection

by the District Magistrate thus raising hopes in them which are

doomed to ^disappointment. I would like to know the policy that is

actually followed and why in particular this year no candidates have

been chosen from the district of the 24-Parganas, one of whom as I

have said was a well-qualified graduate who had obtained the nomina-

tion of the Magistrate. It appears to me that when as many as 29

candidates have been chosen this year for appointment one at least

from the 24-Parganas could well have been appointed.

With these words I commend my motion to the acceptance of the

’tFTouse.

Mr. PRESIDENT. What about motions Nos. 92-95; they all relate

to the necessity of reserving services for candidates belonging to the

scheduled castes. I/et them be moved at this stage and let us have

one discussion on them.

Tilt UOftHrit Sir BIJOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: Sir, 4he policy

that has been followed in the appointment of Excise Sub-Inspectors

in this: Every district is asked to put up certain names and the Excise

Commissioner makes a selection out of that Hat and in making these

appointments the claim of a particular district is never taken into

consideration; candidates are selected according to their merits. The

Excise Commissioner generally interviews them and on the impression

that they make on him and on the recommendations which they have

received from their district officers and their educational qualifications

—4rf all these grounds the selection is made. Mr. Quasem has com-

plained 'Of the ci%el disappointment of m particular candidate, but i|

C afraid life is foU of fuch disappsintmeiris, and it will bwdyiiculi

get over that difficulty. (Maolv/' kquCQvassx^ "It uw^eaussd
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deliberately.”) I can assure him that it was never caused deliberately.

In fact the Excise Commissioner asks for nominations from every

district and he goes through the whole list carefully. He interviews

candidates and makes appointments on certain definite principles and

if in making such appointments some- districts had to be altogether

omitted he could not help. As I have said, Sir, appointments are

made on the merits of the candidates and not because they come from

a particular locality. That is the principle which has been followed,

and I am afraid it will be very difficult for Government to agree to

the principle of recruiting candidates from a particular district or

place. So I oppose the motion, Sir.

Maulvi ABUL QUA8EM: Sir, I beg leave to withdraw mv motion.

The motion was then, by leave of the House, withdrawn.

Mr. P.^MMERJI : Sir, I beg to move that the demand of

Rs. 17,73,OPQ under the head “6—Excise*’ be reduced by Rs. 100

(prih^Jwtion).

In this amendment, Sir, I want to point out to the Government

their duty of total prohibition. In this respect, Sir, as it has been

pointed out in the opening speech of the Hon’ble Minister, Govern*

inent's policy is one of gradually— if T may quote his own language

—

decreasing the habit of drinking as far as practicable, and to this on#*

Government found it necessary to fix the prices of liquor at a higher

rate. From the Hon’ble Minister year after year we have received

the same reply and this year his reply is that increase in consumption

is due td illicit distillation and smuggling, although attempts were

made by his department to check it. A first class certificate has been

given by the Hon’ble Minister to his subordinates saying that they

did whatever was possible for them to do, while accusing the members #

of the public and particularly the members of this House fbr not

operating with Government in tackling the situation. Perhaps for the

next year, too, he will promise that things will wonderfully improve—

a promise which he has been repeating year after year. Sir, there is

no denying the fact fhat so far the policy of Government iflfMhi#

reepect has been a total failure. This is a commercial trade carried

on on*the vices of the people. If it is admitted that tjie drink habit

is | vice, theffc it must follow that to stop it it would be necessary to

demase the quantity of the sale of liquor.

Mt^REilDENT: Whiat happens if I at^yott to move your othet **

motion as wellund make on# speech on them! *

is
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Mr. P. 6ANER4I! I have no objection, and I move that the demand
of Rs. 17,73,000 under the head “G—Excise” be reduced by Rs. 100
(policy).

Sir, if prohibition be the policy of Government, then J say it is not

possible for the Government to do that by following a slow process.

It appears that the policy of the Government is that by raising the
price of liquor the sale of its quantity would be reduced. Then
what about the illicit distillation ? It is very necessary that it should
be stopped altogether. Government may say that at this time of

financial bankruptcy it would not be possible for them to stop a source
of their income altogether. But my reply is that there are a thousand
and one other means in the armoury of Government to raise money.
They can have recourse to these means instead of making people
vicious by following a bad Excise policy.

Sir, in a tropical country like this it is injurious to the health of

the people if they are addicted to liquor. In cold climates the people

are addicted to liquor because it is a necessity there. In the Shastras

of both the Hindus and Muhammadans it is considered to be a sin to

l>e addicted to liquor. Therefore, I do not understand why Govern-

ment should allow the opening of new shops of liquor and other excis-

able articles instead of stopping or reducing the number of existing

«hop* I am sorry to mention that we have noticed that these liquor

shops are very often allowed to be opened near the militates or near

Ihe tea gardens. The idea, I think, is that the labour employed in

those places would find an easy access to these shops. If it be admitted

that the object of Government is to make these people honest and less

vicious, I think this policy should be changed and dose these shops

near the tea gardens and mill areas. The result of the shbps being

situated there is that the coolies at the week-end after getting thpir

pay spend the major portion, if not all, of their money on liquor, and
* then for the sake of their bread they take to thieving and pilfering.

8o on the one hand the Government profess to make the people honest

and less vicious and on the other they offer them baits and temptations.

I may say that Government by opening these shops is trading on the

vices of the ignorant people. This they should not do. We fnd
nowadays propaganda going on in favoiir of prohibition and my friend

here Rai Bahadur Dr. Haridhan Dutt who is connected with all kinds

of temperance, movements will bear metmt. Everyone welcoiHi this

movement. In America there is total prohibition: but how is it {hat

theit is no honest endeavour on the part of the British Government
her$ in this matter? I think they ought to take a leaf out of the boo|
of the American Government. In many things they follow the f
Americans, but I fail to understand why they do not follow'them in

this particular matter. As* liquor is not a tUag of Necessity inhibit
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country, U°vernment ought to adopt the policy of total prohibition.

With th«M words I commend* my motions to the acceptance of the

House.

K«zi EMDADUL HOQUE: Sir, I beg to move that the demand of

its. 17,73,000 •under the head "6—Excise’’ be reduced by Rs. 100

(policy).

Sir, the popular demand at least in the countryside is that the

Excise policy of the Government should be brought under total pro-

hibition. There is no denying the fact that it has been sapping the

moral foundation of our young generation. The opening of the shops

at random in the interior of the villages is really inviting the village

people tu moral degradation. People ure losing their morality on

account of the immoral traffic in Excise, and although we have been

pressing this point year after year, Government is very slow to pay any

heed to our cry. The Government I must not forget accepts our prin-

ciple as they admit tacitly at least that it is a wrong policy on their

part to follow and that their ultimate object also is total prohibition.

They, however, at the same time say that this should be done gradually.

We notice that this year Government expects at least 2 lakhs of rupees

more from this head. May 1 ask how can this be possible unless there

has been an increase in the number of persons who are addicted to

drinking or are consuming excisable articles? 1 do not know how Gov-

ernment can reconcile the facts. If Government is reully anxious to

improve the moral of the people by prohibiting the use of these ar£Wes#

by gradual stages, then the only thing we can expect from them is4o

reduce their income under'this head. Euless Government takes some

steps to stop the further increase in the use of excisable articles, the

people would be further degraded. The opening of the shops in the

interior of the villages is to say the least of it, nothing but putting

temptations to our youngsters. It is a patent fact that if our young

me* do not get facilities for obtaining the excisable articles, they will

not be pr*ue to 'commit vices. But when they are afforded all facilities

for obtaining these articles by the opening of Excise shops even in the

interior of the villages in the mufassal, they become so many moral

wrecks. Now, Sir, our demand in the interest of our young hopefuls is

that the use of these excisable articles should be forthwith prohibited.

.

This object can be achieved at once if Government raise the prices of the

excisable articles to a very great extent. For then, they as well as the

poorer^pection Of the people will be prevented from obtaining these

articles, and the income of the Government at the same time will not

be Affected as those wlio cau afford to pay the high prices will us© £he

excisable articles while only the poorer people will not be able to avail

themselves of the articles owing to the high prices. So, I submit again

lhat if Government raise the duty on these excisable articles, at 1 have

said, our aim vpll be partially achieved, the income of the State will
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almost be unaffected and at the same time otjr young men and fhe

poorer sections will be given an oppojrifcity |o give up this pernicious

habit and will thus be saved from mOritl degradation and further will

fee able to save a great portion of thpr income.

A
Rai Bahadur Dr. HARIDHAN DUTTs Sir, I. wbuMlikd to take this

opportunity to say a few words about Government’s policy in regard to

excisable articles. I am not including opium in it for the present, but

am only restricting myself to alcohol. I have not much experience

of the mufassal, so I dare not go into what happens in the towns in the

mufassal. But as regards Calcutta, I presume, ,my friends will give

me the credit for right to speak on this subject in which I have some
amount of experience. During the last few years we have hid debates

in this House as regards the Licensing Board and other things con-

nected with the Excise policy, and its administration in Calcutta.

Confining myself at present to last year, I would ask my friend, the

Hon'hb Minister, to tell us whether during the year there had

been anything which would show that there had been less consumption

of alcohol in the city of Calcutta. Sir, I know that the policy, or a
part of the policy of Government, is to afford reasonable facilities to

drinkers. Now the expression “reasonable facilities” is a very vague
one; you can extend it from drops to drams, from drams to bottles,

and from bottles to gallons and even to casks. 1 have found that the

interpretation of this expression depends upon the mentality of the

parsons who administer the Excise policy. When I was a member of

the Licensing Board, I remember that at a meeting of the Board some-

body said that by “reasonable facilities” he meant that at every street

corner there should he a grog shop to supply the needs of the people

residing in that street. Well, Sir, some of ns thought that in the

European quarter there ought to be a shop for the sale of foreign liquor

•and that in the Indian quarter, where people congregate and generally

indulge in drinking indigenous liquor, there should be shops for^the

sale of indigenous liquor. So, Sir, everything depends uposTthe inter-

pretation. I would however like the llou’ble Minister to tell us

whether during the last year there had been any diminution in the

number of shops. In part, we find only a multiplication of these grog
ahops. Am I to understand that this has been done to afford “reason-

able facilities” to the people who drink liquor

P

Sir, I do not wish to take up further time as the Hon’ble |t£inister

would desire to say a few words on this subject, and our time id nearly

Th* Hon'bl. «lr BIJOY PRASAD tINQH ROY: Sir, I do not
think that I can reply to all the points that have been raised in the

course of this debate by the hon’ble membeq^* FirsVof all, I might
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say that «*»**> GovernnlSut never accepted immediate prohibition as their

policy, biltthey accepted the pnMfple of maximum revenue for minimum
consumption. , The introduction^^ Licensing Boards, the increase in

the duty of liijuor, the restrictionggf the hours of sale, and also of the
location of shops

The time-lijpit for the discussion of the demand having been reached*
the motion of Mr. P. Banerji that the demand of Rs. 17,73,000 under
the head “6—Excise” be reduced by Rs. 100 was then put and a divi-

sion taken with the following result:—

BaaarJI, Mr. ft

Baa, Mr. lamin Kimt.
CkuMari, Dr.apHn Okaatfra.

Okaatfkari, Ma Ktakari Mail.
Faxhrttah, Maatvl MihMMi
Hhm, Kasi IiMaL

SIMM, Mr. Hatkaai AH.

MaM, Mr. R.

Ray, Mr. IMaatt MMkkarttwar.

Raat, Bill Maaaal.

•dak. Maalvi Aktftl Naadtf.

Rai, Rai takik Sara! Okaatfra.

NOES.

taajlaria, Mr. N. D.

Rlrkayrt, Mr. N.

•taatfy, Mr. I. M.

Okaatfa, Mr. Arina Kaaiar.

Okaatfkari, Kkaa Rakatfar Maalvi Hakiar Rakaiaa.

Oakaa, Mr. 0. J.

0—par, Mr. 0. «.

Daft Mr. R. i.

Farajftfta Maa’Ma Nawafc K. 9. M., Kkaa

Rdtkriti, Mr. R. H.

•aka, Itki eratafla Kaaur.
•aka, Mr. ft H.

Napaa, tka Maa’Ma Kkaa Rakatfar M. Atital.

Matffa.Mr.4. D. V.

Naaaaia, Maatvl Latetat

Kaatai, Maaivi AkvL
Kkaa, Mr. Kaaiar Rakaifa.

UMk, Mr. T.

Laaaaa, Mr. I. m
Martta. Mr. 0. M.

MIMar, Mr. «. a.

MIMar, tka Maa*Ma Mr Rrajaatfra LaL

Mtttra, till karat Okaatfra.

Mafckapatfkaya, Rai laklk karat Okaatfra.

Madiak, Mr. Makaatfa Rakart.

Rag, Raka Ilk kal.

Raal«atftfta, tka Naa’Ma Kkwaja Hr.

Ravtaa, Mr. N. R.

Patftfar, Mr. Aaaatfa Makaa.

Rakaaai, Mr. A.

Rakaiaa, Kkaa Rakatfar A. ft M. Aktfar.

Ray Cfcawtfkary, Mr. K. 0.

Raitf, tka Naa*Ma Mr. R. R.

Ray, tka Haa'klt Mr Rtjay Praaatf Magtu

Ray, Raka Marlkaaaa.

Ray, Mr. •aMatanu* Magk.

Ray Okaatfkarl, Raka Nan Okaatfra.

laatfatattak, Maalvi Makaamatf.

•aa, Mr. R. R.

Marta, Mr. 4. W. R.

Taaraaatf, Mr. N. ft V.

Watkar, Mr. R. L.

Wttklaaaa, Mr. N. R.

WMtoaa, Mr. A tfaO.

Waatfkaatf, tka Haa'Ma Mr tfaka.

* The Ayes being 11, and the Noes 40, the motion was lost.

The following motions were then put and lost:—
“That the demand of Rs. 17,73,000 under the head *0—Excise’ bo

reduced by Rs. 100 (policy).

“

“That the demand of Rs. 17,73,000 under the head ‘6—Excise* be

reduced by Rs. 100 (anti-national policy).”

The original motion that a sum of R#. 17,73,000 be granted for

akpeaditui* undfr the ltypd “S—Excise*’ was then put and agreed to.
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7—Stamp..
jt W

Tho Hon9
l

JOHN WOODHfJlD: Sir, on th% recommenda-

tion of His excellency the Governor, I beg to move *fhat a sum of

lift. 5,21,000 be granted for expenditure under the head “7—Stamps.

”

Motions for Reduction.

Maulvi ABDUL HAKIM: Sir, I beg to move tu»i me ucuuand of

Rs. 1,99,000 under the head “7—Stamps—B—Judicial—Charges for

the sale of stamps” be reduced by Its. 100.

Tn times past, when Hindus and Muhammadans ruled India, there

was no such thing as court-fee in courts of justice in India. In those

times, even a poor widow could approach a Judge, and could put her

complaint even verbally before him and receive justice without any

cost. As a matter of fact, the court-fee is acting as a negation of

justice in British India. However, I do not like to dwell upon a thing

which is not possible under the British rule. I wish to draw the atten-

tion of Government to take such steps us would carry justice to the

doors of the poor people without much cost or obstacle.

First of all I wjsh to deal with the criminal side. In criminal courts

there is no difference of court-fee regarding the subject matter of the

complaint in non-cognizable cases. Whatever may be the amount of

damage, mischief or misappropriation in the petition of complaint, it

always requires a court-fee charge of one rupee. As for instance, if

a poor litigant’s crop field is slightly damaged by cattle and he lodges

a complaint for a damage amounting to one rupee, he is to pay two

rupees as court-fee on the very day of lodging his complaint, one rupee

on the petition of complaint and another rupee on the mukhteernama.

And if on subsequent dates of the trial, this litigant is to file any other

petitions in his case for any reason, he is to pay a court-fee of annas 12

for each petition. Thus this litigant suffers a great deal of loss in

having his case tried, and if this man happens to be a poor man, it is

impossible for him to proceed with the case any further. This is a

great anomaly in the procedure for the trial of a criminal case. My
point is that in cases where the subject matter of the complaint is very

small, provision should be made for filing lesser amount of court-fee

than is now used. In such cases a schedule should be prepared by

Government stating the amount of court-fees to be used. On the whole,

court-fee in such cases should be substantially diminished for t the

facility of the poor litigants and courts should be directed to take

cognisance of verbal complaints from poor litigants. In civil suits, as

you all know, a petition for tadbir requires only two annas court-fee

in all suits, where the valuation of the suit is less th(ui Rs. 50. In

civil suits there is provision that paupers can institute suits without
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court-fee, but they epe, as far as I know, bound to deposit the court-

fee costJar issuing process for attendance of witnesses. This is a burden

and an anomaly which shoul(H>e removed in suits instituted by paupers.

Another point is that poor people have dire grievance against the

exorbitant rate of ad valorem court-fee to be paid in civil courts. Sir,

if all union courts and union benches could try cases honestly and
efficiently, poor peoples’ grievances could be redressed to a great extent.

But to our utter misfortune the union courts and benches are not func-

tioning well for various reasons. In fact, poor people have no place

where to lay their heads on earth when they sutler from oppression. I

have great regard for our hon’ble and veteran Member in charge and,

I hope, he will pay his anxious attention to this matter so that poor

litigants may receive justice at a cheap cost.

The Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAO: Sir, in replying to a cut

motion under the head “Stamps” I really cannot deal with the com-

plicated question of court-fees in civil and criminal cases. My reply

must be that any reduction in court-fees, criminal or civil, will mean

a reduction in revenue. At the present moment I certainly cannot

concur in any proposal involving a reduction in revenue.

I oppose the motion.

The motion was then put and lost.

Mr. R. MAITI ! Sir, I heg to move that the demand of Its. 5,21,000

under the head ”7—Stamps” he reduced by Its. 100 (increase in the

value of stamps).

Sir, in moving this motion I beg to invite the attention of the

Government to the increase in the value of stamps. Every one of us

knows that t lie increase in the value of stamps has caused a great

hardship to the people in the matter of their litigation as well us in

their ordinary transactions. People have already been hard hit by the

acute economic distress at the present moment and there is hardly in

sight any prospect of improvement in their financial condition. It has

been very difficult for them to maintain themselves and their families

in these days. That being so, how could you expect them to come to

court for the realisation of their proper dues or for the determination

of their just rights? Besides, the increase in the value of stamp*—
judicial or non-judicial—has put another burden on their shoulders

bo that they can no more think of anv necessary litigation or transaction.

Tte result is that there is a great deal of decrease in cases in every

court and non-registration of documents in every registry office. Tf

you want to increase the revenue on stamps, you will have to decrease
*

its value. Sflr, this is a principle which every businessman thoroughly

understands. But ^Gove^nment starts at the wrong end by putting the
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cart before the horse. They ought to take this earning beforehand.

Else a time will soon arrive when there will be no income at all from

stamps.

With these words I commend my motion to the acceptance of the

House.

The Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: Sir, the hon’ble member
spoke of an increase in the rates of stamp duty. The only increase

1 am aware of was that made in 1922 when this Council passed a Bill

providing for a general enhancement in stamp duties. I would suggest

that a cut motion of this kind might more properly be put down by the

hon’ble member against the Legislative Council for having passed the

legislation of 1922. For the reasons given in my reply to the preceding
motion, I must oppose this motion.

Mr. Haiti’s motion was then put and lost.

The original motion of the Hon’ble Sir John Woodhead was then
put and agreed to.

(The Council was at this stage adjourned for 15 minutes.)

(After Adjournment.)

B—Forest, 8A—Forest—Capital outlay charged to revenue, and 52A—
Forest—Capital outlay not charged to revenue.

The Hon'ble Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: Sir, on the recommenda-
tion of His Excellency the Governor, I beg to move that a sum of

Us. 8,80,000 be granted for expenditure under the head “8—Forest,”

“8A—Forest—Capital outlay charged to revenue” and ”52—Forest

—

Capital outlay not charged to revenue.”

Motions for reduction.

Mr. PRESIDENT! I will tuke up motions for reduction at this

stage; 40 minutes have been allotted to this subject,

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U. Sir, I beg to move that the

demand of Rs. 43,350 under the head ”8—Forest—8B and 8D—Esta-

blishment—Pay of officers” be reduced by Rs. 100 (to ventilate the
grievances of the Bengal Forest Service).

Sir, I do not think there will be much difference of opinion in itni

House that the Bengal Forest Service, which I may call the Cinderella

service of the Government of Bengal, has been very badly treated ever
since the new rules of recruitment to the provincial eamtfH came into

existence. This Bengal Forest Service used formerly to be drawn
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exclusively from the junior ranks of the service, but about 20 years

ago, rathf* 22 years ago, new rules of recruitment came into e^tat-

ence and graduates of the University after training in the Dehra Dun
Forest College were recruited into the service. Sir, the pay of the

service at that time was Rs. 250 to Rs. 750—almost the same pay as

those of the officers of the Bengal Executive Service, Bengal Judicial

Service and other provincial services. In 1922 or 1923 when the pay of

the other services—provincial services—was increased, there was no

increase made in the pay of the Bengal Forest Service who had always

to work under very difficult climatic conditions and who were engaged

on work which produced money and brought revenues to Gcfltern-

ment. But, Sir, when the usual reduction in pay came in 1934, the

Bengal Forest Service shared in that reduction. That is one of the

grievances under which the Bengal Forest Service labours. Secondly,

it may be news to the members of this House that there was formerly

provision for the promotion of Bengal Forest Service men into the

Imperial Forest Service and by a decision of the higher authorities the

proportion of promoted men was placed, I believe, at 20 per cent. It

will also be news to the member* of this House that ever since that

opening was given, to the Bengal Forest Service only two gentlemen

have ever been promoted to the Imperial Forest Service. When in

1929 both these promoted officers were in service, an addition was

made to t lie cadre of the Imperial Forest Service and the Secretary of

State also ruled that 25 per cent, of the vacancies in the Imperial

Forest Service would go to promoted Bengal Forest Service men ;
by

that ruling one more post would have been opened to the Bengal

Forest Seivice men for promotion to the Imperial Forest Service, but

strange to sa\ ,
before the Bengal Government could make up their

minds to promote one of these Bengal Forest Service men to the Imperial

Forest Seivice orders came from the Government of India appointing :»

raw junior—rather a raw outsider—-a callow youth, that is, to the

Imperial Forest Service, so that the proportion—the mathematical pro-

portion— of the promotion figure remained at two aguin and there were

already two promoted men in the Imperial Forest Service. Later on,

one of these two gentlemen Mr. J. N. Basu retired about a year ago,

but up till now there has been no promotion from the Bengal Forest

Service to the Imperial Forest Service. The Civil List shows that the

sanctioned number of posts in the Imperial Forest Service is 22, 2 for

the Conservators of Forests and 20 for Deputy and Assistant Conser-

vators of Forests: of these one in the rank of Conservator of Forests is

vacant, having been held in abeyance, and of the 20 Deputy and Assist-

ant Conservators, I find there are two posts vacant there also. To all

the& three vacancies, it would appear that in justice, the men in

the Bengal Forest Service ought to be promoted but nothing has been

done. I do not know how long these posts will be held vacant and

bow long theming injustice done to the Bengal Torest Service will

remain unredresaed. So far as these men are concerned, I Have told the
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House already that they have got to work in very uncongenial surround-

ings from year’s end to year’s end and their allowances, halting and

travelling, are on the same par with the other departments of Govern-

ment. The Bengal Forest Service have been neglected for a long time

by the authorities and I think it is high time, when Government is try-

ing to find out avenues to add to its revenues, to look to the interests of

these officers who are employed on productive work under Government.

I hope that in his reply, if there be any, the Hon’ble Member will

kindly express himself in unmistakable language and in language which

we can all follow. I say that, because the last utterances of the Hon’ble

Member, so far as I am personally concerned, were couched in language

which I could not follow. He accused me of hitting the Treasury

Benches below the belt, an expression off which perhaps he does not

know the meaning. I hope he will confine himself to a language that

he understands and by which he can make himself understood.

The Hon’ble Khwaja 8ir NAZIMUDDIN: Sir, the statement of

facts made by Mr. Narendra Kumar Basil is substantially correct, with

this exception that although there has been no real increase in the

pay of the officers of the Provincial Service of the Forest Department at

the time when the pay of other departments was increased, hut just

prior to that t he scale of their pay was changed and to a certain extent

they were really better off than they were before 1920, and this con-

sisted in tin* fact that there were three posts which could he filled by

these Provincial Service men and which carried a pay of IN. 700—800

—850,

Mr, NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: Has anybody ever been appointed .

to these posts ?

The Hon’ble Khwaja 8ir NAZIMUDDIN: At the time the scale

was clumped there were only three men who could get these three

posts, but when the change was made in 1921 the scale was raised from

Its. 250 to IN. 760 which enabled every one to reach the maximum
scale of the pay of the post . namely, IN. 750. As I have already said,

I agree with Mr. Basil that there was no increase at the time when the

pay of the other services was increased, but prior to that their scale

of pay was improved. The real grievance of the Provincial Forest

Service men is that they have been debarred from being promoted to

the Imperial Forest Service. That, Sir, is a genuine grievance and

there is no doubt that they are feeling this grievance very much,
#
but

unfortunately that is not a matter in which the Government of Bengal

can help. Mr. Haan knows, I believe, that the Government of India in

1932 issued orders stopping promotion or direct recruitment to the

Imperial Forest Service until and unless the questihM was decided

whether there would be an Imperial Forest Service or a Provincial
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Forest Service reorganised on a new basis. The question was dis-

cussed at the Round Table Conference and this was the decision readied

by the Services Sub-Committee of the Indian Round Tabftr Conference.

So that until and unless the Government of India decida one way
or the other, the Government of Bengal cannot promote anybody to the

Imperial Branch of the Forest Service. There are three vacancies at

the present time and we have suggested to them that they should not

be fUle$iot the time being. First of all, we cannot fill these posts

according to the orders of the Government of India, and secondly, vte

think that, if these posts ran he filled later on, if it is decided to retain

the Imperial Branch of the Forest Service, it would he better to pro*

mote the Provincial Service men to the Imperial Forest Service and

reduce the number of Provincial Service men. But that is a question

on which a final decision will he arrived at after the Government of

India have decided the policy: that is my personal opinion only. So

it will be seen that although there is a genuine grievance on the part

of the Provincial Service men, it is very much similar to the grievances

of the officers of the Provincial Service of the Education Department

Grade before I was introduced in the Education Department. In that

case it was much more serious because there were a larger number of

men who were acting in the Indian Educational Service posts without

getting any advantage or profit. Here practically the same thing is

happening, but as in the Education Department the Government of Ben-

gal could not do anything until they introduced tirade I, similarly in

the case of the Forest Department also, this Government cannot do any-

thing until this question is finally decided by the Government of India.

I hope that, in view of the explanation given by me and and also in view

of the rccogniton by Government of the fact that there is a certain

amount of injustice done to, the Provincial Forest Service men
Mr. Xurendra Kumar Basil will withdraw his motion. I may state that

so far as the other grievances of these officers are concerned, I am
going into them thoroughly.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U : Xow that T understand the

language used by the Hon’hle Member, I beg leave to withdraw' my
motion.

The motion of Mr. Xarendra Kumar Basil was then, by leave of the

House, withdrawn.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: I beg to move that the demand

o^Rs. 57,199 under the head “8—Forest-~8B and 8D—Temporary

establishment*' be reduced by Rs. 100 (policy of keeping men on as tem-

porary for years together). •

Sir, I think if will be news to many members of the House that in

the establishment of the Forest Department there are more temporary
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-men thou permanent. I believe the jfercentage is 55 and -45—some*
tiling like the communal proportion of the province and you will be sur-

prised to biff thafreome of these temporary men have been in the eer-
*-' vice fo£ XJt or 13 years and are still temporary. The permanent men

are |etiring or being got rid of, but no permanent appointments are
being made* *Thia, Sir, is a policy which I think no Government which
considers and calls itself to be a civilised Government ought to adopt. I
do not know the reason why so many men should be kept on ia temporary
service from year’s end to year’s end, for years together. They must be
giving satisfactory services; otherwise, they would have been* dis-

charged., It cannot be said that they are not being made permanent
because the Government of India stand in the way. The Govern-
ment of India have nothing to do with the subordinate services in the
forest Department establishment. One would, therefore, like to know
why this policy is being followed. Moreover, Sir, there is just

another grievance with regard to these temporary men. According to
the recent policy of Government, permanent men having certain years
of service are sometimes compulsorily retired and temporary hands ore
employed. One would think, not being in the Government, that it

would be an act of bare justice to appoint these discharged and pen-
sioned-off men who* have not been discharged for incompetency but on
financial grounds, that they should be re-emploved: that is not done.

What is done is that rank outsiders are brought in and given preference
to these men who have been discharged before their time. As I have said,

if they had been discharged for incompetency or their inability to dis-

charge their duties, that would have been another matter altogether;

but where you discharge the men not because of their incompetency,
but because you cannot maintain the cadres to which these men were
posted owing to financial grounds, why do you discharge these men and
employ new hands ? What is the use of keeping temporary men in the

service and men who will remain temporary for years. Why do you
not bring back to service men whose income has been curtailed forcibly

and compulsorily by Government ? Why should not they be brought
back to service? I think these are the main grievances of the men of

the Forest Department that I have to bring to the notice of the Govern-
ment.

Tht Hovfble Khwajt Sir NAIIMUDDIN: Sir, here again I must
admit that there is a great deal of justification for the criticism made
by Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu. Although there is a very large num-
ber of temporary men in the Forest Department, in some cases they
ore unavoidable; for instance, the manjhis and boatmen in the Sundar-
bans Forest Division who cannot be employed in any other way but as
temporary men. Apart from that, there is no doubt that there is a
large number of men who are appointed on a temporary basis. They
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would have been made perman^A but for the fact that the economic
depression set in and the revenue fron* the Forest Department begjffe to

fall and Government were compelled* to make dr£4tic ctNtfeulment it

their expenditure. It was found that if these posts are made permanent,
it will increase the recurring expenditure of the Forest Department.
Therefore, we are waiting for the time when the financial ptisitipn will

improve and when this question will be examined to #ee if these men
can begfeade permanent.

As regards the criticism for not giving new appointments to tbe

men discharged on account of retrenchment, I have a vague suspicion

that Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu is mixing up the case of the Forest

Department with that of Irrigation Department about which he has

put in a definite question. I doubt whether there is any case in the

Forest Department where men had been discharged on grounds of

retrenchment and later on not re-employed when there were vacancies.

v

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: There are at least two cases.

The Hon’ble Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: Those two cases are of

the Irrigation Department; but I may be wrong. Anyhow, it is. very

difficult in the cases of the Forest Department to always give appoint-

ment to men who have been retrenched. It may be, Sir, that men
working in the Chittagong Range might have been retrenched and a

vacancy might have occurred in the Mymensingh or .Talpaiguri Ranges.

In such cases it is very convenient to take local men, because it is very

difficult to circularise all the Ranges to find out whether retrenched

men are available -

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BASU: What about the clerical staff?

The Hon’ble Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: Here also the name ques-

tion arises, namely, the difficulty of circularising alt the Ranges to

find out if retrenched men are available for re-employment. But so far

as Government are concerned, they try their level best to give employ-

ment to the men who have been retrenched, subject to the proviso of

communal representation. Now, in view of the explanation given by

me, I hope Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu will understand ray language

and will see his way to withdraw the motion.

Mr* NARENDRA KUMAR BASU: Sir, though I understand the

language, I do lol consider the explanation satisfactory, and con-

sidering the thinness of the House I withdraw the motion.
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The motion was then, by leave of file Houte, withdrawn.

The original motion of the Hon’ble Khwaja Sir Nazimuddin waa

Ihen put Snd agreed to.

Adjournment.

The Council was then adjourned until 3 p.m. on Monday^the 18th
'

March, 1935, at the Council House, Calcutta.
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Proceedings of the Bengal Legislative Council apembied under

the provisions of the Government of India Act#

Thb CotHSTiL met in the Council Chamber in the Council House,
Calcutta, on Monday, the 18th March, 1935, at 3 p.m.

Present:

* w. President (the Hon' ble Raja Sir Maxmatha Nvrii Hat Chow-

f
DHUET, of Santosh) in the (’hair, the four Hon’ble Members of the

Executive Council, the three Hon’hle Ministers and 90 nominated and

elected m crofters.

STARRED QUESTIONS

(to which oral answers were given)

Payment of “poolbandi" chargee by the Burdwan RsJ Estate.

•65. Mr. 8AILESWAR SINGH ROY: (a) Will the Hon’ble

Member in charge of the Irrigation Department be pleased to state

whether it is a fact that the Burdwan Raj Estate pays a consolidated

amount annually to Government ns poolbandi charges for the mainten-

ance of all embankments within the estate?

(b) Is it a fact that under the arrangement between the Burdwan
Raj Estate and Government no poolbandi charge in addition to what

is referred to in («) is payable hv the Raj?

(r) Is it a fact that in pursuance of this arrangement the Revenue

Department of the Government of Bengal issued instructions on the

11th of August, 1886, under t hut Department letter No. 1911-692L.lt.,

to the Secretary, Board of Revenue, asking the Board to exempt the

Burdwan Raj Estate from the maintenance cost of the left embunk-

mentaof the Madaria khal from Amta to Harispur in the Uluberia sub-

division of the Hoogkly district now Howrah ?

(d) Is it a fact thut the Commissioner of the Burdwan Division

in his letter No. 280-R.G., dated the 5th February, 1896, to the Col-

lector of Hooghly, asked the latter to act in comjdiance with the

Government order in ."die Revenue Department letter No. 1911-692L.lt.,

datid the Uth of Attgust, 1886?

(e) Is it a fact tha$ in spite of the arrangement between Govern-

ment and the, Burdwan Raj about the payment of the maintenance cost

for embankment cost in addition has been realised from the Raj with

respect to the Madaria khat embankment?
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(/) If the answer to ?e) je in the affirmative, will the Hon’ble

Member be pleased to state why the realisation* was made?

(g) Will the Hon'ble Member be pleaeod to state the authority^

under which the arrangement between them and the Jurdwatt fioj .

about embankment costs can be varied ? - *

MEMBER in charge of IRRIGATION DEPARTMENT (thoHoi»’M|

Sir Brojendra Lai Mitter): (a) Yes, for the old embankments, but j»r
for all the embankments at present existing in the estate.

(b) No.

(r) Such instructions were issued.

(d) Yes.
w *

( e ) Since 1921, costs for improvement of drainage along tl^a

Madaria canal have been realised under Act II of 1882 fwcrm the person*

• benefited^ including the Burdwan Raj, which made no objection

the time allowed by law.

(/) In 1912 the Board decided that coats under Act IJ of* 1882

could be levied for embankments which did not exist at file time of

the Permanent Settlement, or for drainage schemes, because such

schemes were not covered by poolbandi contract.

(g) The action taken does not amount to a variation of the arrange-

ment, but was a legal assessment of costs for a new improvement, made

under Act II of 1882.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U : With reference to answer (e),

will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state whether the policy of the

Government is to levy costs from people who have been exempted under
‘

the contract, simply localise they did not make any objection within the

time ullotted by law Y

The Hon’ble Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: No, Sir. Charges

were made fofi^things outside the contract. If the bauble member will

look at answer (/), he will see that it has been male clear.

M«u!vi BYED MAJID BAKSH: Will the Hon’ble Member be

pleased to state whether the costs for embankments and other drainage

schemes were levied for the same area as was covered by poolbandi

contract ?

The Hon’ble Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTERs I ask for notice,

Sir.

Mauhfi »YED MAJID BAKSH: Will tie Hon’ble Member kindly

Jet oe know whether new embankmdbts were created because the pool-

bandt arrangements broke down?
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The HeMWe Sir BRQtfNDRA LAI WITTER: No, Sir. The pool.

fcuuft contract applies to Certain embankments whid were in existence

at the time of the Permanent Settlement. Embankments which came

tptcr existence aftey4the Permanent Settlement are, therefore, outside

the Oontrafet and charges have been made in respect of those outside

the Permanent Settlement.

„ , #

. Rai Bahadur 8ATYA KINKAR 8AHANA! Will the Hon’ble

• limber be pleneed to state if there was a list kept at the beginning

before tbe poolittmdi charge was imposed on the Burdwnn Raj ?

Tb. Hon’ble Sir BROJENDRA LAL MUTER: I ask for notice,

sfr-.r
.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: With reference to the answiw

given bv ^Jthe Henable Member, if he will kindly read the answers (c)

and (d), he will find that in 1H8G, the Revenue Department of the*

(Jovemme^t of Bengal directed the exemption of the Raj from the

maintenance* cost of the left embankment of the Madaria khnl, and

that in 1921 the Board was realising the maintenance cost for the

embankment Vith respect to the Mudaria khal embankment—how was

this made possible?

The Hon'Me 9ir BROJENDRA LAL MITTERt 1 ask for notice.

Maulvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN: With reference to answer (a), will

the Hon 'hie Member be pleased to state what amount is annually paid

* on account of the maintenance of the embankments?

The Hon’ble Sir BROJENDRA LAL WITTER: I ask for notice.

Arrest of 4ifoour leaders and workers on 18th July, 1984.

•98. Or. NARESH CHANDRA SEN GUPTA: (a) Will the

Hon’ble Member in charge of the Political Department be pleased to

lay on the table a statement showing

—

(i) the number of labour leaders and workers arrested on the 18th

July, 1934, with their names and the charges made against

* them on the date of their arrest;

(it) how many of these arrested perseps were prosecuted

;

(tit) for what offences were they,prosecuted respectively; and

(w) how many of these persons were released on bail or otherwise

during or after Mr. Gandhi’s visit to Calcutta

f
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(b) Has the attention of thl Hon’ble Member been drown to the

fact that the chafes made against these men in connection with a

meeting in the Albert Hall have been held by the Chief Presidency

Magistrate to have been false and unfounded P

(o) Do the Government contemplate taking any steps against tha

police officers concerned in making ^false and exaggerated statements

regarding the Albert Hall meeting on the 14t^, Jtfiy, 1934 ? **

MEMBER in chargs of POLITIOAL DEPARTMENT (tin Hoit’Mo

Mr. R. N. RiW)S ( a) (i).Eighteen persons were arrested in connection

with the meeting mentioned in (b) of the question. All were charged

at the time of arrest under section 143, Indian Penal Code, and tljja

was shown on the charge sheet. A list of these persons is laid on*
if

the table. $

All except At)dul Halim and Ranendra Nath Sen were arrested on

the 18th July, 1934. Abdul Halim was arrested on 20th July and

Ranendra Nath Sen on 26th July, 1934.

(it) All.
,

*

(Hi) All under section 143, Indian Penal Code, and two also under

section 117 read with sections 323 and 506, Indian Penal Code.

(it?) A statement is laid on the table showing the dates on which

16 were released on bail. Of the other two, one had been in the mean-

time sentenced to 3 months’ rigorous imprisonment in another case

and the charge against the other was withdrawn to enable him to stand

his trial in another case at Contai.

(h) and (r) The Magistrate held the prosecution evidence to be

exaggerated. Government do not contemplate taking any steps against

the police officers concerned in the prosecution.

arretted referred to in the reply to starred question

Ao. 66 (a) (i).

List of persons

1. Ajit Das Gupta.

2. Badal Ganguly.

3. Bepin Chakravortty.

4. Shainsul lluda.

5. Promode Ranjan Sen.

6. Niharendu Dutt Maiumdar.

7. Sber Khan.

8. Chir&nji 1*1 Shroff.

9. Rajani Mukherjee.

10. Balwant Singh Pardeshi.

11. Shantlram Mandal.

12. Saroje Mukherjee.

13. A. M. A. Zaman.

14. Bankim Mukerjee.

15. Shamn&rain Sarma.

16. Nanigopal Mukherjee .m

17. Abdul Halim.

48. Ranendra Nath Sen. *

Not. 1 to 16 ware arrheted on 18th July, 1934, No. 17, Abdul Halim,

on 29th July, 1934, and No. 18, Ranendra Nath San, on 26ih July, 1984,
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Statement referred to in the reply to datura) (tv) of starred question

No. 66 (iv).

The persons named below were released on bail as follows:—
1. Ajit Das Gupta, released on 26th July, 1934.

2. ^itadal Ganguly, released on 25tb July, 1934.

3. Bepin Chakravortty, released on 25th July, 1934,

4. Shamsul Huda, released on 25th July, 1934.

5. Promode Sen, released on 25th July, 1934.

6. Niharendu Dutt Mazumdar, released on 19th July, 1934.

7. Sher Khan, released on 20th July, 1934.

8. Ohiranji Lai Shroff, released on 20th July, 1934,

9. Rajani Mukherjee, released on 20th July, 1934.

10. Balwant Singh Pardeshi, released on 20th July, 1934,

11. Santiram Mandal, released on 21st July, 1934.

12. Saroje Mukherjee, released on 23rd July, 1934.

13. A. M. A. Zaman, released on 23rd July, 1934.

14. Bankim Mukherjee, released on 23rd July, 1934.

15. Shamnarain Sharma, released on 23rd July 1934.

16. Abdul Halim, released on 25th July, 1934.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BASU: With refercuce to answers ( b

)

and (c), did the Magistrate acquit these men ?

The Hon’trie Mr. R. N. REID: Yes, Sir.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BASU: Will the Hon'bie Member be

pleased to state whether the Magistrate held that the prosecution

evidence was unreliable?

The Hon’bie Mr. R. N. REID: A s far ns I remember, the expression

used was *
‘exaggerated," Sir.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BASU: Is it not a fact that the Magis-

trate acquitted these men because the exaggerated evidence was not

accepted by him?

Mr. PRESIDENT: That is more or less an argument.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BASU: Will the Hon’bie Member be

pleased to state why the conduct of the police officers who gave thie «

exaggerated evidence will not be taken notice of, when 18 of theee

accused persons were acquitted by the Magistrate on the evidence of

these mm?
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Th# Hon'bte Mr. R. NpREID: That was the opinion of the Magis-

trate, and it does not necessarily follow that the superior officers of

the Police Department agree with it.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BAEU: Has the Government taken any

steps, or do they contemplate taking any, to have the Magistrate’s

opinion tested by the High Court?
* "i

Th. Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: No, Sir.

Confirmation of certain persons as Inspectors or 8hed Masters in the

Calcutta Port Trust.

*67. Mr. P. BANERJI: (a) With reference to the answer to

clauses (/), (t), (it) and (Hi) of starred question No. IT, put by me
on the 18th December, 19*34, will the Hon’ble Membei in charge of

the Marine Department be pleased to state the circumstances under

which persons like Messrs. Spencer, Munroe, Barker, Yakchee, Beddoe,

Barnard and McMohan holding substantively the post of Assistant Shed

Master were confirmed as Inspectors or Shed Masters after the “Traffic

Probationers” recruited in the year 1929 had completed their period of

training P

(
b ) Will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state

—

(t) whether the length of service is the determining factor for

promotion and seniority in the Calcutta Port Trust;

(«) whether it is a fact that the person named in (a) were con-
t

firmed in the services as Assistant Shed Masters after

remaining on probation for a period of six months only?

(c) If the answer to (b) (li) is in the affirmative, will the Hon’ble

Member be pleased to state on what ground could they claim seniority

over the “Traffic Probationers” recruited in 1929 whose period of

training was stipulated to l>e three years but has been indefinitely

prolonged ?

(d) Will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state whether it is a

fact that in the matters of promotion

—

(t) the European and Anglo-Indian employees of the Calcutta
Port Trust are usually given preference to their Indian
colleagues

;
and *

(w) when the Indians are solely concerned, the confirmation or
promotion in the services is generally governed by suck con-
siderations as the influence of and relationship with high
officials or public men of eminence in Bengal?
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(e) b it a fact that Mr. S. L. Dasfa^oung non-Bengali of about

26 years of age, has recently been confirm# as the Deputy Secretary

on Us. 860 per mensem plus a motor car allowance?

(/) Is it a fact that the said Mr. Das is closely related to Dr. Bani

Prasad, the Director of the Zoological Survey of India?

(g) H the answer to (/) is in the affirmative, will the Rou ble

Member be pleased to state what is the relationship between the two?

(h) With reference to the reply to clause (g) of the said question

No. 17 of the 18th December, 1934, will the Hon'ble Member be pleased

to state whether it is a fact that the Government employees of almost

all grades of services including those in the Imperial rank have to sit,

while in service, for departmental examinations and the results thereof

go to determine their progress at the early stages of their careers?

(i) Is the llon’hle Member aware that in the Railways too, both

State and Company managed, there obtains the system of departmental

examinations, in some cases even for persons holding the charge of
*

districts?

<y > If the answeis to ( h ) and (it are in the affirmative, will the

Hon'hle MenilxT he pleased to State why the Calcutta Port Trust

authoritier^lo not adopt similar system as widely as possible in order

to test the abilities and intelligence of their employees?

(k) Do the Go\ eminent realise that it is an almost universally

recognised fact that the system of examinations in the public services

• helps not only to limit the probable scope of favouritism and corrup-

tion, but also leads to the recognition of intelligent and meritorious

persons?

MEMBER in charge of MARINE DEPARTMENT (the Hen’ble tir

John Woodhead): (a) Messrs. Spencer, Barker, Yakchee, Barnard and

McMohan were appointed as probationary Inspectors on 8th Septem-
ber, 1924, 29th March, 1927, 18th December, 1926, 16th March, 1928,

and 19th March, 1928, respectively. Messrs. Munroe and Beddoe were
appointed in the post of Supercargo on the 11th October, 1923, and
1st April, 1927, respectively, and us Assistant Shed Masters on the
8th April, 1927, and 19th October, 1928, respectively. All these men
had^more experience and were senior to the traffic probationers

appointed in 1929 and might reasonably expect to he confirmed its $hed
Masters or Inspectors before the men appointed in 1929. *

(6) (t) No. Promotion in Port Commissioners' service depends on
general suitability due regard being had to seniority.
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(ti) No. A statement is laid on the table showing the date of

appointment and the dateW>f confirmation of each.

(b) Does not arise.

(i) (t) and (it) No.

(e) and (f) Yes.

(g) Dr. Bani Prasad is Mr. Das's brother-in-law.

(h) In Government service as a rule only probationers are required

to sit for departmental examinations.

(i) I have no knowledge.

(;) The attention of the Hon’ble Member is invited to the replies

given to (d), (e),
(g ) and (h) of question 82 asked by Mr. P. Banerji

on 12th December, 3932. It is not considered necessary to extend the

system of departmental examinations.

(k) Government recognise that the system of open competitive

examinations tends to lessen the risk of favouritism in the making of

appointments and affords an opportunity to meritorious candidates.

Statement referred to in the reply to starred question No. 67 (h) (tt)

Name.
Date of

appointment.
Date of

confirmation.

1 . Mr. Spencer .. 8-9-1924 1-10-1927

2. Mr, Monroe .. 11-10-1923 .. 8-4-1927

3. Mr. Barker .. 29-3-1927 25-10-1928

4. Mr. Yakchee .. 18-12-1926 .. 23-1-1928

5. Mr. Beddoe .. 1-4-1927 19-10-1928

6 . Mr. Barnard .. 16-3-1928 23-2-1929

7. Mr. McMohari . . 19-3-1928 15-5-1929

Extra copyists of the Calcutta Registration ofltoa.

•tt. Mf. K. 0. RAY CHOWDHURY: (a) Will the Hon’ble

Minister in charge of the Education (Registration) Department be

pleased to state whether it is a fact that there are many extra copyists

of the Calcutta Registration office who are still paid! on piece system?

(h) Will the Hon’ble Minister be pleased to state whether Govern-

ment are contemplating the desirability of placing them on a salaried

basis at an early date?

MINISTER in ohargt of EDUCATION (REGISTRATION)
DEPARTMENT (the Hoit’ble Khan Bahadur M. Azixul Haquo):

(a) Yes.

(b) No.
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Hrtkhys in the Registration oMm at OnIMtta.

* *

Ik Mr. K. C. RAY CHOWDHURYl (a) Will the Hon’blo

Minister in charge of the Education (Registration) Department be

pleased to lay on the table a list of holidays for the clerks and copyists

in the Registration office at Calcutta?

(6) Is the Hon’ble Minister aware that by the gasettes of the 6th

September, 1994, the 9th of February, 1936 (Sri-Panchami Day), was

declared to be a%oliday for the said clerks and oopyista among others P

(c) Is it a fact that the Registration office at Calcutta was kept

open on that day and the clerks and copyists had to work without any

extra remuneration ?

(d) If the replies to (b) and (c) are in the affirmative, will the

Hon’ble Minister be pleased to state the reason P

The Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUKs (a) A list for 1935

is laid on the table.

(b

)

and (c) Yes.

(d) Because by a subsequent Finance Department notification

No. 323 Mis., dated the 22nd January, 1936, it was declared that the

9th February would not be a holiday for the office of the Registrar of

Assurances, Calcutta.

List of holidays allowed to the clerks and copyists of the office of the

Registrar of Assurances, Calcutta, during 1936, referred to in the

reply to starred question No. 69(a)

.

1. Sundays, New Year’s Day, Good Friday (19th April) land

Christmas Day (25th December).

2. The King-Emperor’s Birthday.

3. May Cth and 7th (Silver Jubilee celebrations).

4. Id-ul-fitr—7th and 8th January.

Sri Panchami—8th February.

Id-uz-zuha—15th and 16th March.

Doljatra—20th March.

Chaitra Sankronti—13th April.

Muharram—15th April.

Easter Saturday—20th April.

Easter Monday—22nd April.

Fatiha Duwazdtham—14th Juno. *
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Half-yearly Closing of Banks* Accounts—1st July.

Janmastami—21st August.

Mahalaya—27th September.

Durga and Lakshmi Pujas—4th, 5th, 7th| 11th and 12th

October.

Kali Puja—26th October.

Jagadhatri Puja—5th November.

Christmas Eve—24th December.

Day following Christmas Day—26th December.

Id-ul-fitr—27th and 28th December.

Last day of the year—31st December.

Disoliarged olerks of the Irrigation Department.

•70. Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U : Will the Hon’ble

Member in charge of the Irrigation Department be pleased to lay on the

table a statement showing for the years 11)33 and 1934

—

(?’) the names of the clerks in the department who have been dis-

* charged, together with the names, length of service and

reasons for discharge; and

(i'j) the names with the education and other qualifications of the

persons appointed?

The Hon’ble Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: ( i) and (ti) Two state-

ments am laid on the table.

/—Statement showing the names of the ministerial officers who were

discharged during 193*3 and 1934 and their length of service and

reasons for discharge
,
referred to in the reply to starred question

No . 70.

Naraet. Dfnignttkm.
Date or

tcrminathm
of teirlce.

Length of
•errtoe.

Heatons for
diftchargr.

Remark*.

1. Babu BtbhuU
Bhutan Ghote.

Temporary K»-
Hraator, and
Draftaman,
Rfrbhum tub*
dJTWQQ.

2S-t-iM4 About 25
yean.

Reduction of
ottabUthmeni
due to to*
trenchnwmU

a
2. Bahu Sarendra

Hath Banrtjl.

s .j

SubdlrMonal
tMk.

;

S1-1MM4 24 yuan 2
month* It
day*.

Redaction of
eatahHshmeat
dot to re-
trenchment of
OM pOtt Of
SubdhUMuJ
dart.

pig
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11—Statement showing the ministerial officers appointed in the lrriga-

gatign Department during the years 1933 and 2934
, referred to in

ihfareply to staffed question No. 70 .

1.

2.

s.

4.

6 .

0 .

7 .

8 .

0 .

10 .

11 .

18.

or-:

Educational and other quali-

fications.

. ... . .1

Remarks.

Babta iRrendra Kudfcr Bhat-
Ucharjae. „

i

!

B.A. ..
1 Appointed as a temporary um>***ed

Accounts rlerk In the Ttredser
IHvtshm. Babu Pnrna Chandra
Mukherjl, head clerk, retired.

Maolvi Abduk Battar B.A. Appointed as a temporary Revenue
clerk In the Canals Division (new
post sanctioned by Chief Engineer).

Maolvt Abdus Samad Ahmed B.A. Appointed as a permanent typist,
ties Mauivi Abdus Battar. tvptst,

transferred to P. W, D, Srrre-
tarist.

Maulvi Manlkuddln Weah .

.

Upper Subordinate Appointed as sn Kstlmator'of Khulna
Division, tin Babu Kunja Lai
Bancrjce, mired.

Maulvi AMur Rashid Read up to B.A. Appointed as an unpsssed Account*
clerk, p(c* Babu Bantu Bcliarl
Maxnmdar, Head Assistant.
retlr»*d.

Maulvt Atxlul tiaffar B.A. Temporary Correspondence clerk.

r»cr Balm Mold Lai Banerjce,
HtaUstlcal clerk, died.

Babu Aditya Narayan Sinha Matriculate Aptolnted m a Subdivisions! clerk

In tbe Calcutta Canals suMivl-
slop, virt liabu B, P. Baucrjee,
Itead clerk, retired. ,

Manlvj Shaikh Abdul Mannof B. A. Banned tlie trial tent

examination held in the office

of the South-Western (’Irele,

|M**nwe. good sjieed In type-
writing, knows short luuid, etc.

Appointed as typist ill the office of
the South-Western Circle.

Babu Satlsh Chandra Hlnha B A. Retrenched clerk Appointed as temporary unpassed
Accounts clerk In the liamodar
Division.

Md. Aahraf All Matriculate. Passed the trial

|

test examination held In the
1

office of tlw South-Western
l

Circle, jtnssesses good speed
in typewriting.

Appointed as temporary tyjdst its

the Bankura Division.

Md. Moharak Hoasain
[

Matriculate. Passed the trial

test made by the Executive
Engineer, Nadia Rivers 1>1 vi-

sion.

Appointed as temporary typist to
Um Nadia Rivera Division.

Panah Chandra Ben Gupta Matriculate. Passed the Book
Keeping and Accountancy
Examination of the London
Chamber of Commerce, woik-
ed as a passed Accounts
clerk In various Government
offices.

Appointed as temporary unpassed
Accounts clerk in the Cossy*
Division.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA$U: Will the Hou’ble Member be

pleased to state what retrenchment was made by discharging two men
and appointing 12?

Tlw Hmfbia Ktomtfa Sir NAZIMUDDINt The 12 men who were
appointed were so appointed in connection with other vacancies, but

these two men were retrenched separately, and they had nothing to do

with those appointment*
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Mr. NARINDRA KUMAR BASUr If there was any necesfity to

have other men appointed, why were the services of these two men not

retained f

The HoftWe Khweja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: They were retrenched on
the recommendation of the Retrenchment Committee and *this was
done on two grounds, namely, their having attained the stage of draw-

ing their full pension as also on account of their inefficiency.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: How much money! If any, has
heen saved by Government, and to the Department, by compulsorily

retiring these two men and appointing the other twelve men?

Mr. PRESIDENT: But, I think, those appointments had nothing

to do with retrenchment?

THE Hofl'blE Khweja Sir NAZIM'UDDIN. As you have said, Sir,

these two men were retired on the recommendation of the Retrench-
ment Committee, and the twelve men were appointed in the vacancies
then existing.

^
Dr. NARESH CHANDRA SEN GUPTA: Could not the retrenched

men be continued in one of the twelve vacancies?

The Hofi'ble Khweja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: Sir, it was not a question
of continuance, but it was n question of reappointment, and these two
men were not considered to be good enough. Their records of service
were not good, and, therefore, they were not reappointed.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: I find that at page 10 against

Ho. 9, it is stated that Babu Satish Chandra Sinha, B.A., was a
retrenched officer, will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state whether
Ibis man was retrenched from the Irrigation or some other Depart-
ment ?

The Hoit'hle Khweja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: 1 want notice.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: With regard to the educational

end other qualifications against Nos. 8, 10, 11 and 12, it is mentioned
that each of these gentlemen passed the trial test examinations ljpld

in certain offices. Will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state whether

these gentlemen stood first in those examinations?

The Hen’Me Khweja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: I want notice. Sir.
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UNSTARRED QUESTIONS

(lanrm to wUck win laid on the tabic)

Amendment of tho Certificate Manuol.

34. fife 8HANTI 8HEKHARE8WAR RAY: (a) la the Hon’ble

Member i^charge of the Revenue Department aware that a proposal

bad been lllbmitted to Government in the Revenue Department by

Babu NagenUfa Chandra Lahiri, a zamindar of Rangpur district, for

the adoption of the Garnishee orders of the Allahabad and Rangoon

High Courts and the Oudh Chief Court into the Certificate Manual for

the better realisation of public demands under certificate?

( b

)

If so, will the Hon'ble Member be pleased to stute what deci*

tion, if any, have the Government arrived at on the subject ?

(
c

)

Are the Government prepared to move the High Court at

Calcutta to adopt these Garnishee orders as supplementary rules under

Order 21 of the Civil Procedure Code to facilitate realisation of

money in civil suits?

MEMBER in charge of REVENUE DEPARTMENT (the Hon'ble

Sir Brojendra Lai Mitter): (a) Yes.

( b ) The matter is under consideration.

(c) The High Court was moved and new rules 46 (A to H) in

Order XXI of the Civil Procedure Code have been framed.

Legislation to prevent prostitution in melee, fairs and hats.

3ft. .Khan Bahadur A. F. M. ABDUR RAHMAN: (a) With refer-

ence ta| the Police Department letter No. 5409P1., dated the 10th Dec-

ember, 1930, conveying what action the Government had proposed to

take on the resolution carried in the Council on the 11th February,

1930, will the Hon'ble Member in charge of the Police Department be

pleased to state how far the question of drafting necessary legislation

has progressed for stopping the practice of prostitution of fallen women

in melas, fairs and hats of Bengal?

(6) Are the Government considering the desirability of taking

immediate steps in the matter ?

MEMBER in charge of POLICE DEPARTMENT (the Hon'ble

M*. R. N. Reid): («) and (6) Necessary provision to this effect has

already been made in the Bengal ls>cal Self-Government Act, 1885,

by the insertion of sections 100A, 100B and 100D and by the issue of

rules under* section. 100A referred to, published under notification

Ho. 808IL.S.-G., dated the 5th November, 1934.
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Numerical strength tit the^Micc Inspectors in Bengal. '

Ji, Khan Bahadur A. F. M?JkBDUR-RAHMAN: („) Will the

Bailable Member in charge of the Police Department be pleased to

state Vltat is the present total strength of the Inspectors of Police in

f^galP

j
% (b) Is it a fact that Inspectors of Police in Bengal are# appointed

from the rank of Sub-Inspector by promotion? *

* (
c

)

If the answer to
(
b

)

is in the affirmative, will the Hon’ble

Member be pleased to state what is the criterion of giving pitomotion

of Sub-Inspectors to Inspectorship?

(d) How many Muhammadans are holding the posts of Inspector

ip Bengal ?

(e) If the percentage of the Muhammadans are below the required

number, are the Government considering the desirability of giving pre-

ference to Muhammadans in such appointments in future till the

required percentage is reached?

(/) Is there no system of recruiting candidates direct to the post

of Inspector?

The Hon’bte Mr. R. N. REID: (a)m
(b) and (c) Yes. The criterion is seniority combined with merit,

but it is the latter which is the determining factor.

(d) There are 40 Muhammadans on the permanent cadre.

(e) As appointments are made by promotion no communal percentage

can be fixed.

ty) Rule 823, P. R. B M provides that appointment of Inspectors will

usually be by selection from Sub-Inspectors, but permits direct recruit-

ment up to 10 per cent of the vacancies.

Temporary olorfcs In the Irrigation Department.

37. Babu SUK LAL NAG: (a) Will the Hon’ble Member in

charge of the Irrigation Department be pleased to stite— ,m

(i) how many temporary clerks are at present maintained in the

Irrigation Department;

(it) how long they are serving in their posts
; and

(itt) when is it expected that they would be made permanent P

V *

(6) Will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state whether after the

Retrenchment Committee’s Report, any permanent hand has been
provided superseding the claims of the temporary clerks P *
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(efl. wens any increment allowed in the salary ot the temporary

establishment? £ >

(d) II the answer to (c) is in the afiirtn&tive, after how many yoazal

service are such increments allowed ? * * * *

(e) Are the services of the temporary hands indispensably nece

(/) Why are the Government not considering the desirability of
making them permanent?

r

The Hon’We Khwaja air NAZIMUDDIN: (a) (i) 36.

(it) Their service varies from 2 months to 14 years.

(tit) It is not expected that all will be made permanent. They

have no claim ^to permanent appointment, though their cases am 0on*
w

sidered when suitable vacancies occur.

(b) Permanent appointments have been made both from among

temi>orary men and from among outsiders; but, as I have explained,

there is no question of superseding claims.

(c) No.

(d) Does not arise.

(e) Yes, for the present.

(/) Their ser\iceg are not likely to be required permanently.

LEGISLATIVE BUSINESS

GOVERNMENT BILL.

The Estate* Partition (Second Amendment) Bill, 1835.

The Ifon’Ktfe Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTERs Sir, I beg to present

the report of the Select Committee on the Estates Partition (Second

Amendment) Bill, 1935.

BUDGET GRANTS OF THEGOVERNMENT
* OF BENGAL, 1935-36.

DEMANDS FOR GRANTS.

»—Registration.

TIM Kontito Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: Sir, on the recom*

mendation of JSis Excellency the Governor, I beg to move that a sum
of Rs. 15,50,000 be granted for expenditure under the head

"9—Registimtion.”
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Sir, I do not wish to take mu£h time of the House in moving this

demand, but 1 wigh to mention two or three facts. The Registration

Department has always limited its expenditure to the minimum possible

amount, and during the last three years, the expenditure on Registra-

tion )ias beeu practically at its lowest. The expenditure in 1933-34

was Rs. 17 lakhs 51 thousand, for the current year it is estimated at

17 lakhs 76 thousand, and for the next year the estimate is 18 lakhs

65 thousand. The slight increase in the current year’s estimate was

due to the landlord's fee establishment, etc., but this was lower tkpp» .

the expenditure of most of the previous years, not excluding^he year

1922-23. There were certain requirements of this Department which

were practically put off owing to financial stringency.

* Sir, the only points which require to be explained is the increased

expenditure in the Budget of the next year. Sir, in 1933-34, the total

expenditure of this Department was 17 lakhs 51 thousand, and the next

year’s Budget goeB up to Rb. 18 lakhs 55 thousand. This increase is

due to the fact that we have to restore the five per cent, cut in salary

4which is responsible for Rs. 15,000 and to the usual increment of pay

^f the Inspector-General and other gazetted officers as also to the fact

that there will be some increase in the number of registration cases.

We have also to maintain a temporary establishment as also a land-

lord's fee establishment. These are the reasons why there has been an

excess provision in the next year’s Budget.

So far as Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu's point of order is concerned,

regarding the supplementary demand for the current year, hon’ble

members will see that the original receipt budgeted for was about 19

lakhfiv It was estimated that this income will increase by about 5

lakhs, and the expenditure in connection with this additional receipt

of 6 lakhs was estimated at about Rs. 55,000. Actually, the receipt

did not come up to five lakhs but came to about four lakhs.*. Hon’ble

members will remember that owing to the increase in the number of

transfer cases, the landlord’s fee has gone up, and we have, iherefore,

to meet the expenditure for temporary establishment which has got to

be maintained. There was an omission, probably a miscalculation, in

the original budget that the pay charges will increase by Rs. 20,000.
#

On account of the expenditure for the temporary establishment and the

pay of officers and some other items, we have asked fol^ & supplementary

demand of Rs. 53,600. 1 must say that it was not possib^ to foresee

this at the beginning when the Budget was prepared, and that was why
the supplementary demand for Rs, &3,500 was required.

Motions for btouction.

Mr* K. 0. RAY GHOWDHURYt I beg to move *hat the demand

Of Ra. 17,300 under the head “9A—Registration—Superintendence

—

Ray of officers—Inspector-General” be reduced by Rs. 100.
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Sir, my point is that the copyist* employed in the various registra-

tion offices ia and round Calcutta and the mufassal are not treated

properly. 1 have had specific instances from the Union of Registration

Office Employees, Calcutta, that although the copyists are entitled to

ten days’ casual leave, there is a fiat of the Inspector-General that these

copyists will have to copy additional words over and above the pre-

scribed rate of 3,000 per day of copying, and 6,000 of compering, work

for the days a man remains absent on casual leave. Unless this is

-done, the (my of these officers is withheld until the outturn of work for

the day! they were absent is completed. 1 fail to understand how the

Inspector-General can promulgate such un order the effect of which

directly contravenes the general order of Government regarding leave.

I trust that the hard lot of the copyists will be enquired into by the

Hon’ hie Minister and he will try to remove the grievances of these men.

Their case is very strong indeed, and it is very desirable that their

grievances should be removed immediately.

Mr. P. BANERJI: Sir, 1 rise to support the motion which ha$

just been moved by my friend, Mr. K. ('. Hay Chowdhury. lie hue

ably described the hard lot of the copyists. 1 beg to point out that the

ministerial officers and the permanent and temporary copyists of the

Registration Deportment are subjected to great troubles and difficulties.

Sir, they are overworked. If a copyist is ubsent on account of sickness,

when he resumes his duties’, he has to do not only the amount of work

normally allotted to him but additional work which had accumulated on

account of his absence. A man after his return from medical leave is

never in a fit state of health to do additional work, and often the** poor

men have to work till 9 p.m. at night to finish their work, although

the office hours are between 11 and 5. Then, Sir, there is no lighting

arrangements in the offices of these clerks, and these men have to pur-

chase kerosene oil for doing their work, but no payment is made by

^Government for what expenses they incur in that connection.

Sir, Government realises eight annas per page, but these men are '

paid only two annas. Then, Sir, the Registration Manual lays down
that for Ullcutta a clerk must copy ten pages and for the mufassal 12

pages, but the copyists especially in the mufassal are made to copy 14

pages a day. The pay of these clerks is also lower than that of the

ministenaLofficers of the other departments of Government. Besides,

in the case of senior men who have rendered 20 or 25 years’ service,

it
Jp

impossible for these old men to copy 10 or 12 or even 14 pagea

every day.

Sir, I* should also like to refresh the memory of the Hon’ble

Minister by "referring to the speech he delivered as the President of

the Conference of Employees of the Registration Department on 31st

December, 1928, when he said that the grievances of these officers were-
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genuine. Now, when he has come to position, when he is m ft posi-

tion to redress their grievances, I must say that by tabling this motion

we have given him an opportunity to try to do his best for removing

their grievances. It is usual, Sir, that when a member is translated

from this side to a place over there, I mean the treasury bench, he

naturally forgets what he had said before. But I should like to lfcfresh

the memory of the Hon’ hie Minister by referring to the newspapers of

the 1st January, 1929, when everything appeared about this.

With these words, Sir, I support the motion.

The Hoii’bfle Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: Sir, I am glad

Xo hear that my friend has referred to certain speeches that I am sup-

posed to have delivered at a certain place, but I should have been

more glad if my friend had been kind enough to let me know a little

earlier that he intended to refer to it. Even though, as has been

claimed, forgetfulness is a virtue of this side of the House, it is also a

virtue of the human being in general, and it is impossible to commit to

anemory all the speeches a man might have made since he began his

public life. Be that as it may, so far as the grievances itfr general of

these men are concerned, I have nothing more to say than ‘that these
,

grievances are at least common to all establishment in the different

departments of Government, and my friends may know that however

sympathetic a man may be with the lot of the clerks of the registration

offices as also with that of the other departments of Government, it is

difficult to remove them in the present financial position of Government.

I have explained at the very beginning of my speech that this Depart-

ment has been practically running at an expenditure which has been the

lowest for the last 15 years, and we do realise that there is scope for

improvement not only in the matter of this Department in general but

also in the matter of the pay and emoluments of extra jnuh&trirs; but

when we come to facts, we are fuced with the dead weigh# of financial

difficulties of Bengal. I hope my friend will remember the fact tha#*

tgpe in the Government are as much anxious as he is to see that the

Conditions in the service are improved. I am rather glad tljprt my friend

has brought forward this matter, but I am a little surpdeei^iffind that

he couched his motion in an ambiguous language. His lti is

‘He draw the attention of the unsympathetic attitude towards the

jUg£stration employees by Inspector-General of Rifeftteation.”

thought lie wanted to say something, under this coter, about the-

“jnsp^Wr-General’ 8 behaviour to the subordinates in the HegMAration

service. Anyway, I am relieved to find that he has said nothing feg^.

«6n&2 against the Inspector-General of Registration, but hetjiaa only *

toiled on the general conditions of the sefviofe
r

* 1ST-
* ’ ''

, 'JtyfcW npto matter alone, vit,, the question of drinking-water. Gof^
*Bu£M&lfc*ve not &ea cruel in this matter, arGovernment did

\

...» u * "
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these things. My friend will perhaps remember that under the new
system ol accounting we are controlled by the Acoetantant-General of

Bengal in our expenditure. Now the cost of supplying drinking-water,

which was originally paid from the contingencies, has been disallowed

by the Accountant-General. Then us regards the supply of tumblers,

it is practically because the Accountant-General objected to the purchase

of such articles for the use of officers and clerks, this has also been
stopped; this complaint is not peculiar to this Department. There is

the Accountant-General who rules in this matter; and surely if my
friend says that that expenditure should la? met by Government ip spile

of the ruling of the Accountant-General, then of course that is fcuite

a different proposition.

Now, Sir, as regards the question of casual leave, my friend knows
it perfectly well that officers are not entitled, as a matter of rule, to

casual leave, and that they are supposed to in office even when
absent on casual leave. The Accountant-General has pointed out that

a permanent copyist, if allowed leave, should make good the deficiency

of his work; and accordingly to the departmental rule the minimum out-

turn of a copyist working in the Calcutta Registration Office is 11,000

words per diem, while in Alipore it is different. Even though there is

the rule, that rule is not very rigidly followed inasmuch as a copyist

who fails to give this outturn of work is not punished. A copyist on
return from leave is allowed all futilities to make good the deficiency.

The Registrar of Assurances, Calcutta, intimates that at no time the

pay of a permanent muharrir was stopped f«r «».v failure, after return

from casual leave, to make up the deficient*)*. Of course, in one in-

stance the pay was held up not for this reason, but because the per-

manent copyist did not do the regular amount of copying work. The
office of the Inspector-General was very rigid as to why a certain

amount of work had not been put in in the Calcutta office.

There is one point which emerges from the speech of Mr. P. Banerji,

itiz., the disabilities from which the Registration employees suffer. I

may tell you, Sir, that these are common to all Government offices. Il
do.not Iftowjwhy he has singled out the Registration Department. 1

am not feRggj^iatng but I am only explaining that in so far as some
of 4h^ glfifrances are concerned they are common to all Government

’offices.
4

*

*£ Sir, there fcjflae other point on which the mover has dilated, vj*,, the
*

Jower pay in, the Registration offices as compared with other Depart-
menjs.^ think the House will remember that the pay was settled

‘MjJ result of the recommendations of the McAlpin Committee; am£
thereafter Certain scales of pay were fixed for the Registration offices*

It is very1 dUScult now offhand to say why this differentiation, jtt $J|r ,

was made "between the Registration and other offices. I do not IhlSi^

.

is a matter which can be tackled—*especially at a pmriiotRar

IfLm •
1 * * V.V ^
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time like this when we are faced with financial difficulties. Only abod

two years back the total expenditure of the Registration Department

could barely be covered by our income. I do not venture to push o®

with our schemes owing to our financial difficulties. So far as tlu

question of pay is concerned, my friend knows that it deserves th<

fullest consideration of Government; but I think that the present time

is not opportune to make a demand of this nature.

1 oppose the motion.

Mr. K. 0. Ray Chowdhury’s motion was then put and lost.

BabtJ LALIT KUMAR BALS Mr. President, Sir, I beg to move tliai

the demand of Rs. 8,76,800 under the head “9B—District charges—

Transferred—Pay of officers,” be reduced by Rs. 100.

Sir, the object of my motion is to draw the attention of the Govern

inent to their indifference to the claims of Scheduled caste candidate!

for appointment ns Sub-Registrars. Number of Sub-Registrars is being

recruited every year; but the candidates of the Scheduled castes do no

find place among them. Intermediate standard is the minimum quali-

fication required for the post of Sub-Registrars; but we have seen thn 1

e\cn the graduate candidates of the Scheduled castes have often beer

turned out in the name of efficiency. We are at a loss to ascertain th<

standard of efficiency. The term “efficiency” is so very vague and ha!

got such a wide meaning that it can be easily upplied in all case*

according to the sweet will of the nominating or recruiting authority

If tin' authorities give due consideration to the claims of our candidate!

with a sympathetic attitude, it will he found that they are not lacking

in efficiency and generally are as much qualified as any other candidate

1 appeal to the Government to give careful attention and syinpothetii

consideration to the claims of the Scheduled caste candidates regarding

their appointment in the department. With these few words, I com
mend my motion for the acceptance of the House.

Btbtft AMULYADHAN RAY: Sir, my first charge* against th<

Hon’ble Minister is that the Government have no definite jwfiey regard

ing appointments from members of the Scheduled castes to the Regis-

tration service. The Government of India have laid down their polic;

so far- as appointments from Scheduled castes are concerned in a cir-

cular—^which is generally known as the Hallet circular—dated th4 4th

of July, 1934. This circular was issued ever the signature of Mr. G
^Ballet, the then Home Secretary to the Government of India. Yffi

after year we have been crying hoarse for the redrees of our^ust griev-

Alices, but yet the Government of Bengal have not done ahythijig tc

remove them. Sir, my friend Mr. B&l, who has just spoken, else

Appealed to Government for sympathetic consideration. I would onlj
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Ask the Hoa’ble Minister not only to examine our case sympathetically,

but fai^r and justly. I have every belief that if bare justice is meted
out to it will not take much time to lay down a definite policy with
regard to appointments to the Registration service from the Scheduled

castes.

Secondly, Sir, there k the other circular issued by this Government
—I think it is dated the 28th of April, 1931

—

and we have found from

bitter experience that even the provisions of that circular in respect? of

ministerial appointments have not been followed by the Government
themselves.

Thirdly, Sir, I would draw the attention of the Hon’ble Minister

to the fact that *we, the members of the Scheduled castes, are not con-

cerned in any way whatsoever with the question of the appointment of

backward classes to public services, but with that of members of the

Scheduled castes.

With these few words, Sir, I give my wholehearted support to the

motion of Mr. Dal.

Tha Hon’bta Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: Sir, 1 oppose

this motion and in doiug so 1 would expect the same treatment us my
friend expects from me. I would only want him to be u little fair ami

just, and if he he so he will have no hesitation in withdrawing this

motion. W'e are playing Hamlet without the Prime of Denmark.

There has been no recruitment of Sub-Registrars during the last four

years, and in view of that fact how can u charge be levelled against

anybody that no recruitment has been mude from a particular caste—-

scheduled oi nou-scheduled. I quite understand my friends’ position,

hut 1 would expect a little more constructive help from my friends for

the guidance of Government. I have, Sir, listened to the orations of

my friends, but I have yet to know what concrete facts they have given.

It is no use telling us that there have been no appointments from the

Scheduled castes since 19*71. It is not possible for any Government to

see that circulars are observed unless the people concerned are prepared

to come forward before the House and the Minister and to state their

case. Aa to why the circular referred to has not been observed, I might

say that our policy is definite, well known, and perfectly understood;

and that policy is that in the matter of appointments, subject to certain

conditions, all possible considerations should be given to the backward

classes, which include the Scheduled castes. But, as I have said, ill

view of the fact that during the last four years there has been no

re£hiitment, the (Question why no appointment has been made from the

Scheduled castes does not at all arise. **

Sir, as regards the question of the ministerial appointments, there is
"

ati order, issued in 1931, that the heads of offices should look particu-

larly to the interests of the backward classes—especially in districts
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where they form a considerable proportion of the population. Sir, dur-

ing the last three years many questions on this subject have been put.

Gan my friends point out a single instance where he wanted facts as to

why this circular has not been canied out so far as the Registration

Department is concerned. I would ask my friends to come with me to

the districts and tell me where the circular has not been followed. Our
difficulty is that whatever policy may be laid down or whatever circular

may be issued, that policy or that circular has to be administered in so

many places and from so many different points of view that it is not
possible for any Government to keep a watch over the matter, unless the

people who are interested in it are prepared to furnish Government with
facts and figures. I only hope that when the next chance comes, if my
friends will show me clearly as to where the circular has not been fol-

lowed, then I shall be quite prepared to meet their requirements. As
I have said, Sir, no appointments have been made during the last four

years, and further many registration offices have been abolished and
many clerks have been discharged in consequence.

Sir, in view of these facts and ulso in view of my statement that I

am quite prepared to meet my friend’s demand regarding this circular,

I hope that he will withdraw his motion.

Babu I^alit Kumar Bal’s motion was then by leave of the Council

withdrawn.

Maulvi ABUL QUA8EM: I beg to move that the demand of

Rs, 18,50,000 under the head “0—Registration” be reduced by Rs. 100.

Sir, my motion lias this definite object in view. Muslim marriages

and divorces are at present registrable only voluntarily. I desire that

in the interest of the people concerned registration should be made
compulsory. In the interest of t lie illiterate peasant women of the

province, it has become necessary that their rights should be safeguard-

ed by a proper record for the preservation of which the State is respon-

sible. At present marriages and divorces do take place without any

record of either transaction being kept compulsorily under a supervi-

sion which is trustworthy. It is known that the spoken word in Islam

is as good as the written word. There is no doubt that society has

changed since Islam was promulgated, and I believe the spoken word,

unless it is properly recorded and thus its proof facilitated, it will have

little practical value. In law courts it often happens that it becoites

very hard and sometimes impossible to prove a marriage or a divorce.

I wish to point out, Sir, that Muslim marriages antf divorces do differ

very much from ' marriages and divorces in other commtilBities:

Marriage is a *pure contract in Islam, and not a sacrament as in

Hinduism. A contract of such importance ought to be recorded and

the parties concerned should be compelled to have it registered. Mam
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does favour tha husband more than the wife so far as divorce is con*

cerned*
v
A husband may divorce his wife without assignjpg any reason*

The only clock upon a capricious exercise of 4&s right is" his

liability to pay the dower which was settled at the time of the marriage.

But because there is no record, the unfortunate women who are divorced

find it very hard to procure the necessary evidence to get a decree for

dower in their favour against their husbands. It is the interest

the women who are unreasonably divorced that I desire that registration

both of marriages and divorces should be made compulsory. It may be

said that public opinion is not yet ready to support this proj>osal. In

this province we do not stand much in need of vocal public opinion.

When we see that a certain thing is good and absolutely necessary, we

assume that the public opinion would really be in its favour. In the

field of personal law, the legislature lias already made inroad. Islam

allows a minor to be married, but the Sarda Act haH made an encroach-

ment upon that right, and here so far as my present proposal goes, it is

necessary in the interest of the illiterate and helpless women of the pro-

vince that their rights should be safeguarded and preserved, and I do

think that public opinion ought to rally round in support of this pro-

posal. Oftentimes it happens amongst the lower classes, particularly

amongst the Muslims, that the husband in a fit of temper divorces his

wife, and. then there is a reconciliation. The spoken word is uttered

and becomes effective and thereafter the wife—who is no longeV

u wife—j# taken back. If divorces are made compulsorily regit-

trable, people would think twice before they actually exercice

their rights. Although there is a tradition of the Prophet

that there is nothing worse in the sight of God than divorce, we have

got to look at the question from the point of view of ordinary human

nature. There may be differences between the husband and the wify

and these differences sometimes do deal to the severing of the conne* -

tion that kept them together. If the husband is to exercise bis rights,

the wife’s rights should also be safeguarded. But as things go on at

present, Muslim women, particularly of the lower classes, practically

have no rights against their husbands. When u husband conceives .1

dislike of his w'ife, he throws her away as a piece of useless rag, and

the poor wife has got to seek the help of other people for herself as well

as her children. She cannot go to a court of law' because of the diffi-

culty in procuring evidence about the amount of dower. The marriage

may have taken place a long time ago and witnesses of the marriage

may have forgotten all about it. Therefore, I think, Government

should seriously consider whether divorces as well as marriages should

not be made confjpulsorily registrable. In Muslim marriages certain

conditions are agreed to by the husband which are in favour of the wife.

Very often the husband rides roughshod over the* wife’s rights. If

marriages and divorces are recorded, very likely the husband will have

a check against the exercise of his right of divorce. It may be asked;
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Who will bear the cost? In Muslim marriages the blit of the cost is

borne by the husband. Taking into considerably the iact that the

whole thing will be for the benefit of the wife, the cost of registration

should also be borne by the husband. So there need be no apprehen-

sion on the score of cost. It may be objected that the Muslim com-

munity is not yet prepared at least outwardly to accept a proposal like

this. As it was deemed desirable that the Muslim community should

be* compulsorily educated, the Bengal Primary Education Act was

enacted, though that was also a taxation measure. I submit that in

the interest of the women, this House should consider this proposal

sympathetically because it concerns the preservation of the rights of ft

class of people who are really helpless.

With these words I commend my motion to the acceptance of the

House.

Mr. HASHEM ALI KHAN: Sir, I beg to oppose this motion. It

is surprising that my friend should have referred to the Sarda Act in

this connection. Though it practically interferes with certain rights of

the Muhammadans, it does not alter the Muhammadan law. My friend

wants to introduce a new law which will greatly interfere with the *

rights of Muslims. As to the power of divorce, the hon’ble member

has said that Islam has made certain special favours to the husbands

not consider this power of divorce a special favour. It might be a

spec ial right but not a special favour. 1 do not understand how a

husband would gain by divorcing his wife time and again. On the

other hand, it might be favourable to the wife who can get rid of her

husband. The hon’ble member has suggested that any and every

divorce should be compulsorily registered. Supposing the House passes
t

a legislation like that, what will he the effect when the husband utters

'"divorce? Will the marriage stand good or can he take the wife back

After uttering “divorce” according to Islam even if he does not go to

"the registration office? Certainly not. I do not know what practical

benefit will 1*» gained by this sort of motion. As regards marriage*,

my friend has refened to the poor Muhammadan people. It is well

known that in many cases for want of money poor people cannot give

away their children in marriage. If they are to get the marriages *

registered, they will have to take two witnesses to the registration

office, and who will bear the cost? I do not think the husband can pay.

At the present moment it is well known that for want of money, grown-

up girls and sons not only in the Muhammadan community but also in

the Hindu community cannot be married properly. It may be JJiat

aa a lawyer my friend bad difficulties in defending certain rases. But '

in this case even if we pass a legislation as suggested by my frieli, will

it mend the character of the husband? Certainly not. It is education

«nd education only which can mend his character. „Witb theee word*

l oppose the motion.
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TIM HmfWa Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUit Sir, I believe

my friend Maufvi Afcpl Quasem has by this time realised what a
dangerous proposition lie has kid before the House that the Muslim law

should be amended. If he has not done it by this time, then I have

got very little to say. My friend has himself realised that the Muham*
madan community is not yet ready to accept a proposal like this. My
friend has already realised that public opinion will not stand it and

yet by putting forward the argument of the Sarda Act in favour of

his proposal he thinks that public opinion can be violated with impu-

nity. I think my friend will realise that public opinion or the opinion

of a particular community is not such that it can be violated with

impunity. After all, Government have a definite responsibility in this

matter, and unless it can be shown that the legislation proposed is of

such a character that it will directly benefit those in whose interest it

is done, it is very* difficult for Government to take up a legislation

which is only in the interest of a particular community or a particular

religion. And much more so when it affects religion itself. It is

almost impossible for any Government to take up legislation on this

subject unless united opinion demands it. I have not rtt all been able

,to understand my friend. Does he mean to say that if marriage is not

registered, if divorce is not registered, then that marriage will be a

nullity and that divorce should not take effect!

MaulviTtBUL QUASEM: They will he punished.

The Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE * My friend says

that they will be punished and punished by whom—by the police. I

did not know, Sir, that my friend was so anxious to give more powers to

the police. My friend Mr. Quasem does not at all like the idea of

giving more power to the police.

"Maulvi ABUL QUASEM: I never said that, Sir.

*

The Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: I can understand

the police taking charge of law* and order; I can understand the police
*
interfering w*ith crimes; I can understand the police taking cognisance

of social offences but, Sir, it is very difficult for any police to take

charge when religious laws are violated. Supposing a man comes and

saya that he is granted permission by the Islam and the Shariat and

that the marriage is permitted; would he be handed over to the mercy

of Bie police if only that marriage is not registered? That*|» a posi-

tion, Sir. which Government cannot tolerate. I would rather advise

my friend to wait till he comes into power, to pass such a legislation

through this Council ;
and as for myself I do not think that anybody in

this House is proffered to come forward and ask for such power. So,
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Sir, I very strongly oppose this motion on the ground that the Muham-
madan community has not yet expressed its desire to have such a legis-

lation and if my friend brought forward a substantive** resolution on

this subject and consulted the Muhammadan Anjumans and other repre-

sentative bodies and it was found that there was a fair unanimity of

opinion in this matter then only I would have considered it legitimate

on my part to go on with such legislation. As things stand now, Sir,

it is impossible for me to participate in any such legislation and far

less support it.

Moulvi Abul Quasem’s motion was put and lost.

Mr. K. C. RAY CHOWDHURY: Sir, I beg to move that the demand

of Rs. 18,50,000 under the head ‘‘9—Registration” be reduced by

Rs. 100 (the grievances of the ministerial employees of the Registration

Department, Bengal).

My motion is almost the same as the motion to which the Hon’ble

Minister has already replied a little while ago, and what was the

reply that the Hon’ble Minister gave? It was pleaded before him

that the conditions under which the poor clerks work, the poor copyists,

.^leaving the rest of the employees out of consideration--'were miser-

able. He says that on account of financial difficulties his word was

“distress”—their grievances could not be looked into. T may tell the

hon’ble members that Government servants are not to be .treated as

ordinary employees; their services are not to be treated as pieces of

merchandise simply. I may also tell you that Government servants

are the same all over the world and their services are not to be measured

merely by their market values. They are employed ami paid unlike

in mercantile seivice, irrespective of surplus revenue from particular

departments. May 1 remind you of the case of the employees of the

Eastern Bengal Railway which is a State Railway and they are servants

of fh6 State; the Hon’ble Minister was a member of the Advisory

Board of the Eastern Bengal Railway and if he had read the adminis-

tration report of that railway carefully he would ha\e found that th%t

railway was not a paying line, but that does not in any way affect* Ihe

salaries and wages of the employees of that system, which connects

provinces and which also serves a military purpose? Sir, I might point

out that even in the case of private employers, take for instance employ-

ment under Mr. Lamb, an hon’ble member of this House representing

the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, employment in tea gardens or mills

under his firm, if it is found that their gardens or mills are not paying

do they at once decide or are they apt to decide to reduce the wag# of

their employees in «uch a way as to make it practically most difficult

for the poor wage-earner* in the tea gardens, or jute mills or sugar

concerns to live with even a minimum standard of comfort P No, Sir,

I do not think they do so even in many of the public'utility companies,
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which are run at a loss. And I wish the Hon’ble Minister had made

some enquiries of the Accountant-General, Bengal, who objected to

payment to people who took casual leave and therefore could not make

up their arrears of work? Sir, if I were in his position 1 would have

fought with the Accountant-General and even gone to the length of

writing to the Government of India, and pointed out that it was some-

thing quite, new in the domain of employment when people who w'ere

granted casual leave had had to come hack in order to make up their

arrears of work in addition to their normal day’s work. If such things

were published and broadcasted it would make the position of the

Hon’ble Minister very insecure indeed, so far as my motion is concerned.

I need not go into any more details of the grievances of the mufassal

employees except to say that the clerks in the registry offices in mufassal

begin to work from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Sir, what are the duties of

these clerks? Apart from their normal duties, namely, copying and

comparing, etc., they have to do a new special and additional duty under

the Bengal Tenancy Act for which, however, they are not paid a single

extra pice, although Government makes money from that department

as well. Then, Sir, I know from my own exj>erience something of

the working of a registry office in the Satkhira subdivision where people

have to walk miles to come to the registry office and sometimes have

to travel long distances in rivers by boats. They leuve home for office

before 9 a.m. and reach home after 11 p.m. and this is the normal

condition also in many village offices that I have known of and heard

of. Why should not Government try to provide some kind of housing

—a cheap type of house—for these men and for that even deduct a

rupee or two out of their wages. What about Kakdip in the Sunderbans

where 1 know there is a registry office and which I also know is not

far from places infested by tigers on one side and the wide wide ocean

on the other; even there no housing is provided for these men working

in jungles. Of course I do not know what is done about the Registrar's

house. It is time, Sir, that the Hon’ble Minister apart from his multi-

farious duties in the Education Department, which no doubt is a big

concern, should also look to what is happening in the Registration

Department. The time has come when Government as well as private

employers have got to look into the welfare of their employees and not

simply quote financial difficulties as prohibiting Government or other*

from looking into the housing condition of their employees. If you

raise the pay of these poor clerks—I understand their pay is Rs. 30

to 35 and Rs. 30 to 40—these are the two grades in the mufassal for

wofking from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m.—it will be doing immense good to

them. By providing such houses you are only spending the taxpayers'

money for the benefit of the poorer taxpayers. It is not a question of

•pending shareholders’ money as in the case of a commercial concern,

that it need trouble you at all. The taxpayers can bear burdens for
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housing of the poor clerical staff. Do you not know that there are

hundreds of post offices, steamer stations and railway stations which

do not pay on their individual working, but that they subsist on the

earnings of the concern as a whole? So Government should look to

these difficulties of the ilhpaid clerks even if their particular offices

where they are employed are not paying. The Registration Depart-

ment is not paying, but is your Education Department paying? But
do you expend less on that Department on that account? Because there

the big University Runs l>oom in this Council and you cannot very well

silence them as you can the representatives in this Council of the poor

clerks of the Registration Department competent to speak on their

behalf.

The Hon’bto Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: Sir, Mr. Ray
Chowclhury never met me in connection w’ith the grievances of the

Registration Department.

Mr, K, Ca RAY CHOWDHURYS In conclusion I appeal to the

Tfon’ble Minister once more to enable these ill-fed clerks to earn a

decent living, and this will pay Government in the long run by their

efficient sendee.

(The Council was at this stage adjourned for 15 minutes.)

(After Adjournment.)

Mr, Pa N, GUHA: Mr. President, Sir, 1 rise to support the motion

put forward by my friend Mr. K. C. Kay Chowdhurv and that for the

reason that whatever may be the position of a man in after-life, he

cannot forget his first love. Sir, it may be news to almost every

member of the House yet it is a fact that I began my life as a poor

clerk in the Registration Office at Barisul. I was the Record-Keeper

there and most valuable records were in my charge, but 1 used u>

receive the magnificent salary of Rs. 20 a month. I have personal

experience of the woes and miseries of the poor clerks of the Registry

Offices. Sir, 1 am glad to beur from Mr. Chowdhurv that the scale of

pay of the clerks has now l>een raistnl to Rs. 30 a month. In my time

it was Rs. 15 to Rs. 25. I was there only for 7 months and I saw

bow the poor clerks had to toil from 11 a.m. to 1) p.w. every day.

We had to copy and compare and we had to attend the ijlas of the

Sub-Registrar during the process of the registration of documents and
not unoften as Peshkara when appeals were heard. The building in

which I worked was nothing more or less than a pigeon-hole. I am
relieved to hear that the house is being renovated. I do not knfiw,

Sir, if the clerks of any other department under the Government have

to work so hard with so little pay. In those days the Sub-Registrars

used to be paid by commission but the clerks had their pay fixed at

Rs. 15 to Rs. 25. It is true that the stale has gone up to •***§ extent
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but it murfc not be forgotten that the expenses of the people have also

gone op. It is therefore not possible that any self-respecting man will

be found to do such hard work at the pay offered. I am sorry that thto

Government does not see its way to pay more attention to the poorly

paid clerks of the Registration Department. *

Sir, Mr. Dilwar Hossain, Khan Bahadur, who was the first Indian

Inspector-General of Registration after M*r. Holmwood (afterwards

Mr. Justice Holmwood) tried his best to improve the lot of the poorly-

paid clerks of the Registration Department but he did not receive much

encouragement from the Government. I have just now been told by

the Hon’ble Minister that there is a good surplus in the department,

why then not look to the poor clerks? Sir, if I remember rightly a

committee composed of the late Rai Bahadur Mahendra Chandra Mitter

of Hooghly and some other members of the then Legislative Council

were appointed to find out what should he the suitable remuneration

for clerks. The Committee recommended that no lower salary than

IN. tO should he paid to any clerk. This should have been accepted.

Then, Sir, the Registration Offices are often situated in out-of-the-way

places where the Suh-Registrnis are provided with quarters but the

poor clerks have to walk a long distance. That is a matter which

should be looked into. I hope and trust that the Hon’ble Minister who
has a kind heart will do something at once to redress the grievances

of these poorly-paid and yet very hard-worked servants of the State.

The Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE S Sir, there are

certain matters with which I shall deal before I deal with the matter

mentioned by Mr. K. C. Ray Ohowdhury. As regards pay, there seems

to be an impression all round that the in the Registration Depart-

ment, so far as the ministerial officers are concerned, is only Its. 20

or Rs. 25. It is not so. In the headquarters of the district the head

clerk’s pay is Rs. GO to Rs. 80, other clerks get Rs. 40 to Rs. GO and

the Mohurrir

$

get Rs. 30 to Rs. 40, and in the rural su b-registration

offices the cterks get Rs. 25 to Rs. 35. The ministerial officers in

Calcutta, Howrah, 24-Parganas and Darjeeling get social rates of pay

owing to high cost of living in those places. My point is that these

scales were laid down at the time when the revision of the pay of the

different services was reorganised. I do, however, realise that the

conditions of service of some of these people are really such as my
friend, the mover, has depicted. In some cases they have to live in

quarters which are not comfortable and away from human habitation.

I A feel it; but all I plead for is that in view of the fact that receipts

from registration have been going down and down, that just at the

moment wheq it is showing some signs of improvement, would it be

proper for us to take up this matter? Another question, Sir, which

has been raised is that these clerks have to work from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
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I do not know in what offices the clerks have to work so many hoars.

Bat I can assure the members that if the nopwal roster of duty which

U imposed upon a clerk and which in spite of his diligence he cannot

finish except working till 9 p.m., I would certainly be prepared to

consider the matter. If a clerk who cannot work with sufficient speed

or a clerk who begins his work at 3 o’clock after moving about in the

morning, there is no alternative iqf him but to work till later hours

in order to finish his normal work. If my friend, Mr. K. C. Ray
Chowdhury, would take an interest and look into the conditions of the

Registration Department employees, and would tell me that it is not

possible for an ordinary diligent man to finish his work after honestly

working from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. I shall certainly consider the matter.

Sir, there are other facts mentioned by the mover of the motion,

namely, the question of housing accommodation. Well, Government

have certain schemes for better housing accommodation ready but owing

to financial reasons they cannot take them up; it is not because that

Government do not realise the difficulty to which the Sub-Registrars

are put for want of proper housing accommodation. Even this year

one or two schemes have been taken up, as they were of such an urgent

nature that' we could not avoid them. In view of that, I hope my
triend will not charge me of l>eing apathetic and say that I have no

sympathy in regard to the employees of the Registration Department.

There is one point in which Mr. K. C. Ray Chowdhury has misunder-

stood me. I never said that the Accountant-General passed a rule that

if a man takes casual lea\e and if he does not finish his work before he

goes on leave, his pay would he reduced. Well, nothing of the sort.

All I said is that the Accountant-General pointed out that ordinarily

a man going on casual leave is expected to finish his ordinary current

work on return from the casual leave. The two days’ accumulation

during which he was on leave will have to he finished on his return

from leave in addition to his current work according to the exigencies

of his work. This rule however is not at all rigidly followed. On
the other hand, all facilities are given him to finish his arrears.

As I have already stated, the McAlpin Committee of which the late

Rai Bahadur Mahendra Ch. Mitra was a member settled upon these

scales after taking into consideration the nature and amount of the work

of the department. If the meml>er or anybody questions the suitability

of the scale, be will have to prove it by facts and figures and we will be

prepared to revise the whole thing. As regards the points of my friend

that the Railways and Post Offices are not remunerative in this country,

I may say that these are subjects of high imperial politics, and we in

the Government of Bengal are not concerned with them. On the other

hand, we are only concerned here with providing proper housing

accommodation for the Registration Department officers. As I have

said, that ihough the pay in certain services was fixed some years ago
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and though the prices of commodities have now fallen appreciably, it

has remained the same end we have not reduced it. I do not know

what Mr. K. C. Ray Chowdhury was referring to about Mr. Lamb%

case. In case of some of the companies they have not discharged the

men and even when discharged they have been absorbed in thh,

vacancies, and thus no hardships were caused to them. All that has

been done last time regarding retrenchment is that there has been no

recruitment. The reason is that we did not want to inconvenience any-

body and no new men were taken in the place of those who retired;

in view of these facts and in view of the explanation given by me,

I hope my friend will be good enough to see that so far as the grievances

of the ministerial services of the Registration Department are con-

cerned, Government is fully aware of the actual position but is unable

to meet the situation on account of the financial stringency. As

regards the other matter, namely, working till late hours, I am prepared

to consider the matter if facts and figures are given.

In view of the explanation given, I hope the hon’ble mover will

see his way to withdraw the motion.

' Mr. K. 0. Ray Ohowdhury’s motion was then, t\v leave of the

House, withdrawn.

The original motion of the Hon’ble Khan Ilahadur M. Azizul Haque

was then put and agreed to.

9A—Scheduled taxes.

the Hon'ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: Sir, on the recommendation

of His Excellency the Governor, I l>eg to move that a sum of Rs. 5,000

be granted for expenditure under the head “9A—Scheduled taxes.”

Motions for kkdixtion on rkfi'sal.

Rti Bahadur J0CE8H CHANDRA SEN: Mr. President, Sir. 1 beg

to move that the demand of Rs. 5,000 under the head “9A—Scheduled

Taxes” be reduced by Us. 100 (raising betting tax and prohibiting

betting)

.

Sir, the legalized gambling that is going on under our very nose

in the raw-courses of Calcutta, Tollygunge, Dacca, Darjeeling, and

other places is the cause of ruin of thousands of families. It must he

verj well known to members of this House that the gentlemen who

i^Inlge in gambling always take up the plea that they are only lovers

of sport and no$ gamblers. This vice of gambing on the race-courses

is spreading fo rapidly that it is eating into the vitals of the people

;

they sell their p$gperties, they borrow, and even go so far as. to
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appreciate the ornaments, etc., of their wives, so that they might

indulge in thfl vicious “8port.”^’J,'This is, intact, a veritable source of

much misery to the middle-class gentry of this province. Sir, my re-

quest to the Hon'ble Member in charge of this subject is that this form

of gambling masquerading under the name of “sport” may be stopped

forthwith, or, in the alternative, if that is not possible, to raise the

betting tax to such n limit as would debar the middle and poorer classes

jf people from resorting to gambling of this sort. If the latter coul%e

is adopted, it is sure to bring in more revenue to the coffers of Govern-

ment and at the same time save the middle and poorer classes from

ruination. Surely, Sir, here is a chance— I might say a golden oppor-

tunity—of increasing the revenues of Government, which always com-

plain of penury when anything for the good of the |)eople is brought

forward. If the Hon'ble Member would bring in a Hill on the lines

l have indicated, I am Nure that he will have the whole-hearted sup-

port of this House.

With these few words, Sir, I commend my motion to the acceptance

A the House.

Mr. PRESIDENT: Mr Banerji, will you move your motion now ?

Mr. P. BANERJI : Yes, Sir.

Sir, 1 beg to move that the remand of Its. 5,00() under the head

“9A—Scheduled taxes (Reserved)” be reduced by Its. 100 (to criticise

the policy of the Government in respect of State lotteries and betting).

Sir, 1 consider that this sum of Rs. 5,000 should not be given by

lovernment to the Turf Club for the simple reason that Government
vill thereby be clearing a sum of Rs. 8,26,000 by way of betting taxes.

Sir, you are aware that whenever 1 have moved rest lutions or intro-

duced Rills in this House for starting State lotteries, Government have

ilways pleaded that State lotteries could not be allowed—or even en-

jouraged—and have opposed my proposals. When I movjd another

notion for increasing the betting income to help the bankrupt Govera-

nent, i.e., by introducing dog-racing, Government said that il could

not be done. Sir, 1 fail to understand the policy of Government—they

nrant to encourage gambling in the form of horse-raei|ig and pocket

income therefrom, while they want to discourage State lotteries

srhicli are likely to bring in more revenues from increased betting.

Why do they want to raise funds from betting on the race-courses

ilone? Is it because that these races are managed by a privileged

dans ? I have no hesitation in saying that by far tfcp, largest number
if this privileged class are either high Government c^iala or their

wintions.
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Mr. WUlfDIHT : Order, order. This is objectionable, andl mol
ask you tb withdraw these remarls?^ *

Mr. P. BANERdl: Sir, I withdraw them. Therefore, the Qgverilf.

ment ** *

The Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: Sir, 1 object to the words

“the Government.’

*

Mr. P. BAHERJI: Sir, whatever may be objected to, I must with-

draw. I accordingly withdraw my remarks. (Laughter.)

Sir, T will give you definite instances how betting is going on—not

legalised betting—and although the betting which used to go oil in

carnivals had been stopped, betting goes on in the (’heap Theatre in

Dharamtola Street and tahind it for the simple reason that two police

constable# are sitting at the gate. That is the position. Recently, when

1 pointed out this matter, the Hon’ble Mr. Reid stated that Govern-

ment did allow private lotteries run by recognised or respectable clubs.

If Government believe that lotteries can be run by private parties, 1

fail to understand the reason why Government should not start State

lotteries of their own. I should like now to hear what the Hon’ble

Mr. Reid has to say in reply.

TIM Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID. Sir, I am in a difficulty in replying
to Mr. Banerji because I found it rather difficult, to follow what he was
really driving at. As far as I could make out, he is anxious that we
should have State lotteries because l said on behalf of Government that
we regarded private lotteries, properly run, as things which are not
particularly objectionable and ns things which it is not advisable /or

Government to stop—provided they are jw-operly run and provided they
are not OH a big scale and do not open the door to fraud. That is what
I said. I di€ not say merely that Government approved of private

'lotteries because they were run by respectable people : there is a great
deal more to it than that. In any case, Sir, I would remind the House
that on the '21st of February last year, I think it was, Mr. Ikperji
s|ad that horse-racing was the worst form of gambling in the 'whole
werld. Here, be is recommending to this House that not only gambling
by the public at large should be tolerated but that the cachet of Goe-
Irnment approval be given by instituting State lotteries.

„

;
1

Then, feijf, with regard to the Rai Bahadur’, arguments, 1 think
* there ia som. inap#|teney in them. He Mid that we .hovld Other
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%top gambling alto^ethfC/ef else increase the betting tax to suck an

extent that there no. gfcdtfWing at all. At the same time he

indicated that if we raised the tax, we would get a great deal of money

by way of Government revenue. In other words, he wished us to raise

the t^x to fill the coffers of Government. That would mean that we
* should kill the goose that lays the golden eggs. I do not think that

suggestions help us very far.

As I have said many times before, the gambling spirit always lurks

in the human breast
:
you cannot eradicate it. If you do not frankly

recognize that fact and if you do not take steps to control it in a

reasonable manner, then it will be driven underground and you will

have more and more of these unauthorized, fraudulent and dangerous

small betting establishments all over the province .

(At this stage the time allotted for the discussion of this subject

was reached.)

The following motions were then put and lost:

—

Rai Bahadur J0CE8H CHANDRA 8EN: That the demand of

Its. 5,000 under the head ”9A—Scheduled taxes” be reduced by Its. 100

(raising betting tax and prohibiting betting).

Mr. P. BANERJI: That the demand of lis. 5,000 under the head

”9A—Scheduled taxes (Reserved)” be reduced by Rs. 100 (to criticise

the policy of the Government in respect of State lotteries and betting).

* The Hon’ble Sir John Woodhead’s original motion thaf a sum rff

'Rs. 5,000 be grunted for expenditure under the head ”9A—Scheduled

taxes” was put aud agreed to.

* XIII, 15, 15(1), 16, and 56-Irrigation.

Tfto Hovt*b!o Khwtja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: Sir, on 4k* recommenda-

tion of his Excellency the Governor, I beg to move that a sum of

Hiit 26,10,000 be granted for expenditure under the head “XIII

—

Irrigation—Working expenses,” ”15—Other revenue expenditure^

financed from Ordinary revenue,” ”15(7)—Other revenue expenditures

financed from famine relief grant,” ”16—Construction of «jfrigation

works” and ”55—Construction of irrigation works not charged to

revenue.”

'*v

K Motions for reduction.
'• *

Mn|fi SYBD MAJID BAKBHl Sir, oncf again, during this cue-

toiagry Budget discussion, I beg to move that th^depaa^^)! |ts. 10,673 *
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pises—A—Irrigation

—

jj]M) (lor gpt writing

tinder the head “XIII—Irrigation working

Extension and improvement” be nada^d by ^ —0

to the railway authorities to undertake cknalisatfon of the Kathabhanga

and grant fe/ it to the Irrigation Department in the interest of the

Hardinge Bridge).

Sir t
I think the subject is now fairly well known to the publ|c^

1 ecause previous to this I had occasion to ventilate this matter through

4he public press and had to approach the Irrigation Department fo^

considering this subject. Therefore, Sir, it is not for the first time *

that I am referring this subject. It is an echo of the cry which has

been raised— it may not be in this Council but outside it—for not less

than 4(T years. This is a subject to which attention has lately been

drawn by the fact that Government have found that by neglecting this

particular subject the productivity and the wealth <f the country ure

dwindling and diminishing and as a result of that the coffers of Gov-
ernment are suffering. They have found at a very late stage that the

neglect of the arfcns to which I am going to refer—which were once

a very flourishing part of the country and which contributed not a

little to the wealth of the country—have become decadent, as a result

of which Government are going to lose their revenue to an extent

which they did not calculate helot e. The question of the care of the

dead rivers was raised by an eminent man of my district, the late Rat

Bahadur Jadunath Ma/.umdar. lie toiled and toiled hard but unfor-

tunately could not succeed in di awing the attention of the Government.

Now that this neglect is having a very calamitous effect uj>on the Gov-

ernment, il|e attention of Government has been drawn to it. In moving
ih^uiotion 1 would like to ]w»int out to the Irrigation Dejxirtment that

1 hwve at last been aide to show a way out of the tangle. Hitherto

the cry of thi Irrigation Department was shortage of funds. Such big

projqgts like the canalisation of the Mathabhanga cannot be undertaken

except for an expenditure of a huge sum of money, and Government

were not in a position to find that sum. I shall be able to demonstrate

before you this House that fortunately our interest has coincided

with the interest of those who are at present opulent, 1 mean the

Railway Department. I pointed out last month that the Hardinge

Bridge which cost about 12 crores of rupees was in danger : the Ganges
^tas about to find out a different course leaving the bridge high and
Ay. Th#was evidenced last year and the effect was not at that time

perceived#** When the Hardinge Bridge was constructed, the engineers

left no stone unturned to provide for the safety of the bridge. They
did mot calculate that after some time a situation might arise which

would' disprove all calculations hitherto made and confront them with

a problem which they would not be aide to solve. At last that situa-

tion has arisen*. As regards the 'river system <Jf Mathabhanga, I have

got this map prepared for me; I am sorry that ! cannot circubfte this

It
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to the members as this i| the only obp|y^t
|

liave got; however, I :

can showjt to yayd$qpff I think this Sj^ijfthe 'first of its kiad^
do not think the ^ifftttlon Department posseieis a map like thwT-t*

can explain to yon that in tfiit map you will find th$t tt* E. ff »U-
way line runs parallel to the Mathabhanga and rig$t across tj^canals

and rivers qf Nadia and Jessore. You will find that without calculating

ffie consequences and keeping only in view the temporary advantages

|$at wiU be achieved the railway line from Calcutta to Por&dal^a runs

jacross the bed of the Bhairab, the Kapotakshi, the Cl$^, the Naba-

*ganga and many other rivers which rise from the Mathabhanga. You
will find that hitherto there was a great sand bank at the mouth of

the Mathabhanga. That was washed away by the flood th&kqceurred

last year, which was the heaviest flood for many years. This sand

Bank was washed away by an act of nature. When I came to this

Council for the first time, I moved for a grant of Its. 25 lakhs for the

^•iBhftirab which was passed by the Council. At that time the ( hief

(Engineer, Mr. Addams-Williams told me that the removal of the

. sand bank would require a large sum which would not be available.

You will now find that that objection and obstacle has been dealt with

by the hand of Providence. Next year I believe with the sand bank

not existing, the Ganges flood water will enter Mathabhanga to

a certain extent with great force. You will find that near about the

Hardinge Bridge there is a great loop formed of the Ganges an&f&s a

result of the washing away of the sand bank the loop haf been|fncreqs~

ing and that this flood water rushing at a high velocity and impinging

with enormous force at the mouth of the Mathabhanga at Dewunganj
will assume such a great force that it will cut across th% outlets pnd

wash away the entire land from Dewunganj to that ^portion* o| the

Hurdinge Bridge which is on this side <>t the Ganges. Therefore, it

is in the interest of the railway authorities that some Way should be

found out to deal with the excess water of the Ganges^on themipper *

side of the Hardinge Bridge. If the Government now points out to

the ruilway authorities that the best way of protecting the Hardinge

Bridge is to canalise the Mathabhuuga and that this* will suve the

Hurdinge Bridge, there is no reason why they should not pay. They

^

have budgeted u sum, 1 believe, of seventy-eight lakhs of rupees for it.

If We can successfully point out to the railway authorities that throw-

i: i$g lakhs and lakhs df rupees worth of stone into the Gamma will be pf

no effect, the Ganges being a river which is very’ untrustworthy, there

is no reason why they should not agree with us. If they throw stbpe*

% 'and boulders into the river for the protection of the Hajjlinge Bridge,

the Ganges will certainly find its way. The land is so very susceptible
„

to the inroad! of the Ganges that throwing stones into the river for
"

the jjmetection of the badge will not save the situation. The best imy
of ^protecting the bridge is to let in excess flood water through the

Mathabhanga and to draw the water away and oanalise the dead* and
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tlying rim* in the dktrifrtfrof Nadia and lessor© . The pressure of

flood irater beiqg*imi<J?e.d, tie bridge trttf be Waved, If n force

iihmpg^s against the %tirfacev there is alway»*ntf action and a inaction.

When as a HfcsulF igf action and reaction there is a balancing condition

at th*»t|(2||k*, whatever little quantity of water is removed the reaction

of the hank will*certainty steadily rise to a great extent and therefore

the stability of the bank is ensured. I hope the engineers of the

Jfrigaiion Department will pay attention to it. Sir, I wrote an article

?n the newspapers mi the subjejet, which, with your permission*
||

distributed to the numbers of this House. Mr. Curry has made certain

criticisms of it, and I am glad that he has agreed with me on every

jioint, should like to read out to you certain passages from his

criticisms which appear on page 16 of this leaflet. It reads thus :—

&

“Regarding the remarks about the effect of the removal of the

sand bank at Kalidaskhali, for the safety of the Hardinge Bridge andft

"its training works, it is {minted out that the training works provide

tor ifln alteration in the direction of the ajrpronch of the river to the^

bridge Thus, the railway Engineers are ready to extend the training

work at Raitn, in order to meet a development in the curvature of the

river, up-streams of Raitu. Again, it is punted out that the Hardinge

Bridge is capable of passing 2,f)00,0(Ml msecs of water. The normal

fldfrd discharge of the river there is something in the region of 1,600,000

msecs! The .flood discharge of the Mathahhanga river, in recent years,

*bas been about .‘17,000 msecs. If an additional 10,000 msecs is pissed

down the Mathahhanga river as a result of the developments at its

mouth, the effect on the flood discharge of the (binges river (via:.,

1,000,600 msec*— 10,000 msec*) will not be great. Nevertheless, the

writer is quite correct in punting out that some changes will he felt dur-

ing the next Hood season, hut we can rely on the railway authorities

being prepared to meet such changes. 1 feel doubtful whether the

railway administration will agree to the contribution of Rs. 1,600,000

towards the Joynagore Cut and the Bhairab Scheme II. If, however,

the Bengal Government approach the Railway Board with a concrete

scheme for improving the Mathahhanga, Jalangi und Bhagirnthi

system®, which will have the effect of largely reducing the discharge

in the Ganges river, the Board might offer a contribution towards tb*
s

scheme , but, of course, I am not in a position to express definite opinion

upon the |>olicv of the Board.”

But he is of opinion that the Railway Board will do it, and it itf

rigbit that the Government of Bengal should approach the Railway

Board to make a contribution towards the scheme. As regards the re-

ufork of the Chief Engineer about the 10,000 cusecs, of course it is

a technical mtffter and I am sorry that I have to enter into these

technicalities. However, I do not entirely agree with him. There
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Ik an engineer of the deportment in this Mouse who I think will a^rae

with me when I say that the sand bank at Kalidaskhali was 6 miles long

and half a mile broad. After the removal of this 3 square miles of

sand bank, can you actually calculate the amount of water jJjft will

enter into the river ? I think a considerably greater volume of excess

water than 10,000 cusecs will enter into the river, and what will be

the effect ? The effect will be that the pressure will be double. If you
Teduce the action, the reaction will be double, and I hope I shall be

^nfde to convince the engineer of the department, who is a member of

this House, about the point. You have not yet seen the effect of this

yeai’s flood. Then, how can you say 10,000 cusecs? With thp removal

of the 0 square miles of sand bank it will be much more and the effect

on the Hardinge Bridge will be considerably greater. If you under-

take the work this year, the removal of the danger to the Hardinge
Bridge will be substantially effective, and I do not know why the rail-

way authorities who are very eager to protect the bridge should not

agree to it. I believe in the natural method : I believe in the nkfural

method of protection, Sir, and I do not believe in stone-throwing and

this I am quoting from the words of the railway engineer to whom I

had an occasion to go. He told me that he did not know what would

be done for the time being; at any rate he did not believe in stone-

throwing and that is his language. What was the nature of the

protective work at Raitat* It was simply stone-throwing. /If you

want to protect your bridge for a long time you must have recourse to

the natural method. It is the unnatural method that has brought you

all this trouble. Government placed the railways across the rivers of

Bengal and have thereby depopulated the villages, rendered them
unproductive and brought in malaria, so that by these unnatural

methods Government have killed the rivers of Bengal and that is why
I ask them now to revert to the nut ural method and having once decided

upon it to persist in it. I do not know, Sir, why the railway engineers

will not agree to it when their interests and our interests are the same.

I am not asking for any benevolence from them. I am not asking them
to undertake my scheme as a part of benevolent action but, I may point

out to them, on the ground of common interests. I think that if the

Irrigation Department writes to them seriously, I do not believe that

they will not listen to it seriously. As a result of laying down rail-

ways parallel to the Mathabhanga, I believe the railway administration

has done us a great wrong, and it will be only doing justice to us if

.% they right this wrong; if they decide to help us it will be meet and
proper for them to do so and they are morally bound to help us in this

respect because thfey have killed the entire population of a portion

of Bengal, depopulated them and have killed our rivers. You can see,

Sir* what a large number of rivers there were in the district of JTessore.

I have been there myself and have seen with my own eyes that these
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rivers are vow all dead. There were at one time flourishing (owns and
cities, markets and marts, on their banks but now they are all depopu-*

iated and dead. The areas were so much healthy at that time that I

can say that they even attracted settlers from England to build kutis

there, some of which still exist to-day—I mean the kutis of the indigo

planters, which kutis are now all desolate. The last person to move
from these kutis was Mrs. Monnier, finding that she was left all alone,

that the whole country was depopulated by malaria and there was no
one to attend on her, she left that kuti for good; that kuti still exiJts

but jackals, and other beasts of prey are now prowling about there. Sir,

it is a heart-rending sight to see them reduced to such a desert; it is

really very painful for any one to go and see how people have been

killed like Hies and how malaria has ravaged the countryside. Tin
criminal neglect of Government, the selfish interest of the railway >

authorities, blind and unintelligent interest of the railway authorities,

have killed this fair tract of land and I do not know how these rivers

can be revived. Of course there is a scheme for reviving these rivers,

but I do not know whether I shall be able to bring my facts and figures

to bear upon the authorities and I hope thut if the scheme is judiciously

dealt with there mav be real chance of our being successful. I do not

know, Sir, whether the sort of irrigation that will be undertaken has

already been decided upon. Sir, irrigation was an ancient science; it

was prevalent in Egypt and Babylon; in Egypt it was done by Menes
and in Babylon perhaps by King Merodach and the kings of Bengal also

did it. Evidence is there and so many livers supply this evidence. In

saying this I rely upon the views of an eminent uuthoiity, namely, the

late Sir William Willcocks, who said that these were the works of

engineering; they were not exactly rivers but canals and these canals

were dug by men in order to imporve the country. The country' was

then flourishing and happy and healthy. If they were canals and if

you now undertake their canalisation the country will still !>e happy
once more, but you are not doing so and you are depending on follow-

ing d particular form of irrigation that is independent of the condi-

tion of the country. In Egypt there w*as basin irrigation; in Babylon

there was a perennial form of irrigation. I do not know what sort of

irrigation the Bengal Development Bill will prescribe for us, although

I think that flood irrigation is the best for us because that is best suited

to the conditions of Bengal and if that is done it will be good for us.

I personally collected large materials about this and I do not know
whether they will be of any use to me because I do not know what
shal^I do with them, but if I get an opportunity of placing before the

department my views I think I may be able to convert them to my
view, because I do not know whether they have any comprehensive idea

of the whole scheme. Of course it is not my province now to criticise

the Bengal Development Bill, but on the subject of taxation proposals

visualised in that Bill, I am inclined to point out another instance in
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which such taxation proposals mooted, and that was tke develop-

raent of certain tracts in Orissa of winch Sir William Willcocks said

that it was difficult to collect the tax in that way and that unless pro-

perly and judiciously done, it would not fulfil its purpose. ‘‘You can-

not, as they tried in Orissa, go about every’ year in the rice fields d?Hd*

ing which field received only fiood water, which half flood and half

lam. and which received only rain water.” That is what he said in this

connection. How will you be believed if you say that this land has

been enriched by flood water or how can you Bay that it is not equally

enriched by rain water? It is a somewhat difficult problem unless of

course the Bill is shaped in a very different way so as to be workable.

So far as I am concerned I find that there is a very great difficulty as it

appears to me in the Bill and I do not know whether it will emerge

from the Select Committee in a workable form.

Sir, 1 shall conclude my remarks by quoting another paragraph,

namely, the lust paragraph from Sir William Willcocks' hook:

—

“To restore to working order its system of canals which can be

everywhere traced on the ground, one by one, Bengal can fairly claim

that help which it has hitherto given to the rest of India.” „

Sir, Bengal has hitherto helped the rest of India. We have argued

about the inequity of the Heston Award which also may he said to

have helped the rest of India at the cost of Bengal, and Bengal ib to-daY

in this position because India has refused to help us and that is why
she is to-day starving. Sir, if we find that the earning member of a

family is dying you will, if you are wise, try to revive that member
and make him healthy so that it can earn for you again. If you

neglect that you will have to take the consequences. Therefore I ask

the Irirgntion Department of India and the railway authorities to help

us in the matter, berause in this matter fortunately their interests

and our interests coincide. I may again read, Sir, from Sir Williafh

Willcocka' book:— *

“To restore to working order its system of canals which can be

everywhere traced on the ground, one by one, Bengal can fairly claim,

that help which it has hitherto given to the rest of India. The total

area to he irrigated and already levelled for this purpose in Central #»id

Western lleugal exceeds 10,000,000 acres, of which over 6,000,000 Hlfres

ore in Central Bengal and under 4,000,0(H) acres are iu Western Bengal.

It has every claim to the whole of the jute export duty. The export

jut© tax represent^ capital for jute which is a very fatiguing crop and
the duty on it should remain in Bengal.”

He said this about tke jute duty long ago. He described jute as a

fatiguing crop and therefore expressed the opmiciMhat it should

remain in Bengal, but he did not dilate upon that question. 8o far
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as my pmpoeal is concerned, Sir, *jLthink I may say that I am not

asking ton much from the Iirigatloh Department as I am merely

pointing out what is the problem and how Government can help us.

If you want to protect that big bridge of yours the railway must come

forward and accept the proposal to form a committee consisting of

officers of the Irrigation Department and others, and let the committee

devise a scheme by which the process of letting out flood water from

the Mathabanga can be revived, and the bridge will be safe for all

time.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: Mr. Pieaident. Sir, 1 rise to

give my jrhole-hearted support to the motion moved by my friend

Maulvi SV#4 Majid Baksh. Sir, as an inhabitant of Nadia und Jessore

I must say that this question of irrigation in Western ami Central

Bengal is of absolutely vital importance to me and my constituency.

Sir, before speaking on the motion itself I must voice my sense of dis-

appointment that the Hon’ble Member lias not thought fit to follow the

procedure of his predecessor uml to give this House some idea of what

the Department has done during the last year and what it proposes to

do next year, hut 1 suppose that this reticence is due to the fuct that

the Hon ’hie Member does not propose to do anything next year! He

is perhaps content to rest on his laurels in getting the Development

Bill passed in the Council, if jiossible. After that Bengal and its

Irrigation Department can very well look after themselves and the

Hon ’hie Member will he busy in looking after other matters, matters

nearer home, that is.

Sir, speaking on the motion for the grant to the Irrigation Depart-

ment last year the then Hon’ble Member was pleased to say that they

were marking time and the fact that they were simply marking time

’was apparent from the fact that for that year, that is the current year,

thelnnlgft Mas about Rs. 4,50,000 less than the budget for the previous

year. I find Sir, that this year the budget is even less, lesser by

Rs. 4,20,000. That shows that the Irrigation Department under the

^present Hon’ble Member is going to be even more stagnant than it has

been in the past. Sir, how stagnant it has been was made quite clear

thk,other day, on the 10th March, in an answer to a Starred Question

by my esteemed friend, Balm Kishori Mohan Chaudhuri. The Hon’ble

Finance Member gave a statement of the amount spent by Government

in ^opening out irrigation canals, and in resuscitating dead rivers

during the last M years. Sir, I do not know if any member of this

House or any person outside in this doomed area, vis., western and

central Bengal) took notice of the fact that in opening out irrigation

canals Goverupnint had spent more than a crore of rupee# since 182&

21, that is to say, it meant that they opened out the Damodar Canal,
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but in resuscitating the dead rivam the entire expenditure of Govern-

ment for 14 years was about Rs. 18,73,000 that is, a magnificent sum

of Rs. 1,33,000 a year.

Sir, I submit that nothing more callous can be imagined. The

resuscitation of dead and dying rivers is a problem that is of vital

importance to the Bengalees and one which I should have thought it

would be one of the first duties of Government to take up. In fact

His Excellency the Governor of Bengal in one of his earlier speeches

referred to this and I may take it that it is due to his goading that the

Bengal Development Bill saw its light in this Council but on account

of the department it comes from, it comes in such a questionable shape,

that it is very difficult for the Council to accept it. The policy of the

Irrigation Department has been to keep choop, and not to do anything

so far as the dead and dying rivers are concerned, and that policy is

going to be more forcibly impressed upon this House during the next

financial year. T have been trying and have been spending some time

to find out from the budget whether the Government propose to spend

any sum, and if so, what sum, in resuscitating the dead and dying

rivers during the next financial year. I must say that I have $|jled in

my attempt. I shall wait for a statement from the Hon’ble Member to

say what steps in addition to getting the Bengal legislative Council to

pass the Development Bill the Hon’ble Member is going to take to

resuscitate the dead and dying rivers of Bengal. It is no use being

in charge of a Department simply for the sake of the Department being

in charge of him. I submit, Sir, that the Hon’ble Member had better

now' not think of his past love, the Education Department, but bad

better think of the Irrigation Department and pay better and greater

attention to it. The Irrigation Department, as I have said, is of vital

importance to two-thirds of the people of Bengal. It may not be of so

much importance to the people of Dacca and Mymensingh, but

certainly for those of the Burdw’an, Presidency and thei Rajshahi Divi-

sions, it is of very great importance. I submit, Sir, the schcnfe for the

canalisation of the Mathabhanga is, as has been pointed out so cogently

by the mover of this motion, of very great importance and the neglec^

to which this part of the country has been subjected for a very long time*

ought to be removed, and more attention ought to be paid to the pro-

blem of tlie canalisation of the Mathabhanga and the improvement
the Nadia rivers. Mr. Majid Baksh has pointed out. that if the canalisa-

tion of the Mathabhanga is taken up it will solve the great problem of

the Hardinge Bridge. We all know that it was in danger last year^and

that the Government of India and the Railway Board are willing to

spend any amount of money to save it. Well, if by the canalisation of

the Mathabhanga the Hardinge Bridge can be saved, I think the Rail-

way Board will be glad to subscribe towards it. I think the Govern-

ment of Bengal are lethargic in this respect. If they do not want that
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the MatbAbhanga should be canalised, they will not approach the Rail-

way Boa$a and will not tell them what advantages they vriU derive

from {he finalisation of the Mathabhanga. I submit, Sir, that it is a

modest reijaest that Mr. Majid Baksh has made and I hope the Hon’ble

Member wfll accept it.

i

Dr. NARE8H CHANDRA 8EN CUPTAs My friend Mr. Narendra
Kumar Basu has been at pains to find out what the Hon’ble Meml>er in

charge of the Irrigation Department proposes to do in regard to dead
and dying rivers of Bengal next year; but he has apparently forgotten

that the Hon’ble Member has said that the Irrigation Department will

now go to sleep until the Development Bill is passed. It will then be
time for him to prepare projects on the strength of the levy to be
raised. But notwithstanding that, 1 may mention to the Hon’ble
Member that Providence has in this particular case, without waiting

for his Development Bill, without waiting for a levy on the people,

come to thfr aid of the people by washing the sand bank across the

Mathabhanga. A great opportunity lias now arisen and this is just the

time when the question of regulating the flow of water along the Matha-
hhang^ the Bhagirathi and Jalangi and other rivers could he tackled

with the least expenditure, and as Mr. Majid Baksh has pointed out,

and I hope he has earned the gratitude of every member of this House
for this, that this is not only a project which by helping the hands of

Providence will do a great deal of benefit to the people of the districts

of the Presidency Division, hut will also incidentally enable the (Gov-

ernment of India to solve the problem of the Hardinge Bridge. In a

pamphlet which has been circulated by Mr. Majid Baksh I find a

criticism of his proposal by the Chief Engineer of the Irrigation

Department. He does not think that the flood discharge of the Mntha-

bhanga river will adequately relieve the pressure so far as the Hardinge

.Bridge is concerned. But at the same time he says “if however the

Bengal Government approach the Railway Board with a concrete

scheme for improving the Mathabhanga, the Jalangi and the Bhagi-

rathi system” it will have the effect of reducing the discharge. The

Board could also he induced to offer a contribution to the scheme.

Here is a 'definite suggestion made by a responsible officer of Govern-

ment and 1 would ask the Government to take it up immediately and

s^eed it up with all possible expedition. The question of the distri-

bution of water resources of the province with the utmost benefit to

the entire province has to he studied in a comprehensive spirit; and

fof that purpose this is just the thing which has got to he done imme-

diately. Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu was apparently under a misappre-

hension when he said that this will not benefit Eastern Bengal.

On the contrary I think it will benefit Eastern Bengal also. In

any case Eastern Bengal cannot he left out of the picture in preparing
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this scheme/ xi<e wateA* that does not go into the Jalangi an

bhanga jp>es >Moug the Padma into Eastern Bengal and in i

Bengal aontetimes there are excessive floods—floods which Jire some*

times very devastating and are caused by the water carafel by the

Ganges and the Brahmaputra. The control of the river jOtfges might

regulate the supply of water. It will also enable the Qtjy.ernraent of

Bengal to solve the problem of excessive flood in EastemJ^ngal.

The whole thing will have to be done in a comprehensive manner.
Sir, I feel that this is just the time when the problem should be tackled
and this is just the time when the Government of Bengal will be able
successfully to push through any project with the assistance of the
Government of India and with the assistance already proffe|pd by the
province. I am not sure that the removal of the sand bfiuifcof the
Mathabhanga does not mean more than what Mr. Majid or the

Chief Engineer imagines it to be. The courses of our rivers are

sometimes very erratic. It may he that the flowing i|^*of more
water into the Mathabhanga may mean a destructive flow of water.

*

The question has got to he studied, and if there is a question of destruc-

tive flow of water, if there is a question of diversion of too much. water
so as to deprive the lower reaches of the Ganges and the Padn^p those

are matters which have got to be provided against. Here we have only

a definite change in the natural phenomena of the province which has

got to he very seriously studied by the Irrigation Department, and the

fullest advantage will have to he taken of it and every effort should he

made immediately to prevent its being a source of evil. For this pur-

pose I feel that this is just the psychological moment when the Govern-

ment in its Irrigation Department should get busy to make a scheme
and approach the Railway Board, and with their assistance car^
through the project which would he of lasting benefit to the people of

the province. This will enable the Government to do a great deal of

good to the people even without their Development Bill.

Babu KI8H0RI MOHAN CHAUDHURI: I rise to support the

proposal of Mr. Majid Baksh. I am thankful to him for bringing this

important matter for the special consideration of the Hon’ble Member.

My district also is the worst sufferer in this respect. Our rivers Boral

and Narad are to be resuscitated; otherwise the consequence will be

very serious. In the Survey and Settlement Report of Rajshahi it

was noticed by Mr. Nelson who was in charge of the Department, that

during the last 50 years the population of the south-eastern portion of

the Rajshahi district was reduced by half. I put some questions during

the time of Sir Surendra Nath Banerjea about the health of the people

on both banks of the rivers Boral and Narad. He told me that it was

well known to Government that the health of the people in those places
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was bSyhit as there was the apprehension that if those rivers were

;

clearedwe Harding# Bridge might be endangered, Gd$er^|gMit ctmhl

not do Aching in the matter.
*

Sir, tHb'esuscitation of the Bhairab and other rivers in Nadia and ,

Jessore urgent, and similar improvement will have to be done
in the rive#® the Rajshahi district as well. Unless this is done these

places are lively to be depopulated. That area is being depopulated

fast. So, in this matter the early attention of Government is absolutely

necessary. Further, a fortunate circumstance has now arisen : it is

that if the sand bank—I mean the char—removed from the mouth
of the Mathabhanga, the question of diverting the flow of the rivers in

that direction—some portion of the flow being diverted along the broad

river, aad some along the narrow river (sic) will solve the problem

;

and I that immense benefit will be (inferred upon the district of

RajshaSi and the danger to the Hardinge Bridge will be removed.

Therefore, in my opinion, it is a very opportune moment to undertake

the task. **ft must not l>e neglected and Government would do well to

issue instructions for survey at once not only of the southern reaches

but also of the northern reaches of the Ganges. The revivification and

restoration to normal conditions of the malarious and the decadent

areas Should be seriously considered. I think that if this were done
w

the possible danger to the Hardinge Bridge may safely Ih? repelled,

without incurring heavy expenditure.

With these words, Sir, I support the motion.

Matllvi ABUL KA8EM: Sir, the question of the rivers of Bengal is

a very serious question and in my opinion it is the most important

question, because on it depends to a large extent the prosperity or the

adversity of the people of Bengal. This matter has been under the con-

sideration of the British Government in India und in Bengal for nearly

100 years. Books have been written and treatises have been published,

but the question has never been seriously taken up or tackled at all in

pre-Befonn or post-Kefurm davs. But, Sir, I think the Government of

Bengal are guilty of neglect in not solving this problem so long and

have taken dilatory steps in dealing with it. On the question which

has been brought up by my friend, Maulvi Kved Majid Baksb, 1 think

the Government of Bengal is grievously guilty of neglect, because here

is a scheme which is supported by your Chief Engineer himself and

which suggests that the Government of India should be called upon in

the Department of Kailways or Commerce I do not know exactly

which—to look into the matter. Still the Government hesitate to take

action, I think it was the duty of the Irrigation Department which is

paid by the people of Bengal to have taken up this matter and that

Department should not have waited for Maulvi 8yed Majid Baksh of
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^Tensor© to bring it to the notice of this House. That Departirifat has
got expert? whose business is to deal with the rivers and their people
did nothing until somebody else showed them what to do. JPhe Gov-
ernment of India should be called upon, and that immediately, to pay
for the scheme, because the decadence is due to their action—their rail*

roads, their bridges and many other things constructed, by them for

which the rivers have now been reduced to a decadent condition and
for which the people suffer great miseries and losses. My Iriends,

Mr. N. K. Basu and I)r. Sen Gupta, have stated their views, and I only
want to emphasise the position taken up by the mover and add that
though it is already too late yet we hope that it is better late than never
to do something. I hope further that the mistake committed by Gov-
ernment will not be long continued.

Tl» Hon’ble Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: Sir, when on% of the
Hemormost members of this House .peaking- „n this rut motion made a
remark that the question of the rivers of Bengal is a most serious one
1 entirely agree with him

; and I only wish that the members of this
House would deal with the subject in a serious manner and face fact#
and not treat it lightly.

Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu lias criticised the Government seVerelv

. r r tak
I

n* 8te
I)s t0 reviv* the dead and dying rivers of Bengal.

But do members of this House realise why this has not been done, what
is the difficulty and what is the cost involved in reviving the dead and
dying rivers? I would only request the members to realise that even
one of most recognised experts—the late Sir William AVillcocks-in his
suggstion for the revival of the dying rivers of Bengal put it down as
a condition precedent the construction of a barrage across the Ganges
which was estimated to cost something like Us. 8 to 1(5 crores. That,

’•Sir, is the only solution—it is not u question of spending Us. 5, 10 or
16 lakhs but it is a question of spending Its, 8 to 10 crores; and this
ifl the only explanation why so far Government have not been able to
take this question up or to deal with it satisfactorily. (Mu. Narendra
Kumar Basu: Why not?). My friend says “Why not”? I would
tell him howr could this Province, in its present financial position con-
fronted with the Meston Settlement, afford to spend a sum up to Rs. 1G
crores without the prospect of the scheme being not self-supporting or
remunerative. Therefore it is obvious that it is not due to any neglect
or non-realiBation of the seriousness of the situation that Government
do not take any action for reviving the dead rivers. (Mr. Harskdra
Kumar Basu : It is sheer cursedness). Sir, strong language always
shows weak arguments. Therefore, I submit that this is a question tl&t

can only be dealt with by the Bengal Rural Development BiU. (Hear!
bear!) (Mr. Ann. Kaskm^i Will you get Rs. 16 crores?) Tes. The
whole object of the Bill is to do that and I ask the members *©f this

JHouse to deal with this subject seriously.
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Maulfi EYED MAJID BAKSH: Sjjr William Willcocka |ay* a,

different thing. I have got the pampWel .

Mr* PRESIDENT: Order, order. You should allow the Hon’blo

Member to proceed with his speech.

The Hon'Me Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: Sir, as 1 was suyiug, thi*

is a serious question, and if tbe members of this House really want a

revival of the rivers, they should be prepared to give drastic powers to

Government. Anyhow that is a different matter. 1 now come to the

motion of Maulvi Syed Majid Baksh, the recognised authority—the

amateur authority—on Irrigation; he will j>erhaps allow me to congra-

tulate him on his scheme and the time and effort he has bestowed on

the question in at least attempting to make a constructive suggestion.

But, unfortunately, Maulvi Syed Mujid Baksh 's schemes and proposals

suffer from the usual handicap of imateurs. His idea may perhaps to

a certain extent he correct, but so far as actual facts and figures are

concerned, he is so hopelessly wrong that no Engineer with any self-

respect would put up a suggestion which he has usked this Government

to put before the Irrigation Department. (M.ulvi Syfjj Majid Baksh :

Mr. Currie accepted it). It is most unfortunate that members go and

ask Heads of Departments to read llieir schemes and give their opinion

and then distort it afterwards. Mr. Currie has not accepted a word of

his scheme. I shall however come to it later. 1 mo first of all explain

to the House and this is a most important ]x>iut ; as a large number

of members have come to the conclusion that Mr. Baksh has put forward

an excellent scheme for reviving the dead and dying rivers of the dis-

tricts of Jessore and Nadia and unless this point is clearly explained,

they will go away with that impression. I will therefore ask for theft*

indulgence and explain what are the actual facts. The actual facts ar$

that at the Hardinge Bridge the discharge of water is 16 lakhs cusecs

(Maulvi Syed Majid Baksh : It is 25 lakhs). The capacity may

l>e 25 lakhs, but the actual flow through the bridge is 16 to 17 lakhs.

As far as the Mathabhanga is concerned, its carrying capacity is .‘17,000

cusecs. Remembering this actual capacity, we have to consider whe-

ther a diversion of water into the Mathabhanga which may at the most,

say, carry up 50,000 cusecs will affect the flow of tbe Ganges. 1 will

give an illustration of the pipe-system of carrying water. A two-inch

or three-inch pipe has a limited carrying capacity. If the mouth is

choked, the carrying capacity is reduced. Similarly, the Mathabhanga

channel has got a limited capacity of carrying water. The char wbicji

is formed jt its mouth has restricted the discharge, and the clearance

of the chMwill open the flow, but that does not necessarily mean that

it can have* any appreciable effect so far as the 17 lakhs of Ganges

water is concern*! as against the carrying capacity of the Mathabhanga,
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"of 37,W)j), euseca. Sir, in connection I would remind tbe hotCbl*
members of this House oT Mr. Tanmuddin Khan said, that it is

most dangerous to tamper and play with a channel like the Matha-
bhanga and allow 16 lakhs of cusecs to flow through it. The effect wili
be to wipe out the whole of the Jessore district. It is not a feasible

or a practicable suggestion. The formation of the char at the mouth
will not have any appreciable effect on the situation of the Hardinge
Bridge. If we open out the channel and allow a large quantity of the
water to come down the Mathabhanga, it may have serious consequences
You will have to spend a large sum of money by means of sluices and
Other things to regulate the flow in that place. In any case it is not
possible to make any claim from the Railway Board for a scheme for

the improvement of the Mathabhanga river because it will relieve the
situation at the Hardinge Bridge. I shall explain the situation as

stated by Mr. Curry. To begin with, if members will turn to page 16,

the first paragraph of Mr. Curry’s note, they will find that he wants to

make it clear that the railway engineers are quite alive to the situation.

He says that “The railway engineers are ready to extend the training

work at llaita, in order to meet a development in the curvature of the

river, up-stream of Raita,” that is to say, they knowf the difficulty and
they are prepared to meet it. Then he goes on to point out that the

fctual capacity of the Hardinge Bridge is 25 lakhs cusecs and that tin

"flood discharge of the river Mathabhanga is about 37,000 cusecs. On
this point there is no agreement between Mr. Majid Baksh and

Mr. Curry'. Then wre come to page 17. Here Mr. Curry' says “Never-

theless the writer is quite correct in pointing out that some changes will

be felt during the next flood season but we can rely on the railway

authorities being prepared to meet such changes.” Now Mr. Majid

Baksh has claimed that Mr. Curry is supporting his contention that

|ll6 railway people will benefit by diverting water through Mathabhanga,

pjpt I submit that what Mr. Curry' has referred to is to tbe develop-

ment in the curvature of the river, up-stream of Raita. He says that

on account of the washing away of the sand bank the pressure will be.

felt and that the Hurdinge Bridge would be outflanked. Mr. Curry

agrees that there h a serious danger owing to the washing away

of the sandbank. In this note Mr. Curry nowhere agrees

Maulvi 8YED MAJID BAKSH: On page 16.

Tht Hon’Mo Khwaja Sir NAXIMUDDfN: Sir, anything that will

help this House to understand this question I am prepared to allow

J£r. Majid Baksh to lay before you,

Mwfvi tYED MAJID, BAKSH t I would refer the Sum. to the

last but one line on page 15 of Mr. Curry’s nota. It reads:
*

“Itsbould

( possible however for the Bengal Government to come W none
\
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agreeaieJ* with tke railway authoriti^ior tbe 3»ktrg>MB<t% M the

bridges, ilfcecially if it is pointed our^^t^e railway administration

that the diversion of an increased discharge down the Mathabbanga

river without the risk of an avulsion of the Ganges river away from

the Hardinge Bridge will reduce the discharge to be dealt with at that

bridge.” I do not know English language more than to interpret it

in the way I have done.

Tho Hon’ble Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: This, Sir, again refera to

the dead and dying rivers of the Nadia and Jessore districts. There hi

no doubt, as Mr. Curry has said here on page 17 and as has been point-

ed out by Dr. Sen Gupta, that 10,000 cuseca will be reduced. But my

whole point is that where the actual volume of water that passes through

the Hardinge Bridge is 16 lakhs cusecs, if you take away 10,000 cuseca

out of this 16 lakhs, is that going to be a relief to the Hardinge Bridget

Mciulvi SYED MAJID BAK8H: The figures are

Mr. PRESIDENT: Order, order. It would be impossible for me t<

conduct the business of the House if I were to ullow you to interrup

the Hon’ble Member in this fashion. The rubs are that when one 4

speaking you should not interrupt him unless he is misrepresenting you

At the same time when you have formulated a proposal you mus

tolerate any criticism that might l>e levelled against it from any par

of the House. It is absolutely necessary in the interest of good debat

that you must listen to the arguments of your opponents with becominj

coolness. The Hon’ble Member is not yielding to you and so yoi

should not speak simultaneously— I cannot allow a debate to degenerate

into an angry conversation.

Tha Hon’ble Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN t All tliut J urn subraittm

before the House is that according to Mr. Curry it is 10,000 cuseca o

water that will be taken away. Accepting that it is double or trobl

that amount, still it is so insignificant a quantity that there will prac

tically be no relief of pressure on the Hardinge Bridge. Therefore, th

claim on the Railway Board is not likely to meet with great succeii

The entire question of the revival of the dead rivers of Bengal by whic

he means the Bhagirathi, Jalangi and Mathabbanga if all these l

taken np in one scheme which means the diversion of water of thei

tbtee rivers,.,then there will perhaps be an appreciable relief on tt

Hardinge jpdge and which may induce the Government of India 1

offer » coziribution. That is a question which Government 'Will ce

tainls iook i'nto. But as far as Mr. Majid Baksh’s proposal is concert

«d oUgrat very much that I do not think that it can he supported 1*
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strongly because of the practical difficulties. The facts as they are will

not help Government much io approach the Government of India.

As far as the other schemes are concerned, even only the revival of

the big rivers of Bengal like the Bhairab, which is scheme No. 2 and

estimated to cost about Bs. 16 lakhs, shows the difficulty of the pro-

blem. It means an expenditure of a large sum of money, and before

the introduction of the Bengal Development Bill, it was the policy of

Government to try to find out whether there was any proposal from the

local people to contribute. That is the reason why we have not worked

out any scheme for the revival of big rivers. It is merely because the

problem was too big to be dealt with financially. I hope my friend

the mover of the motion will see his way to withdraw it.

Dr. NARESH CHANDRA SEN GUPTA: May 1 ask a question?

The Hon*ble Member haB spoken of the pressure of water on the

Hardinge Bridge. Is it not a fact that there is no pressure but that

the danger arises from the diversion of the water?

The Hon’ble Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: The whole question is

"this. I did not say that. Mr. Majid Baksh said that if we could

divert the water from going through the Hardinge Bridge then the pres

sure would be relieved. What I said waB that the quantity of water

was so insignificant that it would be no relief to the bridge.

Maulvi Syed Majid Baksh’s motion was put and lost.

(The Council was at this stage adjourned for 15 minutes.)

(After Adjournment.)

(The House re-assembled at 6-30 with Mr. Deputy President in the,

chair.)

Mtlllvi SYED MAJID BAKSH: I beg to move that the demand

of Bs. 10,573 under the head “XIII—Irrigation working expenses—

A

Irrigation, extension and improvement** be reduced by Bs. 100 (for not

giving effect to the Jaynagore cut and Bhairab Scheme II).

In moving this motion I have been fortunately afforded an oppor-

tunity of replying teethe points raised by the Hon*ble Member in reply

to my last motion. sti

* Sir, this is one of the subsidiary provisions connected with the main

pWviiion which we have just dealt with. Sir, in replying to my former
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ftdp Member criticised by saying this: what will yon

in so much water into the Mathabhanga? As if my
arranged for letting in water and not for letting it out I

that. Sir. On the contrary I said that, just as yon let in

r
fnnst let it out exactly in the same quantity. However,

Sr, I do net wish to trouble the House any longer with this matter.

J£ yen visualise the course of the Mathabhanga you will see that it is

a riwr which flows southwards from the Ganges which flows more

or lees parallel to sea-board of Bengal. You should let out water

corresponding to that which you let in into the Mathabhanga, but what

does it mean? There is only one scheme, namely, the Jaynagore cut

and Bhairab Scheme No. II. There was the Ghusnavi cut which how-
ever has been given effect to. But my present proposal is to ask that

you should give effect to the Jaynagore cut scheme as soon as possible.

1 will complement my previous scheme with this one and I would like

to point out that if you widen the breach at the source of the Kapatakhi

and the Bhairab at Jaynagore and create another opening if necessary

with the various rivers of the Jessore and Nadia districts you should

let out the same quantity of water as you let in, so that it is something
like a compensating arrangement in this particular case. If this

arrangement is made my scheme will be all right.

Does the Engineer of the Irrigation Department suggest that 10,000

onsets of water let out will traverse the enormous length of the decayed

rivers which will have to be revived? My proposal is to ask the rail-

way authorities to grant funds to widen the bridges. The bridge at

Jaynagore, is a small one; in fact, it is nothing but a big culvert. If

you widen the waterway and make the water spaces very big then
*

there will be no difficulty. I wish you to widen the river at the mouth

of the Ghusn&vi cut so that more waters may pass through it. If you

like these waters to pass along these cuts then the waters that enter

the Mathabhanga will prove beneficial to the people of the district;

* otherwise if the waters remain and cannot find a way out, it will not

kelp you at all. So that my scheme is that if you let in water into

the ^Uthabhanga you should let it out also. And the Irrigation

Department engineer gives the figure of 10,000 cusecs of water but he

t#* not given us any calculation on which he has arrived at this figure.

1 |*ve already said that Kalidaskhali is a sand bank of 3 square miles

fluid the removal of this enormous space will of course make more
mmecs of water pass. That is not my surmise only, Sir, I am confident

? will be more than 10,000 cusecs and I am afraid the Irrigation

has given bis estimate without any proper calculation, and

r if ke kid properly calculated he would have found that it would

than j0,000 cusecs. Having come to the conclusion that

I jht in this m bound to enter the Mathabhanga during tip
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flood season, what arrangements are you going to make td jet out tit

water and prevent the railway lines from being damaged by it? Whit
will be the effect of water entering the Mathabhanga if you

f
do* not lilt

it out f If the pressure is very great there will be a breach in the rail*

way line. Therefore, I would request the Hon’ble Member to go cm
with the Jaynagore cut and Bhairab II Scheme, and in doing so I would
confine myself to this scheme only. Taking a comprehensive vifcw of
the subject I may say that there are many rivers as have been shown
in the map, like the Kapatakshi, Bhairab, the Navaganga, and Chitra
Ischamati, Kumar, etc. \ ou should widen their mouths, widen the
bridges and let in more water to pass through them, but the Hon’ble
Member is afraid that if we let in more and more water into the Matha-
bhungu it will overflow the district of Jessore. I say that it will not
do any such thing. I had never suggested that 16 lakhs cusecs of
water carried by the Ganges should be diverted to the Mathabhanga.
And somebody also said that in that case the Padma would be diverted
to the Mathabhanga. Sir, he who says such things has very little

knowledge of hydraulics. A very big river goes along its gradient;
it is only a smull river t|ut forms a side track and a big river like the
Ganges cannot enter into a small cavity like the Mathabhanga; just
as the sea cannot enter the Ganges so the Ganges too cannot enter the
Mathabhanga. Of course this sort of amateur criticism will always be
made in this House and there is nothing to prevent the expression of
Uich colossal ignorance. A river passes along a gradient and as the
river grows old on account of silt water settling on it, and if the bank
rises the river forms well divided lines and it is only in flood time
when the pressure is great on the banks and the banks give way a little,
that small rivers are formed. If you look at the map of Bengal you
will see that not only the Mathabhanga but various other rivers also
have been formed in this way. Do you mean to say that through one
channel only the Ganges will pass? Nobody makes such a suggestion
like that. The Irrigation Engineer says that he will require 3 lakhs
of cusecs of water to be diverted and perhaps his idea is that in order y

to protect the Hardinge Bridge you have got to divert a lakh of cusecs
of water into the rher. In order to do that if you want a lakh of
cusecs, well and good, but the complaint has been made that in that %

ease the whole country will be flooded. But I say, Sir, that it wi0
not be so, because there are not less than 50 to 60 streamlets arising
from the Mathabhanga, and it is only the railway embankment that*
stops them. If you make breaches just as has been w*ede at
Ghusnavi cut, if you make breaches and provide waterways thi^|f||
railway embankments at certain places the whole waterway will
veniently pass through the channels and irrigate the country; Ht

not produce any flood, w‘ the excess water will be carried into tie
% tint 1 do not know how there can be any possibility of flood.
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ptdotint nqppr outers ike Mathabhanga but it is obstructed by tie raflr

#^y embankments which have not been provided with outlet* and that

$S at the bottom of all these floods. But the Hon’ble Member said that

that is nit so. I forget the words that were used by the Hon'ble

Member in this connection; at one point he said that he could not

ttndentand what I meant by the words '‘that bridge” when I remarked

as follows: "that the diversion of an increased discharge down the

Mathabhanga river without the risk of an avulsion of the Ganges river

away from the Hardinge Bridge will reduce the discharge to be dealt

with at that bridge.” The plain English language is there, Sir, and

it cannot mean any other than the Hardinge Bridge.

Mr. DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Maulvi Sahib, please try and bo

more relevant to the amendment now under discussion.

Maulvi SYED MAJID BAKSH: No, Sir, it is very relevant,

for in order to effect tht Jaynagore cut I must show that diversion of

the water from the Ganges into the Mathabhanga is necessary, and as

it will reduce the discharge of “that bridge” it is purely and simply

the “Hardinge Bridge.” It is plain grammar, not hydraulics or

irrigation. So the Hon’ble Member has misled the House in saying

that Mr. Curry did not agree with me. No, Sir, it is not so; it is in

the book and everyone can read it. Mr. Curry says that if you let

in water and do not let it out, if you simply bottle it up and do not

drain it out, you are simply creating a great danger. Along with the

inlet there must be an outlet also; they must go hand in hand. I never

suggested such a thing and am simply surprised that anybody can come

to a conclusion like this. T suggested that the railway authorities

should divert the water that enters the Mathabhanga. It has also

been said that Mr. Curry said that the capacity of the Mathabhanga is

37,000 cusecs. Nowhere does Mr. Cum- sav so. Sir. At the present

time the discharge of the Mathabhanga is 36,000 cusecs. Discharge

is" a different thing from the capacity of the Mathabhanga. Discharge

means the Water that enters the Mathabhanga and capacity means the

Water that is capable of entering the Mathabhanga: these are two

^entirely different things. Nowhere has Mr. Curry said what has beea

attributed to him. The other rivers are dying and it is the Mafha*

bhanga alone that has shown signs of life. There is no fear that the

XdXabhanga will do any damage. Therefore I suggest that the

Jaynagore cut should be given effect to without delay : The Irrigation

Ihspartment baa sanctioned the Jaynagore cut, but^if the department

h** sanctioned the cut, I do not know what stands in thg way of their

died to the cut, Mr. Cuny at page 16 of my pamphlet aaya
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that the department has recommended the excavation of a cut known

aa the Jaynagore cut. I know the Irrigation Department has sanc-

tioned the Jaynagore cut scheme. Then what is the objection stand-

ing in the way of giving effect to this scheme. Mr. Carry said on

page 15 of the pamphlet that Irrigation Department recommended the

Jaynagore cut. That is all very well. My object for moving this

motion is that there is at present two very small culverts through which

very little water passes. I ask the Hon’ble Member to write to the

Railway authorities to provide a big bridge over the river. The Rail-

way authorities have done an inequity by purposely bottling up the

mouth of the Kabadak and the Mathabhanga. They have carried

railway line on the earth accumulated as a result of the bottling up of

the mouth of the river. I would ask the Hon’ble Member to write to

the Railway authorities to right the wrong done and provide a spacious

bridge on the mouth of the Kabadak to enable the flood water to pass

freely and to go down-stream. It will certainly be a better scheme

as more water will be diverted. I do not know if the Irrigation

Department knows that owing to the sand bank water was unable to

enter the Mathabhanga and further down the bridge it is diverted

slowly along what wras a small river, and which is now a big river,

viz., the Kaliganga, which joins with the Kumar. The result is that

there is backwash in the Nabaganga and Bhairab. If you divert more
water to Mathabhanga there is less chance of flood. I do not under-

stand why the Irrigation Department Engineers differ from me in this

respect. I think it is on account of their official ]uestige that they do

not agree with me. But I think there are points to agree with me.

You can only stop high current of Kaliganga by drawing water to

Mathabhanga.

Sir, Bhairab scheme No. 2 also provides another outlet for the

surplus wTater. The Ilon’ble Member said that Bhairab scheme would

cost 25 or 27 lakhs of rupees. The late Chief Engineer Mr. Addams-

Williams devised Bhairab scheme No. 2 and estimated an expenditure

ef Its. 25 lakhs for it, just as Its. 50 lakhs was provided for the Ronald-

shay Dredger. Now, my point is that does the Irrigation Department

know that the cost of labour now is one-fourth of what it was when

the Bhairab scheme was launched? The labour which then cost Re. 1

can be bad for annas four now
, thus the cost of a scheme costing Rs. 25

lakhs at once dwindles down to Rs, 6 or 7 lakhs at present, and this

is what I told Mr. Curry. When I spoke to him about it Mr. Curry

said that it would cost Rs. 26 lakhs. 1 explained that the cost of labour

being one-fourth of what it was previously, the cost of the scheme at

once dwindles down to 6, 7 or at the mast 10 lakhs of rupees. Of course

I cannot work out the details of the scheme or the way in which it

can be done. The Engineers of the Department can prepare many
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schemes and they can, if they will only put their heads toother, work

out a scheme by which the flow of the Bhairab can be revived. X have

no doubt thfft they can evolve a scheme.

Again, Sir, the Railway authorities spent over Rs. 78 lakhs over

the Hardinge Bridge, and if they are approached and told to spend,

say, 10 lakhs towards the reviving of the Bhairab, I think they will

readily agree to do so in order to save the Hardinge Bridge which is

in danger.

Then, Sir. the Hon'hle Member quoted Sir William Willcocks about

Ganges barrage; he did recommend for a barrage because when Sir

William Willcocks journeyed with Dr. Bentley through Mathabhanga,

Ganges and Bhagirathi, he did not find much flow, and therefore he

thought that in order to divert some water a barrage is necessary.

Hon’ble Member quotes the authority of Sir William Willcocks when

he recommended the construction of a barrage, but he does not agree

with him when he finds that the taxation proposed in the Development

Bill militates with the opinion of Sir William Willcocks. Sir, perhaps

he has forgotten what Sir William Willcocks has said on page U2 of

his report (I may read the passage) :

—

“You cannot, as they tried in Orissa, go about every year in the

rice fields deciding which field received only flood water, which half

flood and half rain, and which received only rain water.”

Tou want to iiii|Kise tax under the Development Bill for certain

water which the cultivators get for their crops. Now, the cultivators

may say that they get flood water only for their crops, some may say

that they got half flood water and half rain water and some may say
that they got rain water only for their crops, and there is no reason
why they should pay tax for it. Therefore, Sir, the scheme under
the Development Bill is an impracticable scheme. You cannot meet
the arguments of the cultivators. They will say rain water is respon-
sible for their crops. So it is not a feasible scheme.

My proposal, Sir, is—improve the condition of the peasantry, make
them rich, give them purchasing power so that they may be able to

spend money and ultimately you will get 10 times of what you spend
for this. That is the method suggested by Sir William Wilcox. Now,
the Hon’ble Member on one point very much quotes Sir William Will,
cocjp, but in many points he does not quote him. I think I have
already said much, but there is one thing about which I wish to say

a few words. This is how the passing down of 10,000 cuaecs down the

Mathabhanga river will affect the flood discharge of the Ganges river

fatotuttbly. Suppose a strong force of current impinges on a
portion of the bank what would be the result? The result will be that
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although the procure will not be very great, at a certain po&t it will

give way and reach the breaking point. So it is not a of

drawing 5,000 or 10,000 cusecs. *

Matrivi ABUL QUASEMs Sir, on a point of order. What is the

time allotted to the hon’ble member to speak?

Mr. DEPUTY PRESIDENT. He can speak for 30 minutes.

Mailivi SYED MAJID BAK8H. Do not lose hopes: I sit down.

Adjournment

The Council was then adjourned till 3 p.m. on Tuesday, the 19th

March, 1935, at the Council House, Calcutta.
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of the Bengal Legislative Council assembled under

provisions of the Government of India Act*

The Council met in the Council Chamber in the Council House*

Calcutta, on Tuesday, the 19th March, 1935, at 3 p.m.

Present:

Mr. Deputy President (Mr. Razaur Ruiman Kiian) (in the absence

of the Hon'ble Raja Sir Mvnmatih Nath Ray Ciiowhih ry, of

Santosh) in the Chair, the four Hon’ble Members of the Executive

Council, the three Hon’ble Ministers and 94 nominated und elected

meml>er3.

STARRED QUESTIONS

(to which oral answers were given)

Officers under the Court of Wards in Bengal.

•71 . Mr. R. MAITI : Will the Hon’ble Member in charge of the

Revenue Department be pleased to lay on the table a statement show-

ing the names of the officers employed at present under the Court of

Wards in Bengal with the names of the stations where posted and

with the period of posting there?

MEMBER in charge of REVENUE DEPARTMENT (the Hon'bie

Sir Brojendra Lai Mltter): A statement is laid on the Library table.

Half-holidays on Saturdays in the Calcutta Registration offfos.

•72* Mr. K. C. RAY CHOWDNURY: (a) Will the Hon’ble

Minister in charge of the Education (Registration) Department be

pleased to state

—

(i) whether it is a fact that the clerks and copyists in the Registra-

tion office at Calcutta have no half-holidays on Saturdays;

<tt) whether it is a fact that no registration work is done after

•
1 p.m. on Saturdays, but still the clerks and copyists have

to stay on up to 5 p.m. ;
and

<m) whether it is a fact that formerly the said clerks and copyists

used to enjoy a holiday on the last Saturday of .vary

month f
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(b) If the reply to (a) is in the affirmative, will the Hoa’bid

Minister l>e pleased to state the reason for curtailing the holidays of

the clerks and copyists of the Registration office at Calcutta without

giving them any extra remuneration?

MINISTER in charge of EDUCATION DEPARTMENT (tho

Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. Azizul Haque): (a) (t) Yes: it is a fact.

(ii) No documents are accepted for registration after 1 p.m. on
Saturdays except when there is a heavy rush, but other registration

work is carried on up till 5 p.m. and the cleiks and copyists ure required

to remain in office for this.

(Hi) Yes, but not since 1923.

(b) Tho observance of the last Saturday of the month as a holiday

was discontinued for all offices, and consequently the holidays of these

clerks and copyists of the Registration office in Calcutta have not been

curtailed to a greater extent than in any other office.

Casual leave of oopyists in the Calcutta Registration office.

•73. Mr. K. C. RAY CHOWDHURY : (a) Will the Hon’ble
Ministei in charge of tlo* Education (Registration) Department be

pleased to luy on the table a copy of the rules governing the casual

leave of copyists in the Registration office at Calcutta?

(b) Will the Hon’ble Minister be pleased to state whether it is a

fact that every copyist at the Calcutta office has to show daily an out-

put of copying 3, (KM) words and comparing 6,000 words?

(c) Is it a fact that when any copyist is granted casual leave he is

ordered to copy additional words over and above his daily output at

the rate of 3, (MM) copying and 6,000 comparing words for the days
during which he remains absent on casual leave?

(d ) Is it a fact that the aforesaid copyist who is thus asked to

produce such an additional outturn over and above his daily routine

outturn has to work extra hours to complete his work?

(#0 Is it a fact that his pay is withheld until the outturn of his

absent, days are completed?

(/) If the replies to (c), (d) and (e) are in the affirmative, will the
Hon hie Minister be pleased to state the authority under which the
copyists are asked to produce such additional works over and atywe
their routine work?

^

(g) Is it a fact that the copyists of the Calcutta Registration office
have sent in a memorial to the Inspector-General of Registration stating
therein this grievance?
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(h) Is ike Hon’ble Minister considering tbe desirability of laying a

copy of the said memorial on the table?

(0 Will the Hon’ble Minister be pleased to state whether the Gov-

ernment contemplate taking any steps to remove this grievance?

The Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: (a) The member

is referred to paragraph 323 on page 270 of the Bengal Registration

Manual, a copy of which will he found in the Library.

(b) and (c) Yes.

{d) Yes, this is probably the case.

(e) No.

(/) Government orders are the authority : an officer or clerk on casual

leave is not treated as absent from duty.

(ff) Yes.

( h

)

and ( i

)

No.

Aided Junior Madrasahs.

•74. H^Ji BADI AHMED CHOWDHURY: {a) Will the Hon’ble
Minister in charge of the Education Department be pleased to lay a

statement on the table showing for each division of Bengal and separately

for the districts of Chittagong, Oomilla and Noakhali :

—

(?) how many Government-aided Junior Madrasahs are there; and

(u) the amount of giant sanctioned this year and the previous two

years?

(6) Are the Government considering the desirability of increasing

the number of Madrasahs and the grant for the district of Chittagong?

(c) Will the Hon’ble Minister lie pleased to lay on the table a

statement showing the following figures of the present year and the

last two years in connection with the Junior Madrasahs of Chittagong

—

(t) the names of the Junior Madrasahs;

(tt) the number of students;

(tit) the number of teachers;

?tt?) the qualifications of the head teachers

;

(v) how many students were sent up for the final examination from

(hi) how many passed out of them

;
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(ru) what is the percentage of the passed students to the number
of students; and

{vtii) what amount is sanctioned as grant for each particular

Madrasah?

(

d

) Is it not a fact

—

(i) that the result of the Bailchari Junior Madrasah at final

examinations is better than all other Junior Madrasahs in

the district of Chittagong; but

(n) that the grant of aid for the said institution is less than all

others ?

(e) Did the present Divisional Inspector of Schools ever visit the
said Bailchari Madrasah?

(/) How long has he l>een in Chittagong?

iy) Will the Hon'ble Minister be pleased to state whether there
ure non-Muslim teachers in the Junior Madrasahs of Chittagong?

(h) If the answer to ( g )
is in the affirmative, in which of the

Madrasahs are there such teachers?

(i) Is the contribution to the Provident Fund by teachers of Junior
Madrasahs compulsory ?

0 ) Mow many new scheme High Madrasahs are th^re in Chittagong
and what are their names?

(k) Are the Government considering the desirability of

—

</) encouraging the establishment of new High Madrasahs in

village areas;

(n) reducing tuition fees of the students; and

{in) increasing the number of free studentships in the Junior
Madrasahs

on account of the present economic depression?

Thu Hon’blu Khan tahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: (a) and (c

)

Statements giving the information, so far as it is immediately avail*

Able, are laid on the Library table.

( b

)

No.

{d) The member is referred to the two statements laid on the
Library table.

<e) No.

(/) Since 5th November, 1932.

(ff) and (h) This information is not readily available, and it| col*

lection would involve detailed enquiries wbicb Government regfet that

they are unable to undertake.
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0) Two: Chittagong Madrasah and Sitnkund High Madrusah.

(k) No, except in so far as these questions are affected by the

recommendations of the Moslem Education Advisory Committee.

Mltllvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN: With reference to answer (i), will

tbe Hon’ble Minister be pleased to state whether, and when, the Govern-

ment is expected to accept the recommendations of the Advisory Board?

The Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: The Committee

took about three years to report, and the report was submit ted in

November last. I think I ought to have a few months with a view to

consider the detailed report. It is very difficult to consider it at this

stage on account of heavy pressure of work iu connection with the

Budget Session of the Council, but as soon as t he Budget Session is

over, we propose to go into the question.

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS

(answer* to which were laid on the table)

Admission into the Campbell Medical School.

38. Khan Bahadur MUHAMMAD ABDUL MOMIN: (a) Will the

Hon'hle Minister in charge of the Local Self-Government Dejmrtment

Be pleased to state whether it is |H»rmissible under the rules of admis-

sion to admit a boy direct to the Campbell Medical School, 2nd year or

3rd year class?

( b ) Is it a fact that a boy of Bankurn was admitted direct into the

3rd year class of the said school by the Superintendent?

MINISTER in ohargo of LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT DEPART-
MENT (tho Hon’bte Sir Bijoy Proud Singh Roy): (a) The answer

i* in the negative. Exception is, however, made in the case of trans-

fers from other medical schools; in such cases direct admission is

allowed but only at the beginning of the session and only under very

special and exceptional circumstances.

(b) A student from the Bankura Medical School was admitted into

ftp 2nd year class in tbe beginning of the summer session on transfer

wider the above role.
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BUDGET GRANTS OF THE GOVERNMENT
OF BENGAL, 1935-36;

(The discussion on the Irrigation Budget was then resumed.)

DEMAND8 FOR GRANTS.

XIII, 15, 15 (1), 16 and 55—Irrigation.

Motions foe Reduction.

The Hotl’We Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: Sir, yesterday,

Mr. Majid Baksh spoke at length over his proposal for not giving effect

to the Joynagar cut and the Bhairab scheme. The main gist of his

speech was that there was a possibility of diverting a greater volume

of water from the Ganges to Matabhanga, and, therefore, the Joy-

nagar cut and the Bhairab scheme should lie undertaken immediately.

So far as the Irrigation Department is concerned, they have never

doubted the advisability of the Joynagar cut or the Bhairab scheme

No. If. As a matter of fact, Loth these schemes were framed by

Government, but they could not be undertaken because in the past the

policy of Gt-vernment has been to finance these schemes under Act VI,

namely, the Agricultural and the Sanitary Improvement Act, and as

the local people were not prepared to contribute their share of the

money, so far nothing has been done. Now there is a proposal that the

District Boards of Nadia and Jessore are prepared to take up the

scheme called Joynagar cut, and a conference had lw»en arranged by Sir

Bijoy Prasad Singh Roy at the Writers’ Buildings on the 22nd January

where this scheme was discussed. As fur as Government are concerned,

they have lent the assistance of the officers of the department in draft-

ing the scheme and in suggesting improvements wherever possible.

As far as the Joynagar cut itself is concerned, there was a likelihood

that as a result of this cut, the other cut, which is known a* the

Ghusnavi cut, might suffer, but the Chief Engineer is now quite con-

vinced that the Joynagar cut will not affect either the diversion of

water at the Ghuinavi cut or low>er down. Besides, the washing away

of the sand char at the mouth of the Matabhanga will help in bringing

a greater volume of water into the Matabhanga, and as far as the Joy-

nagar cut is concerned, it will only take about 1,200 cusecs. Sir, this

is an insignificant volume of water, and, therefore, the scheme

hns got the approval and support of the Irrigation Department. The

question is entirely one of finance, and if the two District Boards of

Jessore and Nadia w'ish to take it up. Government will give all the

assistance possible, so far as technical and expert advice is concerned.

The Bhairab scheme No. II is quite a different proposition, because

oiiginally the estimate was 26 lakhs, and, according to Mr/ Majid
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Baksh, it It six lakhs now. Sir, even this six lakhs at the present time
is a very large sum of money. Government is not in a position to take
up the scheme, and the District Board of Jessore, which is concerned,
also cannot take it up. Schemes of this character will have to wait
till the passing of the Bengal Development Act.

Sir, I think, in view of the explanation given, Mr. Majid Baksh
will be prepared to withdraw his motion.

Maulvi 8YED MAJID BAKSH: Sir, in view of the assurance

given by the Hon’blc Member. I beg leave to withdiaw the motion.

The motion was, by Dave of the House, withdrawn.

Babu KHETTER MOHAN RAY: Sir. I beg to move that the

demand of Its. 10,573 under the head * 4 XI 1 1—Irrigation working

expenses—Extension and improvement” be reduced by Its. 100

(resuscitation of the river Titus in the district of Tippera).

Sir, the question of resuscitation of the river Titas was brought

before the Council in HM2 by a resolution moved by me, and the then

Hon’ble Member in charge of Irrigation promised to cause an enquiry

to be made into the condition of the river Titus. Sir, the river Titas

which is the longest river in the district of Tippera, rises from the

great liver Meghnu in the north of the district and falls into the sume

river in the west of the district through four or five channels at different

places. This river with its various branches and tributaries has been

the principal means of communication in the district and has, until

lately, been navigable throughout the year. This river in its meander-

ing course used to water a vast area perhaps one-half of the district

—

within the Brahmanbnria and Sadar subdivisions. Within the last 40

years, several trade and jute centres have sprung up on the banks of

this river, such as Akhaura and Xabimignr, within the subdivision of

Brahmanbaria, and Masimpur, Ramehandrapur and Gouripur within

the Sadar subdi vision. Hundreds of villages on its hanks receive their

supply of water from the river which also drains off rain water of the

places through which it passes. Twenty-five years ago, malaria was

unknown iu our district. But, with the deterioration of tins river which

began more than 20 \ ears ago, malaria has made its appearance in

the district, which is carrying off a large number of people every year.

The hill stream, Howrah, which rises from the Tippera hills, jiours

forth its contents into the river Titas near Akhaura, and the river Titas

also receives water from the Gumtv, a big stream from the same hills,

through a newly opened outlet. Owing to the deposit of sands and

•ills from the hill streams, the bed of this river has l>een raised, and

shoals and sand hanks have in the course of tim» been formed, which

obstruct the flow of water. In the dry season, the boat communication

has also become impossible at various places, notably near Akhaura,
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the principal jute centre in- the district* Due to the raising of the belt*

the river cannot carry off lain water, and the result is early flooding

of the areas, and damage to the crops. The resuscitation of the river

was agitated in this Council by my predecessor some years ago, and

I have also been pressing the seriousness of the problem of the river

Titas upon the Government for the last few years. Decay of the river

has set in some 20 years ago; and unless the progress of decay is arrested,

the condition of our district in the course of the next ten years will

be similar to that of the districts in West Bengal where rivers have

almost dried up. About two years ago, an enquiry was held by an

Engineer of the Irrigation Department into the condition of the river

Titas. He was kind enough to interview me at Comilla and consulted

me about the various measures which might possibly be taken to relieve

the distress of the people due to the silting up of the river Titas near

Akhaura. According to his estimate the people of this locality alone

were losing every year crops worth about Its. G lakhs. Deterioration

is extending every year, and it is feared that ultimately the entire

area through which the river passes will he affected to the great detri-

ment of the people of the district. I regret to say that the results

of the said enquiry and the decision of the Government thereon have

not as yet been communicated to the people. The learned Engineer in

question enquired of me whether the people were ready to make any

contribution towards the cost of excavation of a canal through the

silted up portion of the river. Owing to lire present economic depres-

sion, contributions from the people were out of the question, and I

informed him accordingly. After this, nothing was heard of the matter.

I would like to draw the attention of the Government to the serious

nature of this problem. There is yet time to resuscitate the river, by

removing sand banks and shoals formed here and there, but after a few

years’ tim.\ it will be a colossal task for the Government to restore the

river to its former condition. It is needless to say that this river is

considered by the people as the life and soul of the district. As the

district is pre-eminently agricultural, the prosperity and the health

of the people of the district entirely depend u jm>ii maintaining the river

in a serviceable condition. Sir, the problem of the dead and dying

rivers is not confined to West Bengal alone; it is gradually becoming

serious in East Bengal also with this difference that the problem of

the Titas and similar other rivers in East Bengal is not onsidered to

be beyond the range of practical politics, as is the case in Weet Bengal,

if timely measures are taken to arrest the decay by rendering the shoals

and sand hanks.

"With these words. Sir, I commend my motion to the acceptance of

the House.

Mr. 4. D« V. HODCE: Sir, in raising this question, Babu Ehetter

Moban Ray has referred to the discussion which took place in 1932,
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At that time, the Hon’bie *Mfembe£. In charge of the .Department

pointed ortfcthat the causes of the deterioration of t|is river were not

merely loeal, but that they raised a much bigger question, namely, the

general regime of the Meghna system. As Babu Khetter Mohan Day

has said, the Hon’bie Member promised an enquiry, and I think I had

better carry on the history of the ease from that point. Government

have never failed to realise the importance of the problem of ibis-

liver, but the results of that enquiry were unfortunately not encourag-

ing. Khetter Babu himself has been in close touch with the officers

holding the enquiry and knows the position well, but 1 had better, for

the information of the Hous.? as a whole, briefly stute the position.

The trouble arises from the deposit of silt at the junction *.f the 1 itaa

and the Howrah rivers. The result of the enquiry went to show,

first, that the re-excavation of the river would be un extremely costly

process—the minimum cost would he something like IIh. 1 lakh—and,

secondly (this is more important still), the enquiry showed that the

improvement so secured would not be permanent. The forces which

have led to these deposits of silt will continue to work, and they will

not l>e slow to re-form. As Khetter Babu has told us, the economic

position of the people of that part is at present such that they cannot

contribute substantially towards the cost of re-excavation. This

means that practically the whole cost of the scheme must fall on

Government . No" Government would, in any ease, be chary of

spending large sums from provincial revenues on a work which, after

all, though very important, is mainly one of local interest, ami they

could not be possibly justified in doing so if the improvements secured

were not permanent. That would mean cither throwing the money

away or burdening the province with the annual cost of maintenance.

* It is for this reason alone that there is no provision for this project in

the next year’s Budget.

I think, after this explanation of the position, probably the mover

himself and the House as a whole will agree that Government could

not have Wen justified in making provision for this work in next year’*

Budget, and I trust that the hon’bie mover will see bis way to with-

draw his motion.

Babu KHETTER MOHAN RAY: Sir, in view of the explanation

given by Mr. Hodge, 1 Wg leave of the House to withdraw the motion.

The motion was, by leave of the House, withdrawn.

Mr, NARENORA KUMAR BABU: Sir, I beg to move that the

demand of Rs. 1,69,000 under the head “XIII—Irrigation, navigation,

embankment and drainage works for which capital accounts are kept—

A—Irrigation” be reduced by Rs. 100.
%
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Sir, my reason for tabling this motion is simply to draw-the *#«&'

lion of the Hon'ble Member in charge to the fact that in 1933,

were very heavy floods in the rivers Ajay and Hinguha in the distff^

of Birbhum, and considerable damage was caused to the inhabitant^

of the villages on the banks of these two rivers. Nothing seems to have

been done to relieve the sufferings of these people, and I would like to

know what the Government intends to do or has done in this maUy^

The Hon’ble Khwaja 8ir NAZIMUDDIN: Sir, these

floods, especially when they are of an exceptional nature, I

cannot be avoided; but so far as Government are .concerned, they hafe

taken all the steps that could be taken in repairing the Iruruig and

looking after the embankments so that in ordinary cases there can be

no flooding. Flooding only takes place in this case when there is a

very heavy and ubnormul flow of water in the Ajay, and it is prac-

tically impossible to prevent such flooding.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BASU: What about the relief of the

Bufferings of the people affected?

The Hon’ble Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: So far as relief is con-

cerned, that is not the concern of the Irrigation Department. It is

the concern of the Revenue or some other Department. So far as the

Irrigation Department is concerned, they are responsible for looking

after the embankments only and they take all the precautions that can

possibly he taken for keeping them in a state of repair.

Maillvi ABUL KA8EM. Sir, I beg to draw your attention to the *

fact that no opportunity lias been given to the House for the discus-

sion of this motion.

Mr. DEPUTY PRE8IDENT. You are not correct, Mr. Kasem.
Sufficient time was given for discussion, hut no one gave any indication

that he would like to speak. You should have got up and taken your

chance.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: Sir, in view of the assurance

given by the Hon'ble Member, I beg leave to withdraw the motion.

TIk* motion was, by leave of the House, withdrawn.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8US Sir, 1 beg to move that the

demand of Rs. 5,05,700 under the head “XIIIB

—

Navigation,

embankment and drainage works

—

Working expenses—Maintenance
and repairs

1
' be reduced by Rs. 100.
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* (bit, tKS cut motion of mine is rather more important than the

previous one which I moved*. It is about the eternal question of the

dredgers.
4
'As my friend, Mr. S. M. Bose, has said, it is really a

hoary chestnut, so far as this House, and so far as the Government are

ooncefned. I have, year after year, given the Council the figures that

are being frittered away after these dredgers by the Government of

In fact, if you look at the Budget of the next financial year,

ftkd that the amount provided for the upkeep of the dredgers

^prihj^hi^over Rs. 1,12,0(H), and I am not taking into account the

aiMfouii^^ interest due on the capital charges, and all that sort of

thing. Sir, we have been given to understand that these dredgers

would be got rid of. Year before last, the Hon’ble Member in charge

of the Department at that time said that they were making valiant

efforts to get rid of these dredgers, and last year in this Council, the

Hobble Member said that efforts were being made, not only in Asia

but also in Europe to sell them, and that Mr. Roche, the late Chief

Engineer who was in England, was in correspondence with certain

companies so that these white elephants might l>e got rid of. How-

ever, nothing has been done so far. You will find from the report of

the Public Accounts Committee of this House which considered the

estimates—at page 30 of the last report of that Committee, you will

find that they recommeuded that these dredgers should be sold for

whatever they would fetch. It. seems to me, Sir, that the department

and its respective heads are so much enamoured of these dredgers that

they refuse to part with these white elephants or buffaloes or rhino-

cerii, but whatever the reasons might be, in spite of the repeated

demands of this House and in spite of the repeated assurances given,

these dredgers have not yet been got rid of, and a lot of Government

money is being wasted over these dredgers. We have been told year

after year that in any event, even if they are sunk, we would hove to

pay the interest on the capital spent on their purchase. They have

got to be paid, Sir, in any event, but why should we year after year

pay more than a lakh of rupees for the maintenance of these dredgers?

Last year, Sir, the then Hon’ble Member was pleased to say that any

member who wanted to criticise the maintenance of these dredgers

without being on them personally, ought to visit them first and that

he would be ‘‘at home” to those who would like to see them. I do not

know whether the present Hon’ble Member is going to repeat the same

invitation to us, but though we may have “at homes” or not, I must

suggest that these dredgers ought to be sunk in the Bay of Bengal now

and.at once.

Maulvi ASUL QUASCII: Sir, I rise to give my wholehearted

support to the motion. In this connection, Sir, I would invito the

21
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attention of the House to paragraph -84 of the Bengal Retrenchment

Committee's Report, 1932. The paragraph is as follows:—
“We understand that one of the dredgers has been widely

advertised for sale, but no offers have been received. In his Appiopria-

tion Report for 1929-30, the Accountant-General remarked as

follows:—
‘If those dredgers cannot profitably be employed in the near future,

it might perhaps be considered whether they should not be disposed of:

The sale proceeds will, in that case, go to a certain extent to reduce

the annual liability of Rs. 10,41 lakhs in respect of loans taken from

the Central Government, and will also result in a saving of Rs. 62,000

u year. Financially, it will not be an unsound proposition to sell

them soon at scrap values, as in that case, the loss for their working

expenses mentioned above will he avoided.'

With these observations we entirely agree.”

This is the recommendation of the Retrenchment Committee. I ask

of the Government, if no purchaser can he found, why bhould the

dredgers not he sunk, as has been suggested by Mr. Basu? If that is

an extreme and impractical proposition, why should they not be sold

as scrap materials and the province relieved of this huge annual

expenditure of Its. 1,12,00 which is the figure given by Mr. Narendra

Kumar Basil? Sir, there is no justification for the maintenance of

these dredgers as they are doing little or no work. The province is

groaning under -a deficit Budget, and w*e find want of money every-

where; still the Government is spending money for no purpose here.

This is an expenditure which cannot at all he justified. The sooner

we get rid of these dredgers the better for the reputation of the

Government as l>eing really desirous of doing good to the people of this

province.

Tim Hon'ble Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: Sir, Government have

been trying their level best to sell these dredgers, and we have been

in communication with all the firms who deal in dredgers in England

and other European countries. Dredgers are not common things, eo

you cannot find a purchaser immediately. Sir, we have been told the

likely price we may get for these dredgers. I am not in a position to

tell the House the actual sum as the file is not with me. They have

asked us to wait till they can find some purchaser. In the mean-

time, I think if even within a year or so, we fail to sell them, it«may

be worth while considering whether we should sell them as scrap iron.

But there is a prospect that we may be able to sell them somewhere

in a foreign country. (A voice: “Is there any other unfortunate

country like Bengal?") We are making an attempt, and we are not
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sleeping over it. We are writing to everybody. Recently there was

an advertisement regarding a large scale operation in the Port of

Spain, and we suggested whether it would be possible to sell the

drpdgers to them, but they said that they would not be required,

(A voice: “Tty Honolulu.”) One of the dredgers. Foyer*, has been

hired by the East Indian Railway, and it is earning Rs. 4,000 as hire

charge. The Ronaldshay earned some money some time ago (A voice:

“Two years ago.”) But whatever that may be, we are Irving our

best to dispose of them in the l»est possible manner.

Mr. Narendra Kumar Basil's motion b.dng put, a division was taken

with the following result:—
AYES.

••lull, Maatvi »yvi MaJM.

Baaarji, Mr. r.

••raw. Bali Prvubart.

Bits, Mr. NinMu Kiiur.

Mm, Mr. a M.

(Iu4l«ri, liH KMWri •!««.
Cbtwibary, ImM Abial QbaaL

OMaibary, Maahri Nvril Atoar.

C—Sf, Mr. 0. t.

Oaapar, Mr. N. •.

Datl, •! IiMw Or. HarMbaa.

Fuatlab, Maalvl Mabaaiiaai.

flfflM, Mr. R. N.

MM, MS* FrafatU Kiav.
MM, Mr. f. R.

Maklm, Maatvi AMiL
NM**> Kttl CbMM.

NMMin. Maalvl MikiaMil.
Karla, Maalvi AH«I.

Kmm, Maahri AMI.
Kill, Mr. HatMa All.

MaHi, Mr. «.

Matts, lilt terat Cbaairt.

Qa«M«, Maalvl AMI.

Rabaaa, Maalvl Aalaar.

Ray, Baba Ri|M*i Harayaa.

Bay, Mr. tbaatl Ibvbbaraawtr.

M»at, Baba Mataal.

labaaa, Ral BabaSar latya Klabar.

laaai, Maalvl AMm,
tea Bapta, Dr. Rirab Obtain.

Mab, Maalvl AMal HaaU.
ttmi, Mr. J. W. R.

Walkar, Mr. 4. R.

NOES.

Ataal, NtvakuO Kbaaja Mabaaaai, Kbaa

Babaiar.

AbaMtf, Kbaa Babaiar Maalvl KaalaMli.

Ml, MM LaHt Kaaiar.

MaJaaOa, Mr. N. D.

Blaatfy, Mr. C. R.

OMaia, Mr. A#arva Kaaiar.

Oabaa, Mr. D. 4.

Dat, Baba Barapraaai.

Datt, Mr. «. A
Farnat. tM Maa’bto Marab K. •. M., Kbaa

MhaAar.

BMbrtat, Mr. R. R.

nMRH, Mr. D.

Hataa, tM Haa'Ma Kbaa RaBaiar M. Aaiaal.

MaBfa, Mr. A D. V.

Maaaala, Maalvl Lalahrt.

RMrta, Mr. 0. M.

Mlttar, Mr. A A
Mtttar, tM Naa'Mi Mr Brajaaira Lai.

MabMpMbyaya, Ral Sabib larat Obaaira.

Mag, Ravvrvai B. A.

Bag, Baba lab Ul.

RtsiaaMla, tM Mia’Mi Kbwaja Mr

Ray, Baba AaafyaBbaa.

Rill, tM Hta'Ma Mr. R. N.

Ray, tM Haa'Mv Mr BIJiy Fraaai Magb.

Ray, Mr. talMwar Magb.

Ray, Mr. larat Kaiaar.

Ray OMaibarf. Baba Htai Obtain.

Mmi, Mr. B. R.

Tiwatai, Mr. M. F. V.

W altar, Mr. R. L.

WUlUaMa, Mr. H. R.

WaaiMai, tM Haa'bM Mr Baba.

The Ayes being 34 and the Noes 33, the motion was carried.

#
Mr. 4. W. R. STEVEN: Sir, I beg to move that the demand of

Rs. 12,62.000 under the head “XIII—Irrigation working expenses” be

reduced by.Rs. 100 (intentions regarding the maintenance of the

eastern and western approaches to the Madaripur Bil Route Canal).
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Sir, we have heard a lot about the decadent areas of Western Bengal,

but we do not seem to hear very much about Eastern Bengal. The

condition of the approaches to the Madaripur Bil Route Canal, both

on the eastern and the western sides, has been such for the last J8
months that unless something is done soon, it is quite possible that the

approach to Eastern Bengal through this route will be stopped entirely.

It does not require any mention as to what steps will be taken when the

Development Bill is passed. I admit that a sum of rupees one lakh

and a half was spent on this route last year, but it does not seem to

have had the desired effect. I have brought forward this motion in

order to hear what the Hon’ble Member has got to say on this subject.

I shall be much obliged if the Hon’ble Member will be so good as to

enlighten us on this subject.

Tht Hon’ble Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: Sir, owing to abnormal
floods last year there has been heavy accumulation of sands in the

Madaripur Bil Route. The Chief Engineer of the Irrigation Depart-

ment has Wen touring with the representatives of the Steamer Com-
panies and looking into this question. We shall try next year, as far

as possible, to keep this route open between Calcutta and Eastern

Bengal. We propose to undertake dredging operations, as far as pos-

sible, next year, but it is not possible at the present moment to give

any definite idea as to the amount of dredging required. After the

next flood season the Chief Engineer of the Irrigation Department
will again inspect the area, and then dredging will he undertaken

according to the requirements of the particular area. It is hoped that

it will he possible to keep the Route open.

Sir, I oppose the motion.

Mr. »T. W. R. Steven's motion was then put and lost.

Mculvi ABUL KA8EM: Sir, I heg to move that the demand of *

Rs. ll\6^,000 under the head “XIII—Irrigation—Working expenses”

be reduced bv 1U. 100, and my object is to draw the attention of the

House, and, if possible, of the Government to the abnormally high

rates charged for the supply of water from the Damodar and the Eden
Canals.

Sir, the other day we were told, while discussing a piece of legisla-

tion, which is under consideration, that it is very reasonable, just, and
fair that the State, which gives unearned profits to any particular

people in any particular area, is entitled to a share of the profits. %As
far as the theory is concerned, there is no doubt about it, but the*

question is whether the profits are unearned or not. Here, I wa» earn-

ing and getting a profit as a result of my labours on the land, which
was of a large amount. Sir, it is you—I mean the Government—have
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by your action in neglecting—I say your action—to look after our

welfare, you have reduced the fertility of the land, which was once

exceedingly fertile and which has now been reduced almost to barrens

ness. To-day you say that you are prepared to do something for us.

You want us to pay. Mr. Townend, the Development Commissioner of

Bengal, says: “Whatever has been done in the past has lieen done.

We may have done anything for you, we may have robbed you of your

profits, hut that is gone and past; don’t revive that question; come

along and pay for it and we urc prepared to do something for you.’*

Then, Sir, another official member on the Treasury Bench, Rai Bahadur

S. N. Banerji, will War me out when I say that for several years the

question of the Damodar, the Eden Canal and the Ajoy has been

engaging the attention of the department. They have visited the

area, made estimates, submitted plans and made certain recommenda-

tions. But the Government thought that it was no use doing anything

for it, and it was after a persistent ugitatiou in this province that it

was decided by I/>rd Ronaldshay’s Government to have a big catch-

ment area at the source of the Damodar and from that water would be

got for these rivers and by which some amenities would he made to the

people on the other side of the Ganges. A model was prepared by the

Government of Bengal and shown to us at the (Government House by

the then Governor of Bengal, I/>rd Ronaldshay, promising that this

would remove all our grievances. A few days ago we were told that

now that the Reforms were coining, the finances of the Government of

Bengal were separated and the Government of India could not under-

take it, and as usual it was impossible for Bengal to do it. Therefore,

the thing was given up. We cried and cried again and the Govern-

ment said that they would do something for us, and that something

was that we would have a sort of canal in the Dnmodur Canal—an

apology for irrigation and drainage system of the district. This was

done and I must say with u full sense of responsibility thut His Excel-

lency the Governor was not furnished with t lie proper data by the

Department of Irrigation when lie made his speech at Panugar at the

time the canal was ojiened. He was not placed in possession of the full

history of the case; hut it does not matter. Anyhow, after the canal

was made we were told and we are now told that we must pay water

rates at Rs. 4-4 an acre, and the beauty of the whole thing is that the

water rate in the Eden Canal is being raised from Re. 1-4 to Rs. 4-4

to make it uniform with the Damodar Canal water rate on a most

illogical argument. The argument is that you may have paid Re. 1-4,

but vou did uot get water. Now that we are going to supply you with

’Water, you must pay Rs. 4-4. I expect the Hon’hle Member will say

just now that all these questions will lie considered after the Rural

Development .Bill is passed into law. But I say that this rate is

abnormally high for our people even under the terms of the Develop-

ment Bill. It is not taking 50 per cent, of the unearned profit. We
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never have unearned profits. The rates are absolutely high and there-

fore I recommend without any chance of getting sympathy or considera-

tion—I recommend to the House at any rate which is not very

sympathetic to us that the rates which are abnormal should be reduced

to Re. 1-4. Even now if the Hon’ble Member will enquire from his

office, it might he said that they have got so much money out of this

water rate. Of course people in desperation had to submit to this sort

of taxation, hut still if the Irrigation Department would supply him

with facts and figures, it would be seen that a large number of people

had not done so liecause they could not pay the high water rate. We
are in a deplorable condition for which there is no sympathy in any

quarter. The question is that you do not hold yourselves responsible

for what you have done in the past, and therefore you say that as you

are doing some improvement, you want to have every penny from us.

I submit that after all the Government should have a sense of justice

and fair play. Therefore, I wish that Government should consider

this matter seriously and reduce tlie water rate at any rate till the time

when the Land Development Bill comes into operation. That will give

us at least some relief, and after the Bill is passed into law, we will

see what the result is. There is another matter. If you care to read

the reports of your District Magistrates—and some of our past District

Magistrates are in the Secretariat as well as in this House—you will

find that the district of Burdwan, at any rate Kalna, Memari and

several other tlianas, have been absolutely ruined not only economically

but physically ns well on account of the ravages of malaria. The

report both of tlie Sanitary Officers and the District Officers is to the

effect that tlie water channels, of which there are large numbers,

namely, the Knna Nadi, the Saraswati, etc., have been silted up not

by natural causes but because you have stopped the flow of water by

your railroad. You do not allow the flow of water through the rivers

Ajay and Damodar localise you nre deeply concerned with the Port

of Calcutta and the Port Commissioners do not think it desirable that

a large quantity of sand should be carried through the Hooghly. For

these reasons we know we have to submit at present and will have to

submit in future to a large extent in the interest of the other parts of

the country. In placing this motion before the House I believe that a

sense of justice will prevail here.

Tha Hon’ble Khwa|a Sir NAZIMUDDIN: Sir, Mr. Abul Kasem
has given no facts or figiues for making tlie claim that the water /ate

is beyond the capacity of the people to pay. As a matter of fact, the

water rates in Bengal nre ridiculously low compared with the water

rates in the Fnited Provinces and the Punjab. The reports of those

people who have taken water from the Damodar this year will show that

the increase in crop is practically 50 per cent., if not 100 per cent.
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The yield; ia the crop is high owing to the silt*laden water being put

on the land. Therefore, it is obvious that it will pay the cultivators

hands down to take the water ^nd pay the water rates. The water

rate is very small compared with the benefits that the cultivators will

receive if they take the water. Therefore, I do not think that

Mr. Abul Kasem has been able to make out a case showing that the

water rate is too high.

As regards the Eden Canal, in reply to a certain question, I

explained the position, and I would like to explain again that in the

Eden Canal area the water rate was low, because Government were not

in a position to supply the full quantity of water that was required

for the purpose of culthation. Now we are in a position to do so,

and that will mean that the cultivators will get the maximum yield

from the land if they take the water which we are in a position to give

them. Therefore, there is no reason why there should be a difference

between the rates levied in the Damodar Canal area and the Eden
Canal area. The benefits and advantages are the same to the people in

both the areas. Therefore, it is only fair that they should pay the

same amount. On these grounds, T trust that this motion ought not

to he supported by the House, and I would request the mover to with-

draw it.

Maulvi Abul Kasem’s motion was then, hv leave of the House,

withdrawn.

(At this stage the time-limit for the discussion of the demand was

reached .

)

The original motion of the Hon’ble Khwaja Sir Naziniuddin, as

amended, was then put and agreed to.

20—Interest on other obligations.

The Hon’ble 8ir JOHN WOODHEAD: Sir, on the recommendation

of His Excellency the Governor, I l>eg to move that a sum of Rs. 1,000

be granted for expendituie under the head “20—Interest on other

obligations.”

Mr. DEPUTY PRESIDENT. The next item that stands in the name

of Balm Kishori Mohan Chaudhuri refers to loan policy. I think it is

more appropriate that this question should come under item No. 728.

Does Kishori Bahu agree with me P

*Babu KISHORI MOHAN CHAUDHURI: Yes, I have no objac

tkm.

(The Hon’ble Sir John Woodhead’s motion was then put and agreed

to.)
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22—General administration.

The Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: Sir, on the recommendation of His

Excellency the Governor, I beg to move that a sum of Rs. 1,05,05,000

be granted for expenditure under the head “22—General administra-

tion.”

Sir, the heads into which this demand is divided are so many and

varied that I do not intend to make any speech in support of this

demand.

Motions for reduction.

Baku KI8HORI MOHAN CHAUDHURI : Sir, I beg to move that

the demand of Rs. 2,99,000 under the head “22A—Staff and household

of the Governor” be reduced by Rs. 100 (desirability of making over

all the departments excepting Law and Order to the Transferred

Departments).

Sir, I bring this matter with a view to draw the attention of Gov-

ernment that it is high time that almost all the departments, excepting

Law and Order, should be transferred to the Transferred Departments.

By this time the new Reforms should have been inaugurated, but some-

how or other there is some delay. I make an exception in favour of

Law and Order, simply because Government will be very anxious even

under the new Reforms to have something by which practically all the

powers could not be transferred—though in name and name only

autonomy would be granted—however that is a thing which is not for

me to discuss now. But ns we are very anxious that these departments

may be handed over to us und we may get an opportunity of administer-

ing these departments, we think that a sympathetic ruler like His

Excellency Sir John Anderson should be glad to see how Bengal is in a

position to take up the charge of these departments and how they can

manage. There are three Ministers at present, and I think with the

help of the Secretaries they can carry on the new departments or if

necessary some additional Ministers may be appointed or some Council

Secretaries may be appointed to help them. With the help of these

t officers these things can be well managed, and it will be a very good

experiment to see how these things can he managed. There will be

supervision, to see how things are managed by the people’s representa-

tives. Our Ministers are men who are quite competent to takd charge of

these and there is no reason why there should be a failure and as &e
law also permits this 4s I understand the law, I think some of the

departments can be safely handed over to the Transferred Departments;

this would relieve also the Executive Council to aome extent, while at

the same time the people will also get an opportunity of doing things
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in their own way. This 1 say because it was anticipated long ago that

by this tiine the new Reforms would have been introduced, in which

case the people’s representatives would have been able to take charge of

these departments and manage their affairs well. But as there has

been some delay in introducing the new Reforms and as it is within

the power of His Excellency to exercise the power of transferring these

departments, these powers may now he exercised by him to the advantage

of the people. With these few words I beg to move my motion by way

of drawing the attention of His Excellency and also the attention of

Government that it is high time that this should be done, i.e., all the

departments excepting the Department of Law and Order be transferred

to the charge of the Ministers.

The Hon’We Mr. R. N. REID: i gather from the paucity of speakers

on this motion that it does not command very much support in this

House, and I do not propose therefore to spend much time in replying

to it. I should imagine that the reason why supjiort to the moVer of

this cut motion is not forthcoming, is that members in general feel that

a proposal of this sort comes now at the wrong moment. At present

a Government of India Bill is half-way through the House of Commons

and, surely, this is not the time to make a change in the present system

of administration. Secondly, it strikes me that if we were to accept

Babu Kishori Mohan Chaudhuri’s motion as a desirable tiling, the first

thing we should have to do is to have a fresh election. The mover

proposes to hand over all the departments, except Law and Order, to

the Transferred Departments without testing the feeling in the country

at large as to whether the present Bengal Tiegislative Council really

represents public feeling in the country. However, Sir, I do not think

that this House really wants to accept this motion, and I would there-

fore suggest to the mover that he might perhaps withdraw it in view

of the fact that he has apparently no support in the House.

Babu KISHORI MOHAN CHAUDHURI: Sir, my only object was

to draw the attention of this House to this matter and as this object has

been served, I beg leave to withdraw my motion.

Babu Kishori Mohan Chaudhuri’s motion was then, by leave of the

House, withdrawn.

(The Council was at this stage adjourned for 15 minutes.)

(After Adjournment.)
•

Mr. BMAMTI BHEKHAREtWAR BAYl Sir, I beg to move that

the demand of Rs. 12,000 under the head * #22D—Executive Council"

be reduced by Rs. 100 (failure to work the constitution in the proper

spirit).
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Sir, I am moving this motion with a view to draw the attention of

the House to the failure on the part of the Executive Council to work

the constitution in the proper spirit. Sir, the present constitution is

based, as a reference to the preamble of the Government of India Act
will show, on two important factors : one is that of increasing associa-

tion of Indians in every branch of the administration and the second

is that of progressive realisation of responsible government. Sir, I /
shall take this opportunity of discussing the contribution of the Bengal

Executive Council towards this great goal set before the Government

and before the country by the Government of India Act. So far as the ,

question of increasing association of Indians— Indianisat ion as we call,/

it—is concerned, the contribution ot the Government of Bengal parti-

cularly in the Police Department is more or less nil. We have worked

this constitution for over ten years, but still we find the highest offices

in the Police Department in this province occupied by non-Indians as

before, not a single Indian officer has been found fit to occupy the post

of tHe, Inspector-Geuerul of Police or of the Commissioner of Police,

Calcutta; and not even has a single Indian been found capable in this

province of occupying the office of a Deputy Inspector-General of

Police. In other provinces, for instance, in Bihar, there have been

Indian Deputy ]ns[>eetors-General of Police, but the Government of

Bengal in the Reserved Department have not carried out the intentions

of the framers of the Indian constitution in that direction. Sir, it is

not possible for me within the short time to draw attention to all the

sins of omission and commission on the part of Government and on the

part of the Executive Council of the Government of Bengal. But I

want to draw attention to this glaring injustice perpetrated on this pro-

vince. Sir, in the course of the next few months the administration

will he handed to the representatives of the people under the new con-

stitution. There will be transfer of control. Well, that would be a

great advancement and that will l>e carrying out one part of the policy

which is embodied in the Government of India Act, but can transfer

be successful. Can that experiment he successful if you had not tried

to cam'’ out the other part of the policy by entrusting competent

Indians to man certain departments and placing them at the bead of

certain departments? In the absence of this training, this policy of

transfer of Law and Order into the hands of the elected representatives

would lie certainly very dangerous. You can make the experiments

under the pressure of public opinion, but you have not fulfilled the other

necessary corollary before such an experiment would be usefully and

fruitfully made. (My charge against the Government of Bengal and

the Executive Council is that they have if not wilfully hut neghgAtiy

failed to do their duty in this respect. Sir, now I shall try to place

before the House, the re«lt of the policy of the Government in the

Reserved Department in another direction. I would Tefer, to the rela-

tion of the Members of the Executive Council towards the legislative
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Council. In offering criticisms on this point I cannot avoid personality,

but what I say, I say with all sincerity and not with any ranoour or

malice, and I hope my remarks will not be misunderstood. Sir, I would

refer to One particular Member of the Bengal Executive Council who
to my mind has committed outrage after outrage on this constitution

and that is the Hon’ble Sir John Woodhead. Sir, I shall deal with

his presentation of the Budget.

Mr. DEPUTY PRE8IDENT. Mr. Kav, would \ou try to avoid per-

sonalities as far as possible.

Mr. 8HANTI 8HEKHARE8WAR RAY: Yes, Sir. 1 would first

refer to his presentation of the Budget. Well, the avowed object Ob'

the framers of the constitution of the British Parliament is the proA/

gressive realisation of responsible Government and tine training of theri

people of this land and their representatives to acquire responsibility. U

Weil, what has Sir John Woodhead done in that direction in the *pre-

*

mentation of the Budget y Some years ago a prominent member of the

British group suggested that with a view to enable the members of this

Council to discuss all the heads in the Budget, the arrangement of the

heads should he changed. Well, that suggestion has fallen on deaf

ears. Under the present constitution the discretion has been given to

the Finance Member to arrange the different heads of the grant that

are placed before the House. Sir, it was up to him to meet this wish

and enable mem Iters of this House to offer their criticisms oil heads

and items in the Budget which never come up before this House for dis-

cussion by this policy of following the same arrangement year after

year. What happens is this: We devote cur time practically on the

same subjects year after year, while important items lower down in the

arrangement never come up for discussion, and the result is we all miss

the opportunity to discuss those subjects. Sir, the discretion to the

Finance Member was not given under the .roust it ut ion to avoid discus-

sion hut to give opportunity for discussions* What is the use of picsent*

ing the Budget, w^hat is the u*.e of putting the*.* grants to the vote of

the Council if a large ntimUo of items in the Budget year attei \ear

go undiscussed and uncriticised. J.jf Sir John Woodhead had imbibed

the spirit underlying the constitution, I think he would have accepted

the suggestion and used his discretion towards a lietter discussion of

the Budget. Then, Sir, another point that I want to draw attention

to ^8 this: I am again referring to Sir John Woodhead and his attitude

towards the Standing Committees. Sir, under the present constitution

and under the orders of His Excellency the Governor, Standing Com-

mittees have been appointed by His Excellency from among the

members elected by this House with a view to tender advice to the Gov-

ernment. Sir, I happen to be a member of the Commerce Standing
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Committee for the last three years or so, but not a single meeting of

that committee was convened by the Member in charge— I mean the

Hon'ble Sir John Woodhead. Sir, I have been a member of the Edu-
cation Standing Committee for the last three years or so, and Sir John
Woodhead is in charge of the Reserve Department of Education, and
during the last three years not a single meeting of that Standing Com-
mittee has been convened under his chairmanship. The attitude of the

Hon’ble Member towards these Standing Committees is certainly repre-

hensible. Sir, if you do not want the Standing Committees, do not

appoint them, but when you have Standing Committees what is the use

of having them as a sort of window dressing? In not convening these

Standing Committees, in not placing before the Standing Committees
important items of expenditure as vou are hound to do under the pre-

sent constitution, under the orders of Ilis Excellency the Governor and
under the present rules, you not only insult the Standing Committees,

insult the House, but you ^perpetrate an outrage on the constitution.

These Standing Committees are appointed with a view to enable!

members to get a training in administrative work. Sir, if it is your

/

policy to shun them, well, you fail to fulfil a part of the obligations.)

Sir, 1 would ask the members of the Executive Council to modify
and change their attitude in this respect. If you do not do that and
and if you persist in your present attitude, you only help in not ‘deve-

loping ft sense of responsibility among the members, but create a sense

of irresponsibility among the members. Well, I have singled out the

Hon’ble Sir John Woodhead, not that I have got anything jersonal

against him, hut because I happen to be a member of these two Stand-

ing Committees of which he is the chairman. Perhaps that is also the

experience of the members of the other committees and perhaps the

chairman of those committees also have failed to do their duty in this

respect. Sir, I do not want to place before the House on this occasion

other aspects of the question, broad questions of policy, on which the

Government may he censured, but I shall content myself by drawing

attention to this flagrant breach of the constitution that is being per-

petrated, I hope, not wittingly by members of the Executive Council.

Dr. NARESH CHANDRA SEN CUPTA: Sir, when I looked at my
friend Mr. Shanti Shekhareswar Ray’s motion on the order paper, I

was prepared for something more slashing and more fundamental. I

think in discussing the failure of the Executive Council to work the

constitution in the proper spirit, my friend has laid on rather lightly.

What has the whole story of the last decade or more been? It has

been a continuous and progiessive disregard of the fundamental prin-

ciple* of the constitution in every aspect of the administration. (Hear

!

bear!)
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Sir, with regard to the fundamental principles of the administration,

nothing is more fundamental than what is conveyed by the words ol

the Statute and instructions of His Majesty to the Governor, that Jjhe

people should J>e,associated, as far as possible, in the administration.

In parfTcuIai^ a provision in those Instructions say

—

“ that those now and hereafter to be enfranchised shall

appreciate the duties, responsibilities, and ad\antages which spring

from the privilege of enfranchisement, that is to say, that those who
exercise the power henceforward entrusted to them of returning repre-

sentatives to the Legislative Council being enabled to perceive the

effects of their choice of a representative and that those who are returned

to the Council being enabled to perceive the effects of their votes given

therein shall come to look for the redress of their grievances and the

improvement of their condition to the working of representative

institutions.”

Sir, what a sad commentary upon this glorious message

—

Mr. DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order, order. His Majesty's Instruc-

tions to the Governor have got nothing to do with the Executive

Council.

Dr. NARESH CHANDRA SEN GUPTA: I am referring to His

Majesty’s Instructions to the Governor only because they happen to

embody the principles of administration, as envisaged in the Govern-

ment of India Act. The Jundamental principle is that the people

should taught to appreciate their duties, responsibilities, and

advantages of these institutions. They should be taught intelligently

to follow the work of the administration and to cast their votes accord-

ingly. But, what hate the Government done in recent years? The

Government and the Executive Council is the dominant partner of the

Government and the only way they could carry out this principle was

by prolonging the life of this Council beyond double its proper limit

of life. That, indeed, is representative government with a vengeance;

that is giving the people of Bengal representative government just

as the Long Parliament was representative in the days of Charles II.

That is how the Government have honoured the principles of the con-

stitution. But, Sir, that is not all. Look at the whole history of all

these years. What have the Government done? What has been their

chief and absorbing interest? Once that disturbing element—I mean

the Swarajists—had left the Council, the chief interest of the Govern-

ment has been throughout, apart from terrorism and apart from police

activities, to keep themsehes in peace undisturbed by a turbulent

Council; and i& the meantime the one other absorbing interest has been

to stick to the privileges which have been retained for the Indian Civil
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Service and to make as much of them as possible. That is what hat

been done by the Government; but that is precisely the opposite of

what has been envisaged in the Government of India Act and the

Instructions to the Governor. There has been no pretence of any effort

to carry the people with them, but to act in the teeth of the opposition

of the people and to flout their opinion by prolonging the Council

without going to the electorate for all these years. Sir, this is how
the constitution has been worked in Bengal. It is nothing but a

travesty of an attempt to follow the principles of the constitution.

Sir, let us now look to another aspect of the question. One of the

fundamental principles of the new constitution was that the representa-

tives of the people, through their Ministers, should work the nation-

building departments—the departments which are intended to develop

the resources of the country, improve the health of the people, and

develop the education of the people and to make them in every way
better and more efficient. Well, Sir, at the start of the constitution

this pious wish broke more or less on the rock of finance : there were

no funds. When the question of the allocation of funds came, the

Executive Council—the Reserved side of the Government—stuck to

the major share of the funds which they already had and they would

not part with the least portion of it. This is how the funds in those

days were partitioned. It was, however, conceded that when the new
taxes wrere imposed by the Council, at least two-thirds of the yield from

those taxes would be given 1o the Transferred Departments for the

development of the nation-building departments. That understanding

has been broken and deliberately broken. I pointed out some time ago

in this House thut whenever the question of retrenchment was in the

air, it W’as the nation-building departments which suffered most and

that when additional funds were available, it was the spending depart-

ments, especially the police, which has taken the lion's share out of

it. That is how that principle has been worked. The principle of

providing for the development of nation-building departments by the

representatives of the people was always given the go-by«$* Then the

whole idea of the people's representatives working the Transferred

Departments has been transformed into a farce. And, for this reason,

Sir, that the Executive Council has completely dominated over the

Ministers. The Executive Council has dominated over the Ministry

in many ways, but one of the reasons was that the subservience of the

Ministers to the Executive Council was the price the latter had to pay
for the support of the official bloc. The official bloc has maintained
the Ministry. The Ministers have not therefore looked for support)

to the majority of the elected members, but hav» looked tn th*
\

bloc to h^lpthem to be kept in their places. That was just what was /

not intended by the Government of India Act; and that, is how the/
constitution has been worked. -

—
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Then, Sir, let us see how the administration has prospered and

flourished. One of the fundamental principles was that the new system

of administration should not mean a lowering of the standard. Well,

Sir, I ask the members of this House to lay their hands on their breasts

and to say whether the standard in all departments is the same as it

was, say 20 or 15 years ago. Sir, it has been demoralised in various

ways. The police have been completely demoralised by being pampered

in order to make them carry out the repressive programme of Govern-

ment. I said here in this Council some years ago that the price which

the Government of the future would have to pay for this tampering

with the tender plant of integrity of t he police in this way would be*

very gr^at. I do not know whether the time for the reckoning has

come, hut it will come. It is not the police ulone hut all departments

of Government have more or less suffered in their morale by reason not

of the same cans.* that has demoralised the police hut of the strong

invasion of politics into public appointments. Public appointments

have ceased to l>e made with sole regard to the maintenance of the high

standard of efficiency in the services: public appointments have been

made not exactly on Tammany Hall methods, hut on methods which

l>ear a family resemblance

The Hon’Me Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: Sir, may I enquire whether

the hon’ble mem ter refers to the Executive Couucil or the Ministry?

Dr, NARESH CHANDRA *EN GUPTA: Sir, I have said that

the Executive Council is the dominant partner of the Government.

Mr. DEPUTY PRE8IDENT: l>r. Sen Gupta, would you piease

restrict your observations to your motion?

The Hon*trie Mr. R. N. REID: Sir, I would like to know whether

Dr. Sen Gupta is referring to anointments made on the Reserved

side by lumbers of the Executive Council or to ai*pointments made
by the Ministers on the Transferred side ?

Dr. NARE8H CHANDRA SEN GUPTA: Sir, I am very glad that

the Hon' hie Mr. Reid wants me to he clear on this i»int. Am I to

understand that there is an admitted difference between the Reserved

side and the Transferred side with regard to the principles on which

pubipe appointments are made? If that much is conceded, I shall be

cogent, But I am not referring to appointments of persons but refer-

ring to the principles on which appointments are being made —

Mr. DEPUTY PRESIDENT* Order, order. I# it by the Executive

Council or by the Ministers?
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Dr. NARCSH CHANDRA »EN GUPTA: Sir, mm, in the cane of

the Executive Council 'new principles of OppointjagK liave been laid

down since the Reforms by the Reserved side: principles by which

considerations of efficiency have been deliberately allowed to be super-

seded by considerations of political expediency. Sir, I do not Uriah

to go into details or into personalities, but I am sticking to this

principle, •*.«., the principle under which appointments used to be made
in the past from the sole consideration of efficiency. I would ask

anybody whether that principle has been adhered to. The result will

be found everywhere in the province—the standard of administration

has gone down considerably. The people’s representatives have not

gained an upper hand—nothing which the Reforms was desig^d-
secure has been done

;
and that is because the Executive Council Oftet

having got the control refused to work the administration accordilig

to the fundamental principle of the Government of India Act.

Mr, K> Ca RAY CHOWDHURY : Sir, I do not wish to prolong
this debate nor harangue my friends for more than a few minutes.
My learned friend, Mr. Shanti Shekhareswar Ray, accused the Members
of the Executive Council because they afforded no opportunities to the
members of the Standing Committees to discuss important policies.

Sir, with due respect to my friend, I am sorry to say that I have never
heard a more silly statement regarding cut motions. We have found,
Sir, that on many occasions there was no quorum in this Council when
the Budget was under discussion. The matter of making lists of

business has nothing to do with the Executive Council! There have
often been occasions when "not moving, Sir” is the order of the day;
people who table motions are not found in their places to move their
motions! Yet, you come here and tell the House that Hia JgSKptjve
Council is responsible for this and that. Your second accusation »

Mr, NARINDRA KUMAR BASUs I rise on a point o£%rder, Sir.

Is the member in order ill not addressing the Chair?

’ Mr, K, Ci RAY CHOWDHURY S Very well, I shall change “your”
to “his.” His second accusation is that the Standing Committtes
aie a farce. These Committees are constituted under certain rules

and there is no statutory force behind them. He is perhaps thMMing
of the Corporation Standing Committees which are BtaApl|jtg €fom-

mittees and he is mixing them up with the Standing Coihinitteea of

the Legislative Council. Opce, Sir, I was a member of the Accounts
Committee during the term of office of the late Sir John Kerr, amTI

^ remember^hat there was one solitary instance of a meeting in which
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the Aocoufttant-<5paenil reused pome important getter end thage wSwf

only a few memlfl^ present. Now, my learned friend, th# DootSsrof

Law, Dr. Naresh Chandra Sen Gupta, says that ever since this Counoil*

was constituted, that is, ever since the Council under the Montagu-

Chelmsford Reforms was ushered into existence, in spite of entreaties ,

and requests, there had been a continuous disregard of the fundamental

principles of the constitution, vis., that the people should be taught

to appreciate the duties and responsibilities under democratic institution.

Doeamy friend forget tbe example of the Calcutta Corjioration ? Does

he forget that the Municipal Act under which j>eople are associating

themselves with the principles of Lorul Self-Government? Does he

forjEptfefhr Ilou’ble Minister Sir Bijoy Prasad Singh Itoy who worked

months and months together for that Village Self-Government

as well as the Bengal Municipal Bill? There is good effect of

those in every village ami mufussal town. The people who come from

the villages and mufassal towns should at least confess it. I can give

many other instances, e.gj. % the Primary' Education Act. Of course,

there is no money to work it, but the Act is there. Everybody knows

that it is one of tbe best measures that, could be enacted. It is not

the fault of the Executive Council that no money was available. They

could have helped the Ministers to borrow tbe money. But from debates

I heard about t lit* Rural Development Bill I don’t suppose that you

would put forward such a suggestion.

I next come to the question of political influence in the matter of

appointments. It is we members of Council who influence tbe author-

ities in the matter of appointments. I say with the fullest knowledge

of tacts that it is we, the members of this Council, who go and inter-

fere in the matter of appointments. Shall I give you a glaring

instance? In the case of the appointment of the Registrar of Joint

i , it was on account of the interference in the right

direction of an X. Y. Z, a British Service man that G. I). A. was

preferred to a Chartered Accountant because Government wanted to

encourage local talents. I know' there was no political consideration

here, although jKditicians wanted to upset that selection. There was

a Selection Committee which kejrt itself aloof from political influence.

The Selection Committees and the Public Sendees Commission have

always tried to avoid politics. I do not want to go any further, bgt

it is well known from one end of India to the other that politically-

minded men are trying to interfere with public servants to the detri-

mentlppf the people. Take, for instance, the Reserve Bank
;
but for the

demanded seats on the Board things would have been

functioning last three years. In future you have got to politicalise

ail appointments either here or in public life! What is happening

pt the Calcutta Corporation which is the people’s Government so to

•ay? It is politics that is the mainspring of appointments ^nder thirty

to
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Wdy, (A V6*c*: “Tha**!s like the Tamtnany Hall.”) If y<m are

Ufi<^(%the Tammany Hall business, it is m use abusing1 the

<8>Vm nment tar it.

'!

f
„®®I« Pa N. CUHA* Mr. President, Sir, when I saw this motion

tabled I thought that the debate over it would provide an excellent

opportunity to review the working of the constitution during the last

10 or 12 years, but narrow shape given to the debate by my friend

Mr. Shanti Shekhareswar Ray has disappointed me as it did Dr.* Sen
Chipta. Sir, the issue before the House is whether or not the con-
•titution has been worked in proper spirit. Mr. Shanti Shekhareswar
Hay has tried to make out that the constitution has not been worked
in right spirit and he has thrown all blame on the shoulders ofth*
Members of the Executive Council of His Excellency the Cfovernor*
Sir, I should at the very outset tell the House that I never believed
that the constitution, defective as it was, could be worked witb*%ny
great advantage to the people. My friends on the other side of the
House, many of whom are expert lawyers, have tried to make chit ffom
the Preamble of the Government of India Act of 1921 that the con-
stitution, if it hud been worked in proper spirit, it could pr0j>are the
ground for a democratic constitution in future. Sir, the first principle
on which a democratic constitution is based is that the Government
under it will be of the people by the people and for the people. That
the system of Government ushered into existence in 1923 under the
present constitution was neither of the people nor by the people and
not wholly for the jieople was emphatically declared by the Ministers
of several provinces before the Muddiman Committee some years babkv
Yet there are people who think, and 1 am not ashamed to confess ‘that
I uni one of them, that we could get something out of the preset
unsatisfactory constitution if we would have worked it in right^f^irit.
That has not been done.

Sir, s{leaking of Bengal, it is an admitted fart that the constitution

has not been worked either in proper spirit or in satisfactory manner,
and I do not agree with my friend Mr. Shanti Shekhareswar Ruv in
thinking that the blume lies with the members of the Executive Council
of His Excellency the Governor. On the contrary, I am definitely of
opinion that we the people of Bengal are to be blamed for all that hast

happened. A brief survey of events will bear out the truth of my
assertion. The Government of India Act was passed in 1921, but
before the country could make any critical examination of the jHovi-
aipns of that Act, the Congress in its special session in Calcutta in 1020
declared a boycott against the constitution. That created a moot
embarrassing situation for the people and politically-minded men all

over India had to make their choice. I need not repeat the old hist^l
!|t ft it well-known fact that many enthusiastic and sincere worker*
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imthe field of politics all aver India wars dfcmpe&sd b|4p^ ,l »,|ti,Hrf

to skua the legislatures. Bengal fell in line with th# 1Y
and the Congressmen here did their best to prevent fit aha cc~-

men to come to the Council. This, however, could not create ‘an

impasse and men of culture, position, wealth and influence were found

to contest election. Lord Ronaldshay, the then Governor of Benjpi,

formed a Cabinet composed of men of sterling qualities. Sir Henry

Wheeler, Sir John Kerr, Sir Abdur Rahim, Muharajadhiraj Bahadur

of Burdwan, Sir Surendra Nath Banerjee, Sir Provnsh Chandra Mitter

and Nawab Bahadur Nawabali Choudhury were the first members o&

the Cabinet. Each and every one of them was a giant and these seven

men put their heads together to work the constitution in u right and

proper spirit. The then members of the Executive Council had full con-

fidence in their colleagues of the Transferred side uud a very good team

work began. A spirit of co-operation was visible all round. Sir, yon

u member of the first House and some others who were there am
present here to-day. All of you will l>car me out when 1 say that the

first set of the Executive Councillors did all they could to work the

constitution in a right uud proper spirit. They were ready to help

*the menders of the House in even* matter, and they gave all {tosgrble

facilities to the Ministers to push on the work of the nation-building

departments. I fully remember how* on several occasions Sir Henry

Wheeler und Sir John Kerr came to the Constitutional Club at No. 18,

Harrington Street, to explain matters to and ascertain the views of the

members of the Council. I assert from my personal knowledge that

the then Members of the Executive Council were not only anxious to

respect the wishes of the representatives of the people, but were further

ready and willing to lend helping hands to the Ministers in their work.

Tips greatly encouraged the Ministers, and it was with the full help

and willing co-operation of the Members of the Executive Council that

Sir Surendra Nath Banerjee succeeded in giving a full autonomous

constitution to the Corporation of Calcutta. It is now the first and

best autonomous public body in India, and Bengal would continue to

get similar institutions in every district and every town if our beloved

and reverend Surendra Nath were allowed to continue his work. Sir,

no one need, however, think that there was no opposition in the Council

then. There was a party consisting of Mr. Surendra Nath Mullick,

Mr. Indu Bhusan Dutt, Kumar Shib Shekhareswar Ray and several

others which opposed the Government tooth and nail in many matters,

but the object of their opposition was not destruction . They Were
oppositionists, no doubt, but they were not non-co-operators. Their

opposition and co-operation both were directed to secure the best

interest of the country. They offered opposition not to hamper the

astmties of the Government, but to regulate them in the best possible

U*s. The members of the opposition had respect for the members of

the Government and were ready to co-operate in the best of spirits*
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members of the Government on the other hand used to reciprocate

these*feelings and were never upset or sore over the movements of the

Oppositionists. My friend. Sir Bijoy Prasad Singh Roy, the present

Minister of Local Self-Government, who was then a budding politician,

introduced a Bill to amend the Village Local Self-Government Act.

This Bill was opposed by Sir Surendra Nath and Sir Bijoy Prasad

Singh Roy in his youthful energy directed a severe attack against the

father of Indian nationalism. Sir Surendra Nath took it in the beet

of spirits and as soon as the Council was adjourned for tea, he went

to Bijoy Prasad and said: ”Bijoy, come and have your tea with me.

I am proud of you.” It will thus be seen that there wras a spirit of

co-operation all through and all concerned were anxious to work the

constitution in a proper spirit. Here I feel it my duty to mention that

the European group of that time, led by such eminent men as Sir

Watson Smyth, Sir George Godfrey and Sir Willoughby Carey, were

always anxious to work in co-operation with the representatives of the

people.

Maulvi ABUL KA8EM: On a point of order, Sir, are we here to

have a lecture on ancient history ? *

Mr. P. N. CUHA: You are bound to have it. Then, Sir, the second
j>eriod came in 1 G2C> and everything altered with the advent of the

Congressmen in the Council. For obvious reasons 1 will not enter into

details, hut I assert that the willingness of the people in the Government
to work the constitution in a jiroper spirit did cease even when the

Congressmen came to the Council with the declared intention of non-
co-ojH'ruting with the Government. It should he remembered that in

192b Lord L.vtton requested the late Deshabundhu Chittaranjan Das,
who hud a majority, to form the Ministry. The offer was almost con-
temptuously refused, and the Congress party began a relentlass fight

for destruction. The declared object of the party was the destruction

of the constitution, and so all idea about working the constitution in a
proper spirit vanished. They were there neither to work the constitu-

tion themselves nor to allow anyone else to work it. What then could

the helpless Executive Councillors do ? They were obstructed in every
step and the fight against the Government was so severe and so keen
that the members of the Government had to use all their powers, influ-

ence and strength to preserve the very existence of the Government.
Ultimately, the Congressmen succeeded in seeing the constitution sus-
pended, and Bengal had the unique misfortune of being governed^ for

a pretty long period under the new constitution minus its main feature.

The Presidency has not yet been able to get rid of the chaotic condition
that was then brought in, and it is therefore no wonder that ,1ha
“proper spirit” referred to by Mr. Shanti Shekhareswnr Ray has not
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been able to manifest itself. But the fault does not lie so much with

the members of the Executive Council as much as it does with the

representatives of the people. We have deliberately killed the spirit

which manifested itself during 1928 to 1926. The late Deshabandhu

Ohittarnnjan Das said in his memorable speech: “If I want to destroy

the ugly structure of the Government, I want to do so for the purpose

of building a beautiful mansion in its place.” It may be our misfor-*

tune and misfortune of the Members of the Executive Council as well,

but nevertheless it is a fact that no one has since made any attempt to

build a beautiful mansion. On the contrary, evidence is not wanting

to indicate that many of us are still bent upon the work of destruction.

Why then blame the Members of the Executive Council alone? After

all, they are human beings and you cannot expect that they will con-

tinue to show a spirit of help and co-oj)eration even when you kick them
right and left.

Sir, I will conclude by saving that no useful purpose will any longer

he served bv discussing the working of the }*resent constitution which
will lapse* in a few months' time. Our aim and object should now bo
to see that the coming constitution is worked in a right ami proper

spifit. Sir, it is admitted on all hands that Bengal has fallen into

evil days and the Bengalees are being despised everywhere. My days
have been finished, but I appeal to the younger generation to think
seriousk oxer the future of our motherland. The policy of destruc-

tion will nexer ]Kiy and no one will he uble to help you unless you help
yourselves. 1 lie exjierienoe of the last 12 or 18 years should serve as

an eve-opener to every patriotic son of Bengal and Bengalees should
jointly and severally take a vow to work the coining constitution, how-
ever detective it may he. with the sole object of the advancement of

the province as a whole.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U. Mr. President, Sir, whenever
on previous occasions i have in this Council ventured to make one or
two very inoffensive remurks about the nominated memtars of this

Council, my esteemed friend Mr. B. A. Nag has been always up on his

legs and protested strongly against the making of such remarks against

nominated members. One burden of his song has always been that we,
the nominated and elected members, are all tarred with the same brush!
Well, Sir, to-night we have had not the lion painted bv himself but
another animal in the lion’s skin giving us his confession, and talking
about Mr. K. C. Ray Chowdhurv who, I am sorry to see, is not in the
Chtmber now, and who ventured to say that the Executive Government
were quite justified in ignoring the Standing Committees because,

forsooth, there was no work for them to do— I would ask Mr. Ray
Chowdhury and others of his way of thinking to look at the Council

Manual for rules for Standing Committees at pages 344 and 845. In
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the ruifsv lui wr working of these Standing Committees it is said in

paragraph 4 that the following matters shall be laid before the Stand*
ing Committees:—

(1) all major questions of departmental policy;

(2) all schemes involving large expenditure;

(3) annual reports issued by the departments concerned; and

(4) any other matters concerning the departments^pp which the
Minister or Member may desire their opinion.,*

And there are provisos excluding urgent matters, but it is news to

everybody in this Council that during the last few years there have been
no major questions of departmental policy, no schemes involving large
expenditure, no annual reports issued by the Departments of Polke,
Judicul and Jails, Local Self-Government, Medical and Public Health,
Education, Commerce and Marine, Public Works, Irrigation, Agricul-
ture, Excise, and Lund Revenue. That, Sir, is one part of the con-
fession of this nominated member. The other jwrt of the confession
—a confession that I heard with amazement—was that he had per-

sonally taken part in exerting ixditical influence upon the member^ of
the Cabinet for securing appointments for his friends and relations.

Firstly, I do not think that this nominated member has any political

influence al all. Secondly, for a man who says that he has exerted
his political influence in order to secure upivintments for his friends,

de]iendants and relations, I submit, Sir, that is condemnation enough
out of his own mouth for this Council to refuse him a hearing. So 1

submit, Sir, und Mr. Nag will bear me out when I say that all

nominated members are not like him: they are not tarred with the same
brush. There may be among the nominated members people who are
confessedly—well I do not know whether the term 1 am going to use is

a parliamentary expression—who are confessedly no better than mokes.

MftllJvl ABUL KABEM ; Sir, these discussions have not even an
academic value, but at any rate they give us an opportunity to express
our opinion on men and things. It is certainly true that Government
has not given the Standing Committees—although I lave never been
a member of any one of them, nor do I hope to be a laember of any
one of them—any opportunity to express their opinion on any mathars
regarding any department of Government. I have got no personal
OfAnion in this matter and therefore I cannot speak with authority,
but I would say this, that the members on the Treasury Benches art at
the present moment in an awkward position. They have to cry and
cry themselves hoarse to b? saved from their friends. We have heard
a speech from Mr. E. 0. Ray Chowdhury in criticism of this mutism,
and I would draw the attention of the House to the sptinh of
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Mr. P. N. Guha. Mr. Guha speaks in very excellent language and in ^
good terma about the great Constitutional Club, and I hope he aleo

meant to speak of the great Union Club, but I think, Sir, the lees he

had said about it would have been better. This Constitutional Club

was not meant to bring the people into the confidence of Government

or for discussing matters with them, but was intended purely for

accommodating the members of the Legislative Council, mostly Muham-

madans, and they were left to discuss matters among themselves, and

com* and vf>t$ in support of the Government and the Ministry. The

Union Party,
K
so far as I know, was started with the same object. It

was called the Union Party because some Hindus and some Muham-

madans joined it. There was unity between certain Hindus and certain

Muhammadans, but it was an united party only so far ns the Ministry

was concerned and when the Ministry required support, but both the

Ofltatitutionnl Club and the Union Party vnnished into air as soon as

the Ministry went down. If there had been a party actually in force

and willing to work the constitution and bad really intended to bring

into contact the non-official members and the official bloc it would

not have (eased to work after the breakdown of the Ministry. Some
of the stalwart supporters and prominent leaders of both the Constitu-

tional Club and the Union Party will perhaps bear me out when I »ny

that it was never intended to work the constitution by instructing the

people, by educating the people or teaching them a sense of respon-

sibility as Dr. Sen Gupta has said, for administration. But I think

that Mr. Shanti Shekhareswar Hay, now that we have had so much
of academic discussion, should withdraw his motion for the very simple

reason that it is too late in the night to discuss what the Executive

Council or the official bloc are doing to-day. Let us rather, with these

experiences, begin with a clean slate now under the new constitution

whenever it comes. But, Sir, 1 strongly join hands with Dr. Sen Gupta

in his remarks against the Executive Council. It is the Executive

Council that advises His Excellency, although it is His Excellency

who alone is responsible for this—-about prolonging the life of this

Legislative Council beyond the legitimate period. Sir, this Council is

superannuated and.Jherefore, it is not fit for any action, and secondly,

its members alsj are superannuated like this House.

Mr. DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order, order. Mr. Kasem you cannot

c^t any aspersion on the members of this House or the legislature.

Mittlvi ABUL KASEM: Sir, I only said that the members were also

sujttrannuated and in saying this I did not mean any disrespect to the

Houae.

Tim Hon’Me Sir JOHN WOODHEAO: May 1 rise on a question

of i^ormation P Did Mr. Abul Kasem last year sign a requisition for

the extension of the life of this Council ?
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Maulvi ABUL KA8EM: No, Sir. With due respect I submit that

I never signed last year any such requisition, and last year also I raised

this question about the extension of this Council at this time. For the

very reason that this Council has been prolonged, no member seems to

take much interest in these debates oi in the work of the legislature and,

therefore, for that reason I support Mr. Shanti Shekhareswar Ray's

motion.

fiabtf AMULYADHAN RAY: I do not support the motion of

Mr. Shanti Shekhareswar Ray. However, I certainly entirely agree

with those remarks of his which he made in connection with the Stand-

ing Committees attached to the various departments, and think that for

this the Cabinet as a whole is responsible. Sir, the Standing Com-

mittees are in the way of being paralysed bodies and, therefore, it is the

duty of the Cabinet as a whole to see that these Committees in future

discharge their function properly.

Sir, Dr. Naresh Chandra Sen Gupta has said that the constitution

bus been violated by extending the life of the Council. Certainly I do

not agree with him in this respect. Extraordinary circumstances

require extraordinary measures, and in view of the impending advent of

a new constitution, the Government have been perfectly right in extend-

ing the life of the Council. Then it bus been said by Dr. Naresh

Chandra Sen Gupta that the principle of efficiency has been superseded

by the principle of political expediency. 1 do not think that Dr. Sen

Gupta has made this remark very seriously. I think he knows perfect-

ly well that this principle is followed more consistently in the Corpora-

tion of Calcutta than in the Writers* Buildings. Sir, 1 will not take

much of your time and have nothing more to add to what I have already

said.

Mr. P. BANERJI: Sir, in rising to support the motion moved by

my friend Mr. Shanti Shekhureswar Ray, I am glad to find that none

of the speakers who spoke before me differed from his viewpoint that

the constitution has not been worked with a proper spirit and in the

right direction. Mr. 1\ N. Guha has said that many prominent

member* of this Council used to go to the Constitution Club with a view

to co-operation. 1 beg to differ from him, and can tell him that the

object of the members of this Council who used to go to the Constitu-

tion Club was to gain support. Before the coming of the Reforms the

people thought that they were going to have real responsible Govern-

ment. When, however, the Reforms came they found it to their utter

disappointment that it was quite otherwise. At first the Congress wel-

comed the Reforms, but when they found out that it was nothing but a

sham Reform, they turned against it.

Mr. DiPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr. Banerji, you had better confine

yourself to ibe question of Executive Council.
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Mr. P. BANERJI: I am discussing the policy of the Government

and am trying to meet some of the points raised by Mr. P. N. Guha.

I say that the people cannot be blamed for carrying on an agitation

against the Reforms. They found out the utter hollowness of the

Reforms and they agitated. Sir, here in this country men are sent to

gaol for speech or action for which in other countries they become
leaders of parties and Ministers and Prime Ministers. Here in this

country of ours man are sent behind the prison bars for supporting a

popular cause. Hence, our resentment towards the Government. Only

a few years ago two members of this House, Messrs. J\ L. Banerjee and
Syed Jalaluddin Hashemv, were sent to gaol, but the seat of the former

was not declared vacant, while that of the latter was declared vacant.

I can say that nowhere such invidious distinctions are made. The
Executive Council in this country is all-powerful and they do what they

like. They are sending every now and then a large number of men
to gaol on sedition charges. May I know from the Hon'ble Member
of the Executive Council who is in charge of that particular depart-

ment how many seditionists are there in this province? Even if it be

the policy of the British Government at Home to grant us responsible

Government, it is these Hou’ble Members of the Executive Council

wdio will stand in the way. Many organisations and associations have

been declared illegal without any reason or rhyme. Mr. Chuudhuri

was telling us about the Reserve Bank. Well, it would have been

established long ago had not the people opposed it. 1 fail to under-

stand the utility of the Reserve Bank if it iH not under the control of

our Ministers. Almost all the labour organisations in this province

have been declared seditious, because Government is apathetic to the

cause of labour. In some cases th.* labour organisations are looked

upon as communist organisations. It may he that some members of

a particular organisation may have communistic views, but for that

reason the whole organisation cannot lie declared illegal. It is open

to Government to proceed against those particular memWrs who posses#

8uch views and act according to those views. There is just another

matter to which I will refer. Is it not the duty of Government to help

Indian industries? What are they doing in this matter? They have

tabooed the manufacture of salt and they sav it cannot be manufac-

tured.

Mr. DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Well, Mr. Bancrji, we are now dis-

cussing the Executive Council and not Indian industries and manufac-

ture of salt.

Mr. P. BANERJI: Sir, I am discussing the policy of Government.

Sir, we on this side of the House think that Members of the Executive

Council are solely responsible for not working the Reforms in the way

meant by the framers.
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auuivi ABUt OuAWUirS. Itoputy President, Sir, Mr. Siianti

JShekhareswar Ray's motion is meant to criticise the Reserved side of

the Government for not working the constitution in the proper spirit.

I have no desire to cover further the ground which has been so ^exten-

sively traversed by the mover and other speakers. I shall, however,

only refer to one of the questions. That is the question of the Standing

'Committees and how these Standing Committees work. What do these

Standing Committees do, after all? What do they do right through the

year? I find that two whole pages of the Council Manual are devoted to

what these Committees will do, their constitution, and what matters

‘Should be placed before them, vide pages *'144 and 345 of the Bengal

legislative Council Manual, 1927. Sir, when in the latter half of the year

1932 I had the honour and privilege of being elected a member of this

Council, I scanned the list of members of this Council and found in an

Appendix the names of the members elected to the Standing Committees

by the suffrage of the members of this House. Sir, at once the ambi-

tion seized me to get myself elected at least to one of these Committees.

I tried—thanks to the goodness of my fellow-members—and 1 got my-

self elected to two of these Committees for 1934. Sir, l got myself

elected to two Standing Committees, viz., the one attached to the

Department of Education and the other attached to the Depart-

ments of Medical and Public Health. I had the good fortune

of being summoned to one meeting of the Education Committee; T do K

not know if there was any meeting of the Medical and Public Health

Committee at least I received no summons to attend any meeting of

flmt Committee. The matters that are required to Ik* placed before

these Committees are of very serious importance—at least the rules

relating to these Committees leave no doubt in the minds of anyone

that very great importance is attached to these Committees. All major

questions of departmental policy, all schemes involving large expendi-

ture by the departments concerned, and any oth^r matter on which the

Member or the Minister concerned might desire the advice of members

of these Committees are required to be placed before these Standing

Committees, Sir, T do seriously ask Government : Why are net*meet-

ings of these Committees held more frequently? Why are the members

•of these Committees treated so light-heartedly? Why are they at all

asked to get themselves elected to the Standing Committees if Govern-

ment do not attach anv importance to their functions? Why is the

farce indulged in of printing the names of members of the Standing Com-

mittees in the Appendix to the list of members of this Couheil? Why
is this cost of printing these names in the list twice—if not more—every

year incurred, if these Committees are of no importance? They-*-et

H least some of them—are rarely summoned and they are never treated in

the way they are meant to be treated so far as these rules go. 8ir, to

far as the Standing Committees go, I do speak from personal experi-

ence when I say that if the constitution is to be properly swked, the
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members ef this Council should b«4*flnkfald%# couBBence of Go****-

ment in regard to every major policy concerning each department, and 1

also in regard to the annual reports to be issued by the department!
J'

concerned and every scheme involving large expenditure. If members

are to be taken into confidence bv the various departments of the Gov-

ernment, why are not Standing Committees summoned more frequent-

ly and why are they not consulted more frequently}* Even when the

Council is not in session, there is a provision that members summoned

from the mufassal should he paid their travelling expenses. Further,

when the Council is in session, why are not members of

mittees summoned to attend meetings, because it involves i

travelling expenses?

Sir, I do not take my views from others; hut here is a thing on which

1 can speak from my own personal experience. 1 feel, therefore, that

Government are not very really anxious to consult these Committees

and take us into their confidence and obtain our views on major ques-

tions of policy, etc. It is high time that the members of this Council

should be taken into the confidence of Government seriously. So far

as the spirit of working the constitution goes, the members of this

Council have been totally ignored
;
and l do protest as vehemently as

I am capable of against the wrong spirit in which the constitution is

being worked. If Government do no repose in us that amount

of confidence, it is because Government do not trust us.

Therefore, Sir, I feel that we have a legitimate grievance.

What are we doing? Sir, the truth is that we are only allowed to make

some noise in the Council but not to exercise any real influence on Gov-

ernment. Are we really able to make our influence felt on the members

of the Government? No, not in the least! I therefore feel. Sir, that

the constitution has not been worked in the proper spirit as it ought to

have been, and I do join with mv friend, the mover, in condemning the

administration.

RJU Bahadur J0CE8H CHANDRA SEN: Sir, I think that the

debg|#8hett|J be cut short if an assurance from the Treasury Bench

were forthcoming that henceforth everything would be put in order

and that the Standing Committees would lie convened regularly in

future. I am sure that this assurance will pacify my friend,

Mr. Shanti Shekhareswur Ray. What is the use of allowing the

debat(^%> <*ptinup? If, at this juncture, the members of the Treasury

Benches could give us this assurance, I think the debate would be

closed.
•

Baton ICIiHORI MOHAN CHAUDHURI: Sir, it is a very import-

ant motion. It is a review of the action of the Government on the

Reserved side* for the last 13 or 14 years. My friend, Mr. Shanti

Shekharesmer Ray, has brought forward this motion in proper time,

these Com-
o additional
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because practically we &e almost at tbe close of tbe Mentagu-

Chelmsford Reforms. It may be that this is the last occasion when we

have got an opportunity to speak on the Budget and the general

administration of this province. We may get another exteniion—for

how long and for what period we do mot know. However, I think that

taking a dispassionate view of the situation, we must come to the con-^*

elusion that Government under the Montford Reforms has been a

failure; and for that failure the Executive Council is responsible.

* The first cause of failure is the unfortunate Mieston Award. Why*was

such a mistake committed then? Even after so many years we have

not been able to ascertain the reason how such a mistake was commit-

ted in calculation? At the outset a large amount of money was in our

hands for the development of education and sanitation—I believe over

3 crores or near about that figure. When the Meston Award came,

we found that Bengal was a very prosperous province and there was

a surplus revenue of Its. 1,(>4,00, IKK) and something had to be paid

to the Central Government as contribution and something has to be

reserved for the development of the administration. But, unfortunate-

ly, when the new Budget was introduced, we found that there was

a huge deficit and within a year the whole amount set apart for the

development of education and sanitation was swallowed uft We
protested, Sir, I remember I myself made a protest that the Govern-

ment. could not touch the money that was earmarked for a special

object, but our protest was not heeded to. The fiat came forth that the

Government could spend the money at its disposal for tffljordinary

needs of administration. A deputation had to be sent to Simla to

point out that there was a mistake committed in the Meston Award

and that, deputation was headed by the late Sir John Kerr who was

the then Finance Member, but it came to no purpose. Very soon it

became necessary to impose further taxation for meeting the ordinary

expenses of Government. His Excellency the Governor came to this

Council and the Council was assured that the jute tax would be ours

and until we got that we should have to impose some additional lazes

and that as soon as we got the jute tax, the proceeds friftn tbe new'

taxes imposed would he devoted to the development of the nation-

building departments. There was, however, a remission of the pro-

vincial contribution amounting to Rs. 63 lakhs which Bengal could

not afford to pay, but no real relief was granted to Bengal; mow
it has not l>een granted. Only half the jute tax has been "given to ua

this year. The Executive Councillors ought to have seen whether in

that state of things the administration could be managed. For4he

last few years, we have found that overdrafts could be ma^e on the

Central Government for meeting the ordinary expenditure of Govern-

ment Why then was the sum (specially set apart for the develop-

ment of education and sanitation allowed to be swallowed up for
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meeting the ordinary needs of administration? It was a mistake on

the part of the Bengal Government to count upon the support of the

Central Government. If it was not possible for them to set it right,

what righ| had the Bengal Government to continue in that situation?

The Government of India ought to have been told that the administra*

*^tion of the Bengal Government could not be carried on. I do not

blame Sir John Woodhead as he was not the Finance Member at that

time, but he is the successor of that branch of the administration

on tfte Reserved side, and that side is really responsible for these

things. However, os I have said, a mistake was committed; but how
is it that the mistake could not be corrected? Some of us were under

the impression that the Reforms would be of some use and many of

us came here in that hope, in spite of the difference of opinion which

existed at the time of the introduction of the Reforms. Of course,

Sir Surendra Nath was then here and he tried his level best to do some
good to the people, but he was powerless. When we found that

nothing could be done for the nation-building departments, we pro-

posed—I believe there was a resolution tabled—that at least 40 per

cent, of the revenues should Ik? set apart for the development of educa-

tion, agriculture and sanitation and other nation-building departments.

That ms not done. There was a deficit. Still the police expenditure

was increased gradually, but nothing could be done for the nation-

building departments. This state of things brought about the ter-

rorist movement in Bengal. When people saw that nothing could be

done for*<fre nation-building departments, nothing could be done for

the benefit of the people, naturally a resentment came amongst the

educated community that this Government was not good for the people;

it w'as only for the continuance of the bureaucratic- Government and

people would not depend upon it. That was the reason why the late

Sir Surendra Nath Bannerjee failed to come to this Council. He was

the leader of Bengal, hut his position was affected simply because in

spite of his utmost attempts, he could not do much for the rising

generation. When such was the state of things in the country, the

late Deshbandhu C. R. Das came to this Council. He was no doubt

offered the Ministership, but how could he accept it knowing full well

that it was for no good to the country? Nothing could be done for

the nation-building departments and the top-heavy nature of the

admiiufetration would not be given up. The bureaucracy was bent

upon continuing that sort of administration without oaring whether

the people were satisfied with the Reforms or not. Without paying

mf heed to the demand of the people, only the executive side of the

Government practically took the major portion of the revenue and the

top-heavy administration was carried on for what earthly purpose we

do*not know. Whether it was for securing co-operation or submission

of the people at everv stage that the top-heavy administration was
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maintained we do not know, but the result was that nothing cam# out

•I it, and the only thing that the late Deshbandhu 0. R. Das could do.

was to disallow the pay of the Ministers and the Ministers had to cease

to work for about a year. The administration was managed by four

Executive Councillors without the help of the Ministers. When it was

found that that sort of top-heavy administration should not continue^

we carried a resolution in this Council urging upon the Government

to reduce the size of the Cabinet
;
we suggested that a Cabinet of two

should be sufficient. This resolution was carried by a large majority,

but then again nothing came out of it. That was the way in which

the co-operation of the people was sought. Whether it would be

called co-operation or submission I do not know. If we submitted, we
were looked upon as good boys; otherwise, we were considered as ter-

rorists and non-co-operators. To my mind the non-co-operation move-

ment came in for the action of the bureaucracy. The bureaucracy

cannot say that there was good administration for which the people

ought to be loyal and should be enamoured of it. First let live and

then do anything. This principle was lost sight of. As nothing

could be done, unemployment gradually increased. When the non-co-

operation movement came in, we requested the Government to do some-

thing for the people. In these days you have been uble to take shelter

under overdraft; rrores and crores you are taking from the Government

of India. Why could you not borrow then? The late Deshbandhu

C. R. Das, I think, submitted a constructive proposal, but no action

was taken upon that. Mr. 1\ N. Guha is not right in saying that the

late Mr. C. R. Das come in to destroy and not to construct. I say his

constructive proposals were not accepted by Government. When the

non-co-operation movement came in, only repressive measures were

taken and nothing was done to solve the problem of unemployment,

nothing for the benefit of the people. What was more, Sir, when the

fight was very keen, one class was set upon another. Some Muham-
madan (foondas were set upon the Hindus and vice versa.

(At this stage the member having reached his time-limit was allow-

ed two minutes’ extra to finish his speech.)

All that 1 say is that really the matter was not tackled in the proper

spirit. The administration was really a failure: no diagnosis was

made of the real disease : the root of the evil was not taken iato con-

sideration. Only a repressive policy was pursued and nothing was

done for the benefit of the people. That is the sum total of the

administration for these 14 years, and we do not know what is in store

for us in the future. My friend, Mr. Shanti Shekhareswai1 TEtoy is

right in bringing forward this motion, and we should calmly consider

whether the administration was conducted in the proper spirit. It

should also he considered whether the Ministers or the Members of tba
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Exeeatifa Council were responsible for this. If we see things in their

proper perspective, then there is no other conclusion then to say that

the Executive Council side is fully responsible for this error of judg*

ment on the part of Government.

(The Council was at this stage adjourned for 15 minutes.)

(After Adjournment.)

The Hon’Me Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: Sir, may I rise

on a point of personal explanation ? I understand—I wus not in the

House then—that it was alleged by Mr. Abul Quasem, the member
from Khulna, that the Medical and Public Health Standing Com-
mittee of which he was a member never met during last year. I do
not think it is correct. The Standing Committee did meet and did

discuss the reports and important questions of policy. It did meet

more than once, if I remember aright. Rai Bahadur Dr. Haridnan
Dutt and Mr. Satish Chandra Ray Chowdhury, who were members of

this Committee before the last election, would bear me out whether

they did meet and consider important questions or not.

There is another point to which I would like to reply. If I under-

stood Dr. Sen Gupta rightly, his allegation was that the Members of

the Executive Council dominated over the Ministers and influenced

them to make appointments on political considerations. Nothing of

the kind. I strongly repudiate that charge. From the Members of

the Executive Council we had absolute co-operation and not domina-

tion. I can say that during the last four years that I have Wen in

charge of the departments under me not a single appointment waa
made on political considerations. I challenge anyone to produce

evidence in support of the allegation, and I am sure that has Wen the

policy of my colleagues as well.

Maulvi ABUL. QUABEM: On a point of personal explanation, Sir,

what I said was that as a memWr of the Public Health and Medical

Standing Committee for the yeur PJ34 1 did not receive any notice of

a meeting, nor was any sitting of the Committees summoned to my
knowledge. I did not categorically deny that any meeting was held.

I said I did not receive any invitation to attend any meeting of the

Committee.

The Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: Mr. President,

Sir
f
#I think a word or two is due from me as regards the Education

Department. Being a new recruit to the Treasury Bench, I had not

got ia until late in June; only last month I called a meeting of the

Education Standing Committee. There were very important matter*

concerning the Wakf Act as well as the policy of the Education
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Department in one or two matters, and we referred’them to the Stand-

ing Committee, and I am very grateful for the help that the members

gave me.

Mr. 8HANTI 8HEKHARE8WAR RAY: On a point of order, Sir.

Is the Hon’ble Minister replying on behalf of the members of the

Reserved side?

The Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: No Sir, I am
simply replying on behalf of the Education Department, because an

attack was made not only against the Reserved side but also against

the Transferred side.

Rev. B. A. NAC. Mr. Deputy President, 1 did not want to speak

on (his mol ion, but I thought I would be failing in my duty if I did

not speak something of my experience of the Standing Committee of

which I was a member for three years. It was a sad experience that

the people who ure very vocal in criticising Government in this House
are not to be found at the Committee Meetings, when they are called.

Mr. 8HANTI 8HEKHARE8WAR RAY: Put how many such

meetings were held?

Rev. B. A. NAC: it was a very disgusting feeling with me indeed,

Sir, that the members did not attend the meetings and to find that out

of four members only one was present. Some of my friends here,

particularly my friend Mnulvi Abu! Quasem, said that the Committee
of which he was a member had no meeting. But subsequently he cor-

rected it by saying that at least he had received no notice, and I wonder
why an earnest member like him did not write to the Secretary of the

Department why he did not call a meeting of the Standing Committee.

Is that the measure of his interest—that he did not think it fit to write

to the Secretary of the Depaitment:—“Hare I am a member of a parti-

cular Committee and why no meeting was being held; what are you
doing?”

Mtulvi ABUL QUA8EM: I have condemned it at the first

opportunity.

RftV. B. A. NAC: Then, Sir, some of my friends and I feel 'Very

shy to speak of my friend Mr. N. K. Basu who, in this connection,

referred to major questions of departmental policy, and of schemea

involving large expanditure, and he seems to have taken it for granted

that there have been no major questions of departmental policy, no
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solving large expenditure and annual reporta, ate., but Sir,

„ queJUon is not that. Ths question as a member of the Standing

Committee to my mind is this: Has any member in any Committee

aver raped that question—was there any major question of depart-

mental policy raised iu the meeting and has that information been

refused ?

Maulvi ABUL QUA8EM: On a point of order, Sir.

proceedings of the Standing Committee confidential?

Are not the

Mr. DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Yes, they ure, Maulvi Abul

Quasem. How eau they he then referred to on the floor of the House?

Rev. B. A. NAC* What am I referring to? 1 am simply saying

that instead of raising the question here the members ought to have

raised the question in the various Standing Committees, which are the

proper places to discuss such questions whatever that Standing Com-

mittee may l>e. He should have enquired of the Secretary concerned

—

4

‘have you got Mr. Secretary any major question of departmental

policy; have you got Mr. Secretary any scheme involving largo

expenditure; have you got Mr. Secretary any annual report, etc.,” if

those members were refused any information, on those subjects, then

I could have joined them in condemning the Standing Committees.

But Sir, my point is: Government would co-operate only when the

members co-operate. If a member is so indifferent that he even does

not care to know or to interest himself to the extent of being present

and then comes here and says that he did not receive any information

or any notice of a meeting, Goxernment could not be blamed and 1

wdsh Maulvi Abul Quasem had said so at the first instance.

Maulvi ABUL QUASEM: I did say so at the first instance.

Rtv. B. A. NAC: 1 strongly oppose this motion of my friend
Mr. Shanti Shekhareswar Hay.

The Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: Sir. I was the subject of
attack by Mr. Shanti Shekhareswar Huy, on two points. First, he alleg-

ed that I did not from year to year vary the order in which the demand
for grants are made to this Council. But I found it difficult to follow
his argument. He appeared to imply that some of the grants never
come under discussion. But I b.dieve lust year every grant came under
discussion.

Mf« BHANTI SHEKHARESWAR RAY: What about Courts of

Ward*?

n
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The Hoi^We Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: It is quite true that every^

motion relating to a grant does not come under discussion. And surely

the Council does not expect that the 700 and odd motions which

appeared this year on the agenda, can all he discussed within the

period fixed under the Standing Rules and Orders; that is obviously a

physical impossibility. Again, I can well imagine Mr. Shanti

Shckhareswar Ray standing up and trouncing me if, for instance, I

had put the police grant at the end, instead of nearer the beginning of

the list of demands. In that case would he not immediately say: “I*

(Mr. Shunt i Shekharesu ar Ray) wanted to discuss the police grant; why

have you put it near the end? Presumably because the Executive

Council does not want the police expenditure discussed.”

Sir, the order of demands is in accord with the order of the major

heads in the accounts; the major heads of account with which we in this

province are concerned arc nuiuhered “5—hand revenue,” “6—Excise,”

”7—Stamps,” etc., and the demands for grants are put on the list of

business in that numerical order, and I think it would be entirely wrong,

and 1 should lay myself open to a great deal of criticism, if, in some

endeavour to meet what I considered to he the wishes of some members

of the Couneil, I were each yea? to play alniut with the order in which

these demands for grants are put before the Council. Sir, the solution

of the problem which is troubling Mr. Shanti Shckhareswar Ray is

not to be found in a yearly leanangement <d the order of the demands

for grants on the list of business, but in an arrangement whereby the

members of the opjjosition, the members of the difVerenl pay ties, come

together and decide on what particular subject or subjects each party

wishes lo lone a discussion. That is the procedure adopted in the

legislative Assembly. If members of this Council will abandon

individualistic tendencies and woik as members of a group oi party

and deride what particular subject or subjects each party wishes to

discuss, (toxernmerit, 1 am sure, would be willing to co-operate in

allotting- time for the subjects chosen by the parties. That is the pro-

cedure followed in the Legislative Assembly for the discussion of

demands for grants. Hut as long as the present individualistic

tendency continues it is inevitable that subjects to which certain

memlHMs or groups of members attach importance, will not come under

discussion.

Secondly, Sir, I was attacked for my attitude towards Standing

Committees. As regards the Education Standing Committee I have

a perfectly clear conscience as I am not the Chairman of that Com-

mittee. The Education Committee is presided over by the Hon'ble

Minister in charge of the Education Department.

Mr. 8HANTI &HEKHARE8WAR RAY: On a point of personal

txplanation, Sir, I was told by the Secretary to the Education
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Department that the Chairman of the Standing Committee on the

Reaerved aide of the Education Department wim Sir John Woodhead.

The Hobble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: If Mr Shanti Shekhareswar

Ray will only read the rules, he will find that there is only one Educa-

tion Standing Committee, ami the Committee I can assure him is pre-

aided over by the Hon’hL* Minister in charge of the Education

Department.

Mr. SHANTI SHEKHARESWAR RAY: Hut what about Educa-

tion Reserved Y

The Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: As regards the Commerce
and Marine Departments’ Standing Committee 1 do, however, plead
guilty to not ha\ ing summoned the ( onimittec during the last three

years. Hut the ( omniercc and Marine Department deals with subjects

which merely have important <|uestmns ot policy: the Marine Depart-
ment deals, so far as the Loial (internment is concerned, almost
entirely with the maintenance of (iovernment launches, and with the

survey of inland steamers l!»e expenditure is also small, alwmt rupeea

five lakhs a tear and fuither, Sn, that expenditure has not varied to

any appreciable extent during the last three tears Certainly 1 feel

I can honestlv sat that during the last three years we hate not dealt

w it h any major question ot departmental policy in the Marine Depart-

ment and that we have not had under consideration any scheme involv-

ing large expenditure. On the Commerce side, we are chiefly concerned

with the inspection <*t la* tones, smoke nuisances and electiical under-

takings. Here again the expenditure is small, in the region of two
lakhs a tear. In the Commerce Department also we have not during
the last three tears considered any scheme involt mg large expenditure;

nor, so far as I know, any major question of departmental policy.

That, Sir, is the reason why this particular Standing ('onimittec has

not been summoned As regards the annual reports thet were cimilatnl
to the members of the Committee, but I did not think it worth while to

summon the members of the Standing ( ommittee to a special meeting
to examine what are after all ver\ ordinary and somewhat uninteresting

departmental reports. So much. Sir, for the Standing Committees; T

have nothing more to sa\ on that matter.

Dr. .Sen (iupta made a statement— w Inch I could not follow— that

a promise was made that two-thirds of the revenue produced by the

additional taxation imposed in 1922-^3 were to he devoted to the Trans-

ferred side. Sir, I have ne\er seen such a statement made by any
member of Government, either on the Reserved or on the Transferred

side. What happened at the time when the taxation Hills were passed

Was this: it was hoped at the time that in consequence of the additional
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taxation tin* province would have a considerable surplus; and I believe

Sir John Kerr, the then Finance Member, said at the time that the

surplus would be available, if not entirely, at least very largely, for the

Transferred depart meats. Hut if members will throw their memories

back they will recollect that the hoped-for surplus failed to materialize,

and by August, 1922, it was discovered that the increase in revenue

would not be anything like so great as was anticipated: the surplus

did not materialize and large sums were not available for the Trans-

fened side. That, Sir, 1 think is a correct account of what happened

in 1922.

The Hon’ble Mr. R, N. REID: Mr. Deputy president, the debate on

this motion has been unexpectedly prolonged, and I shall try and be

as brief as possible because I am aware that members are anxious to

take up other motions which they consider to be quite as important as

this. 1 think that Maulvi Ahul Kasem is right in saying that the

time for the discussion of such a motion is past. As we all know, we
are getting near the end of the present constitution, and it i> not much
use ci it icismg, however vehemently, the present regime or the way in

which the constitution has been wojkcd. Perhaps Halm Kishori Mohan

Chaudhim put his finger on the point when he said that there were

not going to be tiiaiix more opportunities for criticising the bureaucracy

and that members will not have man\ more opportunities of telling the

bureaucrat x how budlx they run the administration without at the

same time running the risk themselves having to take on the job. Re

that as it ilia) , 1 repudiate, and I think I am right in repudiating,

the atlnilv that has been made on the wax the Government work the

present constitution. The tendemx ol late years- for a good many

%
\cuis now has been that the two sides of the Government work more

und more together as a single entity. Mx recollection m recent years,

for instance, has been that there have been very few meetings of the

Executm* Council alone. The Cabinet meets as a single body and dis-

cusses all kinds of things appertaining to both sides ot the Government,

and it is pure nonsense to describe the Kxecutrxe Council as the

dominant partner m the Cabinet. On the contrary, and I think my
ministerial colleagues will liaxe no objection to my saying this, they

assert themselves quite I reel \ and f lankly, and they do not say ditto

to xv hut the Executive Council says— far from it. The demands of the

Transferred sides get full consideration by the Executive Council and

by the Cabinet as a whole. The mover of this motion based his

criticisms on two main points. Tic suit! that the present constitution

has been wrongly worked and has failed to carry out two main purposes

which were laid down by the constitution started in 1921—one was the

increasing association of Indians in the administration and the other

was the progressive realisation of responsible government. Then he

went on to give certain instances which in his opinion bore out his
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proposition. The first was, I thought—and I think most sensible men
will also think—rather a strange proposition. He atlirmed that wo
were determined not to allow the Indians to take part in the jcoliee

administration and as a proof of this he said that the Inspector-General

of Police and the Commissioner of l’oliee were still both British

officers, and he also went on to say. which is incorrect, that not a single

Indian had ever held even the post of the Deputy Inspector-General of

Police. That statement, Sir, is quite incorrect, because an Indian of

the Police Service, Rai Bahadur Bhola Nath Banerji, acted a*' the

Deputy Inspector-General of Polu-e, Burdwan Division: (A voice.: “It

is only an acting arrangement “> Ceitainlv lie was acting as Deputy
Inspector-General and the reason i- that he is not senior enough in f he

list of Deputy 1 nsp M“t«us-( it*neral tot a p«M m.itietit \anini \ . 1 wonder

what Mr. Shanti Shei.haiesw ar Ka\ would have said if we had selected

a c/iokm from somewhere awav down the list for the post of

In spector-General of P«dice or of the ( ’omiui-vsioncr of Police. 1 think

he would he tin* first t<> ob]e« t if (io\ernnient had done an\ thing like

that. And again should wc go and select some non-ofhcinls for these

responsible posts v That, Sir, I suhmit, is ahsuid. And to refer to it.

as a glaring instance of tuiluio in the fulfilment of the put pose of the

Indianisnt ion of the sen n cs i- absurd. The services arc being

Indianiscd and Indiani-ed with c onsideiahle rapidity both in tin- way
of taking m iccimts to the Impcnal Poln-e Service, the Indian Civil

Servile and otlnr Impcnal Services and taking men from the Pro-

vincial Schim-s to what ate tailed lntcd jmsi-

Then, Sir. the suhje-c t has hem well canvassed this afteinoui oa

tegnrds Standing Committees, and I feel hotind to <h fetid uiv own Intle

part m the matter of Standing Commiftces Tin* Police Standing'

Committee and the Jails Standing Committee, of whuh I am ihairman,

do l>oth meet
; and I was nilhei siiipiised and d isapjmi n ted that our

friend, Mr. P. Bancin, did not g<-t up and admit that the Police Stand-

ing Committee, of which he is a uieinlcoT, does meet and I would men-
tion also—and I pay tin’s tribute to him though he does not pa\ any
tribute to me- -that he attends and ha** given us valuable advue aft

to the lx-st way of regulating Im* traffic

Then, Sir. there was one point to which I)r. Nurcsh Chandra Sen

Oupia referred in no umeitam terms when h* trounced the Govern-

ment for prolonging the life of the Council. I was surprised that a

man of his sensitiveness took this line. If he felt doubtful nlxmt the

desirability of prolonging the life of the Council, lie ought to have

resigned his scat long ago: that would have been the correct gesture for

him, and he ought to have- gone to his constituency, and tested the fact

whether he still had their confidence or not. But to remain on in the

Council and criticise Government for prolonging the life of the Council,

and <o fake advantage of the fact that Government had prolonged it,
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teems to me somewhat inconsistent. We all know, Sir, how the life

of the Council has been prolonged. When it was first extended, if 1

remember aright, the general impression was that the new constitution

was very much more imminent than eventually it turned out to be,

and it was understood that there was a considerable feeling among the

members of the Council themselves that that was the correct line to

take. Then, of course, when further delay occurred—inevitable

delay—in the bringing in of the new Government of India Act it was
almost inevitable that tha life of the Council should be further pro-

longed
; and also there was the question of expense involved—an elec-

tion is a very expensive matter—and it seems common-sense that the

next election for the Council should be on the register which would

be that made on the new franchise which is going to be laid down for

the working of the new constitution.

I do not think, Sir, that I need prolong this debate any further

except to say one more word. I admit that it is quite irrelevant to

the present discussion, but as it has been raised by one member I must
correct it. Mr. P, Banerji referred to the way in which Government
treat labour organisations and implied to them the use of Machiavellian

tactics in a way which T found it difficult to follow. Wrhat he said

was that the callous bureaucracy, the Executive Council, had notified

all labour organisations in Bengal. The facts are that 13 organisations

were notified, not all of them even wi-disant labour organisations.

Four only of them were registered, and there are 55 registered labour

unions in Bengal, so Mr. Banerji was rather wrong in his facts. These

IS so-called labour organisations WVre notified not because they were

labour organisations, in fact some of them have no such name, but

because they were communist organisations and they were a menace to

the country and menace to labour itself. Sir, I beg to oppose the

motion.

Mr. Shanti Shekhareswar Ray’s motion that the demand of

Rs. 12,000 under the head ”221)—Executive Council” he reduced by
Rs. 100 (failure to work the constitution in the proper spirit) was

then put and lost.

Adjournment.

The Council was then adjourned till 3 p.m. on Thursday, the 21st

March, 1985, at the Council House, Calcutta.



Proceeding* of the Bengal Legislative Council assembled under

the provisions of the Government of India Act

Thb Council met in the Council Chamber in the Council House,

Calcutta, on Thursday, the 21st March, 19H5, at 3 p.m.

Mr. Deputy President (Mr. Razauk Rahman Khan) in the Chair,

the four Hon’ble Members of the Executive Council, the three llon’hle

Ministers aud 101 nominated and elected members.

STARRED QUESTIONS

(to which oral answers were given)

Satkhira, Nowkhtli and Assasauni khali in Khulna district.

#7S. Mautvi ABUL QUASEM: (a) Hus the attention of the

Hon’ble Member in charge of the Irrigation Deportment l>een drawn to

the state of deterioration into which the three khals, namely, the

Satkhira, Nowkhali und Assossuni khals, in the Satkhira subdivision

of the Khulna district, have fallen ?

( b ) Is the Hon’ble Member aware

—

(i) that on the Satkhira khal stands the Satkhira subdi visional

headquarters town, and

(tt) that the said khal is alarmingly silting up, menuring the

health and safety of the town?

(c) Is the Hon’ble Member aware

—

(i) that the Assassuni khal is an important link in the river route

between Narayanganj and Calcutta;

•(it) that it has silted up to a dangerous extent since it was dredged

about 40 years ago; and

(m) that country boats laden with merchandise are finding it

increasingly difficult to ply on it safely and are meeting

with accidents frequently?
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(rf) Is the Hon'ble Member aware

—

(i) that the Nowkhali kbal was once a navigable channel and a

source of supply of drinking water
;
and

(it) that it is all but dead except in the rainy season making the

numerous villages through which it passes hot beds of

malaria and other diseases?

(e) Will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state what steps they

propose to take to improve each of the three khals at an early date?

MEMBER in ohargeof IRRIGATION DEPARTMENT (the Hon’ble

Khwaja Sir Nazimudtfin) : (a) and (b) Yes.

(o) (i ) The khal connects the Sobhanali khal with the Habragong on

the Eastern Canals boat route.

(ft) Yes.

(Hi) No accident has come to the notice of Government, but boat

traffic has to make a detour to avoid grounding.

(<l)(i) This is probable, though Government have no definite

information on the point.

( n

)

Yes.

(r) Sat khtra : A project was prewired and forwarded some years

back to the Collector for taking action under Act VI of lf)20. It is

for the parties interested to move the Collector under section 3.

Annassuni: An enquiry is Iwong made into the possibility of taking

remedial measures. Xoicklmh : The Collectors of Khulna and lessor©

have been consulted.

Maulvi ABUL QUA8EM: With reference to answer
(
e ), will the

Hon'ble Member be jdeased to state when this project was prepared

and forwarded by the Collector of Khulna?

The Hon’ble Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: I want notice.

Maulvi ABUL QUA8EM: Is it not a fact that the Government

are interested in the improvement of the Satkhiru khal as the head-

quarters of the Satkhirn subdivision stand on this khal?

The Hon’ble Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: Sir, Government may
be interested in it, but 1 am afraid they cannot finance the scheme

at present.

Maulvi ABUL QUA8EM: Why is it then that the Government is

waiting upon the pleasure of other parties taking up the improvement

of this khal?
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Mr. 0|PUTY PRESIDENT: But that is a matter of opinion.

MauM ABUL QUASEM: With regard to answer (c), Nowkhali,

will the Hon’ble Meuil>er be pleased to state what has been the result of

consulting the Collectors of Khulna and J ensure in connection with

that khal F

The Hon’ble Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: We have not yet received

their replies.

Maulvi SYED MAJID BAKSH : Is it a fact that Act VI of 11)20

is a taxation measure?

The Hon’bte Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: No, Sir.

Maulvi SYED MAJID BAKSH: Is it a fact that this Act VI does

not concern the Department of Irrigation but a dcjmrtment of the

Hon’ble Sir IIIjov Prasad Singh Iloy?

The Hon'ble Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: That may be so.

Mr. DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Next question.

Maulvi SYED MAJID BAKSH: Hut I have not yet finished, Sir.

Directors of the Contra! Board of the Reserve Bank.

*76. Mr. ANANDA MOHAN PODDAR: {a) Will the Hon’ble

Member in charge of the Finance Department lie pleased to state whe-

ther the Government of Bengal was consulted in connection with the

nomination of the Directors of the Central Hoard of the Reserve Hank
from Bengal ?

(b) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, did the Government of

Bengal press for the nomination ot a Bengali under section 8 (7) (b) of

tbe Act to represent the interest of agriculture in Bengal?

(c) Is the Hon’ble Member aware that agricultural credit is going

to be one of the Departments of tic* Bank?

*MEMBER in oharge of FINANCE DEPARTMENT (tho Hon’bio

Sir John Woodhoad): («) No.

(6) Does not arise.

(c) Yet.
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Dietary artielee in the Campbell Medical Hospital.

77. Maulvi LATAFAT HUSSAIN: (a) 'Will the Hon’ble Minister

in charge of the Local Self-Government (Medical) Department be

pleased to state whether the materials used as diets, medicines, etc.,

for the patients in the Campbell Medical Hospital are purchased oa

tenders ?

(b) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, will the Hon’ble

Minister be pleased to lay on the table a statement showing, year by

year, for the years 1932 to 1934

—

(t) the names of tendeTeri;

(u) the names of the persons whose tenders were accepted

;

(iii) the specification attached to the tenders;

(it?) the quantity for which tenders were accepted;

(v) the quantity utilised for specific purposes;

(vi) the name or names of the officers under whose supervision the

materials were received!'

(c) Is the Hon’ble Minister aware of a feeling that exists that the

quality of diets supplied to the indoor patients in the Campbell Medical

Hospital are not up to the mark?

(d) If the answer to (r) is in the affirmative, will the Hon’ble

Minister be pleased to state what action he proposes taking in the

mat ter P

MINISTER in oharge of LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT
(MEDICAL) DEPARTMENT (the Hocfble Sir Bijoy Prasad Singh

Roy): (a) Dietary articles are purchased on tenders. Medicines are

mainly obtained from the medical stores. Emergent purchases of

medicine in small quantities are however made locally and for such

purchases no tenders are required under the rules up to a limit of

Its. 250.

(b) (i) and (it) Statements are laid on the table.

(tit) No specification was required in the case of dietary articles but

the samples which were submitted by the tenderers were compared with

accepted samples of previous years before the tenders were accepted.

(ir) A statement is laid on the table.

(v) The entire quantity was utilised for the use of patients.

(ri) Dietary articles and medicines were received under the suffer-

vision of the Deputy Superintendent and the Apothecary of tho

Campbell Hospital respectively.

(c) No.

(d) Does not arise.
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Statement referred to in the reply to starred question No. 77 (b) (i)

and (it).

(b) (i) The names of tenderers.

1933-33.

1. J. M. Banerjee.

2. Indian Commercial Agency.

3. Jasrup Meghraj.

4. B. S. N. 4 Co.

5. All-India Provisions Supply Co.

6. Messrs. Dutt 4 Co.

7. J. K. Biswas.

8. General Order Supply Co.

9. Bengal Supplying Agency.

10. Arya Bakery.

11. The New French Bakery.

12. Messrs. Neogi & Co.

13. Md. Eunus.

14. Miscellaneous Stores Supply Agency.

15. Co-oj>erative Milk Societies Union.

16. Provat Chandra Das.

17. Messrs. Sharnmn 4 Co.

18. Messrs. Ghosh 4 Co.

19. Bankim Chandra Ghosh.

20. Indian Butter Supply Co.

21. Jail Depot.

22. M. Z. Hoque.

1933-34.

1. The New French Bakery.

*2. Messrs. B. X. Batabayal 4 Co.

3. M. Osmal Ali and Sajed Ali.

4. P. Chatter} i.

5. Portuguese Dairy.
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6. Messrs. B. D. Puri & Co.

7. Messrs. Ghosh & Co.

8. Messrs. A. C. Mitter & Co.

9. S. K. Ghosh.

10. S. K. Nandy.

11. N. K. Das.

12. Jail Depot.

13. Bengal Poultry, Dairy and Agriculture, Ltd.

14. Messrs. S. B. Elliott.

15. Messrs. Das Guha & Co.

16. S. N. Chatterji.

17. The General Order Supply Co.

18. J. K. Singh.

19. Ganguli and Banerji.

20. Gobindaram and Sewaram.

21. Golak Chandra Poddar and Gopal Chandra Poddar.

22. Messrs. 1). Spencer & Co.

28. Co-operative Milk Societies Cnion.

24. Earaz Ali.

25. Md. Emms.

(
b

) (
H) The names of persons whose tendees were accepted.

1932-

35.

1. General Order Supply Co.

2. Messrs. Ghosh & Co.

3. Arya Bakery.

4. Jail Depot.

6. Md. Eunus.

1933-

34.

1. The General Order Supply Co.

2. Md. Eunus.

3. Messrs. D. Spencer d Co.
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'tat&memt referred to in the reply to starred question No. 77 (h) (iv)

regarding quantities for tchick tenders tcere accepted.

Milk

1932 >33.

Md. Sr. Ch.

2,949 8 4

1933*34.

Md. Sr. Ch.

3,350 3 8

Soojee 20 1 13 70 11 5

Sugar 257 25 1 256 11 7

Rio© 061 38 8 571 11 10

Dhall 125 25 13 123 18 8

Fiah 217 18 5 219 2 13

Mutton 63 22 10 28 38 4

Ghee 14 19 11 13 24 2

Oil .

.

38 28 14 32 I 10

Salt 24 23 1 24 24 1

Muasalla 25 5 2 22 28 14

Vegetable 424 0 2 363 16 14

Butter milk 42 36 8 31 23 0

Flour 36 2 8 60 9 4

Sago .

.

36 26 12 34 2 2

Bread 42881 1 lb. 436044 lb.

V Barley 32 2 10 15 36 4

Table rieo 16 18 12 29 13 4

Butter 10 37 1» 9 19 12

Tea 1 27 8 1 5 15

Pomegranate 7 4 13 4 17 4

GrajHm 0 16 3 3 19 14

lbs bum .

.

2 25 10 1 20 0

laufgul O 7 lo O 3 3

Chaim 0 21 3 0 32 9

Pearl Barley 0 6 0 O 16 13

Sugarcandy 0 1 3 0 0 8

Cream 0 3 1

Crumb 0 3 0

Chicken 1338 lb. 1702 lb.

Kg«* No. 11813 No. 13322

Coffee .

.

0 1 0 0 0 13

Chira 0 4 0 0 21 2

Grom 0 14 7 0 15 6

Cucumber No. 211

Arrowroot .. 0 4 11 0 0 10

Limea .

.

No. 25301 No. 27841

Dab* .

.

No. 23789 No. 35569

Oranges .

.

.

.

No. 29534 No. 17669

Plantain .. .. No. 131 No. 306

Mango .

.

.

.

No. 516 No. 1,785

Sodawator .

.

.

.

No. 475 No. 363

Lemonade .

.

.

.

No. 228 No. 721

Icecream aoda ater .. .. No. 270 No. 730

Glngerade • • «. No. 58 No. 54

Oatmeal . .. • • 0 15 134 0 6 7

Goat’s milk .* •

»

0 35 12 ....

Dahi . • « .. 0 17 8 0 11 0
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UNSTARRED QUESTIONS

(Answers to which were laid on the table)

Loans offices in Bengal.

30. Maharaja 8RI8 CHANDRA HANDY, of Kasimbazar: (a) Has
the attention of the Hon’ble Member in charge of Commerce Depart-

ment been drawn to

—

(?) paragraph 260 of the Central Banking Enquiry Committee's

report in which the Committee recommends to the Govern-

ment of Bengal to devise a scheme so as to render effective

help to the loans offices of Bengal and modernise them; and

(u) the answer of the Hon’ble Commerce Member of the Govern-

ment of India in reply to a question from Mr. K. C. Neogi

in the Legislative Assembly that the matter of loan offices

is primarily the concern of the Provincial Government and

that the Central Government has nothing to do with them?

(b) Have the Government come to a conclusion that the loan offices

of Bengal serve a very useful function in the mufassal?

(c) I)o the Government realise t hiit when properly utilised these

loan offices will greatly simplify the problem of providing credit

facilities to rural Bengal?

(*/) Will the Tlon’ble Member be pleased to lay on the table a state-

ment showing any decisions which the Government have come to in

the matter?

(e) Are the Government considering the desirability of urging upon

the Bengal Board of Economic Enquiry to formulate a scheme on the

lines of the recommendation of the Central Banking Enquiry

Committee?

(/) Is it a fact that the three Land Mortgage Banks recently started

in Bengal do not entertain applications for long-term loans on good

security from the loan offices?

(g) If the answer to (/) is in the affirmative, will the Hon'ble

Member be pleased to state whether the Land Mortgage Banks have
been specifically debarred from assisting the lean offices?

(h) If they have been so debarred, will the Hon’ble Member be

pleased to state the reason for the si^ieP
4

(t) Is it a fact that the conditions under which the co-operative

Land Mortgage Banks advance loans to individual members are alee

unduly rigid?
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MEMBER in charge of COMMERCE DEPARTMENT (tho Hocfblo

tfr Mm Woodhoad); (a) (0 and (ii) Yes.

(6), (o), (
d

)

and (e) The services of Mr. Darling, c.i.r., i.c.s., have

been placed temporarily at the disposal of the Government of Bengal

to report generally what steps, if any, can be taken to improve the

present position of loan offices in Bengal.

if) Ye..

(g) and (h) The Co-operative Land Mortgage Banks are meant
primarily to supply long-term credit to agriculturists for the purposes

of redeeming mortgages on their lands and liquidating prior debts,

improving their land and methods of cultivation and, in special cases,

purchasing land. These Banks are primary societies for the promotion
of the economic interest of their members on co-operative principle,
as laid down in section 4 of Co-operative Societies Act, and their

membership is confined to individuals : it does not extend to any cor-

porate body or Co-operative Society. Loan offices are not eligible for
membership, and section 2f) of the Co-operative Societies Act is a bar
to their receiving loans from the Banks.

(*) The conditions are such as are necessary for sound business and
the success of the Banks. I have no reason to 8upj>o*e that they are
unnecessarily rigid.

Babu HEM CHANDRA ROY CHOUDHURI: Will the Hon bio

Member in charge of the Department t>e pleased to state when the
services of Mr. Darling were placed at the disposal of the Gmcniment
of Bengal Y

Tha Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: Unite recently, Sir.

Babu HEM CHANDRA ROY CHOUDHURI: How far has h« pro-

gressed in his work?

Tha Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: 1 have not yet received

his report.

Babu HEM CHANDRA ROY CHOUDHURI: Will the Hon’ble

Member be pleased to stute when his report is expected to be completed?

Tha Hon’bla Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: Soon, Sir.

*Doatb of Nabidali Laskar of tha Joint Agency Office, Bariul.

40. Maulvi MUHAMMAD FAZLULLAH: <<t) Will the Hon’ble

Member in charge of the Police Department be pleated to state whether
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it is a fact that in 1934 one Nabidali Laskar threw himself from th

first floor of the Joint Agency Office, Barisal, and waa severely injltti!

and that he subsequently died next morning?
^

(b) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, will the Mon’ble Mem
ber be pleased to state

—

(i) whether the Government instituted an enquiry into the maiti
to find out the reasons of the same

;
and

(ii) what was the result of the said enquiry?

MEMBER in charge cf POLICE DEPARTMENT (the Hon’!^
Mr. R. N. Reid): (a) Yes.

(b) (t) and (it) An enquiry was held by the local police and the;

concluded that it was a case of suicide.

Commutation of pension applications.

41. MUNINDRA DEB RAI MAHA3AI: («) Will the Hon’bL
Member in charge of the Finance Department be pleased to state

—

vO whether it is a fact that a very large number of applications

from Government pensioners for commutation of pension ii

lying pending with the Government since 1930; ,,

.

{u) whether it is a tact that similar applications are disposed o;

within a few months by the Government of India and sistei

provinces; and

(itt) whether it is a fact that rule G oi Civil Pension Commutatioi
Rules as amended by the Secretary of State for Indi%, ii

( ouncil enjoins that such applications should be dispose
of within six months at the most?

(M l)o the Government realise the adverse effect of the *leiay or
the pensioner that by the long lapse of time they become older anc
weaker and run the risk of being rejected and thus deprived of thl
advantage allowed under the existing rules?

(r) Will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state whether the delaj
is due to financial stringency?

If the answer to (c) is in the affirmative, are the Government
considering the desirability of raising loans and meeting these demands?

TN Hon'ble Sir JOHN WOOOHEAD: (<,) (,) On the 28tl
February

, 19.15, the number of applications pending wn. 1.349,
Twenty-nine of these w,re applications filed in 1929, and the rest wen
applications filed after 1929.
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(it) I have no information.

(tit) No.

**
(b) Government have received representations to this effect.

(c) Yea.

(d) As a means of relieving* immediate expenditure, Government

decided in 1933-34 to finance the commutation of pensions by borrow-

ing; but they limited their transactions oil this account because

calculations showed that, at the rates of interest then prevailing, such

loans involved an eventual loss to the provincial exchequer. The rates

of interest are now considerably lower, ami a suggestion that larger

loans might now be taken for this purjxrse is under active examination.

MUNINDRA DEB RAI MAHASA I; With reference to answer (</),

will the Hon’ble Member 1 h» pleased to state whether the examination

will be finished in 1935^

The Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: The examination has been

finirtied.

Facilities for Asar prayers to the Mussalman employees of civil and

criminal courts.

42. Khan Bahadur A. F. M. ABDUR-RAHMAN: (a) Will the

Hon’ble Member in charge of the Judicial Department bo pleased to

whether Government contemplate giving facilities for Asar
prayers to the Mussulman employees of both civil and criminal courts as

has l**en given to the Mussulman litigants, witnesses and legal prac-

titioners [ndr Appointment Department letter No. 17 76- 1790A., dated

the 1st February, 1932)5'

[pi If the answer to (a) is m the affirmative, are the Government
considering the desirability of issuing a circular accordingly Y

MEMBER in charge of JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT (the Hon1bio

Sir Brojondra Lai Mittar): (<G and (b) The matter is under
consideration.

BUDGET GRANTS OF THE
GOVERNMENT OF BENGAL, 1935-36.

DEMANDS FOR GRANTS.

22—General Administration.

(fhe Council lesumed discussions on “22—General Administra-

tion,” t

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BABU: Sir, I beg to move that the

demand of R«: 12,000 under the head “22D—Executive Council'’ be

seduced by Re. 100 to discuss the size of the Executive Council.

24
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Sir, this motion has been before the House almost every year, and

as Mr. Reid pointed out in his reply to this motion last year, the

question has been debated year after year in this Council, and we htfV#

not got very much farther. Sir, I want firstly to discuss the reastons

why we have not got veiy much farther over this matter. As it would

be in the recollection of the members of this House, when this motion
was brought before the House on the 15th March, l&M, member lifter

member irom this side got up and supported the motion. In fact,

the only objection, so far as I can remember, was voiced by my friend,

Mr. Tanmuddin Khan, Irom the non-official benches and by Mr. Reid
from the official benches. The grounds on which Mr. Tamizuddin Khan
objected to this motion were, as far as I can understand from the
leport of his speech, that if you reduce the number of Members of the
Executive Council, you might be disturbing the communal balance jn

the Cabinet, and that the mover of the motion, to wit myself,
consistent, inasmuch as I was objecting to the Communal Awa|&<Ntd
the Poona Pact, while saying that I did not care whether there^Jka #
mujoritv of Hindu or Muslim meml>ers in the Cabinet. I should have
thought that it would he patent to the most ordinary intelligence that
the two things are on quite different planes altogether. When one
objects to the number of members of the House under the new Con-
stitution belonging to one community or to another, one is not conscigu*
of objecting to the majority of" any jmrticular community
Cabinet. Sir, tli,» function oi the Cabinet.— oi the Executiv^mMil
under the present Constitution or the Ministers under the new Con-
stitution ns formulated, the function of ihe members is quite apparent
fiom thf terms in the rejant of the Joint Parliamentary Committee.
The Members of the Executive Council under the present Constitution
or the Ministers under the next Constitution are more or less4 the
position of, to use an expressi\e Indian word ,-~Tahedars of the
Governor. Ihey can be got hold of bv the ear hv the Oovernotyflftarned
out

Mr* DEPUTY PRESIDENT* Order, order,

the words “by the ear’’ is jwrliumentary.

V

1 do not think that

s a

Mr* NARENDRA KUMAR BASU! I bow to your ruling, but they
may be turned out by being caught by some other portion of their

body and asked by the Governor to march on.

Sir, that is the josition of the Mem tiers of the Council and the
position of the Ministers under the new Constitution, as it is Adum-
brated in the Joint Parliamentary Committee’s report and the Govern-
ment of India Bill, now before the Parliament. But the position of^

the members of this House is, 1 take it, entirely different, so there

nothing in the argument of Mr. Tamizuddin Khan that if one objects
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to the Qommunal Award—1 do not call it an Award at all, 1 call it a

Communal Ordinance passed by the British Government in the absence

...
of any legal justification,—whatever may be my views about the

Communal Ordinance or the Poona Pact, that, I submit, does not go
against the cogency of this motion.

** Sir, the objection of Mr. Reid, as it was voiced forth last year,

won almost similar. He said that not only would it disturb the com-
munal balance in the Cabinet if all the appointments which were

intending last year were not filled up, but. as he said in reply to a
* pointed question by mv friend. Mr. Jitetidralnl Bannerjee, that there

was enough w’ork for the four Memliers of the Executive Council in

Bengal, because, to quote his language, these Memliers sjtend more
time in thinking about the policy as to how things can best l>e done
Jtban in their actual departmental work.

,

IS* Hon’Me Mr. R. N. REID: Sir, 1 did not say that.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U : Mr. Reid will pardon m\ con-

tradicting him. but 1 think the words used are these: At page 180,

the Hon'ble Member said, “It is \en easy for memliers of this House

t
f*nn through the jmrtfolisis which are distributed among the different

riie Executive Council and to find a number of up]«irently

Unimportant items like Jurisdiction, Excluded Areas, Emigration,

Immigration, and all the rest of it. It is very easy to do that and to

judge from that that some jsirtfolios are not particularly important

us they seem to contain what apparently are trivial items, and to eon**

•chide that, those Memliers have not got much to do and as a matter

of Wet aie compelled to spend their time in play. But 1 may state

that especially nowadays there is a great deal more work to do than

woulfr appear from the list of subjects. As the Council is aware, most

important decisions on policy are taken after discussion in Joint Meet-

^^Tng when both sides of Government meet together and discuss things;

^
also th&e is an enormous number of questions on which, though they

arise iO a single department, every Member of Government records

his opinion and on which if he has to record his opinion with knowledge
and thought, it means that he has got to spend a lot of time over it;

and 1 do not hesitate to say that the Memliers of Government do sjiend

a tremendous amount of time and thought over these things. It is not
merely the actual disjKisal of files, signing their names and initialling

papers that take up all their time. But if the members of Govern-
ment are to do their duty by the country, they ought to spend more
time in thinking about j*>licy, as to bow things can best be don<# and

%tfeat is not a matter which can be measured by the number of hours 3
spent in actual reading or writing ”
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The Hon’Me Mr. R. N. REID: May I just explain the position?

It was only for the sake of accuracy that I said that Mr. Basu did

not quote me accurately hut he has done so now.

Mr. DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr. Reid, you will have your time

to explain the position later on.

Mr. NAREN DRA KUMAR BASU: 1 am afraid, if I gave Mr. Reid

the impression that after I had quoted his words

—

“spent more time

in thinking al>oiit the policy as to how things can best be done than

in their actual departmental work,” and the words that followed were

a quotation from the s]>eeeh and were not my words, I was wrong,

then 1 have nothing more to say.

The Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: 1 am sorry I misunderstood

Mr. Basu.
„ *

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BASU: That closes the matter, and

let us now come back to the real facts of the case. It is a fact that

(fo\ei nrnent have got four Members of the Executive Council, and

these Members have got to Hjiciid a lot of time in thinking over Ihe

policy of each other’s departments. But it has l>een really admitted

by Mr. Reid in his speech that some of these departments are un-

important and cannot possibly occupy the time of one Member of the

Executive Council to whom we have to pay Rs. a veai for the

whole day. Therefore, in order to usefully employ himself and to

make some return for the money that he is getting, he has got to

think over the policy of other Members of the Government. That, I

submit, is not a valid ground for continuing four Members of the

Executin' Council.

You will remember that this discussion took place in Marclt last

year, and after that in May last year there were two vacancies in the

Executive Council, and one would have thought that after the replies

that were given from the Treasury Benches, and after the debate that

we listened to in this House that the Government would at least have

some consideration for the wishes of the representatives of the people

and consider seriously whether both the appointments should be filled

up or not. But in the very first or second week of May, both the

vacancies were filled up, and as a result we have here the spectacle

of Sir B. L. Mitter in charge of Judiciary and Land Revenue, and
Khwaja Sir Nazimuddin in charge of those important departments

mentioned by Mr* Reid in his speech and the Irrigation Department,
and the spectacle that we had day before yesterday when the matter
of calling meetings of the Standing Committees by the Members ,of

the Executive Council was considered.
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Mr. jjptlTY PMWOCNT: But has that anything to do with

the point at issue?

*s,

Mr. NAftfNDRA KUMAR BASU: Sir, by referring to that I am
trying to shoW that it is not necessary to have four Members. 1 was

just going to say that this Council day before yesterday debated the

matter of the remissnes* of the Members of the Cabinet in not calling

meetings of the Standing Committees under their charge. Member

after Member from the Treasury Benches got up and gave wliat each

considered to bo the satisfactory explanation of that complaint but

unfortunately Khwaja Sir N azimuth! in was probably sulking in his

tent after the cut in the Irrigation budget, and he was not here to have

the courtesy of giving hi* explanation. Probably he was thinking

about the policy of the other departments of Government in his chamber

either hen* or elsewhere. The fact of the matter remains and it cannot

bo gainsaid that nobod \ has yet ventured even to say in this Council

that th<*re is enough work m the departments of tire Loeul Govern-

ment for four Members of the Executive Council and three Ministers.

Wo all know that for years together a very much bigger province of

Bengal was governed by a very much lesser number of men at the top

of the administration. Sir, it r* no use hiding the fact that a very

large proportion of the poverty of the Government of Bengal to-day

is due to the fact that they have got a <o|»-heavy administration. It

is no use disguising the fact that Government of Bengal, so far as

the Executive Council is concerned, could vciv easih, if they thought

it advisable, get the Secretary of State to reduce the number of

Members. Sir, Bombay lias done it, and I do not think that it would

be at all difficult for Bengal to do tin* same. Some years lwick, when
this question was Wing debated, Mr. Prent'ce, as he then was, said

that you could not judge of Bengal or of Bombay merely on the

population or on the taxation basis,—I beg your jsirdon, he said that

you cannot coni|*ire jirovinces merely on the amount of money spent

d>y them per head of the population, but you must have to consider

the population of Bengal us well as that of Bombay,—as if one-fourth

of the population of Bengal is always ujkmi the head of each Member
of the Executive Council and their policy is shafted upon the number
of men, women and children who inhabit this province of Bengal.

I submit, Sir, there is nothing in that argument. It is almost as

wrong, if I may sav so, as the arguments which we heard the other

day for the retention of the dredgers. Kir, I submit that it is the

e&iae idea that you must retain what you have got without considering

whether it is costly and senes any useful purpose or not. Kir, Chat

ia the idea behind the retention of the four Member* of the Executive
Council in this province. Bengal has been groaning under a deficit

Widget for years together, and for Bengal to have the luxury of four
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Executive Councillors is, I say, as bad four Jnfedgers.

The four dredgers are rendering no service ncrwaxcept perhaps dredging

the brains of some of the Members of the Government, but ike reaeon

for continuing the four Executive Councillors is merely to%old on to

what they have already got. Sir, I submit there is nq reason why
the Cabinet should consist of seven members, and the Governor. That

means, Sir, a total of an even number which, if there was any real

discussion with life in it, might probably mean an equal division of

fours. I should think that for the sake of having a real decision by
a majority, there ought to b< at most one Governor and six members
in the Cabinet, and there is absolutely no reason why, as I have
repeatedly said, we cannot have the portfolios of the fourth Member
divided amongst the other three— it does not matter whether the non-

British Member is a Hindu or a Muhammadan. I have said that times

without number, and I have never heard it suggested anywhere out-

side this Council that it is necessary to preserve the communal balance

in the Cabinet. As a matter of fact, we do not preserve the communal
l>alance, and if you take the Cabinet as a whole, you will find that you
are not preserving that balance. Cmler the circumstances, to say that

you must have four Members to preserve the communal balance is a

mere eyewash. I submit, Sir, that if the Government of Bengal had
really taken any heed ot* public opinion in the province, they would
have reduced the number of Memliers of the Executive Council. Sir,

I move.

Mr. 8. M. B08E : Sir, I support this mot'on cordially and whole-

heartedly. After the very able sjieech which wo ha\e listened to just

now, I have very little to say. As Mr. Basil has |*>inted out. we all

feel, and public opinion in Bengal feels that the size of the Cabinet,*

namely seven, is too large. 1 sugest that there are excellent reasons

why the size should he brought down from seven to five. On paper,

the list of subjects looks very formidable. There are 2\) of them

including such impntant subjects as the HoiCble Mr. Reid had pointed

out last year, namely. Excluded Areas, Emigration. Immigration,

Jurisdiction. Hadj Pilgrimage, Forest and Irrigation. As regards

Irrigation, 1 submit. Sir, that after the Bengal Waterways Act passed

last year, the work in that Department will be nil. There has be^n no

work done in that portfolio till now. In Emigration, Immigration,

Jurisdiction, Hadj Pilgrimage and Forest, there is hardly work enough

for one Member. Sir, I find that each of the four Members of the

Executive Council have got n large list of, say, 5, 6, or even 7, subjects,

hut all these, I think, are minor subjects of little importance. Sir,

as I have just said, the list of subjects looks very formidable on paper

and I maintain that these numerous subjects, important or otherwise,

easily be allocated to five Members of the Cabinet. **
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The*3> Sir, on o! economy, -*w© are aware that the

Retrencbifnt Committafc,on which our friend the Hon’ble Khan,

Bahadur lfe Axizul Haque figured as a prominent member, recommended

that the ifib should be brought down from seven to five. Bengal’s

enormous debt demands that we should economise in every possible

way. We dmve been told about the Finance Inquiry Committee; we

have been to\d that we must be prepared to make out a good case when

we appear before that Committee . A very good case will surely be

made out, I submit, only if we can point out that we have followed

the example of Bombay. The Ilon’ble the Finance Member some time

ago asked us to look to, behold, ami admire what Bombay has done.

As w’e know, Bombay has reduced the s»se of the Cabinet from 7 to 6.

And as Bombay has done so, what is there to prevent Bengal from

following suit? We earnestly hope that the Bengal Government will

have some regard for the deep feeling which w.*, many members, have

in common with the public at large. It is widely believed that the

number can be easily reduced, and it is, indeed, as Mr. Norendra

Kumar Basil observed, a great misfortune t hat when an opportunity

occurred last year, nothing was done. If 1 am asked, suppose Govern-

ment decide to reduce the size of the Cabinet, who are to go, 1 would

say: “Follow what ha* been done in Bombay.*’ There two Members
of the Fxecutive Council went out. How the names were chosen, I

do not know. But that is what was done in Bombay, and T submit

that that should he done here. With these few words, Sir, T cordially

support the motion.

Maulvi ABUL KA8EM: Sir, wt* in Bengal are great admirers of

Bombay. <hu mangoes, our sugnieune, oui onions, and even our

Marts are called in imitation of Bombay, and, therefore, Sir, we must

be considered to be great admirers ot Bombay; even in matters of legis-

lation and taxation we have followed the example set forth bv Bombay.

But when the question came of reducing the size of the Cabinet we

cried “Halt,” because everything of Bombay is not good. If we have

not adopted the
4

4

Bombay system” in toto in Bengal, we have adopted

it in principle; because we in Bengal look iijkih Bombay as an ideal.

Therefore, Sir, the Bombay Cabinet must be a big and extensive one!

So much. Sir, in sujqmrt of the motion. There is no doubt that we huve

got a very, wry proper administration now in Bengal. The mover of

the motion referrea to the fact that some years ago Bengal was govern-

ed by one Lieutenant-Governor and there were only three Secretaries

wh$ ruled over the Writers’ Buildings. Considering that fact, tb#

expenditure seems to have gone up abnormally high. But for this.

Government alone are not responsible. It must be conceded that both

the Legislative Council and the public outside have increased the

lUxiety and worry as well as the troubles of the Cabinet end of th#
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work which Writers’ Buildings have got to dd. Besides, with the deve-

lopment of tie province, as well as on account of the fact that demo-

cracy has been introduced in some partial measure, the expenditure has

gone up; but I submit to the House that the expenditure has gone up
much higher than the circumstances demand or the province can afford

to pay.

Sir, Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu began his speech with a statement

that the Members of the Executive Council and the Ministers could be

turned out by His Excellency the Governor by patting them on their

backs. I do not agree with him entirely in that view. On the other

hand, I think—and I hope I am right—that the Governor of Beilgai

is merely a titular head of the province. At any rate, he is advised by
the members of his Cabinet and he ar*5n upon their advice. There is an

English adage that the King acts on the advice of his Ministers, and
the Ministers alone are responsible for his actions. Here, the Governor

acts on the advice of his Cabinet, and the Cabinet alone are responsible

for the work.

One word more, Sir. The question is that it may he within 1?

months or so—or it may be within IS months—that the Members of

the Executive Council will have to retire and make room for a new set

of men. If you, Sir, think, and if the Government of Bengal think so,

because in their report they say so, that this Government could be run

by elected members from whom the Ministers will be chosen in all the

departments, why do you think that the heavens will fall if the respon-

sibilities of the Executive Councillors, who guide our fortunes now, be

shared by the Ministers who are more or less the representatives of the

people. Sir, Mr. Narendra Kuinar Basil has said that the only objec-

tion is nlamt the communal representation on the Cabinet. Maulvi

Tammiddin Khan retorted bv saying that the number of Mussalmans

will be less. I do not agree with that view, because we, the

Mussulmans, are not communal. But my friend, Maulvi Tamizuddin

Khan, was afraid that our co-religionists would object when they found

that they have not got a prominent share of the appointments in the

Cabinet. We talk of nations and nationalism in these days. So far

as I have seen, I find that in the vocabulary of my friends the words

“nation” and “nationalism” denote and connote Hinduism, pure and

simple,—unadulterated. (Criks of “Question.”) You may question

my statement, but that is a thing to which we shall have to submit

to-day or to-morrow : I am sure it will happen. I think that it should

have been at least an expression of good-will on the part of Govern-

ment, if they could or if they did reduce the number of the MemWera

of the Executive Council in order in the first place to give an oppor-

tunity by transferring some of their responsibilities to the Ministers

to do the work, instead of throwing all matters relating to Police,

Adrainislration of Justice, and General Administration, on tne
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Executive ^pouncillors. At the moment we do not know who the

Ministers the next administration will be—whether they will ba

absolute jwmces or trained hands like the present Ministers. I think

it would have been better and much snf,»r if the present Executive

Councillors were relieved of their heavy responsibilities to some extent.

Sir, as regards the expenses, I think that, since the inauguration of

the Montford Reforms, the people of Bengal have been taxed and taxed

to carry on the ordinary administration of the country—not for any-

thing else but for running the ordinary administration of the province.

That, Sir, is absolutely wrong. If you think that you cannot carry on

the administration under the changed circumstances with a big Legis-

lative •Council and with all the difficulties that aris.» owing to the

presence of members here and the amount of extra work that is thrown

on your shoulders, you should have the courage and boldness to say

that the province of Bengal, situate as it is with its finances as they

are, is not in a position to afford to have any form of democratic

government. You say that we must have a democratic form of

government in this country, and that we must have all the extensive

powers which accrue therefrom: at the same time you say that we can-

not meet the expenses. I would sa\ as a man in the street that, if a

democratic or national government those high-sounding words from

the political dictionary of England is going to make us poorer and

poorer and is going to laise the cost of administration highei and

higher; “Save me from my friends: I would not have the Reforms .

”

With due respect to Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu, 1 submit that in

the old days, when the province was governed by one Lieutenant-

Governor and three Secretaries, the people wore better governed, and,

certainly, they were economically better off than they have been under

the Morley-Minto Reforms when they had three Executive Councillors.

Therefore, Sir, I. submit, that two alternatives are open to us— .either

wash out the Constitution and run it on old lines, or if you do not do

that, then you will have to deprive yourselves of the luxuries and the

glory of a dignified decoration of the Treasury Benches. Therefore,

Sir, we ought to curtail the number of Executive Councillors.

Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu has said that the Members of the Executive

Council think and ponder over the policy which is to serve the best

interests of the country. I am sorry, Sir, they have not considered and

have not thought how we are to make our two ends meet. Ah I said

once before, and I repeat it, there was a non-official European who said

that if anybody came and told him that there was an uncovered deficit

in his office budget, be would exclaim : "O, Satan ! gat thee behind

me* ’ So, if a government presents an uncovered budget to us, 1 would

similarly exclaim “O, Satan ! get thee behind us/'

Mr. SMART I SHEKHARESWAR RAY: Sir, this question has

been debated in this House on several occasions; and I think no useful
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purpose will be served by going over the same ground agaim* B^l, at
tte same time, I should like to correct one of the errors <haikave^ci*ept
into the. sjM^ch of my learned friend, Mr. Narendra Kuma# Bam. In
the course of his speech he said that the Members of tK# Ejftcutive
Council could be turned out of office by the ear by tEe (jfcvernor.
^Mu. Narkndra Kumar Basu : I withdrew the words r

‘by t§|e ear.’’)

At any rate, he suggested that the Executive Councillors hoflPofte at
the pleasure of His Excellency the Governor : the facts ar0| however,
quite different. So far as the members of the Executive Council are con-
cerned, they owe thair appointments not to His Excellency the Governor
but, if you refer to section 47 of the Government of India Act,
you will find that Members of Governors’ Councils shall be appointed
by His Majesty under the Royal Sign Manual and that their number
should be such, not exceeding four, as the Secretary of State in Council
directs. So, Sir, the position of Ilis Excellency the Governor is not
what Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu has suggested. So far as the Ministers
are concerned they certainly owe their office to His Excellency the
Governor and hold it under his pleasure. As a matter of fact the con-
stitutional position under the present constitution is that His Excellency
the Governor is merely the first man in the Government and the Mem-
bers of the Executive Council have more or less identical powers so far as

decisions in the Cabinet are concerned . According to the present con-

stitution they have not given their decisions or passed orders on the
subjects that are entrusted into their hands—subjects tndongirg to par-

ticular departments, but the decisions must 1 k> taken collectively at the

cabinet meetings, and in expressing their views tliev have certainly

certain responsibilities, and it is no use suggesting that a Member of

the Executive Council should not think over or consider the subjects

that belong to other departments. I would however take this < ppor-

tunit.v to ascertain from the Government lynches a matter which may
be of some interest. I would like to ascertain what is going to happen
to these distinguished and esteemed Members of the Executive Council

when the new constitution will he brought in or ushered some tiiue next

year. Wluvt will he the fate of the Hon’hle Sir John AYoodhoad, the

Hon’ble Mr. Reid, the Hon’hle Sir Nazimuddin and the Hot.’ble Sir

B. L. M itter? Perhaps they will l>e able to throw some light on the

stibject. I would like to know wluit the terms of the appointment are

of the two members who were appointed early last year. Have they

been appointed for the usual term of five years or for only one year or

two years?

As regards the issue at debate about the reduction of the size of the

cabinet, my views are well known and T need not repeat them to-dhy.

MtlHvi ABUL QUASEM: Mr. Deputy President, Sir, this subject
is brought every year before this Council. It has been my lot to speak
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on ‘H8 for the lust two years. 1 have always aupwrted^ $.

motiotf like^hie and I also wish to support this year the motion that ha*

been m*ved4jr my friend Mr. Naiendra Kumar Baau. Ikipp*01 * to

me fiiaftthe Ipovemment of Bengal in the matter of the six* of their

cabinet 4*ve taken their cue from the famous poem of Wordsworth

entitled
4

$|Fe are Seven.” The members of this (’nuncd who are fami-

liar aitk ’ ii|ye poem know very well that a little child who felt her lite

in’evSSv limb would not believe that some of her brothers and sisters

were dead,** though as a matter of fact they were dead. Sh tt would

insist, though questioned again and again, that they were seven. Our

Government, though well able to carry on with a smaller Kxecutive

Council and though their ranks should l»e reduced by death or retire-

ment, would insist that they must be seven and not less than seven. I

find theie is a great analogy between the child of the jH*em and our Gov-

ernment, hut in t lie cas.* of the little child there was a pathetic, child-

like obstinacy, whereas in the case of our Government there is childish

and unpardonable obstinacy. Last year a golden opportunity presented

itself before the Government; one member died and another member

retired. Government could well have left these posts unfilled hut they

did not. At present the country is groaning under a terrible economic

depression and the masses for whom the Government say that they are

the trustees are suffering a misery which cannot lx* descril'ed. But

what are the Government doing* They must carry on with a cabinet

of seven with a salary of Its. (>4,00(1 a year tor each. My quarrel with

the number seven is not so much on account of the sixe of th<» cabined

as on account of the salary of each Member and Minister Wing the

excessively high sum of Its.* 04,000 c year. Had the salary been less, 1

would not have* grudged the numhci. My objection is mainly on the

ground of salary being so high as Its. 04,000. I nder the new’ constitu-

tion perhaps we would not be able to carry on without » Ministers in

the cabinet, but if power is given to those who would come to this ( oun-

cil under the new' constitution, they would not for a moment think of

fixing a salary of Rs. (>4,000 a year for a ( abinet Minister. But you

insist on having a cabinet of 7 Members and Ministers on the impossible

salary of Its. 04,000 a year each while the Government is running a

deficit budget year after year and is a perpetual debtor to the Govern-

ment of India. To do what* Are you really seeking to relieve the dis-

tress of the people, or ure the t gentlemen only watching their miseries?

What for are the sewn men needed? To look to the happiness of the

people? No, nothing is practically done to meet their crying needs.

The Council began this afternoon with a question put by nit, which

wa» answered by the Hon’ble Member in charge of the Irrigation

Department. I come from an area which has been admitted in that

answer to be malarious, due to the silting up of certain rivers and

canals, and the reply was that nothing could be done because the Gov-

ernment had no money. But Government ha* got money enough to
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pay Rs. 64,000 a year to each of the 7* Members of the*jc^tnet. Can

inch expenditure be justified? I say with all humility bui^rith aril the

strength that I can command that it is a heartless outrage on tifc help-

less people of Bengal.

Maulvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN: Sir, I had no idea that I would

have to stand up to speak on this motion this year at all, btft I do not

know for what purpose my friend Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu hunted

up the proceedings of the last year and tried to answer the points that

I raised last year when this debate came up during the budget session.

He quoted or misquoted the llon’ble Mr. Reid but it was corrected forth-

with. I have not got the proceedings of last year before me and I con-

fess that 1 do not remember everything that I said last year on the

subject. It has been said that language has been given to man to con-

ceal his thought, and in this respect I surely admit that Mr. Narendra

Kumar Basu is a better adept than anyone else in this Council. \\ hat

I said lust year, if 1 remember aright, was that the question ot com-

munal balance could not he brushed aside very lightly. We have seen

that, for a very long time there have been one Moslem and one Hindu

Member in the Executive Council. Was it for nothing that there have

}>een consistently members from these two communities, or was there

some reason behind such appointments? 1 am a simple man ami what

J think is that the communal question was in the background ot the

mind of Government when these appointments were made. It i> far

from me to suggest that th.» Members of the cabinet decide any question

of state on communal grounds, but it is necessary that all important

sections of the people should be lepresented on the cabinet simply for

the purpose of looking after the peculiar and special interests of those

communities. If 1 remember aright, I said that the question of the

communal balance was all the more important at the present time,

because the constitution was going to he changed. Various questions

in which the communities were vitally interested came up for considera-

tion not only before the British Government but also before the Gov-

ernment of India as well as the provincial Governments. It was quite

possible that such questions might crop up before the Government of

Bengal also, and it was necessary that the communal balance -ffdkjph

was maintained so long should not be disturbed at the present time. I

still bold that view. The House will remember the time when this

question was raised in this Council last year. At that time Sir Abdel-

kerim Ghusnavi was about to retire, and I thought that the attack on

the Executive Council at a time like that was an attack on the Moslem

Member who was ou the Executive Council. (A voice: It doesn t

matter whether he is a Hindu or i Moslem). My friend protests that

he does not care whether the members were Hindus or Moslems. I

wish be was sincere in what he said. But I would like to give my own
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mind witkwcegard to this matter. I am as much anxious to have a

Moslem aa <%/ have a Hindu in the Executive Council. Similarly I

have the same objection to the Hindu Member bcing removed from the

Executive Council as I have to the removal of the Moslem Member.

That is my definite attitude. My friend Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu

hinted that the work of the 7 Members of the cabinet might well be dis-

tributed amongst 6, whereas his staunch supporter Mr. 8. M. Bose

said that the work might well be done by 5. That shows the kind of

unanimity of opinion that we have in this House about the reduction

of the number of Member on the cabinet. Mr Narendra Kumar Basu

also said that the administration of Bengal was top-heavy. When he

raised this argument in connection with the question of the size of the

cabinet, I am afraid he suffered from a confusion of thought. When
we use the expression that the administration is top-heavy, we never

mean that the number of men at the top of the administration is too

great, but that the salaries enjoyed by them are too high. That is

wherein the objection lies. It is not that the number is too great; that

is not the general objection. I would like to draw the attention of the

House to one other thing. At present we have 110 members in this

Council. Under the coming Reforms it is proposed to have 260

members in the new Council Why this increase in numWrV If the

number of members of the Council is going to be increased does my
friend Mr. Basu propose that under the new constitution the numlrer

of Ministers in a province like Bengal should he less than TK I think

he would be reluctant to come forward with a proposal like that

Mr. S. M. Bose sa\s that the number of Ministers may lx» increased

to 14. I think. Sir, one may support a proposal for the increase in

number hut none can support a proposal for the decrease of the number

under the new constitution. That is the general view not only in this

House but the general view also prevailing in the country. That being

so, my opinion is that the number of seven that is the present number

of the Cabinet Members U not too high. But certainly I think that

the salaries of the Cabinet Members are too high and if the salaries

Hlbtild be reduced that should be done. But that is a quite different

thing. With the advancement of democratic institution the machinery

of Government is becoming more and more complicated and elaborate

apefff day. Therefore it is only natural that the number of Members

of Hie Cabinet should be increased according to the exigencies of the

times. I therefore think that the proposal to reduce the number of

Members of the Executive Council at the present stage is not only

untenable but ako out of place at the present moment specially in view

oPthe fact that the present Executive Council will be in existence only

for a* very short time.

Mr. P. BANERJI: Sir, in rising to support the motion T must first

poimt&out the most silly argument advanced by Maulvi Tamizuddiu
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Khan. He suggested that some of the members on tips side were

labouring under a confusion of thought. There is no denying the fact

that Government are seriously to be blamed for not reducing the

expenditure under this head—this bankrupt Government, as I call it,

who from year to year cannot present a budget that can be balanced.

But it has been said in reply by representatives of the people sitting

on my left, that if the Members continue to get Rs. 64,000 a year,

it is in the fitness of things and in accord with their dignity that^our

popular Ministers also should be entitled to Rs. 64,000 also; but, Sir,

iF it is not possible for Government to reduce the salary of the Executive

Council it was certainly possible for them to reduce the number thereof

and thereby reduce expenditure. It has been argued that Bombay
has reduced one Executive Councillor and here also this could have

Wen done but one member suggested that it was not possible to do so

here. But, Sir, nowhere in the Government of India Act is it said

that it is not possible. What is contended is that the number of

Executive Councillors should not exceed four. Now, Sir, when there

was an opportunity—there were two vacancies in the Executive Council

some time hack, was it not possible for this Government to recommend
that these vacancies he not filled up? That, 1 maintain, was quite

possible to do and thus reduce expenditure by half. Sir, it has been

established beyond doubt that the wrork done bv the four Executive

Councillors, could 1h» done by three members, as some have
suggested, or by one member only, as I suggested long ago,

quite easily, with so many Secretaries to help them. How-
ever, if one Member could not do the entire work of the Council, if

competent Members were available not more than two Member need

be necessary and the work would rather be done nieeh In two Members.

1 can quite concede that but why that is not done? I think. Sir, that

under the present circumstances when Government is going to tax

* the people anew, is it not fair, is it not a crying shame on their part,

to put their own house in order first, and reduce the number of the

Councillors and thereby make a lot of saving, before asking the

poor people to bear their extravagant expenditure? But that, f^r,

they did not do and they have given us no argument why the> did not

do so. Our misfortune is, that whenever we suggest anything to the

Hon’ble MeinWrs of the Executive Council they won’t ever let u.f hme
our last say. We do not get any opportunity of replying to

is said by them because we have no opportunity of saying anything
after what they say. Therefore it was natural for Mr. N. 1C. Basu,

the leader of the opposition, to bring this matter to the uotice ai the

House to-dav after one year and he did not do so in vain. Another
argument of Maulvi Tamizuddin’s which I have termed silly is use

he says that there will he l?50 members in the new’ Council under the

new constitution. Admitting for argument’s sake, that we should con-

tinue to have seven Members of tha Cabinet in the in m iMifWlliiin
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or for the matter of that, as was suggested by one member, sarcasti-

cally, of course, 14 Members, the fact is that our aim is to reduce

expenditure- Under the new constitution we are not going to give

our Minister Rs. 64,000 a year as at present. I consider that Its. 500

a month will be sufficient for them because they will be representa-

tives of the people and of the peasantry, who will do this public work

not for their own gain but for public service. Even if we find 14

Members are necessary, what does it matter Y On Rs. 500 a month the

expenditure on even 14 Ministers will be much less than that on the

present Cabinet Ministers. Even if this sum of Rs. 500 is not deemed

sufficient Rs. 1,000 a month will certainly be enough for the average

monthly expenditure of an average Indian gentleman doing public work.

1 need not remind members in this connection that Cabinet Ministers in

England get much less than wluit our Ministers get here. That being

the case, there was an excellent opportunity before the Government of

Bengal but that op)M>rtunity was not taken advantage of for reason*

very well known to them, for they would not care to do anything that

is suggested from this side of the House. With these words 1 sujiport

the motion ut ui\ friend Mr. N. K. Basu.

(At this stage t he Council was adjourned for 15 minutes.)

(After Adjournment.)

The Hon’Me Mr. R. N. REID: Sir, 1 think we ought to he grate-

ful to Mr. N. K. Basil— l am sorry he is not here to receive the com-
pliment—for the air of freshness and youth with which he- lias invested

this hinny chestnut, the size of the Executive Council. I wish I could

emulate his ingenuity, but I am afraid m\ reply will !h* descried in

to-morrow’s jrajaus—and no doubt justly so—as merely a stale rendi-
tion of the arguments put lorwaid year after year in this House; not

that, Sir, an argument is a had one meielv hecau.se it is old. Sir,

the size ot the Executive Council was determined a good many \ears

ago when the new constitution came in. It was held that lor the

Reserved side it was necessary to have two official Members to tL*ul with

tfo Tvork and to that were added to balance them two non-official

and thus you got \oiir tour Membeis of the Executive Council,

f think I all! right ill saying that one reason why there were two non-

official members was that there should be rejwesenta fives of each of

the two great communities of tiie province. That brings me to that

ptfiilt Itof wliioh a good deal has been made of the value of having
repiggentufives, one from the Muhammadan and one from the Hindu
community, a point which was made with great effect in Mr. Tamizud-
diu’a udmimble speech. It has been argued on the other side that

about having representative# both communities in the
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Executive Council goes for nothing when you have the balance made up

in the Transferred side. But the answer to that I think is that, though

perhaps it does not apply so much to the present cabinet, in the ordinary

wav Ministers may be here to-day and gone to-morrow, and therefore

in thut way the balance might be upset. On the other hand, if you

have in the Executive Council men who are not so easily removed, and

if you have representatives of both the communities you are on safe

ground. In the past the Government of the day would have been at a

great disadvantage if they had not had a member of each community

on the Executive Council. I am referring to those days when the

Ministry was short lived and of frequent change.

Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu, 1 think, was a little misleading when

he made a certuin amount of fun of my remarks of a year ago about

the wav in which the Members had to spend a good deal of time in

Blinking. He made out that there was so little to do in their own

Departments that they had to fill up their empty days in thinking over

the problems of the Departments of other Memliers of Government.

That is hardly fair: Members of Council do have to sj>end a great deal

of time in thought not only on the subjects which belong to other

Departments but on those subjects with which they are concerned, and

I maintain, Sii, that it is greatly to the advantage of the administration

and of the country at large that the gentlemen at the head of the Gov-

ernment should have time and leisure to devote to {soldering over the

problems with which they are confronted. It cannot he to the advan-

tage of tlie administration of tin* province that action should he taken

in a hurry and without thought on all tin* aspects of each problem.

A good deal has lx>en said this afternoon, at least in one or two

quarters, about the good old days when this jwovince, which covered

a much larger area than it does at present, was governed by a Lieuten-

ant-Governor and two or three Secretaries. Well, times have changed

and we have to remember that. Times are now very different from

the old bureaucratic days when the legislative Council was a liny

fraction of its present size and when public opinion was not so vocal,

and when altogether things were carried on in an easier way. Well,

you cannot have it lioth ways. You cannot have democracy or semi-

democracy as at present and tax the machine by the met heals of the

bureaucracy. You will shortly have a complete democratic institution/

You have to make up your mind to have u much more complicated

system of Government and inevitably of a much more expensive system

of Government. The fact that the legislative Council consists of 140

members means a great deal more work in the Secretariat. I remember

Sir William Prentice referred to the amount of work which is caused

in preparing the answers to the questions put in this Council. It is

jierfeotly true that it means an immense amount of work because the

answers have to be given with great care and accuracy, and in
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other way! the semi-democratic institution must mean extra work and

extra men
'
fo carry it on.

Then, the comparison was made again, and it had been made before,

that the Bombay Government have reduced the strength of their Cabinet

from 7 to 5 and why should we not do so. Well, 1 am not acquainted

with the details of the conditions in Bombay; but I do know this

that the population of Bombay is less than half of that of Bengal.

1 think the population is a fair basis of comparison. Quite clearly if

yon have a population of 50 millions it is inevitable that you will have

more problems and more expenditure, and more difficulties to face than

if you have a population of 20 millions. Further, in the Bombay
Presidency there is this difference that a very considerable fraction

of the province of Bombay is occupied by Sindh which has a Commis-

sioner of her own who has a great deul more power than the Commis-

sioner of a Division in the province of Bengal. Mr. Tamizuddin Khan
who was prepared to supjKjrt the existing number of (Vbinet Members
said that we pay too much to the Members of the Cabinet. Well, Sir,

the history of that is well known; the jxiy of the Executive Councillors

was fixed by the Secretary of State and then the question arose in 1921

as to what should be the pay of the Ministers. To start with the pay

of the Ministers was on quite sound grounds fixed on exactly the same
scale as that of the Executive Councillors. It will be remembered
that the Joint Select Committee of that day recommended that the

status of the Ministers should l>e the same as that of the Executive

Councillors, and naturally it followed that their pay should be the

same. In this country, and in most countries I imagine, the pay has

a great deal to do with the status of an officer. It would be an invidious

distinction if with the same responsibility within their own Departments

the Ministers were given a jniy which differs markedly from the pay of

the irremovable Executive Councillors. It will t>e remembered also

that the very question of pay of Ministers wus debated in the Council

in 1921. All sorts of different salaries were proposed varying from

Rs. 1,000 to Rs. .'1,500 a month; but all those proposals were defeated

and the pay of the Ministers remained at what it was originally fixed

and ever since no Legislative Council has ever undertaken to attempt

to alter it.

I do not think that I need detain the House longer on this rather

ancient history, but there is just one little point on which my friend

Mr. Shanti Shekhareswar Ray wanted information. I think I can

satisfy his curiosity. He wanted to know what is going to happen
to the gentlemen whom he was kind enough to describe as the distin-

guished and esteemed members of the Council when the new constitu-

tion comes in. .Well, I can tell him exactly what will happen; Sir

John Woodheod and myself will retire into obscurity, Hir John
Wbodhoad within a few months of his full period of 6 years* service
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and myself within a considerably longer period. Sir Brojendra Mitter

and Sir Nazimuddin will also throw off the trammels of officialdom and

become free men to present themselves as candidates for the suffrages

of the people and offer themselves for office in the new Ministry.

Whether the salary which Mr. Banerji offers to pay for their services,

viz., Rs. 500, would he acceptable to them, I am unable to say.

Whether Mr. Basu desires to withdraw his motion or whether he pro-

poses to put it to the point I do not know, but I beg to oppose the

motion.

Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu’s motion was put and lost.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: Sir, I beg to move that the

demand of Us. 12,000 under the head “221)—Executive Council” be

reduced by Rs. 100 (withdrawal of emergency cut in pay).

Sir, 1 do not think that there will be any section of the non-official

members of this House who will not supjxjrt this motion. Sir, I am
sure that the reply from the Government benches will commence with

the statement that the withdrawal of the emergency cut w’hich the Gov-

ernment of Bengal has directed refers only to the officers employed by

the Bengal Government in the Provincial and Subordinate and other

lower services and that the Government of Bengal has nothing to do

with the withdrawal of the emergency cut so far as the higher sendees

are concerned and that therefore the Council has got to consider whether

they will deliver over the poorer members ot Government sendee to

have their pay cut while the bigger ones will get their salary in full.

Well, Sir, my reply to that is, firstly, this. We do not want that to

whom who hath shall be given more: we do not want that the jworer

men in Government service should suffer, while those who draw higher

and comparatively princely salaries should not suffer. Sir, we had just

had it told to us that the Executive Councillors and the Ministers pass

a great deal of their time in thinking over the major problems of the

province; but did these estimable gentlemen bestow any thought on

the question of the resources of the province when the\ decided meekly
to accept the increments to their own salaries caused by the wdthdrnwal

of the emergency cuts, *.<*., when the Government of India decided

that the emergency cut would he withdrawn? Did the Hon'ble the

Finance Member consider whether he could come before this Council

with clean hands and asked for the support of the Council for his

taxation proposals, with the withdrawal of the emergency cut in his

own pay and in the pay of his brother members of the Cabinet jn his

pocket? I know, Sir, that the Indian (Mvil Service and the other ser-

vices under the Secretary of State for India and the Government of

India draw’ amounts voted to them or ordered to be paid to them by the

Government of Iudin; but when the Government of India decreed that

tho emergency cut of 5 per cent from their salaries should be restored.
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was it or was it not open to them to say : “We, in Bengal

—

a province,,

where we have not enough to make both ends meet and where we cannot

feed the people or save them from diseases or cannot educate them, we
would rather forego tl\e 5 per cent cut?*’ Is it conceivable that if

they had said so, the Government of India would still have said: “No,

my dear fellows, you must accept the 5 per cent.” Did they do so

—

and

I do not know if they did so—and if they did so, then it is open to the

members of the Treasury Benches to get up and say that they did so.

I would then say “All houout to them and I would l»e pre]«ired to

withdraw my motion at once. If they did not protest against the with-

drawal of the emergency cut in pay in Bengal, I submit, Sir, that this

cut in the grant to the Executive Council ought to Ik* curried by the

House unanimously. It is patent to everyone in this House that by

making this cut in the grant to the Executive Council we do not intend

—and I reiterate it— to make the jmerer men suffer. But this is the

only constitutional way in which we can make it known that we view',

with a sense of dissatisfaction, the withdrawal of the emergency ('lit in

pay decreed by the Government of India so far as the HUperior services

are concerned—the sen ices which have got in the i*ast and ure still

getting the benefits of the L*c Loot. We submit, Sir, that no case has

been made out, while the surcharge on income-tax remains as it is,

while the expemlituie mi the nation-building departments remains where

it w'as, while the budget of the province cannot be balanced, and where

the Hon’ hie the I'mance Member has to come up before this House with

5 Bills to got t lit* jKiltry sum of Ks. Jo lakhs by additional taxation for

making up the deficit— which, in his heart of hearts, why in his heart of

hearts, even b\ his own words, he did not considei to lx‘ timely. 1 sub-

mit this is hardly the time when the Executive Council did not put its

foot down and say that so far as Bengal is concerned, the emergency cut

should not he restored.

BtbU AMULYADHAN RAY: Mi. Deputy Piesident, Sir, 1 shall

submit, first of all. before you why the emergency cut in pay should not

have lieen withdrawn. This is a point which leads me to the post-war

revision of pay given to the services, superior or subordinate. The

whole question depends on whether the present pay of Government

servants is fair and reasonable, or too high or too low. Therefore, the

question arises what principle should be followed in regulating their

pay. Sir, we should pay to the services so much and so much only ami

nothing more and nothing less than what is necessary to obtain recruits

of the right stamp and to maintain them in such a degree of comfort

and dignity as will shield them from temptation and keep them efficient

for the term of their service. This is the criterion adopted by the

Islington Commission and accepted by the authors of Mon tagu-Chelms-

ford Beport, the Public Services Commission and the Royal Commission
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on the Superior Services in India. Sir, according to this universally

accepted principle, the standard of pay of the same office subject to

any contract cannot be the same for all time to come and under all

circumstances, and it is to l>e applied in the light of the conditions then

prevailing in the country. After the Great War, when the prices of

all commodities went abnormally high and the cost of living became

dear, the present scale of pay for those who entered the service before

the 21st of July, 19*51
,
was fixed; and I boldly submit that it is so

high and unnecessary that none of the members of the services will

resign if their pay is reduced by half at once. However, I am not

inclined to

Reverend B. A. NAG: I rise oil a point of order. Is the hon’ble

member speaking on the subject of the 5 per cent, cut?

Mr. DEPUTY PRE8IDENT: Mr. Nag, you need not worry. It is

my lookout to see that Mr. Ray is in order.

B&bu AMULYADHAN RAY. Sir, I have yet to learn from the
ltev. B. A. Nag whether I am in order or not. As I was submitting
that I am not inclined to adopt that course of action, as it is likely to
cause great discontent and bring about difficulties in the working of the
davto-duy administration. But, after all, what is the average market
value of an educated and qualified man, say a Deputy Magistrate, a
Munsif or a member of the Indian Civil Service, or how much could
he have earned, even it he had adopted the line of commerce or any
other learned profession?

Mlk DEPUTY PRESIDENT. Mr. Ray. will you plea>e confine
.Vour remarks to the motion before the House?

Bftbu AMULYADHAN RAY: Sir, I was stating the reasons as to
why the emergency cut in pay should not have been withdrawn. I sub-
mit, therefore, that I was in order.

llien, Sir, I would now deal with this matter from another point of
view. Public opinion and Retrenchment Committee after Retrench-
ment Committee have declared, without the least wavering, that the
pay of practically every service is unnecessarily generous and the post-
war revision of pay is one of the reasons for the financial bankruptcy of
the province and it is a great obstacle to the development of the natioi^
building departments. *

c-

The lion hie Sir John Woodhead, when introducing the taxation
Bills, said that Government had considered carefully the situation
created by the announcement of the Central authorities regarding the
restoration of the cut in pay and came to the conclusion that justice
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demanded equal treatment of the services under their control with the

all-India Services. Sir, is it justice or a question of sentiment?— I may

put it to the Council : To restore the cut in the pay of the public

Servants who are highly overpaid or to impose further taxes upon stamps

or upon tobacco—which is fair and just

—

I put it to you. Therefore,

under no circumstance?* the Cabinet as a whole should have withdrawn

the emergency cut in pay.

Sir, before I resume my seat, I should like to give you the alarming-

figure which is spent in salaries; and this reminds me of the question

whether the services exist for the benefit of the people or the people

exist for the benefit of the services. The public sonants of this poor-

country, I mean Bengal, where 80 per rent, of the people are half-fed,

half-naked, are eating up annually about Rs. 0 crores. and the annual

income of the people who are paying this sum of Its. (> iron's was

assessed by the Hanking Enquiry Committee at Its. 84 per head per

annum hearing an additional burden of debt amounting to Its. lbO and

for whose education the IlonTde the Education Minister spends only 2

annus per head. Sir, do the conditions which existed before 10«»1 exist

to-day? Are the prices of i oimnodities and the cost of living the same

as before ? Does the pecuniary condition of the province permit the

restoration of the cut in puv in preference to the taxation measures,

introduced bv the llon’lde the Finance Member? Does Bengal present

a surplus budget like Delhi? Did the Retrenchment Committee recom-

mend the restoration of the cut in pay? Sir, I pause for an answer

from the lWble Khan Bahadur Azixul Ilnque No answer, Sir.

I am sine the mouth of the HoiChle Khan Bahadur is closed. Hm
action a*< a member of the Retrenchment ( ommittee is quite contra-

dictory to his action as a member of the* Cabinet. Therefore, under

all these circumstances, the clear duty of the Cabinet us a whole was

not to withdraw the emergency rut in pay. With these observations,

I supjiort the motion.

Maulvi ABUL KA8EM: Sir, I am sorry that in this matter I can-

not see eye to eve with my friend, Mr. Narendrn Kumar Basu. At the

very beginning of his speech he* distinctly stated that he anticipated!

what the answer of Government would !>e and that lie did not want that

this cut should be continued in the case of the poorer clerks, ministerial

officers and the Provincial Service officers. What he wanted actually

by this motion was to pass a vote of censure cm the Executive Council

jpnd the members of the Superior Services for not having protested

agtinst this cut being restored in their pay in Bengal because of the

situation peculiar to Bengal. But I am afraid that if we pass the

motion as it is worded, the result will be that the Government of Bengal

will be unable to interfere with the salaries or emoluments of the

Imperial Services; the effect of it will be that the Government will not
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restore the cut in the case of the poorer clerks and others of this

Province. Why do you restore the 5 per cent, cut? If you pass a

censure on that the Government will have to revert to the 5 per cent,

rut, whatever the technicalities may be or the legal position may be.

I now come to a more serious matter. In this Council and of late we
have talked and talked not very seriously about various matters that

come up for our discussion particularly during the budget session. My
friend Mr. Amulyadhan Ray has said that the Indian Civil Sendee is a

very richly paid service and that they can do the work which they ara

doing at a much lower pay. Therein 1 entirely disagree. I open
myself to serious criticism and say that 1 am acting and talking in an
anti-national spirit, but 1 would ask my friends to put their hands on

their hearts and say whether they are prepared to carry out the adminis-

tration of the country without the services of the Indian Civil Service.

My second question is and I will go further and say—Are we prepared

to carry on the administration efficiently and to the benefit of the

masses without the British element of the Indian Civil Service in it?

It has been said that they get abnormally high salaries. I

would remind my friends that the Indian Civil Service, for whatever

reason it may be either for the conditions in this country or otherwise,

has not the attraction which it. had many many years back. I

remember the day when the Secretary of State for India Mr. Smith,

otherwise known as Lord Birkenhead, had to run from University to

University for doing propaganda work to ask British boys to join the

Indian Civil Service; still he did not succeed. To-day if you see the

list of candidates for the Indian Civil Service Examination which is

held in England you will find that the number of candidates from the

British Isles is very small, and why? I do not mean to say that the

pay is not attractive, but the |x>int i*» that it is not so attractive as to

ride over their scruples and difficulties. You cannot forget the diffi-

culties of the Britishers serving in India. You do not find everyone

in the position of the Executive Councillors that adore the Writers’

Buildings. Wliat about the men in the mufassal? They practically

live a life of solitary confinement. In support of my statements I

would say that you must decide once for all whether you would have
men appointed by the Secretary of State, or to he more brief, whether
you would have a certain amount of British element in the administra-

tive posts or not. I would say, although 1 may be charged and charac-

terised as unpatriotic but 1 would say that I would consider it very

disastrous for the country if the British element is absolutely withdrawn
from the country. We have had such examples. The question is that

national aspirations and national aims do not depend on getting high
posts. But I find that a cry lias been raised in the country bow best

to secure important appointments and I may say remunerative appoint-

ments for myself or my countrymen. That is a wrong policy. I hold

it and I think that the day is coming very soon when we shall feel that
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it is necessary for administrative purposes to have a certain amount at

least, the more the better, of the British element in our services. When
there was a riot at Saharanpur, it so happened that the District Magis-

trate of that district happened to be a Muslim and a Provincial Service

man, and at the time the Lee Commission was sitting at Delhi, and no

less a personage than one of the ex-Presidents of the Reception Com-

mittee of the Congress did send a telegram to the Viceroy to send a

Britisher as a District Magistrate of Saharanpur because they had no

confidence in the Indian. So, when there is a question of some diffi-

culty they will always ask for a Britisher to be put in charge of the

administration. Now to come to Bengal. Why the Civil Servants, the

Britishers at any rate, are not willing to come to Bengal Y The reason

is simply this. Here by our actions we make the Government unwork-

able. I know that at this moment when t lie treasury is almost bankrupt

we have recourse to fresh taxation which is very unpleasant to nil con-

cerned and I protested against it, but T cannot forget that u certain

amount of expenditure has Wen tin ust upon the Government hy us.

What about tlic large amount of money that we have to spend for the

suppression of tenori-un and anarchism, and what is more, what about

the recurring expenditure to protect the lives ami lilierties of the pub-

lic servants ? I want to put a question to those patriots who now cry

about the primeh salaries drawn by the Indian Civil Service. What
have they done to s »e that their countrymen do not mislxdiuve them-

selves ? The "\steni of ( ton eminent to-day is the same as it was 10 years

back. What spet ial things have been done in Bengal for which there

should be a bodv ot people wbo should go about murdering and looting

in the name of politics?

Mr. DEPUTY PRE8IDENT: Order, order. I think you should

come to the point at issue.

Maulvi ABUL KA8EM: What 1 mean to say is that us it is neces-

sary to have a certain amount of British element in the administration,

you cannot afford to have them unless you give them proper pay, and

I tell you, as an example, that no rnemWr of the Indian Civil Service

who has risen up to the highest rank would allow his sons to join the

Service. They prefer going to (’live Street where men of even

lesser ability get an income extending over five digits, but they do not

like to join this Service. There was a great pressure put in the case of

a distinguished Member of the Indian Civil Service, I mean Sir

Maicolm Hailey, in getting his son join the Indian Civil Service, but

it was without success. That shows that there is a great danger which

I look with great apprehension. There is some time yet to come up till

when there ought to Ik* some element of Britishers in the administration.

There may be very great latent qualities in my countrymen but at any
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rate they have not given evidence of it. Look at the administration

of the Calcutta Corporation

Dr. NARE8H CHANDRA 8EN GUPTA: On a point of order, Sir.

We are not discussing the question of the Calcutta Corporation.

Mr. DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Maulvi Sahib, I think it is better that

you should come to this question of emergency cut.

Maulvi ABUL KA8EM: With your permission, Sir, I would like to

point out that the mover of the motion distinctly stated that he did not

want the cut not to be restored in the case of the lower services, but he

pointed his motion as a censure on the Treasury Bench for not protest-

ing against the restoration of the cut in the case of the Civil Servants.

But if you say that you want to have this motion carried so far as the

withdrawal of the 5 per cent, cut is concerned, then I strongly protest

that the poor ministerial officers should be sacrificed because of the

whims of certain members of this Council.

Mr. 8. M. B08E: Sir, I am in entire sympathy with the underlying

principle of this motion. As I have already said when dealing with

the five new taxation Bills, there can be no possible excuse for the*

restoration of the salary cut. In Bengal where there is a huge accumu-

lation of debts, that ought not to have been done. It is clear, I sub-

mit, that Bengal's financial position does not justify this action of Gov-

ernment. We have been informed that this restoration of the exit in

pay will mean an extra expenditure of Its. 17 lakhs, whereas by the

new* taxation Bills we are to gel about Bs. IMA lakhs. We have been

told of the Finance Enquiry Committee which is coming out soon, and

we are told that we must satisfy that Committee that Bengal had been

doing its utmost to pay oft its debts. Will it look proper if, in spite of

our admitted insolvency, we are to restore this cut and incur an extra

expenditure of Bs. 17 lakhs ^ I repent therefore that theoretically and

on principle this motion is perfectly right, but—and there is always a

but—the question to my mind is whether there are any practical diffi-

culties in our way, difficulties which to my mind are insurmountable.

As was the case with other provinces, Bengal too had to restore the

cut. Sir, we have no control over the Government of India and we
must perforce follow suit. In Bengal, we have numerous officers under

the Government of India, for instance, in the Railways, in the Income*

Tax Department, in the Posts and Telegraphs, in Commerce, in the

Accountant-General, Bengal, etc.; they will get their cut in jay
restored. I submit. Sir, that the same rule should apply to the cases

of officers serving under the Government of Bengal as to cases of officers

serving under the Government of India. Suppose, Sir, A is in tiw

Income-Tax Department, and his brother B is a Postmaster and
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another brother C is a clerk working in the Writers* Buildings under

the Minister of Education. Does it not look absurd that A and B should

get their full pay while their brother C, because he has the misfortune

of serving under the Government of Bengal, will continue to get his

pay less 5 per cent. ? Further, there are many officers in Bengal belong-

ing to the All-India Services, for instance, the Indian Civil Service,

the Indian Medical Service, the Indian Education Service, the Indian

Police Service, the Indian Forest Service, the Indian Service of

Engineers, etc. The pay of these officers will be restored in full, but

the pay of the humbler officers under the Government of Bengal belong-

ing to the Bengal Civil Service, the clerks and assistants in the depart-

ments under the Ministers will continue to be out by 5 per cent., if

this motion he accepted. In other words, those who get fat salaries

will get them in full. “To him that hath, it shall be given, and from

him that hath not, e\en that which he hath shall be taken away.

Now, Sir, let me consider the matter from another point of view.

Mr. Basu has suggested that this is merely a paper resolution, not to

be given effect to. Sir. 1 do not understand that position. If this

resolution he passed, then 1 maintain that, so far ns the trunsferied

departments are concerned, the resolution must he given effect to.

This is therefore not a paper resolution intended merely to mark our

protest. This must he given effect to so far as the transferred depart-

ments are concerned. On that point there can he no appeal, and no

restoration, because we arc* the masters so far as the pay of officers work-

ing under the transferred depaitments is concerned. As regards the*

reserved departments no doubt this resolution, if passed, will not bind

the Government to gi\e effect to it. But I have no doubt that His

Excellency the Governor Inning regard to the spirit of the constitution

will very probably give effec t to our resolution in respect of the reserved

departments also. In that case, all the people working under the Gov-

ernment of Bengal, whether in the* transferred or in the* reserved

departments, will have their h per cent, cut continued, inc luding every-

body in the Bengal Educational Service, Bengal Medical Service, the

Provincial Survey Service, in short, including all the provincial

services, senior and junior, and the clerks in the Omits of Wards

Estates together with the chapra**i* and menials; so that everybody’*

pay will have to be cut and there will he no option left to the Govern-

ment of Bengal, so far at any rate as the transferred departments are

concerned. Sir, will this not bring about grave discontent, heart-burn-

ing and also a weakening of loyalty of these men who are nerving under

the Government of Bengal Y I want to appeal to the members here,

through you, Sir: let them not think that it is a mere idle resolution

to mark our sense of resentment at the action of the Government of

India: nothing of the kind. This is a real resolution to be given effect

to, if we pass it and it is to be taken seriously. The members of thi»
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Council are supreme. (Interruption from Rai Bahadub Db. Habi-

diiaiv Dm) I do not want any interruption from any Rai Bahadur.

I again appeal, Sir, to the members of this Council to regard this

matter very seriously. They are supreme as I have already pointed

out as regards the transferred departments. I beg of them to consider

the matter with a full sense of responsibility and not mislead themselves

into thinking that Government will restore everything, even though we
pass this resolution. I can quite understand, as I have said, that

behind this motion lies a feeling of resentment at the action of the

Government of India in forcing oUr hands. That is not an unnatural

feeling and I fully share in that feeling but I humbly suggest to them

that they should not allow this natural feeling to lead them into any

act of injustice towards any one of their own people, whose fate lies

in their hands. With these words, Sir, T oppose the motion.

Mr. W. H. TH0MP80N: Si r, as I do not desire to enter into any

of the irrelevancies which have already been insinuated in this debate,

I hope to he very brief. 1 shall be brief for another reason also,

because my friend Mr. S. M. Bose, the last speaker, has practically

taken my words out of my mouth. We have that feeling of resent-

ment at the action of the Government of India to which Mr. Bose

and some previous speakers have referred. Now, Sir, I am going to

be irrelevant. When this question of the restoration of the pay cut

will come up in the Legislative Assembly at Delhi, all the irrelevancies

which have l>epn mentioned here can very well he mentioned there

also; viz., that the surcharge on income-tax and the cut on salaries

should have been treated in a similar manner because they were put

on together; what do we find instead? 1/ast year half the salar> cut

was put hack hut the surcharge remained. This time, we hoped that

the next stage would he to leave the 5 per cent, cut on salaries and

give us hack our surcharge, but we find that the remaining cut on the

salaries has been put hack and the surcharge reduced only by per

cent. This, ns I have pointed out before, is entirely irrelevant but

the feeling of resentment remains against the Government that they

have not kept faith. In spite of what Maulvi Abul Kasem said

about Clive Street brains we have Wen trained to the relevancies of

logic, and although we too carry that resentment with us, we do not

let it take us so far as to support this motion. If you allow this feeling

of resentment to guide you in the matter, then, what you would prac-

tically say, and, what Mr. S. M. Bose has very nearly said, is t)iat,

because the Government of India put hack the rut we ought to oppose

the taxes proposed by the Government of Bengal. If we passed a
resolution like that and We presented the resolution to the Government
of Bengal in sueh a form and sent a copy to the Government of India*
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then the mere fact that there is no relationship between the two

matters, which we should be putting in juxtaposition, would give both

the Governments a good reason for throwing them each straight into

its own waste-paper basket.

Sir, it was not fair of Mr. N. K. Basu, and he knows it was not

fair, to ask Sir John Woodhend whether he asked to have the salary

cut in the case of the upper services not restored in Bengal. Fair or

not, there is another way ot looking at it. We pay high salaries, and

we sometimes pay higher salaries even to people who are not worth

it, because we want each of them to give of their l>est and because we

want efficiency. Now, Sir, this present cut motion deals with the cut

on the junior services. With this b per cent, remaining it is quite

easy for an officer to drop Ins efficiency several points. If he is the

sort of man I am thinking of for the moment when he lias a grievance

he will not drop simply b per cent, efficiency, Wause his salaty has

been cut by 5 per cent, but he will drop his efficiency by much more

than that. And with the best heart in the world, it a man is aggrieved,

his efficiency "ill drop by something which vou cannot measure merely

in terms ot a b per cent. cut. It vour suWdinute services in Bengal

found that the upper service* were getting the 5 per cent. < ut restored,

there would be such a grievance among those services that then effi-

ciency would diop not by o per cent, or 10 per cent, but b> much mote

than that. So, is it not worth while to restore the b per cent, cut,

rather than leave your subordinate staff with a grievance which will

result in their efficiency going down
1

' The same should he said of the

suggestion that Bengal should have been made an exception to the

restoration of the b per cent, cut as regards the superior services. If

you had left vour I.C.S. officers in Bengal with salaries hearing the

f) per cent, cut, while the I.C.S. officers in other pmvinces were

relieved of that, there would bound to be so much resentment among

the former that the efficiency of the administration must suffer in the

end. Therefore, Sir, so far as my group is concerned, we cannot

support this motion even as a token out
j
ami I would like to sa\ one

or twro words about a token cut. To some people a token cut means

simply a wave of the hand ;
but to us, who have been trained ami

brought up under democratic institutions in our own country, things

shape differently. A token cut as an expression of opinion is just as

serious a matter, and is to be dealt with with the same feeling of res*

ponsibility, as a cut in actual rash.

*Dr. NARE8H CHANDRA SEN CUPTAs Sir, at the outset I

would try to dissipate some of the smoke that has been raised by that

elaborate excursion into irrelevancy which Mr. Ahul Kasem ha*

started and some of which was contributed by Mr. S. M. Bose. Sir,
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the question which we are discussing now is the question of a token

cut of Ks. 100 just to register the disapproval by this Council of the

policy of the restoration of the 5 per cent. cut. It is nothing more

nor less than that. We have no question here whether the I.C.S.

people are absolutely essential in administering our country or whether

the I.C.S. men are w'orth every pice that they earn—a problem which

troubles Maulvi Abul Kasem so much.

Then, Sir, there is no question of the restoration of the 5 per cent,

cut not being given effect to if the Government choose to do it. It is

not an economic cut, but a token cut. Well, Sir, we look upon a token

cut as seriously as Mr. Thompson would ask us to do. By token cuts

we express our disapproval of the policy of Government. It is not

a mere wave of the hand nor a paper motion. It may be that the

policy is entirely of the Government of India and has been thrust upon

them to a certain extent. But we have got to pay while we resent

to express disapproval by a token cut. We do not really want that

the men in the Provincial Services should be deprived of 5 per cent,

of their salary while their more fortunate brethren in ’he superior

services should go on without having their salary reduced propoition-

ately. So, there is no question of reducing the salary of those who

are in the Subordinate and Provincial Services. But supposing it was

so, I think the Government of Bengal would be justified in their action

as they would have to cut their coat according to their cloth. Mr. Bose

has tried to point a moral by a quasi-algebraicnl formula. IIo is

scandalised at the idea of A and B ill the Indian Sen ices getting their

full pay and his brother C in the Provincial Seiviee not getting his

full pay. I would ask him to carry on the illustration a step further.

What about a fourth brother I) who is a trader or E who is in a pro-

fession whose incomes have be?n reduced by much more than 5 per

cent. Are you going to restore the cuts in the income of those peopleP

It is absurd to talk in that strain. I must say at once that I have no

grudge against the officers, high or low, and I do not grudge them the

salary they get. Salary is not a matter of absolute competence. It

is three-quarters luck and one-quarter competence. What, however, I

do mind is that at a time when the country at large has to submit to a

wholesale cut in its income and when you cannot balance your budget

it is not proper for you to increase the salary of your officers by restor-

ing the cut. It may be said that the position is not so desperate now.

On the revised estimates for 1935-36 the Hon’ble Finance Member
estimated, when he presented tlie Budget, that there would be a deceit

of 46 lakhs. It turns out, however, that the receipts are better by

nearly 39 lakhs. So, the deficit is much less than was expected: lees

by Rs. 38,97,000. But with regard to the next year in which the jntf

duty is taken at its full normal figure he expects a large deficit*
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Here again I think there is room for supposing that he is unduly

modest in his estimate. Looking upon the figures of jute of some

lean years it may he assumed that next year may be a better year so

far as jute is concerned. In that case the income from this source

would be greater than is estimated. Then there are other sources of

income which can show better results. The estimates of the Finance

Member are very very conservative. The revised estimates of last

year show that Sir John Woodhead does not err on the side of

optimism. On these facts we may be justified in anticipating that we

may not have a deficit budget next year. It that he so, I ask Sir

John Woodhead to take courage in both hands and to face tlr.s com-

paratively small deficit of next year without fresh taxation and on

that basis also to go forward and restore the cut in the salary ot the

men in the services. If lie is prepared to undertake that lisk, if he is

prepared in view of the already improved finances and of the expecta-

tion of better days to give up the additional taxation that is going to

be imposed or if he postpones it till next year, then J do m»t think the

House will stand in the way of the removal of the f> per cent. cut.

The whole point about the restoration of the cut is probably the fact

that it comes side by side with the proposal for increased taxation for

balancing the budget. II the llon’hle Finance Member can say that

he is in n position to restore the 5 per cent, cut even without taxation,

then let him do that and let him give the relief. The improvement

that has already occurred may go on. Hut if lie sticks to his conserva-

tive pessimism that there is no looking forward to better days next

year, then there is no reason for removing the 5 per cent. cut. Then

again, perhaps in withdrawing the 5 per cent, cut in the matter of the

Provincial and other Subordinate Service men \v.» nre calculating with-

out knowing what the Government of India is going to do in this res-

pect with regard to the men of the Indian Services. The Finance Bill

has not yet been passed and it is quite on the cards that the 1< 'nance

Bill may not be passed in its present form. If you remove the 5 per

cent, cut in regard to the salary of men in the Provincial and other

Subordinate Services while the Government of India finally decides not

to do so in regard to the salary of men in the Indian Services, the

result would be anomalous. I do not know the exact constitutional

position in regard to that. Anyhow unless the Hon’ble Finance

Member can assure us that he w ill hold back the additional taxation

proposals and will be able to meet the 5 per cent, increase out of

the ordinary revenues, I think it would be quite just and proper, nay

abtfBlutely necessary for us to register our votes against ibis proposal

of 5 per cent, increase and not let it go by default. We need not

assume what will happen to the Finance Bill, but let us confine our

Attention to a matter which affects our own purse and not hold back

from imaginary fears. The carrying of the token cut will simply hut
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effectively register our disapproval of the policy and will not haudicap

anybody in any way.

Reverend B. A. NAG: Sir, I have heard many good motions, wise,

and otherwise discussed on the floor of this House, but I have not heard

a more undignified one like the present one. I quite agree with

Mr. Thompson and Mr. Bose that there is a sense of resentment behind

this motion and I will add that that resentment is due to ignorance

about the meaning of the 5 per cent. cut. It has been so discussed as

if the salary has been reduced. No, the salary has remained the same
and pension is to be calculated on the basis of that salary as also the

provident fund. Probably the better way of putting it would have

Wen a f) per cent, contribution in the need of a common sacrifice in a

national emergency. These were the words of the Finance Member
of the Government of India, Sir George Schuster, when he introduced

the question of this f> per cent, cut; he said that its justification was in

the need for a common sacrifice in a national emergency. I theiefore

look at it from this standpoint. When 1 look at the Budget speech of

our Finance Member and also look at the appendix, I find that the

first item says that the restoration of the 5 per cent, cut in pay would
involve an expenditure of Rs. IT lakhs a a ear; I read it as a contribu-

tion from the officers employed under the Government of Bengal in a

national emergency. That contribution has been made silently,

patiently and without a murmur, and, to revert to Mr. Thompson once

aguin, not to restore it would not mean a f) per cent, less efficiency.

Sir George Schuster made it very clear, while introducing this h per

cent, cut, that “it was nothing less than a direct variation of the con-

ditions under which un officer enters the Government service and it

must be remembered that the security of these conditions represent an
essential attraction of service under Government. It would be fatal

to the public interest if thut sense of security -were destroyed.” The
efficiency of Government servants would not be less by 5 per cent, but

the effect would be thut Government had failed to fulfil their pledge

to their officers who had yielded without a murmur to this 5 per cent,

cut. The same Finance Member (Sir George Schuster) f aid :
— “We

think that it should be practicable to impose the cut from the 1st

December next. It must be clearly explained that there is no inten-

tion that this should remain operative beyond the 31st March, 1933.”

That, Sir, was the solemn assurance given to the subordinates of

Government when the cut was introduced. Of course, Sir George fflrre

a further explanation when this cut was reduced from 10 per cent, to

5 per cent. But to-day, Sir, the conditions are very different. More-
over, Sir George Schuster said : “I wish particularly to emphasise that

this must not be regarded as optional expenditure to be weighed in
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the balance against other possible demands on the public funds.

Government is not really meeting its full obligations as long as it ia

not paying fixed rates to its officials—rates, moreover, which, in certain

cases, are guaranteed by the Government of India Act.” I ask, Sir,

will it be honourable not to restore this cut? Will it be honourable*

for the members of this Council to ask the Government to contract

breach of contract with these officials P These officials have a right to>

say to the Hon'ble the Finance Member: “Sir, if you want to reduce

our salaries, you can reduce them by all means; but we shall know

where we are.” Mr. Amulyadhan Ray has said that if an officer of

Government is not satisfied with the conditions of his service, he might

resign: plenty of men will be forthcoming to take up his job. My
answer to him is that such officers may or may not resign. They might

say: “Sir, you have assured us that our salaries will remain the same,

that our pensions and Provident Fund contributions will be calculated

on our gross salaries. Then, why should you not 1h» honourable in

restoring the cutP”

Sir, the present Finance Member of the Government of India, I

mean the ITon’ble Sir James Grigg, while speaking on the restoration

of the cut, said: ‘ in this matter Government were bound by

pledges which were both categorical and repeated, and in mv view

these pledges are conclusive.” It has been said, Sir, outside this

House, amongst the people at large, that if the Council composed of a

majority of Indian members could lefuse to keep faith with their own
subordinates—their own servants—the latter would say: “Woe unto

ths Swaraj that is to come!” Will it he the sort of treatment that the

new Swaraj Government will mete out to their own servants P It is

natural for them to demand the restoration of a certain cut as soon as

the national emergency was over. And further, because Hie people of

this province may have to pay a tax of one, two, three, or four mpees
a year, on account of the new taxation Hills, will you refuse the

restoration of the cut in the case of a man drawing, say a salni
t
\ of

Rb. 1(X) per mensem, who shall have to pay a sum of Rs. GO per annum
if this restoration in cut is not implemented,—call it lax or call it

contribution—and say unhesitatingly “Yes; we must continue the

cut.” I hope the House is more honourable than that

Mtulvi ABUL QUASEM: The House is honourable.

• Mr. P. BANERJI: Sir, he is repeating his master’s voice.

Rmrtml B. A. NAG: I am glad that Mr. Banerji has found it out.

Sir, I have nothing further to discuss about the comparative posi-

tion of the higher and the lower services; to me that is nothing. To
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Member of the Government of India made a promise. Will he fulfil

that promise or not ? If we advise that he should not fulfil* this

promise, we will make Government faithless and we will prove our-

selves unworthy of Swaraj. It is similar to the advice which was given

by some of our political leaders that we should repudiate all national

debts. Sir, if we want to have the future of India secure, we must be

honourable. It is difficult to understand this House—because when
the cut was imposed, there was a resolution tabled in this very Ilouse

in 19/12 over the signature of Mr. J. L. Bannerjee and also of my
friend, Syed Majid Baksh, regarding the inequitable action ol the

Government in imposing this cut.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: Sir, is dancing permitted on
the floor of the House?

Reverend B. A. NAGS Sir, I will not take up more time (Se.vf.ral

voicks: Please do noth But I will simply say this, that I would
appeal on behalf of my countrymen that we prove ourselves worthy
und honourable to fulfil any pledge that Government might have made
to their subordinates.

The Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: Sir, on more than one
occasion during this session l have attempted to explain the position

ns regards the restoration of the 5 per cent, cut and 1 am afraid I

shall have again to rejieat what I said on previous occasions.

Early in February of this year the Government of India announced
their decision to restore the cut in pay not only in resj>ect of all the

members of the All-India Services, but also in respect of the members
of all the Central Services, that is, the Services working directly under
the Government of India. 1 would invite the particular attention*of

the members of the House to the fact that the restoration of the

5 per cent, cut in pay as decided upon by the Government of India was
not limited to the All-India Services—it applied to every officer, high
or low, highly paid or lowly paid, serving under the Government of

India. I would also remind the members of the House that there are
many officers of the Government of India employed in this province.
For instance, the staff of the Accountant-General's office, the large
staff of the Post and Telegraph Department’s offices, the Railway
Services throughout the province, the staffs of the Customs offices,

the office of the Director-General of Commercial Intelligence in file

Commerce Building and many other offices—all of whom work in this

province. The Ijocal Government considered the position created by
the decision of the Government of India to restore the cut in pay in
the case of all officers employed under the Government of India and
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and
the officers of the All-India Services employed in the provinces,

the conclusion they came to was that they could not justify the con-

tinuance of the 5 per cent, cut in pay in the case of their own officers.

Again, as I did in replying to the budget debate, I would ask the

members of the House to put themselves this question : Suppose we,

the Local Government, knowing* that the cut in pay had been restored

in the case of all officers employed under the Central Government and

also of all officeis of the All-India Services employed in this province,

had refused to restore the cut in pay in regard to our own officers, in

the case of, say a clerk on Ks. 40 a month, would we not have laid

ourselves open to even a more serious attack than has l>eon launched

against us to-day ‘f 1 am suie we would. Further it looks to me
extraordinarily difficult, situated as we are in India, apart from the

position cieated by the restoiation ot the cut in pay in the case of

officers serving in this province belonging to the All-India, to justify

the retention of the cut in the case of our own officers—officers under

our rule-making jxnver—when their brother officers working alongside

them in this province under the Go\ eminent ol India have hud their

cut in pay restored. That, Sir, was the jHisition; and I feel sure that

my friend. Mr. N. K. Bnsu. realises the position as much as T do. In

fact, the l
; ne he took in his speech seems to me to indicate clearly

that does realise that the s’tuation is ns I have described it.

Again, Sir, I repudiate the insinuation or suggestion that the taxa-

tion proposals, which are still before this House, have anything to do

with the restoration of the cut in pay. As I said Indore, if the* cut

in pnv bad not been restored, those taxation proposals would certainly

have been put forward. Our' deficit in the coming year on revenue

account is in the region ol (if> lakhs. If uni deduct 17 lakhs—tlie cost

of the restoration of the cut in pa\ from Oft lakhs, you get 52 lakhs.

Therefore, apart from the nMoi.nu n of tin* Mil in pay, the deficit is

52 lakhs. Again the taxation proposals are estimated to yield 24J
lakhs which is less than half of 52 lakhs. It is perhaps unfortunate

that the two things have < mile together— the ledoialion of the cut in

pay* and the proposals foi additional taxation— but 1 can assure the

House that there is no connection between the two and I trust tho

figures I have given establish that fact.

Mr. Naremlra Kumar Basil said that the object of his motion was
to protest against the action, I presume, the action of the Government
of India and the Secretary of State, in restoring the cut in pay of tho

members of the All-India Services. As I have tried to explain, what
th^ Government of India did was not only to restore the cut in pay

as regards the members of the All-India Services but to restore the

out as regards all their servants from the highest to the lowest. There-

fore, Mr. Nafendra Kumar Basu’s motion only deals with half the

question. It is not the position that the Government of India decided

26
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to restore the cut in pay only in regard to the highly paid services.

On the contrary they decided to restore it in regard to all the services

working under the Central Government. And having regard to that

decision we, the Local Government, came to the conclusion that it

was impossible to justify the continuation of the cut in regard to our

own services.

l>r. Naresh Chandra Sen Gupta, however, went further than

Mr. Basu. He objected to
#
the entire policy of restoring the cut in

puy. T was not sure whether he objected to the policy followed by

the Government of India or the policy followed by ourselves. As I

have tried to explain the position so tar as Bengal is concerned is a

simple one. The Government of India decided to restore the cut in

pay in regard to all their Services, and we felt that in justice to our

own Services we were compelled to follow suit.

Mr. Amulyadhan Ray rather digressed from the subject under dis-

cussion and appeared, if I understood him rightly, to suggest that

the pay of every Government officer in Bengal should be reduced by

60 per cent. I do not propose to aigue with him on this point, it is

irrelevant, but T would remind him of one fact, and that is, when the

Committee that was a]ijx)inted to examine the question of the revision

of the puy of th.‘ ministerial services in Bengal submitted their report,

there was a majority and a minority report. The minority report was
that written by the non-official member of the Committee, a member
of this House, and if his proposals had lx*en accepted, the cost of the

increase in salaries of the ministerial officers would have been 50 per

cent, more than they actually were. According to the Comnrttee’s

re|>ort t the estimated increase was in the region of Rs. 40 lakhs a year.

The increase according to the recommendation of the meml)er of this

Counc il was about Rs. 00 lakhs a year.

Mr. S. M. Bose has expensed a fear that by restoring the Jfflt

pay we shall prejudice our position before that committee whipaLwil]
be appointed to conduct the final financial enquiry before the Reforms
are introduced. I have no fear on that score. Our reply undoubtedly
will l>e that in view of the action of the Government of Indie, action

taken in view of their financial position, we felt we could not in justice

to our own services refuse to restore the cut in pay.

Sir, 1 op|*>se the cut motion.

Mr. Narendrn Kumar Basu's motion being then put, a division was
taken with the following result:—

Kail

AYES.
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KbM, HaahM TanteaiMa.

mm. r. L, Bar.-M-Law.

MIMra, Baha Barat Bhaaira.

HakhtrJI, M HWtr BatM Mulrt.
latMaiHUL
riHar Mr. Aante Mm.
«MM,MM AML
Mill, Kku liMir A. f. H. AMar-.
Ray, Bata Awalyaihaa.

Ray, Mm RMUr Mm.

Ray. Mr. IkMtl Hwtkinmr,
nm^

Ray. i«M AiNln Rath.

Ray, Mr*M K«nar.

Ray mmirt, Rata Ram thiRt
BaaiataMah. Maahri Mahannai.
RB®b KM MMKvv vMKMm
Baa Bapta, Or. Mama OlttRt
Bhah^Maatvl ABial ManM.

NOES.
Aftwai, KIM BMW Maalvt UiMiMi.
Anartraaf, Mr. W. L.

Artfear, Mr. «. A.

Bai, Baia UMt Kanar.

Bai. Bai Bahih Barat Bhaaira.

Banna, BaM Praniarf.

Sanaa, Bai Mil Paathaaaa.

Baair uaaia. Kku Bahih Maahrl •laaaW.
Baajhnia, Mr. N. D.

Blrhnyra, Hr. H.

Blaatfy, Mr. K. N.

Baaa, Mr. B. M.

Bhaaia, Mr. Apanra Kanar.

Mltllwl, Kkaa Bahaiar Maahrl Natur Bahnaa.

BBaBaay, Ral lakMw Ran Dm.
Bahaa, Mr. D. 4.

Baapar, Mr. B. B.

Oat, Baha tarapmal.
Oatt, Hr. B. t.

r
*BaEai

*** NiMl K * # * KhM

Ptrfmaa, Mr. R. M.

SBthrM, Hr. R. H.

BIMBiac, Mr. D.

Baha, Mr. P. R.

Bathrta, Hr. f. B.

Mayaa, tha Maa'Ma Khaa likalir M. AxImI.

Haifa, Mr. 4. D. v.

Maaiaa, Mr. r. T.

Haaaala, Maahrl Latatat.

Kuan, Maahrl Abal.

Khaa, Khpa Bahaiar Maahrl Maaaaan AIL i

Khaa, Maahrl AM AMaMa.
Khaa, Mr. Nathan AM-
Laaih, Mr. T.

Laaaaa, Mr. B. W.
Laahhart, Mr. A. R. K.

MafaMa, Mr. L. T.

Mart*, Mr. 0. M.

MMtar, Mr. B. B.

MN*r, tha Haa*Ma Blr Brtjaaira LaL

Hahhapaihaya, Ral Bahli Barat Bhaaira.

HaRlak, Mr. Hakaaia Bahary.

Rat, Raaaraai B. A.

Haaiy, Maharaja Brta Bhaaira at KathaUm.

Rulnaiila, tha Naa*Ma Khawaja Blr, K.

Paal, Blr Marl Baahtr.

Rahaaai, Mr. A.

Ray Bhawilary, Mr. K. 0.

RaM, tha Haa’Ma Mr. R. R.

Raw, Mr. 4. R.

Ray. tha Maa'Ma Blr BIJay Praaai Magi.

Ray, Mr. BaHwwar Blafh.

Bahaaa. Ral Bahaiar Katya Ktakar.

Baa, Ral Bahia Akahay Kanar.

Baa, Mr. B. R.

Btavaa, Mr. 4. W. R.

Thanpaaa, Mr. W. N.

Tawaaai, Mr. M. P. V.

Walfcar, Mr. 4. R.

Walkar, Mr. R. L.

Wllklaaaa, Mr. H. R.

WMtani, Mr. A. HC.
Waaihaai, tha Maa'Ma Blr 4aha.

Its Ayes being 31 and the Noes 63, the motion was lost.

#
(lt this stage the time-limit for the discussion of the demand woo

reached.)

Hie original motion ot tht* Hon’ble Mi. K. N. lieid wa« then put

and agreed to.

(The Council was then adjourned tot 13 m mutes.)

(After Adjournment.)

24—Administration of Justios,

Tha Hy’Ms Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: Sir, on the recom-
mendation of His Excellency the Governor I beg to move that a sum
of Hs. 75,dl),000 be granted for expenditure under the head “24—
Administration of Justice/’
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Motions for reduction.

Mr, DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I would like to take up motions

Nos. 299, 302 and 305 together. Has Sir Brojendra any objection?

The Hon’hle Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: I have no objection

but I want to point out that motion No. 299 deals with the Original

Side of the High Court while motion No. 302 deals with the Appellate

Side.

Mr, DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Anyhow they can be discussed together

but put to vote separately.

Rai Bahadur SATYA KINKAR 8AHANA: Sir, 1 beg to move

that the demand of Its. 73,000 under the head “24A—High Court

—

Original Side—Registrar” be reduced by Rs. 100 (retrenchment and

congestion), and also beg to move that t lie demand of Its. 74,000 under

the head “24A—nigh Court -Appellate Side Registrar” be reduced

by Its. 100 (retrenchment and congestion).

Sir, it may seem bold on the part of a layman like myself to move

about the High Court. My only justification is that the High Court

being the highest tribunal in the land where British justice in its

pristine purity is administered does affect every one of us. It is a

sacred institution which eveiy one in the piovmce looks up to for

justice. Eveiy man, be he a lawyer or a layman, has the light to try

to set right whatever tends to lower its efficiency or it* position in the

public estimation.

My principal complaint is that though retrenchment has been more
or less enforced in Bengal in various other departments, it h^§^not,

»o far as one can judge, l>een applied in the case of the High Court.

’The ni,rli Court is under the Government of India and so the India

Government appointed a Calcutta High Court Retrenchment Comi||ittee

in 1923 under Mr. Muddiman. That Committee made certain recom-

mendations and I would ask the Government to let us know which
of the recommendations have been carried out and which not, and what
are the difficulties in the way of their acting upon any of the recom-

mendations.

Admittedly, Sir, there is a great congestion of work in the High
Court. The Committee made certain recommendations to get it removed
but I do not know bow far they have been adopted. The Comnftttee

recommended curtailing of occasional ^holidays and Saturday sittings

lor half day in the Original Side. The Bar, as far as I know, approved

of the proposed Saturday sittings for the disposal of undefended cases

and of P.r tmrfp mntinvi* or that hnA cniilo*! T*
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expected that this irould provide work on those days for the juniors

and leave the remaining five days of the week for contested matters.

Instead of adopting that recommendation, as far as I know, there are

not Saturday sittings and the number of holidays is going on increasing,

I believe the High Court does not sit for more thau 180 days in the

year.

Though the recommendations of the Committee for the removal of

congestion which are calculated to be a sure method of it, have not

been adopted but additional Judges have been appointed for that pur-

pose. This, Sir, cannot but be regretted.

Then, Sir, the recommendation of the Committee for the reduction

in the number of Assistant Registrars and court clerks should have

been given effect to, but nothing has Wn done.

^The post of the Sheriff should have been made honorary as it is the

case in other provinces. The Sheriff’s post <osts rupees twenty to

twenty-five thousands annually. My friend Mr. S. M. Bose has been

agitating since 1982, about this and I would like to know what progress

has been made up till now.

Sir, I would request the Ilon’ble Member who knows all about the

High Court to see that the posts as recommended are Indianised us far

as possible. The example of Bombay and Madras which by an irony

of fate are at present richer than Bengal should 1 think be followed

in this respect. Further, Sir. I would beg of him to take early and

effective measures to remove congestion of work in the courts. Though
law’s delay is proverbial there should be a limit to it : we should not

forget that justice delayed is justice denied.

With these words I commend my motion for the acceptance of the

House.

Mr. DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr. Bose, I do not think your

motion (No. 305) goes very well with the motions moved by

Mr. Sahana. So I do not think you need move your motion at this

stage. Mr. Sahana’ s motions are now open to discussion and you can

speak on them.

Mr. 9. M. BOSE: My motion also deals with retrenchment in the

High Court but if you so like I will not move it at this stage but will

speak on Mr. Sahana’s motions.

Sir, may I say a few’ words in support of the motions moved by

Mr^Sahana? The object of these motions, I take it, is to call attention

to the question of retrenchment in the High Court as Mr. Sahana has

pointed out. Sir, the axe of retrenchment has l>een applied to all the

departments • under the Government of Bengal but the High Court,

being outside the purview of the Bengal Government, has escaped.
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|a lfi&j a mgn uourt Retrenchment Committe^3pas appointed which J

"made certain recommendations. I would like $0 add my voice to that

;

*of Mr. Sahana and ask how far the recommendations made have, been*;

accepted. The reason for our anxiety is that we find that tSfe High
Court expenditure has been going up very much and I would just give

certain figures in this connection : wy

The actuals for the High Court’s expenditure for 1931*32 wel%

Its. 15,74,000; the actuals for 1932-33 were Rs. 14,79,000 and for

1933-34 Rs. 16,47,000. The total budget estimate for 1934-35 was

Rs. 15,14,000 and the revised estimate Rs. 15,63,000. Estimates for

1935-36 are Rs. 17,84,000. Thus there is an increase of Rs. 2,60,000

over the actuals of 1931-32, an increase of Rs. 3,50,000 over the actuals

of 1932-33, an increase of Rs. 1,37,000 over the actuals of 1933-34,

and an increase of Rs. 2,21,000 over the revised estimate for 1934^35.

The High Court Committee recommended inter alia that there

should be Saturday sittings in the Original Side for ex jMirle cases and

matters, and that the number of holidays should be reduced; but I am
afraid these very sound suggestions to wipe off the arrears have not

been observed and the doubtful expedient of ha\ing additional Judges

for several years past has been resorted to. 1 submit that our experi-

ence in the way of appointing additional Judges for several years past

has shown that it has not succeeded, and there is still heavy congestion

of work. As my friend Mr. Sahana has pointed out, one of the recom-

mendations of the High Court Retrenchment Committee was that cer-

tain posts of Assistant Referee should be retrenched. In this connec-

tion may I make a suggestion as regards the Registrar on the Appellate

Side. T suggest that the Registrar on the Appellate Side should be a

permanent officer just as on the Original Side. The post of Registrar

is a difficult technical post and a good Registrar who knows the details

of his work is often useful in saving the Hon’ble Judges from making
mistakes. This system that now prevails of having a Registrar for two

or three years and then taking him away and putting in another I. C. S.

officer, is, I think, undesirable. As regards the congestion of work,

I submit that the only effective and economical remedy would be to

add to the working hours of the Hon’ble Judges. Sir, I have actually

counted the number of holidays in the year 1935 and I find, as

Mr. Sahana has said, that there are 180 days’ holidays in the year,

that is, for 50 per cent, of the year there is no work. So I suggest

that the example of the High Court of England may l>e followed here.

They, as we know, some years ago reduced the length of their holidays.

I know that the Long A acation here is sacred to the English Judges
as during this period they want to go Home, but with aeroplanes and
quick steamer services, 1 submit that the English Judges of the High
Court can spend just as much time as they formerly used to spend in

England and yet the Long Vacation may be curtailed. It is only in
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this way, by adding to the number of working* days, that the?

rope wiffc the work at the High Court. Further, I ask what about*

honorary Sheriffs for Calcutta aa my friend Mr. Sahana too has done.

Has tM* proposal been accepted or refused or what ? Then I suggest

that for quicker despatch of work and also for the sake of efficiency, the

.Judges should be recruited from the practising members of the Bar

here; men with a good junior practice should be made members of the

Bench, not men who have had no brief to hold and who have no

knowledge of law practice. Sir, it often happens that judgeships are

offered too late in life. We have heard that the late Lord Sinha, ths

late Sir B. C. Mitter and the late Mr. S. R. Das were offered judgeships

when it was too late to be possible for them to accept it and when they

had already acquired a very large practice at the Bar. If they had

been offered the judgeships 5 or 10 years before, I have no doubt that

these eminent members of the Bar would have adorned the Benches

as they adorned the Bar. But, Sir. “Too Late*’ are the words written

on the portals of the High Court. We must get bold of juniors, before

they acquire a large practice at the Bur, for these posts, and I am sure

they will do well: the junior members of the Bar should be caught

young and elevated to the Bench, and that will be thp right policy.

With these words. I suppoit the motions of Mr. Suhana.

Dr. NARE8H CHANDRA 8EN GUPTA: We are used to making

speeches in this House which are a crv in the wilderness but these

motions seem to Ik1 more of a cry in the wilderness than any other,

because, unfortunately, the position is this; that the Government of

Bengal have no hand in the administration of the High Court ; they

simply pay for it. Nevertheless, if they take note of these ofrinions

expressed from our side of the House, and make proper representations

to the Government of India, I do not think that these reasonable pro-

posals can be altogether disregarded. The proposals made in the course

of the speeches of Mr. Sahana and Mr. S. M. Bose are on the face of

them obviously fair and reasonable. It is a fact that the expenditure is

going up by leaps and bound, but nevertheless expedition of the work

shows no sign of improvement. Perhaps the real mischief lies elsewhere

and not wholly at the spot upon which the finger has been laid by my

friends. Perhaps expedition is not to be expected so long as we stick

to the present method of recruitment of the Judges. The Judges arc

retired before they have learnt the work fully. So long as the present

system continues there seems to t>e little hope, but nevertheless some

eiffdH should Ire made to set the offices of the High Court in order so

that there may not Ire any accumulation of arrears due to offices' and

algo to reduce the expenditure. Although the Government of Bengal

have not a definite hand in the ordering of things in the High Court,

it is up to them to see that it is set right as they have to bear the cost.
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There is a general feeling that there is a great expenditure of public

money which can be reduced. There has been a multiplication of offices

so far as the Appellate Side is concerned. In the days when joined

the High Court the Deputy Registrar did the bulk of the work which is

now distributed to several Assistant Registrars. I say from my own
experience that there has been a multiplication of officers which was not

necessary. I should think that an enquiry into the matter is required/

Mr. NARSNDRA KUMAR BASU: Sir, I did not originally think

of intervening in the debate, but I find I must rise to correct some of

Ihe impressions given to the House by some of the previous speakers.

I must say definitely and at once that I do not think that it would

conduce to better work or quicker disposal of cases if, as was suggested

by one of the previous speakers, Saturday sittings were introduced.

Speaking with several years’ experience of the working of the'High

Court, 1 must say that so far as the practising lawyers are concerned,

the Saturdays and Sundays are absolutely necessary for seniors to take

their instructions from the juniors to prepare their cases and all that.

If there were Saturday sittings, 1 am afraid, the quality of the tfrork

both of the Bar and, theoretically, of the Bench will suffer.

Then, Sir, it has been said that it is according to the highest and

best democratic principles that men who are ignorant of law ami of

procedure should be made Judges. That has lieen in England, well,

speaking of my own province, I must say that that principle lowers

the standard, 1 must say that the story one hears— 1 am now talking

of England—not of the High Court here of a new recruit to the Bench

who when he was being congratulated by his triends at a dinner, got

up and in reply said: “Well, you will find, gentlemen, that in my
conduct on the Bench l shall always tamper with justice and mercy.”

Well, that might be the case in England, but certainly you cannot,

possibly say of such things happening in the Calcutta High Court.

You cannot, jiessihlv, hear of Judges here when presiding over, say,

a (Viminal Bench of the High Court, and when a man roiues up with

an application for revision or appeal, start saying before he has opened

the brief
—“has your man got the maximum sentence, if not beware.”

You cannot, possibly think of things like that here. But unfortunately

if you “were to ask practitioners and people who frequent the High
Court you will find to your dismay that that was being done almost

every day. I do not say that it is the quality of the wTork done by the

Judges that leads to the congestion of work or to the excessive expen-

diture in the High Court. But I do say, Sir, that there ought t*be
more supervision of the work in the High Court itself. To the mis-

fortune of the High Court be it said that for the whole of the last

judicial session of the High Court, I mean from November, 1933, to

August, 1934, the High Court suffered very much from the illness of
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Sir George Rankin *and his consequent inability to attend the Court.

The absence of the permanent Chief Justice, as we all well expected,
was a squroe, I shall not say an illustration of the mice playing* when
the cat was away, but of great confusion in the disposal of the work
of the High Court. When we got a new permanent Chief Justice, one
thought that things would very rapidly improve. But, Sir, the diffi-

culty is that, instead of having a real permanent Chief Justice, we
have got not exactly a prancing pro-Consul but a peregrinating praetor

who is blown away wither the wind listeth, and who at the first breath
of summer goes to inspect the courts of Knlimpnng and Darjeeling
which is an excluded and exclusive district. Sir, it is our misfortune
and the misfortune of the High Court of Calcutta that it is being
served in this fashion by (nwl and man: God strikes down the jiermanent
(Jhibf Justice with illnos*, and then, as I have said, the man who is

appointed in his place deserts it. That, 1 submit, is » cogent reason
why the High Court is not winning back its place in public estimation
in Bengal. We, Sir, are all proud of the High Court and as a man
wljp for the best part of his life has li\ed and moved and had his being
in. And around the corridors of the High Court, and the love that

1 liar tor the High Court pusses all comprehension, 1 find to my
extreme sorrow, at the fag end of my career, that it lias been given to

me to sec the plight to which the Calcutta High Court has been
reduced. I submit, Sir, that no amount of retrenchment, no amount of

curtailment of the holidays and no amount of making the Judges work
for longer hours will bo of any avail till you have improved the quality
of your Judges. Sir, I am perfectly aware that it is not within the

province of this Council to lav down even the principles bv which the

Judges should 1 k‘ appointed in the High Court. But I submit, Sir,

that it is certainly within our com|>eteiice to lay down and record our
sentiments as to how the High Court is functioning.

It is no use saying that all the blame is in tin* system which gives

us one-third of the Judges from the Indian Civil Service, it is no use

saying that in lecnuting from the Bar we bring out men who huve not

been caught young, according to Mr. Bose. Sir, th«* defect lies deeper.

The fault, if I may say so, lies in the neglect of the men, who are the

appointing authorities, to choose their men whom they npjwiint to the

High Court. It may Ik? that a Barrister in England, who makes him-
self a nuisance, by too frequently attending in the office of the Lord
Chancellor, or in the office of the Secretary of State, is sent out to

India as a Judge of the Calcutta High Court. It may be that a man
wfco has made himself a nuisance in another court and turned out of

that court is seut to Calcutta to adorn the Bench, It may be that

when the apjKiintment is to be made from India a man who has made
himself a persona <jrata to the executive is appointed to the Bench.
It may be that it is by gentle pressure u[xm the appointing authority
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that a particular man is appointed. Tbes3 are tjwfj* principles, Sir,

which, I say, ought to be avoided in the appointment of Judges. Sir,

time was when the Calcutta High Court was looked upon by all sections

of the public of Bengal with great esteem. It was the only shield

between man and man, and between the State and man. Why has that

state of things vanished? In my submission there are two principal

reasons for this. Sir, the reasons which I assign for this deterioration

in public esteem of the Calcutta High Court are mainly two. In olden

days it was well known that the Judges of the Calcutta High

were not hand in glove with the executive authorities of the provide!.

Those days have passed by. It seems, Sir, nowadays that the Judges

of the High Court take delight in hobnobbing with the higher mef&bers

of the Provincial Executive. As you all know, Sir, before the ?rans-

ferenee of the capital to Delhi, the highest executive officer in
4*itEe

country, in the jierson of the Viceroy, used to reside in Calcutta, and

it is well knowm that the Chief Justice nnd the Judges of those d#ys

fought shy of the Government House. There is, also, the story, a well-

authenticated story, that one Chief Justice of the Calcutta High Co|urt

threatened to close his court if there were any executive interference

with the Judiciary. Those days are now gone,—vanished for ever.

As I have said, the Judges now seem to be in constant dread of the

Provincial Executive, and I doubt not that if my friend the Ifon’ble

Mr. lleid were to pass a verbal order to-day, that would be translated

into a judicial circular by the High Court to-morrow. That is the

principal reason for the deterioration of the High Court; and the

second reason is the recruitment of Judges, who are fitted, neither by

education nor by training, nor by temperament to be the occupants

of the Bench. That is why there is congestion of work in the Jligh

Court, and that is, also, why the permanent and semi-permanent

officers make departments permanent which ought not to exist even for

half a day. That is why the just requests of the Bar and the just

complaints of the poor litigants ure not listened to, and that is why
1 commend this motion to the acceptance of the House.

Adjotimmiitt

The Council was adjourned till 3 p.m. on Friday, the 22nd March,

1935, at the Council Hall, Calcutta.
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Proceeding! of flke Bengal Legislative Council assembled under
•f'

the provisions of the Government of India Act.

The Council met in the Council Chamber in the Council House,

Calcutta, on Friday, the 22nd March, 1935, at 3 p.m.

Present:

llr. President (the Hon’ble Raja Sir M anuatiia Xath Rat
Chqijjdhury, of Santosh) in the Chair, the four Hon’ble Members of

the Executive Council, the three llon’hle Ministers and 95 nominated

an<L elected members.

STARRED QUESTIONS

(to which oral answers were given)

Public Health Publicity Department.

•78. Mr. ANANDA MOHAN PODDAR: (<v) Will the n hie

Minister in charge of the Local Self-Government (Public Healths

Department W pleased to state when was the Public Health Publicity

Department established in Bengal and with what object!'

(b) Is it a fact that the post of the Publicity Superintendent under

this Department has fallen vacant about a year ago hut the post has

not Wen filled up as yet?

(r) If the answer to (b) is in the affirmative, will the Hon’ hie

Minister he pleased to state the reason for the delay?

( d

)

Will the Hon’ble Minister W pleused to state

—

(i) the total numWr of applicants for the post of the Superin-

tendent
;
and

(it) how many of them are medical graduates?

(e) Will the Hon’ble Minister be pleased to state whether the

Government are considering the desirability of giving preference to a

medical man for the post ?

'minister in charge of LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT DEPART-
MENT (ths Hon’blo Sir Bijoy Prasad Singh Roy): (a) The post of

Publicity Officer under the Public Health Dejairtment was created with

[ effect from 1st October, 1923, with the object of educating the rural
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population particularly in the elementary principlaJFof hygiene and

thus improving the conditions of public health gqtf$rally.

(b) The post fell vacant last April; a permanent appointment to it

has been made recently.

(c) Does not arise.

(d) (i) 362.

(it) 64.

(e) Does not arise.

JudioiaJ enquiry against Mr. 8. C. Bagchi, (ate Muneif of Tangail.

•79. Maulvi NUR RAHMAN KHAN EU8UFJI : (a) Is the llon'bje

Member in charge of the Judicial Depirtment aware that

Mr S. C. Bagchi, Bar.-at-Law, formerly a Mtinsif of Tangail, and

now it ('hand pur, was subjected to a judicial enquiry on account of a

Holies of charges brought against him by Ooveinment ?

(b) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, will the Ilon’ble

Meml>er be pleased to state*

—

(i) what, has been the result of the aforesaid enquiry;

(») whether there was any a p] teal to the Ron* hie High Court

against the findings of the learned Judge who held the

enquiry ?

(r) If there was an appeal to the High Court will the Ilon’ble

Membei he pleased to state what has been the final decision of the

Held hie Court in the matter Y

[il) Will the Hon’ble Memlx»r l>e pleased to state whether it is a

fact that the Hon’ble High Court has found in favour of Mr. Bagchi?

(e) What is the total expenditure incurred by Government in this

connection ?

(/) If the answer to {d) is in the affirmative, will the Hon’ble

Member he pleased to state whether any amount has been awarded to

Mr. Bagchi as comjiensation and cost? If not, why not?

MEMBER in eharga of JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT (the Hon’bli

Sir Brojondra Lai Mittar): (a) Yes.

(b)(i) Some of the charges were found to have been substantiated.

(b)(ii) and (c) There was no appeal hut the Hon’hle High Court

considered the report and demoted the officer below the efficiency Ifir.

(d) The information is incorrect.

(e) Its. 5,698-15.

(/) Does not arise.
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MttlM ABDUL HAKIM; Will the Hon’ble Member in charge be

pleased to state whether this was a departmental enquiry?

Tho Hon’ble 8ir BROJENDRA LAL MUTER: The enquiry was

directed by the High Court, and it was held openly by the District

Judge, and when the District Judge made his report to the High

Court, the report was treated as a first appeal. Government ns well as

the officer concerned were represented by lawyers. The whole matter

was heard out in open court, and the High Court came to this decision.

Maulvi ABDUL HAKIM: Was it a criminal euquiry?

The Hon’ble Sir BROJENDRA LAL MUTER: That, Sir, is a

matter of opinion. An enquiry is an enquiry.

Maulvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN: Will the Hon’hle Member be

pleased to state what kind of charges were brought against the officer?

The Hon’ble Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: 1 am not m a

position to say now what the details ot the charges were, and as the

whole thing is open to the public, I should be glad to give all informa-

tion to the hon’ble member if notice is given of it.

Curriculum for girls anti boys in Secondary Schools in Bengal.

*80. Mr. ANANDA MOHAN PODDAR: (a) Will the Hon’ble

Minister in charge of the Education Department be pleased to state

whether it is a fact that the curriculum for the girls and boys in

Secondary Schools in Dengal are practically the same.

(6) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, are the Government

considering the desirability of revising the < urriculum in such a way

us to suit the special requirements of the boys and girl*?

(c) Will the Hon’hle Minister he pleased to state whether it is a

fact that the number of subjects and l>ooks recommended are very

numerous in the schools in Bengal?

(fl) Is the Hon’hle Minister aware of a feeling amongst the public

that too many hooks and subjects are unmanageable by the boys and

girls of tender ages and that they are telling upon the health and

intellect of students?

(r) Is tile Hon’hle Minister considering the desirability of revising

the curriculum at an early date?
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MINISTER in ohvgt of EDUCATION DEPARTMENT!, (th#

Hon'ble Khan Bahadur M. Azizul Haque): (a) Yes, but there are

special optional subjects for girls.

(b) The new Matriculation Regulations which have been passed by

the Senate of the Calcutta University provide for special subjects for

girls taking the examination. The revision of the curriculum for the

other classes is being considered separately.

(c) and (d) No.

(e) The member is referred to the answer to (b).

Construction of a culvert at Banamalipur on Kalukhali-Bhatiapara

Railway line.

•81. Rai Sahib AK8H0Y KUMAR 8EN: (a) Will the Hon’ble

Member in charge of the Public Works (Railways) Department be

pleased to state

—

(t) whether it is a fact that the inhabitants of Banamalipur (a

village at the 173rd mile from Calcutta on the Kalukhali-

Bhatiapara Railway) submitted a memorial dated the Oth

April, 1932, for the construction of a culvert and a bridge

at the 17f3rd mile of the said railway;

(it) whether it is a fact that the then Hon’ble Member in charge

was pleased to order an enquiry to be made by the Sadar

Subdivisional Officer, Fnridpur; and

(iit) whether it is a fact that the said Subdivisional Officer recom-

mended such const met ion ?

(b) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, what steps, if any, are

proposed to be taken in the matter by the railway authorities

concerned P

MEMBER in charge of PUBLIC WORKS (RAILWAY8)
DEPARTMENT (tha Hon’ble Sir John Woodhtad): (a) (i) Yes.

(if) Government referred the question to the Commissioner, who

forwarded a record from the Sadar Subdivisional Officer, Faridpur.

(fit) Yes.

(b) After technical examination of the situation Government came

to the conclusion that the provision of a bridge of the dimensions sug-

gested was not necessary. The petitioners were informed accordingly.

The question was, however, reopened later, and the Railway Adminis-

tration has proposed certain increases in the waterways under that

stretch of the line which lies between mile 149 and mile 175. The

general question of the waterways required under this stretch of the

line is still under examination.
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Hunger strike in Daooa Central Jail.

•$2. Hr. NARENDRA KUMAR BASU. Will the Hon’ble Member
in charge of the Jail9 Department be pleased to state

—

(1) If there is a hunger strike in the Dacca Central Jail*

(2) If so, how many are on strike?

(3) Since when?

(4 )
What are the grievances for which the strike has been resorted

to?

(5) What steps are being taken by the Government to end the

strike?

(6) Have there been similar hunger strikes in the Dacca Ceutral

Jail in the past 5 years?

(7) If so, when?

MEMBER in chargt of JAILS DEPARTMENT (tha Hon’ble

Mr. R. N. Reid): (1) Yes.

(2) Eighteen prisoners were on hunger strike on 15th March, 1935.

(3) Six prisoners from 28th January 1935; one prisoner from 31st

January 1935; one prisoner from 2nd February 1935; three prisoners

from 18th February 1935; two prisoners from 25th February' 1935;

two prisoners from 26th February 1935; and three prisoners from 28th

February 1935.

(4) The first batch of hunger strikers put forward a long list of

grievances covering diet, dress, toilet requisites, work, study and

other matters of a miscellaneous nature most of which had been care-

fully considered before and rejected in connection with another strike

elsewhere. The remaining hunger strikers have gone on hunger

strike in sympathy.

(5) The District Magistrate visited them on the lltli and wanted

them that nothing would be done until they gave up their hunger strike.

He has been instructed, to hear their grievances and to submit a report

when the strike is culled off.

(6) Yes.

(7) Once in September, 1934.

#
Mr. NARENORA KUMAR BASU: With reference to answer (4),

rill the Hon’ble Member in charge of the department be pleased to state

whether the' long list of grievances put forward by the first batch of

hunger strikers was done either before or after they went on strike?
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The Hon’ble Mr. A. N. REIO: I am not quite sure, Sir, tut I

think, before.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: Will the Hon’ble Member be

pleased to state if between the date of their putting forth the, .list of

grievances and the 28th January, when they went on strike, there was

xiny enquiry or any attempt made to redress their grievances?

The Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: I am afraid, I must ask for notice,

Sir.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U : Will the Hon’ble Member be

pleased to state whether t lie District Magistrate has made any enquiries

up till now' or has he stayed his hands until the strike is called off?

The Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: The District Magistrate will not

hear their grievances until the strike is called off'.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U : Will the Hon’ble Member be

pleased to state whether since these grievances were formulated some

time before the 28th January up till to-day, there lias been any enquiry

made a* to whether any of the grievances were well founded or not?

Tho Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: Sir, the grievances were of such a

kind that they could not be accepted, the prisoners being in the class

in which 1he\ had been placed.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U : Sir, my question was, has any
enquiry been made from the date the grievances were formulated up till

now ?

Tho Hon’blo Mr. R. N. REID: No, Sir.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U. Does the Government intend to

continue in this attitude of not making enquiries unless and until the

hunger strike is called off or one or more of the strikers dies as a r^pult

of the strike?

Tho Hofl’blf Mr. R. N. REID: Sir, the answer to that question is

contained iu the latter part of the answer to question (5).
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Mr. IjHANTI 8HEKHARE8WAR RAY: Will the Hon’ble Member
be pleasld to state if these prisoners include any persons originally
detained without trial?

The Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: No, Sir.

Mf« NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: With regard to answer (6),
will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state whether the hunger strike

of September, 1934, was due to any of the grievances now put forward?

The Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: I have not got the details, but ob-

viously must have been iu connection with some grievance or other.

Mr. HARENDRA KUMAR BA8U : Was any enquiry made by the

Government into those grievances either before or after September,

1934?

Tht Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: I must ask for notice.

Mi; NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U : Will the Hon’ble Member be

pleased to state whether the grievances now formulated bear any

resemblance to the grievances formulated before the strike of September,

1934?

The Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: I must ask for notice of that question.

Mr. P. BANERJI: Is it a fact that Rarendrakuinar Ghosh of the

Sankaritola postal robbery case, who has completed his term of 14 years’

rigorous imprisonment, has not yet been released?

Tho Hon’blo Mr. R. N. REID: Is the hon’ble member referring to

one of the hunger strikers, Sir? I do not find his name in the list of

18 hunger strikers.

Mr. P. BANERJI: Has the Government issued any orders for

forcible feeding?

The Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: Forcible feeding is going on in

certain cases.

Mr. P. BANERJI: Is it a fact that the condition of Sukumar Sen

of "the Burge murder case is very precarious, and that rectal feeding

is going on?

The HMPbfte Mr. R. N. REID: The condition of none of the priso-

ners is precarious.

27
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UNSTARRED QUESTIONS

(answers to which were laid on the table)

Sub-Registrar at Baduria.

43. Khan Bahadur A. F. M. ABDUR-RAHMAN: (a) Is the

Hon’ble Minister in charge of the Education (Registration) Department

aware

—

(i) that the housing problem of the Sub-Registrar at Baduria in

the district of the 24-Parganas has become very acute; and

(ii) that the Sub-Registrar there has been put to much
inconvenience?

(b) If the answers to <a) are in Ihe affirmative, are the Government

considering the desirability of constructing a departmental building at

Baduria?

Tha Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: (a) Yes, th* Sub-

Registrar is put to great inconvenience by the inadequacy of his accom-

modation.

(h) No, as funds are not available; but the District Registrar is try-

ing to secure better accommodation for him.

Taki Government High English School.

44. Khan Bahadur A. F. M. ABDUR-RAHMAN: (a) Will the

Hon’ble Minister in charge of the Education Department be pleased to

state whether any Muhammadan was ever posted as head master of the

Taki Government High English School within the Basirhat subdivision

of the district of the 24-Parganas?

(l>) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, when was the posting

made and what is the name of the head master?

(c ) If no Muslim was ever posted as head master of the said insti-

tution, will the Hon’ble Minister be pleased to state the reasons for the

same?

_ (
d

)

Are the Government considering the desirability of posting a

Muhammadan head master to that institution when the next opportunity

arises?

TN Hon’bfe Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: \

(6) The question does not arise.
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(c) and (d) Government are not aware of any special reasons for

posting a Moslem head master at Taki in preference to a Hindu, but if

they are satisfied that such reasons do exist, they will certainly make
an effort to send a Moslem there, when a vacancy occurs.

BUDGET GRANTS OF THE
GOVERNMENT OF BENGAL, 1935-36-

demands FOR GRANTS.

24—Administration of Justioe.

(The Council then resumed discussion on amendments Nos. 299 and

302 concerning the Calcutta High Court.)

The Hon’ble Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: Sir, I welcome

this debate as it affords an opportunity for discussion of the affairs

of the High Court, an institution with which I was identified for a

quarter of a century. Sir, the High Court deservedly enjoys a high

reputation. Under our constitution, a stable and permanent tenure

of Judges secures that independence, both of popular and governmental

power, which is essential to a good judicial system and to the fearL*ss

administration of justice. It is not too much to say that a stable and

independent judiciary is the strongest hope of our country. Sir, when-

ever we weaken the independence or degrade the dignity of the judicial

office, either by the mode of selection or in any other way, we make a

most serious mistake. Sir, a great jurist, Monsieur Glasson, said:

—

‘'Everything which compromises or lessens the independence of the

judicial power, compromises the good administration of justice. The

judiciary should be the organ of the law, and not an instrument of

Government. It renders judgments, not services."

Sir. that is the fundamental basis on which our Government take

their stand. That is our relation with the judiciary. Having said as

much, I shall turn immediately to the criticisms of the High Court

whicli were made yesterday. These criticisms can he classified in

three categories—firstly constitutional criticism, secondly administra-

tive, and thirdly, judicial. So far us the criticisms on constitutional

basis are concerned, I wish hon’ble members to realise the constitutional

relation between the Government of Hengal and the High Court of

Calcutta. In the matter of recruitment, Mr. S. M. Bose suggested that

the Bar should be the real constituency of the Bench. That is to say,

all^be Judges should he recruited from the Bar. As hon'ble member* -

art' aware, Judges of the Calcutta High Court are appointed by the „

£<Jiwn, and recruitment is made on certain principles from certain

fields laid In the Government of India Act. All the Judge* are *

.

not recri$ita<l from the Bar. Hon’ble members know the proportion:

not less thafi one-third jgiust be barristers, not less than one-thM mnst
^’7
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be members of the Indian Civil Service, and the other one-third must

be recruited from the Judicial Sendee or from the Bar or from the

Civil Service. So far as recruitment, therefore, is concerned, the

Government of Bengal have no power nor indeed the Government of

India, because the statutory provision is that recruitment is made by

the Crown. That is with regard to the permanent Judges.

With regard to temporary Judges, either Acting Judges or Addi-

tional Judges, so far as our High Court is concerned, appointment is

xnude by the Governor General in Council, not by the Local Government.

Therefore, in so far as recruitment, either of permanent or temporary

Judges, is concerned, the Government of Bengal have no hand. Never-

theless, when a suggestion has been made in this House, we propose

to send a copy of the debate to the proper quarters so that they may
consider it. But as regards this particular suggestion of Mr. S. M.

Bose, I must point out that it is rather too late. This very question

of recruitment of Judges has been under consideration for several

years past, ever since constitutional discussions began with the Simon

Commission. Various suggestions were made by various public bodies

and authoritative individuals. The net result of all this has been that

the existing provisions of the Government of India Act have been

substantially retained in t lie White Paper, in the Report of the Joint

Parliamentary Committee, as well as in the new Government of India

Bill, which is before Parliament. Therefore, I do not expect that

much good will result from forwarding this particular suggestion to

the authorities concerned. Nevertheless, we are prepared tg forward

it to the proper authorities.

Sir, that is so far as recruitment is concerned. Our administrative

relation with the High Court is this. The Calcutta High Court is under

the administrative control, not of the Government of Bengal, *bufr of

the Government of India, so that if any improvements are to be made

in the machinery of the administration, the proper authority is the

Government of India. When I say that, I do not suggest that we

are not competent to discuss the administrative machinery of the High

Court. It is our High Court. They administer justice in our province,

and we are the people affected by any administrative deficiency; and

it is up to us to ventilate our grievances, although we may not have

power. The Local Government may not have power to effect any

improvement, hut this Council at any rate has the undoubted right to

reutilate the grievances connected with the administrative machinery

of the High Court.

Sir, that is the constitutional position, and having dealt with &at,

I go straightaway to the administrative criticisms which hare been

made. The first criticism was that the working hours ofJibe Judges

were too few. They ought to be increased, and it was suggested that

the High Court ought to have Saturday sittings, and tfe# ought
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to have lower number of holidays. With regard to Saturday sittings,

Mr. N arendra Kumar Basu gave the reply. Sir, Saturdays are neces-

sary not merely for Judges, but for the Advocates and the Solicitors,

to be devoted in the case of the Judges to considering their judgments,
and in the case of professional men, to holding consultations, confer-

ences, and to various other things. It is impossible for them to find

time for these on week days. Sir, the High Court deals with the

majority of cases in their final stage. The High Court lays down the

law for the whole province, and, therefore, the work of the High Court

is not comparable to the work of subordinate courts. Cases have to be

got up with a great deal more care, because that is the final stage,

and the Judges have to take a great deal more time in considering and

delivering their judgments and pronouncing upon the interpretations

of law than is necessary in subordinate courts. And that is why an

extra free day is necessary. Sir, everyone familiar with the working

of the High Court knows that Saturdays and Sundays are probably the

two busiest days for a busy lawyer in Calcutta. With regard to the

Judges, I say from by own personal knowledge that on Saturdays and

Sundays many of them bury themsches in reports, statutes and so on,

and devote the whole time to considering their judgements, judgements

which were going to lay down the law for the whole province. There-

fore, to add Saturday to the other working days is a proposition which

I cannot accede to. This question, Sir, is not a new question. It has

been considered from time to time in the High Court. When I joined

the High Court more than 30 years ago as a junior, it was then a live

question^ when I left the High Court about seven years hack, it was still

a live question; there was this demand from the lay public and from

other non-legal bodies
—“Oh, the High Court does no work on Saturday;

add one day more, and there will he disposal of more work.” There has

been always this cry, but it has been found impracticable. I fully

sympathise with the Judges and the practitioners in the attitude they

have taken up in this matter. It is not for the purpose of going to

cinemas and dances, races and golf courses that they want to have

Saturdays and Sundays free, hut for purposes of work.

As regards the long vacation, this question also has been under

consideration for a long time. I understand that the Chief Justice has

again been considering this question. If it he the desire of the House

that on this matter we should address the Chief Justice, I shall be

prepared to do so.

Then, Sir, criticism was ramie on the appointment of two Additional

Judges. Now, the two Additional Judges have been appointed, as

hon’ble members are aware, for the purpose of clearing heavy arrears

which hac^accumulated. As a matter of fact, Additional Judges have

oome to ^ a regular feature not merely in the Calcutta High Court,

but, I think, in most other High Courts. The most expeditious High
w* *
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Court that I am aw^e of is the Allahlfiftd High Court. Even the

Allahabad High Court has been clamouring for Additional Judges, and

X think they have got an Additional Judge. The fact is that work is

increasing in all the High Courts. Sir, whatever the reasons may be,

it is certainly a fact that work has been increasing rapidly in all the

courts, and an increase of work requires more Judges, more staff

and more expenses. That is inevitable, and that is the only and con-

clusive reason for the appointment of Additional Judges.

With regard to Additional Judges, the High Court wanted two. The
Government of Bengal had nothing to do with that. The High Court

produced figures which were convincing, and what the Government

of Bengal did was to forward the High Court’s request with their

reasons and with the figures to the Government of India. The Govern-

ment of India appointed the two Additional Judges. Although we
have to pay for these Additional Judges, still the appointment does not

rest with us.

Then, Sir, another criticism was made that within recent years,

there has been an increase in the number of various ministerial officers

in the High Court. With regard to this criticism, I desire to inform
the House that during recent years, several special duties have been
undertaken by the High Court, and I shall indicate the nature of these.

First of all, there is the supervision of the subordinate courts. For
very many years the subordinate courts have not been inspected by the

High Court. Formerly, when the work of the High Court was not so

heavy as it now is, the practice was for a Judge of the High Court to go
round periodically and inspect the subordinate courts. For many
years it became impossible for the High Court to spare a Judge for the

purpose. The result was that owing to want of supervision a number
of irregular practice* had grown up ami there was general slackness.

When these things were brought to the notice of the High Court, they
decided that it was desirable that a Judge of the High Court—and if a
Judge could not he spared—at any rate a senior District Judge should

be deputed to go round the courts. In connection with this work, a

vast mass of reports, returns, and other things began to pour into the

High Court; and without additional staff it was impossible to cope with
that additional work. That accounts for some addition to the stuff.

Then, Sir, the General Rules and Circular Orders of the High Court
had not been revised for very many years. It was discovered that, as

occasion arose, rules were framed or circulars issued. Well, this was
done, more or less, in a haphazard fashion in order to meet the exi-

gencies of particular cases or particular occasions. These Rules and
Circular Orders were thus in need of revision and co-ordination. For
that purpose a competent officer was necesasry to go into the whole
matter. It was heavy work for which a whole-time man was necessary

for a couple of years. Again, the Council is probably aware that not
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long ago some Stamp Inspectors were appointed by the High Court

at the instance of the Local Government in order to discover the extent

of the evasion of the stamp duty in the subordinate courts. That was
for the purpose of protecting provincial revenues. These Stamp
Inspectors went round the courts, made enquiries, and sent in their

report. That again involved additional work in the offices of the

High Court; and this additional work had to be done by additional

men.

Then, Sir, the next thing which required the appointment of a

Special Officer was the revision of the Insolvency Code. Hon’ble

members are aware that we have got two different systems of Insolvency

Law in this province—one is for Calcutta, and the other is for the dis-

tricts. Now a man, who is adjudicated an insolvent, may have pro-

perty both in Calcutta and in the districts. Sometimes it creates great

confusion when the systems are different. Sir, it has been long under

the contemplation of Government— not merely of our Government, but

also of the Government of India—that the two systems should be

amalgamated and one uniform system should be evolved for application

throughout the whole of India. A Special Officer was appointed to take

up this particular work of the revision of the Insolvency Law. Many
members of this House are lawyers, and they know what an intricate

and technical subject Insolvency Law is; and this work cannot he done

bv an ordinary clerk or an untrained man.

Then, Sir, we have undertaken the reorganization of the Small

Cause Courts, the reorganization of the process-serving establishment

and various other administrative work, which had not been attended to

for very many years. That is the reason, Sir, why a number of addi-

tional men had to he appointed to the High Court. It is not for coping

with the work which used previously to he done by the then existing

staff, but it was new work which necessitated the appointment of extra

men.

Sir, the next criticism—or rather the suggestion—which was made

was that the Sheriff’s office should be an honorary one. This suggestion

was made 1>\ my friend. Mr. S. M. Hose. Sir, I do not know what the

suggestion means, because the office is already an honorary office. The

Sheriff does not get any pay. The Sheriff, as hon’ble members are

aware, is appointed by the Governor General in Council on the nomina-

tion of the High Court. He gets no pay, but the High Court has laid

<k§ni a stale of fees in connection with the duties which he has to dis-

charge. The Sheriff’s duties are generally to serve processes of the

High Court, conduct sales, execute decrees of the High Court, and so

on. With ^regard to this work, a scale of fees, as I have just said,

has been laid down by the High Court. The office is already an
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honorary one, andT T do not, therefore, understand what is behind this

suggestion. I may, however, inform the House that the question of

the appointment of the Sheriff under the new constitution—it is sug-

gested in the Government of India Bill that the High Court will come
in direct relation with the Local Government and not with the Govern-

ment of India—has been under the consideration of not only the

Government of Bengal but also of the High Court. Last year, the

High Court appointed a committee to consider this question. Mean-
while, we got into touch with the Government of India and we are, at

the present moment, in correspondence with tW Government of India

and the High Court on the question of the appointment of Sheriff under
the new constitution. The matter is thus under consideration. The
suggestion of Mr. S. M. Bose that the Sheriff’s office should be an
honorary one may bear the meaning that, instead of the Sheriff getting

the fees prescribed by the High Court, the Government should have
the ministerial staff, now under the Sheriff, under their own control.

That, Sir, is one of the questions which are, under consideration. In

this connection, I might also inform the House that the question of

the offices of the Official Assignee and of the Official Receiver of the

Calcutta High Court has ulso been taken up in recent months and this,

too, is under consideration.

Then, Sir, another suggestion was made by Mr. S. M. Bose; and
that is that the Registrar of the High Court on the Appellate Side
should be a permanent official like the Registrar on the Original Side.
Sir, this question has recently been raised and 1 have unofficially dis-

cussed this matter with different authorities. Kir, there are various
difficulties in the way. Although, on the face of it, it is an attractive

proposition that the Registrar of the High Court ought to be a sort of

custodian of the traditions and practices of the High Court, and,

accordingly, he should be a permanent official and not a temporary one
for, say, three or five years, there are difficulties in the way. One of

the difficulties which I might mention is that the Secretary of State for

India has assigned that office to the Indian Civil Service, and it is not

possible to get a member of the Indian Civil Service to bold the office

as a permanent job. That is one of the difficulties. I do not suggest

that it is an insurmountable difficulty, and if the advantages in favour

of the proposition be preponderating, it is possible to approach the

Secretary of State to modify the rule.

Now, the last criticism that was made was on the Indianixation of

the High Court. I do not know what the hou’ble mover meant by his

proposal. This morning when I was going through the list of Judges
I found that more than half number of the Judges were already Indians.

Sir, when I joined the High Court I do not think that even a quarter

of the total number of the Judges of the High Court were Indians; but

to*day, more than half are already Indians. So, in regard to the
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question of Tndianization, one cannot but be surprises at the rapid

progress that has been made in this direction.

These, Sir, deal with the administrative questions. I shall now

come to the judicial questions, and here I feel myself to be on very

delicate ground, because the criticism is based on the capacity of the

Judges. Sir, I am not competent to express any opinion on this point,

and it would be foolish on my part were I to attempt it. But, what is

the criticism? Mr. Xareudra Kumar Basu said that the accumulation of

work in the High Court which had necessitated the employment of extra

hands had been due to two factors: First of all he said that the Judges

of the High Court, I regret his language, took delight in hobnobbing

with t he higher members of the Provincial Executive. They now
seemed to be in constant dread of the Provincial Executive. That was

one criticism. The second criticism was that many of the Judges were

not fit either by temperament, education or training to be the occupants

of the Bench; that was why there was congestion of work in the High

Court. It is unfortunate that Mr. Basu should have chosen this

forum to make a scandalous charge against the Judges of the High

Court where Their Lordships have no audience. The charges are of n

character which it is easy to make but difficult to repel. The only

effect of Hitch charges is to degrade the dignity of the high office.

Judges hobnobbing with higher members of the Provincial Executive

—does this refer to social relations of the Judges or to their judicial

duties? If the latter, it is certainly reprehensible that the .fudges

should “hobnob*’ with the Executive with the effect that their judge-

ment is influent ed in favour of the Executive. That must be the

implu at ion. It that be so, it is certainly reprehensible, because that

undermines the fundamental position upon which we stand, namely,

the independence of the judiciary. But be\ond Mr. Basil’s allegation

what evidence have we here, what evidence has he produced in support

of it? Have we got any proof to form our mvn judgement? If it

refers to social relations, wlmt is wrong about it? When I was a

member of the Bar, I used to know’ every Judge of the High Pourt.

Since 1 ceased to practise in the High Court and since I have become

a member of the Executive, I still know a good many Judges ot the

High Court. I am in social relation with them, but I do not know

that my association with them at all influences their judgement in

favour of the Executive. We never discuss cases when we meet. We
nevei go out of our way to criticise the actions of the Executive or the

Judi iary. It is ordinary social relation of private friendship. It is

onl hen such relations lend to one party exercising undue influence

ove* »e other that such practice becomes objectionable. Beyond the

vag md general charge we have no evidence of any such result before

cs. » support of his sweeping statement that Judges now seem to be

in ' stant ’ dread of the Provincial Executive, Mr. Basu mentioned

one • ict. He said that the Judges were now prone to inflict severe
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sentences. Why should the infliction of severe sentences be attributed

to their being under the influence of the Executive and why not attri-

buted to ends of justice in the particular cases concerned? In a ponti-

fical manner Mr. Basu has said that the Judges are in constant dread of

tlie Executive. As I have said, the charge is so vague, so general and

so devoid of evidence that it is impossible to deal with it.

Mr. 8HANTI 8HEKHARE8WAR RAY: Why don’t you deny?

The Hon’ble 8ir BROJENDRA LAL MUTER: Jt is for the

Judges to deny and the Judges are not here to deny.

Mr. 8HANTI 8HEKHARE8WAR RAY: Why don’t you deny

on their behalf?

The Hon’ble Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: I am not briefed

by them. Sir, this is a serious matter. If the Judges are guilty of

that sort of conduct, is there no remedy? If that question is pertinent-

ly asked, 1 say there is a remedy. The fact that the obvious remedy
is not resorted to tends to negative the charge. Before I proceed

further, I shall quote one sentence from the writings of a very dis-

tinguished jurist. He said: “The opinions of every Judge are written

under the eye of a scrutinising and intelligent profession.” If that be

so, it is for the profession to come out with their criticism. Sir, in

Calcutta there are two legal professional journals. If a Judge gives a

tainted decision or if he inflicts an unmeritedly severe sentence, it is

for these professional journals to take up the matter and ventilate the

grievances of the public. I am a fairly frequent reader of these law

journals and the impression I have got from their notes and comments
does not in the least tally with the picture which Mr. Basu painted

yesterday in such glowing colours. The fact that the professional

journals do not criticise the judgements of the High Court of Calcutta

in the manner in which Mr. Basu did yesterday shows that the

grievance is more individual than general. Legal public opinion is

the best corrective of judicial lapses. Mr. Basu also used an

unfortunate phrase—probably he was attracted more by the phrase

than by any facts. He said that the Judges were hand and glove with

the Executive. I do not understand what he really meant. Certainly

he does not object to cordial relations subsisting between the Executive

and the Judiciary. They are limbs of the same constitution and it is

desirable in the interest of the people as well as in the interest# of

justice that cordial relations should subsist between the Executive and

the Judiciary, each being independent of the other. I am glad to say

that such relations do exist now. It is not desirable that the Judiciary

and the Executive should always be at daggers drawn.
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Mr. MMREMDRA KUMAR BASU: t are at arm’s length

The He»%le Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: Well, Sir, he has

stronger lungs than myself.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: I voice Hie lungs of the public

outside.

The Hon’ble Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: If he suggests

that the Judiciary should not be under the domination of the Executive,

I am at one with him. I should despair of the progress of the country

if the High Court fell from its high estate. If the High Court allowed

itself to be commanded or controlled by the Executive, it would be a

disaster. But the existence of cordial relations between the Executive

and the Judiciary does not connote that.

These are the major criticisms which have been made, and I hope

that after the explanations that I have given, the mover will withdraw

his motions. But if we are to vote upon the two motions, 1 hope we

shall not do anything here which will reduce the prestige of the court

which we all of us hold in the highest esteem and effeetion.

Rai Bahadur Satya Kinkar Sahana’s motions were then, l>\ leave

of the Council, withdrawn.

Rai Sahib AK8H0Y KUMAR 8EN: 1 beg to move that the

demand of Its. 74,000 under the head “24A—High Court—Appellate

Side—Registrar” be reduced by Rs. 100 (recent circulars and orders tor

inspecting court records by pleaders and the admission of tin* pleaders’

clerks in offices).

Sir, recently several circulars have been issued by tin* Registrar of

the Calcutta High Court by which the mufassal pleaders and their

clerks have been practically banned from doing certain legitimate

things which privilege they used to enjoy before these circulars were

issued. These pleaders’ clerks are given cards authorising them to

enter the offices of courts, but the circ ular says that the pleaders' cleiks

and other outsiders would he debarred from entering the court offico

rooms. The pleaders’ clerks have often to roam about these office

rooms in order to meet the ministerial officers for the pur|M>sc of

gathering information regarding notices and other things in connection

with their cases. They have been prohibited from entering the offices

although their cards authorise them to do so. Moreover, no distinc-

tion is made between the pleaders’ clerks who have the cards with them

&n£ the outsiders. They have been placed under the same category in

regard to admission to the offices and the courts.

Then, as regards the inspection of records, the pleaders have now

to ask the t>ermission of the courts, and in my district, that is the

district of Faridpur, we have to submit a written requisition to the
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courf*concerned for the pflfrpose of inspecting the court records, and

even ihe records of pending cases. In appeal cases when a pleader is

on his legs to argue, if he has to inspect the records of that case, he

has to submit a written requisition on a slip to the court for the purpose

of inspecting the record. This was not the practice before the issue

of the circulars. Moreover, in my district the pleaders are not even

granted the privilege of inspecting the entire record. When asked for,

the court only allows the pleaders to see other files excepting the file

containing the recorded deposition of witnesses in the case; that portion

is detached from the file. Sir, that is the way in which the circular

has been interpreted by our District Judge. The reason given is that

because there may be surreptitious copies issued or because the

pleaders may take elaborate notes of the depositions thereby reducing

the revenue of Government in regard to certified copies that this

practice has been brought into force. In reply to this, Sir, my sub-

mission is that no such case has ever been detected that a pleader

or a pleader’s clerk took elaborate or full notes of any recorded

depositions. If any pleader does it or if there be any individual case

in which these rules are violated, then the person can be taken to task,

but a g.meral order cannot be passed that the whole record cannot be

inspected by pleaders. These circulars, as I have already submitted

before the House, regarding the inspection of records have caused great-

inconvenience to the pleaders and the general public. Moreover, a

pleader cannot go from room to room or from office to office for the

purpose of gathering information regarding documents and other

important things which will be necessary for bis case. They generally

send clerks to gather such information from the ministerial officers,

and it is for this purpose that pleaders’ clerks are employed. These

clerks now have their cards which they get from the District Judge

under the circular of the Hon'ble High Court, but they get their cards

without the privilege which they are supposed to enjoy under the terms

of those cards. With these words, Sir, I beg to move my motion.

Babll KHETTER MOHAN RAY: Sir, I beg to support this motion.

Recently certain circulars in regard to the inspection of records and also

in regard to the admission of pleaders’ clerks into the offices have been

issued bv the High Court. These circulars are mischievous and interfere

with the legitimate duties of the pleaders and the pleaders’ clerks. It

ib very often necessary to inspect the records, especially documents filed

in cases, for preparation of the cases before the first hearing. It is

absolutely necessary in appeals to go through the records fully. In tlu.

District Judge’s office there is arrangement for inspection of the records

by pleaders in the presence of the shinutthadar within certain hours of

the day. But this arrangement is not sufficient or adequate. Therefore,

I think • adequate sitting arrangement should be made for the pleader*

who want to inspect the records. Besides, pleaders are not allowed to
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make short notes or memorandum of inspection. It is said thht (he
income of the Copying Department suffers if they are allowed to take

notes of inspection. In appeals copies of deposition of witnesses and
copies of important documents are invariably taken by the parties; every

lawyer knows that if these copies are not furnished to the pleaders they

cannot properly conduct the cases. In spite of having copies in their

possession, they have to inspect the documents in original, specially un-

registered documents. I nless they are allowed to take a very brief

memorandum, it is impossible to recall the results after some weeks, nay
some months. In the courts of the Kubordiuute Judges or Munsifs
arrangement for inspection by the pleaders is practically nil. It is due
to sufferance of the shirasthmlars of the courts that the plcudcrs may
inspect the records, but the junior pleaders very often find it difficult to

induce the officers to allow them to inspect the records. In truth, there

is no sitting arrangement for the pleaders desiring inspection of records

in the lower courts. 1 think in every court more facilities should be

afforded for inspection of records by pleaders within fixed hours by

making adequate arrangements for seats. I do not see any reason why
they should not be allowed to make a short memorandum or take short

notes of the inspection; for the intrinsic nature of documents is an import-

ant matter which the Court should take into consideration in forming

an opinion. This aspect of the evidence cannot be bad Iron* copies. It

is not my contention that the pleaders should he allowed to take extensive

notes which may dispense with the necessity of taking copies. What I

insist on is that they should be allowed to take short notes of what they

see and find in the records by way of memorandum. In original suits

copies of documents filed by parties are not granted before they arc admit-

ted in evidence. A pleader must have a thorough examination of the

documents before be can proceed with cross-examination with regard to

a particular document. Here I must refute certain charges made against

the pleaders that some pleaders or their clerks are apt to take copies of the

entire evidence. It may be they were guilty, hut for one instance of

guilt a whole class of people cannot he considered guilty. For the guilt

of one or two persons a respectable body of pleaders should uot be pena-

lised, and here I refute the charges made against them. 1 know that they

do not as a rule make any elaborate notes of the evidences by the inspec-

tion of records. What they do want is to make short notes of the

contents of the documents so that they may refresh their memories at the

time of appearing in a particular case. Sir, there is another aspect to

this motion and that is this: By the recent circular the pleaders' clerks

are not allowed to enter the offices of the courts. This has caused incon-

venience and hardship to the litigant public. Pleaders' clerks are not

allowed to work in courts unless they are granted certificates by the

District Judge* Before any certificate is issued to any clerk, he must

produce a certificate as to his good character and ability. Sir, pleaders'

clerks perform an important function in conducting cases. Both the
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functions of an advocate and a solicitor are combined in a pleader practis-

ing in the mufassal courts. It is impossible for a pleader to perform

both these functions unless assisted by his clerks who generally look to

the tadhir of the cases and do the ministerial part of the business. Inter-

locutory orders are sometimes passed in chambers and if passed in courts

they are not announced. Clerks must know the gist of the orders passed

in a case from time to time before they can make tadhir in a case. They

must know whether any particular processes are issued and served in time

in order to determine what should be the tadhir at the next hearing day

or rectify any errors or omissions that might have crept in the course of

the processes or petitions. If the pleaders’ clerks are not allowed to

enter the offices and obtain information from the offices, the litigant

public suffer in conducting their cases. It is impossible for pleaders to

attend to these things without having these informations from the officers

who are in charge of those records. If the circulars were meant to

prevent corruption in the civil courts, may I ask whether hv the pro-

mulgation of these circulars corruption lias ceased or has decreased in the

civil courts by this time!' I think not. These circulars have caused

endless inconveniences and hardships to the pleaders’ clerks who are a

respectable body of persons and with cards they are as much a respectable

body as uuy other gentlemen and some of them are well educated also,

and are earning a decent income but they are not allowed to enter the

offices of any court. For these reasons 1 support the motion.

(The Council was at this stage adjourned for 15 minutes.)

(After Adjournment.)

Rai Sahib SARAT CHANDRA BAL: Sir, I stand to support the

motion moved by my friend Rai Sahib Akshov Kumar Sen. I too have

got a motion of a similar nature. My motion runs thus

Mr. PRESIDENT: You need not then move your motion now.

Rai Sahib SARAT CHANDRA BAL: But I was just going to say a

few’ words on that motion.

Mr. PRESIDENT. That is not necessary. You can speak on this

motion and that will serve your purpose.

Rai Sahib SARAT CHANDRA BAL: All right, Sir. I wish to

criticise that circular as interpreted by the District Judge of Faridpur in

the order memorandum No. 274-79, dated the 21st January, 1935. That

is a specific case in which the District Judge of Faridpur has taken

definite steps to give effect to the circular of the Hon’ble High Court.

Now, Sir, what definite steps has this District Judge taken? I will soon

submit that before the House. In the first place the District Judge has
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encroached upon the long-established privilege of the pleaders to inspect

the records of pending cases. The pleaders generally examine the

depositions of the pending cases and in order to do so they hove to work
at the pending cases. Now, according to the circular of the High Court*

they cannot do so without the written permission of the District Judge.

In the second place, they were allowed to take notes of the cosea

which they could very well use at the time of arguments, but they are

not allowed to use them for the sake of arguments as the notes are not

certified copies. In the mufussul, Sir, we find that there are many
petty cases in which the demands do not exceed Rs. 25. In these cases

it so happens that after examination of witness the presiding officer asks

the pleaders to argue the case and to do so they are to go through the

records and if notes (taken by the pleaders) are allowed to be used at the

time of argument, it would not only help t he poor litigants but it would
also save the time of the court. If the poor litigants are asked to pay for

certified copies of the deposition it would be a great hardship on them,

and in many cases they would find it very difficult to go to court for

justice.

The circular letter, Sir, has affected seriously the pleaders and their

clerks. The pleaders
1

clerks on the recommendation of the pleader used

to get cards issued by the District Judge entitling them to have access to

courts and offices attached thereto. The District Judge of Furidpur has

ordered that the pleaders or their clerks will not he allowed to enter the

office room. Now, generally in execution cases the clerks have to take

the dates from the office records which are not given in open courts, and

for this purpose they have to go to office. The present position is that

in order to get this simple information the clerks are not allowed to go

inside the office. These are the difficulties of the pleaders, the clerks

and litigant public of the Furidpur district. I hope, Sir, the Hon' hie

Member in charge will make necessary enquiries and ascertain from the

District Judge of Faridpur whether he has passed this specific order on

all subdivisional civil courts and whether it has caused disadvantages to

the pleaders and to the litigant public.

Then, Sir, I am informed that the office room of the Sadar Munsif

Court is kept under lock and key and neither the pleaders nor their

clerks are allowed to enter the office room. It may be the intention of

the High Court to stop corruption, but, 1 think, it is doubtful whether

corruption could he stopped in this way. If the pleaders and their clerks

are not allowed to enter this room it will not help stopping corruption.

On the other hand, it will create dissatisfaction among the pleaders and

theaiitigant public. With these few words, Sir, 1 beg to support the

motion.

TN Hoft’bto Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: Sir, the impression

I got from listening to the speeches was that by reason of the circular
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pleaders’ clerks were not allowed to enter the office*room8 of Judges.

Sir, that is not the intention of the circular. This is upended for the

prevention of indiscriminate entry into offices : not prevention of entry

but prevention of indiscriminate entry. The position will be made clear

from the letter of a District Judge from which I shall read a portion in

which important information has been given as to the practice prevail-

ing in most districts to carry out the High Court circular. What he

says is this :
—

“No order appears to have been passed by the District Judge for-

bidding the pleaders’ clerks to enter the offices, ltule 48(11), Chapter

XI, High Court General Rules and Circular Orders (Civil), prohibits in-

discriminate entry into the offices attached to the court by outsiders in-

cluding the pleaders' clerks. Again, by general letter No. 17, dated the

18th July, 1933, the Hon’ble Court have suggested some remedies against

the supply of surreptitious copies and illicit informations to the detri-

ment of the interest of Government revenue. It has been suggested

therein, ‘the District Judge should take every possible step to see that the

rule that no outsider including pleaders' clerks are allowed to enter the

office or the record room iN very strictly observed \ The sugges-

tion of the Hon’ble Court is only being carried out in the civil courts in

this district. Recently there were a few* cases of attempts to tamper with

the court records. As a safeguard against such contingency it is desir-

able that outsiders including pleaders’ clerks should not be allowed access

to the office. The information required by the pleaders’ clerks for taking

necessary steps in suits are mostly supplied in the court rooms or on the

notice boards in pursuance of the Hon’ble Court’s general letter No. 4,

dated the 24th February, 1934. The complaint regarding inconvenience

to the litigant public for not allowing the pleaders’ clerks access to the

offices is not, therefore, genuine.”

What happens is this, that indiscriminate entry leads to abuses, and

in order to prevent these abuses, the High Court has issued a circular. It

is quite conceivable that some District Judge took a wrong view of the

circular. Now, if the circular has been misunderstood and has been

used in a munner not contemplated by the High Court the obvious

remedy is to make a representation to the High Court. After all, these

courts are under the jurisdiction of the High Court and if a High Court

circular has been misunderstood or misapplied then the High Court is the

proper authority to appeal to, and I dare say the mistake could be cor-

rected. What can Government do in this matter as these courts are not

under the control of the Government? They are under the control of

the High Court.
#

Sir, the first grievance of the last speaker is that in each case a written

permission is necessary for entry into the office of the court by a pleader

4>r his clerk. If there has been an abuse of free entry, and $f there has
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been a resM&KH^P011 taft free entry by means of a written permission,

I do not iB unreasonable about that.

Then, &ft, be Bays that notes cannot be used at the time of argument.

Certainly mat does not come within the purview of the circular. If the

notes were taken in a legitimate manner, that is to say with a written

permission, the clerk or a junior pleader goes into the office and takes

notes,
they can certainly be used. If the Judge does not allow tbe ufee

of thSBfotes, tbe Judge has no business to interfere because the notes

have blen taken legitimately and they can be used by anyone. If the

Judge does that, ha does it quite wrongly and in that case a representa-

tion should be made to the High Court that the Judge has misunderstood

the intention of the circular. Then, Sir, he says that sometimes a

pleader’h clerk has to get some necessary information, ey.,

dates of execution cases, and unless he goes to the office

he cannot get the information. As the District Judge says

in most cases and certainly in regard to pending cases and

so on the information is available on the notice board. If the

information is not available on the notice board and one has got to go

into the office, all that is necessary to do is to get a written permission.

Certainly to enter the office room with a permit is a little more incon-

venient than to enter it without one. When a privilege enjoyed for a

long time is limited by a permit some inconvenience must result. What

we have to see is which practice is more conducive to the administration

of justice. If the old practice was not conducive to the administrative of

justice and for improving that practice the circular was issued, let the

circular have a decent run. If the circular bus been abused or found in-

convenient, tlie proper authority is the High Court to which representa-

tion should be made, and I am sure that High Court will consider the

objectionable elements in it. Sir, this is a matter in which Government

can take no action. I oppose* the motion.

Rai Sahib Akshoy Kumar Sen’s motion was then put and lost.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U : Sir, l l>eg to move that the

demand of Rs. 1,32,100 under the head “24A—'High Court” be reduced

by Rs. 100 (to consider the question of the charges for paper book*

in second appeals).

Sir in previous years I laid this question before this House and in

his reply the Judicial Member last year stated that the matter was an

experimental one and might be reconsidered later on. Sir, for the

information of those members of the House who ore not familiar with

the subject, I shall, with your leave, Sir, explain to them what second

appeals and what paper books are. Second appeals are the appeals

brought before the High Court from the judgment or decree of a civil

which has already decided an appeal from the primary civil

Mmri. Wot ^ears together, ever since the institution of the nigh

iJBfc I tndeiwtand, till about ten years ago tbe rule was that a paper
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book had to he printed for the use of the Judges of the High Court

go that their fingers might not be soiled by wading through the original

records, and the practice was to have the pleadings, the plaint and

written statement, the judgments of the two lower courts, and the

grounds of appeal printed for the use of the learned Judges; and the

appellant was required to pay Rs. 7-8 as his share of the cost and the

respondent was likewise required to pay a like amount as his share

of the cost, and they each got one copy of the paper book a||sr the

case was ready for hearing. Needless to say, Sir, that at Chat time

when the appeal was rejected at the preliminary hearing no paper

book was prepared, nor was any money taken from the litigants. Later

on, the High Court in its wisdom dispensed with the plaint and the

written statement from being included in the paper book, and only

the two judgments of the courts below and the grounds of appeal were

printed for the use of the High Court. Further, would you, Sir,

believe it that the charge was enhanced so far as the appellant was

concerned to Hs. 15; but he was given two copies of the paper book.

And when the respondent put in his appearance and he wanted a copy,

he was charged six annas a page. That went on for some time till

the Bar Association, i.#\, the Association of Advocates—non-Barrister

Advocates—of the Calcutta High Court made certain representations.

They said that at the time the appeal was set down for preliminary

hearing—whether it would he admitted or not—the appellant had to

make out two copies, at lenst, of the judgments of the two lower courts

—one for the junior Judge and the other for his own pleader. If

there were more pleaders appearing for the appellant, he had to get

more copies made out. These copies, Sir, had to he thrown away if

the appeal was admitted, because under the rule the court was to print

the same two judgments and the grounds of appeal and charge Rs. 15.

The Association, therefore, submitted that these copies might he used

at the final hearing. The Judges of the High Court were good enough

to say that this was a real grievance, and they changed the rule—and

what a change, Sir. The change is that as soon as an appeal is filed,

the appellant has got to pay Rs. 10 for typewriting copies of the two

judgments and the grounds of appeal. If the appeal is dismissed at

the preliminary hearing, this money is forfeited to Government. If

the appeal is admitted and there is a final hearing, then the two copies

which were first prepared are preserved
;
there had been made three

copies of each, i>., six copies in two impressions and they are used

at the time of the final hearing. As I have said, there is no refund

if the appeal is not admitted; hut the strangest part of the case is

that if the appellant has got to make any application for stay of e^pcu-

tion or any other matter which is urgent, then he has to make his Own
copy, but he has to pay Rs. 10 all the same to the accountant of the

court. (The Hon’blx ftn Bkoiekdra Mittek : “An additiotfil

sum of Rs. 10.
H

) Tee; the rule says: “Provided that in any

which an advocate desired to move the court for stay of execntibll in
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the lower court under Order XLI, Rule 5, Civil Procedure Code, on

the tame day that an appeal is hied, he must deposit with the

accountant of the court Rs. 10 in cash with a rhallan , and the

accountant will grant him a receipt/’ But, Sir, the copies he has got

to file before the Judges in order to have the application disposed of

are the copies made by himself. But in this case the High Court is

just and says that if such appeal is dismissed under Order XLI, Rule

11 of the Code, the sum of Us. 10 deposited with the accountant will

be refunded ou application. In other cases there is no refund and I

ask the members of this House to consider whether the Court makes

the typewritten copy or not, thut in each case the litigant has got to

make at least one copy for his pleader and that copy he must have

before the appeal is filed or at the time the appeal is tiled. It is trite

knowledge that it does not require a large sum of money to make copies

of these typescripts and that would also appear from the rules them-

selves. This sum of Rs. 10 is charged from the appellant, hut let us

see what has the court to pay out. Rule 11 says: "The typist will he

paid at the fiat rate of Rs. ‘J tor each set of three copies of every

paper l>ook tin a second appeal irrespective of valuel taken in one

impression”; that i* to sa\
, for these copies the court pays out Its. 4

to its typist hut asks the litigant to pay Its. 10, making a clear profit

of Rs. (i on each second appeal alnive the value of Its. 50—not to speak

of the further sum received from the lespondent who has to pay Rs. 5

for each copy of the paper l>ook. I ask, Sir, what is the justification

for this rule. The Preamble suy* thut this rule will continue in

force for the period sanctioned for the further retention of the Paper

Book Depaitmeut on a temporary huMs; that is to say, the retention of

this department on a temporary basis has been recommended, l take

it, by the Bengal Government
;
and foi the further retention of that

department t his extra taxation is necessary from the litigants.

Then, Sir, what is the quality of the paper book supplied by the

High Court for this sum of Its. 10? I have here in my hand a paper

book which has just been delivered to one of the advocates of the High

Court, and I shall send it across to the Hon’ble Member in charge. If

he glances through it, he will find it full of mi^akes, and this copy

was the third corrected copy sent out by the office—corrected not in

type but by band. It may be said that it is a rare occurrence, but I have

got another copy which is no better in this respect than the other one.

If the Hon’ble Member is good enough to look through these copies,

he will see for himself that these copies can be prepared outside the

court at 10 pice per page.

•Sir, there is just another matter to which I wish to refer. On
account of this new rule, the litigants are not allowed to provide their

«ppn typewritten copies for the use of the Judges, and the House will

fp» amased to learn that second appeals are not how put up for prelisai*

nary bearing for about a year. No paper book in second appeals filed
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after the 1st May, 1934, has yet been prepared by the office, that is to say

no second appeal filed after the 30th April, 1934, is yet even now ready

for preliminary hearing, though the litigant’s advocate has in each

case paid Its. 10 for this privilege which at the best is a very doubtful

privilege. 1 do not understand how this supports the Hon’ble Members
theory that the High Court in its administrative capacity should not

be criticised; it may he so. But what the Hon'ble, Member said in

support of the present cordial relations between the executive and the

judiciary is really the reason why the public outside are losing their

faith in the judiciary and the High Court. I submit that this is

probably one of the results of the cordial relations, because the Execu-

tive has sanctioned the retention of the Paper Book Department on a

temporary basis for an unspecified time; and in order to preserve this

department this is the rule which the High Court has framed.

Whether it is due to that reason or to any other reason, it does net

matter; hut what does matter is that the litigant in this province

should not be made to incur this unnecessary expenditure and that he

should he allowed to file his own copies of the judgments as he used

to do before. Then there is just another matter that I want to inform

the members of this House. These copies made by the High Court

are copies made from the certified copies filed by the appellants. There

is no provision for these copies being compared and corrected after

the record has come up in original after the appeal has been admitted,

so that if there are mistakes in the certified copies obtained in the first

instance, the High Court has got to proceed at the hearing of the appeal

on these uncorrected copies. That again is a reason why this system

should la* discontinued at once. If there are mistakes in the certified

copies, the mistukes continue for the remainder of the hearing.

The Hon’ble 8ir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: 1 confess that this

subject is entirely new to me, uml after hearing Mr. Basu it seems to

me that there is a case to examine. Will this satisfy the bon’ble

mover? 1 have listened to him patiently, but 1 should like to have

his sjH»ech when it is printed. I would like to take up this matter

with the Chief Justice. The Chief Justice is looking into various

administrative departments in the High Court, and in this particular

matter I find from previous records that there is a good deal of feeling

and resentment. That being the case, I can promise taking up the

matter at an early date with the Chief Justice and to see, if there is

a legitimate grievance, what the remedy should be. If that, will

satisfy my friend, well and good. If not, then I shall have to go

into this matter, and not being familiar with the subject I am afraid

I shall take some time. I shall have to oppose the motion.
#

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BASUl On a point of information, Sir.

May I ask the Hon’ble Member a question ? I may inform the Horn'll}*

Member of a fact of which he is probably not aware.
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Mr. MEtl DENT: You are not asking for information, Mr. Basu,

but you. are giving information.

Mr. NARENORA KUMAR BASU: May I ask him a question?

Will the Hon’ble Member lie prepared to recommend to the Chief

Justice that a committee should Ik* appointed to go into the question

of second appeals like the committee that was appointed to go into

the question of first appeals?

TIM Hon’ble Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: I cannot undet-

take to recommend it, hut I can suggest that.

The motion was then put and lost.

The Hon’ble Sir Brojendra Lai Mitter’s original motion was then

put and agreed to.

25—Jails and convict settlements.

The Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: On the recommendation of 11 is

Excellency the Governor, I l»eg to move that a sum of Ks. 42,50,000

be granted for expenditure under the head ‘*25—Jails and tonvid

settlements.”

Sir, I would point out that this figure is smaller by over half a

lakh than the sum provided in the Budget for 19J4-05 and is just

about a quarter of a lakh higher than the revised estimate of that year.

The revised estimate again is less than the Budget estimate by nearly

Rs. 82,000, although it includes u sum of Rs. 75,000 in excess of the

Budget provision undei “Charges on account of persons detained outside

Bengal under the Bengal Criminal Law (Amendment) Art.” The hulk

of that amount was spent on the extension of the Deoli Jail in

but was not adjusted in the accounts of that year. It will he seen

that in the Budget for the ensuing year there is increased provision

unde? “Pay of officers” and also “Pay of establishment.'’ That is

chiefly due to the restoration of the cut in pay and to the normal

provision for increments and in some cases to additional provision for

watch and ward. Some increase has been allowed under “Supplies

and cervices,” the estimate of which is always rather difficult to make

owing to the fluctuation in the prices of foodstuffs and also to the

fluctuation in the population of our jails. Apart from these, I do not

think there is any particular feature in the “Jails” Budget to which

I need draw the special attention of the House, and I will take up the

lima of the House no longer and let the House get on with the cut

motions.
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Mr. PRESIDENT: I may tell the House at this stage that motions

Nos. 361, 362, 363, 364, 365 and 366 are almost identical. If one is

moved and the discussion is confined to that, I think it will serve

our purpose.

Mra P. BANERJI: I beg to move that the demand of Ks. 8,99,000

under the head “25A—Jails—Central Jails’
1

be reduced by Rs. 100

(grievances of prisoners, particularly of political prisoners in central

jails, regarding diet, accommodation, treatment by the authorities, non-

supply of mosquito curtains and hand fans and other complaints).^

Sir, we have as usual to bring to the notice of the Goverment every

year these grievances of prisoners in the jail. As far as we can under-

stand, the jail is a place for correction and not corruption. Having

experience of different jails in the Indian States and the jails in British

India side by side, I am of opinion that in the Indian States the Jhil

authorities teach the prisoners so many things and particularly cottage

industries that when, the prisoners come out of the jails they settle down

as useful citizens, while in British jails we find that the treatment

meted out to the prisoners is entirely different from that in the japs in

the Indian States. Here we often read in the newspapers that such ahd

such persons after they came out of the jails were again convictel 1

several offences. Such instances in other countries are rare.* *

fore, I suggest that the poilcy of the Govememt, so far a» P
administration is concerned, should he changed. It ought to !

changed when we brought to the notice of the Government

vances of the prisoners year after year. We have often noth£& the

Hon ’hie Member in charge to swear by the Jail Code. He wjli s«y

perhaps that his hands are tied and that he cannot do anything J

because of the Jail Code. In this connection may I submit tb *

that the Jail Code was received before and could also be revia

no attempt is made in that direction. Whenever the queati

supply of iuoq|uito curtains and hand fans to prisoners is

Wore this House, we are told that there is u difficulty

suggested the year before last that all these things could

done by placing bricks on the four corners of the curtail

they would not fly about. Thus there would be no difficulty?!*!

like to hear from the Hon'ble Member in charge what he W
this respect—whether these difficulties can be obviated

my suggestion. This is so far as mosquito curtains are obitcer«qd.

Then, Sir, about fans and other small luxuries that are not now given

to them but which were given at a time when the movement waa

high ^outside. I would give some concrete case from the Midnepml
Centra! Tart in this connection. Before August, 1934, all the^Divisimt
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III prisoners used to be given all sorts of comforts like the Upper Divi-

sion prisoners, but from August of that year things began to change.

These persons at one time were segregated from other prisoners who
were guilty of terrorist activities. Now, Sir, from this time onwards
we fail to understand why these prisoners were mixed up together and

no distinction was preserved between them. But what about the pri-

vileges that they were given before August, 1934? They were all taken

away from them for no offence of theirs, while many of them were put

in solitary confinement. These cells were at one time practically

abandoned; they were very gloomy and us a result of living in these

cells many of the prisoners suffered a lot. This is the policy of Gov-

ertment, Sir, so far as accommodation of prisoners is concerned, and

this policy is changing from year to year towards the worse. My sub-

mission to you is that the policy of Government should be changed

and directions should be given to the jail authorities that the prisoners

must he very kindly and fairly treated so that when they come out of

the jails they can come out with a different feeling to what they now
entertain. But their giievanee** are not listened to or redressed. You
are aware ju.it now of what has happened in the Dacca Central Jail

where as many as 18 persons are on hunger strike. I gave a concrete

case that the condition of certain persons was precarious, but the jail

authorities did not listen to that and the Ilon'ble Member in answer

question denied any knowledge. The Hon’ble Member from his

Mdoes not know what is actually the state of affairs there, hut

information from subordinates who naturally say that nothing

il
;

tH^#iatter there. T brought a concrete case to the notice of the

Member. What I am suggesting is that it was up In the

9|1h Member to moke enquiries into this case and if enquiries are

$ld it is found that things are different from what they are re-

by us, then that is a different matter. Otherwise, the

Government as we have noticed from year to year is always

| on the man on the spot and always to stand by their action;

always been the policy of Government, but J consider that

r is a ruinous policy on the part of Government. They should

accept whatever statement and whatever report are given

ttbordinaies without making further enquiries when such is

^ desired by the members of this House. It is no joke for

ffooh hunger strike from which sometimes death has taken

—^^JThtfPefore, if any report is made about these things to the local

* they always shield many things from the higher autho-

so, when such complaints are made, why cannot the Hon’ble

Member make an enquiry himself by flying down to Dacca—it will not

|(jfce more than 2 hours—and see for himself what, is happening there,

pt&tead of sitting tight in his place in Writers' Buildings? But these

things mm continuously avoided
;
it is going on for a pretty longj time
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and why should Government sit tight and depend entirely upon the

report of the local authorities who always try to maintain their 2id ?

If these persons who were in jail custody had complained to Govern-

ment for redress of many other grievances, is it not up to Government

to make enquiries into the matter instead of making a condition pre-

cedent that they must break up their strike before they could consider

their grievances? It is quite possible, Sir, that Government will con-

sider their grievances, but if the Hon’ble Member or any of the officers

went down to the spot and spoke to them and requested them or their

relatives to tell them of their grievances, that would have been far

better, but Government seems to be very silent about this matter. To

them, Sir, it does not matter what happens—how lives are lost and

what takes place in jails. But as a result of this action, it is Govern-

ment themselves who suffer in the long run, because they lose their

popularity and popularity to a good Government means a lot. About

the non-supply of many small things like soap and other things accord-

ing to the Jail Code, I have already pointed out the grievances in the

Midnapore Central Jail. These small matters of toilet requisites were

denied to them, but they had been enjoying them for a long time.

Now, Sir, why is it that they should be deprived of all these things?

In this case also the Hon’ble Member might make an enquiry. Mid-

napore is very close to Calcutta, but nothing has been done. Then,

Sir, what has been the result of living in solitary confinement? Here

I would refer to a case of one Maya Devi, aged 19. Iler condition now

is very precarious. She was in the Calcutta Medical College Hospital;

Government very kindly sent her to the Medical College and she was

there for six months, hut she was again sent to the Alipore Central

Jail Hospital. Dr. Hodge, the acting Piinoipal of the Medical

College, is of opinion that her original complaint, was gastric ulcer

Mr. PRESIDENT: Are you sure he is the acting Principal?

Mr. P. BANERJt! Yes, Sir, that is my information.

The Hon’ble Mfr. R. N. REID: Mr. Banerji is quoting from Colonel

Hodge’s opinion, I understand. Am I entitled to ask for a copy of

that opinion?

Mr. PRESIDENT: If I am not mistaken you seem to imply t£*t

that document is confidential.

The HSttW* Mr. It. N. REID: Then how can ho quote from it?
.
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Mr* PRESIDENT: Fnless the whole document is available to the

House, I think the parliamentary practice is not to quote from it. Are

yon -in a position Mr. Banerji to supply the entire document to the

House?

Mr. P. BANERJI: Well, Sir, if the hospital reports are all confi-

dential, then certainly I will not dilate on that point. But nil I now

say is that before she was removed to the Central Jail Hospital she

was suffering- from gastric ulcer, hut now it appears that she is suffer-

ing from tuberculosis. "Why was she suffering from this disease

P

Because we take it, she was confined in a soliary cell six months before

trial and 7 months after her convic tion. And it is this solitary confine-

ment which has resulted in this disease.

The Hon»We Mr. R. N, REID: May I ask the member if a part of

this lady's sentence was sentence of solitary imprisonment? He ought

to know, because he referred to solitary imprisonment.

Mr. P. BANERJI: I do not know, Sir, if she was sentenced to soli-

tary imprisonment, hut she was put in a solitary cell for seven months.

Th« Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: He may take it from me that it was

not a case of solitary imprisonment.

Mr. P. BANERJI: So far ns I am aware, Sir, it was not, hut as I

have said she was put in a solitary cell before conviction for (> months

as well as after conviction for 7 months, that is, altogether 13 months,

and as a result of this she fell a victim to this fell disease, and if she

had not been put in this dark and solitary cell she would not have Wen

suffering from this disease. Therefore, I submit that Government

should take these matters into consideration whenever any application

is made to them regaiding insanitary accommodation, but there are

difficulties also in the way of those applications reaching the Hon’ble

Member. They are hardly ever sent to him by the local authorities.

Let me mention one concrete case like this, a case in which an appli-

cation was made by the mother’s sister of the lady. Government say

that they were not prepared to release her unconditionally, but she was

eo poor that it was impossible for her to meet her medical expenses;

so since Government was defraying her medical expenses here, they

c<H)ld continue that when this petition was made to Government. But

no reply has as yet been given to her petition which asked for a recon-

sideration of the matter, and the party is still in suspense; with the

iwsuli that the girl is in a very precarious physical condition. This,

tfe, is only one of many instances. So I suggest that on account of
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putting a person in solitary confinement and particularly in dark places

prisoners fall a prey to many fell diseases. Therefore, Sir, all that I

want by this motion is to bring to the notice of Government the fact

that it is high time that the jail administration of our province ought

to be thoroughly changed and overhauled. With these words I beg to

commend ray motion to the acceptance of the House.

Mr. 8HANTI 8HEKHARE8WAR RAY: Sir, 1 support the motion

of my friend Mr. 1\ Banerji. Sir, I was inclined to think that in view

of the repeated assertions on the part of the high officers of the Gov-

ernment that the political atmosphere in the province was clearing up,

that non-co-operation was dead and that terrorism has been brought

under control, that the Government of Bengal would return to the nor-

mal frame of mind. During the last few years a good deal of abnor-

mality has crept into the situation. The Government of Bengal were

accused of supporting the actions on the part of their subordinates

which would not do credit to any civilised Government. Their justi-

fication was that abnormal situations required abnormal measures.

Their defence was that they did not like to take harsh measures. They

did not like to be oppressive, but the situation in the country was such

that they had to adopt drastic measures whether in the matter of deal-

ing with the people or the political situation in the country or in the

administration of the Jail Department. Sir, they condone actions of

severity on the part of the jail authorities. More than once the Mem-

ber in charge of the Jail Department—I refer to the late Sir P. C.

Mitter—who pleaded in an apologetic tone as regards the attitude and

the policy of the Government at the time. He was helpless on this ac-

count or that, his sympathies were with the grievances of the public,

but for some reason or other he could not accept our suggestions. He

promised redress, but for some reason or other no redress could be had.

Then, Sir, we had Sir C. C. Ghose who for a time seemed to realise the

enormity of the policy of the Government and he too promised redress.

But now the Uon'hle Mr. Reid is at the head of the department and,

according to the statement of the Government Members, the situation is

more or less normal now. Sir, can there be any justification in such

normal conditions to resort to measures which are likely to inflame the

mind of the public and birng this Government into disrepute? Sir,

we thought we had heard the last about the hunger strike last year

when the hunger strike at Alipore was over. I know something of that

strike, and I know also at whose intervention and sympathetic attitude

the strike ended so soon. Sir, Government instead of carrying out their

promise, it seems, have tightened the rope, and have become further

•tiff in their attitude; and with the changed condition of the country

they seem to think that they can do anything unchallenged. Theee

prisoners belonging as they do to the bhadralog class, you i$uy cull
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them political prisoners, you may call them terrorists, well, these people

even in jail carry with them a certain amount of self-respect and if

the Government want to avoid trouble they should do nothing that un-

necessarily hurts their sense of self-respect. Last year I appealed to

the Government to avoid inflicting pin-pricks on these prisoners

because these pin-pricks do not help the Government in any way. They

simply exasperate the prisoner*. In small matters if the Government

tackle the situation sympathetically they do not lose anything. They

can in no way be condemned for weakness, but perhaps their generous

attitude may help to soothe the feelings of these prisoners and may

help to bring them round. But instead of that it seems the Govern-

ment of Bengal is determined to take action which will create more

trouble. Sir, I strongly protest against the frame of mind that indi-

cated the policy of the Government as disclosed in the answer given

by the Hon’ble Mr. lleid in reply to a question put by my friend Mr.

Narendra Kumar Basu in connection with the recent hunger strike in

the Dacca Jail. Sir, there we find that the District Magistrate visited

the prison on the 11th and warned that nothing would be done until

they gave up their strike. Sir, what does that policy amount to? The

Government or the officers of the Government did not enquire into their

grievances when their attention was drawn to these grievances long

ago, but. when these prisoners in despair resorted to hunger strike, the

District Magistrate—the local lepresentative of the Government there

—instead of going to them and saving, “Well we are going to enquire

into your grievances, and you giv»* up your hunger strike," he took

up an attitude totally indifferent to their sufferings and suid that

nothing would be done till the hunger strike was called off. I do not

know what to call that attitude. Why can't you say I am going to en-

quire into vour grievance so that there is no need for you to continue

the protest and remain on hunger strike. Well, if that had been the

whim of a local officer I would have ignored it
;
but here I find some-

thing else. It is stated in reply to a question this afternoon that the

local officer had been instructed to enquire into their grievances and sub-

mit a report when the hunger strike was called off. That is the atti-

tude of the local officer and is supported by the Government. It is

that attitude and that policy which I want to condemn on the floor of

this House.

Sir, if it is not possible for the Hon'ble Member in charge of the

department to fly to Dacca, I would ask him to instruct his officers

there to go into the grievances immediately and see if there is any

cause for this strike and whether Government can meet some of the

wishes of the prisoners irrespective of whether the hunger strike is

tailed off or not, because a grievance is a grievance and some may have

retorted to hunger strike on that account, but there may be others who
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may not have done so, and why should they continue to be under these

grievances simply for the action of a section of the prisoners who are

on hunger strike. It is not the case of the Government that only

those who are on hunger strike have grievances. This attitude of the

Government to ignore the sufferings of the prisoners and to be callous

to their sufferings is what we condemn, and if possible try to bring the

Government into a more humane and generous frame of mind. Sir, I

know the charge is levelled against us that if we dare to take the cases

of these political prisoners or these terrorist prisoners on the floor of

this House, such action would only help and encourage them. I repu-

diate that charge. It is a part of our duty to bring to light the

grievances of the prisoners as well as those who are outside the prison.

There is nothing in the constitution that suggests that grievances of

political prisoners or even of the terrorists are not to be ventilated on

the floor of the House. Sir, this is the place where all grievances have

got to be ventilated, and it is a tribute to the constitution and to the

Government as well as to the House that we take I he opjmrtunities for

ventilating the grievances of even terrorist prisoneis on the floor of

this House. The Dacca affair is prominently before the House just

now. And there is also the case of other prisoners and detenus who
are lodged in jails and who are not receiving proper treatment—some

of whom the Government have taken the opportunity, after lodging

them in the jails, of getting them convicted for breach of the jail rules.

Sir, to-day the llon’hle Mr. Reid denied that there are any such pri-

soners in the Dacca .Tail just now .

(At this stage the member had to resume his scat. as he had reach-

ed his time-limit.)

Maulvi 8YED MAJID BAK8H: Sir, so far as this motion is con-

cerned, T think it is, more or less, comprehensive, and I think it is the

proper place for dealing with the grievances of political prsoners in

the jails. Sir, in this case I would like to lay before you mv experience.

I am a non-official visitor of the Jessore District Tail, and in the course

of my visit I was surprised to find the interpretation put by the Jail

officials on certain clauses of the Jail Code. For example, I found that

in the case of a prisoner placed in Division II the Superintendent said

that in the Jail Code it is provided that, as far as possible, cellular

accommodation should be given to Division II prisoners. The inter-

pretation put on this provision was simply astounding, because it waa
interpreted to mean that Division II prisoners should all be put in cells

—not for two or three hours, but for twenty-four hours—with only 4ne

or two hours of outing. When I argued with the Superintendent about

this, he simply referred me to the rule in the Jail Code, which nays that

a Division II prisoner shall be given cellular accommodation and tint

therefore he has no option but to put such prisoners in the cells, t.e.,
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in his opinion “shall” in this case is used in the third person meaning

compulsion. The Hon’ble Member asked me on o previous occasion to

ventilate the grievances of these men in this House. Therefore, I put

it to the Hon’ble Member whether in a case like this he does not

think that great miscarriage in the treatment is being caused in the

cases of the prisoners as a result of the misinterpretation of the rules?

I think he ought to issue a circular without delay to all the jail authori-

ties concerned, that it is not obligatory to put these prisoners into cells,

which means solitary confinement, pure and simple. Although there

was no solitary confinement imposed on them by the courts, but, owing

to this wrong interpretation of the rule, these people are put into soli-

tary confinement without any justification whatsoever. Surely, Sir,

they do not deserve such treatment.

Secondly, Sir, I would take up the question of supplying mosquito-

nets to these prisoners. In a district like Jessore, which is prover-

bially and notoriously malarious, mosquito-nets is not a luxury for the

prisoner but a medical necessity— necessary for the sake of their health

—as it is well known that in malarious districts a large number of per-

sons—even healthy persons—have been infected with malaria, after

being bitten by mosquitoes which have bitten malaria-stricken people.

Therefore, as I have said, mosquito-nets are not a luxury in the case

of these malarial districts, but a necessity and a sanitary necessity.

Perhaps, we shall he told that it is difficult to supply mosquito-nets to

prisoners for various reasons. In that case I would suggest to tin*

Hon’ble Member that in those districts if mosquito-nets cannot he pro-

vided, the authorities would do well to provide fine wire-netting for

windows and doors and all other openings in places where the prisoners

sleep at nights. If you do this and if all the doors ami windows are

closed fora sufficient number of hours, mosquitoes will he kept out, and

the question of supplying mosquito-nets will he solved and the prisoners

will have a little more comfort during their sleep, which they very well

deserve after a hard day’s work. Sleep is, after all, a demand of

nature, and it is only human to provide such prisoners with this little

comfort. By this also, I submit, Sir, the question of malaria infec-

tion will be solved. 1 venture to throw out this suggestion in the hope

that the llon’hle Member in charge will ponder over it more closely, con-

sult his subordinates, and his Sec retaries, and see if he could solve the

difficulty in this way. Sir, I shall not detain the House any longer.

With these few words, Sir, I give my wholehearted support to the

motion.

%, J. B. ROM: Sir, I rise to oppose the motion of my friend,

Mr. P. Banerji. During the period I have been a member of this House,

* i&, for about two years or so, I have listened to many speeches made by

M—Bra. Qanerji and Roy on many matters ;
and I hate come to the con-

elusion that both of them are living in the wrong world. Where they
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ought to be I am not prepared to suggest, but it seems to me what they

are aiming for is a paradise where there is no Government, no police and,

no jail, but merely a concatenation of trade unions to which they can

talk and talk as much as they please.

Sir, w hen I read the motion, I was somewhat disappointed to find that

he had omitted to include a reference to the non-supply of such other

luxuries as hot water, tobacco, personal servants, finger bowls and
feather beds. I have been a visitor to the Alipore Central Jail for some
years now and I am, therefore, able to speak from personal knowledge,

with a certain amount of authority, of the conditions prevailing there.

I have no doubt that similar conditions prevail at the other central jails

in the mufassal. I doubt very much whether my friend, Mr. Banerji,

has this advantage. From his remarks, to which I have listened very

attentively, I gather that there is very little conviction in his mind as

to the soundness of his case. He has not spoken with conviction and

one can only conclude, therefore, that he has no real faith in the

grievances to which he has given utterance. In fact, his motion is so

worded as to make it apply particularly to political prisoners, i.e ., the

particular class of—shall I say—criminals for whom he and his

colleagues have throughout the past few years been doughty champions.

I am not sure whether my hon'hle friend has not allowed his enthusiasm

for this particular class Of prisoner to blind him to the real facts os they

are to-day. The only so-called political prisoners at present lodged in

the Alipore Central .Tail are those convicted of terrorist crimes. To my
mind these prisoners cannot truthfully he called political prisoners.

They are nothing more than out-and-out criminals with a professed

creed of murder, who merit no better treatment than to be hounded out

of ordered society and who consider themselves fortunate that they have

escaped the extreme penalty of the law. Such are the individuals, Sir,

for wlioin Mr. Hanerji seeks to obtain equipment of first class hotel con-

ditions, instead of what they soundly deserve, conditions which in fact

do constitute just punishment for crimes committed against ordered

society and who are rightly classified in Division III.

Now, Sir, we have heard a great deal about the hunger strike in the

Dacca Jail, and the responsibility for that again has been thrown on

the Government. To my mind a hunger strike is merely taking in their

hands the law by the prisoners and there is only one punishment which

you can inflict and that is imprisonment for infringement of the Jail

Rules.

Now, Sir, let me deal with the true conditions as they are in the

Alipore Central Jail. The scale of diet per capita per day ia as
#
fol-

lows :

—

Rice—26} os. for Bengalees: or for Biharees—rice 15 os* and*

alta 10} os,
„ ,

;

Dh*l—5 os. n
*
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Yegttables—8 oz.

* Oll-MJ/8 oz.

• Fish—*1 oz. on alternate (lava.

GWr—$ oz.

Salt—1 oz.

Condiments, Tamarind—

l

07 .

*Plns coal for cooking.

This, I have been advised by those who know something «l>out it, con-

stitutes a regular healthy diet ami one which, I am told, would confer

considerable benefit to many members of this House if they chose to

adopt it for a period. From my personal knowledge I can say that the

foodstuffs are of excellent quality. They are cooked in communal
kitchens and when the meals are under preparation the savoury odour

when I happen to be passing through the jails makes me quite hungry.

During my many visits to the Alipore Central Jail I usually ask for com-

plaints not only from Europeans but from Indians as well, particularly

in regard to diet
; and generally the answer is the same—“We have no

complaints.” It seems very strange that we hear of these complaints

only here, but when I go and ask for complaints, I do not get any.

Now, Sir, in regard to accommodation, all terrorist prisoners in

Alipore are lodged in separate cells. There is, therefore, no over-

crowding. The cells are fitted with a masonry pallet, to which I think

most of them are accustomed. It may constitute a hardship for those

who may be accustomed to more luxurious methods of sleeping, hut it.

should be pointed out that if they choose to commit crimes they have got

to pay the penalty and this hardship is only a part of their punishment.

As regards mosquito-nets and hand fans, I am advised, however, by
the Superintendent of the Alipore Jail that prisoners may purchase

mosquito-nets themselves or their relatives may bring them into the jail

and no objection whatever will be offered to their use. Presumably, the

same conditions apply to other jails. Therefore, in this respect.

Mr. Banerji's complaints should be directed not against the Government
but against the relatives of the prisoners for failure to supply the

mosquito-nets. As regards hand fans, these are allowed on the recom-

mendation of the Medical Officer of the Jail and not otherwise. It muet

be remembered, however, that prisoners in jail undergoing sentences

for crime have to work which they cannot do and use a hand fan at the

same time. I do not therefore think that the lack of hand fans is very

much of a ground for grievance. In regard to terrorist prisoners who are

a dangerous body of men jail discipline is enforced upon them much more

strictly than in any other case. The relaxation of discipline with that

data of people may be fraught with very dangerous results which the

Government know full well from past experience. Some prisoners who
may be in detention may find the detention and discipline irksome and
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a hardship, but, as I said before, it is part of their punishment. These

are others who find jail conditions much to their liking; they put on

weight and emerge on completion of their sentences much iraprove4ljp|.

health. From whatever point of view one looks at the matter there can, \ *

in fact, be no real grounds for substantive complaints against the con-

ditions prevailing or the diet issued at any rate in the Alippre Central

Jail, and I can only say that my friend Mr. Banerji’s raA appears

to me to he merely an excuse to raise another rod for the castigation of
*

Government, be the premises however false.

Rfti Bahadur Dr. HARIDHAN DUTT: Sir, I feel some difficulty in

speaking on a motion like this, but what lias prompted me to take a

few minutes of this Council's time is the fact that I have come recently

in contact with a young man who happened unfortunately now to be in

the Alipore Central Jail, having been convicted of a certain political

crime. This young man comes from a highly respectable family of

Calcutta, and I happen to he somehow interested in this young man’s

family.

The Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: On a point of order, Sir. May I*

ask the hon’ble member what the political crime is of which this voung^

man w*as convicted ?

Rai Bahadur Dr. HARIDHAN DUTT: He was convicted by the Pre-

sidency Magistrate in Calcutta for the retention of some arms in his

house. In any case what 1 have heard about this young man from his

relatives does not go to substantiate what has been laid down in the

motion of Mr. P. Banerji. I have been given to understand that this

young man has got nothing to complain of alxiut accommodation or diet,

far less to complain about the treatment of the authorities in t lie jail.

The old grandfather of this young man came to me and informed me that

his only complaint was that this young man was allowed to mix up

with other people who were known to he of terrorist turn of mind.

Actually, what lu» said was this, that he apprehended that his young

ward, his grandson, who in his estimation is not a terrorist but had been

unfortunately convicted of that political crime might turn out to be a

terrorist when he would come out of the jail after two years, which was

the term of his imprisonment, because of his close association with the

terrorists in the jail. What my friend aims at in his motion I do not

know. I would like to disassociate young prisoners from the people

who are of confirmed terroristic mentality. The ground of complaint

of the grandfather of this young man of 18 was that his grand-child

was allowed to mix freely with people who were classed as terrorisla in

the jail. My friend Mr. Banerji wants accommodation. But I do not

know what accommodation in particular he wants. If accoamodft-

tion is wanted in the jail for anybody, it is for such young men who are -

;v

still oapable of reformation, so that they may not have to live motor
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association of those people who are of real terroristic mentality from day

to day aad from month to month. That is the reason which has

prompted me to speak on this motion and to point out what is needed.

Coming to the question of diet, I must tell you that when the late

Sir P. C- Mitter was here amongst us, he casually consulted some erf

as on the scales of diet laid down in the Jail Code. As a medical man
of some experience I fully corroborate what has fallen from the previous

speaker. The diet is quite good and liberal. It will keep any man in

"healthy condition. I must make Imld to say that if there is some diffi-

culty with regard to administrative matters in the jail or if there is any

theft or corruption which brings about the denial in getting adequate

amount of food I cannot say. Whatever it may he, I am not lo criticise

that. Our experience i.-* that those who stay in these prisons for a

pretty long time, a large majority of them come out in a healthy, con-

dition .and often in much better state of health with their weight

increased. I have myself noticed young men after a stay of a few

years in the jail coming back to society with an altered and improved

apflfearance altogether. This fact cannot he ignored. Many of these

young men when after their detention in jail for a certain time coma
out look quite different men; their appearances are changed and they

*!ook healthy. That must he due to the diet or other treatment meted

out to them. This also cannot he ignored. My friend Mr. Shanti

Shekhareswar ltav says that it is our duty to speak of the political

prisoners. May 1 ask him if it is not our duty to speak of the other pri-

soners also!' While speaking on the motion, my friend’s attention has

onlv been towards the political prisoners. He is not strictly correct

when he says that because of his duty towards the political prisoners

that he must bring a motion like this. Then about the hunger strikes,

I personally believe that these strikes are nothing hut the effect of some

derangement in the higher storey. We ought to denounce and dis-

courage these hunger strikes and tr\ to prevent them as far as possible.

Instead ot that, we find many ol our friends extol them, praise them

and bring them to prominence in season and out of season. I do not

agree that this should he done. What is a hunger strike? It »s

nothing hut a kind of suicide. I do not understand why my friends

should encourage people to commit such suicide. If the diet scale is

not bad, if it is sufficient to keep people going and to turn people out

into healthy condition when they tome out of the jail, why should

there b#a hunger strike? Of course, if there is any other reason, that is

a different matter. I personally believe that it is our duty to discourage

hunger strike which is another form of suicide. But instead of doing

that if we have large processions out in sympathy of the hunger strikers,

. that is practically encouraging the hanger strike and indirectly

•arotipaging. the suicidal crime which is denounced by every religion,

particularly by the Hindu religion. How can a Hindu encourage a man

in commit suicide, I cannot understand. Whatever that may be, it u
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only proper that suicides by hunger strike ought to be discouraged by

all sensible men, and one mov<* in that direction would be to decry it

from places like this Council.

'ibis is all I have to say, but before I resume my seat I once mow
ask the Hon'ble Mr. Reid to see whether some arrangement could not

be made by which young men could be prevented from mixing in the

jail with persons who are of terroristic mentality with a view to save

these people and their future prospects from being ruined.

(The Council was then adjourned for 15 minutes.)

(After Adjournment.)

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U : Sir, from the reply given by

the Hon’ble Mr. Reid to my short-notice question at the beginning of

to-day’s sitting I found that 18 men in the l)a<ca Central Jail were on

hunger strike; six of them or rather about eight of them for about 3

months and the others for shorter periods, the last three having been on

strike for more than three weeks now. From that, Sir, 1 carried away the
*

impression that there must he something wrong in the treatment meted/

out to them in the jail and that there should be an enquiry made into

the grievances of these prisoners. Well, Sir, like Mr. Reid I profess

T do not understand the word "political prisoner” to signify any one

wdio has not been convicted of, say, treason or sedition or who has not

been clapped into jail without trial. I do not think that the term

“political prisoner” would aptly apply to men who have been convicted

of definite offences under the Renal Code excepting, as I have already

said, sedition and other cognate offences, hut still I do think that these

young men, whether misguided or not, are human beings and are, as

such, entitled to humane and kind treatment, which should be

accorded to them under the Jail Rules. But I was rather disabused

of this impression of mine, on hearing the two last speakers, Mr. Rosa

and Rai Bahadur Dr. Haridhan Dutt, that jail life was not any sort

of punishment. From the frequent visits that Mr. Ross has paid to

the Alipore Central Jail and from which he has come out healthier

and heavier himself—of course, I do not kuow whether he was less

heavy or lesH healthy before he went to jail—aud from the description

given by Rai Bahadur Dr. Haridhan Dutt nbout the luxurious scale

of diet in the jails, of which Dr. Dutt has heard , it does appear to me
ratheT inconsistent or rather something strange that these young men,
who are attempting suicide in the words of Dr. Dutt, for three months,

do not know how well their lot has been cast in the enviable place,

namely, jail, and that they contemplate committing suicide in capita

of the treatment meted out to them. Sir, I too have been a visitol* to

jails and I must aay that the diet which is given to Division HI
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prisoner «» ^rtainly good enough for the common people, that it to

tty, the elate of men—day labourers and others—from whom the vast

majority of the jail population comes, but I am not quite sure that

that food is so appetising to the bha/lralok young men as it is to

Mr. Roes. Speaking for myself I must say that I have done what

Mr. Ross bad only felt tempted to do. I have actually tested the food

given to the prisoners at least in one jail, and 1 did not find the food

to be superexeellent, to say the least of it. It may be that the food-

stuffs are not properly selected, it may be that the cooking is not

properly done, but it is really not so good ns has made Mr. Rosa’s

mouth water and bis bulk increase. Sir. I do submit that if there is

anything in the grievance, and I say with confidence, that 18 men
would uot go on hunger strike, would not attempt suicide as l)r. Dutt

has put it, without some grievance which at least they consider genuine.

I do consider it rut her callous of Government to say that whether the

strike extends for three months or for six, and whether there are deaths

of more than one prisoner— it does not matter—they, in the name of

discipline, will make no enquiries into the grievances till the strike

has lieen called off. We have already heard that there was previously

a hunger strike not so long ago in September, 19*14. We have not

been told what the reasons of that strike were. We have not been

told whether any enquiry was made into the grievances formulated at

that time and what the results of those enquiries were. Did the enquiry

show* that the grievances were imaginary and not real? Was the

hunger strike culled off because the authorities mended the grievances

or because they ended those grievances or because they showed to the

satisfaction of the prisoner or prisoners who went on strike in Septem-

ber, 19*14, that their grievances were imaginary? I submit. Sir, that

in the name of humanity, whatever the tender solicitude of Govern-

ment and of the Jail authorities might meun towards the prisoners,

in the nume of humanity they ought certainly to institute an enquiry

into the grievances, an enquiry in which the friends and relatives of

those misguided young men should, if possible, l>c permitted to be

present.

Dr. NARE8H CHANDRA SEN CUPTA: Sir, I bad no intention

of speaking on this motion for several reasons. In the first place,

because I have never l>een inside a jail even as a visitor, and a la) man
can easily lie run down as a man who knows nothing about a jail. On
the other hand, on previous occasions hon’ble members of this House
h^e rebuked us for having had the hardihood to speak of the grievances

of prisoners in jail without being in jail oursevles, beenuse in fact

they felt no grievance at all. Nevertheless, I think, Sir, after che

answer given by Mr. Reid to-day, it is my duty to point out that the

attitude which this answer discloses is one which cannot but be most
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deeply deplored . Sir, I am not one of those who believe that the

conditions of life in a jail are all bad. On the contrary, in a number

of cases that I have known, the prisoners were treated well, and I have

also known that in a certain number of cases they have not been treated

well. They have had their grievances about their diet and other

things, which grievances were not imaginary or fancied. For instance,

some of those persons who went on hunger strike at the Alipore Jail

made complaints about their diet which were simply pooh-poohed by
the official Member in charge of Jails, to whom I mentioned the matter,

but in the end some of those grievances had to be redressed even as re-

gards diet. The difficulty lies in this. Those members who have spoken

on this motion, as well as those members who generally speak in these

debates, commit the fallacy, which is well known to students of logic,

the fallacy of what may be called in popular language jumping at

conclusions. Mr. Ross has said that he has seen a certain number of

prisoners in the Alipore Jail (which by the way is not the only jail

in Bengal) who do not answer to the description which is given of

other prisoners in other jails. So at once he jumps to the conclusion

that the stories of complaints and unjust treatment meted out to the

prisoners in the Dacca Central Jail must be all lies. On the contrary,

on many occasions complaints with regard to treatment, in a particular

jail or jails of a particular person or persons fend to get exaggerated
into a general condemnation of Ihe entire jail system. Sir, the truth

certainly lies midway between the two and what we are now insisting

on in the case of the Dacca prisoners and also in the cases of other
prisoners in respect of whom complaints have been made, is that where
such eompluints are made they should forthwith he enquired into.

But the answer of Mr. Reid is that these persons have not been content

to express these grievances but, also, in the words of Mr. Ross they
have taken the law into their own hands by going on hunger strike;

therefore their complaint shall not be enquired into. Sir, I do not

understand either the logic or the psychology of this argument. Why
does Government want that the hunger strike should be given up before

the complaint, made against some of the Government’s own officers, is

enquired into? Nor do 1 see why these hunger strikers need give up
their strike if they have struck for good reasons. I should think that

Government should rather make an enquiry and come out with some
authoritative conclusions and then proclaim it to the public so that
we might know the truth about this trouble. On the other hand, it

is suggested that to make an enquiry while the hunger strike is on, will

encourage hunger strikes only for the purpose of getting enquiries.

Sir, why should it? Hunger striking is not a luxury and one does
not go into it for nothing. It may be as Dr. Dutt says that it is a
species of derangement of the brain

;
possibly it is. But if it is a

derangement, it is a derangement which must be brought about by
certain causes. Is there any harm, Sir, in investigating those causes

f
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What possible objection can there be to the making of an enquiry for

this purpose and why should Government take up the attitude, after

some Of the prisoners have been on hunger strike for well-nigh three

months, that no enquiry shall be made until they have given up the

hunger strike? That is a most unintelligible proposition to me, Sir.

If, however, these hunger strikes are causeless—which, it is hardly

likely that they can be—the enquiry will not only expose the hollow-

ness of the complaints made, hut will also expose those persons who
violate jail discipline without any reason whatsoever, to punishment.

Then, again, in making an enquiry Government commit itself to

nothing. It does not assume that these* grievances are well founded

and there is no question of giving an amnesty to all those who are on

hunger strike: nor is it necessary that those hunger strikers

should give up their strike while the enquiry goes on. If there

is a basis or foundation of these grievances, they ought to he

remedied, and why should they not he remedied merely because persons

who have been suffering under those grievances have chosen to go on

hunger strike? Merely because the prisoners who have suffered in some

way and so entertuin some grievance and therefore have gone on hunger

strike. Mr. Rohm has tried to ridicule these complaints ns a demand on

behalf of the political prisoners of hot water and other things as

luxuries of first class hotel eonditions. Well, Sir, if that is Mr. Ross’s

idea of first class hotel conditions, I am afraid he either has no notion

of first class hotel conditions or is not strictly truthful. Sir, what is

asked for in the wav of mosquito-nets, improved diet, accommodation

and treatment by authorities, and hand fans, are not in the nature of

first class hotel facilities. Some of them are absolute necessities for

people in some of the districts of Bengal at any rate. 1 am afraid,

Mr. Ross has either been misinformed or mistaken, lie said that so

far as mosquito-nets are concerned, there is nothing to prevent these

being brought into the jail hy the relations of the prisoners. On the

other hand, if my recollection serves me right, I think we w'ere told in

this House by the late Sir Provash Chunder Mitter that to allow

mosquito-nets to be supplied to the prisoners by their relations would

be very undesirable, because it would expose the other prisoners to an

excessive attack by the mosquitoes.

Mr. 4. B. ROBS: On a point of personal explanation, Sir, this

information was supplied to me by the Superintendent of the Alipore

Central Jail.

•

Dr. NARESH CHANDRA SEN CUPTA: Well, either he mis-

nnderstood the Superintendent or perhaps the information conveyed to

him it incorrect, unless, since Sir Provash spoke, Government has
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changed its policy. Then there is another thing *bout which^a griev-

ance has been made in one of the motions of which notice was jpvan

about the Dacca prisoners wanting facilities for studies. Sow as

common prisoners are concerned, no question of facilities for studies

arises, but in this case of the educated prisoners, it would be in the

interest of jail discipline, in the interest of their own welfare and in

the interest of the welfare of the Government and the people that such

adequate facilities should be provided for, and if they are not provided

with such facilities and if they make a grievance of it, would the

Government of Bengal think it to be an altogether imaginary grievance

and say that unless they gave up their hunger strike no enquiry should

be ’made!' Sir, what I submit is this: I do not associate myself with

any sweeping condemnation, but I know that there are cases in which

there have been causes of grievance, and when there is such an occasion

it would be an entirely incorrect attitude of Government to take up

to stand up in defence all at once without an enquiry. On the contrary,

Government would be best advised to make prompt enquiries and to

leave no opportunity for the impression that the inmates of the jail

are not being well treated. That impression might easily become

disastrous, and no amount of statements subsequently made would

carry exactly the same conviction in the minds of the people that an

exhaustive enquiry and report would. It is of very great importance

that the people should be satisfied that there is no grievance. I do

not say that the grievances are well founded, but I say that there are

grievances on ihe basis of which people have been starving themselves

for three months. It is too late now to say : “You must give up hunger

strike before an enquiry can be started/’ It is cruel, inhumane and it

is not an essential requisite of jail discipline or any disc ipline whatever.

Rai Bahadur J0CE8H CHANDRA 8EN: Sir, this motion refers to

the grievance of both ordinary and political prisoners. I speak on

behalf of the ordinary Division III prisoners. There are, Sir, several

inconveniences no doubt, but T would confine myself to one point,

t.e., supply of mustard oil to the ordinary convicts. I have tabled a

cut motion to draw the Ilon’ble Member’s attention, but that is not

likely to be taken up as guillotine is near at hand, so I take this

opportunity of placing my views which is in keeping with the spirit of

the resolution.

Sir, I do not want oil for oily heads. The Hon’ble Member is aware

of the habit of the people of Bengal and other neighbouring provinces.

It is well known to him that the people use oil before they take their

bath—not at all for luxury but purely for health to save tbemselvee

from skin disease. To deny this is to torture these unfortunaie ooaride

which the Government can never mean. The Hon’ble Member mi^ht
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ta^ tn|t this wtntfd mean some expense and where it will come from,

W&thif |dea should never he raised as oil is as necessary as one’s food.

If wpu want, if the Government be so poor, if you can he so cruel, ask

the convicts to fast for a half-day in a month in order to meet the

expense of mustard oil. There is another alternative : Let them work

extra hours and earn this cost. If we can properly organise, we can

teach the prisoners various industries. This will not only augment

the income from the jail by sale of goods manufactured by the convicts,

hut it would also be doing a humanitarian service by teaching them

how to earn their own bread. The Visiting Board of the Alipore

Central Jail has tecotmuended that industrial training should he given

and should he introduced in every jail. By this the convicts will be

earning something and a part of this earning may l>e spent towards

the purchase of oil. The last alternative is to allow the relations of

the prisoners to supply oil.

I hope the Hon’hle Member will give a sympathetic consideration

to my proposal of supplying oil to the ordinary prisoners. Ia*t them

not sav “no" to every proposal, and let it he known that the Govern-

ment has a soft heart to feel and it has a sentiment to which we can

appeal.

The Hon'blo Mr. R. N. REID: I think the House is anxious to

finish this discussion to-day, and I will he as brief as possible. The

main discussion centred round the h unger strike and the reply given

by me this afternoon in reply to a short-notice question. To defend

the attacks jmrticularlv as regards hunger strike is perfectly simple

from my point of view. Those, Sir, who are indulging in this hunger

strike are Division III prisoners. They demanded certain privileges

which do not appertain to Division III prisoners, hut which are allowed

to other classes of prisoners. They said that unless these privileges

were allowed to them they would go on hunger strike. You cannot

work a jail, you cannot have proper discipline in the jail if the Jail

Superintendent is to he dictated to by the prisoners of whom he is in

charge. That is why Government has regularly taken the line that

if there is hunger strike on account of grievances, real or imaginary,

no notice will he taken of those grievances and no enquiry will he made
until that hunger strike is called off; and I think, if I remember aright,

that was the attitude taken up by the late Sir C. C. Ghose when he

was in charge of the Jail Department. There can be no question of

t|e importance of the maintenance of discipline within a jail, and it

is more important now than it was before, as there are at present

detained in our jails a large number of desperate characters convicted

of terrorist crime and crimes of similar nature. And the danger of a

breakdown of discipline in a jail is very serious. 1 think the Khan
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Bahadur from Rajshahi will remember the unpleaiwnt time through

which the people of Rajshahi had to pass in 1921 when 669 prisoners

went out of the jail premises. There was considerable panic for a

time in the town. That is an example of the sort of thing that will

happen again if there is breakdown of discipline in a jail.

Mr. Banerji, Sir, referred in misleading terms to Maya Devi, a

convict, whose condition was alleged to be due to solitary confinement

in the Presidency Jail. Now, that is a case about which I know some-

thing, and I may say it is a very difficult case which has caused Gov-

ernment and the Jail authorities as well as the Medical authorities a

considerable amount of worry and anxiety. She was convicted in an

Arms Act case: she was known to be a dangerous terrorist: she was
suffering from u form of hysteria which had all sorts of difficult and
unpleasant results. In the Presidency Jail she was not kept in solitary

confinement. She was kept in the female ward. It is not a dark

dungeon or anything like that and she was allowed liberty within the

female enclosures. When her condition became serious she was removed
from there, in order to get the best possible treatment, to the Medical

College. Her mother who was a detenu herself was allowed to go there

to be on attendance on her. She was put in the Ezra Ward in the

Medicul College with special nurses and every possible attention was
given. When she recovered she was sent back to the Presidency Jail

and she is still there, I think, at the present moment. I deprecate any
suggestion that her condition was due to ill-treatment and solitary con-

finement in Die Presidency Jail. Nothing of the sort.

Sir, Mr. Majid Baksh made two points which I shall certainly take

notice of. He said that as a visitor of the District Jail at Jessore he
found Division II prisoners were kept in solitary confinement for

24 hours. Me did, however, qualify his statement by saying that the
prisoners were taken out for an hour or so every day. Well, 1 presume
that he, being a Jail Visitor, must have recorded his remarks in the

Visitors Book and these remarks will certainly come up to me in due
course, and I will certainly enquire as to the facts.

Sir, a great deni has been said to-day in rather a misleading way on

the question of solitary confinement and cellular accommodation; and
we had a very well-balanced reply given by the Rai Bahadur, which

gave us the other side of the picture. He mentioned one of the very

sad rases of which the revolutionary movement of Bengal has given us

so many instances. It is of a young boy who was seduced from decent

life by some revolutionary rascal and eventually brought into a posi-

tion where he was found with arms in his possession
;
and he irtui

* convicted therefor. I knew something about the case and as I well

remember, he was given a light sentence at the suggestion of the prose*

outing officer. The fact, however, remains that he got the sentenoo
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Jbm said, there is the danger o! such young men being contaminated

by association with worse and hardened criminals in jail. This brings

me, Sir, to one of the difficulties in regard to our jail accommodation.

When I say this, I shall perhaps be accused of wanting to fill our jails

with facilities for solitary confinement. But what I want to say ia

that we have not got half enough cellular accommodation in our jails

in Bengal. The House will have noticed that we are trying to remedy

this to some extent next year by providing in the Budget funds for the

erection of cellular accommodation in the Midnapore Central Jail and,

I think, also in the Alipore Central Jail. It is a most valuable thing

to have cellular accommodation in order that you may he able to

segregate young men. like thoie to whom the llai Bahadur referred,

from hardened criminals when required. In this matter of cellular

accommodation there is no question that our jails in India—and Bengal

is not the only offender in tins respect—lag fur behind modern jail

theory and practice. We have, in India, tlics,* hig association wards*

which do give opportunities to persons, who are themselves not very

hardened criminals, to he corrupted hv the more hardened criminals.

Here, again, it is a matter of funds.

There remains the question of the supply of mosquito-nets, to which

certain hon’ble members have referred. Well, Sir, if I remember

aright, the late Sir IV (\ Mitter went into this question very fully

about two years ago. The position was that certain experiments were

made us to the possibility of supplying mosquito-nets to our jails

between the years 1928 and 19-11. Experiments were made with nets

at the Pahnu District Jail and elsewhere; but it was decided in the end

not to proceed with the scheme for certain reasons. One of the reasons

was the question of expenses involved— it involves an initial cost of

Rs. 60,(MX) and a recurring cost of Us. JO,000 annually. Well, Sir,

this is an amount of expenditure which, I think, makes one think a

great deal before incurring it in this time of financial stringency.

The practical difficulty in regard to the supply of mosquito-net* inside

the jail is that it is evident that these will impede ventilation and

might facilitate jail offences. My friend, Mr. Majid Baksh, suggested

that we should have wire-netting around the wards us a substitute for

mosquito-nets. But I am pretty sure that if he and l myself were

inmates of jail we would strongly object to having the air stopped out.

Anyway, it is a fact, as Mr. Ross has pointed out and he is quite correct,

whan be said, that the Superintendent of the Alipore Central Jail had

no Objection to the relatives of Division III prisoners supplying

moequito-nets under proper safeguards. The position as regards Divi-

sion I and pivision II prisoners is that mosquito-nets are supplied to
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Sir, the time is Retting late and it is time that we should adjourn

for the day. I think, therefore, that I had better bring my Wmarks

on this cut motion which I oppose to an end.

The motion of Mr. F. Banerji was then put and lost.

Adjournment.

The Council was then adjourned till 10-30 a.ra. on Saturday, the

23rd March, 1935, at the Council House, Calcutta.
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Proefcfe&f* of the Bengal Legislative Council assembled under

the provisions of the Government of India Act

Thb Council met in the Council Chamber in the Council Bouse,

Calcutta, on Saturday, the 23rd March, 1935, at 3 p.m.

Present:

Mr. President (the Hon’ble Raja Sir Manmatiia Nath Ray
Chowdhcey, of Santosh) in the Chair, the four Hon’ble Members of

the Executive Council, the thr^e Hon’ble Ministers and 94 nominated

and elected members.

STARRED QUESTIONS

(to which oral answers were given)

Interest on arrears of revenue.

*83. Rajs Bahadur BHUPENDRA NARAYAN SINHA, ef

Nmhipur: (a) Will the Hon’ble Member in charge of the Revenue

Department be pleased to state whether it is a fact that the Govern-

ment are realising1 interest or penalty at the rate of 7 to 8 jw»r cent, in

case of arrears of revenue?

(b) Is it a fact that no court of law allows interest on decrees in

rent suits at more than 6 per cent. j»er annum though section 67 of

the Bengal Tenancy Act fixes the limit at 12} per cent, per annum?

(c) If the answer to (b) is in the affirmative, is the Hon’hle

Member considering the question of the rate of interest for arrears

of revenue, with a view' to fix the same at the general rate ullowed

by courts, viz., at 6 per cent, per annum and thus to do away with the

anomaly of the rate prevalent for arrears of revenue and of rent?

MEMBER In charge of REVENUE DEPARTMENT (ths Hon’ble

Sir Breiendrt Lei Mitter): (a) and ( b ) Yes.

• (c) Government have already decided to reduce interest on arrears

of land revenue to 6 per cent, from the next hint. There is, however,

a little technical difficulty which can be easily overcome and for the

purpose T have a Bill ready which will be introduced at the earliest

opportunity.
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Raja Bahadur BHUPENDRA NARAYAN SINHA, of Naahlpurt

With reference to answer (c), will the Hon’ble Member be pleased

to say what he means by the words “next hist?"

The Hon’blo Sir BROJENDRA LAL MUTER: It will be the next
land revenue hist.

Raja Bahadur BHUPENDRA NARAYAN 8INHA, of NasMpur:
With reference to what the Hon’ble Member has just said, I must

offer my sincere thanks to him on behalf of myself as also on behalf

of the landholders. We appreciate his fairness of mind.

Murder oases in 8iddipaaa Union, Jeoaore.

*84. Maulvi 8YED MAJID BAK8H: (a) Is the Ilon’ble Member
in charge of the Police Department uware

—

(t) that in the Niddipusa Union in police-station Abhoynagar

(Jewsore) murders are frequently committed, but the per-

petrators often go unpunished;

(it) that Ismail Sardar of Dhulgrnm, Dedumolla, Tarak Das and

Biswanath Mitra of Siddipasa were successively murdered

and information of these murders were duly lodged with the

police;

(in) that the real culprits in those murders had managed to

CHoape

;

(ir) that the persons who had been sent up for trial were ultimately

acquitted as wrongly sent up; und

(r) that there is a feeling amongst the people of the locality about

the incompetency of the local police?

(b) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, is the llon’ble Member
considering it desirable that effective steps should be taken correctly to

detect the crimes ami have the miscreants punished?

MEMBER in charge of POLICE DEPARTMENT (tho Hoft’blt

Mr. R. N. Raid): (a) (i) During the last three years, only one case

of murder has been reported.

(it) The first is a ease of 1927; the second and third are cases of

t931 ; the fourth is a case of 1933. „

(Hi) and (it*) The cases failed for want of sufficient evidence.

Government are not aware of any such feeling.

< This is always considered desirable.
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,
municipal trenching ground.

*M» Mflulvi 8YED MAJID BAKSHs (a) la the Hon'ble Minister

in charge of the Local Selr-Government Department aware

—

^ (0 that the municipal trenching ground at Jessore is situated in

the heart cf the town of Jessore and within the municipality;

*(#) that there are a large number of human habitations and resi-

dences of respectable gentlemen very near the trenching
ground

;

(tit) thut during the hot season the stench from decomposing matter
and night-soil becomes unbearable and flies Income so great

in number that it becomes almost impossible to live there;

and

(if) that repeated representations were made to the municipality

without any effect?’

0J
) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, is the Ilon’ble Minister

considering the desirability of taking steps immediately for the removal
of the trenching giound before the hot season sets in?

MINISTER in charge of LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT DEPART-
MENT (the Hon’bie Sir Bijoy Prasad Singh Roy) 5 (a) (i) No, it is not

in the heart of the town.

(it) Two houses have been constructed recently about X?00 yards to

the west of the tieuehing ground; on the other three sides there is no

dwelling house within a -juarter of a mile.

(iii) No complaints to this effect have come to the notice of Govern-

ment hitherto.

(ic) The municipality has received some representations which are

under their consideration.

(b) No.

Transfer of offloers.

•06. Babu KISHORI MOHAN CHAUDHURI: (a) Will the

Hon'bie Member in charge of the Appointment Department be pleased

to state whether on an average during the last three years more I. C. S.

officers have been under orders of transfer than was formerly the case?

46) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, what are the special

reasons for such transfer?

(c) Is it not a fact that travelling allowances are to be paid to such

officers?

(<f) What is the scale of such travelling allowances?
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(e) Are the (iovernmeni considering the desirability of taking neces-

sary steps for avoiding transfers which are not indispensable in

interests of the administration?

MEMBER in charge of APPOINTMENT DEPARTMENT^;
Hon’ble Mr. R. N. Reid): (a) Government have no reason to

that this is the case.

(b) Does not arise.

(c) Yes.

(d) The member is referred to the Fundamental and Subi

rules.

(«) Government invariably bear this principle in mind when ord<

transfers.

Mental HoepitnU at Kanke, Ranchi.

•87. Mr. 8. M. B08E: (a) Will the Hon’ble Minister in charge

of the Local Self-Government Department Ik* pleased to state

—

(i) what is the total cost of running the two Mental Hospitals at

Kanke, Ranchi, each year for the last two years ending

March, 1934;

(ii) the amounts contributed in each of these years by the Govern^

ment of Bengal towards such cost and those by other Governs

ments

;

(tYi) the number of members np]>ointed by the Government of Bengal

to the managing committees of the European and Indian

Mental Hospitals respectively and by the other Governments;

(tr) what is the total number of inmates in the two hospitals, and

the total number coming from Bengal?

(6) Is it not a fact that a very large proportion of the inmates in

the Indian Hospital come from Bengal?

(c

)

What is the number of the Bengali members of the superior

establishment of the Indian Mental Hospital as compared to the total

number?

(,d

)

Is the Hon’ble Minister aware that the large majority of the

female inmates of the Indian Hospital are Bengali-speaking?

(c) Is it a fact that the matron in charge of the female inmates is

a non-Bengali uuaequainted with Bengali?

(/) Are the Government considering the desirability of taking stepe

to nominate

—

(t) the majority of the members of the managing committee of the

two hospitals; ami

(it) the Superintendent of both the hospitals?
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A fd&temsnt is laid on the table.

1(&) The
1

members of the managing committee of the European*

Heutul Hospital are not apjK>itited by any of the local Governments

jlfrptAre e|heted by the Board of Trustees for the hospital in accordance

lules framed by the Board under section 17 (a) of the llanchi

Hospital Act, 1922. The managing committee of the Indian

fil Hospital consists of 13 meml>ers, 8 of whom are nominated by

i government of Bengal and 5, including the Chairman, by the

broent of Bihar and Orissa.

»•A statement is laid on the table.

®r, here is a mistake in the statement in the column—“Number of

•ngali patients” with repo id to Ranchi European Mental Hospital;

should be “patients from Bengal."

* (l>) Three-fourths of the total accommodation in the Indian Mental

Hospital is reserved for patients from Bengal. On the 31st December,.

1934, out of a total of 1,283 patients 959 were from Bengal.

(c) The total strength of the superior establishment is 31 ;
15 are

Bengalis.

(d) Out of 241 female patients in the hospital approximately three-

fourths were Bengali-speaking.
W

(e) The present matron is a non-Bengali and is not fully conversant

with the Bengali language.

(/) (i) and (iV) As regards the managing committee* of the European

Mental Hospital, the* member is referred to the answer to («) (it*). The
Superintendent of the European Mental Hospital is up]K>inted by the

Government of Bihar and Orissa under section 2 (e) ami (/) of the

Ranchi Mental Hospital Act, 1922.

The jKisition with regard to the Indian Mental Hospital is as

follows :
—

Ranchi Wing within the province of Bihar and Orissa, the power

to appoint the managing committee as well as the .Superintendent is,

under the Indian Lunacy Act, 1912, vested in the Government of Bihar

and Orissa. In exercise of the above power the Bihar and Oritnfr

Government have framed rules providing for the nomination by the

Government of ’ Bengal of 8 out of the 13 memWrs of the managing
committee of the Indian Mental Hospital.

Statement referred to in the reply to starred question No. 87 (a) (t), (it)

+ and (if).

(f) Total cost of running the two hospitals during 1933-34 and 1932-33:

—

1933-34. 1932-33.

K* R«.
Ranchi European Mental Hospital . . 3,12,did 3,34,208
Ranchi Indian Mental Hospital .. 4125,178 4,38,095
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(ii )— j

1933 34. 1832-33.

Amounts contributed by

—

Rg. R». i

government of Bengal towards

—

1

Ranchi European Mental Hospital .. 1,82,065 1,92,144

Ranchi Indian Mental Hospital .. 3,25,522 3,34,223
*

Other Governments towards*

—

*

Ranchi European Mental Hospital .. 1,30,580 1,42,064

Ranchi Indian Mental Hospital 99,656 1,03,872

(fry

—

Total No,
of

No. of

patients

from
patients.

Bengal.

Ranchi European Mental Hospital§ 260 147

Ranchi Indian Mental Hospitalf 1,283 959

Mr. 8. M. BOSE: With reference to answer («) ait), having

regard to the fact that the Government of Bengal contribute

11s. 3,25,000 out of Its. 4,20,000, will the Ilon’ble Minister be pleased

to state whether it is not desirable that the President of the managing

-committee of the Indian Mental Hospital should be appointed or

nominated by the Government of Bengali

The Hon’ble Sir BUOY PRA8AD 8INGH ROY: Sir, the appoint-

ment of the President is arranged under the Rules framed under the

Act; so, the Government of Bengal is powerless.

Mr. 8. M. B08E: Has the Government of Bengal made any

representation to the Government of Bihar und Orissa on this point?

The Hon’ble Sir BUOY PRASAD 8INGH ROY: Before the

^Government of Bihar and Orissa framed the rules under the Act,

•they consulted this Government, and we accepted the rules.

Mr. 8. M. BOSE: As regards (e), will the Government of Bengal

be pleased to represent the necessity of a Bengali-speaking matron

being placed in charge?
'

• “ Other Governments " when used in oonneotion with Ranchi Indian Mental
Hospital means Bihar and Orissa Government,

f Figures are for 1933-34.

t Figures are as on 31st December, 1934.
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* Tfci mn*9 Sir RUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY! Y«, Sir;

GovernuiaRt will be pleased to bring the matter to the notice of tbe

Government of Bihar and Orissa, but presumably Bengaliepeaking

matron' was not available.

Officers found guilty of taking illagal gratifloations.

*83. Maulvi ABDUL HAKIM: (a) Will the Hon’ble Member in

charge of the Appointment Deportment be pleased to lay on the table

a statement showing for the last five years

—

(i) the names with designations of ail officers in Bengal as were

detected making extortions or taking illegal gratifications;

and

(u) the names of those with designations found guilty of suoh

crimes by a commission of inquiry apointed by the

Government ?

(b) Is it a fact

—

(i) that all the officers referred to in (a)(u) were let off with

mere dismissal from their services; and

(ii) that in some cases an amount of pension even has been

granted Y

(r ) If the answer to (b) is in the affirmative, what are the reasons

for the said actions of Governments

(d) Were any officers gazetted or non-gazetted found guilty of such

crimes by a commission of inquiry or otherwise within the last five

years committed to the criminal courts to take their trials under the

Indian Penal Code?

(e) If the answer to (d) is in the affirmative, who were so com-

mitted ?

(/) Are any cases of inquiry by a commission or tribunal pending

before Government in respect of any gazetted officers charged with the

said crimes?

(g) If the answer to (/) is in the affirmative, will the Ilon’ble

Member be pleased to state

—

(*) the nature of offences with which they are charged; and

(it) the names and designations of the officers concerned?

•Tim HonWu Mr. R. N. REID: (a)(t) and (ti) Two statements

**A
M and “B" are placed on the table. (This excludes Police Con-

stables and Jail Warders.) As the persons concerned have suffered

appropriate punishment for their delinquencies it is considered that

publication of their names at this date would be unfair.

30
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(6)(i) and (ii) Two officers were dismissed and one Temoved Iron

service. No pension or allowance was given to the dismissed officers.

The officer removed from service was granted a compassionate allow-

ance.

(c) The grant of compassionate allowance to an officer removed

from service is admissible under the Rules and there were circum-

stances in the case which made such an allowance justifiable.

(d) and ( e ) Eleven officers were tried by criminal courts.

(/) No.

(g) Does not arise.

A—Statement referred to in the reply to starred question No. 88 (a) (»), showing

the designations of officers found guilty of making extortions or taking

illegal gratifications.

1 . Magistrate and Collector . . . . 1

* 2. Superintendent of Police . . . . 1

3. Deputy Magistrate and Deputy Collector . . 1

4. Sub-Deputy Collectors . . . . 2

5. Sub-inspectors and assistant sub-inspectors of the 13

Bengal Police.

0. Head constables of the Bengal Polioe . . 2

7. Sergeant, Bengal Police . . . . 1

8. Assistant sub-inspectors of the Calcutta Police . . 2

9. Head constables of the Calcutta Police . . 2

10. Sergeants of the Calcutta Police . . . . 2

11. Petty Officer, Excise Department . . . . 1

12. Peon, Exciso Department .. .. 1

13. Sub-Registrars .. .. .. 2

14. Overseer, Forest Department . . . . 1

16. Foresters .. .. .. 2

10. Forest Guards . . . . . . 9

17. Kanungo . . 1

18. Collectorate sheristadar . . . . 1

19. Clerks, etc., in the Collectorate . . . . 14

20. Sub-Tahsildar, Khas Mahals . . . . 1

B—Statement referred to in the reply to starred question No. 88 (a) (ii)
f

showing designations of officersfound guilty by Commissions of Enquiry of

making extortions or taking illegal gratifications.
*

1 . Magistrate and Collector ^ . . 1

2. Superintendent of Police . . . . I

3. Deputy Magistrate and Deputy Collector . . 1
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» Mr. MUKUNDA BEHARY MULLIOK: WiU the Hon'ble Member

be pleased to state, with reference to answer (a) (») and (tt), whether

it is a fact that the names of these eleven officers are published in

the Half-yearly Civil List, issued by the Government of Bengal?

Tht Hoft’ble Mr. R. N. REID: Not all; but the names of persons

who are gaaetted officers are shown at the end of the Civil List under

dismissals, resignations, and so on.

Mr. MUKUNDA BEHARY MULLICK: With reference to

answer (c), will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state what were

the circumstances that induced the Government to make a compas-

sionate allowance in favour of this officer?

The Hon’ble Mr. R. N, REID: There were extenuating circum-

stances which made (lie grant of such an allowance desirable.

Mr. MUKUNDA BEHARY MULLICK: With reference to

answer (/), will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state whether any

enquiry was made at all into the conduct of these eleven officers?

Tho Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: As far as I can make out, Sir, the

hon’ble member is referring to the ease of the eleven officers tried by

the criminal courts; before the prosecution was sanctioned, it is

obvious that some enquiry was made.

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS

(answers to which were laid on the table)

Battlement of the ferries in Mymenaingjh.

45. Bahu 8ATI8H CHANDRA RAY CHOWDHURY: (a) Will

the Hon’hlo Minister in charge of the Local Self-Government Depart-

ment be pleased to state

—

(i) when was the last ferry settlement made by the District Board,

Mymensingh, with ttai Bahadur Chhatrapati Singh, and

(it) for how many years and when and by whom the previous

settlement was made?

(6) What was the usual period of settlement of the ferries in

Mymensingh, both Government and district board, before the two

periods mentioned in (a)?

(ic

)

If the period of settlement referred to in (a) was longer than

the period referred to in (h)
t
what were the reasons for the longer

period settlement?

(d) Was the longer period approved by the Government?
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TtM Han'Ma Sir BIJOY PRASAD SINGH ROV?<«)(t) 31st 1%,
1929.

(it) Three ferries, viz., “Sadar,” “Netrokona” and ‘^Tamalpur”

which, at that time, were Government ferries, managed by the Collector,

were settled by the then Collector, Mr. W. S. Hopkyns, in 1919 for ten

years. In 1927 they were transferred to the Mymensingh District

Board for management.

In 1923, thirty smaller ferries were settled by the district board with

Rai Bahadur Chhatrapati Singh for 8 years.

(b) Three years.

(c) It is reported that the district board decided to make a longer

period of settlement with Rai Bahadur Chhatrapati Singh on the fol-

lowing considerations:

—

(1) All the boats supplied by the district board became unservice-

able in 1929. Their replacement would have involved an

expenditure of nearly Rs. 60,000 which was beyond the

resource of the board at the time.

(2) The Rai Bahadur offered to maintain the boats and approach

roads to the ferries at his own cost provided that a long-

term settlement was made with him by the board.

(3) The Rai Bahadur was a reliable ferry farmer who had never

defaulted in payment and was known to be solvent.

(d) No. The settlement of ferries made by the district boards is

not subject to the approval of the local Government under section 9

of the Bengal Ferries Act, 1885.

BUDGET GRANTS OF THE GOVERNMENT
OF BENGAL, 1935-36.

DEMANDS FOR GRANTS.

25—Jails and Convict Settlements,

(The Council then resumed the discussion on “25—Jails and Convict

.Settlements.”)

Babu KHETTER MOHAN RAY: Sir, I beg to move that the

demand of Rs. 13,000 under the head “25A—Jails—District Jails

—

Contingencies—Petty i*onstruction and repairs” be reduced by Rs. 100,

to discuss the question of the construction of a dining shed in the

Comilla Jail.
,,

Sir, there is no dining shed or house for the prisoners in the

Oomilla Jail. Prisoners generally take their meals on tf platform

which is uncovered, and they are exposed to the sun and the mins.

This system of affairs has been brought to the notice of the authorities,
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Hat up to Hus time the authorities have taken no steps whatsoever for

providing tile jail with a dining shed. As a visitor to this jail, I

pressed this point upon the Government, and every time we pressed

for it, the only reply was that there was the financial difficulty. Sir,

the dining shed will not coat much; a corrugated shed will not cost

more than Es. 5,000. I hope the Government will provide a dining

shed for the prisoners in the Comilla Jail. With these words, Sir,

I move my motion.

Hit Hon*blt Mr. R. N. REID: Sir, all 1 have to any in reply to

this motion of Babu Khetter Mohan Kay is that it is recognised that

the facts are correct, and an estimate amounting to Ks. 8,000 has

been prepared for this project and is awaiting funds. It has to

compete with numerous other urgent and necessary woiks for allot-

ment of funds, and until funds are available, I am afraid the dining

shed cannot be constructed, but I assure the mover that it has not

been lost sight of.

Babu KHETTER MOHAN RAY: Sir, from what has fallen fiotii

the Hon’ble Member, I beg leave of the House to withdraw my
motion.

The motion was, by leave of the House, withdrawn.

Khan Bahadur A. F. M. ABDUR RAHMAN: Mr. President, Sir.

I beg to move that the demand of Ks. .'1,26,000 under the head
“25—Jails—Subsidiary Jails” lie reduced by Rs. 100.

Sir, the object of this cut motion is to bring to the notice of the

Hon’ble Member about the overcrowding of population at the Basirhat

Sub-Jail and also the impending necessity of its extension.

Sir, the present authorised total maximum capacity of this jail

is only 18 males and thre^ females. Sir, I give here u yearly figure

of population in this jail from 1930 to 1934 to show the extent of

overcrowding. In the year 1930 the number of under-trial prisoners

were 26 *28 and convicts 3*63. In the year 1931 the number of under-

trial prisoners were 18*12 and convicts 5*96. In the year 1932 the

number of under-trial prisoners were 18*49 and convicts T *19. In

the year 1933 the number of under-trial prisoners were 31 *59 and
convicts 6*59. In the year 1934 up to September the number of

under-trial prisoners were 48*66 and with regard to convicts I cannot
giv^the exact figure here.

I am sure that the Hon’ble Member will be surprised to know that

on the 25th of September hurt the maximum population of this jail

leae&ed was 6l. By these comparative figures I think, Sir, it can

be well understood—the excessive overcrowding at this sub-jail^ For
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these crowded populations there ara only two service privies—one for

the males, and the other for the females. It can,' therefore, be well

imagined how extremely difficult it is to cope with the conservancy

work.

Sir, the question of this overcrowding of population has been
brought to the notice of the Inspector-General of Prisons, both by
local officials and also by the non-official visitors of the jail, since the

year 1921 and nothing has yet been done to relieve the overcrowding.

I submit, Sir, that the Hon’ble Member will very kindly look into

the whole matter and do the needful as early as possible to remove
the grievances of the Basiriiat Sub-Jail.

The Hon’ble Mf« R. N. REID: Sir, the answer to this motion is

similar to that which I gave to Babu Khetter Mohan Ray just now,
as regards the Comilla dining shed. The fact is that it is recognised

that an extension of the Bashirhat Sub-Jail is extremely desirable

from the point of view of jail administration, and a scheme has been
administratively approved, and the cost has been estimated at

Rs. 40,000. This estimate was prepared some time ago, and it is now
being revised, but unfortunately at the present moment there is not
very much chance of funds being allotted. AVe should very much
like to bo able to spend Its. 40,000 in order to relieve the want of
accommodation there. The mover of the motion has mentioned very
large figures showing overcrowding up to 25th September last year.
Thut, of course, was temporary, and does not always happen; but it

is a thing which we should of course like to avoid by the addition
of extra accommodation. I would request the mover of the motion to

withdraw his motion on the assurance that the thing has not escaped
the notice of Government, and that we are ready to spend the money
and extend the jail if funds permit.

Khan Bahadur A. F. M. ABDUR RAHMAN : 1 n view’ of the

assurance given by the Hon’ble Member, I beg leave of the House
to withdraw the motion.

The motion was. by leave of the House, withdrawn.

Babu BUK LAL NAG: Sir, I beg to move that the demand of

Rs. 0,26,000 (voted) under the head ‘25A—Jails—Subsidiary Jails”

be reduced by Rs. 100 to discuss the question of the accommodation
of prisoners in the Bagerhat Sub-Jail, ,

Sir, there is scarcely any accommodation for prisoners in the
Bagerhat Sub-Jail in the district of Khulna. The number of prisoner*

in the Bagerhat Sub-Jail is sometimes double, and sometimes triple,

the number the jail can accommodate. We drew the attention of
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tiie authorities for the last two or three years in the proceedings of

the quarterly conference of jail visitors, but to no effect. The

prisoners suffer most for want of proper accommodation, and they

have to Jiass Bleepless nights sitting. It is highly regrettable that

the jail authorities disregard the repeated remarks of the jail visitors

in a matter so important.

Tilt Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: Like the last two cut motions, the

answer is the same, I am afraid. I think it was Babu Suk Lai Nag who

wrote to the late Sir Provash ('bunder Mitter a couple of years ago on

the same subject. That letter was sent on to the proper quarters, and

the overcrowding was mitigated by the temporary expedient of removing

prisoners from that jail to other jails. In this case, I am not in a posi-

tion to say that a scheme has been prepared or administratively approved,

simply because such schemes as these have to take their chance, and the

more urgent have to he considered first. There are schemes which are

really more urgent than the case of the llag.'rhat Sub-Jail, but the

moment there will he any likelihood of funds being available, wo shall

certainly draw up a scheme to relieve overcrowding in the Bagerhat

Sub-Jail. I request that the mover will withdraw his motion.

Babu 8UK LAL NAG: Sir, in view of the assurance given by the

Hon ’bio Member, I beg leave of the House to withdraw my motion.

The motion was, by Lave of the House, withdrawn.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BASU ! Sir, I beg to move that the

demand of Hs. 5,52,000 under the head “25A—.Tails—Charges on account

of persons detained outside Bengal under the Bengal Criminal Law

Amendment Act, 1934” he refused.

Sir, this amendment raises questions of great importance and of

principle. Members of this House are aware that during the last few

years, the Government of Bengal has been transferring prisoners out-

side the province of Bengal rather to places where no supervision of the

treatment of the prisoners can be had, no visits can be easily made by

the relations of the prisoners, no information even of the serious illness

in some cases and1 of death of prisoners in several cases, is given to the

relations, and where on the board of visitors not a single Bengali is

included. Sir, we can quite understand the desirability of segregating

prisoners whom Government think to be dangerous and to be such as

should not be allowed to mix with the ordinary prisoners. But, I submit

Sir* with confidence, that there is absolutely no reason why there

cannot be a place in Bengal where these prisoners can be kept, and

where the food and the other amenities of life to which the Bengalis are

usect to would be available, and which would be under the supervision

of Bengali visitors. By transferring these prisoners thousands of miles
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away, Government is really doing something which, though within the

strict letter of the law, is, I submit, not in accordance with the spirit of

the law. They are really transporting prisoners sentenced to rigorous

imprisonment, and, Sir, the whole policy of transferring prisoners is one

that has never been placed before the House, either in its standing com-

mittee or before the whole Council. I submit, Sir, the question is one

of very great importance and ought to be properly considered.

Mr. 8HANTI 8HEKHARE8WAR RAYS Sir, last year we pressed

on the Government the desirability of abolishing these detention camps
outside Bengal, but our appeal has been ineffective. To-day, I would

only draw attention to one point, and that is to the danger from the

administrative point of view in following this policy of keeping these

prisoners outside Bengal. Sir, some years ago, when I was at Puri, the

Sanitary Commissioner showed me a map showing the progress of an
epidemic of cholera after the Car festival at Puri. In that chart, I

found that after the Car festival, cholera spread from Puri right up to

places in Northern India, and I would like to draw the attention of the

Government to a similar danger in sending these prisoners, whom Gov-
ernment consider to be dangerous, to a place outside Bengal like Deoli.

Sir, what will happen is this, that within a few' years Government will

find that this terrorism and terrorist activities will spread from Bengal
right into distant places in Northern India. They will find that all

along the railway lines in important towns there will be centres of

terrorism, and terrorism will spread from here to other parts of the

country. Sir, that is a danger which should prevail upon the Govern-
ment of Bengal to abandon this foolish policy.

The Hon'bla Mr. R. N. REID: Sir, I have a few minutes left to

speak, but I would first like to say that it is interesting to observe

that Mr. Shanti Shekhareswar Ray admits by implication that these

men whom w*e send out of Bengal to Deoli are terrorists and are anxious

to spread their foul doctrine throughout India

Mr. SHANTI SHEKHARESWAR RAY. On a point of personal

explanation, Sir. 1 was only trying to show that if from the Govern-
ment point of view’ they considered them to be terrorists, and if they are

considered to be dangerous, it was foolish to send them out of Bengal.

Thi Hon'bla Mr* R* N. REID: Sir, I only said that the hon’ble

member admitted by implication, and I did not say that he actually

admitted. Sir, the policy undertaken by Government a few years ago
was to eegregate the moat dangerous terrorists right away from Bengal,

because we hate bad the experience during the years 1930-31 that

throughout the province they were still active and were by various
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surreptitious means sending out messages to their associations in the pro-

vince, were aiding and recruiting and were actually organising outrages.

It was, therefore, decided with the sanction of the Government of India

to organise these places outside India where these men can be kept.

Since they have been sent there, the situation has improved, and I think

we can claim that that policy is, to that extent, justified. I hope, the

time will come sooner or later when it will be possible to close that place.

I beg to oppose the motion

.

Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu’s motion being put, a division was taken

with the following result:

—

liktl, Maalvi Iyak Htjlk.

iaaarji, Mr. P.

Bui, Mr. Raraakra Kaaiar.

Okaalkary, Maalvi Naral Aktar.

MaW, Mr. R.

AYES.

Pakkar, Mr. Aaaaka Makaa.

Ral Makaaal, Mealakra Dak.

Say, Mr. kkaatl kkakkaraawar.

Raat, taka Maaaal.

Saa tapta, Dr. Raraak kkaakra.

NOES.

Altai, Rawaktaka Kkwaja Maka»aak, Kkaa

Bakakar

Akaak, Kkaa Bakakar Maalvi CaMkakkia.

Dai. Daka tall! Kaaiar.

Sal, Ral takik karat kkaakra.

lakr VMr, Kkaa kaklk Maalvi Rikaaail.

Raalaaria, Mr. N. 0.

ktaaky, Mr. C. R.

•kaaka, Hr. Aptrvi Kaaiar.

Bkaaktarl, Kkaa Bakakar Maalvi Allatauaaaa.

Bat, Daka Sarapratak.

Datt, Mr. «. k.

Paraqal, tka Haa'kla Maaiak K. «. M., Kkaa

•akakar.

Paffataa, Mr. R. N.

SMckrtet, Mr. R. H.

ttakktaf, Mr. D.

Saha. Mr. P. R.

Hapav, tka Haa'kla Kkaa Bakakar M. AtltaJ

Hakca, Mr. J. 0. V.

Maaaala, Haarak Maakamrf, Kkaa Bakakar.

Maaaala, Maalvi Nakaaaak.

Maaaala, Maalvi Lata*at

Kaaaat Maalvi Akat

Kkaa, Kkaa Bakakar Maalvi Maaaua All.

Kkaa, Maalvi AM AMaRa.

Kkaa, Mr. Rataar Rakaiaa.

Kkaa, Maalvi Taatoakkla.

Mafvira, Mr. L. T.

MartJa, Mr. 0. M.

Mlttar. Mr. S. k.

Mtttar, tka Haa*kl« Mr krvjvakra Lai.

Makkapakfcaya, Ral kaklk karat kkaakra.

Matlick, Mr. Makaaka Denary.

Mac, Baka tak Lai.

Matiaiakkla, tkv Maa'Mv Kkvaja Mr.

Qaaaaai, Maalvi Akal.

Rakaua, Kkaa Bakakar A. P. M. Akkar.

Ray, Baka Aaiatyakkaa.

Balk, tka Maa'Ma Hr. R. H.

Ray, tka Haa’kia Mr Bijty Praaak Ma|k.

Ray, Mr. kaRacvar tiapk.

Ray, Mr. karat Kaaiar.

Ray tkaakkarl, Baka Han kkaakra.

kaa, Ral kaklk Akikay Kaaiar.

kaa, Mr. B. B.

tkak, Maalvi AkkM MaaM.
Tavaaak, Mr. M. P. V.

Walkar, Mr. R. L.

WMktacaa, Mr. N. R.

Waakkaak, tka Haa'Ma Mr kaka.

The Ayes being 10 and the Noes 49, the motion was lost.

The original motion of the Hon’ble Mr. R. N. Reid under head

**25—Jails and Convict Settlements” was then put and agreed to.

28—Polios.

Tlw Haa’Ma Mr. R. N. REID: Sir, on the recommendation of His

Excellency the Governor, I beg to move that a sura of Re. 2,11,63,000 b#

granted for expenditure under the head '*20—Police.”
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The main feature of this demand—I do not allude to it as a matter of

satisfaction hut as a matter of fact which did not escap^ attention during

the general debate on the budget—is the further increase of provision for

expenditure as compared with the budget estimate of last year and as

compared with the revised estimate for the year 1934-35. It is asked,

and asked with reason, why, when the situation has improved, we still

demand these very large sums. It has been pointed out that the budget

estimate for 1935-30—1 am referring to the total estimate—is

Its. 2,29,93,000 against the revised estimate for 1934-35 of

Us. 2,25,55,000 and the budget estimate for 1934-35 of Rs. 2,22,71,000.

I am putting the figures at the highest. In the first place I want to

make it clear thut Government are not at the present moment making
any increased demand or increasing the establishment of what may be

called their permanent force. We have, in fact, in the light of the Re-

trenchment Committee’s proposals and on our own initiative gone into

the matter of police expenditure with considerable care during tbe last

two or three years and have effected considerable retrenchments.

Actually the number of the permanent police force in Bengal in 1934 os

compared with 1929 was less. In 1929 the strength of the Bengal

Police was 24,020; in 1934 it was 24,035, and the Calcutta Police was

slightly smaller than they were in 1929. As a result of the examina-

tion of the expenditure on police with a view to retrenchment consider-

able reductions were made of the permanent force. 1 may mention

only a few of the biggest ones in which there has been u saving. There

will be an eventual saving on the River Police of Rs. 1,05,000, on the

Railway Police of Rs. 1,30,000, Rs. 18,000 on tbe criminal tribes staff,

Rs. 40,000 on the District Detective Departments, lls. 30,000 on the

Calcutta Police uniform and Rs. 20,000 on Public Vehicles Depart-

ment.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: After bow many years?

Tht Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: They will take effect within the next

year; some have already taken effect. I think this show’s that Govern-

ment are not unmindful of the necessity of making reductions were such

reductions are possible. It is because in their considered opinion reduc-

tions are not possible in certain directions that tbe expenditure has gone

up in those directions. It is in the direction of the means to combat

terrorism that the increase has occurred, that is to soy in what may be

called the abnormal portion of the police budget. That abnormal ex-

penditure was estimated last year at a total sum of Rs. 22,12,(ft)0.

Actually the actuals will, as far as I can make out, probably come up to

the formidable sum of Rs. 28J lakhs. That is a very big sum, but it is,

1 maintain, an abnormal sum, and 1 think we get a more reasonable

estimate of the position if we deducted that sum of Rs. 28f lakhs from
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the revised estimate and see what the result was. The revised estimate

was Rs* 2,25,55,000 and if we subtract these abnormal figures from that,

we get a more reasonable sum of just under Rs. 2 crorea.

Then let us take the figure of Rs. 7,21,000 by which the budget esti-

mate for 1935-36 exceeds the actuals for 1933-34. We have not got the

actuals for 1934-35, otherwise we could have a more reasonable picture.

Rs. 2,83,000 is the amount by which the revised estimate exceeded the

budget estimate for 1934-35 and Rs. 4,38,000 is the remainder. The first

sum, namely, Rs. 2,83,000 which is shown in the current year’s revised

estimate by way of increase over the actuals of 1933-34, is composed of

three things: the cost during the full year 1934-35 of increases sanc-

tioned, but not entirely carried out, during 1933-34, the cost of addi-

tional temporary staff sanctioned from time to time during 1933-34, but

which was not entertained for the whole of the \ ear ; and, thirdly, the

normal increments of pay. The additional staff to which I have referred

is practically entirely the Intelligence Branch staff. Then there is the

remaining sum of Rs. 4,38,000 to which I referred a few minutes ago.

Rs. 2.60,000 of that is accounted for by the restoration of the 5 per cent,

cut and by the ordinary increments of pay and the remainder is accounted

for by the fact that in the coining Near will he felt the full effect of the

various increases in temporary staff which were sanctioned in the year

1934-35. Apart from the restoration of the 5 per cent, cut and the

normal increments of pay it will be seen that the heavy increased ex-

penditure is entirely on account of the temporary force which we have

had to engage for combating the terrorist movement. It is asked, Sir,

and asked very pertinently, why do you want increases when this move-

ment is on the wane? Well, Sir, 1 think wo have to choose our words

very carefully wrhen we consider whether this terrorist movement is on

the wane or not on the wane. It is perfectly true that, at the present

moment, things outwardh at any rate are better and 1 am not going to

attempt to induce the House to accept my argument by frightening them

with what I have no doubt will he called bogies. Taking the statistics

of terrorist crime we find that in 1932 there were 99 such crimes, in

1933 there were 42 and in 1934 I am glad to say there were only 14.

Sir, when one looks hack to the last 5 years uml compares the general

feeling then, one does realise how much things have improved and for

that improvement we owe—and by "we” I may say that 1 do not mean

Government but the country at large—we owe a deep debt of gratitude

to our civil officers, the police officers and the troops who worked so

loyally and so successfully in carrying out Government's policy. And

Government—by Government I mean not only the departments that are

concerned with law and order, and what our critics call the department

of repression—but Government as a whole, can take credit to them-

selves that ,their policy of steady pressure has to this extent succeeded.

So far so good, but, Sir, that is not all. We have attained a position of
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superiority but the important point is that, once that poqipbn is attained

we hare got to maintain that position. The forces of disorder and

revolution are still there, still ready to take advantage of any weakness

or relaxation on our part and in the past year we have had two very

sharp reminders of what they are capable of doing. Only last January

there was that outrage in the cricket ground at Chittagong and in May
there was that attempt, providentially unsuccessful, upon the life of His

Excellency the Governor. Investigations into that attempted murder

laid bare a deep and widespread and a well laid conspiracy, in which both

men and women were concerned. It was a plot hatched by a particularly

dangerous group, namely, the Bengal Volunteer group of the Sree

Sangha, and that is a group which still gives us considerable anxiety

and is still active. Then again, only last July we had a fresh situation,

a situation which was fraught with dangerous possibilities, when those

four under-trial prisoners escaped from the Alipore Central Jail. The
fact that they were ready to escape, the fact that they attempted to

escape, and did escape from what was supposed to be a safe place of

custody shows the desperate nature of these men, and it also shows how
dangerous it can be to the Administration if such things are allowed to

happen. It will be remembered, Sir, that one of them

was captured at once and the other was captured in

December or January last year, not very far from Calcutta through the

enterprise and zeal of a local thana officer to whom all credit is due.

What I am trying to get at in this connection is that the moment ihese

four men, the leaders of the Anushilan Party escaped, there was nn im-

mediate increase in activity among the members of that party. It w’as

at once clear that unless they could be captured within a reasonable time

we should he faced with a very difficult position. That possibility still

persists, and as long as these two men are still at large wre shall not be

free from anxiety. The point that I really want to make is that the

thing is still there, the seeds of trouble are still there and we cannot

afford to relax our precautions. It may be said, however, that we con-

cede all these, but why increase your expenditure like this? That, Sir,

is not so very easy to answer. My answer is, however,—for what it is

worth—and in the opinion of Government is worth a good deal—my
answer is that if we are to pursue the advantage we have gained, if we
are to inflict the maximum of damage upon our enemy—and the enemy
is still active and still anxious to hit back on us—if we are to establish

some measure of security for the future, w*e must not only carry' on with

our present precautions, carry on the expenditure we have had to incur

up till now, but even increase it. It is expenditure which we believe is

going to pay in the end, hard though it may be, to find the sum just nhw,

but it is not going to pay to stint expenditure at the present moment.

This expenditure, Sir, is a form of insurance; where the risks are great

the premium must always be heavy and in this particular case the

risks are very great and the premium too is proportionately severe.
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Another "Wat, a less general point, is that as time goes on we got

to know more md more about this revolutionary conspiracy. It is a dis-

heartening fact that the more we get to know about it the bigger we find

it to be. And the more the information that we find it necessary to hare,

tbe more the number of men that we have got to employ to examine and

gift this information. And tins process goes on and on. We have got to

make the fullest use of the advantage we have gained and if we were to

stint the necessary expenditure we should bo taking undue risks. That,

I submit, is a thing which we could not do and which no Government is

entitled to do. I submit that we are not going to consolidate our posi-

tion, not going to achieve a reasonable measure of security if, the

moment we achieve some success, we sit hack and relax our efforts. We
cannot afford to do that. If we do that, that is a policy which can only

encourage the movement against which we are fighting. We are not

going to repeat our old policy, which failed, of alternate action and in-

action because the period of inaction is the period of which the revolu-

tionaries take advantage and then a fresh plot breaks out and the whole

thing is started all over again. Government is determined to show the

enemy that that policy is not going to he repeated and it is our endea-

vour to lay the foundations of some measure of peace and security

for the future. That, Sir, is my justification for making this increased

demand for expenditure on the Intelligence Branch staff. It is a huge

sum, and a sum which, without an\ sort of hypocrisy, 1 would rather not

have come to this Council to ask. But there it is and l do not see any

wav out of it.

There is just one other point to which I would like to refer though it

is not a matter which strictly comes under the head “ expenditure on

police,” and that is that, side by «i<le with what may he called police

action against terrorists, our officers with the full approval of Govern-

ment are .doing all they can to take measures which are designed to

make recruitment to the revolutionary ranks more difficult, and to make

the youths of the country a less easy prey to the seductions of the revolu-

tionaries; that kind of work has been going on for some time now in the

various districts. I think 1 may say that it was really sturted in wluit is

in the opinion of some people in the home of repression, namely, in

Chittagong. Mr. Hands, the District Magistrate of Chittagong,

ably assisted by tbe Sadar Subdivisional Officer, Mr. S. N Roy,

and many others, not excluding many military officers, have from the

start always had in mind the necessity of trying to get back to normal

conditions at the earliest possible moment and to that end he and his

helpers have organised village committees to try and influence the youth

of tbe villages. He is also taking a tremendous lot of trouble in the

schools and colleges and in the villages generally to provide tbe boys and

young men.with some other outlet for their energies, something to fill up

their spare time by way of games and other occupations, so as to make
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them less easy victims to the emissaries of revolution. <J?liere is an old

adage that
‘

'Satan finds some mischief still for idle hatfcls to do.” All

these officers of ours in the districts are trying to provide some means

whereby there should be no idle hands for Satan to find. And it is not

only our own officers, but the officers of the Education Department and

the Calcutta University too are helping us in this respect. They realise

how important it is to try and prevent the youths of to-day from going

wrong, and that is a matter which Government have as much at heart as

anybody else. That is a matter which Government has very much at

heart. It has been successful in some districts : Chittagong has attain-

ed a great deal of success and a lot has been done in Tippera and other

districts; and all Government officers know that that is the policy of

Government and that we are very anxious that this sort of work should

go on side by side with that other police work which has to be done and

cannot be avoided.

I do not think I need detain the House any longer. 1 have endeavour-

ed as far as possible to explaiu why Government feel compelled to come
to this House with large demands in the Police Budget the bulk of which

large demands is necessitated solely by the need for combating terrorism.

So long as that menace remains we must carry on writh the present high

expenditure on police work. The menace is not so serious now as it

was; we ull recognise that. But it is still there and we cannot relax our

efforts.

Mr. PRESIDENT: if it does not cause any inconvenience either

to Mr. Basu or to the Hon ’hie Home Member, I think we may take up
motions Nos. '190, 391 and 392 together as that will save a lot of time.

Motions for Reduction or Refusal.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U; 1 beg to move

—

That the demand of Its. 19,000 under the head “20—Presidency

Police—Superintendence—Temporary officers” be refused.

That the demand of Rs. 31,500 under the head “26A—Presidency

Office—Superintendence—Pay of Establishment—Temporary Establish-

ment” be refused.

That the demand of Its. 2,10,000 under the head “20A—Presidency

Police—Calcutta Police—Pay of Establishment—Temporary Force”

be refused.

Sir, in placing these motions before the House I must first express

my sense of gratification at the last remark made by the Hon’ble Mr.
Reid that the Government have adopted the policy of trying to remove
unemployment from the ranks of the young men so that there may tiot

be idle hands for Satan to find mischief for. Sir, with regard to the

enormous budget the undesirability of which is admitted by Mr. Reid,

my submission would be that the explanation attempted to be given

by Mr. Reid about the continuance and m fact increase of the temporary
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establishment, if I may say so, is not at all convincing. A#% matter

of fact) I think Mr. Reid feels that answer is not only not cogent but

is inconsistent in parts. He seems to say in one part of the statement)

if I understood him right, that there has b^en an improvement in the

situation but the important point is that “we the Government have to

maintain that position and that therefore a large number of temporary

men are*necessary.” He also seems to say that we cannot afford to

relax our efforts and therefore the maintenance of these temporary

men is necessary. He has paid a tribute to the Intelligence Branch of

the department—a Branch in which there is a large number of temporary

men employed. Without attempting in any way to detract from tho

merits of the temporary men or even the permanent men in the Intelli-

gence Branch, may I draw the attention of the House to the three

instances given by Mr. Reid, namely, the outrage at the Chittagong

football ground, the Lehong outrage and the escape of the undertrial

prisoners ? So far as the third one is concerned it may be laid aside for

the moment as the escape was from tho jail and not from police

custody. So far as the Lehong outrage and the outrage in tho Chitta-

gong play-ground are concerned, 1 submit that if anything, at least the

I^ebong outrage distinctly and the other, by implication, shows that the

police and that the establishment, permanent and otherwse, is hope-

lessly inefficient.

Sir, we have been spending huge sums of money on police: we
have been granting huge sums as supplementary estimates to the police

and for other temporary officers and the result is that the person of even

His Excellency the Governor cannot he preserved by these police officers

inviolate from attacks. The results of the trial in the High Court have

shown that there was a deep-laid conspiracy between Dacca, Calcutta

and other places, that this conspiracy 1ms been going on for a long

time. We have a very extravagantly paid police, a very extravagantly

paid Intelligence Branch and we have, I doubt not, a number of

informers and spies. But this attack on His Excellency wuh not

averted. In answer to a question that I put in this Council the Jfon’ble

the Home Member was pleased to say that the police were not to

blame. Of course not. How can they be blamed? Their duty is not

to prevent offences in this country, be they the Intelligence Branch or

the ordinary police. Their duty is after the crime has been com-

mitted to harass the innocent and the guilty indiscriminately. My
submission is that the spending of so much money over these inefficient

people, I do not know whether the people who were in Darjeeling in

charge of the Intelligence Branch, or the people who were in charge

in the district where the conspiracies were being held—whether they

were permanent or temporary—do not demonstrate that they are doing

their duty. Talking ol the Intelligence Branch may I ask the Hon'ble

Member to tell the House whether i i did not come out during the trial
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ofHhe*'Wj# Chittagong armoury raid case that three days before that

armoury raid took place the ordinary police, a Sub-Inspector in charge

of the Kotwali thana, made a report to the Superintendent of Police

that a raid was being arranged, but the Intelligence Branch pooh-poohed

the idea and would not let the Superintendent to take ordinary precau-

tions, and the raid did take place. I would ask Mr. Bei4 to say

whether or not that came out during the trial. The ordinary poRoe md
the Intelligence Branch did not work hand in hand, and because tne

ordinary police said that there was definite information that an afepotory

raid would take place, the head of the Intelligence Branch refuted it.

No precautions were taken and the raid took place. That is the value

of the important work done by the Intelligence Branch. I submit that

as quickly as possible the two forces should be amalgamated and the

Intelligence Branch and the ordinary police should be placed under one

head.

Sir, then I come to another part of the argument of the Hon’bie

Mr. Reid. He said that the escape of four undertrial prisoners from

the Alipore Jail shows that the men were very desparate, and an

increased activity of the terrorists might be apprehended, and

therefore, he said, it follows that an increased force of police is

necessary. One really fails to understand whether Mr. Reid takes the

House seriously. He knows very well that whatever he demands—2, 3

or 5 crores—he will get through this House. But I do submit that

it is up to him to treat the members of the House with littft more

respect. He asks the House to vote a huge grant because four under-

trial prisoners escaped. It is simply ridiculous. The question is

whether this large increase and the continued maintenance of the

temporary force is necessary in the interest of the country. The fact

of the mutter is that Mr. Reid has admitted that there is a great

improvement in the situation. If there is great improvement in the

situation and if you keep on a large number of temporary mein then I

would ask Mr. Reid's attention to the adage that he has repeated in

this House, vii., that Satan finds some mischief still for idle hands to

do. These idle hands of the Intelligence Branch will be employed in

creating offence* and in creating situations to terrorise their superiors

in the service and the Government and in creating a situation by which

the continuance of their existence may be upheld and justified. Sir,

let us see how the officers and men of the Presidency Police with which

these present cuts are more directly connected, serve their superiors.

As members of the Council might have seen the amount we are asked to

pay on the one head “Superintendence'
1

'in the Presidency Police is

Rs. 4,22,000. The number of officers is one Commissioner and 16

Deputy and Assistant Commissioners. WeR, Sir, was it yesterday or

the day before, I do not quite remember the day, Mr. Reiddfe speaking

*& the increased and top-heavy nature of the administration tried to
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refute Duet idea. He said, “Wall, you have so many members in the

Council and they put questions to us and we have got to think and

spend a large amount of time in hunting out the truth about the facts,

and they have got to rely on the information which is given to them by

their officers in the various departments." Well, Sir, on the 13th of

this Smooth certain questions of mine were answered not by the

HonTile Mr. Reid, who, I expected, would auswer them, but by the

HotfWlfc Sir Bijoy Prasad Singh Roy. I do not know why.

Mr. PRESIDENT. Ho they relate to this matter, Mr. Basu.w

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: Yes, Sir. These are matters

relating to the police administration of the Motor Vehicles Depart-

ment; and, probably, because of that the Hon 'hie Minister replied

to my questions. One of the questions was with reference to the

prosecution of Major ( 'urt

.

I will read out the relevant questions:—

“(/) Is it a fact that Mr. (’art is had made a complaint to the

Commissioner of Police alleging rudeness and incivility of a high

officer in that particular department of the Police?"

“(//) If the answer to (/) is in the affirmative will the llon’ble

Minister be pleased to state

—

(t) the date of the complaint by Mr. Curtis against the said

police officer; and

<ii ) the date when the first prosecution of Mr. Curtis had been

started ?"

Sir, the information given to this House in respect of (/) was “No,"

and as regards (//) it was “Does not arise."

Well, Sir, I hold here in niv hand a copy of the letter written by

Mr. Curtis to the Commissioner of Police against Mr. Higgins. But

the actual reply **ent to Mr. Curtis on behalf of the Commissioner of

Police was signed by Mr. Higgins himself. I have got also the

dates. It would rather be interesting to the House to know that

this complaint was made on the 5th of September, 1933. After that,

between October, 1933, and October, 1934, there were five sum-

monses issued against this unfortunate Major Curtis from the Motor

Vehicles Department. In the first and second cases ho was acquit-

ted. The fourth case was withdrawn. In the third case he was

EndS Ra. 10 for not exhibiting the token which he had not got from
1

the Department. In the fifth case also he was acquitted. I am not

now complaining of the vindictive nature of this prosecution, that
^

would be beside the point. What I am submitting is that this if
^

how the Members of Government are served by high po^*^

91
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officials who put up false answers to questions put by members of this

Council. If, in a matter like this, the Members of Government are

deluded and deceived, my submission is that the delusion and decep-

tion will be even more in the case of serious crimes or alleged serious

crimes. My submission is that it is not necessary to have temporary

officers to supplement permanent officers of this character; it as not

necessary to spend a large sum of money to have more men put

into the service in order to imitate the conduct of these officers.

Then, again, Sir, with reference to the remarks which the Hon’Ble

Mr. Reid has been pleased to make with regard to the terrorist cons-

piracies, 1 do submit, Sir, that, as I have said often and after in this

Council, 1 do not agree with the Hon’ble Mr. Reid that the way to stop

terrorism in this province is by increasing the number of policemen

for the purpose of ferreting out cases. My submission is tha^^e
existing permanent police force is quite sufficient to get up ^sMi.

In how many cases have the temporary men been able to pick out

the true cases in which the permanent men have failed? What is

the treatment that Government mete out to these permanent men in

the service? Sir, last year, in answer to a question of mine, in

which 1 asked for the number of officers killed in terrorist activities

during the last few years, it was stated that 97 per cent, of the

officers so killed were Renguli Hindus. The reply of Government to

that is that all Bengalis are traitors, seditionists, and men imbued

with terrorism, and, as such, they have got to be kept at arm’s

length. The\ did make certain rules after the Lebong outrage for the

prevention of the intrusion of Bengali Hindus into the Darjeeling

district. Presumably, they ha\e got a number of temporary men to

look after the administration of these rules. These rules lay down
that every youth of either sex, between the ages of 14 and 2o, pro-

ceeding to Darjeeling, shall have either to have a pass from his or

her home district or a permit from the police authorities in Darjeeling.

Mr. 8HANTI 8HEKHARESWAR RAY: Every Bengali Hindu.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: I will come to that later.

The rules further say that such persons shall, if so required, afford

all reasonable facilities for ascertaining, etc. I ask the House to

note the words in the following rule

:

“No person whatsoever not ordinarily resident in the Darjeeling

district, shall enter, or remain in, the district without complying* with

the following conditions, vii. :— '

.

(a) Such persons, shall, if so required, afford all ^reasonable

facilities for ascertaining whether such person & Hindu

young person in possession of the pass and so forth.
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It may be very difficult for a non-Hindu young person, male or

female, between the age* of 14 and 25, to give facilities to the police-

men for ascertaining whether he or she is a Hindu or not. It may
not be so difficult for a Muslim male youth to give the facilities to a

policemen by way of medical examination. (Laughter). But what

about a Muslim female? In many cases, I know personally, that

Muslim young girls dress exactly like their Hindu sisters. What is

there to prevent the policeman from interfering with these Muslim

girls and young women? Let not my Muslim friends lay a flattering

unction to their souls that Muslims will not molested owing to the

operation of these rules. Then, again, Sir, these rules are supposed

to restrict the entrance of Hindu young persons into the district of

Darjeeling? What is the meaning of this rule—The issue of certi-

floatee to the effect that the holder is a person to whom exemption

the rules may be granted by the Deputy Commissioner. This

i/ what the rule says: “The issue of such certificates will not be

confined to Hindu young persons between the ages of 14 and 26;

they may l>e issued to all Hindus who apply for them
”

That is to say, Sir, hoary-headed men like myself and several of my
friends lien* have got to get the certificate in order to show that we

are not between the ages of 14 and 2*>. My friend, Maulvi Abul

Kasem, who is laughing, will have to take an exemption certificate

in order to prove that he is not a Hindu young person.

The Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: The word used is “may” and

not “shall”

.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: Yes, I know that. 1 wish

that the Hnn’hle Mr. Keid were present at the Siliguri station to see

for himself how the rules wen* administered by the constables on

duty. I might tell the House that when in July-August last I had

to proceed to Darjeeling, the Hon’ble Mr. Keid was good enough to

give me a certificate. I pointed out to him that the constable at

Siliguri would not be able to decipher his signature, and even though

he might be able to read his signature he might say that it was not

genuine. The Rou ble Mr. Keid in reply pointed out that the

embossed stamp at the left-hand top of the paper would let me in.

That is one of the ways of getting an exemption. I ask what are

these rules? Are they not meant primarily to harass and molest

flmdu visitors to Darjeeling of all ages— visitors, who might have

relations amongst the 97 per cent, of police officers, who had been

killed by the terrorists, and to whom this sort of treatment is meted

out by Government. I would ask the Hindu members of Govern-

ment and the Hindu officers to say whether these rules are not such

as to |Mh them in jeopardy and also their non-Hindu brethren,
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unless they are accompanied by Government chaprawis in uniform

—

it in the red uniform that gives a passport to these gentlemen and

their family members. But, certainly if, for example, my friend

Mr. B. R. Sen were to proceed to Darjeeling this evening in dhoti
,

without a rhopraxsi, what would be his position? I do not think

that the policemen at Siliguri will let him off without a pass, a certi-

ficate, or a letter of authority. Sir, it is idle to deny that Government

in their administration are proceeding with pin-pricks, at least so far

as the Hindus are concerned; and I submit that it is this policy

which is mainly responsible for the continuance of terrorism in the

province. It is not by the employment of more and more men for

whom work has got to be manufactured that you can hope to suppress

the terrorist movement.

Sir, the llon’ble Mr. Reid told us only this morning that the

policy of Government as a whole is to find employment for these idle

youths; it iN a policy which I can well understand. That is a policy

which I have, tried to help in my own humble way but wTith what
results I do not care to say. I submit, Sir, that if you are really

desirous of doing good to the country, you had better adopt more
and more means like that and expend less and less on the Police.

Mr. 8HANTI 8HEKHARE8WAR RAY: Sir. I support my
friend’s motions, lie has so eloquently placed before the House the

sentiments of the public in connection with the orders of Government
about the visit of Hindu young persons to the district of Darjeeling,

that there is very little for me to say. Sir, this is a matter that has

been exercising the minds of the public for some time past. During
the last general discussion on the Budget 1 referred to the subject, and

I expected that the Government of Bengal, as represented in the

person of tin* Hon’hle Member in charge of the Police Department,

would have Something to >ay on this subject. I expected that he

would realize the injustice, the absurdity of such orders and admit

that the Government had committed a mistake. But, Sir, instead of

that what happened? Barely a week was over, we read in the news-

papers that these objectionable orders had been suspended for the

time being, because these high officials of Government were not at

Darjesling. They are going to be enforced once again. Sir, that

was the reply of the Government of Bengal to the representation, on
our part. In a flash that represents the general attitude of the Gov-
ernment. They do not care a straw for the opinions of the represen-

tatives of the people here. They are not even inclined to give each
representations any thought, any consideration, and sometimes they

defiant-! v prefer to go their own way. On that occasion tVe had bo
opportunity to get a collective verdict of the House on the matter,
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but tbii is the*Occasion when that verdict will be given. I would aslc

the to make this cut motion a censure motion on the Govern-

ment on this very point. I would appeal to my Hindu and Moslem

colleagues here to take a serious view of the matter and by support-

ing the motion to bring it home to the Government that their actions

will not .-be allowed to go unchallenged. This verdict, if it goes

against the Government, may not mean anything, because the demand

is a reserved subject demand and the Government may go on merrily

without paying any attention to such a censure. But, Sir, it will

prove to the country that, although the Press never misses an

opportunity to decry the members of this Council as subservient

members, as unrepresentative men, there are still members in this

Council who have at least for once vindicated their position by

correctly representing the views of the public by showing that these

orders are resented as an attack on the self-respect of the people of

this province, and that these orders, though the result is not so fatal

immediately as in the case of the order given by that notorious

General Dyer at Amritsar, are ut par with it in their far-reaching

effect. That order was given to crush the spirit of self-respect in the

people of the Punjab, and these orders have been given to crush the

spirit of self-respect, the spirit of independence that still remains in

this province. If we allow these orders to remain uncensured, the

Government of Bengal can well claim that they have finished with

the province of Bengal for ever. I take these orders of the Govern-

ment of Bengal in that light, and I ask the House, at

least the Indian element in tin* House, to take* that view'.

Perhaps the lion 'hie Member in charge of the Police Department w ill

stand up and rumble that these orders were issued as a necessary

precaution, as a precaution for saving the life of Hjs Excellency.

But, Sir, I would ask the House not to lie misled by such arguments.

The orders, as they stand, c un in no wav help the police, and I submit

that if the matter were placed before His Excellency, lie would also

not think that his life should be saved in this way by causing un-

necessary irritation by perpetuating this sense of humiliation among
the people placed under his charge. I do not know' what the feeling

about these orders is in other official circles. 1 do not know' how

other British elements in the Indian Civil Sendee feel about it. It is

very difficult to have a clear estimate of their position in these days.

About two years ago, we w'ere told, we were given to understand that

the British element in the Indian Civil Service in Bengal had become

mor^ or less demoralised. They were afraid of their lives, and it was

necessary to send a retired member of the Indian Civil Service from

England to inspire courage in their mind. Mr. Prance came to give

the necessary strength to the British element of the Indian Civil

Service in Bengal. After that incident I do not know what has been
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the altitude of the British element among the officem of the Govern-

ment in this province. Perhaps they are now sufficiently boji^ Mr.

,

Prance has done his duty and left for England. Sir, froi£i|}iiat I

know of the British members of the Indian Civil Service w* other

provinces, their contact, their close association with the peojrf^ does

not show that they are no demoralised

Th# Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: Sir, I rise on a point of order.

May 1 enquire whether the demoralisation of the Indian Civil Service

has got anything to do with the cut motion on the Presidency Police?

Mr. PRESIDENT: My impression has all along been that

Mr. Kay was replying to some extent to the remarks you made on

the main motion when you moved it. That has not been disposed of.

Mr. 8HANTI 8HEKHARE8WAR RAY: Yes, Sir, to some

extent

Mr. PRESIDENT: Order, order. The point is this, that the

Hon’ble Mr. Reid’s motion has not been put. The three cut motions

that have been moved by Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu are also before

the House. It is eleur that you muddled up all these and it is very

difficult for the House to make out which of the motions you intended

to make a motion of censure on the Government in regard to the position

of Hindus in Darjeeling. What I find is this, that with regard to

motions Nos. 390-92, none of these three motions 1ms anything jp do

with the order of the Government that lias been passed with regard

to Darjeeling, but it will certainly come under the main motion, and

if the House .really intended to censure Government on that point,

obviously the main motion ought to be rejected when the time comes,

and not any of these three cut motions. 1 may say that when

motions for reduction or refusal of the grant are moved, generally

the discussion should !>e confined to those motions, but at the same

time it is sometimes very difficult for the Chair to restrict anybody

if he attempted to speak on the main motion because that has not

been disposed of. Nevertheless, when we take up motions for reduc-

tion, it is very much desirable that the remarks should be confined

specifically to those motions, but at the same time there is no deny-

ing the fact that the Hon’ble Mr. Reid made a long statement when

he moved his motion, and if any member wanted to make any

remark with regard to that, it is difficult for the Chair to intervenctand

atop it. You should realise that.

Mr. 8HANTI 8HEKHARE8WAR RAY: Sir, my main object

is just to stir up a sense of self-respect in the Hon’ble Mr. Reid and
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his brother officers, because it has been given out that these precau-

tions, these temporary officers are necessary for the safety of the high

Gover*H|gnt officials, including the Hon 'hie Member in charge. My
positie&||l that these precautions are absolutely useless and cannot

hare tWrdesired effect. What is wanted is courage and not cowardice

on the part of the Government of Bengal. When an Indian medioai

man goes to a cholera or plague-infested place, he does not put a pad

on his mouth but takes courage in both hands.

(At this stage the member having reached the time-limit resumed

his seat.)

The Hon’ble Mr* R* N* REIDs Sir, the discussion on these motions

has ranged over a good many subjects and I shall endeavour to restrict

mv reply to one or two points.

Let me take the obnoxious Durjecling rules first. Mr. Slianti

Shekhareswar lta\ made the remark, which he knew 1 should give in

mv reply, that these rules were introduced as a matter of precaution.

We considered that it was necessary to put these rules on as an extra

precaution bemuse we thought that by so doing it might assist in

preventing possible outrages. That was our sole reason. Obviously,

there was no question of endeavouring to humiliate bv pin-pricks or in

any other manner any section of the populace or even the whole

populace at large. Nothing of the sort. Sir. 1 also claim that in

working these rules every effort is being made to ensure that it should

entail the minimum of inconvenience. I do not say that all incon-

veni^pce and discomfort can he avoided, but I do suy, Sir, that as far

as possible inconvenience has been avoided and Government at thia

end have endeavoured to see that there is as little inconvenience as

possible and have issued instructions to their officers accordingly.

The rules were first put on shortly after the outrage on May the 8th

and taken off when Government came hack to Calcutta in the rains.

But before they were re i inpotted again last September, 1 personally

went into them again and discussed them with the local officers and

we made certain modifications, the chief of them being the grant of

power to local district officers or officers of the Calcutta Police to issue

a certificate. Such a certificate could l>e given to any person they

considered suitable and thut would he accepted by the Darjeeling

authorities as sufficient to exempt them from the necessity of obtain-

ing any card. etc. And this system has been working since last

September and October. 1 made further enquiries as to how it waa

wording and I was assured (of course any information that we get

from our subordinate officers is of little value in the opinion of soma

members of the House) and I have no reason to disbelieve it that the

rulea were working without any very great discomfort to the public.

I may again' say that I shall instruct our local officers to aee that ill
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possible inconvenience is avoided and if our officers in the Secretariat

can give any help to gentlemen who want assistance before they go

tip to Darjeeling, we should only be too glad to do so. It is an

unpleasant thing to have to put on orders like that, but it was neces-

sary and this necessity is the justification for our doing so.

Mr. Basu made it a great point that the fact that some prisoners

had escaped from Alipore had been used as an excuse—for that is

what I understand him to imply—for providing increased expenditure

on a perfectly useless police force. The point which I made, Sir,

when I alluded to the escape of certain prisoners from the Alipore

Jail was not what Mr. Basu seeks to imply. What I intended to

imply was the immediate effect of the fact of that escape, the effect

which the escape of recognised leaders of a certain party had on that

party at large. The immediate effect—I am speaking of facts—was

that there was at once an increase in their activities, an improvement

in the morale of the party concerned, simply because those men were

again at large. The natural deduction from this is the fact that the

movement is still there, ready to spring into life again, given the

opportunity: that, Sir, was the only deduction that I wish to make
from the escape of these prisoners from the Alipore Jail.

Mr. Basu stated one fact alwmt the Calcutta Police which of course

is immediately relevant to the motion before us. The complaint he

made wus against a certain answer given to a question in this House:

a question which was answered in all good faith by an Hon’ble

Minister, lie was furnished with the reply and he put it on paper

and gave it to this House. Mr. Basu— I have no doubt he will be

glad to hand over copies of the papers from which he quoted—said

that he had complete proof that the answer “no” to a portion of the

question was wrong. Well, Sir, I should be glad to see the copies

to which he was referring and I should be glad also to enquire into

the matter, hut beyond that I cannot say anything more. I am not

going to accept the situation that the Deputy Commissioner is a liar.

I am quite sure that it is highly probable that there is some perfectly

good explanation of it, but as stated by Mr. Basu, it is a matter for

investigation but 1 cannot accept it offhand without further investiga-

tion.

Mr. Basu told us once more—we have often heard of it before

—

that our police are a hopelessly inefficient body of men and it is useless

spending lakhs and lakhs of money on the temporary force while it is

the thana police who do all the work, and that these temporary in-

efficient Intelligence Branch people do nothing whatsoever. That* Sir,

is a very easy thing to say but it is not right at all.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BASU: What about the Chittagong

raidP
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Th. NofMa Mr. R. N. REIB: I must confess that it is a goodish

time since I read the judgement on the Chittagong Armoury Raid Case,

to which Mr. Basil refers. Whut he said, as far as I remember was,

that the local police warned the Intelligence Branch that something

was brewing in Chittagong and something was going to happen. But

the Intelligence Branch people did not believe that any such thing

would happen. I am not prepared to reply at length to that, hut I do

know that the Intelligence Branch people here had a very considerable

knowledge of what was going on in Chittagong, and I have little

doubt that what happened was that the revolutionaries knew that we
knew of their movements and they therefore ante-dated the date of

their outrage on the armoury ; but I am not prepared to say much at

present on that. But I do not think, and I am quite sure that

Mr. Basu is wrong in saying that the local police knew all about it

and that it was the Intelligence Branch who ruined the whole show

by not allowing them to act.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: Will the llou’ble Member
kindly refer to what prosecution witness No. 156 said in this connection?

The HotTble Mr. R. N. REID: I should be very glad to hunt up
this reference hut 1 cannot give chapter and verse at this moment as

regards prosecution witness No. 156 or 157 or anybody else. I deny

that these Intelligence Branch men are useless men. On the contrary,

they do extraordinarily good work both in hunting up conspiracies

and preventing outrages. We do not in fact know*, and it is impossible

for us to gauge, the number of crimes and outrages which they have

prevented by their presence and hv reason of the knowledge they have

of wrhat is going on. Sir, things prevented do not see the light of day

and therefore do not count, and it is only the things t hat happen that

count. 1 beg to oppose the motions.

Mr. Xarendru Kumar Basil’s motion that the demand of Km. 19,000

under the head “26—Presidency Police— Superintendence—Temporary

officers” he refused was put and a division taken with the following

result :
—
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NOEt.

4luJ, Rinmia Kfcwaja MafcawaMp, Kkaa
» * lakatfir.

AIm4, Kkaa BakiPar Haatvi gwaPvPPte-

Araiftrtaf* *' W. L
Artfcar, Mr. 0. i.

Bal, taka LaJH Kaaiar.

M, Hal taklk Barat OkaaBra.

Maraia, RaJ Bakak Raaakaaaa.

•atlr UMia, Kkaa laklk Haatvi MafcaaatP.

•aajaaila, Mr. N. 0.

•kkayra, Mr. H.

BtaaPy, Mr. K. N.

lata, Mr. B. M.

Malta, Mr. Aparva Kaaiar.

BfcaaPkart, Kkaa BakaPar Haatvi AUaiattaaiaa.

BfcaaPkart, Kkaa BakMar Haatvi MaAiar Rafcawa.

Bakaa, Mr. 0. 4.

Baapar, Hr. B. t.

Bai. Baka BaraprtsaP.

Daft, Mr. •. l.

Parapal, tka Haa'kta Nawak K. B. M.

Par|a»aa, Mr. R. H.

flltakrift, Mr. R. R.

BiaPPiag, Mr. D.

Baka, Mr. f. N.

Batkrla, Mr. P. 6.

Napaa, tka Naa’kta Kkaa BakaPar M. Asiial.

HaPgt, Mr. 4. D. V.

Haaiaa, Mr. P. T.

Maatala, Nawak Maikarrvf, Kkaa BakaPar.

Hamate, Haatvi Latatat

Kkaa, Mr. Raaaar Rafcau**
Lawk, Mr. T.

Magaira, Mr. t» T.

Martia, Mr. 0. M.

Mliter, Mr. S. B.

Hitter, tka Haa’kta Sir BraJtaPra Lai.

MakkapaPkaya, Rai lakik Barat BfcaaPra.

Nag, RavaraaP B. A.

HaaPy, Makaraja Brte BfcaaPra, at KaaiaMawr.

HatlaiaPPte, tka Haa’kta Kkwaja Btr.

Nartea, Hr. H. R.

Rakaaai, Mr. A.

Rafcaua, Kkaa BakaPar A. P. M. AkPar*.

Ray, Baka K Batter Makaa.

RaiP, tka Haa’kla Mr. R. N.

Ray, tka Haa’kla Bir BIJay PraaaP Black.

Ray, Baka PHaaPra Nath.

Ray, Mr. BaHatwar Biag fe.

Ray, Mr. Barat Kaaiar.

Ray BkaaPfcari, Baka Htai BfcaaPra

taa, Mr. B. R.

Tfcaaipaaa, Mr. W. H.

TawaaaP, Mr. H. f. V.

Walkar, Mr. 4. R.

Walkar, Mr. R.L.

Wilkinran, Mr. H. R.

WiHlawa, Mr. A. Pa€.

WaaPkaaP, tka Haa'ik- Bir 4aka.

The Ayes being* ]() and tha Noes 58, the motion was lost.

The other two motions of Mr. Narendra Kumar Hasu were then

put and lost.

Rai Bahadur 8ATYA KINKAR 8AHANA: 1 beg to move that the

demand of Ks. 4*1,20,000 under the head “20A—Presidency Police” be

reduced by Rn. 21,03,000.

Sir, it is evident that the cut motion that I move is not a token cut

but an economical cut. My object in moving this is to try to redress

a wrong under which the people outside Calcutta have been groaning;

I mean the meeting of the cost of the Presidency Police from the

Provincial Revenues.

Sir, an agitation on this question is going on for many years.

Similar motions have been moved in this House from year to year but

they have fallen on deaf ears. This year too I cannot hope that my
motion will meet with better treatment. Yet I move it because I

consider that if I do not do so I shall be failing in my duty to the

people and the State and further because I have a hopeless hope that

good sense may at last prevail in the Government and the just

grievance of the people redressed.

Sir, the Presidency Police is primarily meant for the mainteannOB
of law and order in this city. Calcutta, as we all know*, it the second
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city in tke^ritish Empire. Iu wealth, luxury, eduuauuu and the

amenities of ^jrilized existence it has no likeness in any other pari*

of this province^ It is so very unique that the people in the rural areas
"*

consider it to be placed on the trident of Siva.

Sir, Calcutta is immensely rich, so rich that its municipality has got

an income more than the income of the gubernatorial province of

Assam. It is the heart of the province, but unfortunately it is a

deranged and diseased heart. From a normal healthy heart flows the

life-sustaining blood to all the several limbs of the body; but from this

heart all the life-sustaining blood flows out of the country. Sir, the

only producers of wealth—the agriculturists of the province—produce

about 250 crores of rupees. Out of that almut 180 crores fly out through

the fingers of businessmen, tlu* professionals ami the State.

Sir, this is the picture of Calcutta, not an inch exaggerated, not

a shade highly coloured. On the other hand, the picture of the rural

areas is too painful to paint. There live 95 per cent, of the people of

Bengal—mostly agriculturists. They are a wretched specimen of

humanity—the poorest, most helpless, awfully neglected and greatly

wronged. Though they produce the wealth of the province by working

in sun and rain, in knee-deep mud and water, they are so poor that most

of them do not know what it is to have a full meal from day to day

year in and year out; they are so poor that some of them cannot spare

one-anna bit to purchase quinine to save the lives of their only sons.

Over and above that they are grievously wronged. I will venture to

state one instance of how they are wronged. For long centuries, Sir,

the villagers were getting their police protection in the shape of

chowkidars without paying anything for that. The landlords of the

villages had given 8 hghat of cltabran land to every ohowkidar who
gladly rendered the duties of guard in lieu of those lands. This method

continued for long centuries and extended to the British administra-

tion. But a few' years ago our administrators, for reasons unknown to

us, resumed those chakran lands and settled them with the landlords

on an average rental of Re. 1-4 per bujha, i.c\, Rs. 10 for the 8 higha*

of chakra

n

land. Five rujjees out of the ten was given to the landlords

as remuneration for collection and the remaining five rupees went to

the chowkidari fund. So, Sir, in place of an entire chowkidar the

villagers get Rs. 5. At the same time the pay of the chowkidar was

fixed at Rs. 6 per mensem. This Its. 72 (one year's pay) plu» part of

the pay of a daffadar and part of the contingencies of the collec ting

panchayet—in all Rs. 100—had to be paid by the poor villagers.

Consequently, Sir, Rs. 100 minus Rs. 5, the income from the 8 bigha*

of land which were supplying one entire chowkidar—that is Rs. 95 bad

anyhow to be realised from the poor helpless, hopeless dumb vil-

lagers

—

Mr. PRESIDENT: Rai Bahadur, come to the point.
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Rai Bahadur SATYA KINKER SAHARA: The qjlwtioa that I

have raised is why should the Presidency Police be mainilined from the

Provincial Revenues

Mflutvi ABUL KA8EM: On a point of order, Sir. It is not a

token cut : it is an economical cut and he must show the way in which

the money reduced should be spent.

Mr. PRESIDENT: Order, order. Let the Rai Bahadur explain

the idea at the back of his mind. How do you propose to effect the

reduction you have suggested?

Rai Bahadur SATYA KINKAR 8AHANA: I mean to say, Sir, that

all the burden of taxation lias fallen on the rural people and a large

proportion of it is coming from the rural areas, and I am just

Mr. PRESIDENT: Order, order. I must explain to you the posi-

tion. You have proposed a reduction, a huge reduction too, and I think

it is incumbent on you to tell the House why and how the reduction

should be effected. You are giving instead a long history of the Police

administration in this country!

Rai Bahadur SATYA KINKAR 8AHANA: My few points are that

the cost of all police in the villages

Mr. PRESIDENT: Rai Bahadur, will you please abide by the riling

I have just given ? I would ask you to show in the first instance as

to why and how you should effect the proposed reduction in this grant.

Rai Bahadur SATYA KINKAR 8AHANA: My definite proposal

Thi Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: Sir, I rise on a point of order. I

think, perhaps, it would be of help to the hon’ble member if I were to

intervene at this stage and say that lie is proposing that the entire

amount devoted to the Calcutta Police Force should be reduced by one-

half. By that, I presume, he wishes to argue that the inhabitants of

the city should contribute at least half of that amount—the other half

being met from the provincial revenues; so that the total would remain

the same and the result would be much better for everybody concerned.

That is. Sir, what I think the mover is driving at.

Mr. PRESIDENT: That may be so, but my interpretation of ^the

motion is this : It is an economical cut, pure and simple. The Hai

Bahadur has proposed a definite reduction—a very big reduction too

—

and it is incumbent upon him to show why and how this reduction

should be effected.
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Rai Bahadur 8ATYA KINKAR SAHARA: What 1 mean to aaj is

that fifty per cent, of the co9t should come from the provincial revenues.

At present, the cost of the Presidency Police, I mean the whole of

it, is met from the provincial revenues, to which the entire peasantry

of Bengal generally contribute

Mr. PRESIDENT: llai Bahadur, we are not at the present moment
concerned with the policy; nor do we expect you to give the whole

history of the police administration. We expect you to come forward

with concrete proposals which will go to effect a reduction in the cost,

as suggested by you.

4

Rai Bahadur 8ATYA KINKAR 8AHANA: Sir, I am coming to

that.

Mr. PRESIDENT: You are not.

Rai Bahadur 8ATYA KINKAR 8AHANA: Sir, to meet the cost

of the Presidency Police from the provincial revenues reulized mostly

from the peasantry, directly or indirectly, cannot but be illogical,

inagReidernte, and heartless

Mr. PRE8IDENT: Order, order. I know the difficulty you have

to contend with when asked to skip over certain portions of a set speech,

but, perhaps, somewhere in your manuscript you have jotted down

the reasons which you really want to place before the House for effecting

the reduction that you have proposed. Will you please find out that

portion from your manuscript?

Rai Bahadur 8ATYA KINKAR 8AHANA: All right, Sir.

(Laughter .

)

Considering all these, I propose that half the cost of

the Presidency Police be realized from Calcutta, and that the money so

realized be spent on sanitation, education, agriculture, and so on.

8lai Bahadur Dr. HARIDHAN DUTT: Mr. President, Sir, 1 should

like to say a few words in opposing this motion. I fear my friend has

confused the issues that are in his mind. He wants the cost of the

Presidency .Police to be apportioned half and half as between the

provincial exchequer and the citizens of Calcutta, by which he, perhaps,
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means the Corporation of Calcutta. I cannot Understand how he can

do that. But, apart from the possibility of carrying out his desire,

I should like to lodge my objection on behalf of the citizens of Calcutta,

Calcutta, has, time after time, been described as a city very rich

Mr. PRESIDENT: Itai Bahadur, you need not labour that point.

I have already ruled the mover’s remarks on this point as out of order,

and you need not refer to them. Can you help us in showing how the

amount referred to by the mover can be saved, or that it is really indis-

pensable ?

Rai Bahadur Dr. HARIDHAN DUTT: Sir, I am not disposed to

support the motion for reduction: in fact, I am opposing it. My point

is, however, that if my friend the mover could argue that because

Mr. PRESIDENT* You need not go into that.

Rai Bahadur Dr. HARIDHAN DUTT. I would, in that case, op-

pose the motion.

Mr. PRESIDENT: Having regard to the ruling that I have given,

anybody who wishes to speak on this motion will please bear in mind

that he shall have either to support the proposed reduction or oppose it

and in each case adduce reasons therefor.

Rai Bahadur Dr. HARIDHAN DUTT: Sir, as a justification for my
opposing this motion, I might state incidentally that the mov«t shifted

the question t

Mr. PRESIDENT: Order, order. Rai Bahadur cannot speak again.

Tha Hoffbla Mr. R. N. REID: Sir, 1 venture to suggest that the

mover of motion No. 393 will be able to see that what he really intends

to do is covered by the next two motions, viz., Nos. 394 and 395* In

view of that fact, I would suggest to him to withdraw his ow% auction,

viz., No. 393. -*4

Rai Bahadur Satya Kinkar Sahana’s motion was then, Tiy leave

of the House, withdrawn.
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MaaHri AIUL KMEM: Sir, I beg to move that the demand of

Be. 43,26,000 under the head “2GA—Presidency Police” be reduced

by Bs. 100, to draw the attention of Government and of* the House to

the injustice of charging the provincial revenues for the coat of Presi-

dency Police.

Sir, I am afraid that everybody will say that this is my hardy

annual. Year in and year out 1 have harped on this question—l might

say undaunted by reverses. Sir, when l first brought in this motion

some years back I had only six men to support me in the I/obby.

(The Hon'blk Mr. R. N. Kkii>: No; it was eight.) Fortunately,

however, the number increased gradually and steadily. If l move it

again, it is because I hope and believe that 1 will gain by persistence

what has been refused in spite of fairness and justice on my side. Sir,

Calcutta, my friend Rai Dr. llaridluiu Dutt Bahadur may object to

my suying so, is a magnificent, rich and prosperous city. Rural Bengal

is not only poor, not only helpless, but is iu acute distress. Can the

Double Member in charge of the Police Department convince me by

hift arguments the fairness of charging the revenues of Bengal? As
Kui Bahadur Satya Kinkar Suhuna lm** said in connection with another

matter, the revenue collected from the cultivators of Bengal is spent

for the comfort, the luxury, and the convenience of the citizens of

Calcutta; it is a big coinmcinal city, and it is, also, the official head-

quarters of the Government of Bengal. Calcutta, Sir, wants many
things: it wants the Traffic Police: it wants police even for ’decora-

tions”; but whatever it does is no concern of ours—the people who live

in the villages. What we ure concerned with is that we are made to

pay for the luxuries of Calcutta. What does it matter to us— I repeat

it again, as 1 did some years ago—whether a Rolls Royco collides with

a bullock-cart!" We, the people from the villages, have to walk there

over roads which will not allow* motor-cars to pass over them; but all

we have to pay for these people sn that they may not feel

tht least inconvenience in driving their cars m the city of Calcutta.

Certainly, we are prepared to pay for all the Police required to guard

and protect the Government House, the Writers’ Buildings, the

Currency Office, and other public buildings; but to usk us to pay for

the upkeep of the general police of Calcutta is not only unfair, unjust,

but absolutely— if l might say so—iniquitous. What, Sir, is the

contribution of Calcutta to the provincial revenues? I am sorry, Sir,

^he IJonTile the Revenue Member is not here to tell us whut it is. It

does not go beyond three figures; while wc have to pay an enormous sum
from the rest of Bengal. What happens in our villages?' What are

ouForaperties there? We have got there only a few bunches of

pfa%tfc|na, a few* bags of paddy, and, perhaps, a handful of potatoes, for

the guarding of which you have asked us to pay for our chowkidara.

You «ay that you have got a machinery ready for us for chowkidari
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panchayets, union boards, end other things. But when you turn to

the city of Calcutta—the city of magnificent palaces—you say that the

people here should pay only the municipal taxes—for which they enjoy

all the amenities of city life—and that they cannot be burdened with

any taxation for the police.

Sir, I might remind the Treasury Benches that when I first moved

a similar motion some years ago, the late Sir Arthur Moberly, the

then Member in charge of the Police Department, gave us a sympathetic

reply. He told us that ‘Government would consider the question

favourably if they found that the House approved of it. The House

on that occasion did not approve of it and has not yet approved of it.

The reason, Sir, is a very simple one. In the first place, the majority

of the members of this House are residents of this great metropolis.

(Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu : No, no.) And, even if they are not,

some people like my friend Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu, who says that

he hails from Krishnagar, has a palace and motor-cars in Calcutta; I

wonder how many days lie lives in Krishnagar! He wants his house

and property to be guarded and he also wants the traffic to be controlled,

so that he might not find any difficulty in driving from his house in

Bhowatiipore to the High Court and bark. As 1 have said, Sir, the

majority of the members of this House belong to the city of Calcutta,

and they naturally resent my idea of taxing the Calcutta people.

(Mr. Narendra Kumar Base: No, no; that is not correct.) llai Dr.

Haridhan Dutt Bahadur will, probably, say that this sort of distinc-

tion between Calcutta and the mufassal is very bad. But why?
Because, I suppose, it affects the interests of Calcutta. But when it

comes to demarcation—which is sure to come—there will be the dis-

tinction between Calcutta and the mufassal. We were told Borne years

ago by some of our colleagues—not on this question but on another

question—when I moved that only Bengalis should man the public

services of Bengal, that on grounds of broad nationalism we should not

make any distinction between Bengalis, Biharis, Punjabis, and so forth.

Therefore, t lie Bui Bahadur says that we in Bengal should not talk

of Calcutta and the mufassal. You are short of funds, and, therefore,

you cannot do many things which your heart desires for the development

and improvement of education, health, industry, and for the prosperity

of rural Bengal. Why? Because you have no funds. True it is that

you have no funds to spare ! But, Sir, you forget one important factor,

and that is that rural Bengal is the bread-winner of the whole family.

It is the poor cultivator of the rural areas who provides the funds; and
the rest of Bengal— if I could use an old simile—are like the widdwed
sisters in Hindu families. They may be very useful members* but

they are not the earning members. And it is customary that in every

family the earning members get all the comforts and conveniences.

But Bengal as a whole neglects the earning member and tbe earning
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member is the most neglected one iu the family. The time is fast

approaching when the capacity of the earning member will diminish

to the fKtent of the vanishing point and then neither by any means yon

will be able to support your administration nor to maintain your police.

Whenever there is any pressing want, e.p., drinking water, roads,

drainage, etc., from the rural areas, you say you feel it, you sympathise

with us, you have got a remedy in your hands and in about six years*

time you would be prepared to prescribe it. Government would also

certainly say—look hear you are getting sufficient money from your

labour and cultivation, we are providing you with the means and you

must pay us at least to the extent of 50 per cent, of your unearned profit.

I want to know how much Calcutta pays out of its unearned profit.

Calcutta and its people do not pay any appreciable amount of revenue

for Bengal. I want to know hhw much do the people in Barrabasar,

Zakaria Street or Clive Street contribute to the provincial revenues.

They would soy—look at the high income-taxes that we pay. But I

would say that most of the income-taxes go to the imperial revenues.

Further, the income on which they pay the inoome-tax is chiefly earned

out of rural Bengal and not of Calcutta. We, the poor people of

the rural areas, whenever we come to Calcutta or go out of it have to

pay tax, hut the Calcutta people enjoy the amenities of the city pro-

vided out of this money. I admit that Calcutta is the second city of

the Empire hut I am not prepared to pay for its amenities; why should

I? The people of Calcutta as well as other municipal towns of Bengal

should pay for the maintenance of their Police. Government might

say that the people of the rural areas should pay the entire cost for

the establishment of thanas. That is no doubt correct. But why

should the municipalities, which are particularly not very small as

regards their income in comparison with Calcutta, not pay for their

Police? in Calcutta every pie of the traffic and other police should

be paid by the citisens of Calcutta. Another argument put forward

is that if we tax the people of Calcutta, we will have to hand over the

administration of the police to the Calcutta Corporation. I see no

justification for it, I see no necessity for it. So far as I am concerned,

I do not care who administers the Calcutta police. What I feel is that

I am being bled white for the police in Calcutta. The amount given

here for the Calcutta Police is about Hs. 44 lakhs, but the amount is

really much higher than that. What about the interest that we pay

on the capital expenditure on the magnificent houses for the police-

stations, for the policemen’s quarters and quarters for about two dosens

of superintendents and about hundreds of inspectors? That amount

is shown under the P. W. D. head. But whatever it is, we have to

pay it. We now appeal to the citisens of Calcutta to have a little

sense of fairness and justice to relieve us, the poor people of the rural

areas, of the burden of tbe enormous amount that is paid for the police

force here. * Everybody knows the condition of the people of the rural

32 .
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areas. We have got no drinking water, we want drainage, and what

is more we want money for irrigation purposes; we also want medical

relief. Our health is getting from bad to worse day by day, and why?

Because our country, people say, is notoriously malarious. But why
is it malarious? Because the flood water in our country is locked up

and there is no proper outlet. It is mainly due, so far as my country

is concerned, to the action of the British Government. It was not so

before. For all these purposes we want money and money to-day and

to-morrow. If you tax the people of Calcutta, it will not matter much
to them. If the millionaires of Calcutta pay for the maintenance of

the Calcutta police, it will not affect them much, but if we the poor

people of the rural areas, who are living from hand to mouth, are asked

to pay four pice or even six pice a year, it would be very hard on us.

Is it fair for the people of Calcutta to rule over us, the people of the

rural areas, for the maintenance of the Calcutta police? Therefore,

I have to appeal more to my colleagues on this side of the House than

to the Government, because Government have already given us an

assurance that should the House decide in our favour, Government

would be glad to consider it, and I hope the House will consider this

favourably and sympathetically and with a sense of justice and fairness.

1 ltope my appeal will not go in vain. We, the people of the rural areas,

will have a say of our own under the new constitution and I will take

jmrticular care to tell the people of rural Bengal from Asansol to

Chittagong how the House sitting as it is to-day has behaved with us

in this matter and they will judge.

Rli Bahadur Dr. HARIDHAN DUTT: Sir, I rise to oppose this

motion. Maulvi Abul Kusem for whom I have high respect has never

been able to forget the treat which he gives this Council year after

year on this subject, although it was after all not found to be worthy

of any support. My friend has cited the Hon’ble Mr. Moberly, who is

no more in this world. Unfortunately what he cited is simply mis-

leading. The Hon’blc 31 r. Moberly never said anything which would

justify the conclusion that Calcutta ought to pay for the Presidency

Police. On the other hand, he pointed out that this particular question

had a very large history behind it. The question was discussed not

only on the floor of this House but by a committee especially appointed

by Government to enquire into the matter, and the finding of that com-

mittee was against any such proposal.

Maulvi ABUL KA8EM* Who were the members of that com-
mittee?

t

Rli Bahadur Dr* HARIDHAN DUTT: There were members who
enjoyed the confidence of Government. Apart from that, what ore

the points that my friend has raised? My friend began by saying that
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Calcutta is a rich city and the rural population are very poor and

are suffering from many inconveniences, therefore, Calcutta must pay

for the Ihpeaidency Police. Is that an argument ? Taxation is never

based on such a principle. Are the Calcutta people not paying any

taxes? They are paying the 19 i per cent, municipal taxes and the

mover who is at present a member of the Calcutta Corporation should

remember that besides many other taxes. I do not think it is neces-

sary for me to remind him of all that. I am sorry he should have

forgotten his lady-love so soon, for which probably lie has lost the

respect of the Calcutta Corporation. However, what are the facts?

I find there is o large amount of tax levied from Calcutta under the

head of excise. Further, there is a large amount of tax derived from

the Calcutta people on account of amusements, and this is going to be

further increased by the proposed Amusements Tax Bill. Where do

these taxes go? Do these not form part of the provincial revenues?

These taxes ore all derived from the citizens of Calcutta and within

the precincts of the city and the provincial revenues are very much
enriched bv them. Then let us examine the question of the Howrah
Bridge. The cost of the Howrah Bridge which is about to he

constructed is also going to he partly home by Calcutta although the

citizens of Calcutta may have to cross the bridge once or twice a year.

On the other hand, about two luklis of people of rural areas cross and

re-cross the Howrah Bridge every day to come to Calcutta to earn their

livelihood without paying a single pice, and my friend, Maulvi Abul
Kasem, is aware of that. They do not even pay the terminal tax; which
is levied only from people coining to Calcutta from dO miles off.

Similarly a large number of people i ame to Calcutta through Sealdah

by i ail. What about these people who come into the city and go away
from Calcutta daily after enjoying the Calcutta amenities, and enjoy-

ing the business of the city and filling their pockets without paying a
single pice for the benefits of the city? Whatever it may he give us

the Excise revenue, and as a representative of the citizens of Calcutta

I might tell you that we will gladly undertake some burden of the

Presidency Police. But I am sure Government would not give us even

a share of the excise revenue. The citizens of Calcutta pay excise duty

on alcohol, wines and other spirits. I do not see any reason why these

taxes should go for the benefit of the people of Barisal, Chittagong and

other places. Let us have a part of this excise duty and we would

gladly hear some burden of the Calcutta Police. Another impmtunt

point is that the Presidency Police has to he increased lately very

substantially. But for what? What is the reason for this increase?

Thia increase as the House, know has been made mainly to combat

terrorism. But Calcutta has contributed very little to terrorist crime;

if at all the number of Calcutta men in connection with terrorism is

insignificant. Almost all the terrorists come from Midnapore, Chitta-

gong, Noakhali and other Eastern Bengal places. It is the Eastern
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Bengal people who contribute largely to the terrorist movement and it j

that which has necessitated a large increase in expenditure on th
Presidency Police. Why then should the Calcutta people who hav
very little conoern with the terrorist movement be punished ? Is tha

Mr. PRESIDENT: Order, order. I must adjourn the House now

Adjournment.
f
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ncil was theu adjourned till 3 p.m. on Monday, the 25tl
March, 193o, at the Council House, Calcutta.
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Proceedings of the Bengal Lefitlative Council assembled under

the provisions of the Government of India Act.

The, Council met in the Council Chamber in the Council House,

Calcutta, on Monday, the 25th March, 1935, at 3 p.m.

Present:

Mr. President (the Hon’ble Raja Sir Manmatha Nath Ray Chow-
dhtjry, of Santosh) in the Chair, the four Ilon’ble Members of the

Executive Council, the three Hon’ble Ministers and 94 nominated and

elected members.

STARRED QUESTIONS

(to which oral answers were given)

Nsogaon Canja cultivators.

*09. Khan Sahib Maulvi MUHAMMAD BA9IR UDDIN:
( a ) Is

the Hon’ble Member in charge of the Appointment Department aware

that the educated and qualified sons and wards of the Nnogaon Onnju

cultivators are not getting their due share of appointment under the

Government?

(b) Is the Hon’ble Member also aware that recently three-fourths

of the cultivation of ganja has been restricted owing to cultivation at

Bhag&lpur in Bihar causing a heavy loss to the cultivators at Naogaon
and affecting their almost only income seriously?

(c) Are the Government considering the desirability of giving the

eons and wards of the ganja cultivators a special consideration for

appointment under Government?

MEMBER in sharis of APPOINTMENT DEPARTMENT (ths

Hon’Ms Mr. R. N. Rsfcf): («) No.
<•

(6) It has been reduced by nearly one-third partly owing to cultiva-

tion Qf ganja in Bihar and partly owing to a decline in consumption in

Bengal.

(e) No.
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UNSTARRED QUESTIONS

(answers to which were laid on the table)

Estates attached in the Rangpur district under the Cess Act.

46. Mr. 8HANTI 8HEKHARE8WAR RAY: (a) Will the

Hon’ble Member in charge of the Revenue Department be pleased to

lay a statement on the table showing for the last two years

—

0) the number of estates that were attached in the district of

Rangpur under section 99 of the Cess Act
;
and

(it) how many of them have been released after realisation of all

Government dues and costs of attachment?

(b) Will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state what has been the

percentage of the costs of collection in the estates released?

MEMBER in charge of REVENUE DEPARTMENT (ths Hon’ble
Sir Brojendra Lai Mitter): (a) ( i) 50 estates.

(u) 28 estates.

(b) The percentage varied from 3*6 to 25*9.

Mymcnoingh-Bhairab Bazar Branch on the A. B. Railway.

47. Maulvi ABDUL HAKIM: (a) Will the Hon’ble Member in

charge of the Public Works (Railways) Department be pleased to lay

on the table a statement showing

—

(i) how many accidents occurred in the Mymensingh-Bhairab
Baxnr Branch of the A. B. Railway during the year 1934;

(it) how many accidents occurred during the months of July and
August, 1934;

(in) how many accidents occurred during the first two weeks of
August, 1934; and

(iv) what was the nature of accidents referred to in (i»i)?

(b) Will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state whether any
accident in 1934 was due to the neglect of the drivers of engines?

(e) If the answer to (b

)

is in the affirmative, will the Hon’ble llem-
her be pleased to state

—

(0 the number of such accidents; and

(u) the nature of punishments, departmental or otherwise inflicted?
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MEMBER Jn charg* of PUBLIC WORKS (RAILWAYS) DEPART*

MENT (Dm Hon'M* Sir Mm WoodhMtf): (a) A statement is laid on

the table.

(b) No accident was due to the neglect of the driver.

(c) Does not arise.

Statement referred to in the reply to unslarrcd question l\o. 47 (a)

shotting the number of accidents occurred on the Mymenstngh-

Bhairab Bazar Railway during the official year 1934-36 up to the

beginning of March
,
1936.

(a) (i)—Number of accidents occurred in the Mymensingh-Bhoirab

Bazar Railway during the year 1934-do to date— 13.

(a) (it)—Number of accidents occurred during the months of July

and August, 1934—3.

(a) (Hi)—Numlier of accidents occurred during the first two weeks

of August, 1934—Nil.

(a) (/ r >—Nature of accidents occurred in the first two weeks of

August, 1934—Nil.

Babu HEM CHANDRA ROY CHOUDHURI : With reference to

statement (a) (i), will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state whether

there was any loss of human life ?

The Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: That information is not

available, and I must ask for notice.

BUDGET GRANTS OF THE
GOVERNMENT OF BENGAL, 1935-36.

DEMAND8 FOR CRANT8.

Motions for rediciiox or refusal.

(The Council resumed the discussion on the “Police** Budget.)

Mr, P. N. QUHA: Mr. President, Sir, 1 agree with my friend Maulvi

Abul Kasem in thinking that Calcutta should make some contribution

towards the upkeep of its police. Sir, the Budget figures show that the

Government will have to spend about 43 J
lukhs for maintenance of the

Calcutta Police for the next financial year and we know from the census

figures that the population of Calcutta is in the vicinity of 12 lakhs.

That means that something like Rs. 3-8 have to he spent per head for the

police arrangement in the city of Calcutta. I do not know if so much

money is spent in any other city either in India or elsewhere. Be that

aa*it may, the question that is troubling us is that people living in Cal-

cutta or, to he precise, people of Bengal living in urban areas do not

make any distinct contribution for the upkeep of their police, whereas

people living in rural areas pay the whole sum necessary for the main*

tenance of their police. Sir, I consider this a grave injustice. Let u«
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examine the provision* of the payment made by the people of Calcutta

to the provincial exchequer. They pay for the stamps when they go to

the courts of law, they make substantial contributions to the revenue

of the Excise Department, they pay for the amusement they enjoy, and

they make almost a negligible contribution in the shape of land

revenue. To all these will be added the surcharge on their electric hills

in a few* days’ time. These are contributions to the provincial revenue

made by the people of the rural areas as well, but in addition to these

the people of villages pay the union rates for the upkeep of the rural

police. The people in urban areas do nothing#! the kind, though a

huge sum out of the provincial revenue goes out for the upkeep of their

police, specially of Calcutta. Sir, I admit that the people of Calcutta

pay a lot as rates and taxes to their Corporation and those of them who
are well off pay income-taxes, but it will not do to forget that not a

pice either out of the revenue of the Calcutta Corporation or out of the

income of the Government of India from the income-tax goes to the

provincial exchequer. It will, therefore, he realised that Calcutta is

having its well-equipped police force w ithout spending anything. Sir, I

do not suggest that any special police rate should he levied on the

resident of Calcutta, but I do suggest that the Calcutta Corporation

should be compelled to make a handsome contribution towards the main-

tenance of its police force. Sir, I want to make it clear that we have no

complaint against the Government with regard to this particular

matter, and we do not treat this motion as a censure motion against the

Government. What we want the Government to do is to accept the

principle underlying this motion.

Sir, members of the Treasury Bench and many others are aware of

the fact that the cost of the London Police is home by the County

Council, though the force is under the control of the Home Department.

It is difficult to understand why the course followed in the first city of

the British Empire cannot be followed in the second city. Sir, there

are people, people like my friend Dr. H&ridhan Dutt, who seem to be of

opinion that the cost of the Calcutta Police would never have been so

large if people from elsewhere—to quote Dr. Dutt—people from

Chittagong and Marwar—had not come here in such large numbers.

The argument is not only untenable but ridiculous as well. l)r. Dutt

seems' to think that the number of those few* families who settled in

Sutanati and Gobindapur during the reign of Ix>rd Clive never crossed

the Padma or went on the other side of the Marhatta Ditch to earn

their livelihood. I would huve characterised such theory' as silly if it

had been advanced by a person of lesser eminence than Dr. Haridh&n

Dutt, Rai Bahadur. #

Then, Sir, it should be recalled that the Corporation of Calcutta

mads a definite demand with regard to a "ubatantial portion of the

revenue derived from the taxes on motor vshiclee. This demand had

to he met and the Council made a statutory provision for the payment
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of rupee*Jpur lakhs And a half to the Calcutta Corporation out of the
minue rplieed as tax on motor vehicles. I fully agree with the Cal-
cutta Corporation in thinking that the demand was reasonable, in view
of the wear and tear of the Calcutta roads, and I am glad that the
demand was made and fulfilled, though I am of opinion that the allot-
ment was quite inadequate. Here we have given what was the legitimate
share of Calcutta and why in pursuit of the same principle of give and
take, we cannot ask Calcutta to give us what is its legitimate contribu-
tion? Sir, I am definitely of opinion that a statutory provision should
be made to compel the Corporation of Calcutta to pay a substantial
portion of the sum of Rs. 43 J lakhs necessary for the upkeep of its well-
equipped and very costly police force. Sir, I am fully aware df the fact
that the rates and taxes in Calcutta are very high. We are already pav-
ing at the rate of Id* per cent., and Dr. butt has pointed out that
another J per cent, will be added as soon as the construction of the
Howrah Bridge begins. Sir, I fully remember the debate over the How-
rah Bridge Bill, and I remember that the intention of the Government
was to saddle Calcutta with 1 per cent., but \ per cent, was eventually
agreed upon. That gives us full 20 per cent., and I know that the Chief
Accountant of the Corporation has pointed out that the expenses on pri-

mary education in Calcutta will have to be curtailed considerably if the

tax is not raised by 1 per cent. more. Sir, the statutory limit is 23 per
cent., and I fear that the limit will have to be reached very soon and the

burden will In many cases be crushing. Yet it will not do to forget that

those who want to enjoy the luxuries of modern day by living in a well-

equipped first class city, must !>e prepared to pay heavily for doing so.

You cannot compel the poor villagers to pay for the luxuries you enjoy.

Sir, the Ministers could have improved the lot of the people of

Bengal a great deal if even half of the sum of Rs. 43} lukhs necessary

for the Calcutta Police were placed at their disposal. We all know how,
in spite of our best efforts, we could not place more than a lakh of rupees

in the hands of the Minister for Industries for giving impetus to the

cottage industries of Bengal. Sir, even a sum of rupees ten lakhs from

the Calcutta Corporation could render a lot of help and assistance to

the work of the nation-building department. The principle under-

lying the motion has been accepted everywhere in the civilised world,

probably with the exception of Paris, as a friend of the European group
told me a few minutes ago. Is there then any earthly reason for our

Government to refuse to accept it? The Fire Brigade in Calcutta is

under the control of the Government, hut the Corporation pays for it.

The police force of Calcutta is quite distinct from the police force of

Bengal, and the cost of its upkeep is very high and so why should it he

maintained by the money paid by the poor villagers when they themselves

pay for their police?

Sir, ae I have already said, we are fighting for a principle, and I

would ask the Government not to consider this as a censure motion. We
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have been presenting our cage year after year to induce the Government

to accept the principle that the people living in urban areas, specially in

Calcutta, should pay for the upkeep or their efficient and costly police

force, and I hope and trust that the Government will accept this view

of the situation . Sir, we have been told by Dr. Dutt that some years

back a committee appointed by the Government examined the whole

question and expressed the opinion that no change should be made.

Tliat may be true, but has Dr. Dutt and others realised the rapid change

that Calcutta is undergoing in these days? Expansion of Calcutta is

going on at such a rapid pace that one does not know how big the city

will be in the course of the next few years. The areas opened by the

Improvement Trust are being filled up with extreme rapidity, and on

enquiry it will be found that a very large number of the East Bengal

people, mostly pensioners, have built houses in the lake area and the

way in which the people are making Calcutta their permanent home

raises the fear that the whole of Bengal will congregate in Calcutta.

Will not the cost of the upkeep of a police force necessary for the main-

tenance of law and order of an ever-expanding city be a very huge one?

Will the rump remaining in the villages be able to meet it? Sir, I

will finish by giving a timely warning to all concerned. The time is

not far off when this House will be composed mainly of the representa-

tives of the people of the rural areas and all concerned may take it for

granted that they will never agree to pay so heavily for the luxurious

and costly living of those who tan afford to pay at the expense of those

who cannot. Sir, I hope and trust that the Government will accept

the principle underlying the motion.

Mllllvi ABDUL HAMID 8HAH: (The member spoke in Bengali in

support of the motion.)

MftUlvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN* Sir, I rise to support the motion
under discussion, hut before I enter into the arguments brought forward

in favour of and against this proposul. I would like to dispel one idea

that is generally given rise to when this motion is annually discussed

before the House. The idea is that there is an antagonism between

the Calcutta people and the people of the mufassal with regard to this

question. But, Sir, there is nothing like that. Calcutta is in Bengal
and we who are the representatives of the mufassal are proud of this

city of Calcutta. Therefore, when a question like this is raised in this

Council, it is not out of a spirit of antagonism that is erroneously

supposed to exist in the minds of the people of the mufassal. It is

simply a question of justice and fair play. I admit that the way in

which this motion is discussed in the Council may perhaps legitimately

give rise to an idea like that, but I beg of members who have not yet

spoken on the subject but may yet speak in favour of this motion, not

to say anything which may help to give rise to such an idea. It hat
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been said that Calcutta does not pay an adequate portion of the pro

vincial revenues so as to be entitled to the utilization of provincial

revenues alone for the upkeep and maintenance of the Presidency

Police. I beg to submit. Sir, that it is futile to enter into that question

It is extremely difficult first of all to ascertain how much Calcutts

pays and how much the mufassal pays. This question will raise othei

complicated questions which have just been touched upon bv my friend

Mr. Hamid Shah. As regards the money that Calcutta pays to the

provincial revenues, it may be asked where does that money' come

from? It may be that the money is actually paid by Calcutta, but in

the long run that money comes from the pockets of the rural people.

Therefore, it seems to me, to he a futile task to try to assess how much
Calcutta pays and how much the mufassal pays. That is not the

question. The all-important question seems to be this : The mufassal

has to pay for its watch and ward in the rural areas and the question

is whether Calcutta also should pay for its watch and ward and whethei

in this respect any difference should be made between Calcutta and the

mufassal towns. As Calcutta does not pay at piesent for its watch

and ward, the mufassal towns, too, do not pay for their watch and

ward. Therefore, only if any measures are adopted by which Calcutta

may be made to pay for its watch and ward, these should contain a

provision that the mufassal towns should also pay for iheir watch and

ward. Therefore, so far as this aspect of the question is concerned,

there is nothing that can be said against this motion. Mr. 1*. N. Gulin

has pointed out that the Calcutta people already pay very high taxes,

but, Sir, they pay it not to the proxincial revenues but for the upkeep

of Calcutta. Whatever that may be, if Calcutta people pay heavily,

they also enjoy the amenities of Calcutta life far better than the people

in the mufassal who do not pay so much. Therefore, that is no answer

to the question which has l>een raised by way of this motion. Calcutta

people are heavily taxed for various things. The maintenance of the

Calcutta Police is also one of the most important things which neither

this Council nor Government can ignoie. Therefore, I submit without

prolonging my speech any further that my friend Maulvi Abul Kascni

has made out a good case for a thorough investigation into the question

including the case of the mufassal towns. With these words I whole-

heartedly support the motion.

Mr. S. M. BOSE: 1 beg to oppose the motion, Sir. I come from

East Bengal and also from Calcutta. So I can claim to speak on this

motion without any bias either way. This motion is really an attempt

to* go back to the good old days. As you know, Sir, formerly under the

various regulations—Regulation XIII of 1814, Regulation III of 181*.

Bengal Act III of 1864, Bengal Act VI of 1858—the watch and word

of certain towns had to be provided for by the towns themselves. But
now all that is changed. Municipalities have been relieved of all
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charge# for the maintenance of the police force within the municipal

limits. The motion is really an attempt to go back to where we were

I very long time ago. It is not possible, I maintain, to draw any line

of distinction between Calcutta and the rest of Bengal
;
it is one organic

whole. Just as we may say that Calcutta feeds the rest of Bengal,

we may as truly say that Bengal feeds Calcutta : the relationship is

not one-sided but both-sided. There is a natural interdependence

between the two. Hundreds and thousands of people come from East

Bengal to Calcutta, who pay no tax at all. As Kai Bahadur Dr. Dutt

has said, lakhs and lakhs of people come to this city outside Calcutta

for the day and go back at the end of the day and they pay no tax at

all. Calcutta hospitals, too, are peopled by East Bengal people: they

come to Calcutta for treatment and go back to their villages without

paying any single pice of tax. The Calcutta High Court, t^o, is fre-

quented by people coming from outside Calcutta, on the Appellate

Side at least, who come for a particular purpose and go away without

paying a single pice. It is impossible to maintain quite a hard-and-fast

line between Calcutta and the districts. It may, as well, he suggested

that the Dacca Municipality should levy a tax for the maintenance

of police in the town of Dacca. This will take things hack to the good

old days when every town had to tax itself for its own police, so that

then we should have not only the Calcutta Police, hut also the Dacca

Police, Mymensingh Police, Barisal Police, and so on, and there would

be a good deal of division and subdivision. We have long done away
with this sort of thing, and it is too late now tor us to go hack to those

days. Calcutta also has got its uses; for instance, my friend

Mr. P. N. Uuha who was unknown in Barisal gets himself known by

coming to Calcutta. So I cannot say that Calcutta and the mufassal

should be kept apart. Our object is to achieve unity, and the idea

underlying this motion is to create division and separation, whereas

our motto should be unit, in all things. I protest against thia tendency

and I oppose the motion.

Hf. NASHEM ALI KHAN* Sir, in supporting this motion I beg

to submit that the motion is not directed to creating a distinction or

separation between Calcutta and the mufassal, hut it has been moved

only on the principle of justice and equity. Sir, the point placed

before the House is whether Calcutta should be treated as a district

as the other districts of Bengal are treated, and we find in history that

at first it was a district itself, policed like the villages and thana areas.

In the mufassal areas the villages are to pay union ratee, chavkidari

tax and other things, and enjoy in return but very little comfort ahd

convenience—practically they get nothing in return. But in Calcutta,

without paying any each rates especially for the police, they are

enjoying all sorts of comforts and conveniences. There is the Calcutta

Police; there are hundreds of men watching the streets of Calcutta
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day and sight for the protection of the persons and property of it*

inhabitants, but in villages practically they do not get any help fVuiu

the police at the time of dacoity and theft, whereas here in Calcutta**

we have all sorts of precautions taken for the protection of life and
property of people who pay nothing for the police, and, as I have said,

the rural people pay the cost of the maintenance of their rural police.

The pay of the Calcutta Police again is much more than that of the

rural police. Now, Sir, the point raised by Mr. Bose is a funny

argument which I could not expect from a learned man like him. He
says that the High Court of Calcutta exists for Calcutta people. Is

it so, Sir? Who pays the High Court? It is the litigant public

mostly coming from the mufassal who pay for it iu the way of court-

fees and other fees. lie also said that two or three lakhs of people

come to Calcutta daily for their avocations. But, Sir, do they come

gratis? Have not they to pay railway fare and do not these fares go

to the treasury of the Government? Let the Calcutta people go to

the mufassal and contribute their share to the treasury on account of

their railway fare. My friend asks whether the barristers of the High

Court are paid by the mufassal people. Yes, Sir, so far as they aie

concerned most of them are maintained by the mufassal people and

not by Calcutta people. l; or when they go to the mufassal what is

the high fee that they demand? They demand from Rs. GOO to Us. 120

per diem. As a matter of fact, there is no question of ill-will against

Caleutta, but this motion is brought in only cm grounds of justice

and equity. The mufassal people can claim as much assistance from

the provincial revenue for their police as Calcutta gets for the main-

tenance of the Calcutta Police.

Dr. Dutt has said that there should not l>e any invidious distinction

for the imposition of a tax upon the people. He referred to the fact

that there may be Calcutta people who are men of substance, but that

is no reason w’hy they should pay additional taxation. I say, Sir, is

there not as a matter of fact any distinction in the imposition of a tax?

Look at the income-tax, is it not a graded tax, and have not the men

who have big incomes to pay a tax greater than those with a small

income? So, Sir, this distinction is there, and what is the harm if

we introduce this system here also? They are far richer than the

mufassal people. They enjoy much more comfort and convenience than

is beard of in the world than the rural people and should pay an

additional tax. What is the harm, Sir, in making them pay, because

they can well pay it? While introducing the new taxation Bills

Sir John Woodhead remarked that consumption of electricity was a

matter of luxury and people who can pay Rs. 2-4 for 12 units at the

rate of annas 3 per unit could well aford to pay annas 6 as surcharge

at the rate of 2 pice per unit. It does not harm them at all. So, also

in the case of the Tobacco Bill. Similarly, the Calcutta people who
are spending lakhs and lakhs of rupees for their luxuries and comforts
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in motor cars, etc., can easily pay an additional tax. There are a biff

series of motor cars in Calcutta and much money they spend on petrol.

The number of motor cars here is so much that the poor village people

do not see in the course of their whole life what a man in Calcutta sees

in one day. There are also cinemas, theatres and other amusements

in Calcutta. These contribute to the enjoyment of life of Calcutta

men. As regards the excise duty, if the Calcutta people do want to

enjoy life with liquor, they must pay for it, and that is no reason why

the mufassal people should pay for this luxury. If the Calcutta

people want to enjoy liquor, <janja and other intoxicating drugs they

must pay for them. With these words I whole-heartedly support this

motion and hope and believe that the people of Calcutta should look

at the question from the point of view of equity and justice and not

because they are going to be asked to pay an additional tax for the

maintenance of the Calcutta Police. They should be liberal and come

forward in support of this motion, and I also hope Government will

remain neutral, so that they may see how this motion is viewed by

the House as a whole.

Dr. NARE8H CHANDRA 8EN GUPTA: Jt seems that my friend

Maulvi Abul Kasem has grown grey and white, but lias not learned

wisdom by experience. He ought to have known by this time that

this motion which is one of his hardy annuals is not likely to find

support in this House. He ought to have known that the things

against which he protested so vehemently are parts of the profession

of every-day life. lie thinks that the poor should not In* taxed for the

benefit of the rich. Put the poor always pays the tax and the rich

benefit by it. He thinks that the villages which produce the wealth

of the country should have the bulk of the benefits out of it and the

cities should not misappropriate them, but be can see if In* looks round

that the wealth is always produced in the villages only to be spent

in the cities not only by Government, but by all. People who make

money in the villages come and spend in the cities. Well, that is the

political economy of to-day. Well, having regard to that, it seems

audacious to say with regard to any of the luxuries of the city of

Calcutta, that Calcutta should be made to pay something which is

commensurate with the benefit, which it gets. The village people have

got to pay for their own watch and ward, Mr, Bose thought it was

a retrograde measure to ask every city to pay for its own police. I

wonder that the idea of u centralised police did not appeal to him in

its application to the villages. The village people pay their rates for

their own benefit, for getting more amenities and three-fourths of these

rates is consumed by the village police. That is how the villages are

getting on. I do not say that Calcutta should pay the whole cost, and

I do not go the whole hog with Maulvi Abul Kasem. It stands to

reason to say that Calcutta should provide some more funds than it
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pays in tSi way of those indirect taxes about which Dr, Handhan Dutt

waxed so eloquent the other day. Calcutta should pay a more reason-

able part of the taxes. I do not mind how much. You must remember
that the Calcutta Police is maintained on its present foot in#? for many
special reasons; amongBt other reasons for the reason that it is a

cosmopolitan city in which the whole world is interested, in which the

whole world comes and holds commerce. It has l>een said that mufassal

people come and go and enjoy the benefits of Calcutta without paying

any rates; but what about the foreigners who come in ships und go

out enjoying the benefits of the Calcutta Police without paying for it.

What taxes do they pay to the Bengal revenue? Well, why should

not they be made to pay a part towards the maintenance of the Calcutta

Police? Why should not Calcutta which has its own problem which
gives rise to the necessity of maintaining an expensive Calcutta Police

be made to pay a part of it? We should not have raised this question

but for the fact that for the purpose of maintaining the Calcutta

Police at a very high standard, the funds of the province are starved.

The barest necessities of the administration in the mufassal are being

denied to them. If that were not the fact, if you had enough and
more, we would not have quarrelled about it. I think it is time that

the question is looked into in this light and some other sources found

out for the payment of a part of the revenue spent on the Calcutta

Police than from the general exchequer. To that extent that is a claim

oP hare justice, and I do not think it is reasonable to shut the door

against any such demand.

Mr. K* C. RAY CHOWDHURY* Sir, the general trend of dis-

cussion to-day makes it appear, and it has been lepcatcd by all those

who have supported the motion, that the niial population and the

mufassal people all contribute the bulk of the provincial revenues.

But if you analyse the figures of revenue \ou will find that it is not so.

The main bulk of the provincial revenues is derived hum tbiee items

—

firstly, the land revenue very little portion of which I admit und every-

body knows is contributed by the Calcutta people; secondly, as regards

excise, I shall prove by facts and figures that out of the revenue of

Rs. 139 lakhs under this bead, about Its. GO lakhs is contributed by tlu

Calcutta people in way of consumption of liquor and drugs, as will be

seen from the Administiation Report.

Now, taie the third item, viz., stamps. People know that during

the land boom the receipt from stamps was very high and most of it

cam* from Calcutta. A good bit of the Rs. 295 lakhs under this head

still comes from the public of Calcutta who buy, sell and mortgage

Calcutta properties worth crores of rupees everywhere. The same

is the case with the receipts from law courts. I am not speaking of the

High Court but of the Small Cause Court, which derives very big
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revenue in stamps and court-fees from the litigations of the people of

Calcutta. Therefore, judged by the figure this expenditure of Be. 46

lakhs on the Presidency Police compared with what they contribute is

not much. Another point is that Calcutta is the mart of all goods

coming from the mufassal to be shipped to foreign countries. They
come by rail and steamer. They are stored in godowna in jetties and

eo the jetty police, traffic police and the dock police play a great part

in watching over them. Therefore, policing of the jetties and the

traffic justify the expenditure of a large sum of money for maintaining

the Calcutta Police. The impression that has been given in this House

that the mufassal pays and Calcutta spends is all wrong so far as

policing of Calcutta and its expendituie go.

ftai Bahadur KE8HAB CHANDRA BANERJI: Sir, this is one of

those rare occasions on which I find myself in complete agreement with

Maulvi Abul Kasem. The proposal that has been brought forward

is a very pertinent one and has my unstinted support. It is, to quote

the words of the mover himself, one of his hardy annuals. I admire

his tenacity of purpose and perseverence with which the Maulvi Sahib

has been pursuing the question from year to year. The people of the

mufassal have a legitimate grievance in the matter. While the rural

people are left to shift for themselves and to remain satisfied with vil-

lage ckaukuiarx to look after them, Calcutta is provided with adequate

police protection at the cost of the poor village tax-payer. That

Calcutta is a cosmopolitan city and that it is inhabited by all sorts of

people from the rest of India and foreigners as well was admitted on

previous occasions by the Hon 'hie Mr. Reid and his predecessor in

office, the late Sir William Prentice. This admission, Sir, strengthens

our position. It is, therefore, that we urge with all the emphasis we

can command that the cost of the Presidency Police, at any rate a

substantial portion of it, should be borne by those who enjoy the ameni-

ties of Calcutta life. While I maintain that the inhabitants of this

cosmopolitan city should pay for their protection, I equally assert that

the urban population in the mufussal should bear the expenses of the

city police in their respective areas. I fully agree with Mr. Tamizud-

din Khan that the object of this motion is not to bring about disunion

between the Calcutta people and the mufassal ites. The object of the

motion is to give the rural people financial relief, thus to enable them

to meet their essential needs, namely, better medical aid, adequate

water-supply, primary’ education, better communications, etc. There are

hundreds of such things to be done in the rural areaa; I have men-

tioned only a few. The cost of the Presidency Police i» a little less

than half a crore, whereas the cost of the village police is something

like 80 lakhs. I speak subject to correction : the figures are perhaps
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approximately correct. While the village people are made to pay the

entire co§& of the rural police, there is no reason why the inhabitant#

of Calcutta should not contribute towards the cost of their own police

who give them protection against crime and criminals.

Sir, I need not labour this point further. I would simply refer

the House to the discussion that took place on the subject during the

Budget Session last year and the arguments that were put forward by

the mover of the motion. It only stands to reason that Government

should revise their policy in order to enable the Calcutta people to pay

for the amenities of their civic life. With these words, I support

whole-heartedly the motion now before the House.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR* BA8US Sir, I have not been able to

stand the flow of oratorial attack made against the Calcutta people and
cannot help saying a few woids in opposition to this motion.

Sir. I have been trying to follow the arguments of mv learned

friends who have supported this motion, and it appears to me that they

have forgotten one cardinal fact. A*, has been said by one of the pre-

vious speakers, Calcutta and the rest of Bengal form one organic whole.

And I would ask the gentlemen who have supported this motion to con-

sider this: If the safety of Calcutta were endangered, would the

mufassal he able to look at that spectacle without any misgivings in

their minds? Do or do not the safety, the weallh, and the well-being

of the mufassal depend also on the safety, wealth, and the well-being

of Calcutta? They interact on each other. iMati.vi Aiivi, Kakkm :

“No.”) It is no use for my friend Maulvi Alml Kasein saying “No”
He may be saying “No,” but in his heart of heafts he knows full well

that it is ridiculous to suppose that if Calcutta wore to he neglected,

the mufassal would not suffer. You cannot negler t one part of the

body and hope that the whole system will not suffer. He ought to

know that Calcutta is as much a pait of Bengal as the mufassal. It

is as much logic to say that because His Excellency the Governor

resides in Calcutta and not in tlx* mufassal, no part of the cost of his

salary should he borne by the mufassal. It is as much logic to suy

that because the Writers’ Buildings are located in Calcutta, the cost of

the whole administration should he paid by Calcutta aixl not he shared

by the mufassal. Sir, it is idb to talk about the amenities of city life,

The amenities of city life stand on a different footing. So far as the

protection, for which the police is supposed to exist, is concerned I do

admit that they do not really give us protection in all caws; but the

protection such as is given to the lives and properties of the people of

Calcutta, for which the Calcutta Police exist, is, I submit, as much
important to the mufassal people as to the Calcutta people themselves.

4# for Hie argument that the number of policemen in Calcutta h larger

33
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go much larger proportionately—than in the mufassal, I would refer

to the statistics of crimes committed in the mufassal villages in pro-

portion to the number of crimes committed in Calcutta. Therefore,

the number of policemen in Calcutta is larger; and that large number

is necessary for the protection of the people in Calcutta. My submis-

sion is that by protecting the people in Calcutta, the Calcutta Polico

is really protecting the interests of the mufassal.

Khan Bahadur MUHAMMAD ABDUL MOMIN: Sir, I had no

intention of speaking on this motion, but like my friend, the previous

speaker, 1 cannot resist the temptation of speaking on account of the

bad logic that he has given expression jo. Nobody says that because

the Governor or the big officers live in Calcutta, they should get their

pay from Calcutta. No such jxiint was raised at all. The question is

that the Calcutta Police which is mainly maintained for the pm’i>ose

of looking after the welfare of the pimple of Calcutta should be paid

mainly by those people—people who get the chief benefit from the

police administration. Mr. Narendra Kumar Bumi seems to think

that if Caleuttu loses a lot of amenities, the village people will not look

at it favourably. (Mr. Narkmira Kumar Bam : “Not the ameni-

ties.”) 1 wish that if Calcutta were to lose all these amenities and

if the people were to go back to the villages, the villagers Would wel-

come them and Bengal would prosper. The benefit perhaps which the

villager gets from the Calcutta Police is that when the simple people

come from East Bengal, they are protected from pickpockets (Mu.

Nakknijjia Kumar Basu : “Not (ruskara people.”) But apart from

that most of the activities of the Calcutta Police are confined to the

safety of the people of Calcutta, I mean the permanent residents.

Sir, my friend, Mi. Bay Clunwlhury, has said about the income

derived from Excise. He seems to think that the Calcutta people are

the only people who consume excisable articles. I ask: Do not the

people who come from the mufassal also contribute to the excise in-

come? Therefore, that argument does not hold good, viz., that

Calcutta excise revenue should entirely go to Calcutta.

As regards the police, for instance the traffic police, they do not

afford any benefit or protection to the villager*. Therefore, it is only*,

fair aud equitable that a considerable portion of the expenditure should

be met by the Calcutta people alone. Of course, I do not say that the

whole of this expenditure should be met by the Calcutta people, but

certainly the bulk of it should be met by them, especially in view of

the fact that the villagers pay for the watch and ward staff »| the m

union boards. Why ‘should not then Calcutta pay for its watch and *

ward? There is no question of competition of rivalry batroHb^
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Calcutta aad the village*. It is entirely a question of equity and pro-

per apportionment of the cost. As the Calcutta people are able to pay,

it is only fair that they should he made to pay. This matter has been

a hardy annual, but to no purpose. It is perhaps inopportune to

bring it up again till we get the Reforms and when these are in-

augurated the demand will perhaps he not resisted and considered

sympathetically.

Matalvi ABUL QUA8EM: Sir, we have heard the case of Calcutta

as presented by Rai Bahadur Dr. Haridhan Dutt, Mr. S. M. Bose and

Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu.

One strange argument was put forward by Rai Bahadur Dr.

Haridhan Dutt. I am sorry I do not find him heie at present, but he

said, in fact, that th»* mufassal people come to Calcutta and do not

reside here permanently but only make money and go away without

contributing anything towards the levenues of the Corpointmn of

Calcutta. 1 think, Sir, a more mistaken impression could not he

given. When mufassal people come to reside in Calcutta to serve in

offices, they have got to pay rent and pay either the occupier’s share

of taxes or Ixith the occupier’s and owner’s shares of the municipal

rates. In other cases, the consolidated into is paid In the landlord

to the Corporation. If these mufassal people do not come to reside in

Calcutta, there will not he so many houses to let out. and the coffers ot

the Calcutta Corporation will not be swelled by the huge amount

received in the shape of a consolidated rate of IDA per cent, from house-

owners.

Sir, it has been said In Mr K. C. Ray Chnwdhurv that the mufas-

sal people, who come to Calcutta only for a day or two, partake of the

amenities of city life without paying anything. He, however, foigets

that even owing to these short vi«its of the mufassul people, the trade

of Calcutta is increased to a c oiisiderahle extent, and from this increase

in trade and tradeinen the Calcutta Corporation do derive a big

revenue by exacting licence fees from traders and Imsiness-meii in

Calcutta. So, we cannot accept the idea for a moment that the tnufas-

Bal people who come to Calcutta for a short visit do not at all contri-

bute towards the cost of munic ipal administration of Calcutta. Can

it be argued that the Calcutta people contribute in the same appreri-

abla wav to the well-being and comfort of the mufassal people? The

mn«wer is an emphatic “No”. It has been said. Sir, that since you do

not charge the other municipal towns of Bengal for the cost of the

police administration, why should Calcutta lx* charged for the same?

The ren| reason appears to he that Calcutta being a modern city has go*

jJtablenfr w4th which the problems of any district town cannot hear

comparison- The Calcutta Police costs such a huge figure, an

SSr"4!l,26,000-^it is indeed a very’ huge sum. Tf the amount were not
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so very big, possibly no objection would have been raised by anybody.

It is admitted on all hands that Calcutta is inhabited by many rich

people possessing untold treasures, and these treasures have got to be

guarded and special patrol has to be provided during ail hours of the

night to guard them. The Calcutta citizens drive about in luxurious

cars and for them the traffic has got to be regulated and special police

provided. Well, Sir, I can only imagine one benefit—the only one

tangible benefit—which is conferred by the Calcutta Police; and what

is that Iwmefit, Sir? The benefit is that the Calcutta Police prevent

the poor village rustics from being run over by the motor cars in

(Calcutta; and that is the only benefit, I imagine, that is conferred on

the poor rustics who come to Calcutta from the villages and who stand

agape with wonder at the palatial buildings in Calcutta. Well, Sir,

it has been said that no antagonism should be ullowed to be “created”

between the mufassal and Calcutta; but, I believe, that those who

oppose this motion are really bringing in that antagonism. If

Calcutta citizens can afford to pay such a large percentage of 19J by

way of consolidated rates, I think, Sir, they are certainly in a position

to hear a substantial portion of the huge cost of the police administra-

tion of Calcutta— if not the whole amount, at least a good portion, as

] have already said—seeing that the lienefit that is conferred upon the

Calcutta people is not shared to any appreciable extent by the mufassal

people and that the villager has got to pay for the village police. From

whatever jioint of view the question is looked at. one cannot but come

to the irresistible conclusion that at any rate a very considerable por-

tion of the cost of the Calcutta Police should he borne by the citizens

of Calcutta.

With these few words, Sir, T cordially support the motion.

(The Council was then adjourned for 16 minutes.)

(After Adjournment.)

Nawib MU8HARRUF HOSAIN, Khan Bahadur: Sir, the di&cus-

sion that has taken place on this motion is really amusing. It has

given the House the idea that the taxation that is in vogue at present

is not based on right grounds, and all that has been said so fai

amounts to this, that the Calcutta people are lightly taxed and that

they should bear the burden of taxation more. But what I wondei

at is this: If we had a normal Budget with no deficit in it and if w<

could have shown a new source of income to the Government front

which more money could have been found, that money could havi

been spent for the good of the people. Supposing we now suggest

that there should be a further taxation on the wealthier section OJ

the Calcutta people, that they should pay more revenue as a
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what would be the effect? We have a deficit Budget of Re. 46 lakh*,

and the moment this 46 lakhs is collected from the Calcutta people*

the clever Finance Member will at once say that this is the best time

for him to intervene and balance the Budget. So, how the mufasaal

people will be benefited by taxing the Calcutta people further I do

not know. In spite of all that has been said by the mufassal jieople,

I do not believe that the time is opportune for the House to decide

that Calcutta should be taxed simply for the purpose of balancing

the Budget and not for getting something out of it for bettering the

condition of those people who say that their circumstances ought to

be bettered. That Wing the ease, I think, in the interest of the

province as a whole it is better that we should keep quiet now. We
know as a matter of fact, and it has been said often and understood

by all of us, that when the new constitution comes into operation,

whatever be the deficit in Budget or loan of this government
,
although

it will be defunct tlieu, it will be wiped off by the Government of

India. Supposing we have a deficit Budget as at present and continue

it for 2 years more and make the deficit a crore and then do not pay

it, it does not harm anybody. So, why should we cut the throat of

Calcutta ami get a balanced Budget a ud enable my friend, the

Finance Member, to say, “Look here, I have got a balanced Budget

;

I have done this; if you have the power, you avail yourself of it.”

Therefore, 1 would request you not to press this motion furthei.

Sir John Wood head was carefully listening to what was being said

in this side of the House with regard to a new sou ice of taxation.

He has got some clue, but I do not think he will be able to take

advantage of it during bis time. Probably my friend, Nawtib Faroqui,

would be the next Finance Minister and he might think of getting

some more money out of Calcutta arid running the administration with

it. However, I do not think any attempt should be made on our part

to balance the Budget and 1 would simply keep it as it is.

Mr. C. G. COOPER: I was greatly surprised to find that my

friand Khan Bahadur Momin, a prominent citizen of Calcutta, should

speak in supjiort of this motion. He accused Mr. Narendra Kumar

Basu of want of logic, but I was not able to follow the logic or the

arguments of my friend Khan Bahadur Momin. This motion to my

personal knowledge has Wn discussed for at least six or seven yeais.

As a matter of fact I looked up the arguments that had been advanced

for and against over this period of time and I found that the same

people have said exactly the same thing time after time and again,

producing no new arguments. My friend Maulvi Abul Kasem was

always an active supporter of the partition of Bengal. We now find

to be an active supporter of the partition or separation of

Calcutta from the mufassal. I do not quite know what will happen

if the mufassal discontinues its connection with Calcutta on whom it
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depends for its trade. I think it goes without dispute that the bulk

of the taxation that Government derive from Bengal is taken out of

Calcutta by various ways and means. If the mufassal had to rely

on their own taxation, I am afraid they would be very much worse

off, than they are at present on nation-building projects. I do agree

that it would be a very good thing if Calcutta did not have to spend

so much money on the police, and I know my friend, Sir John

Woodhead, would wish this to be the happy case because then he

would get u better balanced Budget. But one thing we seem to

forget. SupjMJsing we were able to spend less money on police in

Calcutta, are we going to allow it to go to the mufassal Y The money
should l>e spent very much to better advantage on hospitals, and I

should like that the bulk of the money which is now spent on the

police should be spent on the hospitals in Calcutta. The hospitals do

provide a more than useful purpose for the mufassal and Calcutta

alike. I think the whole argument, as fur as I can understand, is

that if Cuicutta spends less on police, there would be more money
to be spent in the mufassal. I think the whole argument is mis-

conceived. On behalf of my party I oppose the motion.

The Hon’ble Mr. R. N, REID: Sir, this is a hardy annual, hut

it is perfectly clear that it is an annual in which a great deal of

interest i* taken. It is also clear that it is a subject in which there

is nothing like any consensus of opinion. I use that expression

because it was the expression which 1 used last year when replying

to a similar motion. It is perfectly clear that there is a very sharp

divergence of opinion, and the arguments which can be used on either

side for and against the proposal that Calcutta should pay in whole

or in part for its own police are almost infinite. Secondly, as Khan
Bahadur M. A. Momin has said I do think it is a question whether

the present time is appropriate to consider this problem. It is

obviously a matter which the future Government under the new con-

stitution will probably take up with considerable vigour and interest.

What the result will be it is difficult to forecast. I should think

that any Government which undertakes to endeavour to make Calcutta

pay either the whole or a considerable portion of the cost of the

Calcutta Police will be faced with a considerable amount of opposi-

tion from all quarters. 1 can only repeat, as I did last year, that

Government feel bound to oppose this motion, because in the first

place it is a motion to reduce the grant under a certain head, a grant

that has Wn estimated on the understanding that things as they are

will go on, and obviously we were not in a position to accept a

reduction.

I would repeat the words I used on the previous occasion, that it,

what was said in 1929 when Sir Arthur Moberly spoke on this ques-

tion, that if there is a consensus of opinion that some change should
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be mad*. Government would feel bound to go into the matter and

examine it. And as a matter of fact I can say now that I shall be

glad to collect figures and see what the thing looks like anyhow,

with a view to having some information and some facts and figures

to put before the new Government when they take office at some

unknown time—a few months or a few years hence—not years, of

course, but a few months hence. I l>eg to oppose the motion.

The motion of Maulvi Abul Kasem Wing put, a division was taken

with the following result:—
AYES.

AkflMi, Kkaa iahaiar Haatvi C»aiaii1».

AN. Haatvi Nam*.
taka*, Haatvi lyN Halil

Aaaarjl, Rat liklivr KMkak Okaaira.

Raatrji, Hr. P.

Raaaarjaa, lafei Jtteairatal.

Hartaa, Rato era•kart.

Raatr Uiiia, Kkaa takik Haatvi Haka»wti.

Rkaatffeari, Kkaa Rakaiar Haatvi Alhaawaaoa.

Rkaaikart, Raka Klakart Hakaa.

Obawihary, Haatvi Akiai Rkaal.

Rbaaikary, Haatvi Raral Akaar.

fastaltak. Haatvi Hakaaiaial

Raka, Hr. P. H.

Naklai, Haatvi AMal.

Majaa. Kaal Eartaial.

Mataala, Haatvi Hahaaiaiai.

Kaaaak, Haatvi Akat.

Kkaa, Kkaa Rakaiar Haatvi Haanaai AH.

Kkaa, Haatvi Akl Abiatla.

Kkaa, Hr. Naaka« Ati.

Kkaa, Haatvi TaaitaaMta.

HatH. Hr. R.

Haaiia, Kkaa Rakaiar Hakaaiaiai Akiat.

Qaasvia, Haatvi Abai.

Rakaiaa, Kkaa Rakaiar A. P. H. Ahiar-.

Ray. Raka Aaialyaikaa.

Ray. Hr. tkaati kbvkharvtvar.

Raat, taka Naaaai.

Ray, Hr. karat Kvaiar.

taaiai, Haatvi Akiai.

Ira Rapta, Dr. Naraak Okaaira.

Ikak, Hasivi Akiai Naaiii.

NOES.

Arautraag, Hr. W. L.

Rat. Rai takik karat Okaaira.

Raaa, Hr. Naraaira Kaiaar.

Rvajaaiia, Hr. H. D.

Hlrkaiyra, Hr. H.

Rtaaiy, Hr. K. H.

Raaa, Hr. k. H.

Rkaaia, Hr. Aparva Kaaiar.

Rkaaikari, Kkaa Rakaiar Haatvi Matiar Rak*

•aa.

Rkaaikart. Or. iacaaira Okaaira.

Rkakkaay, Rai Rakaiar Raai Do.

Rakaa, Hr. D. 4.

iaaptr, Hr. «. ft.

OK, Raka Rarapraaai.

Ran, Hr. R. k.

•alt. Rat Rakaiar Dr. Hartikaa.

Rarafal, tka Maa'kte Rawak K. N. H^ Kkaa

Rakaiar.

Rirfataa, Hr. R. N.

RRakrHt Hr. R. R.

Rlaiiia|,Hr. R.

Ma«aa, tka Naa'Ma Kkaa Rakaiar H. Axteat.

Haifa, Hr. i. 0. tr.

Haamm. Hr. r. T.

Haaata, Navak Haakarraf, Kkaa Rakaiar.

Haaaaia, Haatvi LatafaL

iMAHr.T.
Aaaaaa, Hr. R. W.

The Aye* being 33 and the N

Hagaira, Hr. L. T.

Marita, Hr. 0. H.

Hitter, Hr. t. 0.

Hitter, to Maa'kte Hr Rrajaaira Lai.

Makkapaikaya, Rai kakH karat Okaaira.

HaMek, Hr. Hakaaia Rvbary.

Rag, Rivtnil B. A.

Nag. Raka Oak Lai.

Naaiy, Maharaja Orta Okaaira, at Kailateaiar.

Naxlaiaiiia, tka Maa’kte Kkwaja Mr.

Paiiar, Mr. Aaaaia Hakaa.

Ptiiar, talk Haaaaiaa Praaai.

Rakaaai, Hr. A.

Rakaiaa, Haatvi Aittar.

Rat Hakaaai, Maaiaira Oak.

Ray, Raka K batter Hakaa.

Ray, taka Raftaira Rarayaa.

Rate, tka Naa’Ma Hr. N. N.

Nay, Hr. kalnaw Magh.

Ray. ikaaifcart, Raka Ha« Okaaira.

kaa. Rat kakH Aftakay Kaaiar.

kaa. Hr. R. R.

ttevaa. Hr. 4. W. R.

Tavaaai, Hr. H. P. V.

Watkar, Hr. R. L.

WRktaaaa, Hr. N. R.

WHIM, Hr. A. taO.

Wiikiai. tka Naa’Ma Mr iaka.

es Wing 55, the motion wr« looL
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Mr. P. BANERJl! Sir, I beg to move that the demand of

Rs. 43,26,000 under the head “26A—Presidency Police” be reduced

by Rs. 100 (unrestricted gambling in Calcutta.)

Sir, you will naturally ask me why this time I have not given any

cut motion or rather why I abandoned the traffic police. My point is

that there has been a considerable improvement or rather marvellous

improvement in the traffic police. When I used to discuss the activities

of the traffic police some members criticised me and even went to the

length of saying whether the police would abdicate in favour of

Mr. P. BanerjiP This time, Sir, I have news for them and would

tell them in fact that the police have abdicated and as a result the

improvement achieved is marvellous and on that account I must

congratulate the lion' hie Member in charge of Police. The

llon’ble Member also said two years ago that it was not

possible; last year I partially congratulated him, but this year I

congratulate him wholeheartedly so far as the traffic police is concerned.

So far as traffic arrangements are concerned it seems that these arrange-

ments have been made over to the charge of the Bus Syndicate and

their arrangements with the police have been marvellous. The llou’ble

Member has taken such steps that even in January this year two

sergeants were dismissed for bribery and corruption reported by the

Bus Syndicate, ]S
T

ow, having said that, I may now turn this time to

the unrestricted form of gambling going on in Calcutta and here also

I expect that in the near future the llon’ble Member will take the

necessary steps in the matter so that there may not be any further com-

plaints next year. To begin with, Sir, I will divide my motion into

three groups—one, private houses of big people and clubs; secondly,

bucket-shops and thirdly, regular gambling dens. So far as these

private houses of big people and clerks are concerned here it is well

known that some gambling is going on there like bridge, poker and in

some cases I know even shaudyfair. I leave these out for the present

as I know that it is not possible for the police to approach these houses

or clubs and even if any direction is given to the police, they will not

go anywhere near them. That is my one reason, and my second reason

is that in this case Mr. Boss is not here but Mr. Ross’s friends will End

themselves amongst those companions for whom first class hotel accom-

modation has been arrauged for by Government. Therefore, on these

two gounds I leave this out for the present. My second point is

bucket-shop gambling. There is legalised gambling going on mostly

by servants, cooks and other people of smaller means. This can also

be stopped if the police go about their work very strictly. This could

have been avoided if my proposal of dog racing or the proposal of

donkey racing of my friend Mr. S. M. Bose bad been accepted by
Government* But the Government maintain that it is very difficult to

stop the gambling instinct in men. Government is always prepared
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to remote anomalies and it is an anomaly (that big people escape

w^ile letter people are punished). The Duke of Atholl in the House

of Lords taid that it is really an anomaly that big people who can

balance their accounts by payment of cheques in totalisators are not

punished in any way for their action, while for the same action their

clerks and servants get punished. I would leave this also for the

present. My third point is public gambling dens kept by people of all

denominations—Europeans, Chinese, Muhammadans and Hindus.

Sir, I will begin with the Chinese quarters of Calcutta. You will

remember that in the course of the Budget debate 1 wanted to present

a picture of the gambling den, but I was then declared out of order.

Now, I will explain the position. This is a den in Blackburn Lane

known as the Tung Wang Club. It was raided by the police on the

4th of February, 19JJ5, which was the Chinese New Year’s Day. But

the funniest part of the whole thing was t hut although the proprietor

had on that occasion obtained the permission of the Commissioner of

Police to gamble, it was raided. 1 may mention here that there are also

other clubs in that plac?, one of which is run at 1(», Blackburn

Lane, by u man named Akong in three names. 'I'll is club has now

been shifted to another house to avoid detection by the police. It wi 11

be apparent that these clubs are a source of income to the subordinate

police officers. Otherwise, why should the club which bad obtained

permission of the Commissioner of Police be raided Y 1 may also mention

that during the raid a free fight ensued w’ith the result that the head

of a police sub-inspector was broken and he had therefore to be away

from duty for about two weeks. Sir, my contention is that tin* raid

was made by the police as the proprietor having obtained permission

of the Commissioner of Police to gamble had refused to pay any illegal

gratification to them. This is a ease of the Chinese quarter. Then,

Sir, I will mention about other dens in the Bowhazar Street which are

run by a person named llashemi. There also these dens thrive well

under the protection of the police and go on changing names. When-

ever any raid is contemplated, they are informed about it In the sub-

ordinate thana officers, and they at once shift from the place and the

bouse is found vacant. My infoi motion is that they take rooms in

some of the brothels which have sprung up recently in the Bowlmwir

Street. It is said that the police is making great attempts to stop bead

gambling, but I can tell you, Sir, that it is going on merrily in the

Chinese quarters and are called the Zoo and the Ingo. I nm of course

glad to find from the Administration Report that there were only four

oases of bead gambling detected. One of these bead gambling dens

was near the house of a Deputy Commissioner of Police, and when the

proprietor was hauled up in court it transpired that it had been there

for more than a year. So, yon see, Sir, these dens go on under the

very nose of 'the police. In the Beniapuker quarter of the town there

is &L gambling den which is very close to Mr. Suhrawardy's place and
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which is run by some Europeans. Although I admit the polite have

detected some cases, there are still many such dens flourishing all over

Calcutta. Sir, the Detective Department in most cases is reluctant to

investigate into these cases because they feel that by doing so they will

incur the displeasure of their brother officers in other departments and

bo allow the enquiry to be held by those people under whom these things

thrive. Therefore, Sir, there is no other alternative left but to venti-

late and discuss these things here on the floor of this House. So far

as the carnivals are concerned, Calcutta may be said to be free from

these pests, and I congratulate the Ifon’ble Member on that account.

There is, however, one which was opened on the 17th of this month.

1 would request the Ilon’ble Member to kindly make enquiries into the

matter, as gambling is still going on in the outskiits of this city and

particularly near the Howrah station.

With these words I commend the motion.

The Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: Sir, I am sure the House has been

greatly entertained by the interesting lecture which Mr. Banerji has

been able to give us leased on his profound knowledge of the under-

world of Calcutta. A]mrt from that I have been trying to suppress ray

blushes on the praise which he showered upon the police to-day and to

which 1 am unaccustomed. He referred to the marvellous improvement
in the working of the Calcutta traffic police. But he took a little of the

gilt off the ginger-bread when he said that it was due to the fact that

the traffic police have abdicated in favour of the Bus Synditate. Well,

I cannot agree that the trufhc police have abdicated. But on the other

hand 1 do know that the Commissioner of Police lias worked in consulta-

tion with the Bus Syndicate and lm.> received considerable help from

them in organising lms routes and bus traffic generally. It is a little

too sweeping to say that the murvellous improvement in the traffic

police is due to its abdication in favour of the Bus Syndicate. But in

any case the traffic police do control the bus traffic as well as all other

kinds of traffic. I am very glad that a member of the Legislative

Council, who is so much interested in bus traffic, has been able to say

that there is improvement in the arrangement of bus traffic. But
Mr. Banerji "s main theme was the question of gambling of all sorts of

which he was displaying such an intimate knowledge. Gambling of

course—and to-day Mr. Banerji is one with me in that opinion, though
be changes ins opinion on gambling from time to time—is a thing

which we condemn and which we do not countenance as far as we
possibly can. The sort of gambling to which Mr. Banerji refers is of

a most undesirable kind I know, and the Commissioner of Police does

endeavour to put it down as far as possible. It is a difficult problem

and certainly the subordinate police, who may have to do with these

low-claaa gambling dens, are, One must realise, exposed to some amount
of temptation and sometimes they succumb to it. That is the kind of
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thin^^bich the superior officers of the police force have considerable

difficulty in detecting and also in putting down. At the same time,

Sir, the^Commissioner of Police will not tolerate that sort of thing;

and I know that when he discovers any of his subordinates committing

any offence by conniving at gambling or takiug illegal gratification,

he will not hesitate to get rid of them.

Sir, I listened to him with a certain amount of bewilderment in

regard to his remarks regarding the Chinese Club. 1 do not propose

to comment on it, because I am afraid I could not follow what his real

point was. I do not believe that the Commissioner of Police ever gave

permission to the Chinese to resort to gambling on the Chinese New

Year's Day. Anyhow, Sir, all 1 have got to say on this particular

matter is that if gambling is going on in Calcutta— and it does go on

—

the police as a whole do not countenance it ; and 1 know that if Mr. P.

Banerji would give the Commissioner of Police the benefit of his

knowledge of these different gambling dens, the former would certainly

endeavour to suppress these evils.

Sir, I beg to oppose the motion.

Mr. P. Banerji’s motion was then put and lost.

Babll AMULYADHAN RAY: Sir. I beg to move t hut Hie ilenmml

of lls. 43,26,000 under the head “2(iA—l’retidem y Police” be reduced

by Rs. 100.

Sir, at the verv outset I may tell the llcmxe that we have no grievance

individually against the Hon’ble Member. On the contrary, whenever

we have represented our grievances, he has carefully considered what-

ever we placed before him. The wrong lies in the policy followed. It

is common knowledge that the present policy regarding appointments

from the scheduled castes is entirely inadequate to suit our purposes

inasmuch as we are now only a fractional part of that generalised term,

viz., “minority communities and backward classes for whom one-

third of the appointments have been promised; but not always accorded.

Therefore, my submission to the House would be that the depressed

classes should no longer be treated as a fractional part, as I have

already said, of that generalised term “minority communities and

backward classes.” In matters of representation in public services our

claims should be separately recognised, as in the legislature of the

future constitution, by reserving for our community on the basis of

population a definite percentage of vacancies in all the detriments

out of the number available for the Hindus as a whole. This is the

policy which should be followed by Government immediately.

Then, Sir, I shall come to another aspect of the question. What

I wish to submit to the House is that the words “Scheduled castes”

ehould be substituted for the words “Backward classes.” We all know
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that on the 4th of July, 1934, a circular was issued under the signature

of the HonTde Mr. M. G. Hallet. In that circular even no mention

could be found of the “Backward classes.’ ’ The authorities at Delhi

have recognised the claims of the depressed classes and not of the

backward classes. Therefore, from all points of view it is fair and

just that it is only the scheduled castes which should be recognised in

matters of representation in public services as in the future legislature.

Then, Sir, I shall come to another point. The Hon’ble Member
himself knows that a circular was issued on the 28th April, 1931,

regarding ministerial appointments from the scheduled castes. So far

as that circular goes, it is being treated so far as appointments to the

Calcutta Police are concerned as a dead letter. It may be said by the

Hon’ble Member that our number is very small in the city of Calcutta.

However, Sir, the city of Calcutta belongs to the whole of Bengal.

Therefore, so far as ministerial appointment* to the Calcutta Police are

concerned, it should be seen that the circular be followed in future

strictly in all the offices of the Calcutta Police.

Then, Sir, I would make another request to the Ilon’ble Member.

It is not possible for us to know exactly whether the circular is actually

followed or not. Therefore, my submission is that annual returns as

prescribed in that circular should be available to the recognised and

registered association of the scheduled castes, I mean the All-Bengal

Depressed Classes’ Federation, so that we cun see whether the circular

is observed or not.

lastly, I would request the llon’ble Member to direct all the recruit-

ing authorities to communicate to that body whether any depressed

class vacancy is likely to occur as is done in t he case of Muhammadans
and occasionally in our case. That is the policy, I submit, should btf*

followed by the authorities.

Now, Sir, it has been said very often that there is a dearth of candi-

dates from our communities. Undoubtedly, Sir, the fact is otherwise.

Hundreds of our suitable educated candidates are still without employ-

ment and we are not in want of qualified candidates.

Then, Sir, even in the Calcutta Police we had year before last two

candidates, one of whom was selected by the Selection Committee, but

ultimately he was not appointed. Then, last year there was a candi-

date for the Bengal Civil Service who stood high in order of merit,

and although he did not get any appointment in the Bengal Civil

Service he ultimately got an appointment in the Excise Department.

Even that candidate who stood high in order of merit amongst the

successful candidates for the Bengal Civil Service was not found suitable

by the Selection Committee for recruitment as a Sub-Inspector of Police

in Calcutta.

With these few words, J commend my motion to the acceptance of

the House.
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Rti tillib 8ARAT CHANDRA BAL: Sir, the policy followed by

the Government in matters of recruitment in the Presidency Police

Force is not known to the public, so my speech may not be palatable

to the Hon’ble Member in charge of the department.

Sir, in matters of recruitment in the Presidency Police Force the

Government seem more orthodox and more jealous to safeguard the

interest of the non-scheduled castes of Bengal than the Tol Pandits

at Nabadwip who before the year 19d4 reserved to the ?irulnnun,

Baidya ,
Kayastha and Kshatriya the sum of Its. G.(HH) given by the

Bengal Government to be distributed among the students reading

^Naya and Smriti. The mentality of the Tol Pandits, 1 am informed,

is forced to be changed and now that stipendiary allowance is made

open to all students reading Nava and Smriti irrespective of caste and

creed. But, Sir, policy of the Bengal Government in mutteis of

recruitment in the Presidency Police Force is not changed even utter

the year 19<14.

Sir, may I know from the Ilon’ble Member why the scheduled

castes are not recruited in this department? 1 would most respectfully

appeal to the Ifon’hle Member to inform whether there is any Sub-

Inspector or constable belonging to the scheduled castes in tln> depart-

ment. The reply to this question. 1 think, will bo in the negative.

Now, Sir, what may be the probable reasons for not recruiting the

scheduled castes in this department? In the first place, it may he

that suitable candidates (belonging to the scheduled castes uie not

available.

Sir, I know personally that many graduates not to speak of under-

graduates belonging to the scheduled castes who possessed a vei> stiong

physique applied for the post ot Sule Inspector of Police. 1 know that

ma^y young men were selected for appointment as constables but owing

to some unknown reasons they were not appointed. Sir, it the Hon hie

Member be pleased to have a look at the list of candidates of the

scheduled castes who applied for appointment in this department, he

will find more than a dozen applications, but how is it that not a

single one was appointed? The Hon 'hie Member may say that there

were applications, but they were not found medically fit. To this

I must say that the scheduled castes have got Deputy Magistrates,

Sub-Deputy Collectors, Sub-Inspectors and Munsifs who were to

appointed after medical examination. But it is strange to find that

they could not send one even to be medically fit in this department.

Therefore, Sir, the argument that qualified candidates are not avail-

able cannot stand.

Secondly, the Hon’ble Member may say that they have got a

circular just as they have issued a circular instructing the district

authorities not to recruit Namasudra constables, specially in the Arras

Force.
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Sir, may I know from the Hon’ble Member the gravity of the

charge that led the Government to the issue of the circular which has

directly affected the caste whose population is more than 25 lakhs in

Bengal? I am informed, of course 1 am ready to be corrected if tha't

information is false, that a party of constables was sent at Chittagong

and there they were out of control, but the circumstances under whlWP
they did so is not known to me. Now, Sir, is it fair and just that t&r

*

the fault of a particular constable a caste whose population is more than

25 lakhs deserve such punishment? Now, Sir, if the action of the Hon’ble

Member is justified, may I know what action the Government has

taken against thos^ castes, the young men of which have taken part%
in terrorist activities? Sir, we do not find that, because the Govern-

liient dare not to take any step on that line against the strong but very

quick to take action against the loyal and the weak, the Xanuutvdra.

They were faithful and loyal during the civil disobedience movement
and the Government has given a fit reward. 1 am further informed

that after the issue of that circular, District Superintendents of Police

(specially in the district of Faridpur) did not recruit ordinary con-

stables even in the District Police Force. I shall be highly thankful

if the Hon’ble Member be pleased to take a note of the fact and

enquire into the matter ami know definitely the number ot A amasvdra

constables recruited in the district of Faridpur during the last year

und current year. If he enquires, he will find. I think, that not a

single Stnmunidm has been recruited and the general ratio ot recruit-

ment of A amasitdra constables in tin* District Police Force in Bengal

has abnormally come down utter the issue ot that cinular.

That is the position of one of the loyal castes of Bengal, and I

wish to know the position of the scheduler! castes generally of Bengal

in the Presidency Police Force. *

Now, Sir, let me come to the point I have already referred. That

the Hon’ble Mr. Reid who is in charge of the Police Department is

more orthodox and more jealous to safeguard the social sentiments of

the Hindu police officers in the Presidency Police than even the To! m

Pandit ut Nabadwip (who before the year 1934 managed to reserve

the sum of Rs. 6,000 for the Ifrah min, Kshatriya, liaidyn and Kayastha*

only). I am informed that for want of separate cookshed the scheduled

castes of Bengal are not recruited in this department. Am I to believe

that failure on the part of the Government to provide cooksheds

amounts to a disqualification on the part of the scheduled castes of

Bengal seeking uppointiuent in this department? Is the Hon’ble

Member of opinion even to-day that so long that disadvantage stands

thevse castes are not to be recruited. Why are the Government so

afraid of the Hindu police officers in this department? Has the

Government been ever bold enough to take any definite steps to test

the feeling of the non-scheduled Hindu officers? Can he cite a single

instance in which the non-scheduled officer refused to live in the same
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quarters with a scheduled caste officer, or is it a fact that the Hon’ble

Member has' been convinced by arguments that there wiH be disaffection

if these castes are recruited ? May 1 know how long the Hon’ble

Member will be under that delusion? Will he wait till the Bengal

Government has got a balanced Budget or will he lie bold enough to

llj^n definite step with a strong hand on this direction and remove

g Aeng-standing disability and be a friend of the scheduled castes of

Bengal?

Every year the Police grant increases, and every year the House

gives its sanction to it. How is it that the Hon’ble Member does not

t*me before the House for an additional grant for the construction of

gboksheds ?

This shows that the Government is very inactive, but 1 pray that

the 'Hon’ble Member he more active ami take such steps that may

facilitate the recruitment of the scheduled castes in this department.

Justice demands it, and I am strongly oi opinion that the Government

may be rightly justified if they reserve some appointments in this

department lor the scheduled castes.

Sir, l came to know that it is the desire of the Bengal Go\ernment

to raise the numerical strength oi Muslims in the Distiict 1 olice

Force to 50 per cent, of the total strength. As a result in some dis-

tricts only Muslims aic now recruited in the Distiict Voice 11 the

Hon’hle Member he pleased to take a statement of present reel uitnient

from District Office?*, he will come to know of what 1 have said.

Now, Sir, il it n the policy of the Go\ eminent to recruit on eoiiiiiiunul

line, 1 find no harm on the part of the Government to lesene sonic

appointments in this department for the scheduled castes who are

nearly 50 per cent, of the total Hindu population in the pro\ince.

With* these few words I support the motion moved by Mr. Hoy.

Babtl PREMHARI BARMA: Sir, I whole-heuitedly support the

gaotion of Mr. Amulyadhan Ka\ for reciuiting scheduled castes in

'the Presidency Police. Sir, f hough the number of scheduled castes

in the Presidency is considerable, it is really regrettable that Govern-

ment do not look to the legitimate claims of the scheduled castes who

require encouragement and impetus for their education and pi ogress

by giving them some Government appointment*. Sir, it is necessary

that a certain percentage of appointments in the Presidency Police

should lie reserved for the scheduled castes. If this is not done, it is

simply impossible for the scheduled castes to get any appointment

having regard to the very low progress in education amongst them.

I appeal to the Government that the Government should not only

sympathise with the very backward condition of the scheduled castes,

but should really do something tangible for the uplift of the scheduled

castas.
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Or. NARE8H CHANDRA SEN GUPTA: Sir, I am rather at «

loss to appreciate the objective of the motion moved by my friend

Mr. Amulyadhan Ray. He has no complaint against the Government

He said that the Government deals with all the complaints th^ ant

raised by the scheduled castes with sympathy and consideration, but

he complains that in reserving appointments Government putstflu

scheduled castes along with other backward communities, and

Mr. Amulyadhan Ray infatuated with the love of the schedule whicl

has recently been brought into existence is showing himself too anxiout

to keep back the benefits from other backward classes for the benefii

of the schedule. What is this schedule after all? The scheduled

castes are castes which have been placed in the schedule in consideration

ultimately of their backwardness. Then* is nothing else to justify

the scheduled castes being placed in a class by themselves. If ther<

are other backward classes who for one reason or another have no'

been placed in the scheduled castes or who do not like to be placet

in the scheduled castes class, is there any reason why any appointmen

which Government might make should not go to those classes, but shouh

go only to the favoured classes who are fortunate to find their plac<

in that sanctified schedule? I do not understand the meaning of it

The principle upon which certain appointments in Government service

are based is different now from what it was in early days. In thos<

days the principle adopted was to give encouragement to backwan

classes in respect of education by giving them appointments and t<

help them also in recovering their economic position in society b;

means of entry into public offices. Those were the principles upoi

which this thing wio recognis'd at t lie outlet. Since then the time

have changed and now the claim that has been put forward is that th

people who are backward should be promoted to positions of eminence

to which they may not be strictly justified by their merit; not merel;

that, but that for the very reason of their baekwaiduess they shouh

be given a proportionate shaie in appointments in propoition to thei

population. That is the new principle which lias been encouraged ii

recent times. I have very great quarrel with that principle, hut fo

the present I aiu not concerned with that. If you do that, does i

stand to reason that all persons, who happen to he backward in th

sense that they are economically backward, or educationally backward

should not be shown the same consideration as other classes who happei

to have Wen scheduled for a different purpose, for electoral purpose

Why? Mr. Amulyadhan Ray or the other gentleman who has spoke:

in support of the motion has not explained the reasons why othe

admittedly backward classes should be excluded from the privileg

of appointments which have so far been reserved for tbe backwar

classes generally.

Babti AMULYADHAN RAY: What does the Poona Pact say?
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DT. ifMfietH CHANDRA SEN GUPTA: The Poona Agreement
may be 4 most sacred thing to Mr. Amulyadhan Ray, bat it it not so

to me. Hie Poona Agreement is a thing about which it would be
mosf advantageous for them who have taken advantage of it to speak
the least. I suppose the Government must be convinced in the heart

of their hearts by this time what a source of mischief has been the
recognition of this new principle of making appointments in public

services not in accordance to the requirements of the services but in

strict proportion to the population of certain communities classified

according to natural or artificial system of classification. Mr. Amulya-
dhan Ray’s motion is one of the illustrations of the excesses to which
ft might go, but I submit that Government ought to take up courage

and fight this tendency to exclude the backward classes other than the

scheduled castes from the benefits which the Government keep reserved

for the backward classes. I am not speaking of the benefits of the

caste Hindus. They can take care of themselves. I do not care how
many of the caste Hindus get appointments so long as efficiency is

maintained. But if you do show preference to backward classes, let

it he shown to all really backward classes who are economically and
educationally backward. To my friends who have times without

number come before the Council with petitions for Government appoint-

ments on behalf of their community, if I may give them an advice,

I should say that if half the time and attention which they devote to

secure offices for the educated classes of their community were devoted

for the benefit of the large section of the poor community whom they

represent, to alleviate their economic distress in other ways than by

seeking appointments in the Government service for the educated

minority of these communities, they would he doing a lasting good to

their community and their country.

With these words I oppose the motion.

The HOit’ble Mr. R. N. REID: Sir, the chief point in Mr. Amulya-

dhan Ray’s speech was his demand that a definite percentage of appoint-

ments based on population should be reserved for the scheduled castes.

That, Sir, is a proposition which was debated upon at considerable

length some weeks ago on a resolution moved in this House. I cannot

remember whether Mr. Ray was the mover of that motion or somebody

else. Anyhow, I cannot hut repeat what I said then in reply. The

Erst point I made was a practical one, and that was that if you were

going to give appointments to the scheduled castes on a purely per-

centage basis based on the relation which the total population of

scheduled castes bears to the whole population of the province, then

you would land yourself in difficulty. Not only will you have to

reserve a percentage of appointments on that basis for the sclwluled

castes, but, if you want to be fair, logically you have got to carry that

principle right through the whole of the administration. You will

84
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have not only to reserve appointments for the scheduled castes, hi

you will have to reserve appointments for every subdivision of tl

whole population, that is, scheduled castes, caste Hindus and for ever

other caste. This attempt to reserve a certain number of appointnteni

to a certain class of population is based on the principle that it 4
good thing to have representatives in the public services of all classc

of the general population, and it is on that ground that Governmen
have endeavoured as best as they can to reserve a certain number c

appointments for the scheduled castes or others. But we must nc

carry that too far and I think we should always bear in mind that-

and it is a thing which a great many people are apt to forget—tha

this reservation should be and in fact must be a temporary expedient

It is like your system of reservation of seats for certain communitie
and communal representation. That also is a thing which one hope
is a temporary expedient, necessary to-day, but we hope not necessar;

in the future. Similarly in the case of appointments to the publi

service. It is a necessary expedient, desirable at the present moment
to assist certain classes of the population who, for various reasons, ar

backward in education and have not had the same opportunities a

other sections of the population. It is a good thing now* to reserve

a certain number of appointments to them but it is not possible, nor i

it desirable to apply, a mechanical percentage basis for these appoint

nients.

Rai Sahib Surat Chandra Bui asked me a tremendous lot of ques

tions, which I am hardly in a position to answer straight oft, but ]

think he was referring to the Xmnnsudra* chiefly. He started off b]

saying thut some of his remarks would be unpalatable to me but h<

must forgive me if I too say things, though not intentionally, whict

may be unpalatable to him also, that is, Sir, as regards the Xamasudra*
As he very well knows, it was, I think, in 19*10 that the late Mr. Low
man, the then Inspector-General of Police, asked Government foi

permission to recruit a certain number of ;Yama*vilras into the Armed
Police. He was very keen to make the experiment and Government
permitted him to do so, but there is no disguising the unpalatable fact

that they were not a success. It is quite a simple matter. Certain

persons are naturally suited for certain occupations in life and certain

persons are not, and as it turned out, the police officers who had th<

training of these men and who had the administration of them when
they were sent out to their districts, come quite clearly to the conclusion

that they were not suited for police work in the Armed Branch and

that is all there is to say about it. They were not very amenable to

discipline and there wrns the difficulty over cooking arrangement*,

quite a real difficulty, Mr. Bal may say that Government should keep

them always at the same thana and not transfer them, but it is not e

practical proposition, for you want to be able to move your men about

wherever they are needed and you want .them to be able to work
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together with their fellow-constable* without any difficulty of separate

arrange*«*>U for food, or the like. And to suggest, si Mr. Bad hat

suggested, that the Afamatudmt were condemned as useless simply

because they failed in one or two particular cases in Chittagong is

pure nonsense. It is perfectly true that there was an incident at

Chittagong, I think in 1931, in which certain men of the community
did get into trouble, but that has nothing whatever to do with the

final decision not to recruit any more Namagvdnas into the Armed
Police. But, Sir, in general I wish to say this : That Government are

not unsympathetic—far from it—to the aspirations and deserte of the

scheduled castes, and that they do endeavour within the limits of

their power to accept for service in the police as well us in other

departments men of these classes who are otherwise suitable. After

all, we have got to consider the question of public advantage us well

as the aspirations of a particular cla^s of the population, and whatever

the special arrangements which may he made for the recruitment of a

particular class of people, for the reservation of a partieulnr number of

posts and the percentage of posts in a particular service for a parti*

cular class, always have to impose t he one condition that they are fit

for th*? public service. It may be that the candidates to whom my
friends have referred, though they may he graduates or under-graduates,

were not in fact suitable or were in fact less suitable than their

fellow -candidates of other communities for these posts. But on the

other hand, as I said before, Government recognise that it is important

to have representatives of all kinds and classes of the population in

the public service and they have no intention and, in fact, it is quite

wrong to suggest that Government are in any way hostile to the just

demands of the scheduled castes. I hope, Sir, that with this assurance

the mover will perhaps withdiaw his motion.

B&bu AMULYADHAN RAY: 1 beg leave of the House to withdraw

my motion.

The motion was then, by leave of the House, withdrawn.

Mr* $• M. BOSE: Sir, 1 Iwg to move that the demand of lt>. 1,50,(MM)

under the head “26B—Superintendence” be reduced by 11*. 100

(increase of expenditure).

Sir, I have listened with great care and interest to the very illumi-

nating remarks made by the Home Member last Saturday when intro-

ducing this demand. He needs no assurance from the non-official

members of this House that none w*ill grudge him any necessary

expenditure to combat terrorism. We, one and all, are agreed on that

point. Pressure must not be relaxed, but must be kept up on ail

fronts. Eternal vigilance is beyond all question called for. WT
e agree
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that this evil-like canker is eating into the heart ol Bengal, and it

must be eradicated root and branch. I agree with the Hon’ble Member
when he says that the position mnst be maintained, that the forces of

revolution and disorder are still there, still ready to take advantage

of any weakness or relaxation. In answer to the natural question why
there is an increase in expenditure, the Hon’ble Member told us last

Saturday, that if Government were to pursue the policy of maximum
damage on the enemy who were still active and still ready#o hit back
Government must not only continue the precautionary measures but
also endeavour to increase expenditure if necessary and that it would
not pay, he said, to stint expenditure which was, according to him,
in the nature of an insurance, and where risks were so great, he said,

the premium must be proportionately greater. While expressing my
admiration for this happy language, I beg leave, with some diffidence,

to bring forward this motion. I appreciate the efforts Government
have been making to attack the enemy on all fronts, by direct measures
to arrest the evil and to check the growth of recruits, as well as by
indirect measures to find employment and keep the minds of the youths

engaged in games, etc. There has been a very healthy reaction, and
times are now propitious; so it is rather difficult for us to appreciate

why the expenditure budgeted for next year is much heavier than that

of the previous year. In this connection, I may be allowed to quote

a few figures. The total actuals in 1931-32 were Rs. 2,20,95,000; in

1932-33, Rs. 2,19,00,000; in 1933-34 the actuals weie Rs. 2,20,71,000;

for the next year’s Budget it is Rs. 2,29,00,000, an increase, us the

Hon’ble Member says, of Rs. 7,22,000 and it is Rs. 4,38,000 in excess

of the revised estimate for the present year. The Hon’ble Member
has explained that this was partly due to the fact of the cut in pay
having been restored, but what about the rest? Temporary men if

kept on, have a tendency to increase; and this is what has happened.

Temporary men, like temporary measures, tend to Wome permanent.

Once you start on the course of employing additional hands, it will

be extremely difficult task to stop it
; it requires superhuman strength

of mind and energy and acumen. I know the Hon’ble Member feels

in his heart of hearts that such excessive expenditure is something
exceptional, something that requires a good deal of explanation. But
if anarchism and terrorism be on the wane, what is the need of spend-

ing Rs. 7
,00,000 and odd more than in 1933-34 and Rs. 4

,33,000 more
than the revised estimate for this year? I earnestly appeal to the
Hon’ble Member to be very careful, very chary before he permits

any extra expenditure. I sinjcerely trust that he fsvill not find it

necessary to spend as much as has been provided in the estimate, for

next year, and that at the next Budget, he will be able to tell the House
that he has been able to economise.

With these few words I commend my motion to the acceptance of
the House.
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Thi HetfWs Mr. R. N. REIDS I mm grateful to Mr. S. M. Bose lor

his appreciation of the point of view of Qovernment and for his sup*

port of Government in its policy and in its view that pressure cannot be

relaxed, that we still have got to maintain our pressure, and that we
still have got to be vigilant to see that fresh trouble does not arise.

Indeed, Sir.1 have very little to add to the remarks I made while intro-

ducing theTVdice Budget, simply because in that statement I endea-

voured to anticipate the very natural questions which members of this

House would ask when we contemplated this increase of expenditure in

the Budget for 1935-36. Mr. Bose has again asked that question, as to

why, if the movement is on the wane, we wanted to spend more money
than we did before. Well, Sir, I can only give the same answer that

I gave two days ago when I said that the reason was that we had

attained a certain posifion of superiority and our endeavour was to main-

tain that position, and if we are going to maintain it and prevent the

terrorist movement from raising its head again—if we are going to

maintain it, if we are going to prevent this terrorist movement from

becoming a menace that it was a year or two ago, we have not only got to

place our expenditure on the same scale as before, but it is possible we

may have to spend a bit more. It is unpalatable to me to have to come

with this increased demand, but it is not done in a light-hearted manner.

We have made the estimate after a very careful consideration. The

mover has asked us to be very careful and not to spend anything except

what is absolutely necessary. I may assure him that not a penny has

been spent more than I can help. But the circumstances, and parti-

cularly the actions and attitude of the terrorists, make it impossible at

the present moment to make any reduction in our expenditure—rather

the reverse. We are continually getting reminders of their activities,

of their anxiety to resume their activities the moment a chance is given

to them. There were two reminders of great importance last year—one

was the outrage at Lebong, and the second, although not so spectacular,

but in its bearing on the terrorist situation just as important, and that is

the effect of the escape of four leaders of the terrorist gang from the

Alipore Central Jail last July. Their escape has had its effect on the

terrorist situation generally and on a particular group of terrorists,

namely, the Anusilan. The mere fact of their escape shows the

strength of the determination of these men to do all they can to cause

trouble to Government. The moment they were gone, there is no ques-

tion that there is new activity in all directions among the men of that

particular party. They felt that their leaders had come out and this

was their chance to start action : and that position still persists.

Two of these men, Sir, are still at large—two important leaders, and

as kmg ms they are at large the situation is bound to give us anxiety.

This incident is an indication of the extreme importance of our not

allowing ourselves to relax, when things look quieter, when there are

no outrages for a month or two, and to enjoy a false sense of security or
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be persuaded to relax our precaution and to reduce our expesditui

irimply because things seem better for the time. We have got to \

very careful and we cannot relax our precautions. If we do, we shoui

he taking an undue risk and Government of the present day are not pri

pared to take that risk.

I can only assure Mr. Bose that this heavy expenditure is bein

incurred because Government believe it to be absolutely necessary. ]

we could reduce we should. I trust with this assurance Mr. Bose wi

withdraw his motion.

Mr. S. M. Bose's motion was then, by leave of the Council, wit!

drawn.

Mr. ANANDA MOHAN PODDAR: Sir, I bfeg to move that tl

demand of Its. 1,50,000 under the head “2GB—Police superintendence

be reduced by Rs. 100 ('desirability of taking into confidence tl

guardians of young boys and girls suspected to be mingling with tl

terrorists).

Sir, it is not at all a pleasant task to criticise the actions of the Go*

eminent on every occasion, but as popular representatives, I think,

is our duty to voice the popular feelings and sentiments on matte:

affecting their best interests. A strong sense of this duty sometime

impels us to criticise the police, because police is the only agenc

through which law and order is enforced—and law and order is essenth

for the ordered progress of the society.

Sir, the extraordinary measures promulgated in Bengal for tl

suppression of the terrorist movement have given the police much aut

erotic powers, and it is very unfortunate that the police in Bengal a:

using these powers rather indiscriminately. These police method
though checking the vicious activities of the misguided youths to

certain extent, are also giving fresh impetus to the obnoxious movemen
For they help to a great extent to spread discontent and the terrori

movement draws its life-blood from the discontent of the people. Th
method is also responsible for the unpopularity of the police administr

tion in Bengal.

Sir, I shall give an instance how the people are being unnecessari

harassed by the police. On the 9th of April last, an unfortuna

occurrence happened at Narayanganj. Some alleged terroria|** wbi

passing through a village lane, were accosted by the villagers and :

order to escape, the ruffians fired and shot down one innocent villa#

named Ramjan.

On the dav following some 500 houses in the town and its neighbor

hood were searched, 24 young men were arrestad and some 500 othe

were taken to the than* for recording their statements. On tha 2ft

April again about 200 houses were searched aqd 10 more jttuths we
arrested and on the 14th May 5 more arrests were made, making tl
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total number of arrests 39. On the 3rd June the District Magistrate
served notices under the Bengal Criminal Law Amendment Act on 20
youths not to go out of their homes during day and night and to report

themselves in the local police-station onre daily. Police also call on
them at their houses 4 or 5 times at night and from recently even at

daytime. The 39 arrested young men were sent up for trial in what is

known as the Deobhog Shooting Case and after a few months of deten-

tion 37 of them were discharged and clmrge-sheet was submitted against

only two——of whom one was ultimately acquitted on the trial. This is in

short the happenings and the activities of the police at a particular

place, and it is not unlikely that similar occurrences happen in othar

parts of Bengal.

Sir, what 1 want to stress is that in connection with the Deobhog
shooting affair in order to procure conviction for one person 39 young
men were dragged to the court and a few hundreds more have been
unnecessarily harassed and are being harassed even to-day. In the

Munshiganj and Mailaripur areas also hundreds of young men are put to

great indignities and harassment. Many of these are schoolboys and
owing to the peculiar attention of the police and the military on them
their lives are being made miserable and their careers ruined. It may
be that the police find it necessary to take these steps for the preven-

tion of the terrorist crimes. But the public feeling in Bengal is that

the method adopted by the police is not the best method for the eradi-

cation of the evil. It may be that some of t he dangerous political

criminals are checked by this process, but it is sure and certain that

many innocent persons suffer along with them, and when their career

is ruined once for all and their prospect in life gone, they turn out to he

potential terrorists.

Sir, it may he remembered that a provincial conference of the repre-

sentative public men was convened under the auspices of the British

Indian Association at the Calcutta Town Hall in September last with

the object of finding out ways and means to fight terrorism in Bengal.

That Conference after mature deliberations requested the authorities

by a resolution to take into confidence the guardians of youthful

suspects so that they may he weaned from their evil paths in time and

prevented from committing any active crime. Sir, nobody i« more

interested in the welfare of the youths than their guardians. Every one

of tlMnn wants that his son or daughter should not ruin his or her

career and life by mingling with the terrorists. So if they ure given an

opportunity to rectify their sons and wards, they will exert their utmost

for the purpose. There must be co-operation between the Government

and the public in this matter and to ensure that co-operation the autho-

rities concerned who have access to facts and data# concerning the terro-

rists should »take into confidence the guardians and non-official leading

fcen before taking any punitive action.
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Sir, I am aware that high official* in the Secretariat, who are res-

ponsible for police administration, are not unmindful of the benefit <if

this procedure and that if approached they often take the guardians into

confidence and do the needful. But in the mufassal the case is jguite

different. There the authorities instead of seeking co-operation hardly

pay any heed to the requests of the guardians and other leading men
who approach them for the purpose. This is very unfortunate.

Terrorism is a menace alike to the Government and to the people and

unless the people and the Government co-operate for the eradication of

the evil, best results cannot be obtained

Mr. PRESIDENT: Mr. Poddar, there is only five minutes left for the

discussion of this subject. Do you wish to give the llon’ble Member

in charge opportunity to speak?

Mr. ANANDA MOHAN PODDAR: Yes, Sir, I will finish in a
minute. I request the Government to take up the matter in right

earnest and to issue instructions to the authorities concerned to take pre-

ventive measures on the lines suggested above before taking any puni-

tive action.

Mr. E. N. BLANDY. Sir, when the Hon’ble Member asked me to

reply to this motion, I thought that the mover was going to advocate a
policy, which the Government have themselves enunciated and are

impressing on the local officers to pursue and one, I think, I am right in

saying, which all officers dealing with terrorist crime are pursuing.

The mover of the motion however referred at some length to an inci-

dent in Narayanganj. I am afraid, I am not well up in the facts. But,

Sir, the main fact was that an unfortunate man was murdered. If some

hundred young men were in consequence pift to some amount of incon-

venience, it does not seem in comparison of much moment But that

is not the main point of the motion. The hon’ble member in moving

his motion has implied that the aspirations of the Secretariat are not

carried into effect in the mufassal. Sir, with my limited experience

of the mufassal, I can definitely tell him that he is wrong. In Chitta-

gong, for instance, the parents and guardians are very fully taken into

confidence. They been supplied with the names of the people

whom we suspect or who, we think, may be drifting into the terrorist

movement ; the local officers do this so that they may keep a watch and

to look after their own children. The advice w’hich they thus gePfrom

the authorities has been very much welcomed and appreciated by the

parents and guardians: the same thing has been happening in Tippeif^.

and I think also in Midnapore, Noakbali and other districts. I think f*
can assure the mover that this policy of taking the parents and guardian*^

into confidence is being followed genuinely and more and mpk*
thoroughly as the days go on. Government attach the greatest import-

ance to it And we are getting good results from it. As the objeftt if ikd*
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mover of this out is to draw attention to a policy which Government

have adopted, and which they intend to carry out, I trust that he will

withdra# his motion.

ifr. A*anda Mohan Poddar’B motion was then, by leave of the

Houift, withdrawn.

(At this stage the time-limit for the discussion of “26—Police” was

reached.)

The Hon'ble Mr. It. N. Reid’s motion that a sum of Rs. 2,11 ,63,000

be granted for expenditure under the head “26—Police” was put and

agreed to.

(The Council was than adjourned for 15 minutes.)

(After Adjournment.)

27A—Ports and pilotage.

The Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD. sir, on the recommenda-

tion of His Excellency the Governor, I beg to move that a sum of

Rs. 3,41,000 be granted for expenditure, under the head “27A—Ports

and pilotage.”

Motion for reduction.

Rai Bahadur KE8HAB CHANDRA BANERdl: Sir, I beg to move

that the demand of Rs. 93,000 under the head “27A—Ports and pilotage

—Charges for pooled launches—Supplies and services—Building, repairs,

and outfit of launches” be reduced by Rs. 100 (training Bengali

apprentices in ship-building in the Government Dockyard at Narayan-

ganj)- ... T
Sir, the subject-matter of this motion is not a new or novel on*. It

has been debated on three different occasions; in fact, it arose out of a

motion moved by ray friend Maulvi Muhammad Paxlullah in the

Budget Session of the Council in 1931; and I had the privilege of

moving a similar motion on the 24th March, 1932.

The object of this motion is to train our young men at the Govern-

ment Dockyard at Narayanganj. Three years have elapsed, but we

are not aware what steps have been taken to comply with the assurance

then given by the Hon’ble Mr. Marr in reply to my motion. Speaking

on behalf of Government, on the motion of Maulvi Muhammad

Faxllullab ,
Mr. Blandy, whom we find here to-day, said:

—

“It ia not correct to say that we have already built several craft.

£s a matter of fact, we have not yet built one. There is, however, a

efrpfmn amount of fairly important reconditioning and repair work

going on at ^Narayanganj, and it is possible that this work might

opaovide opportunities of valuable training for apprentices.
'
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Continuing he added :

—

1 ‘However, as the idea has been put to us, Government will be glad

to go into details and see if it will be possible from the financial point

of view and also from the practical point of view, to start a class

where they will be able to impart adequate instruction to apprentices

iwith the means at their disposal. I would therefore request the mover

to withdraw the motion.”

On the assurance given by Mr. Blandy, the mover withdrew the

motion, but we are not aware as to what enquiries had been made and
with what result. In 1932, the Hon’ble Mr. Marr said:

—

“If we were to offer to train regular apprentices, we would have to

make proper arrangements which would cost money.”

Then he went on to say:

—

“Government will continue to watch whether things can be

improved. At present with the facilities at our command we cannot

give any training in ship-building. Therefore, I would ask the mover
to withdraw' the motion on the understanding that Government will

continue to examine the question.”

So, it will appear that every year when the question w'as raised on

the floor of this House, some sort of assurance was given by the Hon’ble

Member in charge or the Finance Secretary
;
but nothing, practically,

has been done up till now* to give effect to the assurance.

Sir, I do not wish to detain the House any longer because the

time at my disposal is very short. It is for the benefit of our young
men, for whom there is no other avenue of employment open—I mean
those who have had some education in secondary schools but have not

reached the Matriculation Standard in High English Schools in the

mufassal—that the training is proposed to be imparted. That will

ease the present situation to some extent. It will, at any rate, help a

certain section of our young men to get an opportunity of receiving

the necessary training in ship-building or repairing steam, or motor

launches at Narayanganj. I do not mean thereby that they should be

highly qualified B. Sc.’s or M. Sc.’s of the University, but I have in

my mind the people wd*o do not find employment anywhere and who
have an aptitude for technical education. It is to this class of people

that the proposed training should be given. The Hon’ble Member in

charge of t lie Department will perhups say that a ship has never been

built at Narayanganj and that the only work carried on there is repair

work and reconditioning work. If our young men are given a chance

of receiving some amount of training in the repairing of steam vessels,

then when they complete their practical training at the training centre*

they will be able to find employment elsewhere or carry on an independ*

ont profession as repairers. That is the object of my motion. With
these few words, Sir, I commend my motion to the acceptance of tha

House.
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Thi Hon’bli Sir JOHN WOODHEAD; Sir, the dockyard at

Narayaagfnj, as the Rai Bahadur has said in the course o! his speech,

is not a place where we build launches. No launches are built at

Narayanganj : work at Narayanganj is limited to repair work. But,

Sir, we have a system of employing apprentices, and I find from the

records relating to enquiries made in 1931, subsequent to the discussions

in this House, to which the Rai Bahadur has referred, that 36 appren-

tices were employed at the Narayanganj Dockyard. These apprentices

do not, however, belong to the highly educated classes. We cannot pro-

vide training for apprentices who wish to adopt mechanical engineering

as a profession for the work undertaken at Narayanganj is not suitable

for giving training to such persons, but we do employ apprentices in

considerable numbers. They are trained in ordinary repuir work;

trained for employment as mistrir* and artificers, and after their train-

ing are fitted for posts carrying a pay of about Rs. 30 or Rs. 40 per

month. Although we cannot provide facilities for the training of

highly-educated persons, any hhwlmlotj young man, who is desirous

of b?ing apprenticed in the dockyard and who has no objection to

being trained as a tniMry or an artificer, is able to obtain that class of

training. Looking at the list of 1931, l find that the apprentices in-

cluded both Muhammadans and Hindus, and even high-caste Hindus;

for instance, I find the names of one S. Banerjee and one Ramesh

Chandra Chaudhuri amongst the apprentices. This system of taking

in apprentices is still in existence; but, as I have said, it is a system

which is not suitable—and cannot he made suitable—for the training

of youths who wish to follow the profession of mechanical engineering.

We have no ship-building work at the Narayanganj Dockyard; we have

no Drawing Office: and the work carried out consists chiefly of ordinary

repairs. Perhaps, with this explanation, the Rai Bahadur will with-

draw1 his cut motion.

Rai Bahadur Keshab Chandra Banerji’s motion was then put and

lost.

The origiual motion of the Ilon’ble Sir John Woodhead that a sum

of Rs. 3,41,000 be granted for expenditure under the head “27A—Ports

and pilotage” was put and agreed to.

30—ielcfitiflo DtpartmtnU,

Tht Hon’bta Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: Sir, on the recommendation

of His Excellency the Governor, I beg to move that a

ran of Ra. 26,000 be granted for expenditure under the head ”30

—

Scientific Departments.”
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Motion for Reduction.

Rai Bahadur SATYA KINKAR 8AHANA: Sir, I beg to more that

the demand of Rs. 25,800 under the head “30A—Donations to Scientific

Societies” be reduced by Rg. 100.

Sir, it is my religious belief that want of knowledge is at the root

of all human evils, and I believe that the money that is spent for tha

preservation and increase of the stock of human knowledge is money
well spent. So I have no quarrel with tl>e grant or with the way the

money is spent. I move this motion only for the purpose of drawing^

the attention of Government to the fact that the preservation of ancient

books of both the Hindus and Muslims has been awfully neglected.

Sir, the Mahabharata is one of the 4 greatest and most important books

in the world
;
the others being the Poems of Homer, the Hebrew Bible,

and the Sahnama of Firdusi. The Mahabharata is virtually the En-

cyclopaedia of Hindu civilization
; it contains the Vedas, the Fpani-

shads, the Smriti Sanghitas and the Puranas all compressed in it. It

has been truly said of the Mahabharata that

TOTftmW and that

This Mahabharata is not available now. For the lust 30 or 40 years

n good copy of it could not be had anywhere in India.

Mr. PRESIDENT: Do you mean to say that the Scientific Society

Is interested iu such books?

Rai Bahadur SATYA KINKAR 8AHANA: We find that donation

is given to the Asiatic Society and other Societies from the grant under

"Scientific Departments” for the preservation of ancient books.

Mr. PRESIDENT. The books that the Rai Bahadur is referring to

may not have anything to do with the Scientific Societies.

Tha Hon’blt Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: I think they have.

Rai Bahadur SATYA KINKAR SAHANA: For the last 35 years a

good and correct copy of the Mahabharata could not be had, A Society

has since been started in Poona—the Poona Bhandarkar Society—for

the purpose of publishing a correct copy of the Mahabharata. They *

have been trying to publish a correct text of the book. During the

last 16 years they have collected about Rs. 4 lakhs as fund for tha ||
purpose, but they have not been able to publish more than the Adi
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Pwrba of the MahabharaU. But here in Bengal a poor Brahmin
pandit Mahamahopadhyaya Haridas Sidwantabagis has taken upon
himself til® stupendous task of publishing the Mahabh&rata with the

Bharat Bl»v Deepa, commentary of Nilkantha, the most ancient and
philosophical commentary of the book, his own exhaustive tika, the

Bharat Kaumudi, and a lucid Bengali translation of the book. This
edition is an excellent one, and it has been certified by men like

Rabindra Nath Tagore, Sir P. C. Bay, Mr. Hirendra Nath Dutt and
other learned men of our country to be the best edition of the Maha-
bharata that has been published till now.

(At this stage the time-limit for the discussion of the demand was
reached, and the member had to resume his seat.)

Rai Bahadur Satya Kinkar Sahana’s motion was then put and lost.

The original motion of the Hon'ble Sir John Woodhead that a sum
of Rs. 26,000 be granted for expenditure under the head “‘10—Scientific

Departments” was then put and agreed to.

31— Education (Reserved).

The Hon'ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: On the recommendation of

His Excellency the Governor, I beg to move that a sum of Rs. 10,44.000

be granted for expenditure under the head “31— Education (Reserved).”

Motion for Reduction.

Mr. 8HANTI 8HEKHARE8WAR RAY: Sir, I am glad to find

after all that the Hon’ble Sir John Woodhead has accepted his res-

ponsibility as the head of the Department of Education (Reserved).

About five years ago when the then Member in charge of Education

(Reserved) brought forward a motion during the Budget Session, I

raised the question as to why it was necessary to place European edu-

cation under a separate person, when we the Hindus und Muslims have

no objection to have education placed in charge of either a Hindu or

a Muslim Minister. Sir, the Hon’ble Mr. Marr replied that as the

Reforms were coming, it was no use discussing the question, when under

the Reforms European education would pass into the hands of the

Minister in charge of the Education Department. It seems now that

there has been a change in the opinion of the Government in the matter.

Of course that change was not the result of any advice that the

Government of Bengal received from the Standing Committee attached

to the Department of Education. We are told that under the new

constitution European education is going to be a Central subject under

tie Federal Constitution and not under the Provincial Government.

I should take this opportunity to raise a note of protest
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against such arrangement. Education, whether European or otherwise,

ought to be in charge of a single Minister and that would be fdr the

good of the paople—Anglo-Indians, Europeans and Indians. This

department, I believe, is worked with very little attention toward*

public opinion. It has been decided in this House that great atten-

tion should be paid to teach vernacular in the schools now under the

management of this department, but it seems that nothing is being

done in that direction, at least that is the feeling both among the Anglo*

Indian community as well as the Indian community. If you want bettei

feelings and better understanding among the different communities it

this province, it is desirable that attention should be paid to educatior

in the vernacular of the province in our schools.

(At this stage the time-limit for the discussion of the demand

having been reached, the member resumed his seat.)

The Hon’ble Sir John Woodhead’s motion was then put and agreed

to.

Adjournment.

The Council was adjourned till 3 p.m. on Tuesday, the 26th March

1935, at the Council House, Calcutta.
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Procee4bf« of tlM Bengal Lefi*l»thr« CoonellM*e«Med under

the provisions of the Government of Indie Act.

Thb Council met in the Council Chamber in the Council House,

Calcutta, on Tuesday, the 26th March, 1935, at 3 p.m.

Mr. President (the Hou’ble ltaja Sir Manmatha Nath Rat

Chowdhury, of Santoah) in the Chair, the four Hon'ble Members of

the Executive Council, the three Hon’ble Ministers and 90 nominated

and elected members.

Oath.

Mr. Sukuiuar Rush, i.c.s., nominated official, took the oath of his

allegiance to the Crown.

STARRED QUESTIONS

(to which oral answers were given)

Campaign for non-payment of landlords’ rent and money-lenders’

dues.

*90. Mr. ANANDA MOHAN PODDAR: (a) Is the Hon’ble

Member in charge of the Political Department aware

—

(t) that an active campaign for non-payment of landlords’ rent

and money-lenders’ dues is l>eing carried on in several

districts of Bengal ;
and

<H) that as a result of this campaign some committees have been

formed in rural areas and jteople are not allowed to pay

rent to the landlords and dues to the money-lenders without

the permission of these committees

?

(b) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, will the Hon 'bio

Member be pleased to state the districts affected and names of such

committees ?

(c) Will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state what measures,

if any, have been taken to suppress this movement?

(£) Are the Government considering the desirability of issuing

infractions to the District Magistrates to help the landlords and

amtey-lenders in realising their dues in the affected districts?
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Hon’bli Mr. R. H. Raid): (a) and (b) Government are not

of any active campaign of the kind described, but it is a fact

that committees or Samitiet under various names have been formed in

several districts. Government’s information is that at present they are

mainly directed towards debt conciliation rather than to repudiation or

to non-payment of rents. It has been reported from some places thrftu

such committees seek to control the payment of dues to moneylenders.

The existence of such Samities has been reported from Tipp$*a and

Noakhali but Government have no information of the numllir aqd

names of such committees throughout the province. * #
(c) There is as far as Government are aware no “me

which requires suppression.

(d) No, hut numerous applications under section 158A,

Tenancy Act, have been granted throughout Bengal on the preser?

mentf*

terms and conditions.

Faridpur Sadar Munsif’s Court.

*91. Rai Sahib SARAT CHANDRA BAL; (a) Is the Hon’ble !

Member in charge of the Judicial Department aware that the doors of-

the office room attached to the Sadar Munsif’s Court at Faridpur are

kept under lock and key during office hours causing inconvenience to

the pleaders in the transaction of their legal, business ?

(b) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, will the Hon’ble

Member be pleased to state the reasons for shutting out pleaders from

such offices?

MEMBER in oharg# of JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT (tha Non’ble

•ir Brojendra Lai Mittar): (a) and (b) The doors are kept under

lock and key to regulate entry of pleaders and others except at stated

hours fixed in consultation with the Secretary of the Bar Library.

No complaint of any inconvenience has been received.

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS

(answers to which were laid on the table)

Vendors of the Joint Steamer Companies’ vessels.

4$. Maidvi MUHAMMAD FAZLULLAH: (a> Will the Hon’ble

Member in charge of the Marine Department be pleased to state whether

it is a fact that contracts are given by the Joint Steamer Company &
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*tador* of sweets mid eatables on condition that they hare to purchase

their commodities from the Companies’ catering at a dearer price than

baser rate?

(6) Is it not a fact that the travelling public are charged double

the hasar rate for every commodity ?

(c) Are the Government considering the desirability of holding on

* enquiry into the matter in the interest of the travelling public?

MEMBER in charge of MARINE DEPARTMENT (the Hon'We
§fr Mm Woodboad): (a) It is understood that one of the conditions

* Upon which jwrmits are given to vendors to sell sweetmeats on hoard

the Joint Steamer Companies’ vessels is that they will purchase their

staaks from the Companies’ factories if the service in respect of which

permit is given touches at a station at which the Companies

Iwauftntain a factory.

Jf (A) No: taking their size and quality; into consideration the

J*-
sftrmtments sold by vendors are no more expensive than those re-

tailed by shop-keepers ashore.

{
" (c) No.

BUDGET GRANTS OF THE
GOVERNMENT OF BENGAL, 1935-36.

DEMAND FOR GRANT.

31— Education (Transferred).

The Hon’blo Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: On the

recommendation of His Excellency the Governor, 1 beg to move that

the sum of Hs. 1,10,4b,000 he granted for expenditure under the head
“31—Education (Transferred )“.

In rising to move this grant I might he permitted to refer to

certain features of the administration ami working of this department

during the current year.

Members of the Council are probably aware that the question of

the new Matriculation Regulations has been the subject-matter of

discussion between the University and Government for over ten years

past. I am glad to inform the House that as a result of the two

Conferences between the representatives of Government and the

University, general agreement was reached on the subject of the new
Regulations and this will remove some of the defects of the present

Matriculation standard. The medium of instruction will, in future,

be vernacular of the province. History and Geography will be

compulsory subjects and in addition to other subjects, a new subject

is, for the first time, introduced with a view to raise up the standard

ol general knowledge among the students, namely, common scientific

35
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knowledge. This will undoubtedly raise the standard of the Matri-

culation Emulations and enable the Matriculate of the future to enter

the University with greater knowledge and training.

Members of the House are aware that in March, 1932, His

Excellency in his address to the Convocation of the Calcutta Univer-

sity, foreshadowed a Conference that will consider the future lines of

educational development in all its branches in Bengal. This

Conference was held in November, 1933, in the Government House,

Calcutta, and consisted of representatives of the Universities ^ Dacca
and Calcutta, of Assam, and of official and non-official educationists

and public men. One of the recommendations of this Educational

Conference was that there should be a survey of the secondary schools

in the province with a view to determine whether the number^ of

secondary schools should be ^increased, reduced and redistribution

the interests of the educational development of the province. The*

work of the survey has already been undertaken with the co-operationr

of the Calcutta University, and is nearing completion, and the

statistical results are being tabulated and mapped. It is hoped that

valuable results will be obtained, and the information made available

will be of benefit in the more efficient co-ordination and development

of the system of secondary education throughout the province.

Members of the House are also aware of the delay in the creation

of Class I, Bengal Higher Educational Service, which was designed

to take the place of Indian Educational Service. This service has

since been constituted from the beginning of the current year and the

first appointments to that service will be published in the gazette of

this week. The machinery of the Burul Primary Education Act has

been brought into operation in ten districts, which are prepared to

accept the conditions offered by Government. These districts have

been evenly distributed throughout the province.

The members of the Council are probably aware that late Kumar
Basanta Kumar Roy of Dighapntia by his will, dated the 11th August,

1920, left a sum of Rs. 2,50,000 in Government promissory notes of

3$ per oent, to be placed in the hands of the Government of Bengal

for creating au endowment the interest of which is to be utilised for

the purposes mentioned below :

—

(a) for making arrangements for the advanced teaching of such

sciences as Botany, Zoology, etc., in the Rajshahi College

with a view to the introduction of a higher agricultural

course which I hope will include dairy farming and cattle-

breeding
;

( h

)

for creating a scholarship of Ha. 35 per mensem tenable for

three years for prosecuting studies in an agricultural college,

the candidate to be selected by the Governing Body;
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(c) in the event of the above advanced teaching in sciences being:

impossible in the Rajshahi College, the interest of the

endowment is to be devoted to the helping or an establish-

ment of an agricultural institution at Rajshahi including

dairy farming and cattle-breeding and, failing this, to Urn

awarding of scholarships to the graduates in science being

natives of Rajshahi for studying applied sciences in India

or abroad.

Besides the above, the late Kumar also made another gift of

Rs. 20,000 as a contribution fur the construction of an additional

college extension building.

The gift was accepted with thanks by Government uml the executors

asked to send the promissory notes to the Director of Public Instruction.

A scheme was thereafter drawn up involving a recurring expendi-

ture of Rs. 14,400 and an initial cost of Rs. 30,000 plus Rs. 10,000

for outfit and apparatus, but this was found to he an underestimate

and the estimate ultimately went up as follows:—

Scholarship.

Rs.

Recurring

Non recurring—

Rs. 10,027 plus Rb. 1,200 . . 20,287

Outfit .. R«. 33,900\
. . 88,300

Building . . Rs. 54.400

/

The scheme did not meet with the approval of the executors who
desired to include the starting of an agricultural college at Rajshahi

or at least a pledge on the purl of Government to start such a college.

Two schemes were again prepared, but the idea of an agricultural

course at Rajshahi with Government supplementing the ineoine of

the endowment wus condemned by the expert officers of the Agricul-

ture Department. The discussions continued and in September, 11)28,.

Government on financial grounds regretted its inability to accept any

scheme involving the establishment of an agricultural college.

In 1930, Botany ('lasses up to the I. Sc. Standard were opened by

Government at the Rajshahi College from its own fund*. Attempt®

were again made to evolve a scheme of agricultural school to be solely

met from endowment.

By 1933, a scheme of an agricultural institution was prepared in-

volving two years' course in Agriculture, Rudiments of Biology,

Chemistry, Physics and Weather Science, Crop Pests, Farm Manage-

ment with provision of practical training in Carpentry and Smithy
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;

and Rural Engineering and Dairying with a little Field Work in

Farms, Lauds were to be purchased for the faruis and buildings raised

for dairy purposes.

When ray attention was drawn to this scheme I felt that

—

(1) The scheme is defective on the grounds of more theoretical

than practical study.

< 2) There was absence of fullest possible co-operation between the

Government Agi ’cultural Farm at Rajshahi and the new

institute.

(•‘1) From the point of view of ultimate gain to the province, it

is of doubtful value.

In a country where millions are tillers of the soil, what ultimate

gain is there, if a few bhadraloh take to agriculture, even if it is

possible for the bhadraloh to take the plough, and the scythe and the,

harrow in his own hands and work for several hours in the hot sun?

On the other hand, the immense fragmentation of holdings is decidedly

against development of large scale farming, unless some landlords

are prepared to take it up in their hlun lands. The problem is deeper

than t hut : on the one hand, it is often said “that our education is

too bookish and theoretical and gives very little vocational training.

On the other hand, Bengal needs more than any other province the

development of agricultural industry. On the occasion of my visit

to Kujshahi, I studied the situation on the spot, had a conference

with the Trustees and the Governing Body of the College, and had

later a conference with the Hoiflde Minister of Agriculture, Director

of Agriculture and Secretary of the Agriculture Department. I am
,glud to state that the Hou'ble Minister of Agriculture was anxious as

;much as I am to co-ordinate t he activities of Government agricultural

farms at ltajshnhi with the new scheme. As a result, the Director of

Agriculture has on the outline suggested by us drawn up a scheme of

an agricultural course at Rajshahi College to he open to regular as

also casual students, the latter to he drawn from among the ordinary

students of the College. The Government Agricultural Farm will be

utilised for practical training in field work for location of dairy cattle

and poultry and the Rani Hemanta Kumari Hostel and attached

rooms will he used for regular laboratory training in preparation of

cheese, butter, casein and other dairy produce, milk pasturization,

horticulture with instruction of canning and bottling of fruits and

fruit production, such as jam, jelly, sauce, syrup, poultry and poultry

management, with instructions in cigar and cigarette-making. Com-

plete training will be given in dairying, poultry, horticulture and

agricultural farming. The detailed scheme has been put up before

the Trustees for their approval, and though they have informally

agreed, 1 am expecting their formal decision. As soon as it is received,
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we hope to go on with the scheme and we expect to have an agricultural

institute in course of the year. This will he in spirit with the condi-

tions of the will, and will fill a real need of the country. Rajshahi

will be a new centre of educational activities with training in utilisa-

tion of agricultural products which will fit young men iu taking up

employment for which there is a great opening in this province.

The condition of education in Bengal has for many years caused

anxiety to thoughtful observers, and it has often been pointed out that

the province is gradually losing its position of eminence. There has for

long been a feeling prevalent that the present system of education

required to he overhauled and revised, adapted to changing condition**

and modern requirements. Bengal is perhaps the most largely agricul-

tural province of India, and in spite of its predominantly rural and

agricultural character, our system of education is criticised on th«

ground that it is better adapted to urban rather than rural population.

We hav? in our midst an extraordinary future of the largest number of

secondary schools and primary schools in the province and the complaint

has been general that something should he done at an curly date to

make our work in schools more efficient und better adapted to thw

environments of the province, to check the appalling waste and in-

effectiveness, and to remove the defects of organization. I.ack of fundi*

1ms in the past not only hampered development but led to actual

retrenchment, retarding further advance, with the additional problem

which ue have to face, nameh ,
there is no sound system of control over

secondary education in Bengal. Our secondary schools, specially those?

which do licit receive any grant-in-aid and whose number is over oOO,

are often stalled b\ teachers who are neither sufficient in number nor

duly qualified, neither trained nor well paid, nor are they often imbued

with suc h a sense of vocation as to he equal to the high responsibility

of their task. They are generally very poorly paid and do not take

advantage of their opportunities of influencing the character of the

pupils for good or for training them to be healthy, happy and useful

citizens. In the past attempts often of a sporadic- nature have been

made to make piecemeal reorganisations with no sucre**. Government

therefore feel that they have to make up a comprehensive programme of

reconstruction—a programme which may not lw» immediately carried

into effect, but which will have to be steadily pursued till its object**

are achieved. Possibly some of these plans of reconstruction will havo

to wait till better finances return, hut all the same we shall have ready

schemes that can 1* worked up as soon as finances are available.

We have in addition the further problem of co-ordinating the

Madrassah and other special institutions with general schools. With a

view to prepare a programme, immediately after I assumed office a*

Minister of Education I called successive Conferences of experts and

other authorities for their advice and suggestions in the matter. A
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Conference of the Chairmen of District Boards was held at Darjeeling

primarily to discuss the problems of primary education. Successive

Conferences of Headmasters and Inspectors were held to find out the

l>cHt way of improving the teaching work in secondary schools and of

making school work more profitable and inspiring for the students.

We have been in touch with the progress of works in other provinces,

specially in the Punjab and in Madras, and have had the benefit of the

advice of the Educational Commissioner with the Government of India.

We have also informally consulted leaders of public opinion on many
issues involved and have also discussed matters with other educational

authorities in the province. A departmental committee was appointed

to suggest lines of co-ordination between Madrassahs and general

schools. We have also been working on a scheme of training secondary

and primary school teachers at district headquarters. A Conference of

some of the Principals of Colleges was also held to find out the best

means of co-ordinating the activities of some of the Government colleges

in Calcutta and we have also discussed with man)- others as to how

best to inculcate religious and moral training in our schools. We have

also considered the problem of giving rural and vocational bias to our

schools and an officer was specially deputed to draft the future frame-

work of our policy with regard to the educational recount ruction of the

province. I hope very soon to be in a position to publish our tentative

conclusions so that we may have the benefit of public opinion and

criticism on it before we definitely embark upon the new policy, and I

trust and hope that when the resolution is published, members of the

Council will each individually be kind enough to help us with their

advice and suggestions. I’ltimately, it is upon the support of the

public opinion that the success of any extensive programme of work

must largely depend.

Members of the Council will be glad to know that a Special Officer

has been appointed to work in the Education Department for the collec-

tion of statistics under section 2 ot the Wakf Act. We have addressed

all the Anjumuns in Bengal as also we have been addressing Muslim

leaders in the province, and 1 have also individually written to every

Muslim member of the Council asking him to help us with necessary

information. The Special Officer is also touring round in Bengal to

arouse public opinion in this matter. Partial effect has been given to

the Wakf Act so that nil mutairulhs may register the requisite details

by 12th of June next. Once more I take this opportunity of appealing

to Muslim members as also to other members and through them to the

wider public so that the Wakf Office may be able to function properly

and successfully with their help and co-operation.

Members of the Council are aware that we are still in the midst of

financial difficulties in the province and it has not been possible to take

lip a major scheme of education. In spite of this financial position, Vfp
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have been able to make provision for repairs to the buildings of the

Eden High School for Girls at Dacca which is in a dilapidated condition

and is considered uusafe by experts.

We have been aide to provide for a few more trained physical

instructors in some Government educational institutions and provided

for the post of Civics and Economics Teacher in the Rajskahi College.

Provision of workshops for the Chittagong College with an additional

provision of Rs. 2,- >00 for the establishment of free primary schools in

the districts and provision for the increment of staff pay in the

Ahsanullah School of Engineering lias been made.

It was a matter of great complaint that in Dacca which has a large

Urdu-speaking population there was no additional Urdu Teacher in the

Muslim High School there, and we have been able to provide for that

also this year.

We have provided lor two scholarships for Backward Classes in the

Government Commercial Institute and have provided grants to the Girl

Guides.

I may also mention alx»ut the pioposal tor provinrialisation of the

Sakhawat Memorial (fills* School in Calcutta.

As the members are aware, Go\erninent have five gills' schools, one

at Chittagong, one at Comilla, one at Mymensingh, one at Dacca and

another in Calcutta. Unfortunately, the Calcutta Government Girls’

School, i.c., the Bethune School, does not admit Muslim students and

consequently then* are wry great difficulties in the matter of Muslim

girls’ education in Central, West and North Bengal. Government

realise also the growing demand among the Muslim community for

girls* education and we have been able to provide for the provincialisa-

tion of the Sakhawat Memorial Girls’ School which is hoped to go a

great way tow-aids the solution of the problem which is affecting the

Muslim girls’ education in the province.

In addition to this. I may mention that we have been able to make

further additional provision thU year of Rs. IS,(KM) to the Calcutta

University as payment for teaching in Geology and Physiology.

I have tried to put up a rough outline of the present working of the

Education Department. The task lying ahead of us is of vital

importance to the future of Bengal. We are not to forget that in the

coming constitution, the task liefore this department among others will

be to give the right type of education calculated to produce a popular

electorate, capable of exercising intelligently the primary functions of

citizenship and a smaller body of persons who will prove competent and

tngttworthy representatives. To quote the Year Book of Education of

1935, it would be difficult to find anywhere in the world a more intelli-

gent race of children than we have in Bengal. But the product that
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ultimately emerges in to-day is so unsatisfactory. It is a veritable

tragedy and the task of reconstruction is to make a satisfactory solution

of the problem. Our task is to see that these children are given a fair

chance of developing their capacities and of qualifying themselves to

serve their country. I appeal to the members and through them to the

wider public for a correct understanding of the situation and to find out

the best solution to-day.

Maulvi ABUL QUA8EM: Sir, I beg to move that the demand of

Rs. 4,23,043 under the head “31A—Education (Transferred)—Univer-

sity—Calcutta University—Recurring grant to Calcutta University
0

be

reduced by Rs. 100.

My object in moving this motion is to urge the desirability, nay,

the vital and urgent necessity, of making the office of Vice-Chancellor

of the Calcutta University a salaried one. Sir, the Calcutta University

is an institution of legitimate pride to the pepole of Bengal. The

nationalism that now pulsates in the hearts of a considerable section of

the people of this province is due, in no small measure, to the achieve-

ment of this great University. As it is well known, the University

was founded in the year 1857. Two Acts have so far been passed to

regulate the constitution, life and functions of this University—the

Act of 1857 and the Act of 1904. The need for reform of this Univer-

sity bus been recognised for a long time. A most authoritative and

influential Commission was set up during the Chancellorship and

Viceroyalty of Lord Chelmsford. That Commission, known as the

Calcutta University Commission, laboured during the years 1917-19,

and they produced ft report which in authority, in knowledge and in

grasp of the problem is unrivalled and of unique value; but unfor-

tunately for Bengal, while other provinces and universities have

profited by the recommendations of this authoritative Commission, the

Calcutta University for which the Commission was set up, have not

been in the least benefited bv it so far. Sir, I am not going to put the *

blame on anybody, but the fact remains that the necessity is thqre of

reconstituting t lie University in order to make it serve more efficient^*

the growing and changing needs of this province. Sir, from the posH^gk

of a very small institution in the year 1857, the University in its career

of 78 years has grown into a huge institution. Sir, I believe I shall be

correct in saying that judging by the number of its students, the

University is probably the greatest University in the world, but the

executive head of this University is an officer who has been up till

to-day an honorary officer. I do not mean to say, Sir, that the office

has not been filled with distinction and devotion so far, but my pu^ee
in moving this motion to-day is to urge upon this Council and Govern*

went that we have arrived at a stage of development in the University
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when a salaried Vice-Chancellor has become an urgent and vital neces-

sity. Sir, in his last Convocation address, our youug and able Vice-

Chancellor classified the work that has to be done by the Calcutta

University under five heads. I a in going to give the Council an idea

of the work that it falls to the lot of that University to perform. Firstly,

the University has to administer three large departments of post-

graduate teaching in Arts, Science and Law, comprising nearly three

thousand students. For this, the University has to maintain a staff

of 265 teachers in 40 different subjects. Secondly, Sir, the University

is charged with the duty of supervising collegiate education not only in

Bengal but also in Assam. Bengal and Assam have now 60 colleges,

and the number of students in these college* exceed 30,000. Thirdly,

the University is also charged with the duty of superintending the

working of 1,291 recognised high schools. Of these. 112 are situated

in Calcutta, and 1,079 are outside Calcutta. The total number of

students reading in these high schools would he altout three lakhs.

Fourthly, Sir, the University has got to conduct examinations through-

out the year in Arts, Science, Law, Medicine, Commerce and Engineer-

ing. The total number of students which appeared last year at the

various examinations held by this University came to about 41,650.

The task of conducting so many examinations involves the appointment

of more than 2,000 examiners and paper-setters, the examinations being

held in 200 different centres, and lasting for 140 days out of 290 work-

ing days in the year. Lastly, the University has got to devote a large

part of its time and attention to the work of promoting the health and

welfare of the student*. Sir, in the Eighth (juimjuenniul Review on the

Progress of Education in Bengal during 1927-32, page 45, it is said :

“The hulk of the Calcutta University lias become so heavy und unwieldy

that no ordinary power can shake it* pyramidal immobility. “ The

University was until about 10 years ago an affiliating one. its duty

consisted in grunting affiliation to colleges and laying down courses of

studies, prescribing text-books, holding examinations and grantiug

certificates and diplomas. Sir, the University ha* now grown into a

* regular teaching University; its teaching relates particularly to post-

graduate teaching in Arts, Science and Law. The University also, so

as under-graduate teaching is concerned, hold* Commerce Classe*

are uttended by about 1(W students— I uni speaking of the vttar

1933. Sir, Bengal possesses a teaching University, properly no-called,

at Dacca. \M us compare the number of student* reading there with

the students reading in the Post-Graduate Classes of the Calcutta

University. Sir, in the year 1933, the total numl»er of students in the

Dacca University was 927 ; in the very same year the numW of student*

in the Calcutta University was 1,141. No one will say for a moment

tkgjAthe Vice-Chancellor of the Dacca University has not to deal with

a large number of students. His time is wholly occupied with the work

that it falls to his lot to perform. If that is the case with the Dacca
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University the case is all the stronger in the case of the Calcutta

University where the work that has to be done by its Vice-Chancellor is

far greater and more exacting. Now, Sir, let us have a look at the

work which the Vice-Chancellor has to discharge. We know that he is

fx-officio Chairman of the Syndicate which meets every Friday. He
has got to look to the preparation of the agenda

;
he has got to acquaint

himself with every problem that has got to be placed before the
‘ Syndicate. He has got to give a lead and guidance to the members of

the Syndicate in order to arrive at a correct and wise decision on the

questions that come before them. The Senate must meet at least once

a month and the Vice-Chancellor has to perform the same functions in

connection with the Senate also. The Vice-Chancellor is also—I mean
the present Vice-Chancellor, if my information is correct—Chairman of

the Council of Post-Graduate Teaching in Arts. Then, he is cx-ojficio

Chairman of all the trust funds, I mean the endowment funds created

by the late Sir Tarak Nath Palit, the late Sir Rash Behary Ghosh and

by the Elmira Estate, and there are many other endowments of which

lie is rx-offirw Chairman. The present Vice-Chancellor is also

ex-ojjicio President of the Governing Body of the Calcutta Law College,

and then it is upon him that rests the tremendous responsibility of

seeing that t lie different examinations which take place throughout the

year, are carried on properly and efficiently. Sir, the enumeration of

the different functions of the University which 1 have just placed before

the Council will indicate without any reasonable doubt the serious and

the onerous character of the duties and responsibilities which the Vice-

Chancellor has to shoulder. Now, Sir, the question L : Can a man,

however competent and aide he may he, however great his aptitude

may he for University work, if he has got to do other work in other

fields and if his mind is preoccupied with anxiety in connection with

other matters—can such a man he expected to do full justice to work

of such complexity and magnitude ^ I think there can he only one

answer and that answer must be in the negative. I do not for a

moment say that the holders of this distinguished office have so far

failed iu discharging their duties, but I do wish to submit this to the

Council that, had they been wholetime officers of the University, 4hen

I am sure that they would have been in a position to render greater

and more efficient, effective and solid service to the University.

The Vice-Chancellor is the principal officer of the University; he is

its chief executive head and the soul of the whole organisation. He has

got to co-ordinate the functions of the different l»odies, the Syndicate, the

Senate, the Faculties and Committees that have to do work for the

University. He has got to focus attention on all those vital problems

which affect the University. Therefore, it is not only by nupiy
ceremonially presiding ovfcr the Syndicate and the Senate that he can

discharge these functions properly. Day in and day out, hour after
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hour, he has got to give his undivided and closest attention to the

different end perplexing problems that arise and call for decision.

Therefore, I say that, whoever may l>e the occupant of the office, he

should be in a position to devote his undivided attention, energy and

talents to the work of the University and the University alone, and it is

only thus that the ^ ice-Chancellor would be able to do full justice to

the growing and complex work of the University. Sir, I have already

referred at the beginning of my speech to the Calcutta University Com-
mission. Now let us hear what the Calcutta University Commission

has to say about the duties that it falls to the lot of the Vice-Chancellor

to perform, and let me in this connection read paragraphs MS, 39 and

40, of Volume III, Chapter XXVII of t heir Report :
—

“38. The A ice-Chancellor is appointed bv the Governor General in

Council for a period of two years, but his tenure of office may be

extended by that authority. In the absence of the Chancellor and of

the Rector, be presides over Convocation and meetings of the Senate;

and he is the Chairman of the Syndicate.

89. We are indebted to the late Vice-Chancellor, Sir Devu Prasad

Sarbadhikari, for valuable information in regard to the duties which

devolve upon the Vice-Chancellor. He showed how exacting these

duties have now become owing to the growing volume and complexity

of University business and to the length and frequency of the meetings

of the Senate and Syndicate. Th e pressure of work has become so

great that few' men with other claims upon their time could possibly

do more than keep themselves abreast of the details of t he current busi-

ness coming up for discussion at the bodies over which the Vice-

Chancellor officially presides. Some of our members spent several days

in the University Office and can testily to the mass of work which is

thrown upon the Vice-Chancellor, even since lie lias been relieved of

the responsibility for the organisation and control of the Post-Graduate

Classes.

40. Some of our correspondents have suggested that, in consequence

of the growth of the work devolving upon the University, the time has

oome when the Vice-Chancellorship should be made a wholetime office

and therefore necessarily a paid one. We recognise the success with

which eminent men, though engaged in other avocations, have combined

the work of the Vice-Chancellor with outside duties, and are aware that

the presence of a distinguished man discharging the duties of Vice-

Chancellor in an honorary capacity has been a source of strength to the

University. But our inquiry has led us to agree with those of our

correspondents who feel that it has now become necessary tbut the chief

rcgponsible officer of the University should have time to keep in closer

touch with the detailed work of the several bodies and institutions which

are embraced in the University organisation, to think out the great
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hjfllir to hour as the link between the different parts of an organisation,

Already complicated and now needing further differentiation. We
think that the time must soon come when, if the post continues to he

honorary, the Government will be unable to find a man at once qualified

and sufficiently leisured to discharge, in addition to other duties, those

of the Vice-Chancellorship.”

In Volume IV which embraces the recommendations of the
*

University Commission the Commission recommended as follows:*

“The Vice-Chancellor should be appointed for a term of noit less thau

five years and might be appointed until such age of retirement as may
be determined by Ordinance in respect of this office. In the first

instance after the passing of the Act, the Vice-Chancellor should be

appointed by ithe Governor General in Council for such period fts he

may determine. His successors should be appointed by the Chancellor

after report from the Executive Council (or Executive Commission).

The Vice-Chancellor should be the Chief Executive Officer of the

University. In the absence of the Chancellor he should preside at

meetings of the Court and at Convocations for the conferment of

degrees. He should be ex-officio a member of the Executive Council

and a member and Chairman of the Academic Council, and should be

entitled to be present and to speak at any meeting of any constituted

body of the University, but not to vote unless be is a membfp of the

body concerned. He should be responsible foi the discipline the

University. In view of the importance and exacting nature of the

functions entrusted to him, it is essential that the Vice-Chancellor

should be a salaried officer and should devote bis whole time to his

work. Further, in view of the complexity of the task of organising

and directing the University and of representing it in negotiations

with Government and various educational bodies, it is of the greatest

importance that the Vice-Chancellor should be a man of high

academic standing, distinguished record and ripe experience. In order

to express in definite teims our sense of the high importance of this

office, and of the status and dignity which should be attached to it,

we suggest that the Vice-Chancellor should receive a personal salary

and an entertainment and hospitality allowance equivalent in the

aggregate to the stipend of a High Court Judge. He should contribute

6 per cent, of bis salary towards his retiring allowance. ISp funds

of the University meeting this with an equivalent annual contribution.”

This was the recommendation of the University Commission. Sir,

I quite realise that they recommended that these recommendation*

were to 'be given effect to after the Act remodelling the constitution of

the University was passed. But, Sir, even if there is no Act on fltie

lines of the suggestions the Commission, I do submit before the

Council that the work of -the Vice-Chancellor of the Calcutta University
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has grown so much in volume, has 1>ecome so very complex
exacting, that he needs must be a wholetime officer if he wants to^n
real justice to the work that appertains to his office. Sir, the Hous#*
has got ito look at the question from the point of view of the wider
problems that confront the University and remodelling the eonstitu*

tion may wait. I do submit that whoever occupies this office should
be completely freed from any other preoccupation in connection with
other work. He should be enabled by the grant of a reasonable salary

^o devote this whole energy and his whole time to work out the problems

*>f the University. Sir, I have already referred to the speech of the

Vice-Chancellor on the last Convocation Day. In that speech he also

foreshadowed some of the problems which were engaging the attention

of the Univeisity. lie referred to question of the improvement in the

quality of highei teaching and research; he mentioned also the question

of reforming collegiate education, of bringing about improvement in

the methods and in standard of teaching in the colleges, and in condi-

tions under which the teachers work and the students reside and carry

on their corporate activities. He also mentioned what was of very vital

importance, namely, the ascertainment of the means for initiating

special courses and for establishing special institutions calculated to

open out new avenues and new careers for our youths as distinguished

from the present system which is predominantly literary and hardly

useful for a student in facing 4 he struggle for life. In order to think

out theae problems from day to day and from hour to hour, as the

CommiAft$p& said, you require the services of a wholetime officer. Hut

if the mind of 1 he Vice-Chancellor is occupied with work in other fields,

he cannot be expected to devote his concentrated attention to think out

the pressing problems of the University. Therefore, I do submit that

the time has now come when the Council should give a definite mandate

to the Government that it desires that the office of the Vice-Chancellor

should be a salaried one. As I have said, the duties w*ith which the

University is charged are vital. Sir, there are different elements in the

population of this province. There are the two great communities

—

the Hindus and the Muslims. Then among the Hindus there are the

upper caste* and the scheduled cartes. We— these different element *

—

have our mutual jealousies, suspicions and antagonisms. Hut I verily

believe that in the dispensation of a wise Providence, through all these

antagonjams and suspi< ions and jealousies, we are being slowly and

surely w^jded into a nation and in this glorious and sacred task of

welding wether these apparently different and disjwirate elements of our

popuiatiOf into a nation the Calcutta University has played and is

destined play a distinguished and honourable port. In order that

tfcW University’s work may be of greater value and of more solid effect

its chief executive officer should be a wholetime salaried officer, able to

devote all his talents, all his energy and all his time to the solution of

the problem# that face it. I do not desire, Sir, ns some people do, that
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there should be curtailment of higher education. The nation cannot

liye by primary education alone. It is in higher education that the

nation’s spiritual needs are ministered to. If higher education is neglect

ed, the nation is bound to deteriorate and suffer. The motto of our Uni-

versity is the advaneemeint of learning and the University has attempted

in a successful manner to live up to this great ideal. I would say that

if this ideal is to be carried to further fruition our University should be

provided with a wholetime salaried officer at its head. One aspect of the

problem we cannot lose sight of and that is the fact that in this matt^j

public opinion in the pasit was suspicious of having a paid Vio|j

Chancellor. At one time it was thought that if you had a paid Vice-

Chancellor of the Calcutta University its autonomy would be impaired,

and it would become to all intents and purposes a subordinate depant-

roent of the Secretariat. The conditions have changed since and so far

as education is concerned our Government now is a responsible one.

In the coming constitution the whole Government will he responsible

to Ithe people. So, Sir, the suspicion that prevailed in the past need

not trouble us in the least. In spite of a paid Vice-Chancellor in the

Dacca University, its freedom of initiative and work is unimpaired and

it is working excellently. There is no reason why the independence of

the Calcutta University should he affected if ithe Vice-ChanfleHbfr is a

salaried officer. Sir, I submit that in the interest of efficiency of work

of the University, in the best interests of the welfare of the citizens

of future Bengal we should have a wholetime salaried officer as Vice-

Chancellor. With these words I commend my motion to the accept-

ance of the Council.

The Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: Sir, t think it

would he belt ter if at this stage I were to enunciate the policy which

is now before Government regarding this question. Hut I would prefer

speaking after one or two speakers have spoken.

Mr. PRESIDENT: I am afraid you will not he able to speak twice.

The Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: Then I shall do

it now.
;

Sir, it is not my intention in rising to speak on this motion to

interfere in ithe course of this debate. Hut I propose to enunciate at

this stage the definite policy of Government in this matter and after that

to await the opinions which are expressed in this House in thf different

sections. The question is undoubtedly a very important one andat^

raises issue of a most controversial character. It is true thatr L
can lie made out for a paid Vice-Chancellor from many points'll i

Yet there are certain other features of the problem, and it is with that

view that I want to draw the attention of the House to rthose aspects.

The House will remember, as my friend Maulvi Abul Qun*em has said,
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that tha L'alculta Inivrrsity’s Commission recommended for a paid

Vice-Chancellor. I may draw the attention of this House that when
the report of the University’s Commission was taken up for considera-

tion by the Calcutta University Senate, Dr. Brojendra Nath Seal

moved that the following resolution adoprted by the Senate in Com-
mittee appointed to deal with the report of the University’s Commission
be confirmed. The first recommendation of the Committee on the

Saddler Commission’s report was that the Vice-Chancellor should not

&e a salaried wholetime officer, and this was passed without a division

|pnd without any opposition in the Senate. Government therefore have

to move very cautiously because in spite of the fact that the University's

Commission did recommend for a paid Vice-Chancellor, there was the

definite opinion of the Calcutta University that there should not be a

paid Vice-Chancellor. That was in 1920. Eight years after, the

question again cropped up and the House will remember that a very

acute debate went on in the matter. It was in 1928 that Government
moved that there should be a salary attached (to the post of Vice-

Chancellor and as a matter of fact a sum was provided in the Budget
for the purpose. lu 1928 it was in the time of Nawab Musharruf

Hosain that the question was fully debated in it he Council and the

point* *fttised at that time were that it was an innovation upon the

policy #hich was so long the policy of Government, and that i)t was

opposed by l)r. Pramatha Nath Banerji who was a representative of the

University and Minto Professor of Economies, on the ground of economy.

He said that “the present is a deficit Budget and any new expenditure

that is proposed in a deficit Budget can he regarded as justifiable if

only suejt expenditure ii absolutely necessun or unavoidable. For

close upon three-quarters of a century the Calcutta University has been

served by many eminent Vice-Chancellors who have given their time

ungrudgingly to the University in an honorary capacity.” lie said

further
—"Has the work of (the University greatly increased of late

years Y” He must have said so after a careful study of the situations.

Then he said
—

"If we compare the work of the University, we find that

there has been actually a diminution in the amount of work.” That

was not merely the opinion of Dr. Pramutha Nath Banerji hut of muny
others also.

Mr. Wordsworth from the European Group was also of the opinion

that when it had l>een so long possible for the University to be carried

on yith an honorary Vice-Chancellor, it should not have u paid Vice-

Chajtfellor now. There were other members suspicious of the inten-

t
gfjthe Government that it was an encroachment on the right of the

'jpity in order to get greater control over the University. There

dlher members also who objected on the ground that the question

of the pay of the Vice-Chancellor could noi be taken up unless the

University were remodelled and the question of secondary education

was tackle^ * There were others again who thought that Bengal was
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not yet so poor that eminent persons of abilityrjcffp$Mty ana cuurure

could not be found to fill the dignity and office of^ Vice-Chancellor of

die Calcutta University. It was very hotly defeated* and debated at

ength from every point o£ view and as a result of the debate it was

lerided that there should not be any salary attached to the office of the

Vice-Chancellor. I myself was one of the persons who took part in that

debate, and I was also of that opinion because the University nt>f

consulted : that was the main point which I then took. I migbtfclslio

quote the opinion of Sir Abdur Rahim, another distinguished

man who is now occupying a very distinguished position at Delhi. > Bw
said: “I have come to a definite conclusion that having a paid Vifce-

Chancellor in the Calcutta University will not serve any useful

purpose. On the other hand, it will reduce the dignity of that office.”

As u result of this debate the grant was thrown out and the question of

having a paid Vice-Chancellor for the time being was dead : the Govern-

ment did not pursue the matter then. Even th? present Government

also did not concern itself with it till the question has again been

raised in this House. Now that the question has been raised I am
inclined to inform the House that the matter is not so simple os it

is thought. Can the question of the salary of the Vice-Chancellor be

taken up independently ? Should it not be taken up along with the

entire remodelling of the Calcutta University? Should not the tenure

be discussed? Should the Local Government be the appointing

authority or the Chancellor? What necessary consequential changes

should be made in the organisation of /the University? Then about

the salary—whether it would be paid by the University or subject to the

vote of the House. These are matters of detailed investigation, and I

might say that these issues are very pertinent to the solution of this

question. Hut apart from that there is the further question, namely,

the financial condition of both the Government as well as of the Univer-

sity. Hut I might say this much that I have my full sympathy with

the debate that has been raised in this House. Now that the question

has been raised, our attitude will lie that we will be guided by the

course of discussion in this House and if we find that the debate has

shown that there is a case which should go to the University—and I

believe my friends will agree that a question like this cannot be finally

settled on the floor of ithis House—we will forward it to the University.

It will require very careful scrutiny, and I promise that if there is

substantial opinion in favour, I will (‘ommunieate the debate to^ the

University for their views in the matter. After all, the University is

primarily interested in the matter, and I do not think that Government
should take any steps without consulting the University in a momentous

question like this. But I will say this, that if the result of the debate

tends in favour of the proposal of the mover, I propose to forward /the

whole debate to the University for their views. I trust that after hear-

ing this the mover will be pleased to withdraw the motion.<*
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OHAMORA BANCR4I: Sir, 1 have
listened^ with $&*% interest to the illuminating speech delivered hy
my fnekd Abul Quasem. He has made n comprehensive surrey
®i the duties that attach to the office of the Vice-Chancellor of Calcutta
University.

Before I enter into the question as regards the desirability or
othefiaae of the appointment of a whoietime paid Vice-Chancellor, I
d^ifirio point out that the Universities of Dacca, Lucknow, Allahabad,

Andhra and Mysore have their wholetime paid Vice-Chancellors.
**e wholetime officers of these Universities. Although there are

honorary ^ ice-Chancailors in the Benares and Aligarh Universities,
yet they have pro-Vicn-Chancellors to carry on the duties of the Vice-
Chancellors in their absence and generally to assist them in their work.
In Calcutta University there is no such post subordinate to the Vice-
Chancellor. Sir, the University of Calcutta was started in the fifties

of the last century and for 70 years the work of the University has

been carried on by honorary Vice-Chancellors. Formerly, it was
principally an affiliating and examining body as the mover has
rightly pointed out. The late Sir Ashutosh Mookerjce who was associated

with the University as its administrative head for many years and
whoso name became synonymous with this great institution recognised

the necessity for a revision of the present system of education and
initiated a change in the educational policy by introducing the Post-

Graduate and Research Departments under its direct control. Since

then it has not only been an examining body but also a teaching

University. With an increased demand for the orientation of n new
educational policy for the country and the consequent change in the

outlook of the University, its problems have become well nigh complex

und more insistent than ever. It is, therefore, a task of superhuman
nuignitude to reorganise it thoroughly in the light of modern public

opinion and in consonance with our present needs. Hence, the

necessity for a wholetime Vice-Chancellor, who will have nothing else

to do but to devote his undivided attention to the work of the

University, which is no longer of a routine nature. You cannot expect

a professional man or one who has to earn his own living in a different

capacity to give up his occupation ami spend his whole time in looking

lifter the affairs of the University. In these days of specialisation in

rverv department of life, a reasonable standard of efficiency cannot be

ittqined without independent thinking, courage and application. The

administrative authority of a University, like that of Calcutta, cannot

afford to he a mere figurehead. He is not to be merely a signing

instrument. He will have to initiate a definite policy and evolve

schemes for the advancement and development of University education,

with special reference to its cultural and vocational aspects.

Sir, I kgve no pretensions to expert knowledge with regard to the

making and the internal administration of a modem University. But,

36 ^ ^
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a layman as I am, I can realize the practical aspects $f the question.

I! the Government are really anxious to overhaul the existing system

of education which is responsible in no small measure for the hard lot

of the products of our Universities, and if, they want our boya to

occupy an honourable place in the domain of Arts and Science side by

side with the alumni of the foreign Universities, they should not

hesitate to accept the proposal which my friend, Maulvi Abul Quasem,

has put before this Council.

Sir, Tennyson, the great poet of immortal fame, has rightly said:—*

“Old order changeth yielding place to new,

And God fulfils Himself in many ways,

Lest one good custom should corrupt the world,’

'

In matters of administration, the time-spirit has got to be taken into

account. However good a system may be, no improvement is possible

unless it is so adjusted os to meet the needs of the hour.

Sir, ours is a hapless country. Whereas in the Western countries

education is the primary concern of the State, our Government have

unfortunately pursued so far a policy of Iais*ez fair? in regard to this

vital problem. The times have altered, and it is for Government to

consider whether or not they should introduce this much-needed reform

by the appointment of a paid Vice-Chancellor.

Sir, the mover of this motion has made out a very strong case in

favour of a wholetime salaried Vice-Chancellor. As 1 have already

said, he has quoted facts and figures in support of his position for the

appointment of a salaried Vice-Chancellor. The Vice-Chancellor

should he appointed for a term of not less than five year* in accordance

with the recommendations of the Saddler Commission. If reforms are

to he introduced in the educational system of our country, short-time

appointments are undesirable. It is because an honorary Vice-

Chancellor may not he available to shoulder the responsibilities of this

high office for a longer period, that short-time appointments are made.

If the Vice-Chancellor is really to formulate schemes of educational

reform in the University, he cannot possibly be expected to do so unless

he remains in office for u reasonable period.

Sir, the Hon ’hie Minister for Education has quoted extracts from

the proceedings of the Bengal Legislative Council for the year 1928,

in which the undesirability of a salaried Vice-Chancellor was stressed

by certain members. One of the reasons stated on that occasion was

that it would secure more control for Government over the educational

policy of the province. If this argument had any basis at all, it would

apply equally or perhaps with greater force in the case of a salaried

Minister who has to enunciate the educational policy of this province.

If a paid Minister can carry on the duties of bis office independently,
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there is ilo reaeon why a paid Vice-Chancellor cannot be expected to

run the administration of the University without being subservient to

Government. 1 do not wish to dilute further on the subject, but I

think that the time has come when the House should take this question

into their serious consideration and urge Government to introduce thia

much-needed reform.

Sir, with these few words, I support the motion wholeheartedly.

Mr. S. M. BOSE: Sir, the hoiUble mover has raised a very

important and difficult question indeed. As the Hon’hle Minister 1ms

just pointed out, the matter is full of difficulties, and for the mover
to ask us to give a mandate to the Government that they must appoint

a paid Vice-Chancellor is something with which 1 cannot agree. The
matter cannot he so easily and lightly carried out. It is true that the

Report of the Saddler Commission on the Calcutta Cniveisity in 1919

made certain recommendations to this effect. It is true that the work

of the Vice-Chancellor has greatly increased and so it was urged by

the mover that we want a wholetime man to give undivided attention

to the work of the University. On the other hand, Sir, the tradition

has Wen one of ungrudging honoiary sei\hc. Sir, w .* Bengalees

somt how or other believe in ideas of suciifice and self-abnegation that

appeal to us. Great men like t he late Sir Gurudus Bunerji and the

late Sir Ashutosh Mookerjee hud devoted their time and thought to the

Calcutta University ungrudgingly without hope of reward. They

grudged no work and no sacrifice for their beloved olnut mat<'r.

Perhaps, Englishmen do not quite believe in this idea of voluntary and

honorary labour; hut we Indians do. And in that respect, UaL

Bahadur K. (’. llunerji seems to he a non -Bengalee heenus* he does not

believe in free sacrifice and free service.

Then, Sir, as the Hon’hle Minister has just pointed out, the matter

has Wen on more than one occasion considered by the Calcutta

University, and they have turned down this proposal. The matter was

also discussed in this Council, and here, too, it was turned down. The
Government, 1 submit, cannot dec ide the matter straightaway. Further,

there is this financial difficulty. The Saddler Commission recommend-

ed that the Vice-Chancellor should he given the puy and the prestige of

a High Court Judge. It is difficult to find a man of that rank. The

pay and the post cannot make* a Vice-Chancellor. A Vice-Chancellor to-

be appointed must, before his appointment, he a man of integrity,

character, and culture, and respected. It is only then that he should

come to office. The office cannot make a Vice-Chancellor. Mere pay

cannot invest him with all those qualities that we demand from a

Vice-Chancellor, that the Vice-Chancellors in the past have always had.

So, I think the mover in asking us to give a mandate straightaway to
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Government lias committed a great mistake. The matter, as the
iron’ble Minister has already pointed out—and I entirely agree with

him—is one of great difficulty and requires very careful investigation.

Khan Bahadur MUHAMMAD ABDUL MOMIN: Sir, I am rather
surprised that even after hearing the very lucid and very reasonable
speech of the mover of this motion, my friend, Mr. S. M. Bose, should
get up and oppose it. The mover has proved to the hilt that the duties
and work of the 1 ice-Chancellors have in recent years increased to such
an extent that it is impossible for a man, even for a superman, to
perform them, efficiently, if he is not a wholetime officer of the
University. As we find now, the present Vice-Chancellor has, perhaps,
to give up most of his other functions in order to be able to devote
himself to the proper discharge of his duties as Vice-Chancellor.

Sir, going back to old history, the Hon’ble Minister has drawn
attention to the fact that in the year 1920 the University itself decided
by u resolution against the appointment of a salaried Vice-Chancellor,
and Mr. S. M. Bose lms, also, laid stress on that fact. But I would
remind the House that 1920 was fifteen years back, and since then the
University has expanded on all sides and from being an examining
body it has now become a full-fledged teaching University also
in addition to being an examining body. We have also
1h>cii told^ that in 1929 this motion was thrown out in this
Council. There, again, 1 would remind the House that the
constitution of the Council was such that not only this proposal was
thrown out, but many other equally, perhaps very important, proposals
were thrown out. Even I would remind the Hon’ble Minister that the
Ministry itself was thrown out. (Laughter.) (Khan Bahadur Mr.
A/lzci, Haqi'K: Later.) It is very well to say that we Bengalees
arc very self-sacrificing men, but 1 might say that in every nation
there uro self-sacrificing men, but there is a limit to such self-sacrifice.

It is not really a question of self-sacrifice. It is a question of the
proper and efficient discharge of the duties entrusted to the head of the
administration, especially so when he is the head of a large and big
University. There is a vast amount of difference between the honorary
position, for instance, of the Mayor of the Calcutta Corporation or of
the Chairmen of District Boards? These officers, if I may so, are only
honorary advisory heads, and their work is mainly confined to presiding
at meetings. They have got their executive officers, they have got
their Vice-Chairmen, who perform the executive functions and relieve
them much of their duties—duties which cannot be compared either in
bulk or in importance with the duties of the Vice-Chancellor. The
T icc-Cha iK'ellor is jiot only Chairman of the various Committees, not
only presides at the Senate and the Syndicate, but he is his own
executive officer, and it is more than human to expect that even an
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educationist will be able to perform all these functions efficiently

unless ho devotes his entire time to the duties which are entrusted to

him.

It has been said, an ideal Vice-Chancellor should be a man of learn-

ing, a man who has devoted his previous life to educational activities.

We know from ancient times that men of learning are not men of

riches. Men of learning must live. Therefore, if you want a

man of learning, you should pay him. I do not say that his

pay should be equal to that of n High Court Judge. Perhaps the High
Court Judges do not deserve t heir pay, ami many people do not, hut

that is neither here nor there. You must pay him enough ami

adequately, so that he can he care-free and devote his entire attention

to the work that is entrusted to him. Coming to the question of

dignity, I do not think it is fair to say that a man loses it if he accepts*

any remuneration for the work which lie does. In volume and in the

varied nature of the duties I think the Vice-Chancellor’s task is not

very much less than I might say that of even some of the Members of

Government. In that case would any sane man urge that the Memtarw

of Government should also he honorary and not paid men so that

their dignity might he enhanced Y Sir Asittosh Monkerjee himself was

a member of the Saddler Commission and he was a party to the recom-

mendation that the post of the Vice-Chancellor should he salaried. 11

is not right to say that it will not he possible to get a man of the

calibre and of the integrity or ability of the High Court Judges to pay

him high salary as Vice-Chancellor. 1 am afraid Mr. S. M. Bose has

entirely underestimated the qualifications and qualities of many of

his friends. I would think that he himself would make a very fine

Vice-Chancellor, even if the post is a salaried post. I do not think he

will lose his dignity if he is given that pay, though afterwards he may

distribute it among his friends.

Lastly, I would refer to one remark of the Hon hie Minister, that

is, the action which he proposes to take on this resolution, namely, that

he would judge from the various speeches that have been made in thi*

House or perhaps he means by counting of votes, what the opinion of

the members is with regard to this question. Ihe only submission

which I would like to make is that in this case he should not go by

counting of votes, not even by the speeches that have been made,

because our power of making speeches may not be equal to the merit*

of the case. Mr. S. M. Bose is a finished orator and therefore it cannot

be expected that I have been able to give a proper reply to his criticism,,

but Government should consider the case on its merits.

Tha HoA’bftt Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAftUis On a point of

personal explanation, Sir. I said “in the course of the debate/’
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Khan Bahadur MUHAMMAD ABDUL MOMIN: I should also

request the Ifon'ble Minister to remember that Government were

themselves in favour of making this post a salaried one, but they were

obstructed from doing it as they were obstructed in many things. I

would request him to consider this thing very sympathetically and hope

that it will end as we want it to.

With these words I support the motion.

( The Council was at this stage adjourned for 15 minutes.)

(After Adjournment.)

RavB B. A. NAG. Mr. President, Sir, I have been listening to the

debate on this motion with a good deal of interest and I have asked

myself as 1 would like to ask you
—“Has there been any case of any one

who has ever been approached bv Government as a worthy man to

accept the position of the Vice-Chancellor of the University and has

refused because either he has no time or because he is not to be paid?”

Beginning with Sir Ashutosh Mookerjee, one of our very great Vice-

Chancellors, down to his son, I have not heard of a single Vice-Chan-

cellor who ever demurred to the fact that because the Vice-Chancellors

are not paid, therefore men of their eminence would not become Vice-

Chancellors of the University. It that is a fact, what is the reason for

this demand that the Vice-Chancellorship should he paid? I was

going to say, What is the reason for this insult to that honoured posi-

tion? Moreover, Sir, the moment the Vice-Chancellorship becomes a

paid office, 1 am inclined to believe that you will not get that type of

worthy men tlmt you are getting at present as Honorary Vice-Chan-

cellors, because worthy people like those who have become our Vice-

Chancellors would far like the honour to being honorary than being

spoken of as paid Vice-Chancellor, and for the sake of their honour

and in order to have such worthy iupii coming to the position of Vice-

Chancellor I would strongly oppose this motion. Thirdly, Sir, I think

we ought to congratulate ourselves that we have such a living .sacrifice

in the persons of our Vice-Chancellors before the student community

—

sacrifice for the service of the country. I am glad that the students

have that example, and if the students will follow that example, we

can expect great things from the student community, but if we thrust

upon them a paid Vice-Chancellor, that example is gone and the students

are deprived of a great incentive. It has been said that since 1919 or

1920 the work of the Vice-Chancellor has grown immensely. I dare-

say, Sir, it has, but nobody has mentioned that the University has

appointed more workers in its different departments during these years

than they did ever before. As for the Vice-Chancellor being a very

busy man, all who knew* the late Sir Asutosh Mookerjee knew that no

one man could be more busy—in fact, he was a superman—but he

carried out the duties of the Vice-Chancellor in addition to his other
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duties any difficulty whatsoever. So I hope that, in order to

retain this glorious example before the student community in order to

make the post attractive to really worthy men, who will not come for-

ward for a paid job, we should as a Council oppose the motion.

Mr* Ci Ci COOPER: Sir, I hope that the mover of this motion will

not force it to a division, hut after the explanation given by the llnn’ble

Minister he will withdraw it and leave the question for the considera-

tion of Government. I feel very keenly and sincerely that this is not

a matter upon which a decision can he claimed on the floor of this House.

It contemplates a very radical change in the whole fabric of the Calcutta

University, and therefore must receive very deep and careful considera-

tion. Personally, Sir, looking at it merely from an abstract point of

view, it appears to me that it should he a great pity if the very high

and honourable office of Vice-Chancellor should cease to have the

honour hitherto attached to it. Sir, pay is not a matter of dignity hut

is a matter of independence. Hitherto, our Vice-Chancellors have

enjoyed independence and the work of the University has therefore

continued to flourish. I quite appreciate the point that it is only a

superman who can hold such a post, in addition to his other duties,

and that the supermen who have held such office in past years are to he

found only one in a million. I cannot believe, however, that they are

men who cannot he replaced for the history of the world shows that

when great men have gone they have been replaced hv equally great

men. That has been the general experience of the world. Sir.

The llon’ble Minister ha> assured us that the question will receive

from Government the very careful consideration which such a big sub-

ject deserves, and I hope therefore the House will leave the question to

the Government and not force this motion to a division.

Dr. NARE8H CHANDRA SEN CUPTA: Sir, on this question I

find a very great difficulty in casting a decisive vote one way or the

other. The difficulty arises from the fact that the Vice-Chancellor-

ship of the Calcutta University is a most anomalous institution. In the

old days of the Calcutta University we had an ornamental Vice-Chan-

cellor, who had not much work to do. High officials, High Court

Judges, Members of the Viceroy’s Council and men of similar position

filled this post, which was more u position of honour than the onerous

ane that it is to-day. But under the new University Act the position of

the Vice-Chancellor was greatly changed. He became a most active

executive officer of the University, hut nonetheless the Vice-Chancellor

was not a person who was an integral part of the University as an

icademic institution. Vice-Chancellors of other Universities, in

England as well as in other countries, who filled similar positions come

from amongst the teachers, persons who devote their lives to the work

rf teaching and have distinguished themselves as great educationists

—
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they are called upon to discharge the duties of the Vice-Chancellor.

But the University of Calcutta has continued its old traditions of import-

ing its Vice-Chancellors from outside the body of educationists
, per-

sons who have had nothing to do with education in their lives except

perhaps theorising about it. Such are the persons who have been

called upon to act as Vice-Chancellors of the Calcutta University. If

it were the case of the proper academic Vice-Chancellor, there would

be no question that he w'ould have to be paid, but in the present posi-

tion I am not in a position to agree that the Vice-Chancellor should

be paid. Then, again, look at it from another point of view. The

Vice-Chancellor here is not appointed by the University and the Uni-

versity has no hand whatever in his appointment. In some other

Universities the appointment is made no doubt by the Chancellor, but

after considering the recommendations of the executive body of those

Universities. Here, however, the University is not even consulted.

Therefore, Sir, there is a real difficulty. If it is a salaried post, in the

first instance, it goes against the principle that the University should

have a say in the appointment of persons who are to draw' salaries from

the fund of the University. That is one point. Then, from another

point of view, if you persist in the course which has been followed

in the case of t lie Calcutta University in the past of taking persons

from outside and putting them in as Vice-Chancellors then it is worth

while seeing that you appoint persons of great eminence, persons of such

eminence that you cannot get them for the salaries that you could offer.

Well, Sir, it is worth while remembering that two of the Vic a-Chan-

cellors w’ho have done most for the Universities, namely, Sir Thomas
Raleigh and Sir Ashutosh Mookerjee, were not the sort of persons whom
you could get ut for any reasonable salary that the University could

pay. If you do stick to the principle that the Vice-Chancellor should

come from outside, well, I would insist. Sir, that he should be a man
of such outstanding ability that the salary would be no temptation to

him. Lastly, so long as the present constitution of the University con-

tinues, so long as the appointment of the Vice-Chancellor is made at

the entire discretion of the executive Government, I have luv own
apprehensions of the unseen hand of nepotism playing a great part in the

appointment when it is a salaried post. In the case of an honorary

post, which is also very onerous, such as that of the Vice-Chancellor, the

appointment could not be made from such considerations, but to leave a

salaried post, which will involve the payment of a large salary, to the

uncontrolled discretion of Government might lead to evils of that type.

In any event, I think that the wise counsel at the present moment is to

stay our hands till we have time to go into the constitution of the Uni-

versity. It is perfectly true that the Calcutta University Commission

recommended a salaried Vice-Chancellor with a salary equivalent to that

of a High Court Judge, hut the University and the Vice-Chancellor

which the University Commission envisaged was some other University

and some other Vice-Chancellor than we now have. It is necessary
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therefore that the whole thing should be considered together—the con-

stitution oUthe University and the salary of the Vice-Chancellor, and
everything should be taken up together. Till that time comes, Sir, I

think the course dictated by prudence would be to maintain the

status quo.

Mr* P* N* CUHA: Mr. President, Sir, I thought that my
friend Mr. Quasem would hesitate to bring forward this motion

after hearing the elaborate speech delivered by the ITon’ble

Minister for Education outlining in detail the policy that the

Government of Bengal want to follow with regard to the

education in the province all round. The llon lde Minister has, within

a short compass, given an idea to the Council of what the intentions of

the Government of Bengal are and in what line the Government want

to proceed in the field of higher, secondary and primary education.

Anyone who lias listened to that speech must have been convinced of

the intention of the Government of tackling the whole problem of

education in Bengali, but the line of work has yet to he decided upon.

The assurance given by the Minister this year and if I remember rightly

the assurances given by Sir Khwaja Nuzimuddin in previous years raise

the hope that the reorganisation of the educational work is being

seriously contemplated.

Sir, there is not the least doubt as my friend Khan Bahadur Abdul

Momin has pointed out, that Mr. Quasem has made out an unassailable

cavse for t ho appointment of a paid Vice-Chancellor, but at the same

time no one can he sure that the affair of the University of Calcutta will

hereafter he managed in the same line and under same principle ns

they are being administered now. Sir, those members of the Council

who are here for long will recollect tliat an amending Bill to the Univer-

sity Act was introduced in this House some years back by l)r. Pro-

matha Nath Banerjee, Minto Professor of Economics, but us he and his

friends of the Congress left the legislatures, the Bill lapsed automatic-

ally. Be that as it may, the outstanding fact is that the present Uni-

versity Act which was passed mainly at the instigation of Lord Curaon

is no longer suitable and it should be amended in such a way as may
enable the authorities to deal suitably with the problems not only of the

University education but of the secondary and primary education as

well.

Sir, neither the University nor the Government have yet been able to

form a definite idea of the relationship that the secondary and primary

education should have with the University education. A section of

the people is definitely of opinion that the University should he relieved

of the burden of looking after the secondary education and thereby have

more freedom to regulate the higher education of the future generations

of Bengal. The work of the Vice-Chancellor will considerably decrease
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in volume if and when that is done and then the question will auto-

matically arise if the post of the Vice-Chancellor should be a paid one

or it should remain honorary as it is now. In fact, nothing can be and

should he settled now regarding the position of the Vice-Chancellor.

The time is quite inopportune and we must wait to see the result of the

revised policy of the Government.

Sir, iny friend Dr Naresh Chandra Sen Gupta has pointed out that

the mover of ihe motion himself has rightly said that the people were
auspicious about the work of the Government and so the fear of nepotism

in connection with the appointment of a paid A’ice-Chancellor would not

he altogether groundless. There is some truth in it. Section 4 of the

Calcutta Ciu versify Act has given the power of the appointment of the

Vice-Chancellor to the Government as distinct from the Chancellor who
is also the head of the Government. The difference should be carefully

marked. A Fellow of the University is appointed by the Chancellor hut

the Vice-Chancellor is appointed by the Government which means by
the Governor according to the suggestion given to him by his Minister.

The difference is \er.v great. Sir, good or had, acceptable or unaccept-

able, we are going to have a thoroughly new constitution shortly. The
Education Minister under the coining constitution will not have to

depend on any one else on any matter. He will he a chosen representa-

tive of the people and he will he hound to shape his policy under the

direction of tie* people. That will he the proper time to tackle the

problem. Sir, mv friend Mr. Qunsem has said that the Vice-Chancellor

has to do a lot of hard work at the present moment. Quito true and

this he has to do because he is the chief executive authority of the

University. Can one be sure that the position in future* will remain

what it now is? Is ii impossible that the administrative affairs of the

Cniversity will he entrusted to an efficient paid officer and the Vice-

Chancellor will he there only to guide the policy of higher education?

It will therefore he quite unusual for the House to accept the motion of

Mr. Quusom an 1 given a mandate to the Government to appoint a paid

Vice-Chancellor ms dt sired by him. On the contrary we should ask the

present Government not to touch the matter during its lifetime.

Mr. K. C. RAY 6H0WDHURY : Sir, I am personally not a bit of

an admirer of the Calcutta University and therefore all this talk regard-

ing the improvement of the University by appointing a paid Vice-

Chancellor is not at all appealing to me. I may tell the House and I am
sure all the members know that this University turns out a very large

number of graduates and under-graduates every year with the result that

it simply adds i«. tit* number of unemployed aud unemployable young
men. My contention is that this additional expenditure on the Vice-

Chancellor is not justified. Those who have read the Saddler Commis-
sion’s report and 1 Pose who know about the development of modern

Universities will agree with me that the attaching of a salary to the
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highest in the University is not what will make the University

more important than it is to-day. What I think is wanted is a Chief

Executive Officer. Mr Momin’s argument is that the duties of the

Vice-Chancellor have increased enormously and so he has to absent him-

self from many of the engagements and therefore a wholetime officer is

required. He also compared the post of the Mayor of the Calcutta

Corporation with that of the Vice-Chancellor. But 1 may point out that

the duties of the Mayor are not the same as that of the Vice-Chancellor.

To mv mind some of the routine duties of the Vice-Chancellor can be

safely performed by an able administrator who can deal with all big

questions and dispose of many items that come before the Calcutta

University. If, however, people want to create a job, I do not grudge

it. Ijet there be as many jobs as posable. 1 have no quarrel with it.

The duties imposed upon the Vice-Chancellor by the Calcutta University

Act may well be performed by a man getting a salary of Rs. 1,000 or

Its. 1,200 ami 1 do not think a man on a salary of Its. 4,000 is required.

All that we want is a man to occupy the post of Vice-Chancellor who will

be able to initiate the educational policy and who will know more about

the openings for the graduates rather than the \\u\s and means of

stuffing the hr., ins of the graduates and under-graduates with knowledge

that has no market value. Many of our High Court Judges can jierform

the duties of the Vice-Chancellor with credit as the) have done in the

past. I oppose the motion.

Maulvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN: Sir, I rise to give my wholehearted

support to the motion that has been moved by my friend Maulvi Alnil

Quartern whom 1 congratulate on his able and very convincing speech.

His speech wus full of facts and figures and everyone knows that the fat ts

and figures tell. In spite of that, it is regrettable to find that a jarring

note has been struck 1>\ \ arious members. The question after all is

very simple. I think all t lie arguments that may he advanced for the

post of the Education Minister being a salaried one can also he advanced

for the post of the Vice-Chancellor of the Calcutta University being a

salaried one. The dutie.s of these offices may he different, hut they are

equally onerous. There seems to be no reason why the post of the

Education Minster should be salaried and that of the Vice-Chancellor

should lie au honorary one. My friend the Rev. Mr. Nag asked several

questions in his usual forceful and vigorous manner. He asked whether

anybody has ever refused to accept the office in an honorary capacity

and he triumphantly said that no one lias refused such an offer. There-

fore, he concludes that the post should remain honorary as it has been

for all this time. I submit Sir, that this argument is altogether falla-

cious. If he remembers the history of the University he will see that

almost all the great men who held the post of Vice-Chancellor hitherto

were highly paid salaried officers in other capacities. Sir, would it have
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"been possible for these gentlemen to act as Vice-Chancellor if they re-

ceived no remuneration from any other source. That is the crux of the

whole question. Can it be expected that a man can perform such duties

without being remunerated for the same? To my mind except under

exceptional circumstances a man cannot be expected to give his best

unless he is remunerated for his work. That is the simple question at

issue. I very much appreciate the spirit in which my esteemed friend

l)r. Naresh Chandra Sen Gupta spoke in connection with this motion.

But one thing which he said seems to me to be regrettable and somewhat

out of place. My friend said that no one knows who will appoint the

Vice-Chancellor if the post becomes a salaried one, and if the Chancellor

appoints the Vice-Chancellor he might succumb to nepotism. I think

lie has no reason to entertain such apprehensions at all.

Dr. NttRESH CHANDRA 8EN CUPTA: On a point of personal

explanation, Sir. What I did say was that if the post of Vice-Chancellor

were made a salaried one, the unseen hand of nepotism might creep in.

Maulvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN: I stand corrected, but not con-

vinced, because the explanation seems to state what I said just now. I

appreciate very much the spirit of Dr. Sen Gupta’s speech except that

one sentence which fell from his mouth. It has been said that the

University has been fortunate enough to secure the services of very

eminent men in the past for the post of Vice-Chancellor. There is no

doubt about it, but I would warn hon’ble members that the example of

the great Sir Ashutosh Mookerjee should not mislead them. He was a

superman so to say. Men like him are not born in every age. There-

fore, what a Sir Ashutosh can be expected to perform cannot be expected

of ordiuary men—even of eminent men. Sir Ashutosh was no doubt

a great jurist and at the same a great educationist and Vice-Chancellor,

but no one knows if he would not have been greater still if he could

confine his entire energy to one thing only. That is a point which

should be seriously considered by the members of this House. If a man
has to hold another highly salaried post and to perform the duties of the

Vice-Chancellor, it is only natural that he is not expected to perform his

duties as honestly, as ably and as successfully as he would have other-

wise done. Therefore I think, Sir, that on principle it is quite clear

that the office of the Vice-Chancellor should be a salaried one. Further,

my submission is that it is a very wrong practice to import a Vice-

Chancellor for other avocations of life. As has been pointed out by my
friend Dr. Sen Gupta, that is a surer way of bringing in extraneous

influence—political or otherwise, does not matter—into the affairs of the

University. As far os possible, the Vice-Chancellor should be recruited

from amongst eminent educationists
;
and if that is to be done, I think
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it is unthinkable that such men would be available unless we gave them
proper remuneration for their services. With these few words, Sir,

I support the motion.

Mrs HAREHORA KUMAR BA8U: Mr. President, Sir, as the

House may have noticed, I also tabled a motion on very similar grounds',

excepting that my motion was to consider the question of having a

paid Vice-Chancellor. But, Sir, after having putting in that motion I

have been thinking and thinking about the matter and have not been

able to make up my mind whether it would be advisable to have a

paid Vice-Chancellor or not. Sir, 1 have listened very carefully—as

carefully as I could—to the various speakers who have addressed the

House to-day, and I must say that I am still far from being convinced as

to the advisability of such innovation. Sir. the very excellent speech

that the mover of this motion made did, in fact, create a great impres-

sion on my mind. But, I am afraid, my friend, the mover, has been

carried away by bis enthusiasm over the matter. Several speakers have

given to this Council the picture of a danger to which the University

itself might he exposed if we did not have a Vice-Chancellor who should

think that the interests of the University were the only matters which

he had to consider. We have also been told that we have had the right

men only because they were drawing high salaries in other spheres. I

am sure if my friend, Maulvi Tainizuddin Khan, hud only cast bis mind
back over a period of a few years, be would have remembered that not all

of the Vice-Chancellors during this period have been men drawing high

salaries from Government. The late Mr. 1!Impend™ Nath Basil, Sir

Devaprasad Sarbadhicarv, Sir Xilratan Sircar, the Reverend ])r. Urqunrt

and last but no least Sir Hussan Suhrawardy, though he was a salaried

official, he was not certainly a highly-paid officer of Government—not to

speak of the others—were all honorary workers. I submit, Sir, that it

is idle to think that you cannot have the proper type of men unless you

have paid Vice-Chancellors.

Sir, there is just another point. What Maulvi Tainizuddin Khan
wanted to make out was that it was very wrong in policy to have a man
who is a wholetime officer in some department of Government appointed

as Vice-Chancellor. 1 join issue with him there. I do not think that

the history of the Calcutta University during the last 7G years has

shown that the appointment of men holding high appointments elsewhere

has been detrimental to the interests of the University. If anything,

Sir, it has shown us just the contrary, and a thing which has not been

sanctioned by the history of the last 76 years is, I submit, more likely to

be incorrect than correct.

Then, Sir, there is just another matter which Maulvi T&mizuddin

Khan has pointed out and that is that there is no difference in principle

between the question of the salary of the Minister of Education and the
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salary of the Vice-Chancellor of the University. There, again, I submit

he is hopelessly wrong. The first is a political appointment and the

other should not have, and ought not to have, any political complexion

"whatsoever. That is the one fundamental distinction between the

position of the Minister of Education and the Vice-Chancellor of the

Calcutta University. Sir, the words used by Dr. Sen Gupta have been

objected to, and I think rightly objected to. But I do submit, Sir, that

if you were to treat the Vice-Chancellorship of the Calcutta University as

a political appointment and men were to be appointed to that office on

account of political considerations, you would then be soundiug the

death-knell of the Calcutta University.

Mr. 8HAHTI 8HEKHARE8WAR RAY: Sir, I think that as

things are at present, the idea of having a paid Vice-Chancellor is

totally absurd. It ull depends upon the view you take about the

functions of the Vice-Chancellor. If you are prepared to modify the

constitution of the Calcutta University and make it what we call not

an affiliated University but a University run on unitary lines,- then

I think we must seriously consider the question of a paid Vice-

Chancellor. We cannot forget, Sir, that in the case of a paid Vice-

Chancellor he must in such a situation come from the recognised

educational service in the country. It would be no use appointing a

public man with a salary as Vice-Chancellor in such a University.

The experience of other Universities in India point to that conclusion.

Well, in the Patna University a beginning was made with a paid Vice-

Chancellor and all the Vice-Chancellors came from the Education

Department. Mr. Jennings, who belogned to the Educational Service

of the United Provinces, was first ap|>ointcd as paid Vice-Chancellor

of the Patna University. Then came Mr. Jackson, who belonged to

the Bihur Educational Service. But it became apparent that if there

was to be any enthusiasm over the affairs of the University, a paid

Vice-Chancellor must he replaced. There was an agitation for an

honorary Vice-Chancellor. Well, ultimately the paid Vice-Chancellor

had to go and the appointment had to be made from the non-official

leading men in the province. Sir Multan Ahmed became the first non-

official Vice-Chancellor of the Patou University. Well, Sir, there

was an improvement and not a falling-off in the administration with

a non-official Vice-Chancellor, Sir Sultan Ahmed. The other

Universities of Bombay and Madras have got honorary Vice-Chancellors

and we too have all along had honorary Vice-Chancellors and we have

had great men occupying that post; and I do not see any reason why
we should at this stuge make a change. I think, Sir, at the preeent

moment this question is not at all acute. So long as the Government

are not prepared to take up the question of amending the Calcutta

University Act, I think it is better that the matter should be left aa

it is.
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MmM ABUL QUABEM: Sir, I would ask Wave of the Council

o withdraw my motion.

The motion was then, by leave of the House, withdrawn,

Mr. MARENDRA KUMAR BASU: Sir, I beg to move that tha

lemand of Rs. 4,34,753 under the head “31A—Education (Transferred^

—Grants to Universities—Calcutta University” be reduced by Rs. 100

inadequacy).

Sir, as I have pointed out in my note, this cut motion is simply

lirected to draw the attention of the House and of the Government tt>

he inadequate grant given to the Calcutta University. 1 am sorry

hat Mr. Svamaprosad Mookerjee is not able, on account of very grave

llness of his sou, to attend the House ami to move the motion No. 451,

arhich is exactly the same as my motion. I am sorry not only for

be reasons which have prevented him from coming to the House, but

[ am more sorry because the facts regarding the University would have

>een given to the House with authority and cogency by Mr. Mookerjee

—an authority and cogency which any utterance of mine on this

mbject must lack. I have tried a little to go myself into the question

>f the grant of the Government to the University. As far as I can

nake out, I may preface all my remarks that I am speaking subject

o correction, because 1 have not the advantage of Mr. Mookerjee with

egard to the facts and my remarks are based on information received

rom others. So I hope the Hou'hle Minister would he jdeased to

orreet Riy remarks if any of them are not correct. As far as 1 can

nake out, a few _\ ears ugo there was a Committee appointed by the

Tuiversity, known as the Reorganisation Committee. This Committee

nade out a statement showing that they wanted somewhere about

Its. G lakhs per annum in order to he able to carry on the work of the

University and to make the necessary extensions and improvements in

lie University. As soon as this report reached the Government, the

‘prompt reply” went hack that Government was unable to find so

arge a sum of money. When I say “prompt reply” 1 do not know

low long Government took in sending the reply, but the reply which

vas sent was to the effect I have already stated. Then followed

legotiations between the University and the Government and some

ime, I believe in 1932, Government promised a grant of Us. 3,00,000

mnually to the University in order to supplement the Fee Fund of

be University; at that time the University had agreed, in view of

be financial stringency of the Government of Bengal, to drop most

if the schemes for extension and improvement; but they said that they

sould go on with their immediate necessities fulfilled if a sum of

EU. 3,60,000 was guaranteed to them. Government, I understand,

umctioned that grant and made it a condition that if in any particular

rear tbe income of the University from the Fee Fund exceeded a
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certain figure, I believe Bs. 11,72,000 or something like that, the grant

would be proportionately curtailed. Well, that is, I understand, the

explanation of the cut in the grant this year. It may be that so far

as the University is concerned they had accepted that condition, and

therefore it may be a case of estoppel so far as the University is con-

cerned. But my submission is that so far as the public of Bengal is

concerned, so far as the interests of the people of Bengal are concerned,

it is our business to see that the University has ample funds at its

disposal for carrying on not only its ordinary day-to-day business but

also the improvements and extensions which are so much overdue in

the University. Sir, one of the things that I have personal knowledge

of, 1 shall say at once, is the want of accommodation for the University

staff. If members of this House were to go and see the rooms in

which the clerks and other officers of the University work, they are

veritable death traps ! I shall say that that is a building which is not

meant for an office at all. They are ill-lit and ill-ventilated, and I

shall ask the Hon’ hie Minister with all the emphasis that I can com-

mand to ask for figures from the University of the number of cases of

tuberculosis among the employees of the University during the last

few years. I am sure that the Hon’ble Minister who was himself,

before his elevation to his office, a Fellow of the University, knows

that several employees of the University have been stricken down with

tuberculosis during the last few years. I submit that it is a huge

public scandal and if cries out for reform. Then again take the

Science College. As we all know, the Science College owes its existence

to the munificence of Sir Tarak Nath Pol it, Sir Hash Behary Ghose

and the Baja of Khaira. Well, the Science College was founded

several years ago for the great improvement and advancement in all

branches of scientific training all over the world during the last few

years, and I submit that it is up to the University to bring those

improvements and advancements to the students of the University,

but they are unable to do it because the Government cannot supplement

the grant. It does not matter, as I have said, whether according to

the contract that was entered into between the representatives of

Government and the representatives of the University who were, one

must remember, in a very tight corner at that time in 1932, the grant

of Bs. 3,GO,000 might be diminished if the Fee Fund increased. I

submit that in spite of that it is up to Government to be ablfe to

finance the University in its attempts to improve and extend its

activities. There is another matter which one would like to touch

upon and that is the location and the work of the University Press.

I am quite sure that the Hon’ble Minister is himself aware of tbe

cramped nature of the Press and the way in which the employees of

that Press have got to work. The University cannot on account of

inadequate funds rent a house outside the basement toor of the

Darbh&nga Buildings where the University Press it now located. I
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submit St ought to be able to get a house outside and extend and
impjove the Press and a lot of its offices. Then again take the other

matter to which the Hon’ble Minister adverted in his opening speech

-—the matter of physical education. If the University wants to do

anything towards the physical education of the students of colleges

and its own alumni, they cannot do it because of the inadequacy of

funds. I am not quarrelling with the amount given to the Dacca
University by statute, it is Rs. 5,50,000. I am quite sure that the

money is badly needed by the Dacca University, but I submit that so

far as the Calcutta University is concerned, there ought to he also a

statutory grant to the University and a much larger sum given to the

University than the paltry figure at which it is placed in this year’s

Budget, namely, just Rs. 3 lakhs instead of Rs. 3,00,000. In the last

year’s revised estimate the House will see that Ks. 1,20,000 was

deducted because of an increase in the Fee Fund of the University.

Then again looking at page 64 of the Red Hook you will find that the

non-recurring grant to the non-Government Arts Colleges has been

reduced to Rs. 48,203 from the revised estimate of Rs. 51,800, whereas

I understand—here also I am speaking subject to correction—from

motion No. 409 that the full grant wTas Rs. 1,29,000. I submit there

is no reason why all these curtailments should he made in grants to

flke Calcutta University, and I hope the House will agree with me in

fhinking that Government ought to have made a fuller provision of

funds to the Calcutta University.

The Hon'ble Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: Sir, I think

»iy friend Mr. N. K. Basu is slightly labouring under a misapprehension

as regards this question. If I explain the real position, 1 hope my
friend will at least give us the credit that we have not dealt with the

Calcutta University in the manner in which he supposes us to have

dealt with it. The Calcutta University was brought under a certain

formula in 1932. That formula was arrived at on thiH basis: the

University said that their fee income was a certain amount of money

;

Government did not agree and said that it w'as likely to he much more

than that and there was a controversy as to the actual figure. Then
this formula was arrived at. Government said that they were taking

the minimum figure that was suggested and on that basis they were

prepared to wdpe off the deficit, and that deficit was arrived at

Rs. 3,60,000, hut in case this fee income increased, then Government’s

share would be reduced not correspondingly but by half. So my friend

will realise that at this stage Government’s position was definitely not to

take away the entire amount which was likely to accrue to the Fee

Fund, but to give to the University half of it for its development. Apart

from that, Rs. 3,00,000 is not the only liability of the Government to the

University find as a matter of fact, if facts are brought to his notice, he

will see that it is not only Rs. 3,60,000 that is paid by Government to

37
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the University, but in addition we pay Rs. 30,000 to the Calcutta

University for administration and inspection, Es. 30,000^ Ibr geyral

purposes, Es. 10,800 for the Hardinge Professorship, Es. 10,000 for

George V Professorship, Rs. 12,000 for the Science College Professor-

ship, Es. 15,000 for the University Lecturers, Rs. 2,000 for the Univer-

sity Special Readers, Rs. 2,150 as additional grant to the students^

Es. 10,032 for Sir Asutosh Professorship, and in addition to these we
pay Rs. 8,700 for the College Improvement Scheme, Rs. 3,000 for the

Depressed Classes Hostel and Rs. 20,000 for the Post-Graduate Classes

in Physiology and Geology. If all these figures are totalled up, then

even in the current year it comes to nearly Rs. 3,90,000. During the

last three years we have been able to meet another liability to the extent

of Rs. 80,000 incurred in connection with the teaching of Geology and

Botany, if my friend wants more figures, I will give him the figures

of the last 12 years

—

In 1926-27 the Calcutta University got

In 1927-28 the Calcutta University got

In 1928-29 the Calcutta University got

In 1929-30 the Calcutta University got

In 1930-31 the Calcutta University got

In 1931-32 the Calcutta University got

Rs.

5,68,000

3.70.000

4.36.000

4.40.000

5.98.000

5.42.000

Even in the year 1932-33 in which the figure was arrived at

Rs. 3,60,000, we paid Rs. 4,94,000 and in 1933-34 Rs. 4,56,000. In the

current year we have paid Its. 0,91,000 and in the coming year we have

budgeted for Rs, 4,30,000. 1 hope that will show that so far as the

Calcutta University is concerned, we pay a sum of money which is not

oonfined merely to the round figure of Rs. 3,60,000. So far as the

question of the building works is concerned, 1 may tell my friend that

when in 1932 this question was brought up, it was decided that so far

as the University demand was concerned, which was Rs. 11,32,000 for

buildings and Rs. 4,51,000 for other purposes, that they would have to

be considered on their merits and the approval of Government would

have to he taken for the allotment of funds. I have not been able to

find out the papers within the short time of my office to see whether the

University approached Government thereafter for any such work or not.

But in any case I shall make an enquiry and find out whether the

University did approach us for a further grant for buildings. Then,

Sir, as regards the question of other Universities, I might give certain

interesting figures to my friend Mr. Basu. It is rather interesting to

me, because I was not aware that even other provinces treat their Univer-

sities in such a manner. Bombay with Rs. 22 crores of revenue given*

only a grant of Rs. 1,21,000 to its University. Madras with Be. 22
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croree rf revenue and having to give grants to three Universities, name-

ly, Jtadras, Andhra and Annamalai, pay only Rs. 6,15,000. The Punjab

which has got a revenue of 13 to 14 erores of rupees pay only

Rs. 2,09,000. Sir, I am not raising this point to say that as a matter

of fact the University has no demand on the Government, but 1 am
simply showing that, having regard to the limited funds at their dis-

posal and considering the way in which other provinces have come to the

aid of their Universities on their programmes of education, the amouift

which we have paid to Calcutta University may not be considered so

insufficient as it is supposed to he- I do not for a moment suggest that

if financial conditions improve the University of Dacca or Calcutta

cannot make out a good case for increased assistance. 1 myself feel

that there is great necessity for reforms both as regards building pro-

grammes as well as other programmes on the part of each of the Univer-

sities, but considering the financial condition of Imth the Government aa

well as of the Universities, 1 hope my friend will agree with me that

the amount which we pay is not such us will be considered insufficient for

the time being. I do not think that it is necessary on my part to dilate

on the matter any more, hut 1 hope that after the explanation I have

given Mr. Basu will kindly withdraw his motion.

Mr. Narendrn Kumar Basu’s motion was then, by leave of the

House, withdrawn.

Maulvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN: Sir, 1 heg to move that the demand

of Its. 4,34,753 under the head “31A—Education (Transferred)

—

University—Grants to Calcutta University” be reduced by Rs. 100

( indifference to vocational education and undue encouragement to

literary and theoretical education).

Sir, my object in moving this motion is to draw the attention of the

House to the comparative indifference of the Government uttd of the

University to the requirements of vocational education and to what I

consider to he undue and indiscriminate encouragement given to purely

literary and theoretical education, i know’ I am treading on very

hazardous ground and I am in danger of falling out with some reputed

educationists in this House. To my mind most of our educationists

in this country are hut theorists and idealists, and naturally so, because

they are not only the products of a primarily theoretical system of

education, hut also have remained confined within the four walls of that

theoretical groove even after the completion of their University career.

They will complain that the real function of a University is not 1o

impart vocational training, hut to cater for the training of men and

women in the various arts and sciences in the higher sphere. Sir, I

have indicated at ?the outlet of my address that in moving this cut

my complaint is not against the University alone, but against the

Government also. Let me for the time being refrain from apportion-

ment of blame. It is to be seen first of all whether there is any blame
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at all. The question is whether the education of our boys and girls,

our young men and young women is proceeding in the right direction.

To my mind the answer must be an emphatic “No.” No one caij^Jeny

that undue importance is (being given to a purely theoretical trtxftiag

and that the practical side has been relegated to comparative negligence.

There has been a remarkable awakening of late amongst all classes of

people as to the necessity of education. Even the poorest parent is

hnbued with -the laudable desire to give some education to his or her

ward. It is highly regrettable that proper advantage is not being

taken of this national awakening. This awakening could have been and

still can be turned into the greatest national asset. Unfortunately

instead, all this exuberance is being misdirected to the detriment of the

nation. The country is badly in need of an educational hero, an

educational Mussolini or Hitler or Kemal Pasha, to direct and guide

this educational awakening in the proper channel of national profit and

not in the barren channel of stagnation of intellect and energy.

The present system has already played its part. I do not deny that

it has played an important part. Time was when it was not unsuited

to the needs of the country. But conditions are changing so fast that

what suited us a decade or itwo ago has turned out to be altogether

unsuitable do present requirements. Our colleges are turning out

thousands of graduates every year. Are the majority of these young
people able to turn their University education ito good account in their

lives P No, because the training they get make them fit for nothing

(but Government service or the overcrowded profession of law and to «

certain extent the practice of medicine. Their education makes them
unfit for everything else. The University diploma which a young
graduate hugs to his breast as his best friend in life is in fact a diploma

of disqualification. It makes him unfit for any wealth-producing

calling in life. Kicked away from all avenues of profit in the battle of

life, he becomes in nine cases out of ten a political and social malcontent.

•Sir, if at* want more stagnation, more unemployment, more political

and more soriul discontent, more terrorism and ultimately communism,
the present system is eminently suited for that.

Sir, while pleading for equipping our young men and women for

the battle of life, I do not in any way minimise the value of theoretical

education. Theoretical education which includes scientific research

should on no account be neglected. In fact, tlte present prosperity of

the world is based upon the results of scientific research. The present-

day world prosperity is nothing but the inventions of scientists in their

laboratories, turned into practical shape for the good of humanity.

Nor do I say that the arts should l>e banished from our universities.

Life will be devoid of its seat without poetry and philosophy. What I

object to is the headlong, blind and indiscriminate pursuit of a purely

theoretical education and undue neglect shown to the practical side of

education. I have used the adjective “indiscriminate” advisedly. To
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ay mind a University should caler for the real intellectuals of a country

'should not indiscriminately keep its door open to all and sundry

of whether a University education is suited for them,

whether they are intellectually and in other ways fitted to take proper

advantage of a University career. I condemn «this policy of undue

aid indiscriminate encouragement given to literary and theoretical

iducation that is imparted by the University. I do not however lay the

rhole blame at the door of the University—I mean the University

inthorities. Constituted as it is at present and circumstanced as it is

it has perhaps to keep its door open to all. For the desired reform it

is necessary rto change the constitution of the University by amending

the University Act, to make proper arrangements for overhauling and

controlling the whole system of secondary education hy constituting the

long-wished-for and long-promised Secondary Education Board and

also to make adequate provision for vocational education at even* stage.

It is up to Government to take early steps in these directions. Govern-

ment has hitherto done very little on the plea of financial difficulties.

If Government sticks to its present policy of inaction on the plea of

shortness of funds, I can assure the House that we shall never get the

desired reforms. I want to know what the Hon'ble Minister wants to

say on this point. When he spoke on a cut motion ns a private member

over the demand for the University last year he said that the question

of University reforms should be no longer delayed. Have Ins views

undergone change since? If not, what steps does he mean to take

in this direction?

Now I would like to sav a few words regarding the question I raised

as to what should be the' proper function of a University. Theorist,

may say that the University should not and cannot l>e turned into a

technological institute. I think no one ever suited that. lhe

question is, should vocational training form part of the course of studies

imparted bv a University? I hope no one will say “No to that

question. The llon’ble Minister himself has said that the Government

bas adopted the policy of giving a vocational bias to education at all

stages. It is also gratifying to find that steps have ton token for the

establishment of an agricultural department in the Kujshuhi College,

and in this connection I wish to express the gratitude of both the com-

munities to the venerable donor whose munificence made it possible for

Government to take this laudable and important step. 1 only wish

that efforts in this direction should be implemented. Without

impairing ithe legitimate requirements of literary and theoretical

education, every effort should be made to equip our young men and

women for the struggle for existence without which they can hardly

succeed in the struggle of life. I hope the Hon’ble Minister will kindly

look to this also.

With these words I commend my motion to *he acceptance of the

House.
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Mr. 8ARAT KUMAR ROYS Sir, I rise to support the principle of

the motion. You have heard from the lips of the Hon’ble Minister for

Education a short sketch of the scheme which has been drawn mp by
the Director of Agriculture under the direction of the Hon’ble Minister

for the proposed agricultural school in connection with Rajshahi College.

Sir, the Hon’ble Minister has in his speech already quoted the text of

the will of my late brother. Kumar Basanta Kumar Ray of Dighapatiya,

in accordance with which will and with the money left by him for the

purpose, the school will now be a reality. Sir, I take this opportunity

of thanking the Hon’ble Minister on behalf of the executors to the will

of my late brother, the members of my family and the people of

Rajshahi, for his great enthusiasm and interest in materialising this

project after it had to wait for such a long time. Sir, the case has been

hanging fire for a rather long time and my revered friend, Babu
Kishori Mohan Chaudhuri, and myself endeavoured to enlist the

sympathy of this House several times in the past and to induce (the

Government to accept our proposal, but for various reasons we had been

so long unsuccessful. One good, however, has accrued out of this long

delay. The foundation has now swelled up to four lakhs of rupees and
the income from them has now come nearly to Rs. 16,000 a year so

that it lias now become possible to draw up the scheme in a way so as

to at least partially solve that vexed question of unemployment not

only of the educated youths of the bh/ul/ralo

k

class, hut also to help the

sons of cultivators in learning such subsidiary pursuits such as dairying,

poultry-keeping, cigar-rolling and so forth. Sir, this proposed method

of education is certainly vocational, and I hope if this school he further

developed than it has been possible for us to do with the foundation,

then its scope will be more widened and its existence more useful. But,

Sir, to do that more money will be necessary and 1 hope that Beeing the

great usefulness of this sort of education for the people of Bengal now,

the House will press the Government to gradually develop this institu-

tion, the nucleus of which is now going to be laid with the founda-

tion left by my brother. Sir, I again thank the Hon’ble Minister for

Education and also the Director of Agriculture for the great interest

and trouble they ure taking in materialising my brother’s wishes.

Dr. NARE8H CHANDRA SEN GUPTA: Sir, my attitude towards

the motion of Maulvi Tamisuddin Khan can be best expressed by saying

that I agree and differ. My friend has undoubtedly laid his hand on a

sore spot in our national life. But I am sorry to say he has made a
very faulty diagnosis and an altogether unsatisfactory prescription.

Sir, the problem is there. The over-academic character of the educa-

tion which our people have been seeking, the over-anxiety to get into

careers which have been overstocked already has led the country into

an economic impasse. The fact is there; but if my friend Maulvi

Tamisuddin Khan believes that the solution of that problem can be
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found by merely providing different kinds of education, I am sorry be

is gw%tly mistaken. The question is not merely a question of providing

vocational education. lit is a question of a new economic organisation.

It is a question of changing the hent of the mind of our people and

directing them to other channels. Sir, it has been the good fortune or

rather ill-fortune of Bengal that English education started for the first

time in the province and that at a time when the permanent settlement

was inaugurated. The result of that was that at a time when the

Government had need for English educated people in large numbers,

people went into the course of education which were open to them in

increasing number and found their fortune in them. The result was

disastrous. So far as English education is concerned the number

increased not in Bengal alone but in other province* as well. The

avenues of employment which had given us fortune in the past were no

longer open to us, and we forgot to turn to anything else. We not

only forgot to turn to anything else, but forgot what we had learnt.

In the fifties of the last century the Bengalees were promient amongst

businessmen and the merchant princes of those days sometimes held

their own against the linns of European traders. 1 need not go into

details or give illustrations as they are well known; but all those

avenues of employment were given up by the Bengalees deliberately.

It was not because of the difficulty of going into business, but thanks

to the permanent settlement, thanks to the allurement of the Govern-

ment services and the paying professions, they turned their hack upon

business. The advantages of the resources of Bengal were taken not

by the people of Bengal, hut by the people of other provinces who came

and settled here and made their millions. That is the fact which we
have got to fac^e. Sir, it is not enough, as I have said, at this junetuie

to have vocational education. My friend Mr. Tanmuddin Khan either

fotgot or in his enthusiasm did not notice that even now the Calcutta

University has got its vocational courses, not to speak of Law and

Medicine. It has got an Engineering Course which is certainly a

Vocational Course and a Technical Course and what is the position of

engineers to-day—engineers .turned out by the Sibpore Engineering

College. Hundreds of them are loafing ulmuf in search of employment

which they cannot find. Then, again, the University has got its

Department of Applied Chemistry in the College of Science. Graduatea

are turned out from that who can turn their hands into industries.

Some of them have done so and some of them have been very successful.

But even there you have graduates who have qualified themselves as

Industrial Chemists and in Applied Physics and other similar subjects

who do not find any employment. That is the problem which you have

got to solve first and foremost and eertainly pari pa*u with providing

vocational education. It is no use, it is absolutely waste of money and

maouroes tb launch on vocational courses of education without making

aura that you are going to provide for employment for those who receive
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such education. Engineers who have spent hundreds of rupeos in

obtaining education, and thousands who have gone to foreign countries

and have come out successful find that all their money is wasted if ithey

cannot turn their hands into any industry, and if they have to go on

acting as land brokers or brokers of loans. It would be an absolute

waste of time and money to go recklessly into ithe course of vocational

education. What is wanted is not vocational education, but a well-

considered scheme which will provide for an economic readjustment

provided for development of the resources of the country i» such a

manner that our people will find employment in occupations productive

of wealth.

We have gut to make the Bengalee youth understand that there are

other ways of life than the purely academic life or the life of a quill-

driver. The exumples are before them. My friend sitting in front

of me reminds me of a great community the example of which might

be followed. It is not by vocational education that the Marwari com-

munity have reached that eminence which they have acquired. It is

not that they have any vocational education in the University, but

bemuse that community went into business and trained their young

men to do business. That is what is wanted. It is not vocational

education which will solve the problem ; it is by the combined activities

of the Government, the people, the Universities and the manufacturers

and their earnest co-operation, and not in the happy-go-lucky way, but

according to an organised system which has a definite object that the

realisation of a richer destiny of the province can be attained.

(The Council was at this stage adjourned for lb minutes.)

(After Adjournment.)

Rai Bahadur J0GE8H CHANDRA 8EN: Sir, 1 do not think it

would be a breach of confidence if I say confidentially what I heard

from the Hon’ble Minister about vocational education in Darjeeling.

Since the day he has taken up this responsible position he has been

dreaming of vocational education, lie gave us to understand that he

was going to revolutionise the whole primary education system and

was going to introduce vocational education in the primary stages. He
has got, many ideas of his own. We should thank him for any start on

these lines very soon. Theoretical training and all other things are

ceitninl> necessary to give us mental food, but I am sorry that many
of us will not get bread out of that. I would implore and ask the

authorities concerned to give us and arrange for a vocational training

in agriculture, commerce, industry and other technical subjects so

that we can learn how to earn our living and not die of starvation. 8ir,

there are thousands of educationists who will give us a good many
points regarding this and we have heard something from our esteemed

friend Dr. Sen Gupta. He is right in his own way. He says that we
should follow the example of the Marwaris who never get any edncaim
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in the University, but get a training from their own family in business.

But unfortunately in Bengal we are so educated that until and unless

something is done through the Universities we cannot go ahead. I

hope the Hon’ble Minister will bear all these points in his mind and
will try to give us such an education by which we shall be able not

only to get mental food but also food for our stomach

!

Rai Bahadur KE8HAB CHANDRA BANERJI: Sir, even at the

risk of being branded as a conservative, I rise to oppose the motion

which has been brought forward by Maulvi Tamixoddin Khan. He has

certain ideas with regard to vocational training which, I am afraid, are

not based on solid foundation. I hope I shall not In? misunderstood

when I say that we should not neglect the cultural aspect of the

question; I do not mean thereby that there should be no provision for

vocational training in our Universities. As ])r. Sen Gupta has pointed

out, Calcutta University has already made arrangements for imparting

vocational training. The Engineering College at Sibpur is there. The
University has also got the Commerce Department under it which

affords splendid opportunities for our young men to undergo vocational

training. May I ask the Maulvi Sahib hr to what he would have done

if he had not received cultural education in the University!' It is

because of his University education that he commands a lucrative

practice at the Faridpur Bar. May I ask whether he would have been

able to contribute to the learned debate in this Council if he had not

received cultural education? We often hear it stated that the salvation

of this" country lies in vocational training. There is no doubt that

vocational education is of some importance particularly at the present

moment. But we cannot ignore cultural education altogether. You,

Sir, in presiding over the Golden Jubilee Celebration of the Jagannuth

Intermediate College at Dacca the other day rightly pointed out the

importance of cultural education. The necessity for cultural education

cannot be overestimated. I frankly confess it is an asset to the country;

we cannot, therefore, afford to pay less attention to it. No doubt,

to-day on account of of her high culture, traditions and civilisation,

the eyes of all foreign countries are fixed upon India. Maulvi Tamis-

uddin Khan has referred to certain facts and figures in support of his

motion, but, Sir, I have not got sufficient materials at the present

moment to support my views in regard to cultural education; but it

will appear to anybody who has considered carefully t»oth the aspects

of the question that it will not do for us to neglect the cultural side

altogether. I hope the Maulvi Sahib will have the goodness to with-

draw his motion, since it will hardly serve any useful purpose. We
have already been told hy the Hon'ble Minister that he is not in a

position at the present moment to provide the necessary funds for

imputing* vocational training in Calcutta University. With these

ebeerratioits, I beg to oppose the motion.
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Maulvi SYED MAJID BAKSH: Sir, unfortunate is the patient who
is attended by many doctors who prescribe divergent remedies and differ

hopelessly in applying them. We know that 50 or 76 years’ progress—

r

as you might call it-—of the Calcutta University has produced p certain

state of difficult situation—a situation, I should say, which requires
attention. There I do not differ. But I think it is not the proper time
for us to divert our attention to merely prescribing of cant phrases and
commonplace platitudes. Sir, I am told that what the students need
at the present hour is vocational training. If I remember aright, the
late Mr. Panchkari Banerji of the Nayak translated it as Bokashanal
training. I do not exactly follow what is the real meaning underlying
this motion. What is, after all, this vocational training? It is a
course to be prescribed by the University, to be followed and read by
the students

;
and after having done that, it is to be followed again by a

course in the general line, i.e . ,
the degree and the usual want of employ-

ment, even after the vocational course. (Laughter.) That, Sir, is not
really the remedy which ought to he prescribed for the evils from which
our students and our young men suffer. (Rai Bahadur Reshab
Chandra Banerji : What about Law?) My friend, the Rai Bahadur,
who has become successful at the Bar and has soared very high, sees
everything level from the high position he has attained

The Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: He is not a
lawyer, hut a zemindar.

Maulvi SYED MAJID BAK8H: All right, Sir. As a zemindar he
must have paid very high fees to his lawyers and therefore thinks that

the profession of a lawyer is a very lucrative one. However, it is not so

exactly, because there are many at the Bar who have got to wait for a
long time before they can have any sort of standing and even then they

manage to live only a hand-to-mouth existence. They have practically

in some (‘uses to wait for 15 to 20 years until the seniors die out and
they can command a lucrative practice. Before that time the Bar is

not the proper place to which my friend wants to send the young men
of Bengal.

Sir, it has been said that we, Bengalees, have a special aptitude for

forensic learning : in Law we shine more. It is actually a fact. But
the need of the hour is not Law but Trade and Commerce. If you
prescribe a course of Trade and Commerce in the Universities and atlc

the students to appear at examinations, the same evils would follow ns

are masquerading under the present courses of the University. That,

Sir, is not the real remedy to my mind. The real remedy, if them is

any remedy at all, for the solution of the problem of unemployment of
our youths, that remedy lies in the hands of Government. Tha Oofsn*
xnents of other countries, which have been confronted with situitions
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like out* have undertaken to employ the young men of those countries

in bttflhy*8s undertakings and commercial enterprises. Sir, the special

attitude and the special opportunities the other countries have afforded

io their foung men raise automatically the question of founding of

large industries which it is impossible to do without some sort of State

aid. Bu^ there is no such thing in this country. Even our engineers,

as some^t&lny friends have pointed out, after finishing their engineer-

ing course, do not find employment. Where can they find employment?

Certainly "in big industrial undertakings. The engineers are out of

employment, because the Government, the railways and other small

•engineering concerns cannot absorb all the material that is turned

out by the University. As I have already Raid, there are no big indus-

trial organisations which other countries have got and which could give

employment to young men. Sir, if 1 were allowed to point out what

other countries have done in this respect, 1 should like to point out that

in Russia the State has solved the problem. It is the State which has

undertaken the running of all big industrial and business concerns; it

is the State which has undertaken to train all the young men; it is the

State which has marshalled all the resources of the country; it is the

State which has employed all the young men in every avocation and

every walk of life for which they are fit and therefore has been able to

absorb all the youths of that country. Sir, I might also cite the example

of another country which, though not hroadbased on socialistic prin-

ciples, at least is based on another kind of socialistic principle—I mean

the Fascist Italy. Applying the same principles of employment of ail

men by the State in industrial concerns, in educational institutions as

well as in offices of the State, the Government of Signor Mussolini have

undertaken State organisations on a socialistic basis and have therefore

been able to employ all the young men. England, which is at present

the greatest industrial country, has not yet Wu able to solve the

problem of unemployment. Unemployment is attendant on the evils

which a private enterprise generates. I do not like that the Govern-

ment of Bengal should in a day go socialistic, but I should point out

that the Government of Bengal ought to see that industrial develop-

ment is carried out in this country. If industrial development is

carried out, it will require funds and it is the duty of the Government

to see that funds are provided, and if raw materials are ubsorbed by the

industrial concerns, I think the educated youths l>oth vocational and

otherwise will also he absorbed. Till then it is useless to suggest any

remedy: both are equally liable to he ineffective. You may remember

that there is another country in the East, I mean Japan, which has

also tried to solve this problem. Japan when it went on the way to

industrialism and educated her youths according to the Western

countries found out a large number of unemployed educated men and

ahe being % country which cared more for her subjects than anything

•lie settled down this problem. The Government of Japan started
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industrial concerns and handed them down to graduates of the Univer-

sity who were trained in the University for the purpose. In this way

of course Japan tried to solve this problem. It is a verj£ difficult

problem. Simply giving vocational training will be of no use because

it will produce the same difficulty, the question of unemployment. V

Mr. PRE8IDENT: In either supporting or opposing this motion,

is it necessary for you to give an exhaustive historical survey of the

activities of other countries in this direction? You had better now
come to the point at issue.

Mcuhri 8YED MAJID BAK8H: I am pointing out that vocational

training will not remedy the evil, and the same evil will continue.

Mr. PRESIDENT: The point is whether vocational training should

be continued or not.

Maillvi 8YED MAJID BAK8H. If I say that vocational training

will not solve the problem, my meaning is clear.

Mr. PRESIDENT: I)o you mean to suggest that the countries about
whose industrial development you have referred have no vocational

training? I only want you to deal with the matter now before the

House in a practical way.

Maulvi 8YED MAJID BAK8H: I am trying to make it clear that if

you impart vocational training in the same way, encouraging the people

to start industrial concerns without absorbing the educated youths,

simply imparting vocational training will be of no use. My only point

is that the point at which the mover of this motion is aiming at is to

induce the Government to impart vocational training through its

Universities to its young men. I submit to you that that simply will

not remedy the evil. Along with vocational training there must be

institutions which will be able to absorb those youths who are given

that training. So, this motion does not visualize the whole project. It

simply looks at it from a very different angle than it ought to be viewed

from. Therefore, I do not think that any useful purpose will be served

in discussing this motion, and I think the mover will do well to with-

draw his motion.

Bftbtl KI8H0RI MOHAN CHAUDHURI : I do not see what reason-

able objection can be taken to the thing which has been brought before

the House by th« mover of this motion. Really there is no arrange*

ment for vocational education in Bengal; by vocational education I

mean business training. Our youths are after completing thair educa-

tion generally quite unfit for any manual labour or doing anything
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excepting to, get any service under Government or under the commer-
cial community . That is a thing which ought to be avoided, and my
friend 'Ms* Tamizuddin Khan brings forward that question prominently
before th&House and it is time that Government should turn its atten-

tion to ts^art such an education as would enable our youths to earn a
decent livelihood for themselves without looking to some sort of ser-

vice. That is a thing which is absolutely necessary. I, for myself,

Sir, have been from a very long time advocating that that sort of

education should he provided in our University. About 30 years ago I

was given a seat in the Provincial Agricultural Association. I worked

in that Association for some time and I tried to impress upon the autho-

rities to do something in that direction. The Agricultural Department

could not do anything in that direction. On one occasion I had a talk

with Mr. Hart, I believe, who was then the Director of Agriculture for

Bengal or Eastern Bengal and Assam. While talking on the subject

he told me that there was the difficulty as our men in the Agricultural

Department did not know anything better than the ordinary cultivators.

The cultivators cannot come to our experimental farm to learn any-

thing substantial. In fact, for the last 12 years, we were trying to

establish an agricultural institution at Uajshahi, and 1 am sincerely

thankful to the Ilon’ble Khan Bahadur Azizul Ilaque for now taking a

practical step in that direction as has been announced in his speech,

and I hope under his direction and management a real thing would be

done in Rajshabi, where hundreds of youths would he able to get a

training which will he of great service to them in their after-life. It is

for seVeral years we tried of course in a way which was not very allur-

ing to the department and especially there was objection from the Dacca

Agricultural Farm that whatever money Government could spare must

he spent for Dacca Agricultural Institute and a very great arrangement

would be made for imparting that sort of education and nothing need

he done in Rajshahi. Now it has been possible for our Education

Minister to see that something is necessary and with the fund which

has been announced and, as lias been pointed out by Mr. Sarat Kumar

Boy, with the proceeds of the endowment amounting to Its. 10,000 a

year, the Education Minister has said that he could do something and,

if necessary, hereafter it could he supplemented by a Government grant.

With this sum he has evolved a scheme which, I think, would he really

beneficial to our youths. If they could get education in scientific

horticulture, poultry, etc., which the Ilon’ble Education Minister

is going to introduce in that farm, I believe it would he really good to

our youths, and we cannot say that Government is indifferent as our

present Education Minister has been paying serious attention to this

sort of education which w'ould he very useful to our rising generation.

Unemployment is an evil which must he avoided and nobody says that

the education which is now being imparted should not he given at all

or that it should he closed by our University. There is no proposal

that our University should close down the general education altogether
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and that every penny should be spent for vocational training and in

arranging for something which will be all utilised in business training.

That is not my proposal, but I should say that agricultural education is

necessary and something should be done which will be of much use

to us in solving the question of unemployment. Sir, unemployment is

in the educated community and not in the labour community. What
sort of unemployment is there wa all know. There are thousands and

thousands of boys who after passing the Matriculation or I. A., B.A. or

B.Sc. Examinations are doing nothing and they are not getting particu-

lar kind of education by which they can depend themselves and make
out their living. That is a most important question and I do not

think there is anything wrong on the part of my friend Mr. Tamil-

uddin Rhan. 1 do not think it is necessary for him to withdraw his

motion. He has only brought before the notice of Government a thing

which is absolutely necessary for us, and we should be grateful to our

Education Minister for taking practical steps in that line, and it would

be our business to help him by our suggestions and co-operation so that

he may succeed and something may be done for the youthful genera-

tion and for solving the great question of unemployment. I am fully

aware that industrial education is necessary, and it is not only the

business training that will be enough but some help is necessary to the

men who get the business education to start any business for them-

selves by co-operative method or individually

Mr. PRESIDENT: Kishori llabu, it is time that I should adjourn

the House.

Adjournment.

The Council was then adjourned till 3 p.m. on Wednesday, the 27th

March, 1M’>, at the Council House, Calcutta.



Proceedings of the Bengal Legislative Council assembled under

the provisions of the Government of India Act.

The Cocwcil met in the Council Chamber in the Council House,

Calcutta, on Wednesday, the 27th March, 1935, at 3 p.m.

Present:

Mr. President (the Hon’ble Raja Sir Ma.nmatha Nath Ray Ciiow-

dhuhy, of Santosh) in the Chair, the lour Hon’ble Members of the

Executive Council, the three Hon’ble Ministers and 92 nominated and
elected members.

Rai Sahib Monmohan Mukheiji, nominated official, took his oath

of allegiance to the Crown.

STARRED QUESTIONS

(to which oral answers were given)

Kunder Hat 8tation on the Assam-Bengal Railway.

*91. Maulvi MURAL AB8AR CHOWDHURY: (a) Will the

Hon’ble Memlier in charge of the Public Works (Railways! Depart-

ment be pleased to state

—

(f) the number of passengers alighting and entraining annually at

the Kunder Hat station of the Chittagong-Luksham line of

the Assara-Reugal Railway

;

(it) the number of 1st and 2nd class passengers; and

(iti) the annual collection of fares made at this station?

(6) Is the income of this station less than that of any other stations

from Dhoom to Raraiyadhala?

(c) Is the Hon’ble Member aware

—

(*) that there is no waiting room at the Kunder Hat station

;

(it) that the male and female passengers of that station have to

suffer outside in the rain during the monsoon ?

(d) Are the Government considering the desirability of having »

muting room at the Kunder Hat station ?
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MEMBER in charge of PUBLIC WORKS (RAILWAY)
DEPARTMENT (the Hon’blo Sir John Woodheed): (a) (i) 33,217

passengers entrained during the year ending 31st March, 1934, and a

similar number alighted.

(ii) One first class and 30 second class passengers entrained and 24

second class passengers alighted during the same period.

(Hi) Rupees 12,200 during the same period.

(b) Yes.

(c) (
i) Yes, but approximately 250 square feet of covered space is

available to passengers for waiting in.

(ii) No. On an average 18 passengers entrain into and a similar

number detrain from each train and the available covered space affords

protection from rain.

(d) Kunder Hat station is included in the list of stations where

waiting accommodation is to be provided as funds become available.

Ganja cultivation at Naogaon.

•92. Khan Sahib Maulvi MOHAMMED BA8IR UDDIN: (a) Is

the Hon’ble Minister in charge of the Excise Department aware

—

(t) that the Government promised to pay at Rs. 300 per bigha for

ganja cultivation at Naogaon;

(ii) that they actually paid at that rate for some years;

(Hi) that since lost two or three years they have been paying even

below the rate of Its. 200; and

(it;) that the rate of Rs. 200 per \ngha is less than the cost of pro-

duction?

$ *

(b) Is the Hon’ble Minister aware that in consequence of the redttc-

tion of rate, the ganja cultivators are heavily in debt and have to sell

their cattle and household articles for bare maintenance?

(c) Are the Government considering the desirability of restoring the

former rates?

MINISTER in charge of EXCISE DEPARTMENT (the Hon’ble

Sir Bijoy Prasad Singh Roy): (a) (i) There was no such “promise.”

The Hon’ble Minister held a conference in 1926 at which Excise Com-

missioner, Registrar, Co-operative Societies, and the Manager and three

Directors of the Ganja Society were present. It was decided at the

oqnference that Rs. 300 per bigha was a fair price.

(ii) Yes, for 5 years, 1927-28 to 1931-32.
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(m) r*u was reduced to R*. 200 p%r bigha in 1932-83 end
1933-34. This year it hat been increased to Re. &j0. Tha rate bee
uever be«n below Es. 200.

(it>) No. At the time of the conference mentioned above the normal
coat of production and manufacture was calculated at Rs. 150 per higha.

With the decrease in the wages of labourers, etc., in recent years, the

coat of production has gone down.

(b) No. Some of the cultivators have difficulty in meeting their

liabilities, as their profits have been reduced. The chief reason for this

is not the reduction of the rate per Ingha, but the restriction of the area

under ganja cultivation by about one-half during the last 4 years, owing
to decrease in the consumption of ganja and the gradual extension of

ganja cultivation in Bihar and Orissa.

(c) No.

Bhairab bridge over the Meghna.

•93. Babu KHETTER MOHAN RAYs («) Will the Hon’ble

Member in charge of the Public* Works (Railways) Department be

pleased to state whether Railwuy Board has decided the construction

of the proposed Bhairab bridge over the river Meghna in the Assam*

Bengal Railway in the next year or in the near future?

(b) Is the Hon’ble Member aware that there is it feeling of appre-

hension amongst the local people that the construction of such a bridge

at Bhairab will cause an obstruction to the free flow of the current

resulting in the silting up of the main channel of the river Meghna,
and in intensifying annual innundation?

(r) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, will the Hon'ble

Member be pleased to state whether the railway authorities, in deciding

construction of the said bridge, have taken into consideration any pos-

sibility of the bed of the said river lx*ing silted up and raised by such

construction, and have made provision against any such contingency?

Will the Hon’ble Mcml>er he pleased to state

—

(i) whether the railway authorities or the local Government have

taken expert opinion on the advisability or otherwise of the

construction of the Bhairab bridge; and

(if) whether the local Government have made any representation

to the railway authorities on the subject?

(e) If the ajuwer to (d) (it) is in the affirmative, will the Hon'ble

Member be*pleased to lay on the table a copy of their repreeentfttion P

38
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The Hofi'Me Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: (a) There is a provision of

Us. 8 lakhs in the railway budget for 1936-36.

(b) Government received a representation in 1930 which was based

on an apprehension of flood.

(c) and (d)—(i) In the opinion of the expert advisers of Government

the total waterway proposed to be provided is ample and the construc-

tion of the bridge is not likely to lead to any deterioration in the river.

(it) No.

(e) Does not arise.

tabu KHETTER MOHAN RAY: With reference to answer (b)

will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state whether after receiving

the representation from the people any enquiry was made?

The Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: 1 think the expert advisers

of Government made an examination after 1930.

MftUlvi SYED MAJID BAKSH: Is the Hon’ble Member aware that

the waterway that is proposed to be provided is sufficient to allow the

same amount of flow of the current at the same time?

The Hon’ble 8ir JOHN WOODHEAD: 1 believe that is the posi-

tion, Sir.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U : Will the Hon’ble Member be

pleased to say whether there has been any deterioration in any river in

Bengal by building bridges?

Mr. PRESIDENT: That is too broad a question and it cannot arise

as a mere supplementary question.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: Will the Hon’ble Member^
pleased to state if the expert advisers of Government have ever in

recent years given any opinion as to the construction of any bridge

which w'as likely to lead to any deterioration of the river concerned?

Mr. PRE8IDENT: This is also not a very definite question, but I

do not know' w'hether the Hon’ble Member is prepared to answer it.

Tit* Hon’bl* Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: I cannot answer the ques-

tion offhand, Sir.
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Mf. NARENDRA KOMAR BABU: Will the Hon’ble Member be

pleeMd to state whether it is not a fact that the expert advisers of

Government have not given any opinion in recent years as to any river

having deteriorated by the construction of bridges ?

The Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOOOHEAD: I cannot answer this also

offhand, and I must ask for notice.

Maulvi 8YED MAJID BAK8H: Is it not a fact that the construc-

tion of a bridge slackens the flow of the current and incidentally caused

deterioration of the river?

Mr. PRE8IDENT: That is a mere mutter of opinion.

Rai Bahadur KE8HAB CHANDRA BANERJI : Are the expert

advisers of Government the same as those who advised the Government

with regard to the Dacca Arichu Railway, us a result of which the pro-

ject has been abandoned?

Mr. PRE8IDENT: Is it your point, Hui Huhadur, that the Hon’ble

Member should disclose the identity of the experts concerned?

The Hon’ble 8ir JOHN WOODHEAD. The expert advisers are the

Chief Engineer of the Irrigation Department and the Director of Public

Health.

Babu KHETTER MOHAN RAY: Will the Hon’ble Member be

pleased to state whether the great river Meghna is deteriorating and

whether decay has already set in P

* ,TJ» Hon’ble 8ir JOHN WOODHEAD: I suggest that the member

should put down the question to be answered by the Hon’ble Member

in charge of Irrigation.

Maulvi 8YED MAJID BAK8H: Will the IJon’ble Member be

pleased to state whether there has been any arrangement in case of

deterioration by which

Mr. PRESIDENT: That is hypothetical, and I do not allow that

question.
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Payment of oomnmtad pensions.

*04. Rai Bahadur 8ATYA KINKAR 8AHANA: (a) Will the

Hon'ble Member in charge of the Finance Department be pleased to

state whether funds are now available for payment of the commuted

values of pensions for which applications were made in 1930 and later?

(h) Is it a fact that applications for commutations of pensions are

dealt with strictly in order of priority of receipt?

(c) What was the date of the last application on which commuted

value of pension or of a portion of it has been paid and to whom?

MEMBER in charge of FINANCE DEPARTMENT (the Hon’ble

Sir John Woodhead): (a) If the demand under “GOB.—Payment of

commuted value of pensions” in the budget for 1935-36 is voted by the

House, the amount available for expenditure on these pending applica-

tions will be Rb. 2 lakhs. In this connection the member’s attention is

drawn to the reply given at this session to part (d) of unstarred question

No. 41, put by Munindra Deb Rai Mabasai.

(h) Yes.

(r) The lust application sanctioned was an application filed on the

3rd December, 1929. It is not the practice to disclose the names of

pensioners who apply for commutation.

Rai Bahadur 8ATYA KINKAR 8AHANA: Will the Hon’ble

Member be pleased to state if he is aware of the fact that some of the

applicants for commutation of pension are in great distress?

The Hon’ble 8ir JOHN WOODHEAD; No, Sir, 1 am not aware that

they are in great distress.

Civil suits filed in the 8eoond 8ub-Judge’s Court at Faridpur.

•05. Rai 8ahib AK8H0Y KUMAR 8EN: Will the Hon’ble

Member in charge of the Judicial Department be pleased to lay on the

table a statement showing during each of the years commencing from

1908 and ending in 1934

—

(i) the number of civil suits filed in the Second Sub-Judge’s Court

at Faridpur in which the Secretary of State in Council was
a party;

(ii) the number of such cases contested by Government;

(Hi) the number of such cases compromised by Government;

(iv) the number of such cases disposed of
;
and

(v

)

the number of Such cases, in which the Secretary of State in

Council was the plaintiff?
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M1MBER in ohargt of JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT (ttw Htft’Ma
•Ir Brajmdra Lai Mitttr): A statement is laid on the table.

Statement thawing the number of civil suits filed in the Subordinate

Judge’s Second Court
, Faridpur

t
during seven years from 1928 to

1934 in which the Secretary of State for India in Council was a
party

,
referred to in the reply to starred question No. 95.

Tmn.

(i)

Number of case* filed

.

Of)
Number of

cases
contested by

Govern-
ment.

Hit)
Number of

cases
compro-
mised

by Govern-
ment.

Ur)
Number of

cases
disposed of.

ft)

Number of
eases In

which the
Secretary

of Bute for

India In

Council was
the

plaintiff.

Institut-

ed.

Received
from
other
Court!.

Total.

IMS 1 1 1 1

IMS .. .

1SS0 1 I 1 l 1

1M1 s 1
i *

|

4 2 2

IMS :i 8 3 2 2

1MI 2 3 6 4 1 1 2 I

1M4 5 1 « 4 1 2 s

Total .

.

12 H 20 77 7 10 1

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS

(answers to which were laid on the table)

Reoruitmant to sorvioea.

49, Maulvi NURAL AB8AR CHOUDHURY: (<i) Will the Uon’We

Member in charge of the Ap|x>i»tmoiit Depart ment he pleased to state

whether the Government of Bengal have received any resolution issued

by the Government of India prescribing the jKTcentage of appoint-

ments under the Government of India that should be given to the

minority communities?

(b) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, what is the percentage

fixed for the different communities?

(c) Is it a fact that the Government of India have fixed that on

the population basis 3H§ per rent, of appointments in respect of services

under their control should go to minority communities and that 26

per cent, at least should be reserved for Muslims?

(d) Have the Government of Bengal prescribed any j»ercentage, in

the light of the resolution of the Government of India referred to above,

for different communities in respect of the services under them?

(e) If the aaewer to (d) is in the affirmative, what are th* different

percentages for the several communities in Bengal?
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(/) If the Government of India resolution has not been followed

in Bengal, will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state the reason for

their acting differently?

MEMBER in charge of APPOINTMENT DEPARTMENT (the

Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID): (a) Yes.

(b) and (c) The member is referred to pages 771-73 of the Gazette

of India of the 7th July, 1934.

(d)
f

(e) and (/) The resolution of the Government of India applies

to recruitment to the Indian Civil Service, Central Services, Classes I

and II, and various other services under the Government of India, but

not to services under local Governments. Conditions in the two cases

being different, the question of applying to services under the local

Government the percentages laid down by the Government of India

for their services did not arise.

BUDGET GRANTS OF THE GOVERNMENT
OF BENGAL, 1935-36.

DEMANDS FOR GRANT8.

31—Education (Transferred).

Motions for reduction.

The Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: Sir, 1 am glad

that my friend, Mnulvi Tamizuddin Khan, has brought in this question

about the controversy between literary and vocational education, but

he is perfectly aware of the fact that in the opening speech which I

delivered yesterday in connection with this demand, I gave an outline

of the intentions of Government as to its future line of action. Gov-

ernment fully realises the defects and deficiencies of the present system,

and it is the intention of Government to take up the question in right

earnest, in the coming year, and I hope, in view of that assurance of

mine, my friend would be prepared to withdraw his motion.

Sir, I might, at the outset, say that this controversy over Literary

reran* Vocational Education has been a feature of the modern educa-

tional system almost in every country in the world. It is not merely

confined to India and Bengal. The controversy has been going on all

over the world, and the demand for a more practical type of education

gave rise to what might be called ‘’manual labour movement” in

America some years ago, namely, that the work of the school must be

combined with the work on the field. That controversy was not con-

fined to America. At the end of the 19th century, a certain amount of

vocational education which was confined to teaching of house work.
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WM intfladuced in the elementary teaching syllabus of Secondary schools.

The same causes lay at the root of the manual labour movement in

England, and the same thing and the same controversy have been going

on in Other countries. This demand for vocational education is per*

fectly dear. The industrial expansion of the world created at one time

auch a demand that every educated man could find an opening for him
in it. But the limit of absorption was reached very' soon, and we have

now come to such a state where the educated young men cannot find

employment, and that is why it is not possible to find out avenues for

every young man in the country. This question of demand for

vocational education is in proportion to the number of young men who
have not found suitable employment after completing their literary

education. Sir, I might say in this connection that when the university

education began in this country, we had no need for any education

other than what was necessary for the training of administrators

as also to uplift the intellectual outlook and for advancement of

knowledge. The Calcutta University started with that ideal in view,

and with the change in the circumstances, there was change at the

same time in the curriculum as also in the method of teaching in the

Calcutta University, and it is only in the past few years that we have

come to such a position in which we find that unemplov inent is a pro-

blem which is facing our educated young men. It is for that reason

that this new demand has arisen. But, Sir, this question of vocational

education has been to a certain extent misunderstood. The question

of its real and rightful place in education bus been seriously considered

by experts, but this has not yet been defined. What does vocational

education mean? Does it not mean that a student has got to he fitted

for the work he has to do in his after-life? But is that the function

of the university? Is it possible for a university to make every student

fitted for the wrork he might take up as his career in his after-life? It

is not the only duty of the university to fulfil such functions as might

make it possible for a student to take up higher pursuits of knowledge

in Science, Medicine, Engineering, Commerce and so forth.

Sir, different countries are taking up this question from different

points of view', and the function of our university has, on the whole,

been more or less confined to the intellectual uplift and advancement

of knowledge with such additional technical subjects as higher sciences.

As I have already said, Sir, the rightful place of vocational education

in a university has not been properly understood. Russia w hich is the

country to which my friend, Dr. Sen Gupta, has just referred, tried to

vocationalise the entire system of its education, and for some years we

found Russia trying the experiment of entirely confining its education

to vocational training. Sir, it has fniled in Russia. Russia by experi-

ment has seen that if education is confined to narrow' vocational train-

sag, the position and outlook of the university is lowered. That is why
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the system had failed in Russia, and Russia has been tryifcg to tevise

its policy on education.

1 may, in this connection, also say that different countries have been

following different pursuits, but the necessity for vocational education

has to a certain extent been felt even in India, and as a result of that,

we have now classes in Commerce, Medicine, Engineering and ‘other

scientific subjects; we have got technical schools and colleges and we
have also industrial and agricultural institutions to train up our young
men in vocational pursuits. Sir, a reference has been made to Japan,

and there the vocational training is divided into four parts, technical,

feommercial, agricultural and nautical. There is no necessity for

nautical training in Bengal for the time being, but so far as technical.

Commercial and agricultural subjects are concerned, there are opportuni-

ties in Bengal even though in a limited form for our young men to be

trained in those subjects. I was reading the report of another country,

Natal, and I found that this country also has tukcn up vocational train-

ing. There the vocational training is confined to agriculture, com-

merce and industries and Sir, as I have already said, even here we have

got opportunities to a certain extent for such training. Sir, in this

matter, so far as the Calcutta University is concerned, it has done its

duty in a manner which might give credit to t lie university rather than

a motion of censure in the shape of a cut in the demand for grant under

“Education." In spite of its many defects the Calcutta University

has opened up classes in commerce, engineering, medicine and applied

sciences—and the Culcuttu University lias been doing its very best in

India—and recently also opened agricultural (lasses. But, Sir, as

Dr. Sen Gupta has said, the difficulty in India, and particularly i ft

Bengal, is that we are lacking the background. We know that our

province is an agricultural province, and even then agriculture has not

developed to a huge extent. We have also taken up industrial develop-

ment, though our province is still backward in industrial activities

Khan Bahadur Muhammad ABDUL MOMIN: Whose fault is that?

The Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: But it is not

certainly the fault of the Education Department. In so far as Bengal

is concerned, our young men have not got many avenues to pursue after

finishing their university educution.

Then, Sir, there is another factor to which also Dr. Sen Gupta ha»

referred, and that is the psychological question. Sir, it is a fact that

our young men are not even now prepared to take up manual work, ill

the way other countries have done. There is a good deal to be said

about vocational education meeting the needs of the province; there it

a good deal to be said in favour of the argument that vocational expert

eitce can be gained by working for some time at the jd>. Dr. Sea
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Gupta is understood to have said that in America experiments have been
goin£ on in this direction, and the country has come to the conclusion
that at least 76 per cent, of the services in the vocational held can be
taken up by any man in the street if he studies the subject for a few
weeks or months. If our young men so desire, they can take to any
such pursuit, but they have not the tendency to ilo so. The real diffi-

culty, in so far as our schools are concerned, is, as has been outlined in

my speech the other day, that it is really confined to the class room and
fhe extra class room activities have invariably been found wunting in

our hoys. The aversion of our \ouug men to manual work 1ms long
been recognised, and we have been trying to remove it, but unfortu-

nately the financial difficulty has stood in the way of our scheme being
worked out. So far as physical training is concerned, the Government
of Bengal and the Calcutta 1 niversity have done their very Wst dur-
ing the last few years to introduce physical exercises in the schools and
colleges. I should sav that during the last few years the movement
in the physical development of out 1h>vs has made very rapid stride*

in various directions, and it is a pleasant feature of the time that the

boys of our schools and colleges have heeu doing their level Is'st in not

only ordinary physical exercises but also in wrestling and other manlier

games. That shows that the wind has blown in the right direction, and
I think public opinion has interested itself a bit more in this matter.

If the policy we propose to initiate fructifies, it will be possible for

Bengal students to attain such physical fitness as would make it impos-

sible for any one to condemn them on the ground that they are not fit

for manual labour. Experiments in this direction have Wen going on

at several places, viz., in the Sultanpur High English School in

Birbhum where the bov* are taking to cultivation in their afternoon

hours in the C'hntra school the hnvs have taken to field work in the

afternoon hours, in the Jagganath Intermediate College they have been

doing such work as well, in the Cllapara High School in Babna, the

boys have dug a tank by their own hands. It will thus be evident.

Sir, that this movement is already there in the country, and I hope my
friend will not complain if we are not able to realise our ambition all

at once. The work has to be continued. The temperament cannot 1k»

changed in a day, circumstances which have come around us cannot Ik*

changed in a dav. and I hope my friend will admit, after the sjieech I

have made, that I am particularly conscious of the defect in our system

of education and I will try my best in the course of a year or so to see

that a definite policy in this respect is enunciated by Government.

Sir, I do not wish to take up more time of the Council, but I must

request my hon’ble friend to see his way to withdraw the motion.

Mttllvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN: Sir, in view of what the Hon’ble

Minister has said, I beg leave of the House to withdraw my motion.

The motion was, by leave of the House, withdrawn.
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Mr. A. R. E. LOCKHART: Sir, I beg to move that the demand df

Rs. 4,34,753 under the head “31A—Education (Transferred)—Grants

to Calcutta University*' be reduced by Rs. 100 (neglect of primary

education vit-a^vit university education).

Mr. President, Sir, I am only going to deal very quickly with the

general points of the case, because the time is short, and others better

qualified than myself will also like to speak, while T am also anxious

to hear the ideas of Government. As the motion says, my idea is th%t

primary education is being neglected, compared to the amount spent on

university education. I have drawn figures from the last quinquennial *

report on Education, and in 1920-27, as pointed out in that report,

other provinces spent Its. 0,28 lakhs on primary education as against

Its. 5,34 on secondary and higher education. For Bengal, the corre-

sponding figures were 08 lakhs for primary, 1,28 lakhs for secondary

and 88 lakhs for university education. In 1931-32, the figures were

82 lakhs for primary, 148 lakhs for secondary and 84 lakhs for college

and university education. That (dearly shows that we in Bengal are

spending more on the higher courses of education than on primary

education. There is no doubt in the minds of the community that I

represent heie that the University, as at present constituted, does not

fulfil its objects. For some time we have been urged to train young

Bengalis in business, to give them covenanted jobs, and set them up so

as to see that they get a good chance in business. But we almost

invariably find that the man with university education—the graduate

of the Calcutta University— is entirely useless for hard business life.

These are hard words, Sir, hut true. We are not unsympathetic towards

them, Sir, but these are facts, and, I think, this is due to the examina-

tion fetish. It seems to me that even the usefulness of middle and

secondary education is vitiated by the obsession that matriculation is

the goal. We go on turning out in huge numbers young men for whom
there are no jobs, and even if there were jobs, they are in 99 cases out

of a hundred usually not properly fitted for them. It is surely possible

to check the entry into the university by insisting that only those who

show exceptional merit in the lower (lasses should he allowed to go up

higher. Concurrent with this overproduction of undereducated

graduates, we have a deplorable state of affairs in the Primary Education

Department.

The teachers art' almost unpaid, very largely untrained and very

often themselves uneducated while in an alarmingly high percentage

of schools they have often to manage their classes with 50 or 60 boys.

The personal touch which is so necessary for education to be of any use

is entirely lacking and must obviously be lacking, and the result is the

appalling wastage in the Primary Education Department. Literacy,

I believe, when that report was written, was on the decrease instead cf

being on the increase, and we therefore urge that some of the money
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now spent on universities should be diverted from there to the better-

ment of primary education. We are not opposed to university educa-

tion at inch—I wish to make that clear—but we are opposed to its pre-

sent low standard.

With these words, Sir, I move my motion.

Tim Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: Sir, I think my
friend Mr. Lockhart is labouring under a certain amount of misappre-

hension. I hope as a business man he will realise the difficulty of a

plan who is working with a deficit budget and if he does realise it and

if he also does realise the circumstances against which Bengal hud had

to contend during the last few years as a result of the Menton Settle*

ment, he w¥
ill agree that even though we have not Wn able to do as

much as we would wish in the matter of primary education,' we have

not at least curtailed our expenditure on (his head. But on the other

hand, we have slowly increased our grant for primary education. In

the year 1924-25 the primary education grant of Government was about

Rs. 17 lakhs and this was given In the local laulies. Tn the coining year

a grant is provided for a sum of Ks. 22 lakhs, so that there has been an

increase of lls. 5 lakhs in spite of the difficult financial situation. This

again, Sir, is not the entire expenditure on primary education for,

apart from Government, the District Boards also are responsible for it

in the districts.

Mauivi ABUt KA8EM: Why?

The Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: My friend asks

why. Well, Sir, I am not contending with history and mv friend

knows that the definite policy of Government has been that the respon-

sibility for primary education bus so far been divided between the Gov-

ernment and the local bodies. The local Inalies liave not objected to it

nor has public opinion condemned this practice; this system has been

accepted all through, except that when the cess under the Rural

Bengal Primary Education Act is imposed, the responsibility will be

wholly on the part of Government but, up to the present time, as I have

said, the responsibility 1ms been allocated between the Government and

the local bodies and it is these bodies who are responsible for the control

and administration of the grants and for some considerable expendi-

ture on it from their own funds also. The point of view to-day is not

why the Government should not be wholly responsible for primary

education, but the point is as to the inadequacy of expenditure on this

subject. My point is that in addition to the sum of Rs. 22 lakhs that

Government grant for this purpose the local bodies themselves spend

about Re*. 36 lakhs, that is the sum spent hy the District Board*.

Municipalities too in tlieir turn have got to spend a very large sum on
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primary education, including the Calcutta Corporation for the city of

Calcutta, and their grant is Ra. 10 lakhs a year. As regards other

municipal bodies their grants for primary education taken together

come up to a considerable sum. In addition to that the work of train*

ing primary school teachers on which Mr. Ixickhart has laid such con-

siderable emphasis is also a part of primary education work, because

unless there are well-trained teachers primary education will altogether

fail of its purpose. I say it for a fact that, so far as the training

schools—the guru-training schools—are concerned, the amount expended

on them is Its. 1,70,000 and Rs. 4,28,000 and Rs. 80,000 which roughly

amounts to Rs. 7 or 8 lakhs. These are expenditures incurred by Govern-

ment for primary education though mainly intended for building schools.

As I have said it is true that, proportionately viewed, university educa-

tion gets jl certain amount of higher grant but if we were to begin with a

clean slate then we should spend less on higher education than on

primary education, but we are not now beginning with a clean slate;

the slate haH already been written large and in a manner which we can-

not efface and I think that it is undeniably true that the money which

we have spent on higher education in tin’s country cannot be said to

have been ill-spent. The university has got an important function to

perform. It has also to be remembered that life would be sterile if

there was not a higher form of thought and education, and if my friend

will compare the statistics of figures of grants given by this Govern-

ment to the university he will certainly pause before he will criticise

this “over-grant” of money for university education. Sir, as I have

said, it is quite true that insufficient money is given for primary educa-

tion and, as I have also said, if we were to begin with a elean slate, we
should probably have to revise the figure, but we cannot pro-

bably think of closing the University of Calcutta and the

University of Dacca; nor can we think of closing any of the existing

colleges. Some years ago,—Sir, T hope it will be in the remembrance

of this House—there was a proposnl to nlxilish colleges and schools here

and there, and at once through the whole of Bengal an agitation began

to go on over this matter. That is where the difficulty comes in. Sir,

Maulvi Tamieuddin Khan yesterday said that Bengal wanted an educa-

tional Mussolini, an educational Kemal Pasha and other things, hut

does he realise that a Mussolini can only function if he is supported

by a strong public opinion? In Germany, Sir, Hitler has passed an

Order that the university shall not admit beyond a certain number of

students; Is my friend prepared to say, if there was an order in Bengal

that not more than a certain number of students shall be admitted to a

college that public opinion will support it? Or, will they not move
a vote of no confidence in the Minister? For it is the temperament of

the people that is reflected in the activities of Government. I do

realise that there are difficulties in the way of .getting through su*h a

•chains, hut my friends should also remember th*t nothing can be done
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ualeas 4iw is strong public opinion in favour of it. And even in a

matter like education I am quite prepared to cut down our expendi*

turn on university education if the House is prepared to give us the

proper sanction that university education should be curtailed.

Mr. 8HANTI 8HEKHARE8WAR RAY: But what is your policy

P

The Hon’bfe Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: 1 have said

enough about my policy and I must say that the policy of the Minister

i§ the policy of the House and a Minister cannot possibly exist without

the support of the opinion of this House. I am therefore saying that it

is no use formulating any policy. 1 am here to reflect and carry out

the wishes of the House and I may frankly state here that if the House

by a large section or majority express itself in favour of a policy, I

should be quite prepared to give effect to it. Suffice it for me to say

that, so far as this cut is concerned, 1 am in full sympathy with

the object, but you should also realise t lie difficulties that face the

Minister. At the same time 1 must say that Government is slowly

trying to rectify any mistakes t hat may have been made in the past,

and when Bengal's finances are rehabilitated the effort of Government

should be to spend more and more on primary education, and so far as

expenditure on higher education is concerned, although it will be diffi-

cult for them to curtail the activities of the university, they must see

that they function properly, ami yet pi unary education be not starved.

With this assurance I hope. Sir, Mr. I/xkhart will kindly withdraw his

motion.

Mr. A. R. E. LOCKHART: 1 beg leave of the House to withdraw

mv motion.

On the question being put Mr. Abul Knsem objected to the motion

being withdrawn, hut later on the House as a whole gave permission

to the withdrawal of the motion.

The motion was then, bv leave of the House, withdrawn.

MaiHvi TAM IZUODIN KHAN: Sir, 1 beg to move that the demand

of Rs. 4,34,753 under the head “31A—Education (Transferred)

—

Grants to Calcutta University'
1

he reduced by Rs. 100.

Sir, I want to raise the old question of the reform of Calcutta

University, and it will involve the bringing in of a Bill to amend the

Calcutta University Act. This matter has been delayed for a very long
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Reverand B. A. HAG: Sir, I rise to a point of order. May Iknow
what waslhe time allotted for the discussion of this demand?

Mr. PRESIDENT. That is not a point of order. Moreover, the

information has already been supplied to you.

Maulvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN. The question has been nanging ure

for a very long time and the only plea that Government has so far

adduced for not taking up this much-desired reform is that it has no
money for the purpose. But, Sir, how does Government require money

for this purpose? They say that money is j-equired for compensating

the university for the fee income that the university will lose in case a

Secondary Board is established and the Matriculation Examination con-

trolled by that body.

(At this stage the time allotted for the discussion of this demand

having been reached the mover resumed his seat.)

The motion was then put and lost.

The original motion of the Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. Azixul

Haque that a sum of Bs. 1,10,40,000 be granted for expenditure under

the head “01—Education (Transferred)’’ was then put and agreed to.

32—Medical.

The Hon’We Sir BUOY PRASAD 8INCH ROY: Sir, on the recom-

mendation of liis Excellency the Governor I beg to move that a sum of

Rs. 42,28,000 be granted for expenditure under the head “32

—

Medical/’

Sir, the total expenditure under head “32—Medical” for the year

1936-36 is Rs. 50,41,000 as against the revised estimate of Rs. 42,28,000

and Rs. 49,14,000 the budget estimate for the current year. The causes

of increase have been fully explained on pages 6(5 and 67 of the Red
Book. The grant for thana and village dispensaries has increased from

Rs. 95,000 to full one lakh in the next year’s budget and a provision of

Rs. 12,500 has been made for a non-recurring grant to the Jad&vpur

Tuberculosis Hospital. All other grants remain practically the same as

in the current year.

The activities of the Medical Department during the year now
approaching a close included maintenance of 7 teaching institutions,
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vi$. f tfce Calcutta Medical College and 6 Medical School#, one Research

Institution—the School of Tropical Medicine. There are*" altogether

1,268 hospitals and dispensaries in the Presidency including State

Institutions, those established and maintained by local bodies And

private individuals with or without aid from Government. Most of

these hospitals and dispensaries are under the supervision of the

Medical Department. Of these 1,268 hospitals and dispensaries there

were 44 in Calcutta and 1,224 in mufassal places. The 44 Calcutta

hospitals provide 3,665 beds while all the mufassal hospitals and dis-

pensaries put together provide 5.714 beds; 917,962 patients were treated

in the Calcutta Hospitals against 9,807,418 in the mufassal. Of the'

patients treated in the Calcutta Hospitals 178,174 were treated in the

Medical College Hospitals alone. It is thus seen that the patients

treated in the Calcutta hospitals alone for a!K>ut 9 per cent, of those

treated throughout the province and about 18 per cent, of those treated

in the Calcutta hospitals were dealt with in the Medical College-

Hospitals only.

The cost of maintenance and upkeep of all the hospitals and dis-

pensaries in the province amounted to Its. 56,76,141 of which about

32,00,000 were spent on the Calcutta hospitals and dispensaries only

and a little less than Its. 25 lakhs on those of the rest of the province.

It is quite clear that the public is steadily becoming more and more

hospital-miruled. In 1933 the daily average attendance in the in-

door wards of the Calcutta and mufassal hospitals was 2,544 and 2,164

against 2,351 and 1,997 respectively in 1932. The percentage occupy

tion of beds in the Calcutta hospitals was 82 against 79 and in the

mufassal hospitals 64 against 59 in 1932.

Facilities for X-ray diagnosis and elec trical treatment are now avail-

able in the following hospitals outside Calcutta, viz., Midnapore,

Burdwan, Berhampore, Darjeeling, Dacca, Darisal, Chittagong and

Rangpur.

The popularity of the hospitals in the Medical College group is truly

remarkable and the attendance of patient* under treatment in them haa

now reached the unprecedented figure of 2060 05 on an average per

day. Increased attendance of patients means increased expenditure

under the various heads which in spite of financial stringency Govern-

ment are not able to resist. To give but one illustration, the allot-

ment under medical and surgical requisites in the current year has had

to be increased to Re. 1,40,000 against Rs. 1,14,000 at which it had

stood hitherto. Some of the Medical College buildings require

modernisation. Realising the importance of the change where

absolutely necessary a sum of Rs. 22,000 has been provided in the
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budget of the new year for modernising the lavatories attached to flue #?

Indian wards in the Medical College Hospital. The work will, it is

felt, l)e greatly appreciated by all concerned. *

The greatest deficiency in these hospitals is in the matter of nursing.

The year 1934 was marked by the passing of the Nurses Registration

Act, which it is hoped, will greatly help the cause of nursing. Three

years ago Government appointed a committee to go into the matter

and the report of this committee has been under careful consideration

for some time. Much aB the need is appreciated and its importance

realised, the great stumbling block in the way is lack of funds. Thanks

to the Calcutta Hospital Nurses Institution, through whose kind

efforts a good deal of public charity is tapped, the financial burden

on Government for nursing in two of the large hospitals, viz., the

Medical College Hospital and the Presidency General Hospital, is

only about Its. 1J lakhs a year, although the full cost to the Institution

is about 3 times that figure. The contribution paid by Government

this year amounts to Its. 1,53,000.

Financial condition of the province will not permit Government

undertaking any larger financial liability but the need for strengthen-

ing the nursing staff in all the State Hospitals is fully lealised, and

before long Government will have to face the problem as best as they

can in the present state of the provincial finances.

In connection with nursing Government are fully alive to the need

of affording suitable facilities for Indian girls to receive training in

this noble profession and with this object in view, a scheme is under

contemplation of making arrangements in the Medical College

Hospitals of taking 5 Indian lady probationers every year especially,

provided suitable candidates be forthcoming.

The following improvements of an important nature were effected

during the year under report in the institutions noted lielow :
—

Expenditure in State hospitals iu 1933 amounted to Rs. 27,33,848

against Rs. 23,59,668 in 1932, showing an increase of Rs. 3,74,180.

A few words must be added about the Medical College which is

the largest and the oldest Medical College in India. It has been the

first to celebrate its 100th anniversary which fell on the 28th January

this year. The occasion was observed with due ceremony an# was

marked by the decision to erect a block of buildings to be called the

Sir John Anderson Casualty Department and ward within die compound

of the Medical College group of hospitals. An amount of nearly 3
lakhs of rupees has been subscribed by the charitable public and it m
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hoped tbt the fund will be further largely augmented as the total

* requirement of the Committee appointed to deal with problems con*

. f* pected with the occasion is five lakhs. If this money should be forth*

coining, apart from the Casualty buildings, wings may be erected to

house all the branches of the out-patient department in one central

place—which will be enormous convenience to the suffering public who

resort to it for treatment. The arrangements and equipment too all

round will be much more up-to-date, so that wheu all this has been

done Calcutta will be able to have the just pride of possessing the best

Casualty and Out-patients Departments in India.

Apart from the buildings, it is hoped to bo able to provide a good

stock, of radium not only for application in the department but also

to prepare solutions of emanations for sale und distribution nil over the

province. For all this, of course collection of sufficient funds is the

essential condition.

Government have undertaken to find an additional sum of

Ks. 25,000 a year for the maintenance of the new department. The

college and the hospitals connected with it have worked with usual

etticieucv during the year. The number of students under training

were (114 against 595 in the previous year.

With regard to the college it will be seen that two new' schemes

have Wen accepted by Government this year and provision made for

them in the next year’s budget. These are for the staff for the

Pharmacology Department and a curator aud 2 technicians for the

Pathology Department. Both the schemes are of considerable

urgency. The Pharmacology Department has been practically non-

existent in this college until recently. Two years ago the requisite

building und equipment was found, but full use of it was not possible

for want of staff. This defect has now Wen rectified. The Calcutta

University Regulations lay special stress on practical and experimental

aspects of the teaching of Pharmacology which will now be possible to

fulfil fully.

Sir, I cannot close my remarks without some observation about the

condition of the sadar hospitals in district tow'iis. They nr© main-

tained by Government, the local bodies and through private benefac-

tions. Most of these institutions except those at Berhampore,

MymenBingh and Chittagong are by no means in a satisfactory condi-

tion and they require lot of improvement including reconstruction of

the hospital buildings, improvement in accommodation and equip-

ment. Government propose to take up this question and to frame

scheme* for their improvement which might be utilised when funds are

available.

Another matter which Government have already taken up is the

improvement of hospitals attached to the medical schools by asking

09
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the local bodies within the Division in which the institution* ire

situated, to contribute towards their improvement. As the House is

aware we have got at present 5 medical schools in the mufassal, vis.,

at Burdwan, Dacca, Mymensingh, Chittagong and at Jalpaiguri.

Except the Mitford Hospital at Dacca the other three require con*

siderable improvement. In establishing medical schools Government

accepted the responsibility for maintenance of the schools while the

local bodies of the hospitals. For proper clinical training of the

students and to make these schools efficient it is necessary that the

hospitals should be improved by providing them with up-to-date

equipments and nursing arrangements. This question has already

been taken up and it is hoped that a solution will be reached within

next year.

Before I conclude I have great pleasure in announcing that Govern-

ment have received a generous contribution of Its. 2,82,000 from Bubu
Ram Kumar Bhangar of Messrs. Mungi Ram Bhangar towards the

capital expenditure of a Tuberculosis Sanitorium in Kalimpong. The
scheme is under preparation. The Surgeon-General, Col. Stewart, and

some members of a committee which has been formed for the purpose

visited Kalimpong hist week in order to select a site and they hope to

make their recommendation within a short time. In the meantime we
have received this generous contribution from the Marwari gentleman.

Motions for hkihction.

Mr. MUKUNDA BEHARY MULLICK: I beg to move that the

demand of Rs. 1,81 ,500 under the head “82A—Medical Establishment

—District Medical Establishment—Pay of Establishment” be reduced

by Rs. 100 (appointment of Sub-Assistant Surgeons from amongst the

qualified candidates of the scheduled castes).

Sir, in moving this motion it is not necessary for me to make a long

speech and take the time of the House to impress upon the Government
the object of this motion.

My object, Sir, is to draw the attention of the Government to the

desirability of making some of the appointments of Sub-Assistant
Surgeons from among the qualified candidates of the scheduled caste*.

These officers, Sir, when appointed go out in charge of small dispen-

saries from where they can be of use to the poor people. These are

officers who have natural sympathy for the poorer section |jJ the,,

people.

Whatever might have been said in the past, recently there hava
been mauy qualified candidates of these classes, and a large number of
qualified candidates can now be found from amongst the scheduled
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castes. They have passed oat from the Campbell Medical School,

Dacca Medical School and Mymensingh Lytton Medical School, or

from tlto Chittagong or Burdwan Medical Schools.

Sir, in reply to an Fnstarred Questiou No. 29 by Babu Satish

Chandra Ray Chowdhury on the 13th February, 1934, the Hon’ble

Minister gave the following figures regarding the appointments of

Sub-Assistant Surgeons:—43 appointments were made between the

years 1929 and 1933, that is, 3 appointments in 1929, 20 appointments

in 1930, 5 appointments in 1931, 11 appointments in 1932 and 9

appointments in 1933, bringing the total to 48. Now, Sir, it is a

matter of regret that none were appointed from amongst the scheduled

castes—though we know there were candidates who came with recora*

mendations from the Superintendents of the Medical Schools; but they

were all refused, although they were sent up by the Superintendents.

The Hon’ble Minister may say that it is more or less a matter for

the Surgeon-General and not strictly speaking for the Government.

I would submit, Sir, with all respect to the Hon'ble Minister that

that will be no answer, for we cannot get bold of any individual officer

much less the Surgeon-General for anything done by him. It is for

the Hon'ble Minister to give proper instruction to the heads of depart-

ments under him. We can only put forward our grievances to him

for consideration and it is for him to give directions to his heads of

departments. Sir, if the rules obtaining in Bengal Civil Service were

followed then of these 48 appointments at least 5 would have gone to

the candidates of the scheduled castes.

We do not ask Government to go out of their way in making any

more concessions in favour of the scheduled castes than this, that when

they answer to the requirements, their cases deserve a just uml

sympathetic consideration.

With these few words. Sir, 1 commend my motion to the accept-

ance of the House.

Tht Hon'bf* Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: Sir, I can assure

the mover that Government have every sympathy with his motion.

In fact, they are never oblivious of the interests of the depressed

classes, as would be evident from the number of Assistant Surgeon*
recruited from that class during the last two or three years. Sub-

assistant Surgeons not being available were not recruited—not because

of any or»nt of sympathy but because suitable candidates were not
forthcoming. My friend, the mover, did anticipate my reply when
he said that the selection lies with the Surgeon-General. The Surgeon-

General invites applications, goes into the educational qualifications

of the applicants and their fitness for appointment and then makes the
selections. He did examine the claims of depressed class candidates as
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well. Out of the Assistant Surgeons recruited in 1932 and 1934,—

there was no recruitment in 1933—I may inform the House that out

of 10 recruited in 1932, one was recruited from the depressed classes and

out of 14 recruited in 1934 two were recruited from the depressed

classes. But, as regards the sub-assistant surgeons, it is a fact that

no one could be selected in 1932 and 1933, and there was no recruit-

ment in 1934. Though there is no definite percentage laid down in

the recruitment rules for appointments to be made from the depressed

classes, there is a general instruction to the recruiting authorities

that every consideration should be paid to the claims of the depressed

and backward classes; and I can assure the hon’ble mover that Govern-

ment do not propose to deviate from that policy. On the other hand,

they are prepared to stress it and will certainly consider the claims

of the depressed classes when the occasion arose. I think that, in view

of this assurance, the mover will withdraw his motion.

Mr. Mukunda Behary Mullick’s motion was then, by leave of the

House, withdrawn.

Maulvi ABUL QUA8EM: Sir, I beg to move that the demand of

R.s. 4,03,000 under the head “32A—Medical Establishment—District

Medical Establishment” be reduced by Its. 100 (inspection of dispen-

saries by the Civil Surgeon, particularly in the Khulna district).

Sir, my motion is for the purpose of emphasizing the great need of

dispensaries in the different parts of Bengal— particularly in the Khulna

district—being regularly inspected by Civil Surgeons. Sir, under

section 138 of the Bengal Local Self-Government Act, the local Govern-

ment are empowered to frame rules for regulating the control and

administration of dispensaries, hospitials, etc. Sir, in pursuance of that

rule-making power, certain rules have l»een framed by the local Govern-

ment, which are nowT in force. I refer to the rules regarding class

III-B dispensaries—rule 29—which says: “That the Civil Surgeon

shall be the superintendent of every hospital and dispensary in his

district which is classified under these rules, and shall exercise com-

plete professional control over the medical officer in immediate charge.”

Then, Sir, I shall read rule 31 which says: “The superintendent (t.e.,

the Civil Surgeon) shall visit each dispensary in his district not less

than four times annually, except by special dispensation from the

Surgeon-General, and shall prepare and submit promptly to the Surgeon-
General inspection reports in B.C.M.D. Form No. 29; and so on.

Sir, we have been told by the Hon'ble Minister in charge of the
Medical Department that these dispensaries in the rural areas are

multiplying and that Government are providing increased grants every
year for these institutions. It is of the greatest possible importance
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that the efficiency of these institutions should he maintained up to the

proper standard; and in order to see that the efficiency is maintained,

it is emntial that the Civil Surgeon should regularly visit theae dia-

pensaries, scrutinise their working, point out the shortcomings and

deficiencies of the medical officer in charge, and the compounder, if

any. Sir, I have got, particularly, the case of my own district in

my mind, and I can say from personal knowledge that about half the

number of dispensaries in my district have not been visited by the Civil

Surgeon even once during the last two or three years. I am not here

to apportion the blame. I made an inquiry recently as to why these

institutions had not been regularly visited by the Civil Surgeon, and

I came to learn—I do not know if it is true that the travelling allow*

ance provided for the Civil Surgeon of my district happened to be

withdrawn by Government during this year. That was, probably, the

reason why the Civil Surgeon could not inspect all t lie* dispensaries,

although he had a mind to do that. The Civil Surgeon ordinarily

visits only those dispensaries which are situated at convenient distances

from subdivisionnl headquarters, but those dispensaries which are

situated in the outlying parts of the district, and far away from the

subdivisional headquarters, have seldom the privilege of a visit from

the Civil Surgeon. I do wish to stress the necessity of regular visits

being paid by the Civil Surgeons to these dispensaries, as otherwise

their efficiency is bound to deteriorate. If the Civil Surgeon is so

busy that he cannot find time to visit the dispensaries situate in out-

lying places, some other officer must W found by Government, who
might pay regular visits to these dispensaries. It is a matter of great

importance, and I have tabled this motion with a view' to draw the

particular attention of Government to this very important problem. I

hope Sir, that, if there had been any deficiency in this respect in the

past, Government will take effective steps to remove it.

With these few- words, Sir, I commend my motion to the accept-

ance of the House.

The Hon'bte Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: Sir, in fact 1

have every sympathy with the spirit underlying this motion, and

I do confess that during the years 1932 and 1933 there was consider-

able lack of inspection of raufassal dispensaries on the part of Civil

Surgeons, and I am grateful to the hon'ble mover for having drawn

the attention of this House and of Government to this matter. I may,

however, tell him that the matter did not escape Government's notice.

In fact, instructions were issued last year to the Civil Surgeons to

make more inspections. So far as the district of Khulna is con-

cerned, I do not think that the mover has got much reason for com-

plaint. There are 31 dispensaries in that district. In 1933, 30
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dispensaries were inspected and in 1934, 28 dispensaries were inspected.

So I do not think that the number of inspections was by any means

small

Ma&ilvi ABUL QUA8EM: Sir, it may be that one dispensary was

inspected more than once.

The HOfl’Me Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: Sir, I am speak-

in# from the records.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: It may be that only 10 dis-

pensaries were paid 28 visits.

The Hon'ble Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: Sir, I do not

think that only 10 were inspected. It is not fair to assume that as

correct. It may be, as the mover has said, that the dispensaries which

are situated in inaccessible and routlving places might not have been

insisted, or that those which are situated in important centres or

easily accessible places were inspected more than once. In 1934, 28

inspections were made by the Civil Surgeon in the case of 31 dispen-

saries in the district of Khulna and I submit it is a fair record. In

any case, (Government have already taken up this matter and are going

to impress it further on the Civil Surgeons that there should be m»ore

frequent inspections by them of dispensaries in the mufassal. In view

of this assurance, I hope the mover will withdraw his motion.

Maulvi A bill Quasem’s motion was then, by leave of the House,

withdrawn.

(The Council was then adjourned for 15 minutes.)

(After Adjournment.)

Maulvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN: Sir, I beg to move that the demand

of Us, 40,000 under the head “32B—Hospitals and Dispensaries

—

Presidency Hospitals and Dispensaries—Pay of Officers
* 9 be reduced by

Ks. 100 (difficulties in getting admission, particularly in the Calcutta

Medical College Hospital).

Sir, in this motion I intend to draw the attention of the Hon’ble

Minister to the difficulties that patients have got to undergo in getting

admission to some of the Calcutta hospitals, particularly the Calcutta

Medical College Hospital. Sir, first of all the House will note that

the expenditure incurred for the Calcutta hospitals compared with the

expenditure made for the mufassal hospitals is very large. I do not
like to raise the question that the amount is unduly large and that

the amounts spent respectively for Calcutta and mufassal hospitals

should be readjusted; all these questions I do not like to raise in the
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coal# if this debate. Probably the justification is that the Calcutta

hospitals are looked upon as hospitals for the whole province, and

these hospitals actually entertain patients from all over the province.

If that is so, I want to ask whether patients coming from mufassal as

well as the poor patients from Calcutta should not have facilities for

getting admission into the hospitals—the same facilities which ths

richer section of the people enjoy. That is the whole question that I

wont to raise. The question is a delicate one. It is more often than

not that particularly in the Calcutta Medical College hospital a patient

cannot get admission, unless he is rich enough to give u private call

to the doctor in charge. If that is done, he can easily get admission.

I do not say that all the doctors succumb to this temptation. But

there is a large number who actually do that. That is my complaint.

They can take undue advantage of their position, because there is a

dearth in the number of beds. That is why these doctors find it

possible to realise fees by way of private calls from patients, llad

there been an adequate number of Wds, probably there would have Wen
no opportunity for the doctors to indulge in such things. Does not

the situation call for an enquiry and does it not require the scrutinising

eye of Government to be on the watch and see that the practice be dis-

continued? It seems to be a scandalous stute of affairs. Probably it

is very difficult to substantiate a charge like that, but I am sure many
members of this Council must have some experience of these difficulties.

I for myself have some experience. All I mean to say is this—that

it. may not be easy for Government to eradicate the evil, but just as

Government keep a strict eye on some of the departments so that there

may not be malpractices, similarly I should say that it behoved the

Government in the Ministry of this Department that this matter should

be looked into and a thorough investigation should be made. It will

be really regrettable if this state of things should W allowed to con-

tinue for any further length of time. Sir, who are in charge of thede

hospitals? Who are the people who are in charge of the various wards

in the Calcutta hospitals? These are the pick of our country, and it

is highly regrettable that men of their position should succumb to

such temptation. Therefore, it is necessary that not only for the pro-

tection of the poor patients hut also for the preservation of the honour

of our country that this state of things should W discontinued. No
efforts should be lacking on the part of Government to make an

enquiry into this matter. With these words, I commend my motion

to the acceptance of the House.

Rai iahadur Or. HARIDHAH DUTT: Sir, I rise very early on

this occasion to meet some of the points which have been raised by

Mr. Tamkuddin Khan. I am extremely sorry that my friend with the

reputation that he carried of being very fair and impartial to all did
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not apeak the truth but threw mud with the off-chance of getting’ some-

body suffer from it. He has said that in the Medical College Hospital

the visiting doctors are very anxious to get private calls, and that

very often regulates the admission of patients in the hospital. I am
not oonnected with the Medical College, but I happen to be a member
of the Board of Visitors attached to the hospital, and as such I know
what is going on in the hospital pretty thoroughly.

Khan Bahadur MUHAMMAD ABDUL MORIN: You know very

little.

Rai Bahadur Dr. HARIDHAN DUTT: It may be so according t*o

my friend, Mr. Momin, whom, I am sorry to say, I have never seen

within the four walls of the Medical College Hospital. So, how does

he happen to know more than one wldo is connected in some way or

other with the Medical College Hospital? However, I do not want

to quarrel with him. Sir, I do not think it is fair to make insinuations

against persons who have nobody here to defend them, except the

Hon’ble Minister and myself. Previously the beds in the Medical

College Hospital used to be at the disposal of the high medical officers

attached to the hospital. That system has been done away with. The

beds are now being attended to by the visiting physicians and surgeons

who are eminent doctors of the city. I feel great hesitation in think-

ing that any of them would stoop so low, as has Wen suggested, that

for u fee of say Rs. Hi or lls. .

r

12 or Its. (>4 they would grant admission

to patients of their own in preference to those who require admission

much more. There may be one or two black sheep everywhere, but

that is no reason why the whole group should W denounced. How-

ever, I think what Mr. Tnmizuddin has found out is true, namely, the

difficulty in getting admission to the Medical College Hospital. But

his diagnosis as to cause is incorrect. He ought to have found out

how the difficulties in getting admission into the Medical College have

arisen. They do not lie in the doctors but somewhere else. I might

inform the House, particularly to the mufassal members, that the

Calcutta Medical College Hospital at the present moment is extra-

ordinarily popular. As a result everybody is anxious for getting

admission into this hospital. At one time it was only a hospital tor

the poor. Thirty years before only poor people used to go to the

hospital, but now men like my friend, Mr. Momin, or men of even

higher position, are very much anxious for getting treatment in the

Medical College Hospital. I have seen very highly paid officials of

Government and the Corporation of Calcutta occupying beds in this

hospital which, if they did not occupy, would have gone to serve other

sick persons. These well-to-do peoples* present preference fofc hospital

treatment have resulted in the medical men outside being depffved of
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their doe®, and the poor and middle class men who hare a juat right

to bedt in the hospitals are being deprived of the privilege of hospital

treatment. If you pay a surprise visit to some wards in the Medical

College Hospital you will find at least 25 per cent, of the patients

who are already there are not poor people and can well afford to pay for

their own treatment outside the hospital. When that is the state of

affairs, how would the poor people get admission. At the present

moment this is an important reason causing difficulties in getting

admission into the Medical College Hospital. So far as I know, the

Principal of the College, who is no longer a waiting surgeon and has

certainly no anxiety for getting fees from patients for admission into

the hospital, has to regulate admission in accordance with his knowledge

or information about daily vacancies in the different wards of the

hospital.

Khan Bahadur MUHAMMAD ABUL MOM IN: How often does ho

visit the hospital?

Rai Bahadur Dr. HARIDHAN DUTT: It is his duty to visit the

hospital even’ morning and evening. The old days are gone when

the head »of the Medical College used to l>o a consultant to the Calcutta

medical jvrofession. At the present time medical ] mu-tit ioners of this

city no longer go to the Principal of the Medical College who is

altogether left outside the profession in the strict sense of the term.

As a result of the present system the Principal himself knows how

many tads are vacant and he directs the disposal of the beds. Of

course he has certain men under him who dispose of the beds and if

these men abuse their position, things may go wrong. But the visit-

ing surgeons and physicians have almost nothing to do with the admis-

sion of patients into the hospital. Sir, I am jmrticulnrly anxious to

point out that the time has come when the ITon’ble Minister in charge

of the Medical Department should try to find out how the difficulties

of admission for poor }»eople when they are seriously ill can be removed.

On many an occasion I have seen people really very ill, seeking admis-

sion but being refused, with serious calamities to themselves. I have

seen in some wards extra beds Wing placed much to the inconvenience

of other patients. I have also noticed on some mornings 5 or f> or even

more extra beds placed in certain portions of the hospital. But there

is a limit to extra beds. So, Sir, the remedy lies elsewhere. We have

to find out how the abuse of hospital beds by well-to-do people can be

prevented. Who have not seen gentlemen and ladies coming in motor

cars trying to get admission into the Medical College Hospitals. I

also know that certain portions of this hospital have practically been

reserved Jor rich men. Certain rooms and accommodations ire avail-

able USt payment and these have become a monopoly of rich men.
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Ton can well understand, Sir, how, instead of paying the doctors and

the bills of the dispensaries, if they have to pay only Rs. 5 or Rs. 7 a

day and get the assistance of the best surgeons and physicians in the

country, for a month or so, what a tremendous difference that makes

in favour of these rich. Sir, when Sir Surendra Nath Banerjea’s

attention was drawn to prevailing abuses and the financial condition

of the Government was worse, he imposed some sort of charge for attend-

ance and medicine. But at once there was a hue and cry raised by

a class of people and they insinuated that Sir Surendra Nath had

charged the poor man's medicine. That, Sir, was a misrepresentation

of the facts altogether, and I think the time has now come when Gov-

ernment should take courage in both hands and see what can be done

to prevent abuses. I have already suggested to the Principal of the

Medical College as one of its visitors that there should be a charge

from people who are able to pay. I do not want that the poor should

be ousted but on the contrary they should be encouraged as much as

possible and rooms should be made for them by keeping the rich out.

Incidentally, Sir, I may sav that there has been an extension recently

built to the Eden Hospital and nearly Rs. 3 lakhs has been spent for

it. But this extension is practically lying vacant without any bed

nnd without anybody to occupy it. Simply because Government is

unable to provide the recurring expenditure. If that accommodation

was utilised for hospital admission, at least into the Eden Hospital, it

would be easily available. I wonder who is resjHmsible for this? The
Government have spent Rs. 3 lakhs of the taxpayers’ money without

giving any return for it. The present Government is pleading inability

to meet the recurring expenditure. The result is that a splendid house

for hospital has been built with big rooms, which no patient occupies.

I would, therefore, respectfully point out to Maulvi Tamizuddin Khan
that the remedy is to sit together and ascertain how his grievance can

be avoided. This Medical College Hospital is a great asset and every

advantage of the same should l>e available to all persons including the

poor. We may quarrel over our grievances in getting admission, etc.,

but we will also have to find out how the difficulties lying in our way
are to be got over.

Before 1 resume my seat I like to point out that it will be worth

the while of the Hou’ble Minister to ascertain public opinion on this

point of levying a charge for medicines and medical help in onr
hospitals. 1 am perfectly certain that public opinion will generally

support the introduction of a schedule of charges for hospital patients,

keeping it free only to the poor, and to try to keep out the rich people

as much as possible. I do not suggest that the rich people should be

debarred from coming, but what 1 do suggest is that only a certain

portion qf the hospital muy be reserved for the rich patients and that

adequate; payment must be made by them? Sir, I have klfown of
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»erio« surgical operations which will cost Rs. 2,000 outside, being

done&t the Medical College Hospital without any cost whatever to the

patients.

MfcHtvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN: Rs. 2,000 for one operation!

Rai Bahadur Dr. HARIDHAN DUTT: Yes, certainly, the Surgeon

would himself charge Rs. 1,000 and the assistants, nurses, etc., would

take the other Rs. 1,000.

Then, Sir, I come to the eye ward under the Medical College Hoe*

pitals, over which eminent eye specialists preside. Naturally these

reputed specialists attract a large number of persons to this eye

hospital, which is at the piesent moment the l>est of its kind in the

East, or in the whole of Asia. There was such a rush for some time

past that it was impossible to puss through the corridors to the place

where the patients were attended to. On the advice of the Visiting

Board the authorities have divided the vestibule into different blocks

and they have put in turnstiles to prevent the rush of the people and

to protect the interest of poor people. All these have Ihmoi done but

still abuses may occur. It i.s extremely dillicult to prevent abuses

altogether and my friends ought to look at the practical difficulties in

the way. So 1 would ask my friends to consider all these points instead

of coming here with vague allegations against certain persons. If

all interested will sit together and consider these difficulties and find

out remedies then we can press upon the Ilon’ble Minister. This is

what, Sir, has made me to stand up at the present moment and opjmsc

the motion.

Mr. C. C. COOPER: Sir, I find myself in agreement with both the

mover of the motion and my friend Dr. Dutt. There is no question

that considerable dissatisfaction does exist in Calcutta and beyond

Calcutta over the difficulties of obtaining admission into the Medical

College Hospitals. As far as 1 am aware, only junior medical officers

are in charge of the admission rooms of these hospitals and 1 think

more senior and more responsible men should l>e jdaced in charge.

There is always the great difficulty that the 1>eds are not adequate to

admit all the would-be jKitients. The only thing I can possibly sug-

gest by way of remedying this difficulty would 1h> for the hospital

authorities to advise the different thanas or different centres in Cal-

cutta, 24 hours or 12 hours in advance, as to the actual nurnlier of hods

that may be available each morning. As it is, no one has any know-

ledge when accidents happen or when, for instance, a terrorist crime

takes {dace, and the wounded or other patients are rushed to the hos-

pitals or of the accommodation available. Everyone seems to think that
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like the widow's curse there is no end to the available beds in the

hospitals. But unfortunately, Sir, there is an end to the number of

beds in a hospital, and if beds are not available you cannot admit

patients, and what is even worse still there is no question that the

Medical College Hospitals are “ over-bedded,’ * in that there are more

beds than the wards can reasonably hold if patients are to receive

efficient treatment. I entirely agTee with Dr. Dutt that to allow rich

men to use these hospitals without payment is a wrong principle.

The Medical College Hospital should be a poor man's hospital but it is

being abused—I use the word “abused” after mature consideration,

and I repeat the hospitals are being abused by people who should not be

in the hospitals. For years past, Sir, I have been trying on behalf

of the Calcutta Hospital Nurses Institution to get a levy made on cer-

tain beds and for the cubicles so that we might derive a certain amount
of revenue from people who are able to pay for their treatment. A
system has indeed been introduced within the last two years, I think,

of paying for cubicles, but here, again, it is a very very nominal sum
and people using these cubicles are well able to afford very much more

than that now demanded. 1 say, Sir, we are all proud of the Medical

College. It is a very fine institution but like all hig things it has

outgrown itself and it requires a lot of things to be done to put

right what is now wrong, for which money is required. But we have

now to go without money and cannot have these things attended to nor

can we for want of money attend to the better supervision of nursing,

I urn in entire agreement with Dr. Dutt in his view that too many
people do use the hospital and esjwinllv the Eye Hospital who can well

afford to pay full rates for the hire of private rooms but they are using

the main hospital and are obtaining medical treatment free, which is

a scandalous state of affairs.

Rai Bahadur JOCESH CHANDRA 8EN: Sir, I have heard with

some attention the grievances of Bai Bahadur Dr. Haridhan Dutt and

it seems to me thut he is not prepared to call a spade a spade. There

are many things in this earth which cannot l>e dreamt of by ordinary

philosophers. These facts may not be known to many members of

this House or to the authorities but, Sir, facts are facts. I know per-

sonally, and I have heard from my kith and kin that they have to pay

the doctors several fees before they could get admission into the hos-

pital. These facts, Sir, cannot be gainsaid. These are patent facts

and members inside and outside this Council know them fully well.

Rai Bahadur Dr. HARIDHAN DUTT: Lk> not throw jnud every-

where. If you know df corruption or bribery, name the man who is

guilty of that.
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M BMir 60GE6H CHANDRA SEN: I would not like to give
out aftf names unless I am challenged. It is not fair to give names.
That it why I suggest: face facts as they are, and do not hide these
defects, however much they may be supported by a doctor-lawyer.

Mr* P. BANERJI: Sir, I rise to support the motion of my frieud

Maulvi Tamizuddin Khan. I fail to understand why of ull jtersons

Dr. Dutt should be so touchy because this question of medical men
has been raised. Nowhere has it been suggested thut all doctors are

guilty of this sort of corruption. The mover of the motion has told

us that there is a considerable amount of—as my leader suggests

—

honesty among them. But our jxjiut is that it is a crying shume, all

the same. We also admit that the Medical College Hospital is an ideal

institution and it may be the best,—so far as the Eye Department is

concerned,—in the East. But that is not our point. The jaunt is

that, and for whatever reasons it might be so, one of the reasons as

Dr. Dutt has said is the abuse committed by the rich people. If that

is the fault of the rich people it is certainly to be pitied, but how can

you rectify that ? Dr. Dutt criticised me for a remark 1 made in

course of the budget discussion on tbe subject of medical charges for

1
>oot people going to charitable disjiensaries and wras not my remark

rightly made. 1 said that these dispensaries are only misnomers.

Boor people who get to the charitable dispensaries for treatment are

charged, say 0 pies, for medicine. But that is not the main jxiint,

The main point is thut there is a certain amount of corruption in the

hospitals—Calcutta hospitals—and the object of the mover in bringing

this motion before the House is to bring it to the notice of the Hon’ble

Minister so that he may make an enquiry and see if the allegations

made are true and, if so, to redress them.

Sir, even from the speech of Itui Bahudur Dr. llaridhun Dutt who

seemed to support the Government in this respect, it shows that there

is great difficulty in getting admission into the Medical College

Hospitals.

Now, Sir, one reason why mufassal people come to Calcutta hospitals

for treatment is that the treatment available in tbe mufassal is poor

and sometimes in hospitals there proper treatment is not made and

doctors do not get expert opinion in complicated cases. Therefore com-

plicated cases are generally sent by them to Calcutta. But what

happens in Calcutta Y These poor patients on coming to Calcutta find

that there is no place for them in the Medical College Hospital, and

they ar«^refused admission. Unless they have relations or acquaintances

in the Medical College Hospital staff they esnnot get admission.
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There is again another thing and that is that in order to get admis-

sion into the Medical College Hospital people have to pay lees to the

doctors. The mover has said that in order to secure admission one

fee has to be paid to the doctor, but I know of cases where people had

to pay three fees to the doctor before they could secure a bed. Sir, one

Tee is not sufficient for these greedy doctors. After taking 2 or 3 fees

they certify that the case is a very bad one and a fit case for admission

into the hospital. This is done not only in Calcutta but in the mufassal

also, and I have i*?rsonal experience of the matter.

Then again, Sir, when a person asks on the telephone whether there

is uny bed in the Medical College Hospital he is informed that there

are none, but that he may come and see in person. When this person

goes to the hospital the staff manages to find him a bed if something

is given to them. Sir, I know of definite cases where this has been done.

It was probably year before last that this subject was discussed on the

floor of this House and it transpired then that even the servants of big

officials complained that they could not get admission without a chit .

I suggest therefore that the non’ble Minister will kindly make
enquiry into the mutter and if he finds that the doctors do take fee for

admission of patients into the Medical College Hospitals or the staff take

money for it, take proper steps and punish them. With these words

I support the motion.

Th# HOffblft Sir BIJOY PRASAD SINGH ROYs Sir, I am afraid,

there has been a considerable confusion of issues over this question.

There are some vague allegations against the staff of the Calcutta
Medical College. One of the allegations is that they extort fees from
the public for admitting patients; quite u decent number of the staff

if not all is guilty of this serious offence. Sir, I repudiate this allega-

tion altogether. Mr. P. Banerji and Rai Bahadur Jogesh Chandra Sen
have said that they have got personal experience of such misdeeds on
the part of the officers of the Medical College Hospitals. I ask them
with all humility but in all seriousness why did they not bring it, as
public men, to the notice of tin* authorities ? Why did they reserve

their energy to come here and make the allegations as members of this

House? Are they prepared to make these allegations and substantiate

them publicly? I pause for an answer. If the hon’ble member will do
so. Government will certaiulv take steps and punish those officers. I
give you this assurance. If the hon’ble raemWs forget themselvei
and, taking advantage of the privilege that is attached to this House,
make vague allegation* against important members of the public
service, it is up to me as a Minister of Government to challenge that
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statement. (M*. P. Bangui: “Shame.”) Mr. Banerji says “shame,”

I say H is a matter of shame not only so far us those particular officers

are cofctJdnied, but it is a matter of shame for the whole Bengali com-

munity, because after all who are those dm*tors Y They ore our own people.

If they are guilty of such an offence I should sav that the whole Bengali

community stand condemned. My friends should, therefore, think

twice before making such allegations iu a light-hearted manner. It is

a pity that they have been made without taking into consideration the

seriousness of the charge.

Sir, I will now try to answer the points raised by Bai Bahadur

Dr. Haridhan Dutt. The very fact that there is an anxiety to get

admission into the Calcutta Medical College Hospitals goes only to

show the increasing popularity of the institution. In fuet, in my
opening speech I did point out that the daily attendance to the Medical

College Outpatients’ Ward reached the unprecedented figure of 2,504;

in the case of the indoor patients’ ward also the number is daily in-

creasing. As is well known to anyone who had occasion to visit the

Medical College Hospitals that there are almut 700 beds. They remain

practically full and extra beds have to he provided in the midst of the

two rows of beds both in the medical and surgical wards for accommoda-

tion of patients. Mr. Cooper and liai Bahadur Dr. Haridhan Dutt

say that rich people take advantage of the less costly treatment in the

hospitals and thereby keep out poor men. My friends are aware that

there is a large number of general beds and only a few cabins, cottages

and beds reserved for paying patients. Rich people generally go to

these paying beds or to the cabins or cottages. Those beds are not

meant for poor people because they cannot afford to pay the daily fees.

The policy of Government in this country about hospitals has all along

been to cuter to the poor by providing free medical relief. The Medical

College Hospitals are mainly meant for the poor
;
hut a certain number

of beds are reserved for the middle class or the so-called rich people on

payment of a daily fee. I am not aware that people who ure capable

of paying, do not seek admission to these paying cabins or beds but

occupy the general beds. I understand that they are mostly occupied

by the poor patients. There may he a few cases in which the public

charity is abused. Such abuse can hardly he prevented.

Sir, I would point out that the Principal of the Medical (College, as

has been mentioned by liai Bahadur Dr. Haridhan Dutt, is no longer

a Professor of the Medical College. His duties are mainly confined to

superintendence. He goes about the hospital from morning up to 12

o’clock and^ it is very difficult for the staff to charge fees from persons

seeking admission, without being detected by him# Government are
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anxious to improve matters, and in this they invite the co-operation of

the public and particularly of the members of this House. If any

specific instance of abuse is brought to the notice of Government, I

give the assurance that Government will see that it is removed and the

officers concerned are at once punished. But beyond this I can say

nothing.

Sir, one point mentioned by Mr. P. Banerji is that in the mufassal

people do not like to go to the local hospitals and prefer to come to

Calcutta and seek admission into the Medical College Hospitals. That

is a fact. Improved communication and higher standard of medical

relief to which the public of this province are getting accustomed make
them come to Calcutta for admission to the Medical College Hospitals.

I cannot but admit that the standard of treatment in the mufassal

hospitals is far below that of the Calcutta hospitals. Only additional

expenditure by Government or local Indies or by both can bring them
to the standard or anything approaching the standard of the Calcutta

Medical College Hospitals. Sir, I do not think I need labour this point

any further. But I would repeat my assurance that if any particular

instance of abuse is broughl to the notice of Government, they will

take every step that they ought to take in the matter and punish the

officer who bus abused his position as one of the stuff of the Calcutta

Medical College Hospitals. In this connection I would remind the

hou’ble members that most of them are members of the Indian Medical

Service or senior members of the Provincial Medical Service or of the

independent medical profession, so it is not at all likely that they would

abuse their position on the staff of the hospital by charging fees for

admitting patients. I would request the members of this House not to

place any reliance on statements that are made in a lighthearted

manner.

Maulvi ABUL QUASEM: Sir, the Hon'ble Minister has repudiated

the allegation* made by the previous speakers because he says that

vague allegations were made against public servants and said it was a

shame for responsible members of Council to make such vague allega-

tions. Sir, standing here I do say that we have as much sense of

responsibility ns the Hou'ble Minister himself or any other number

of Government has. The allegations have got necessarily to be vague.

For obvious reasons names cannot be mentioned here. If the

Hon’ble Sir Bijoy Prasad Singh Roy would try to get in a patient

anonymously*-«rthat is to say, without making it known that the patient

is under his patronage—he will see for himself what will happen, and

he will have some experience in this matter. The officers concerned
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in tk^^iead College may be eminent doctors, bat they ai*»itafeVftife

out gtaed. Sir, th* rebuke that has been administered to the membert

of thap Council by a fellow-member—1 mean the Hon ’hie Minister—is

entirely undeserved and 1 do vehemently protest against it. (Cries «

of ^Shnme.”) We often in this Council say that the police are

corrupt, that the civil court atrdas are corrupt. Can anybody deny

that these allegations are correct? Everybody knows that these

allegations are only too true; only we do not give out the names.

Corruption does prevail : it is a fact—an undoubted fact—that corrup-

tion does prevail in the Medical College Hospitals. I can speak of

cases, but I cannot give the names for obvious reasons. No member

of this House is certainly lacking in a sense of responsibility when he

makes allegations regarding the integrity of the medical officers of the

hospitals. I, for one, am entirely unconvinced and unrepentant. In

spite of the rebuke which the Hon’ble Minister has administered to

some members of this House, I do believe that bo knows thnt we do

not deserve it. We make such allegations in tbe public interests on

the floor of this House, so that Government may take a note of the

prevalent feeling. Government may make enquiries secretly and

privately to see whether there is any foundation for the allegations

made. If Government can employ spies and informers to ferret out

terrorists, they can as well employ spies and informers to find out the

truth of these allegations. We intensely resent the gratuitous and

uncalled tor attack made by the Hon’ble Minister upon us. I do

respectfully but vehemently protest against the rebuke that has been

administered bv tbe Hon’ble Minister and I hope that he will in his

cooler moments think better of it. I wish to tell the Hon 'Me Minister

that no amount of displeasure displayed by him is going to deter us

from our duty by the public in this Council, according to the light

that God had vouchsafed to us. We certainly are not going to be

guided by the light which the llon'ble Minister and his colleagues in

the Government may he shedding.

Mr. t. M. BOSE: Sir, I am sorry for the great heat which the last

Speaker has given vent to. There is no occasion for it. (Here were
f
»i»&y interruptions from all sides of the House.) I would ask my
friends not to interrupt me. (Cries of “Sit down, sit down.’’)

,, l see no reason—(Laughter).

•< Mr. PRESIDENT: Mr. Bose, if you really want to avoid

unpleasantness, you must not directly address the members of this

House. I cannot allow a debate to degenerate into an angry con versa*

ft<m. Jf you do that, you would be committing a very serious

mistake.

m
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t. M. BOtEi I an sorry, Sir.

[STwUtai.,

•Ini AMULYADHAM RAY: On a point of orider, Rif. Can a

member of this Council take upon himself the duties and respon-

sibilities of the Chair, as Mr. Bose has done? ^

Mr. PRESIDENTS Order, order, you need not be anxious about

that.

Mr. S. M. BOSE: Sir, 1 see no reason for this heat. If any

member of this Council knows personally of such cases of abuse, I

think it is his duty to bring them to the notice of the Hon’ble Minister

in charge, so that the charges might be investigated and inquired into.

It is no use making vague and general charges against people who are
j

not present here to defend themselves. It is but right and proper—if

any member of this Council knows of any such specific case, as my
friend Ilai Bahadur Jogesh Chandra Sen has said—I repeat it Ifee

duty of the members of this Council not only as members of thopBMUl

but as members of this Legislative Council, who have aocesu

Hon’ble Minister in charge—to corae forward and tell the

Minister wThat they know, so that the evil might be remedied. I would

repeat that if my friends, who have brought serious charged against

the Medical College authorities, want the alleged evil to be remedied,

they should follow the course I have outlined, and ask the Hon‘ble

Minister to look into their allegations.

With these words, Sir, I oppose the motion.

Dr. NARE8H CHANDRA SEN GUPTA: Sir, I have very little to

say upon this matter, because I do not claim any personal knowledge IA

regard to the allegations that have been made; but I certainly think that

the time of this House could he more profitably utilized than by settle

members of this House tryiug to sermonise other members as to the

proper way of behaving or performing their duties in this Council.

Each man mnst proceed according to his own light. If he twA
grasses any rule, I take it that the Chair is there to correct him, adPtKp*

is not up to anybody else to do so—whether it be Mr. S. M. Bose

Hon’ble Miuister himself. I do not see what was the occasion for that

heat and that temper, about which Mr. Bose spoke, in connection with

Maulvi Abul QuasemT But my ('em plaint is against the Hon’ble

Minister himself. It may be that general allegations have been nuula

with regard to certain members of the medical service under the Hon ’bid

Minister. General allegations like that are often made against the

police and other services. But why is it that the Hon’ble Minister if*

charge of the Medical Department, of all other people, flares apMpNtf;
r
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retort* by abuses as general and as vagus against the membeft^FTOa
CouncSP This is an attitude, Sir, against which we cannot , jrat

strongly protest.

tito Hta'M* Sir BIJOY PRASAB tINCH ROY: Sir, may I riaa ;

on a point of personal explanation P I did not make any general or

vague allegations against any of the hon’ble members of this House.

What I did say was that some of the members of this House did make

vague allegations against the staff of the Medical College; and as

Minister in charge of the Medical Department it was up to me to defend

them and explain the system and difficulties of admitting patients. I

would repeat every word of what I said. These officers certainly do

not deserve the remarks that have been made by some of the members,

RtVtrend B. A, NAG* Mr. President, Sir, I would be failing in

wf jtoty if as a visitor of the Medical College Hospitals, I did not say

Wf* in favour of the much-maligned people over there. I can

QjHUityou, Sir, that we have heard such serious charges before, and as

of the Hospitals we have tried to find out the truth about these

allegations. The fact is there that the admission is difficult, because

the beds are nearly always full. The fact is also there that you cannot

secure a bed through a telephonic message, because the point taken up

by them is that between the time of telephone and the time of ihe

arrival of the patient there may he many urgent eases coming in and in

that cicrumstance the authorities are not able to reserve any seat for

anyone, however rich or poor lie may be. The first to <*)me is first

served. What I want to tell this House is that many of u»— 1 do not

know how many of us, hut Rai Bahadur Dr. I)utt is nlso a visitor and

is a medical man himself and he lias therefore longer experience of the

Medical College Hospitals, I can think of 3 others who are also visitor!

of the Medical College Hospitals— have gone there on many occasions

and paid surprise visits, and I will confess the most faithful and loyal

services rendered by these dot tors in the Medical College Hospitals (A

logE :
Question.) I am sorry, theretore, Sir, to hear of any com*

jpfjhts made against them as to bribery or corruption. If the members

viKilkave made such charges against the doctors cannot always approach

the Minister, or if any member lives for away,—some of us are living

Mir about the Medical College—and if the members will kindly com-

municate with us, we shall try and see if we can remedy the defect by

gfcng to the place and finding out the facts will report them to the

Hcm’ble Minister. Other people have complained to us in that way and

J* have now and again reported those cases to the Principal of the

CMkgt old have always found such complaints to be absolutely with-

ogifeundation whatsoever. \

,
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<f, *#r. L. T. MAGUIRE: Sir, there are several members of my com-

munity who are forced by circumstances to use the Medical College

Hospitals. I must say that I have never heard of any complaint of the

nature of the allegations made in this House. I have certainly often

heard that people cannot get admission owing to the limited

accommodation available there
;
but I have not yet heard of any single

instance of anybody having to pay fees or illegal gratification.

Rai Sahib PANCHANAN BARMA: Mr. President, Sir, about 2

years ago, I bad an occasion to go to the Medical College to have a

female relative of mine admitted. My relatives, finding some difficulty

in having her admitted, came to me. I went and saw Principal Boyd

whom I knew, and he said: “Well, you should go and see such and

such a doctor
'

’

and gave an introductory letter. I saw that doctor and

he, after looking into the letter and the matter, told me that when so

many patients were coining in from outside and distant parts and were

waiting for admission for many days and my patient having come only

a few days ago, he had to admit the patients who had come first. So

I think that many allegations which are often made are Horaetiu|ee

false. At first, I was under the impression that the doctors wou|lH&Ot

admit patients unless they got some fees. I had another friend, of

mine who was acquainted with the doctor and through that friend a

proposal was made for the doctor to see my patient privately; but

even that was refused by the doctor. So, as 1 have said, many of the

allegations that we often hear of against these doctors are false. There

may be some cases which are true. But simply for that fact we must

not lie so vehement in our allegations against the doctors who are not

here and are not able to answer to these allegations. With these obser-

vations, I beg to oppose the motion.

Mf. Gi S. DUTT: Sir, I should like to say a few words at this Stage.

It seems to me somewhat unintelligible that persons of the standby of

Mr. Abul Quasem and Dr. Naresh Chandra Sen Gupta should lose their

emotional poise over what is after all a very simple thing. After all,

what did the Hon’ble Minister say? The Hon'ble Minister’* position

is this, that in his work of administrating the Medical Department h#

I
has a right to expect the co-operation and not merely the criticism ft
the members of this House. There is a Standing Committee of tjufop

House on Medical and Public Health, and its last meeting was laid

only a few’ weeks ago after the last session of the Council. At that;

meeting no such allegations were made, although members of that

Committee represent this House in regard to offering advice and
criticism regarding the work of the Department. * ^

Mr. SHAWN SHEKHARESWAR RAY: Is it permissible for |
member of the Standing Committee to invite attention to pantfanln^

eases?
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NHv PREtlDENT: Order, order. "Let Mr. Dutt proceed with M»

speech;
*'

H^a jt i, OUTTs Sir, I never said that. Mr. 1’. Banerji, Mr.' Abul

Qnatem, and Rai Bahadur Jogesh Chandra Sen said that they knew

fait these cases. Well, Sir, if they know of such rases personally.

I submit It was their duty as citizens of Bengal and as members of thl*

Council too to bring such cases immediately to the notice of the Hon bla

Minister and if they had done so the Hon’ble Minister would have

immediately enquired' into the cases. Therefore I may say that they

have failed in their duty as citizens of Bengal and as members of tin*

Council in not hringing tl.em to the notice of the Hon'ble Minister .

Mr. PRESIDENT: Mr. Dutt, I do not think you need say that.

Mr C. 8. DUTT! All right. Sir. I withdraw those words hut

lurclv* Sir, it was the duty of every member of this House who had

personal knowledge of such cases to bring it to the notuw of

titfn’ble Minister. The Ilon’blo Minister merely asked for the co-

operation of the members of this House T submit that there was

nothing in his speech to which any reasonable objection could be

this stage the time allotted for the discussion of this demand

was reached .

)

,

Maulvi Tumiauddin Khan's motion was then put and a d.v.s.on taken

with the following result:—
AYE8.

All. MaaM Mmmn.
UkihrluH *J«I MaJW.

RaaarJI, Mr. *
•taCttr. IvfWn kirh.

RdaaRdari, Irt. KMmiI Madaa.

•M«4l8f|, MmM AHal tun.
MaaM

Hama. MaaM Ad«al.

*•**, Ami Imiiifl-
KlU, Kill BiklKr HMlfMlatiUM All.

Ada*. Mr. Hilda* All.

Kbar MaaM TaaitaadMa.

Qaaaa*. MaaM Adal.

May. Bin Awalyadda*.

ay. Mr. Bdaall •dakdaraaarar.

Ray, Rada dltaaira Ratd.

nail, MaaM AMai.

•aa, Rai RabHar 4tf«h Rdaatfra.

•aa Rayli, Or. Raraad fdaadra.

Idad, Maahri A dial MaaM.

NOES.

Aim, linkzNi Adaraja Madaaaai, A

Itbtiif.AM Adaa Radatar MaaM KaatfaMia.

A—trill. Mr. W. L.

AiIImw. Mr. e.R.

•Ml Rada LaRt Await.

liaarAt Ml Aadaiar Kasdad RdnRra.

Imi, Rada Praadarl.

|MM,«MM»rN4Naia
•sMr.i.,
Hull—“ Mr. M. Ms

MrrRr. Mr. t. «.

•aaa. Mr. I. M.

•baa*. Mr. A*am
Odaaddari, Adaa Aadaiai MaaM Maiaar Mad*

daatfdarl. Or. dafaaMi OAaadra.

adaa, Mr. 0. 4.

aaftr, Mr. €. R.

Rada RarafrataR.

att, Mr. R. I.

Mt. tal Rabadar Or. MarMdaa.

ara*al. Ida Maa*Wa Raaad A* 0. M.. Ada*

•RadiIM, Mr. A. A.
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•Mtaf.hr. i.

•ill, Ilk PrtfoUa Xiair.

N*#|t, Mr. J. D. V.

Nmii, Mr. f. T.

M«f«lr*t Mr. L T.

Maftl, Mr. H.

Mtflla. Mr. 0. M.
Mtttor. Mr. ».«.

Hlttor, tki Hh’Mi Sir BraJaaMa Ul.
MRtr*. Bala Sarat Blaatfra.

Maklarli, BaJ l^kl* Maaaiakaa.
MakkarJI. Ral Bakaiar MU Ckulra.
Makkapaikaya. Bal lahia Sam Ofcaatfra.

MsHItk. Mr. Makaaia Bokary.
Na|. Havana* B. A.

NaaSy. Mtkauja Ida OkaaSra. at Kaalaikaiar.

BulwaSMa, <B# H—lte
Manta, Mr. If. i.

Mai Makaaai, Maaf

May, Bala KfctHai Na|ptt.

Ray, Bala Rtgntfit Narayaa.

Ray CkavrSkary, Mr. K. B.

RaM, ffca HaaKa Mr. R. N.

Ray, tka MaVMa Sir iijay PraiM Mack.
Ray, Bala MarMaaia.

Mam.i

Ray, Mr. SaBwwar Btafk.

Ray. Mi. Sara! RatMf.

laaialallafe, Maatvi Makaaiaia#.
laa. Ral lakll Afcakay Raatar.

Mafca, Raja Bakaiar Bkapaaira Narayaa, al
Natfclpar.

Tawaaai. Mr. N. F. V.

Walkar, Mr. R. L.

Wllfclaaaa, Mr. M. R.

Waaikaai, (ka Maa'kla Mr Mhi.

lhe Ayes being 20 and the Noes 64, the motion was lost.

The Hon ble Sir Bijoy Prasad Singh Hoy’s original motion was then
put and agreed to.

33—Public Hfttlth.

Th* Hon'ble Sir BUOY PRASAD SINCH ROY: On the recom-
mendation of His Excellency the Governor, I beg to move that a sum of
Rs. 35,92,000 be granted for expenditure under the head “33 Public
Health.'’

Sir, the total budget cstimute under the head “Public Health" for
the year 1935-36 is Hs. 36,94,000 or Its. 66,000 more than the revised
estimate of the current year and less by Its. 4,000 than the current
year s budget estimate. The increase in expenditure is mainly doe to
the rise under the head “Public Health Establishment” for rise in
expenditure on Public Health propaganda which is becoming more and
more popular and useful. The increase is also due to the additional
grant of Hs. 60,000 for free distribution of quinine. Another import-
ant head on which the expenditure shows a considerable increase is
“Rural Public Health Units,” The current year’s grant was
Rs. 10,46,000, whereas the next year’s amount is Rs. 10,97,600, bat
•till the total grant under the sub-head grant for Public Health’ pnr-
poses shows a reduction by Rs. 82,000. This reduction is due to a pro-
vision of only Rs. 30,000 for Bkatpara Sewerage in place of Rs. 1,30,000
in the current year’s budget. The provision was made last year -—4
Rs. 1 lakh had been paid, but the payment of Rs. 30,000 had baea
withheld, because the municipality could* not pay ita share of the contri-
bution, So4 provision oI Rs. 80,000 has been made in the next yew's
budget. With this payment a large item on the Public Health budget
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vhicu w »— .ppeving ye*r after y«*f fro-is* Uu list tiv’jwi
will dkappear, Jmcbum the total contribution of Government towards

tbe Bhatpara Seperage works was Its. 7 lakhs, and that amount has

boon paid in inst&nents during the last few years. The work is nearly

complete and therg will be no necessity for carrying on the expenditure

in tbe next year's budget.

Under tbe nefct sub-head ‘“Expenses in connection with the
epidemic diseases/’ the grant for an intensive anti-malaria work in the
rural areas is the same as in the current year’s budget, vis., Its. 80,000.
Tbe Kala-axar grant is also the same as in the current year’s budget,
vis., Its. i 0,000 or Its. 20,000 more thau the permanent expenditure on
this head, vis., Its. 50,000. It may be mentioned here that the gTant
on the anti-malaria work hitherto used to be spent on such items as
jungle cutting and improvement of small waterways in the villages.

It was considered that most of the money used to lie wasted. So at a
conference of the Chairman of District Boards this year it was decided

that henceforth the money should be available for expenditure on anti-

malarial or anti-parasitic measures either through the anti-malarial

societies as in the past or through the district or union boards on schemes
approved by the Director of Public Health.

Rupees 2 lakhs has been provided in the next year’s budget for rural

water-supply and Its. 25,000 was provided in the last year’s budget for

the Bagerhat water-works scheme, but this amount had to he surren-

dered because the scheme was not ready and it would be some time before

the scheme would he ready : so it was thought necessary to provide this

money in the next year’s budget. Owing to financial stringency Gov-
ernment has not been able to provide for grants for urban water-supply

schemes in the next year’s budget. They ure however ready to offer

loan to the municipalities and provision has been made for a loan of

Rs. 15,000 to the Seramjmre Municipality. They altogether asked for

a loan of Its. 1,15,000 of which 1 lakh was paid during the current

year and the balance of Its. 15,000 will be paid next year. The Jalpai-

guri Municipality has taken the full amount of the loan for its water-

supply scheme. The water-supply schemes of the municipalities of

Ehulna and Mymensingh will cost Its. 15,000 and Rs. 1,06,000 res-

pectively and these amounts have been provided in the next year’s

budget. The Naraingunge Municipality has expressed its inability to

carry out its water-supply scheme with a loan alone. The current

year's provision for a loan of Its. 35,000 has therefore been surrendered.

A loan of Rs. 10,767 has been provided for Faridpur water-works in

the next year’s budget.

District Boards barely come up for loans for tbe improvement of

fnpd water-supply and last year only tbe Burdwan District Board
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wanted a loan of Rs. 15,000 and that money was paid to thim: So only

a small amount of Rs. 25,000 has been provided in the next year’s

budget.

In the course of the discussion of the budget last year. Dr. Haridhan
Dutt drew the attention of Government to the insufficiency of the
supply of quinine as well as of the high price of quinine. This year
and in the next year’s budget provision has been made for an addi-
tional amount of Rs. 00,000 for the supply of quinine in addition to the
normal grant of Rs. 1,20,000, for the Bupply ofquinine, most of which
will be distributed through the local bodies and ‘the Surgeon-General to

hospitals and dispensaries. And it is also proposed to distribute free

quinine to some of the unions in the Eastern Bengal districts where
there has been an epidemic outbreak of malaria, namely, the districts

of Tippera, Bogra, Mymensingh, Bakarganj and Rangpur.

I he experiment with Plasmocbin in combination with quinine
carried on in the Memari thana of the Burdwan district has yielded very
satisfactory results, the fever incidence having been reduced by at least

50 per cent. But no definite conclusions have yet been reached and
they will be placed before the Sanitary Board for their opinion. Gov-
ernment has been spending Its. 47,000 a year over anti-malarial work
round about Calcutta during the last .‘1 years. The Corporation of
Calcutta and other local bodies contributed u substantial amount flfring
the current year and the year before but the Corjioration of
Calcutta having refused to pay any further. Government have decided
to curtail their activities hut to limit them only to the discovery of the
menace and leave control measures to the local budies. But if local

bodies do not take up control Government will have to think of a fresh
means for taking up the control and for finding expenditure either from
their own funds or from the local bodies as the case may be. That, Sir,

is the general feature of the Public Health Budget for the next year.
With these words I commend my motion.

Motions for hkdittion*.

Reverend B* A« NAGS I beg to move that the demand of

Rs. 1,62,960 under the head “33A—Public Health Establishmentr-
Supplies and services” be reduced by Rs. 100 (to urge upon'the Cor-
poration of Calcutta the necessity io prevent the misuse of public
aquares iu Calcutta).

Sir, the Corporation of Calcutta is the premier self-governing insti-

tution in India and with a little modification it is an autonomous body.
Therefore I owe you, Sir, and through you, the Hon’ble Minister, an
explanation of why I come to you with my grievances against the
Calcutta Corporation. As a Councillor of the Corporation I have tried

my very beat to see these grievances removed but my cry has been i
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ciy wilderness and the more I think the more I feel that if any-

one can save the ratepayers of Calcutta from the inconveniences caused

by the misuse of public squares, it is the Hon’We Minister, and that is

why I eome to you. At first sight it would seem that the Government
is helpless in the matter, but if 3*011 will please grant me your usual

indulgence to develop my argument, it will be made plain how the
Government can do a good deal in this matter, even though the Calcutta

Corporation is a self-governing institution. Now, Sir, to come to the

subject matter of my motion.

The squares of any city are the lungs of that city and everybody

knows, particularly those who have paid a visit to the west that.

Calcutta, though it is the Second City in the British Empire, compares

very unfavourably in the matter of its open spaces. We ha\e compa-

ratively a very small number of squares, the largest -apart from the

maidan and the Eden Gardens, for which we are deeply grateful to the

military and to the Government—apart from these two the largest

square is the Dalhousie Square, a Mjuure which I am told consists of

16 acres of land. Now, Sir, Government buildings surround this square

at least on three sides of this square and though it is a square which

belongs to the Corporation of Calcutta just as any other square, Gov-

ernment have very wisely thought it fit to take over the charge of that

squall Jbecause they want to keep it in a fit condition. This indicates

one line of action that Government might take about other squares. In

this particular case Government pays the whole expense, but that is not

accessary in the matter of other squares. I think, Sir, it was very

right if I may say so that Government took charge of the Dalhousie

Square, for ill-health caused in any part of the city will endanger the

health of all parts of the city. Therefore these squares, which are not

only the lungs of the city but also purify the air of the localities in

which they exist, if they are filled up by buildings and if the aged and

the children are deprived of the general right of using them as placet

of recreation, then that will be a serious menace to the health of

Calcutta and therefore on that ground again I come <0 the Iton ’Me

Minister to remedy this grievance. In these days of tuberculosis when

people lack fresh air and little bits of squares in the northern part of

~the city to ,
use for their morning and evening walk, if they are crowded

ont from these squares, it would be greatly endangering the health of

the people.

The use of public squares in Calcutta within the Municipality of

Calcutta is regulated by bye-laws framed under the provisions of the

Calcutta Municipal Act as far back as 1007, and were published in the

Calcutta Gazette. The question now is whether by the passage of the

topw Act those bye-laws are still in force. If they are not in force thp»

tome esoept tbe Chairman of the Corporation who is now represented

% the Chief Executive Officer, apart from the Corporation as a whole.
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the fight to pifcel out little bits ol any square Xo interested groa^e

of persons. All such action, therefore, must be ultra vires and iflogil

If they are not in force then my question is : Have new* bye-laws been
made? If so, according to section 482 of the Calcutta Municipal Ad
they require the sanction of the Government. Have these laws been
sanctioned or have they been published as the Corporation are bound
to publish them in the Calcutta Gazette

?

If not, we are left in tki»

position that the Corporation of Calcutta alone can deal with public

squares which are their own property, though they are still bound to

pass some bye-laws to show to the general public the use to be made of

such squares, the period for which they might be made over to parti-

cular bodies, and the way in which they are to be used, and so forth.

But inasmuch as no bye-laws have been passed and published, I take it

tjiftt it is absolutely illegal for the Corporation to allow priv^e groups

of people to build buildings on the parks and to make encloej|gnp to the

great inconvenience of the general public. But, Sir, whatllm they

doneP I have here a list of squares with me and yon will probably be

surprised to hear what has been done in some of them. Now, Sir, I will

begin with the largest square, namely, the Northern Park, known as

the Deshbhandhu Park, recently transferred to the Corporation of

Calcutta by the Calcutta Improvement Trust. Out of this square a plot

of land of 6 bighas, 19 cottahs, 8 chittacks, that is, nearly 6 bighas of

land, has been given to one particular body to the exclusion ofv the

general public. And again to another Association 7 cottahs and

12 chittaks
; I do not know how you feel but after the passage of the—

Mr. PRESIDENT: Mr. Nag, before I allow you to read the whole
of that list, I must first know if the Hon’ble Minister considers it

appropriate to take cognisance of such details in respect of the domestic

affairs of an autonomous institution.

Th. Hon’bl. Sir BUOY. PRASAD SINCH ROYl Sir, the general
policy of Government in such matters, as is well known, is non*
interference with the Corporation. It is a domestic matter of the Cor*
poration. I have, however, no intention of shutting out the hon’ble
member from saying what he wants to say.

Mr. PRESIDENT: Mr. Nag may then proceed on res

Reverend I. A. NAG: The new Act aims against those found
guilty of political offences. Now, I am sure you will be surprised to
hear that 11 bighas of land from this park has been given out to the
North Calcutta Congress Committee. Then, Sir, to oome from tb|gNK|

to College Square, * ibis found, as is well known to Government, tJSl
the College Square is a most crowded square, because it is need bytk*
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ptndettl MviSr in tke vicinity. It is so crowded that name Aime ag/
nfcenBu* <Jairi|f Donald was the Chairman o! the Corporation it was

proposed tha^ that square should be extended, the Hindu School site

tdiould be brought into the square and Government was then thinking

of removing that school elsewhere. But instead of that extension what

do we find? We find that 2, 3, 4 buildings

Mf« PRESIDENT: What is really that list you are reading from?

Reverend B. A* NAG: This is a list which I got from the Secretary

to the Corporation. All that the list contains was mentioned in reply

to a question. I submit that all these points were brought up before

the Corporation.

i* *

Ufa MUSIDENT: I take it that you did not consider those answers

as full end satisfactory.

Reverend B. A. NAG: On the auswers given I have put in these

motions to the Corporation.

Mr. PRESIDENT: We have always held that in dealing with griev-

ances relating to an autonomous body they should be ventilated them

first. In the first instance, it is your duty as a Councillor to seek redress

of these grievances at a meeting of the Corporation. 1 find that you

ve tabled a motion with that end in view. You can come to this

gncil if you fail there.

Rvwrvnd B. A. NAG: Well, Sir, I sent some questions on the 18th

February but they have not been answered, and then I sent in some

motions but they too have not been discussed.

I Maulvi EYED MAJID BAKtHl If he Km sent in motion* which

have not yet been discussed, bow cun be ventilate those things here on

the floor of this House P

Mr. JHpifDENT: Well, I have already pointed out that and such

has alnfll been our practice.

Mildvi SYED MAJID BAKSH: He got the list in answer to a

question (pit by him and then be has tabled these motions which are

still to bgtdiscassed.

PRBtiDfNTt All that Mr. Nag can constitutionally do is to

hqpw only alter he has exhausted all means of obtaining retires*
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Reverend B. A. HAG: Well, Sir, Tinted to ask jfeestums here

but was told that I could not do so. Therefore, it waO&ft to me to

ventilate the general grievances here.

Rai Bahadur KE8HAB CHANDRA BANERJI: Well, Sir, the
Hon’ble Minister has made it perfectly clear that Government do not
wish to interfere in a matter which concerns an autonomous body.
We are not aware whether the object of the mover is to get the Calcutta
Municipal Act amended.

Mr. PRESIDENT: Do you suggest that the Calcutta Municipal Act
should be amended to enable tb© Hon’ble Minister to right those wrongs,
or that he already possesses ample powers to interfere in such domestic
concerns of the Corporation ? The issue is not clear.

Revarand B. A. NAG: •Sir, mv point is that the Hon’ble Minister
has sufficient power to deal with it.

Mr. PRESIDENT: How?

Reverend B. A. NAG* Sir, the bye-laws and rules have been sanc-
tioned by Government and they have retained the power to interefere
in cases of neglect. Ihey have taken additional powers under the
present Act to annul any proceedings of the Corporation which they
do noj, consider to be in conformity with law. Now, if these lands halfe
been distributed by a body which has no authority either under the Act,
or by the delegation of jmwers, or by any by-law, to do so, then, cer-
tainly, that body has acted illegally. Therefore I take it, subject to
your permission, that 1 can appeal to the Hon’ble Minister to interfere
in the matter.

Mr. PRESIDENT: I really find it very difficult to follow Mr. Nag/
May I have the opinion of the Hon’ble Minister on these points?

The Hon’bh Mr BUOY PRA8AD 8INGH ROY: Sir, my opinion is

that the Corporation has ample powers to dispose of these pqldjc parks
in any way they like, if they have framed bye-laws under the![ct, and
these bye-laws have been sanctioned by Government. But so far as I
understand, the Calcutta Corporation has not framed any bye-laws under
the new Act. Anyway, that does not affect the position of Reverend
Mr. Nag, because the bye-laws framed under the old Act are still

in existence. So, any action on the part of tb© Calcutta Corporation
in this respect m perfectly legal, I do not say that it is quite fair*

but it is legal, and so41oyernment are not in a position to interfere ht ^
this matter.
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S^N BAQs I Jo upt undmUvd how it caa be legal.

Mn»PRE|lDENT: But I have no doubt in my miud that the

Hon’We Minqj&r is right. I shall give you one more chance to make
out a caso width may be heard in this House without any objection

RiVVQBd B« A. NAG: Then, Sir, take the case of the Wellington

Square, where they have not built any buildings but one group of

people have appropriated to themselves two bighas of land for their |
exclusive use. Another set of people have got one bighn and four

' 4

cottas, and another set of j**ople one bigha and four

cottas; and to come to yet another square culled the Woodburn Park

in which our Muslim friends would be very much interested—we find

that the Woodburn Park covers the site of the old Kasiabagan

burial ground, which was given as a wakf to the Muhammadan com-

munity by Nawab Saadat Ali Khan Bahadur, the last independent ruler

of Oudh. The burial ground was about 37 bighas in area, and different

portions were used for the burial of Muhammadaus and low-caste Hindus.

It was closed in July 1858 on sanitary grounds, and the Commissioners

provided another cemetery at Til j ala, at a cost of Rs. 4,272.

In 1880, the Muhammadan Burial Board moved the Chairman of

the Corporation for preserving the old burial ground from encroach-

ment and defilement and for its decent maintenance, but nothing was

done until 1806, when it was proposed to acquire the land und reserve

it as an open space. Government claimed thut the property had vested

in itself, and sued one Fazlar Rahman, who was in possession of a por-

tion of the site. The suit, however, was compromised, Fazlar Rahman

being left in possession of 12£ bighas

The Hon9hie Sir BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: Sir, what is the

relevancy I fail to follow.

Mr* PRESIDENT: None whatsoever. What 1 feel is thut 1 have

been very lenient to Mr. Nag; unfortunately it is also a part of our

policy or practice to be lenient during budget discussions.

Mr. P* N. CUHA: Sir, I think these are domestic matters of the

Corporation, and I think that they were discussed there on various

Occasions.

Mr. PRESIDENT: Order, order. 1 would now give a definite

ruling. The position is this. If the Reverend Mr. Nag will try to

develop his arguments on the basis of certain bye-laws of the Corpora-

tion and ask the Hon'ble Minister to put an end to any illegality, or

to amend the Act in order to meet a particular situation which is serious
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but in not covered by tlte exiting &*t, he w#l

show that the Corporation ’ftfe* misusing their jkmera *urn fSftt he has

failed to obtain redress in the Corporation itself , ahct betrrges t}*e

Hon'ble Minister to interfere under the general powerrf vested id the

Local Government under the Calcutta Municipal Act, then he will aty>#
be in order, but if he is going to trouble this House with flutters £f
detail relating to the internal administration of the Corpod(liot% fo|y.

which we have no knowledge and for the discussion of which 4h«^jtapt

poration is the best place, I will certainly rule him out.

The Hovt’Me air BUOY PRASAD SINGH ROY: Sir, Mr. ftajfs
#

argument seems to be this: that the Corporation of Calcutta are distrtC

buting portions of public parks illegally. It is true that under the A<it *

the Corporation can frame bye-laws under the new Act as well as unde#*
the old Act. But the bye-laws framed under the old Act only authorise^ v

the Chairman of the Corporation who is now replaced by the Chief

Executive Officer to allow the use of any portion of these parks or to

close any park. Mr. Nag's point—I speak of course subject to correc-

tion—seems to be this, that the District Committees, which are dis^

posing of land out of these parks have no authority whatsoever either

under the old bye-laws or under the new Act. So the resolution

adopted by the District Committees are illegal, and he wants Govern-

ment to intervene under section 19 of the Calcutta Municipal Act. I

believe that is his request so far as I could gather from his remarks.

Sir, it is a very debatable point whether section 19 does apply to thj :

proceedings of the District Committees or not. It is only to-day thhl

this matter has been brought to the notice of Government; their

tion was never drawn to it before. Now that attention has been dnMiy'
we shall examine whether the lands have been disposed of illegaftjr'or

not. But generally the policy of Government is one of non-interfef¥ftce/

in domestic matters of the Corporation. They have been given

autonomy and they are perfectly entitled to dispose of their property
'

as they please. Government, as a rule, would be reluctant to interfere

unless the Corporation did something illegal. If, however, Govern*

ment are satisfied tliat something has been done illegally, they may
interfere. That, Sir, is the policy of Government, I would advise the

mover, Mr. Nag, to agitate this question in the Corporation. That if

the proper place where he should do so. He is a councillor of the

Corporation and there may be others who also feel in the same way aa

he does. It is no use asking Government to interfere in a matter which

is purely u domestic affair of the Corporation.

Rewind B« A. NAG t Sir, may I take it that the Hon’ble Minister

has expressed a deaiwf to intervene in this matter P In that vie1# el

the question, I may withdraw my motion. Am I wrong in my rktf
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tfc;th#' jJrtHi^ofthirfNlrmRe and withdraw your motioaunconditionally.

TliyStion wits then, by leave of the House, withcfrnwn.

(fhe Council was then adjourned for 15 minutes.)

(Mr*JK^ndra Kumar Basu occupied the Chair in the absence of

toe Hcjrbje President and the Deputy President.)

(After Adjournment.)

Bahadur KESHAB CHANDRA BANERJI: Mr. Chairman, Sir,

f beg to move that the demand of Its. 6,29,000 under the head “33A

—

Public Health Establishment” be reduced by Hs. 100 (position of

officers employed in school hygiene work).

k
Sir, the object of this motion is to draw the attention of the Hon’hle

t Minister to the absence of any satisfactory arrangement for the medical

^inspection of school children and school hygiene work in general.

I take this opportunity to show how the work is at present being earned

on, the number of students examined from year to year as well as the

"total number of doctors engaged in this work. It is well known, Sir,

that the health of the school students in Bengal has considerably

deteriorated. According to the report of the Director of Public Health

for the year 1931, the total number of students medically inspected by

Government School Medical Officers in Calcutta was 5,727. These

medical officers—three in number—visited 29 Government and Govern-

ment aided schools. Out of these, 1,993, or 34-8 per cent, were defective

students. For the whole of Bengal the total number of actually defer*

.feve students is not available, but among 21,085 students 5,715, or ubout

2f^r cent., had so much defect as to require notification to their

parents or guardians.

‘ fBir, with the introduction of public health units in the rural areas,

Ike duty of inspecting school children was entrusted to Sanitary Inspec-

tors in charge of these circles under the supervision of the District

Health; Officers.

' Sir, it has been admitted by Government in their Public Health

Beport for 1930, that in that year a beginning was made in school

hygiene work in primary schools within the jurisdiction of the newly-

itarted rural health circles. The work wns carried on by the sanitary

inspectors under the control of District Health Officers. These sanitary

inspectors, as everybody knows, are not qualified medical men go as to be

able properly and fully to discharge this duty. It stands to reason, there-

fore, that these inefficient—or rather ill-qualified—sanitary inspectors

should be replaced by men who have medical training and would be in

a position successfully to detect physical defects.

Sir, \he point which I desire to stress in this connection is that

daring the year 1930-31, 26 medical officers examined 16,700 boys and

^ , 4
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I shall show from facts and figures what the preset pori&m

the year 1932-33, 189 schools were visited by 4%i, mWioal officers

medically examining 20,322 boys and 1,204 girls against Sj|,085$%oys

and 817 girls examined in the previous year by 41 medfc^ officers in

202 schools. It must be remembered, Sir, that the totaj^munber of

high schools in this province at present is, according to the T*port of

the Director of Public Instruction for the year 1932, 1,186; the number

of middle English schools is 1,873 and the number of middle wrnaculjar

schools 62. The total number of pupils attending these school* is

something in the region of 41 5, 0(H). Of these only about 21 ,000" have

so far been examined by 40 medical officers and sanitary inspectors.

*Sir, ns J have already said, high school children have been inspected

either by Government medical officers or by medical officers attached to

partic ular institutions in addition to their daily routine duties.

In this connection, I might inform the House, that about two or

three years ago there was a scheme drawn up by Government for em-

ploying honorary medical officers for school hygiene wrork, and, so far

as I remember, it was decided that a small honorarium should be paid

to these persons. I do not know the reason why the item “Honoraria”

hns been eliminated from the budget. The work which is being done

by these honorary medical officers is of an arduous nature. Having

regurd to the fact that a large number of students ure increasingly fall-

ing victims to all sorts of preventive diseases, it is regrettable thut

no provision has been made for the payment of some remuneration to

these qualified medical men. Last year’s budget, also, did not con-

tain any such provision.

Sir, let me assure the Hon ’hie Minister that my object is not to

effect a cut in the demand under this head but to draw the pointed,

attention of the Hon’ble Minister to this important aspect? of the ques-

tion. If the Hon’ble Minister would only give me an assurance that

he wquld personally look into the mntter, I should be glad to^tjidraw

my motion.

The Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUCs Sir, in view

-of the fact that school hygiene is more or less dealt with by the E^lOp^^
iion Department, I beg to reply to the points raised by Rai Bahadur >
Keshab Chandra Banerji. The whole position is this, that Govedi*

ment have-administratively sanctioned certain schemes for hygiene wfrk-,

in schools in the mufassal. In Calcutta the work of sqltool hygiene

is being done by the existing Government-paid staff. As regpide the
'

work in both primary and secondary schools in the mufassal, it is not *

possible for Government to undertake it immediately.
1
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M^friend has raked another question, and that Is that with the

introduction of ihe.sanitary circles in the rural areas it is the legitimate

duty M the Sanitary Inspectors to do this work, but my friend has

complained t^at this is not done. It is quite correct that the school

hygiene wtfrk is not properly done everywhere in the mufassal. We
believe tha^jt is possible to wake up the work a little more than what

is done at present, and this matter is just now engaging our atten-

tion an#*We* propose very soon to co-operate with the Public Health

Department with a view to utilise the services of the Sanitary Inspectors

and Health Officers to take up this work. It would be quite convenient

for the Sanitary Inspectors to take up the ordinary hygiene work in

schools.

Rai Bahadur KEBHAB CHANDRA BANERJI: They are not

sufficiently qualified.

The Hon’bla Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: The question

of qualification is much more than what I can say. I for myself can

say this that I had been in charge of the Public Health work as Vice-

Chairman of the District Board of Nadia and it was not my experience

that they were not qualified. On the other hand, I must say that the

work which is done is very very satisfactorily done, because the work

there is done by the Sanitary Inspectors under the supervision of the

Health Officer. So far as the ordinary hygiene work in the primary

schools is concerned, I do not think it requires a very highly paid

staff. If it is started with highly paid officers for the purpo»«* oi

hygiene work in schools, the scheme is sure to lie a failure. In any

case as it has been heretofore the scheme of (ho Education Department

to get at the remedy aimed at, and with a view' to get better co-

ordinated work with regard to school hygiene through the Sanitary

Inspectors and Health Officers, I hope to work up that scheme, and

I feel sure that Government would try to provide more money, if

finanoia^ermit in the budget next year, with a view' to get better

hygiene w’ork in the mufassal areas. After this assurance, I hope my

friend will withdraw his motion.

R«£ Bahadur Keshab Chandra Banerji’s motion was then, by leave

of the House, withdrawn.

Hr. K« 0. RAY CHOWDHURY: I beg to move that the demand

of Ba. 6,39,000 tinder the head “33A—Public Health Establishment"

he reduced by Re. 100.

Sir, if refers to the negligence of the officers of the Public Health
v

Deportment in respect of the town improvement of Bhatpara which

involves an expenditure of Rs. 21 lakhs.
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Rtverend B. A. NAC: Sir, I rise on a point of order Is the

hon’ble member in order in discussing the question of the unsatis-

factory work of the Bhatpara Town Improvement scheme under “Public

Health’' ?

Mr, CHAIRMAN: I rule that he is in order.

Mr. K. C. RAY CHOWDHURY: Sir, it refers to the negligence

of the officers of the Public Health Department and not to the negli-

gence on the part of the municipality. This amount of Es. 21 lakhs

was meant to be spent after the sewerage scheme, water-works and

other improvements, e.g ., of roads, etc. The sewerage scheme as

worked out and estimated by the Public Health Department is a failure,

as it cannot deal with the whole sewage of the municipality and yet

the municipality is to pay Rs. 22,000 per year for the running of the

sewerage. The cost of the scheme has gone up by about 50 per cent, of

the original estimate, but still half of the southern section of the

municipality has no sewerage line. The sewerage plant is an experi-

ment ground of Mr. Griffin, the Engineer of the Public Health Depart-

ment, who has spent thousands of rupees on his gas plant to discover

at the cost of the municipality how* water-hyacinth can be transformed

into a manure

(At this stage the time-limit for the discussion of the demand having

been reached, the member resumed his seat.)

The motion was then put and lost.

The Hon’ble Sir Bijov Prasad Singh Boy's original motion was
then put and agreed to.

34—Agriculture,

The Hon’ble Nawab K. C. M. FAROQUI, Khan Bahadur: Sir,

on the recommendation of His Excellency the Governor, I beg to move

that a sum of Es. 21,70,000 be granted for expenditure under the

head “34—Agriculture.’'

As explained in the Financial Statement, the decrease in the pro-

vision for next year's budget is apparent only, being due to the transfer

of Sericulture from the control of the Director of Agriculture to that

of the Director of Industries. Actually, I am happy to say, in spite

of continued financial difficulties, we have seen our way to propose

some increase in the expenditure of this Department, which so vitally

concerns the interests of the great majority of the population of the

province. The transfer of Sericulture is being made on the recom-

mendation of &e Sixth Industries Conference held in July, 1904, and

I shall deal with the subject when I come to present the demand for

Industries.
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Bmhaw the most striking feature of the year’s work has been »*•

.J and vigorous campaign for restriction of th« area* un

*£?We have already, with the Hon’ble President s

Imuured a small demonstration, in the precincts of this House, of the

methods employed in this campaign and the propaganda has !**" «>

•Jesoeard that I do not think members, at least those who represen

rheTu^Jowing parts of the prevince, will desire me to devote any

ItmiciawTport of the limited time at our disposal to give details

XTh tCy are already familiar. I will content myself with saying

thlt the growers have taken the matter up with striking entl.us asm

and thatL efforts bid fair to achieve a result that must contribute

“nd
*

, thl, economic position of a very large section of our

Sioi. w—' «« .«Wu, e»-r
T, *

Z

Ike ea«™-« «ml kc-i** »' "»"> »ko“

h»Hrf i* ii>etrik„linKM •«** "»

v* ™ hone to achieve. It would be interesting to the Hon ble

Members of Xe Council to know that altogether 1.084 officials and

JETTon-officials have been actively 1
-articipatng m the Hestrict.on

Scheme in the 22 districts of Bengal.

The number of workers, district by district . h .

District

.

Bakarganj

Bogra .

.

Burdwan
Dacca .

.

Darjeeling

Dinajpur

Faridpur

Hooghly
Howrah
Jalpaiguri

Jeaaore .

.

Khulna
Malda ..

Murshidabad
Mymenaingh
Nadia .

.

Noakhali

Pabna .

.

Rajfthabi

Rangpur
Tippera
24-rarganaa

No. of N f>*

officials. non-officials.

27 2-W

21 5,130

3 101

100 2,500
o

13 283

i*8 r.,431

15 70

27 83

9 585

142 1,500

01 80

20 1,300

9 140

02 12,500

33 1.382

30 1,000

22 262

60 1,613

170 4,298

65 1,230

45 630

Total 1,084 40,384
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In urging the cultivators to grow less jute we have not overlooked

the importance of substituted crops for the lands now set free. The

most obvious of these is of course sugarcane, and this time last year I

took the opportunity of giving the House a review of the position both

as regards the growing of the cane and its conversion into sugar. The

position has further developed. The area under sugarcane has reached

2,76,000 acres, over half of which is estimated to be under Coimbatore

213. Three mills consuming 500 tons of cane a day, laid down fast

year, are now fully working. Two 100-ton mills and two 50-tou mills

are under construction. There have been many enquiries as regards

areas suitable for the installation of large mills, and there is every

prospect that more mills will be erected befoie the next,crushing season

begins. Six open-pan factories equipped wholly or partially with plant

designed by the Agricultural Engineer were put up during the year

and are now at work. Again, there has been a rapid increase in the

area planted with ground-nuts, and highly satisfactory yields have

been reported. Though this is in many districts a new crop, there has

been no difficulty in marketing the produce, as local demand is still

in excess of the supply.

To facilitate a rapid substitution of crops, we have this year made
large distributions of cuttings and seed free of charge. Some ten

lakhs of sugarcane cuttings have been supplied from Government
farms, and the sums of Rs. 2,500 and Its. 2,000 generously subscribed

by the East Indian Jute Association and the Calcutta Hessian

Exchange are being utilised for this purpose. The District Boaid of

ltungpur has contributed Rs. 1 0,000 to meet the cost of cuttings and

aeed supplied through the Department. Similarly, Government have

sanctioned the free distribution of ground-nut seeds in the jute-grow-

ing tracts of North Bengal.

Oue of the Department’s main normal activities is the production

and popularisation of improved seed. The cultivator has Jong since

realised the value of departmental seed, and the demand is great.

Progress has continued. During the current year, the number of paddy
seed farms which multiply departmental seed for distribution to

neighbouring cultivators, increased from 228 to 295, while there *are

now 90 centres in charge of union boards. The interest which the

union boards are .beginning to take in the work augurs well for the

future.

At the same time, the Botanical section has obtained two outstanding

results, having evolved and proved to demonstration two valuablo new

varieties, an exceptionally heavy yielding aus paddy, known ns Dhairal,

and an exceptionally heavy yielding aman paddy, bhasamaiuk. The

latter is particularly useful as, owing to its adaptability, it maintains

high yields under alhbonditipn*.
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A ^implicated investigation into the diseases of pan, undertaken in

coUftb6*»tk>n with the Imperial Mycologist at Pusa, baa been brought

to a anecewlnl conclusion, and the Department can now give definite

recommendations to growers regarding the treatment of pan diseases.

These diseases have become so rampant throughout the province that

large areas under pan had actually gone out of cultivation and the

loss to growers was very heavy.

I mentioned last year several important schemes of agricultural

and veterinary research which, in spite of our financial position, we
have been able to pursue with the help of the grants from the Imperial

Council of Agricultural Research. Seven of these schemes are now in

progress, namely, (1) the Dacca Sugarcane Seedliug Testing Station,

(2) the investigation into the problems of animal nutrition, DP the

investigation into problems of soil physics, (4) the scheme for the

improvement of trade rices in Western Bengal, (5) the economic*

enquiry into the cost of cultivating sugarcane and other rotation crops,

(6) the establishment of a horticultural section, and (7), the appoint-

ment of a veterinary investigation officer. Two of these in particular

deserve mention. The horticultural station in Krislmagnr has under-

taken a survey of the fruit of the province, and selected varieties are

being planted out. In the meantime special attention is being puid

to annuals which bring in a good return while perennial fruits are

still maturing. The work of the station will, 1 think, supply a need

w’hieh we have long felt.

The appointment of the Veterinary Investigation Officei has pro-

duced results of very remarkable value. Great progress has been made

in the application of the goat tissue vaccine for the control of rinder-

pest. Over 1,000 cattle have now been successfully protected by thit»

method, and Government will shortly have under their consideration

proposals for placing the production and application of this vaccine

on a permanent basis. Not only does this method give a lasting pro-

tection^ the animals treated, which previous systems could not do,

but it is actually cheaper and will go a long way towards stabilising

expenditure on the control of rinderpest. This officer has also been of

great assistance in the investigation of other animal diseases of less

importance, but responsible for considerable loss among cattle.

In the meantime, a new marketing scheme of great importance in

being introduced, and will be financed partly by the Imperial Council

and partly front Provincial revenues. This scheme is an outcome of

the recommendations of the Provincial Economic Conference of April,

1934, on the subject of marketing. The Government of India have

decided to' proceed on the lines recommended at the conference and

have appointed a Central Marketing Officer and staff who will work in
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conjunction with the special staff to be entertained in each province.

The Bengal staff will consist of a Senior Marketing Officer, paid from

Provincial revenues, and of four Assistant Marketing Officers and the

necessary staff, whose expenses will be borne by the Imperial Council.

The officers will deal with all problems relating to the marketing of

agricultural produce, including both crops and livestock. These fall

into three main divisions, namely, investigation, development and work

on grade standards. The investigation side of the scheme involves a

series of marketing surveys for all the principal agricultural commodi-

ties, including dairy produce. Development work will aim at securing

a more extensive use of agreed commodity standards, elimination of

waste and better organisation of producers for marketing purposes.

Work on grade standards will be of a technical character and will deal

with the chemical and physical characteristics of such products as

oilseeds, grain and fruit and the testing of grading technique and

equipment under practical conditions.

The scheme is expected to be working fully early in the new
financial year, and an officer of the rank of Deputy Director of Agri-

culture has already been deputed to work as Senior Marketing Officer

for the province.

We are indebted to the Indian Central Cotton Committee for finan-

cial assistance in examining the possibilities of increasing the produc-

tion of cotton in Bengal. An investigation of cotton consumption in

the province has been carried out with a grant of Rs. 2,500 from the

Committee. The Committee have also provided funds for research into

the prospects of improving the hill cottons, and work has begun. A
scheme for extending the cultivation of long staple cottons, in which

the local cotton mills are taking active interest, has been prepared

and will shortly be submitted to the Committee. I may mention that

Mr. B. N. Birla of Messrs. Birla Brothers has generously offered a

sum of Rs. 5, (KM) for the purpose of demonstration.

Work on the improvement of rattle, which is an integral part of

the Department’s activities, continues, though not yet m the scale

which we should like to see. Experience of this work shows that, when

funds are short, it is preferable to concentrate expenditure on parti-

cular areas where the work can be supervised by special officers.

Small sums spread over large areas with inadequate supervision are

dissipated and produce no appreciable effect. The work has, there-

fore, so far been concentrated in four districts, namely, Rajshahi*

Mnlda and Hooghly-N&dia. Within these areas, the results havs been

excellent and have earned the genuine appreciation of the cultivators.

The number of stud bulls under supervision has now reached 318.

Since April last, 6,32,000 cuttings of Napier grass have been issued,

and the cultivation of this grass is rapidly extending through natural
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spread* Tiie work that is being done can be appreciated from tbe fact

that rows and bollocks are now being exported from the Malda dis-

trict, which not so long ago imported its cattle from Bihar* The

success obtained in these two areas has led to requests from several

other districts for the services of special Livestock Officers. The

District Boards of Hooghly and Midnapore have promised financial

help, while several other district boards have expressed their intention

to allot funds for the improvement of cattle, provided that Livestock

Officers are appointed to supervise the work. Members will observe

that we have made a provision of Rs. 8,427 for extending the work

during the current year.

Experimental work on poultry is now nearing completion, and the

demonstration stage has been reached. Nine poultry centres have

already been opened. In these centres, the villages agree to get rid of

their own male stock and to use only males from Dacca. The main aim

of the Dacca scheme is to produce a fixed cross between the Chittagong

and the Rhode Island Red laying not less than 150 eggs a year. This

aim is on the point of attainment, as the best 5th generation cross laid

190 eggs during the year.

Of the other forms of new expenditure proposed the majority are

self-explanatory. It may, however, be advisable to say a few words in

explanation of the provision of Rs. 0,500 as a grant to Professor

P. C. Mahalanabis for statistical work. Tbe position is that the

importance of statistical interpretation of scientific expel iments is

becoming more and more realised, and no experimental /esult is now

accepted as conclusive unless it has been statistically examined and

has passed the prescribed statistical tests. In the absence of depart-

mental officers trained in this highly specialised work, we have secured

the assistance of Professor Muhalanahis and his fellow*workers in

interpreting the experiments made by the research sections of the

Agriculture Department. The work has steadily increased, and it will

not be possible for the Professor to carry through the heavy pro-

gramme ahead of us without financial assistance. The grant covers

the pay of one assistant on Rs. 125 and the purchase of a calculating

machine and other necessary equipment.

I now turn to the Co-operative Department. The work of a deport-

ment such as this is of course peculiarly sensitive to general financial

conditions. Consequently, the only possible policy in a time such as

we have been passing through is one of extreme caution. Nevert he-

lm, during the last few months we have thought ourselves justified in

relaxing the embargo on the formation of new societies, and a very

cautious expansion will again be poasible.
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In spite of hard times there are certain progressive features about

the year's work to which I would call members’ attention. In the

first place, the Department has been working for a redaction of rates

of interest in both the Central Banks and the primary societies. Their

efforts have received a good response, and if the movement to reduce

rates spreads throughout the province, as seems likely, it would do much
to reduce the growing liabilities of the agriculturists.

There is next the creation for the first time of land mortgage

banks. As the House has already endorsed this policy, and my time

is getting short, I will confine myself to mentioning that all five banks,

one for each division, have now been started though most are still

occupied with preliminaries to regular work. Government have been

urged to increase the number of these banks without delay. I

sympathise with this impatience in a matter of so much moment to

the people at large, but I believe that most members will agree with

me that our caution is in the best interest of the country. Hurry and

financial rashness may destroy the scheme before it is well-established.

Finally, since the greater part of the grant will be utilised through

the co-operative unions, I will refer briefly to the scheme for the

development of the handlooni industry. Our proposals have secured

the approval of the Government of India, who are placing at our

disposal grants of Rs. 35,600 for 1934-35 and Rs. 80,000 for 1935456

to enable them to be put into effect. The tradition is still living among
our weavers, and it will be a matter of profound satisfaction if with

the help of the present grant we can do something to enuble them to

adapt their production to the modern markets and to regain the

prosperity which was theirs before they were fared with the competi-

tion of the machines.

With these words, I beg to commend my motion to the acceptance

of the House.

Adjournment,

The Council was then adjourned till 3 p.m. on Thursday, the 28th

March, 1935, at the Council House, Calcutta.



PiocWdinp of die Bengal Legislative Council assembled under
1

the provisions of the Government of India Act.
t

Tss Council met in the Council Chamber in the Council House*

Calcutta, on Thursday, the 28th March, 1935, at 3 p.m.

Prosant:

Mr. President (the llon'ble Raja Sir Manmatha Nath Ray
Chowdhuey, of Santosh) in the Chair, the four Hon’ble Members of

the Executive Council, the three Hon’ble Ministers and 91 nominated

and elected members.

STARRED QUESTIONS

(to which oral answers were given)

* Inspection of records by pleaders.

*96. Rai Sahib 6ARAT CHANDRA BAL: (a) Will the Hon’ble

Member in charge of the Judicial Department be pleased to state

whether the pleaders engaged in cases are entitled to inspect the records

of the pending cases in the presence of Court Officers?

(b) If the answer to {a) is in the affirmative, will the Hon’ble

Member be pleased to state whether any portion of the record can be

excluded from such inspection?

(c) Is the Hon’ble Member aware that an order has been issued by

the District Judge of Faridpur to the effect "in no case should inspec-

tion of deposition portions be allowed”?

(d) If the answer to (r) is in the affirmative, are the Government

considering the desirability of taking early steps for removing the

inconvenience caused by the said order?

MEMBER in charge of JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT (the Hon’ble

Sir Brojendri Lai Mitter): («) Yes.

(b) The conditions under which records may be inspected by pleaders

are laid down in the High Court’s General letter No. 3, dated the 24tb

January, 1920.

(c) The orders have been revised and fresh orders issued.

(d) Does not arise.
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Raj Bahadur KE8HAB CHANDRA BANERJI: Will the Hon’ble

^Member be pleased to state what considerations weighed with the

District Judge in passing such an order in contravention of the order

•contained in the High Court’s letter P %

The Hon*bfe Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: Sir, a District

Judge took a wrong view of the High Court circular and misinterpreted

it, and when representations were made by the Bar Association con-

cerned, that Judge had left the district and another had come in his

place. This latter' Judge considered the whole matter and the order of

the previous District Judge has since been revised.

Mftlllvi 8YED MAJID BAK8H: With reference to answer (c), am
I to understand that fresh orders include also the order to allow the

pleaders to inspect the records so far as depositions are concerned?

The Hobble Sir BROJENDRA LAL MUTER: Yes, Sir; subject

to, certain conditions and limitations.

Maulvi 8YED MAJID BAK8H: Is the Hon’ble Member aware of

those limitations and conditions?

The Hofffel* Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: I am.

Maulvi SYED MAJID BAK8H: Will the Hon’ble Member be
pleased to let us know what those limitations are?

Tha Hon’ble 8ir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: The limitations

imposed are of this nature: If the case is actually going on, and the

record is with the Judge, the pleader will not be allowed to inspect

the papers; but if the case is a pending one, the pleader may take notes

of the evidence but not verbatim copies of the evidence.

Maulvi §Y|0 MAJID BAK8H: Will the Ilon’ble Member be
pleased to state whether it is not a fact that when a case is being
argued in a court, it is then and then only that the pleader will require

an inspection of the evidence?

Tha HOfl'Ma Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: These are matters

which must depend on the circumstances of each case. It may be
that when a case is being argued, and the argument turns upon the

construction of a document and when it is not necessary to refer to the

•evidence, a Judge may allow the pleader to look into it. Sir, we must
give some discretion to the Judge to regulate the procedure.
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i\ v told bank at the mouth of the Mathabhanga,

^fr. Maulvi SYED MAJID BAKSH: (a) Is the Hon'bie Member

in charge of the Irrigation Department aware

—

(t) that the sand bank at Kalidaa Khali at the mouth of the Matha*

bhanga has been washed away;

(it) that as a result more water will undoubtedly enter the Matha-

bhanga during the next flood season
;
and

(iti) that there is every possibility that the flood in the Mathabhanga

will increase very heavily?

(5) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, what steps has the

Hon’ble Member decided to take to rope with this coming danger?

MEMBER in charge of IRRIGATION DEPARTMENT (the

Hon’ble Khwaja Sir Nazimuddio) : (<?) (?) Yes.

(it) The conditions at the mouth of the river are more favourable*

for the entry of water into the Mathabhanga river.

(in) No. The capacity of the Mathabhanga has not been increased,

nor ban the gradient of the river been steepened. Hence there is no

risk of any large increase in its discharge.

(h) Does not arise.

Maulvi 8YED MAJID BAKSH: Is the Hon'blc Member aware

that Mr. T. A. Curry, Chief Engineer of the Irrigation Department,

has expressed an opinion that 10,000 cusecs of w'ater will enter as a

result of the embankment ?

Tha Hon’bl# Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: lie said, at least ten

thousand cusecs.

Maulvi SYED MAJID BAKSH: Is the Ilon’ble Member aware

that the Chief Engineer said: “Ten thousand cusecs of winter will

enter the Matabhanga”?

Tb# Hon’ble Khwaja Sir NAZIMUDDIN: What he said was up

to ten thousand cusecs.

MilllVi SYED MAJID BAKSH: From the answer to (a) (m), am

I to take it that that is, therefore, the opinion of the Hon’ble Member

himself, and not that of the Chief Engineer?
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Th# Hoft’bJ# Khttfijt Sir NAZIMUDDIN: It is the opinion of

Government.

Consumption of quinine.

•OS. Mr. §• M. BOSE. Will the Hon’ble Minister in charge of the

Local Self-Government Department be pleased to state

—

(a) what steps the Government are taking to increase the con-

sumption of quinine both as preventive and as curative

means in Bengal;

(b) what the medical advisers of Government consider the minimum
quantity of quinine necessary on the average for the cure

of a patient suffering from malaria

;

(c) whut is the total quantity of quinine distributed free annually

by the Government, and how;

(
d

)

what steps the Government are prepared to take to cheapen

the price of quinine;

(e) what is the total quantity of quinine purchased by the local

bodies in Bengal annually for free distribution;

(/) what is the price per pound paid by the local bodies;

(g) what iN the cost of production per pound by Government;

(/<) what is the total quantity of imported quinine sold in Bengal

during each of the last three years;

(i) what is the total annual quantity of quinine manufactured in

each of the last three years by Government in the quinine

factory

;

(;) what is the quantity annually sold or distributed free during

each of the last three years by Government

;

(k) what is the total stock of quinine now held by the Government

of Bengal; and

(/) whether the Government are prepared to reduce the price of

quinine?

MINI8TER In charge of LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT DEPART-
MENT (tht Hon’ble Sir Bijoy Prasad Singh Roy): f«) An annual

grant of Rs. 1,20,00() is made to district boards and through Civil

Surgeons to hospitals and dispensaries for the free distribution of

quinine. Since 1 933-34 an additional amount has been sanctioned for

the free distribution of a larger quantity in five intensely malarious

thanas. The sale of quinine through post offices and presidents of

union boards also make it readily accessible to the public and every

opportunity is taken to make its efficacy known.
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(6) Eighty grains taken in five days.

* (<$ About 8,500 lbs. a year. Money is allotted to the district

boards and Civil Surgeons and they obtain their supply from the

Aliflfp Jail and pay for it from the sum at their disposal.

(&) The member is referred to the speech delivered by the Hon’ble
Member in charge, Revenue Department, on the 11th February, 1935,

in connection with certain resolutions moved in the Council for pro-

moting the manufacture of quinine in Bengal for cheap distribution

among the masses.

(e) In 1933-34 local bodies in Bengal purchased 1,410 lbs. quinine

sulphate powder and 5,803 lbs. cinchona febrifuge.

(/) Rupees 18 for quinine sulphate powder and Rs. 9 for cinchona

febrifuge.

(g) About Rs. 7-8 per pound according to the system of accounts

maintained, but it would probably stand at a considerably higher

figure, if the accounts were kept on a strictly commercial basis.

(h) Figures regarding imports of quinine will be found in Volume
I of the Annual Statement of the sea-borne trade of British India. It

is not known what proportion of these imports is actually sold in

Bengal.

(i) and 0)—
Year, Manufacture Sale*.

11m.

1931-32 75,729 46,357

1932-33 84,656 43,393

1933-34 97,543 57,630

The figures for sales include free distributions.

(k) The member is referred to Appendix C(2) of the Cinchona

Report for 1933-34.

(/) The member is referred to the answer to clause (d) above.

R«i IflMfcr KEBHAB CHANDRA BANERJI: Will the Hon'ble

Minister be pleased to state whether or not the amount is quite

inadequate, considering the fact that it is distributed among as many
al 26 district boards and civil surgeons of the districts?

The Htft’blf Bir BIJOY PRABAD BINCH ROY: Evidently, it is;

but the district boards are expected to spend money out of their own
resources to purchase quinine and add to the quantity supplied by
Government.
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UNSTARRED QUESTIONS

(answers to which were laid on the table)

Vacancies in the Registration offices of the 24-Parganas district

50. Khan Bahadur A. F. M. ABDUR-RAHMAN: (a) Will th<

Hon'ble Minister in charge of the Department of Education (Registra

tion) be pleased to lay on the table a statement showing for the yeari

1932, 1933 and 1934-

(*) how many vacancies occurred in the cadre of clerks anc
muharrirs in the Registration offices in the district of th(

24-Parganas through

—

(1) dismissals,

(2) retirements, and

(3) casualties; and

(t7) how are the vacancies filled up?

(b) Is it a fact that in filling up some of the vacant posts direcl

recruitments were made from outside in preference to the senior

members of the establishments?

(c) Is it also a fact that the cases of the extra /// uharnr* were
also not taken into consideration while making the appointments as

outlined in the Government of Bengal, Ministry of Education’s letter

No. 336-Mis., dated the 14th February, 1924?

(d) Are the Government considering the desirability of impressing
upon the appointing authorities a strict adherence to the order of the
Government referred to in (r) in future appointments?

MINISTER III charge of EDUCATION (REGISTRATION)
DEPARTMENT (the HOfifbJe Khan Bahadur M. Azizul Haqu*): (a)

A statement is laid on the table. 4

(b) Yes, the three clerkships in the Sadar office required special

qualifications and existing members of the staff had not the requisite

qualifications or records.

(r) No.

(d) No, as they have no reason to believe that the orders in question
are not followed.

4
‘
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Statement referred, to in

Vacancies.

( m
(2) Retirements

(3) Casualties

(hV

m
the reply to unstirred qvestiontfo. 50 (a).

1932. 1933. 1934.

•• 1 Clerk

1 Muharrir
1 Clerk

2 Clerks 3 Clerks

3 Muharrirs
2 Clerks

1 Clerk 2 Clerks 1 Clerk

2 Muharrirs 2 Muharrirs

1932.

Two permanent m uharrirs anti one clerk of an experimental office-

were appointed, extra muharrirs being taken in their places.

1933.

Clerks .—Two of the vacancies occurred at Satlar offices and there

was a third vacancy owing to the degradation of a clerk for miscon*

duct. All three vacancies were filled by outsiders.

Of the four vacancies in mufassal offices, one was filled by the

degraded clerk, two by the absorption of clerks of abolished offices; a

permanent muharrir was promoted to the other post, his place being

taken by an extra muharrir.

Muharrirs.—A midtarrir of an abolished office was absorbed in on©

vacancy, four vacancies were filled by extra muharrirs and the sixth

was kept unfilled as a measure of economy.

1934.

Clerks.—Permanent muharrirs were appointed and extra muharrirs

taken in their place.

Muharrirs .—Extra muharrirs were appointed in these vacancies.

Rai Bahadur KE8HAB CHANDRA BANERJI: With reference to

answer (a), it appears that six clerks and six muharrirs were appointed

in 1932 and four clerks and two muharrirs in 1934, whereas there wero

only three vacancies. Will the llon'ble Minister he pleased to reconcile

this P

Tha Noii’bla Khan Bahadur M. AZIZUL HAQUE: I want notice

of

BUDGET GRANTS OF THE GOVERNMENT
OF BENGAL, 1935-36.

DEMANDS FOR GRANTS.

MOTIOKS FOR REDUCTION.

Rli Bahadur KESHAB CHANDRA BANERJI: Sir, in the absence

of Dr. Kartfeh Chandra Sen Gupta, in whose^ name motion No. 617

stands, may I have your permission, to move it as my own?
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Mr. PRESIDENT: Yes, you can move it.

Mr. SHANTI SHEKHARESWAR RAY: On a point oi order, Sir.

I# not the permission of the gentleman who tabled the motion required

in this case?

Mr. PRESIDENT: No. He can move the motion as his own. I

give him permission to do so without notice.

Rii Bahadur KESHAB CHANDRA BANERJI: I move that the

demand of Rs. 59,500 under the head “34A—Agriculture—Transferred

Superintendence” be reduced by Rs. 100 (work of the departmental

generally and the urgency of adopting a policy of intensive experi-

ments of rural reconstruction by planned cultivation and the utilisation

of the proposed grant of the Government of India for the purpose).

Sir, I am glad of the opportunity given me of moving this motion

which aims at drawing the pointed attention of Government to the

work of the Department of Agriculture and to the urgent necessity of

adopting a policy of intensive experiments of rural reconstruction by

planned cultivation and by the utilisation of the expected grant from

Government for this purpose.

Sir, as is well known to this House, out of rupees one crore proposed

to be distributed to the provinces for village reconstruction work,

Bengal’s share would be 18 lakhs only. Although this amount is by no

means adequate, having regard to the magnitude of the problem, yet,

we consider that the Local Government should be given an outline of a

scheme as to bow the money should be spent to the lasting benefit of

rural Bengal. It has been our sad experience that the policy hitherto

pursued by the spending departments of Government has not been

productive of satisfactory results and conducive to the well-being of

the people. In the absence of any definite plan, any expenditure incur-

red in a haphazard and slip-shod manner is bound to prove to be a mere

wasU of money and energy without any corresponding advantage being

derived from it.

Sir, Bengal 1ms been for the last five years passing through a period

of acute economic crisis with no sign of abatement. On the top of

that, the taxation measures adumbrated in the Bills which the House

will be called upon to consider next week will, I am afraid, prove to be

the last straw on the camel's back. It is the duty of every progressive,

modem Government to take stock of the situation prevailing in the

country and facejt with sympathy, courage, and determination. Taxa-

tion can have no justification unless it is accompanied by measures of

relief to tbs masees.
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Sir, |he ultimate organisation of villages must be on the basis of

co-opeiai&on. But to start with, we must have an experiment and
demonstration under official agency which should from the beginning
associate the villagers with it, and ultimately make it over to a co-

opertive organisation. The experiment should be made simultaneous-

ly in a number of typical centres.

The aim of the centre should be to make the best use of the lands

of the area under it. This would involve (1) the framing of a scheme
for cultivation, and (2) working out the scheme. In regard to the first,

a comprehensive survey must be made by an agricultural expert who
will frame a scheme specifying the crop to be grown in each part of

the area so as to satisfy the needs of the cultivators in the matter of food

and, with respect to the surplus crop, so as to bring to them the highest

value in money. The scheme should make the most profitable use of

every inch of available land. Assuming that the scheme so worked out

promises a return substantially above that given by the present use of

the land, the villagers should he invited to cultivate their lands in

accordance with the scheme, follow the methods prescribed by the

centre and act under the supervision of the centre. That brings me to

question No. 2.

1 imagine that it will be possible to secure the voluntary aeceptnme

by the cultivators of the proposal to cultivate their lands according to

the scheme, if a minimum return to each man on the basis of his present

earnings is formally guaranteed to him.

Thus if a man holds an ncre of land from which, say, he gets fifty

rupees w6rth of crops at present, the centre by its contract will

guarantee him crops of the value of, say, Hs. (JO m> that if the nop
falls short of that, the difference will be made good by the centre.

If an open offer is made on these lines aud the Government under-

take* to open a centre where the villagers signify their willingness to

accept the terras, I believe it w ill be possible to get suitable respome

from a sufficiently large number of villagers.

Under certain limitations, I am also prepared to give the centre

rompulsory powers. Thus, where the great majority of villagers ugree,

t would give the centre power to take a compulsory lease of the lands

&f others wTho do not agree.

If voluntary efforts fail altogether, I would favour legislation to

suable the Government to make a temporary acquisition of a suitable

area for the purpose of working out the scheme, say, for a period of

ire years.

I have no doubt that if such a scheme is carefully thought out, it

gQi be possible substantially to increase the return from the lands of

A# village.
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In centres like Mymensingh and Dacca, I would not make any
attempt to introduce tractors. On the other hand, in some parts of

Northern Bengal the scheme may profitably involve the use of tractors

and other machineries.

Side by side with the organization of agriculture, the centre should
also take in hand the organization of other sources of wealth.

Cuttle-breeding along with dairy-farming, poultry-farming, oil-

pressing and similar agricultural industries may be developed in suitable

areas, and in framing the land scheme, adequate provision should be
made for the needs of these industries. Thus cattle-breeding and dairy-

fnrrning will involve the cultivation of fodder crops and the provision

of suitable lands for grazing and exercise. In poultry farms green
crops must 1>6 grown to feed the poultry. Oil-pressing will require the
growing of oil-seeds. Besides, there will be other needs. Thus,
there should be seed farms, manure farms, and so forth. I do not

contemplate that all this should be done everywhere; regard must be
• had to the suitability of t lie place for each thing.

Orchard-keeping is another business which can be profitably made
in some localities and connected with it industries may be started.

Thus, in Malda along with orchard, the industry of making pickles

and preserves may be organised. At Barisal, the wealth of coeoanut

may be utilised for an oil-pressing industry as also for a coir rope and
coir-matting industry. Even copra would be a profitable merchandise.

But 1 should prefer oil-pressing, soap-making and even the manufac-
ture of hydrogenated oil.

Dairy-farming on a co-operative basis may be started immediately

at Malda where some progress has been made in cattle-breeding experi-

ments and the system may gradually be extended to other districts

according to local requirements. My idea is to form a co-operative

society under an expert dairy farmer and cattle expert. This society

would buy for its members cows of good breed and give them credit for

the price of the cows and itself maintain a good stud bull. All the

yield of milk would be brought by the members into the Society’s farm
wlieie it may be made into more milk products like butter, ghee

,
chhana,

cheese, etc., for sale at Calcutta. Organized on these lines, I expect

the Society to be a great success. Besides industries thus dependant on
land there may be localities where specified industries either exist or

may be developed. Spinning, weaving, weaving of gunny cloth, bell-

met'il work, cutlery, horn work and such other industries where they

exist may be developed.

The complete scheme thus worked out will be:

—

(a) to develop to, the best advantage the productivity of the land;

(b) to develop other resources; and
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(e) to employ and make use of all the available labour to the beet
advantage.

The marketing of the produce would be a problem as important at
least as the production. hen the produce is harvested, the needs
of the cultivators for food must first be satisfied, so far as the produce
of his land would go. But all the saleable surplus of the crop must be

*

brought to a common golah for sale. The centre must arrange for the
sale of the surplus to the best advantage.

Tart of the harvest would be needed for industries such as rice mills,

iil presses, etc. The rest must be sold in the best market. For jute

and such other crops, tor instance, I would suggest that the centre

should, ii possible, make contracts for sale in advance, and only grow
so much crop approximately ns is covered h\ the contracts

Having in view the ultimate organisation, of which 1 shall speak

later, it would be advisable to start the industrial organisation and the

marketing organization as separate units with separate finance; so*

that the marketing centre and the industrial centre will buy up the

crops aN they are harvested and ultimately distribute the profits among
tiie producers on the co-operative principle.

Foi financing the scheme, I should have a central bank, co-operative

if possible, but in any case a bank on co-operative linos. The produc-

tive centre will borrow from the bank on behalf of the cultivators on the

security of the saleable crop all the money needed for cultivation in-

cluding wages of labourers. With regard to the harvesting and sal©

of ciops the details may be worked out later, if the scheme is accepted.

When the crop is harvested, it will be sold straight off to the market-

ing centre and the industrial centres as the case may be, on account of

the cultivators, so that each man will be given credit for the crops

attributable to his land. When the goods are deposited in the godowns

of tlie marketing centre or the industrial centre, as the case may be,

that centre will give a receipt in the name of each cultivator tor the*

value of his crop at the market rates.

When this receipt is brought to the bank, the account of the bolder

of the receipt will be credited with the amount and the account of the

centre which issued the rec eipt will be debited by the same amount. Tri

this way the debt of the cultivator will be transferred to these centres

who in their turn will repay the bank as the commodities are sold.

It may lie convenient to arrange that the bank will puy out of each

individual's account his rents and such debts as the bank may have

undertaken to repay according to a scheme detailed below.

From the outset the idea should lie to moke the scheme self-

supporting. The bank should, therefore, be run as a pure banking
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•concern paying itself out of the interests earned. Similarly, the pro-

ducing centre, the marketing centre and the industrial centres must

«aoh pay its own way out of a share of the profits retained by it. It

will not be possible to make these centres self-supporting if the cost of

maintaining the rather highly-paid officers who would be needed for

pioneer work were debited to these centres. The salaries of these

officers should, therefore, be paid by Government.
. . a

Coming now to the question of ultimate organization, I desire to

way that the end I am looking forward to is that when these centres

are in full working order they should be made over to co-operative

societies. To make the transition easy, I would like the bank to with-

hold payment of a portion of the money standing to the credit of each

cultivator so as to build up in five years a reserve which will enable

him to buy shares in each of the several societies which will make up

the economic organisation of the village or village group. And
representatives of the cultivators should be associated with the autho-

rities of each centre as an advisory body which will in the end be the

.governing body of the co-operative society. When 1 he end is achieved,

we shall then have a complete co-operative cycle. At the bottom

will be the primary societies each of which will consist of a group of

Individual members. Each primary society will be a member of each

•of the following societies—producing society, sale society, manufactur-

ing societies, and the supply society from which the members will buy

their necessities. The bank will be at the top of this organization.

It will primarily finance the producing society which, in its turn, will

finance the primary societies. The producing society will reimburse

itself by sale to the sale society, manufacturing societies and the

supply society. The bank will ultimately be reimbursed by the sale

society and the manufacturing societies. The supply society will

largely stand apart and he directly financed by the hank. This would

be similar to the scheme which is actually working at Gosaba under

.the fostering care of Sir Daniel Hamilton.

The above is a bare outline of the scheme which has been simplified

by keeping out of the picture various factors which go to complicate

iho question. The chief among these are agricultural indebtedness and

the complicated interests in land. The scheme cannot be worked unless

the centre is in a position to deal with the crops freely, or, in other

words, unless the mahajan is kept out of the way.

Agriculturists may he divided into two or possibly three classes

riwi-m the mahajan :
—

•(1) those who are hopelessly insolvent,

(2) those w'ho can pay their debts if their earnings are increased,

and,

<(JJ) those who are solvent.
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l wn doubtful of the present existence of a large body in the third

data now that produce values or land values have gone down enor~

monaly.

The position of the rttahajan with regard to these classes, respec-

tively, is as follows:

—

««*

(1) they may sell out the man in which event the utmost that her

would get would be the barga profit of the land, t.c., half
the produce rninuj the rent

;

(2) with regard to this class, the utmost that he can get would
be exactly the same, that is, half the produce ni tmu the
rent; and

(3) regarding this the mahajan may expect to get the full amount
of the debt.

On this basis debt conciliation would seem to be by no mean*
impossible. But if there is to be debt conciliation, it would be unfair*

to limit the operation of the scheme to these places only where centre*

are started. Any law made for the purpose should be of universal

application to all actual cultivators. 1 would suggest the creation of

Debt Conciliation Boards for every place. These Boards should go tci

villages as Settlement Officers do, call for proofs of every agricultural

debt and after examining every case on its own merits frame a concilia**

tion scheme which will be binding on the parties.

This would, in fact, be my general suggestion for removing agri-

cultural indebtedness. 1 should only add as a rider that if feasible

financially it should bo a condition of the scheme of conciliation that

the debtor becomes a member of a co-operative society which will

exercise control over his crops and compel payment of instalments a*

they fall due. In areas where centres are started, the centres would

function as Debt Conciliation Boards for its constituents and when tlm

instalments are fixed, the bank would realise for the creditor the

instalments out of the amount standing to the debtor’s credit in the

bank.

As an alternative, Sir, an option may be given to the creditors

have a permanent right to a share of the produce in lieu of his debt.

As 1 have said above, the scheme will be financed through the hanks.

Until such time as the bank can be taken over by a co-operative society,

it will be a Government bank. The money that may be needed may be

raised by issuing debentures with a Government guarantee of tbe

interest. For seasonal needs, as for instance, for a short time after

the harvesting of jute, the finances of the banks may be helped by a

temporary transfer of a portion of the Government’s balances from tbe

imperial Bank of India.
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I have given above an outline of the economic organisation ol the
scheme. I take that to be the backbone of the entire scheme for rural

development.

A part of the profits of the undertakings may be set apart for village

improvement. This along with Government grants and village rates

would form a fairly adequate fund for all other improvement works.

Sanitation, water-supply, education and every other beneficent

.activity may be financed from the profits of these undertakings with
such assistance as is already available from local and public funds.

Incidentally, these sanitary, educational and other improvement
schemes will also react upon the economic organisation by providing
employment for some villagers and increasing their buying power.

So far as these other schemes are concerned, I refrain from going
into details; partly because the problems are very different in different

ureas, and partly because we have already got a number of useful

suggestions in the field, such as for instance, Dr. Bentley’s schemes,

•the Primary Education Act and so on which are held up merely for want
of funds. If we break the chain of economic stagnation and succeed in

letting in more wealth into the hands of the people, these other problems
would be easy of solution.

To my mind, the right way of attacking the problem of rural develop-

ment would be to begin at the economic end. To begin with any other

would mean throwing in money of which we have no superabundance,
without providing for means to recoup it so that our funds would be

exhausted before we have fairly come to grips with the problem. If

we can successfully tackle the economic problem and make money
How into the hands of the people, every other problem will be auto-

matically simplified.

Sir, the llon’ble Minister for Agriculture and Industries has, we are

told, been evincing a keen interest for the amelioration of the deplorable

condition of the people. Wc find it stated in the newspapers that

several experiments are beiug carried on by the Department of Indus-

tries for the economic regeneration of the province and for the solution

of the problem of unemployment. It was only the day before yesterday

that the llon’ble Minister for Education during the discussion on the

Education Budget said that it would be his most sacred duty to give

^effect to tJbe suggestions that this House would make with regard to

/questions Hint came up before the Council. Sir, I have thrown nut
certain suggestions and I would expect the Ilon’ble Minister for Agri-

culture and Industries to translate into action the assurance given by
bis colleague which, I take it, is a part of the general policy of the
^Ministry and thus show his sincerety in regard to the economic uplift

of the agriculturists. With these words, I commend the motion to tho

acceptance of the House.
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fllfci PRESIDENT* The Hon’ble Minister suggested to me that we
COtilS take motions Nos. 617, 628, 6d2 ami 645 together and have one

discussion on them, as he wants to make one speech in reply. I do

not think there is any objection to that.

Rai Bahadur SATYA KINKAR 8AHANA: I be? to move that the

demand of Rs. 8,59,000 under the head “-14A—Agriculture** be reduced

by Rs. 100 (to discuss the failure of the department to improve agri-

culture in the province).

Sir, at the outset l be? to submit that I do not think that the

Hon’ble Minister in chur?e of A?iieulture is going to introduce ugri-

culture in the midst of Africa or the Sahara Desert. He is trying to

improve the agriculture of t lie country which has been mainly nn

agricultural country at best for the last two thousand years. The
people of tliis country are agriculturists perforce, because that is the

only source of producing wealth in the country; but agriculture at

present has deteriorated within the last two centuries to a great extent.

The soil has deteriorated, the health of the people has deteriorated ami

the quality of the crops has also deteriorated. 1 think that the Agri-

cultural Department will he doing the best tiling it they try to improve

the agricultural produces that are in existence in the country. Paddy

was introduced in Bengal at least 2,000 years ago and it is still Ix'ing

produced; hut we find from the old records that the amouut of paddy

that wus produced in an acre of land formerly was far greater than at

present. It has diminished to one-third of its former produce. Then

it will he noticed that there are different crops which have been inti o-

duoed in other parts of India, and which come to Bengal and are

consumed by the people of Bengal. Bengalees an* fond of potatoes,

but for at least five months of the year we get our potatoes from places

out of this province, Bengalees take pulse and at least 75 per cent, of

that comes from Bihar. Therefore, my suggestion is that the agri-

cultural farms should try to improve the ciops that are consumed in

this province and introduce new and more valuable crops into the

country. I do not say that the agricultural farms are not doiug any-

thing. They have been trying to introduce better crops, but they are

spending more money and energy in statistical and physical researches.

The people who are in agriculture in Bengal are most helpless, they

are not even literate as is mentioned in the Census Report. They can-

not decipher their own names. If the researches made by the scholars

are published in English or even in Bengali it would lie of no use to

them. Perhaps they will never reach them and if they reach them

they will not be able to read them and therefore my suggestion is that

the agricultural farms should Ik* made experimental farms for intro-

during better crops such as potatoes, cauliflowers, beaus, etc., which

come from Bihar and from places outside the province. If Arboricul-
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ture is a part of Agriculture, I think fruit cultivation could also be

introduced. Bengalees are fond of lichees, and though it has been

found by experiment that in the districts of Hooghly, Krishnagar,

Nadia and other places very fine lichees could be grown, no attempt

has been made in that matter. Most of the lichees come from Muxaffar-

pur and other places. The Bengalees are very fond of mangoes, but

they mostly come from the Madras side and Bihar. The Bengalees

are fond of oranges, but they come from Sylhet and Nagpur and some

other places. I would just invite the attention of the Hon'ble Minister

to try to introduce these things which will bring money to the culti-

vators and which will prevent the flowing out of money from this

province.

If live-stock be a part of agriculture, I am sorry to say that in

Bengal live-stock has deteriorated immensely within the last 400

years ; if I may be permitted to stray in the domain of ancient history

—

the Aim-i-Akhari mentions that Bengal cows used to yield 40 lbs. of

milk a day, but now not even 40 cfrittacks can be had from a cow. No
attempt has been made for the improvement of cattle except keeping

one or two stud bulls in the districts. But one or two stud bulls will

not help in the improvement of the cattle. Sir, live-stock has deteri-

orated very much. In the district of Lucknow a six months old goat

yields at least 18 lbs. of meat, but here in Bengal a goat (six months

old) will not yield more than Jt or 4 lbs. of meat. I would just invite

the attention of the Hon’ble Minister to inculcate in the officers in

charge of the district agricultural farms to be in touch with the agri-

culturists and teach them how to improve agriculture. That is my
suggestion, and with these words I commend my motion.

The Hon*ble Nawab K. G. M. FAROQUI, Khan Bahadur: Sir, my
learned friend, Rai Bahadur Keshab Chandra Banerji, has advocated

the trial of the proposals for rural reorganisation which he put forward

before Government and the Development Commissioner sometime ago.

In dealing with these proposals, I desire to make it plain from the

outset that Government appreciate the motive with which he puts them

forward, and that, if I am forced to criticise, I criticise not his objects

but only the methods by which he seeks to attain them. A good deal

of his programme is indeed common ground—we agree with Dr. Sen

Gupta not only on the general need for on early advance in the sphere

of rural economics, but also on a number of the items which go to bring

about that advance. Our differences are on the point what, given the

conditions of the province and the psychology of its people, can be

regarded as practicable; and our responsibility to the people forbid*

ua to accept any scheme, however attractive, which we do not belkw*

In be practical politic*. ‘ **
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"Mj friend desires the whole of the productive power of each village

to he utilised to the full, without any regard for the present economic
structure ;

his idea is that there should be some controlling authority

or agency in each village which should work in concert with the Depart-

ment of Agriculture; this authority should decide what part of the

land in the village should be sown with jute or other money crops;

what should be set aside for fodder crops, and what for gracing. That
authority again would Belect the villagers who are to cultivate and
would arrange for the remaining villagers to work at village industries.

Further, that authority would collect all the products of the land and
all the industries for marketing purposes, and, after meeting the cost

and paying the landlord’s rent, would divide the proceeds according to*

the share of each person firstly in the land, and secondly in the work
done. My friend’s inspiration would seem to he derived from what he

believes to have been successfully practised in Soviet Russia, though
he would probably call the whole thing co-operative in a capitalistic

country like ours.

As a student of political economy, I admit the interest and theoreti-

cal advantages of the scheme; hut as one who has spent the larger part

of his life in close contact with the villages and the men who live in

them, I am bound to tell the House that the scheme is not workable as

it suffers from the radical defect of overlooking the position on the

land and the character of the people who live there.

In the first place, it means a degree of interference with the lives

and habits of the people which no ruler of this country', however auto-

cratic, has hitherto attempted. It means dictatorship, pure and simple,

for I imagine that nowhere in the world could people of any class 1m*

found who would accept such a change willingly and not under compul-

sion. What would the attitude of the average cultivator be if we
sought to impose on them a scheme like this before they ure ready for

it? Surely, at the best, a degree of passive resistance which woulcf

break down the most admirable scheme in the world. Again, it postu-

lates the creation in every village of a controlling agency or authority

which would be extremely wise, extremely well instructed and scrupu-

lously honest and impartial. The difficulty, however, is in finding

such persons in every village, and in contemplating what would happen

if the authority miscalculated; if, for instance, the controlled crop i*

a failure or the improved methods are disappointing. Who would

compensate the villagers, or would they accept the failure of the

authority to get results as philosophically as they do in the case of

their individual failure? The time may come—there are indeed signs

that the time is coming—when the cultivating classes will abandon

their individualistic outlook, their mutual suspicion, and will ce-operate

*§th authority in reorganising their economic life on a more ecientj^lc

plan ; but I must warn the House that that time has not yet come, and
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that any attempt to anticipate must lead to a disastrous failure; I

would, however, assure my friend that if he can persuade all the people

and landlords of any particular village to experiment with such a

scheme, Government will assist by arranging to make available for

such an experiment the advice of officers of all technical departments,

and watch the result with great interest.

So far I have spoken as a critic, not indeed of all the details of my
friend’s proposals, but of the lines on which he would give effect to

them. We are convinced that at the present time we can advance

only by showing the peasants where their interest lies and inducing

them to adopt new methods of their own free will. The rate of progress

is the rate at which the rural population can assimilate new ideas and

agree among themselves to put them into practice. The campaign for

voluntary jute restriction is an instance of our methods, and I have

great hopes of its success. We agree with the member in believing

that one of the great needs of the time is a system of co-operative

marketing, though we should not l>e inclined to introduce it on a large

scale without first satisfying ourselves by experiment in selected centres

that the people welcome it and can work it with profit to themselves.

Now a special opportunity has come our way with the substantial

grant which we are to receive from the Government of India for rural

development. As my learned friend is aware, Government are now

considering how this sum can be spent with the greatest profit to those

whom it is designed to benefit. As the adoption of any particular

scheme requires the previous sanction of the Government of India, I alii

not in a position to state what shape our final proposals will take, hut

I can at least assure him that his suggestions will receive serious and

sympathetic consideration, and I feel that we can count upon his co-

operation in any project that is calculated to bring real advantages

to the countryside. As our aims are the same and our differences

mainly those of time and method, I trust that my friend will see his

way to withdraw' his motion.

Sir, in introducing the demand under the head “Agriculture,” I

have dwelt at length on the steps which are being taken for the better

marketing of agricultural produce. As I have already said, the Govern-

ment of India have appointed a Central Marketing Officer under the

designation of Agricultural Marketing Adviser to deal with problems

relating to the marketing of agricultural produce (both crops and live-

stock) . This work which will be undertaken by a Central Staff under

the Adviser in conjunction with the Provincial Marketing Staff falls

into three main divisions, namely, (1) investigation work, (2) develop-

ment work, and (3) work on grade standards. The investigation work

will include a senes of marketing surveys with immediate reference to

the more important commodities such as cereals, oil-seeds and planta-

tion, and,special crops falling under the head Crops and dairy products
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%n<lk livestock, etc,, under animal husbandry products. Development
woxit will generally aim at securing the more extensive use of agreed
commodity standards, the elimination of waste and the better organi-

sation of producers for marketing purposes. The work on grade
standards -will be of a technical character relating to the chemical and
physical characteristics of such products as oil-seeds, grains, fruits,

etc., and the testing of grading technique and equipment under practi-

cal conditions. This is a five-year scheme, and the Imperial Council

of Agricultural Research have agreed to make an annual grant not

exceeding Rs. 20, (X)0 to (lie Ia>cal Government for the purpose. The
scheme for this province which involves the appointment of a Senior

Marketing Officer to he paid from the provincial revenues, and the four

Assistant Marketing Officers and their staff, has been approved by the

Imperial Council, and it is hoped that the scheme will he in full work-

ing order early next year. Meanwhile, an officer of the rank of Deputy
Director of Agriculture has been placed in charge of the office of the

Senior Marketing Officer.

The Department of Agiicultuie in Bengal has been working on the

lines adopted by almost even count n in the world with the exception

perhaps of Soviet Russia. The object of the department is to examine

the agriculture of the province, crops, soils and practices; and by

research work to produce improved strains of crops; to determine the

elements required for soil improvement—chemical, physical and mecha-

nical—and the improvement of live-stock. It is then the duty of the

apartment, as far as its limited resources cun be utilised, to introduce

improved seeds, manures, implements and stock of the cultivators by

demonstration and propaganda. It is hardly necessary to enlarge upon

results of the research work. Types of crops have been introduced,

giving increased yields over local varieties of 2o per cent, or more.

The production of artificial farmyard manure is of far-reaching import-

ance. Information has l>een obtained and is available regarding ferti-

lisers most suitable to particular areas. Improved stock is available

to the public, bulls being issued and kept at stud in the districts.

Improved poultry is also now Wing introduced in the districts. The work

of the department in making results available to the public is limited

by the funds provided for demonstration. With funds available, rapid

strides could be made in increasing the areas under improved crops and

in introducing new methods and improved stock.

In days of prosperity, jute was the money-crop on which the majority

of cultivators in Bengal depended. No other crop except sugarcane

—

when gur was selling at high prices—was considered by the raiyat.

'

With the slump in prices, the cultivator has had to alter his cropping

programme. Owing to the imposition of the import duty on sugar,

sugarcane is now a crop from which the raiyat can obtain a better
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return than from jute. The utilisation of cane for sugar depends, how*

ever, on the establishment of sugar mills within the province. Three

large vacuum pan mills and two smaller vacuum pan mills have come

into being in the past two years, and there are prospects of further

mills being erected. The lessons of the slump have taught the raiyat

that a better balanced programme of cropping is necessary. In the

past, he bought his oil and his pulses from the proceeds of his jute.

He is now cultivating oil-seeds and pulses and is paying more attention

to the production of products such as milk and poultry.

In view of what I have stated, I would request my hon’ble friends

<o withdraw their motions and not to press them to a division.

The motions of Eai Bahadur Keshab Chandra Banerji and Rai

Bahadur Satya Kinkar Sahana were then, by leave of the House,

withdrawn.

Maulvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN: Mr. President, Sir, I beg to move

that the demand of Rs. 59,500 under the head “34A—Agriculture

—

Transferred—Superintendence" be reduced by Rs. 100 (jute forecast

figures).

Sir, the issue I want to raise is the advisability of the publication

of jute forecast figures. Everyone in this House knows that these

figures are published twice during the year. First of all, the

preliminary forecast is published in the month of July, and this

forecast gives the area under jute; the final forecast is published in

the month of September, and that gives the estimated yield of the

jute crop in the whole province. Probably, the House is aware how

these figures are compiled. First of all, we begin with the union

boards. The presidents of the union boards are requested to give

their figures. Of course, the presidents are not remunerated for their

labours. What the presidents do is that they examine orally the

chaulciAars under them and then compile certain figures: naturally,

they do it in a haphazard way. The figures then reach the District

Officers and they look into the figures and make such alterations as

commonseuse may dictate to them, intimately, they come to the

Director of Agriculture; and when these reach him he also, probably,

makes some alterations according to his own view of the situation. This

is the w’ay—responsible or irresponsible, the House will judge—in which

these figures are compiled every year. Now, the question is: “Does

the publication of these figures in any way help any of the jute

interests of the province P” First of ail, it may he said, probably,

that the trade is benefited by the publication of these forecasts, and
that if the trade is benefited the growers in the long run also ana

benefited, I would submit, Sir, that the trade is in no way benefited

by the publication of these forecasts foy the simple reason that the
trade does not put any reliance whatsoever on the figures pnfcUahedt
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by GtSfWunent, as the trade compiles its own figures. Probably, it

is kxtiwn to many members of this House that respectable firms like

Messrs. Sinclair, Murray and Co. and Messrs. Lnndale, Clark and Co.

compile their own figures; and, naturally, the trade rely more upon
these "figures than upon Government figures. It seems to be a matter

of shame that the trade figures are found to be more reliable than
the figures that are published by Government. Therefore, it is nothing
but an eye-wash to say that the trade is benefited by the publication

of these figures. Secondly, we have to see whether the jute-growers

are in any way benefited by the publication of these figures. I would
submit, Sir, that they are not benefited in any way; on the jther
hand, they are sometimes greatly injured. The figures that are
published by Government do not always tally with the figures which
the trade compiles. When the trade sees that the Government figures

arc too high and the market has naturally fallen, the merchants
foresee that the market will rise in the long run, ami so they make
extensive purchases and make very good profit, hut the groweis suffer

a heavy loss. In the opposite case when the market rises temjiorurily

on account of the figures of Government being too low, the big pur-

chasers cease to buy in the artificially inflated market. The market

gradually falls and then they make purchases, hut when the market

falls, the ultimate losers are the growers because they are the piimury

sellers. Therefore, I say that in no way the groweis are benefited,

but very often their interests are positively injured. Last year there

wa8 an idea that the total quantity of jute giown would come up t >

a certain figure, hut the Government published a higher figure. There

was an immediate fall in prices as soon as the figures were published.

l)f course, I admit that the figures, when they are published, produce

some effect on the market. They produce a temporary flutter in the

market, and taking advantage of that a good deal of speculation and

gambling takes plate in the Calcutta market, and I would like to

remind the House that very often a good deal of scandal is spread

>ver an alleged leakage of jute forecast figures. Many members will

remember that about three years ago, I think it was in 19‘W, there

was a rumour that the figures had leaked in favour of a certain person

in the Barahuznr market, and not only there was this rumour in

Calcutta, but it spread even in remote villages; even in my own

rillage, the village of Khankhanapur, I heard these rumours and I

ti&d to hang down my head in shame because serious allegations were

made against the department. As a member of the Council I really

felt very much ashamed that such allegations were made. I do not

lay that these allegations were true, probably they were false. But

line* these allegations are being made for the last three years, I

romld ask the Hon*ble Minister whether any enquiry was made regard-

ing these matters, i.e.
t
as to whether there wa« actually any leakage

in any year and if there was any leakage who were responsible for
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the same. Taking all these things into consideration, I think that

the publication of these figures should cease. These do not confer

any real benefit on any people whatsoever. The Hon'ble Minister

while speaking on this subject on a previous occasion said that if

these figures were not published, the only figures available would be

those compiled by the trade, and that in that case the tiade will be

benefited and the interests of the growers will be injured. It was.

also said that the figures published by Government are found to be

always lower than the actuals and that if they err at all they err on

the right side, that is, Government never publish that more jute is

likely to be grown than is actually grown. I do not think that is a

very plausible argument at all. Are w*e to understand that Govern-

ment intentionally or deliberately publish their figures in favour of

any particular interests I am reluctant to believe this. They publish

figures in the natural course of events. Sometimes it happens that

these figures do not tally with the actual yield—sometimes they fall

short of the actual produce and sometimes they are higher than the

aetuals. That is, however, a different matter. I am definitely of

opinion that these things should cease. But knowing the Ilon’ble

Minister and the department as I do, it is very difficult to expect that

they will take this advice. Therefore, I would make an alternative

suggestion. In ease the Government cannot see its way to discontinue

the publication of the figures, instead of publishing these figures in a

consolidated form on a particular date, I think these may be published

on a district or divisional basis and not on one day but on different

days during a particular month. By this I think at least a good

deal of this speculation and gambling may perhaps bo stopped. If

the Government cannot accept my proposal to stop the. public ation

altogether, at least this is what they ran veiy easily do, but I do

maintain still that the publication should altogethei cease.

With these words I commend my motion to the acceptance of the

House.

Rti Bahadur RAM DEV CHOKHANY: I quite agree in what

Maulvi Tamizuddin Khan has said about the scandal regal ding the

publication of jute forecast. I do not see why this system has been

continued so long in view of what we have heard about the failure of

Government to publish correct figures. The trade, as Maulvi

Tamiauddin Khun has said, has given a very correct idea of the crop,

and we do not think that any useful purpose is being served by

Government figures. Of course Government may have their owf|

reason about publishing these figures, and as Maulvi Tamiiuddin Khan

has said, if they -think that they should do it at all, they should

publish them in the manner suggested by Maulvi Tamisuddin Khan,

and I fully endorse Maulvi Tamisuddin Khan's views about tliu
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unn®wwary gambling which is invited on account of the publication

of these figures which is done in nobody’s interest. I fully support

the motion.

Or. NARE8H CHANDRA SEN CUPTA: Sir, I thoroughly

endorse the observations of Maulvi Tamisuddin Khan with regard to

some of the characteristics of these figures. I am afraid however he

has not gone to the wliole length in condemning the present practice

with regard to publication of the forecast. In eveiy country forecasts

are published under the authority of Government with regard to some

of the important staple crops, hut in no country in the world has

anything like the forecasts that we publish here been given under the

authority of the Government. When the Government undertakes to

inform the trade or the people generally who are interested in jute

about the extent of the crop, one has every right to expect that the

Government should proceed on such lines that the figures which they

give could he relied upon, but taking the compilation of the jute

forecast from the top to the bottom there is nothing in the procedure

to give any sort of assurance that it would approach any reasonable

standard of accuracy. Why could we not, if we really wanted to

have a definite scheme of forecast, have every year a definite investi-

gation of the actual land under jute? Why could we not alter the

figures and the areas from year to year according to the sowings as

they were? Why should we ask the union boards to supply only

(indazi guesses? Why should the figures supplied by the union hoards

be* revised by the District Magistrates, and why should those figures

he again revised by the Director of Agriculture? (’an the Dilector

of Agriculture or even his department possibly have any idea by

simply rambling round the count)

y

( as to the actual acreage ol the

land under jute? I think the businessmen who go out about tie* time

of the sowing to look round would give a more ueeurate estinate of

the outturn than these agricultural officers, who look round, can have,

and what do we find? Well, the figures are sent in by the District

Magistrates and they are settled by the Director of Agriculture; we

do not know on what basis. The Director of Agriculture does not got

any statistics From any source; lie has no definite information. His

informants are District Agricultural Officers who have gone round to

see what possibly the situation could 1k». Is that sort of I ravelling

on steamers and trains u proper survey upon which a responsible

government could formulate their figures which are intended to inform

the trade and the country? It is making the Government ridicubus.

'We have seen on examining the jute forecasts year after year that

tl»y are far out of the actuals. (A yoke : “They are absolutely

correct for ten years,'*) Only the gentlemen who are actually helping

in the work of jute restriction have found that the actual area under

jute has been far greater than what has been included in the forecast*.
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And if the restriction is carried out according to the percentage fixed

by Government, the result would be a higher acreage than is actually

sown. It is absolutely unreliable as you would find by looking at

the actual quantity of jute which is produced. The correction* which
have got to be made later on show that they are unreliable. If they
are correct or reliable, it means that the Government officers make a
good guess. Why should the Government publish guesses and why
not the actual facts? What is the object of publishing these fore-

casts? The forecast is to inform the trade about the quantity of jufM*
that is coming into the market. The trade will make the offer

their prices according to the expectations of the produce, . tfcftr s
:

other hand, what measures do the Government take to ijUS
growers of jute of the prices ruling in the market, of tfiPffirfy

demand to instruct them with reference to that? The only attempt

that has been made is being made now in connection with the jute

restriction scheme. If you have a forecast of the crop, you ought

,<o have a corresponding forecast of the demand in order to instruct

the cultivator as to the quantity he should sow. Unless these things

are done, I think t he crop forecast figures ought to be stopped

altogether. I do not want to go further into the question. I have

discussed this question more than once, and I do not think it will

serve any useful purpose to follow it any further, but I certainly

think that the time has come when this travesty of jute forecast should

be stopped.

Rai Bahadur KE8HAB CHANDRA BANER.il: Sir, I do not feel

encouraged to speak on a subject like this, for, I am sure that an}*

discussion that we may have on the floor of this House wi 11 go

unheeded. Sir, times without number have we discussed the question

of jute forecast and, if 1 remember aright, it was about three years

ago that my friend Mr. Satish Chandra Ray Chowdhury brought

forward a resolution in this House for the discontinuance of the

practice of publishing jute forecasts. l)r. Xaresh Chandra Sen Gupta
and other speakers have already said that the forecast is not based

upon actual figures. If we analyse the position, we find that the

origin of the jute forecast is the village cfnuthtdar. The President

asks the village vhauhitlar to go about and give him an approximate

idea of the acreage under cultivation. Then the President forwards

the estimate to the Circle Officer who in his turn sends it to the

Subdivision^ Officer for transmission to the District Magistrate. And
the District Magistrate, in the circumstances already explained, sends

it in due course to the Director of Agriculture, who gives a finishing

touch to the figures without any idea whatsoever of the actual state

of things prevailing in the interior of the villages, I do not wish,

however, to waste the time of the Council, but I think I am voicing

the Unanimous opinion of non-official members of this House when I
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say t&at the time has come for suspending the publication of the jute

forest, not for ever, at least for a couple of years in order to find

out the result. The present economic depression and the slump in the

jute market is, to my mind, due in a very large measure to the

publication of wrong figures. I hope the Hon'ble Minister will take

note of these objections from the uon-oftirial members of the House

and make an experiment at least tor two years and see if it meets

the desired end.

Ttm Hoffble Nawab K. C. M. FAROQUI, Khan Bahadur: Sir,

A&t very subject was discussed in the Jute Committee of which the

Blm1||e Khan Bahadur M. Azizul Haque was a memher, and it wras

that we should continue this forecast for the benefit of

|H^Hm|piDrs, and if my friends will listen to me with patience I

will pqMi out how the jute forecast is prepared. The preliminary and

final forecasts for the jute crop arc drawn up by the Director of

Agiiculture and published on prescribed dates. The Director of

Agriculture obtains estimates of the area and yield in individual

districts from the District Magistrate, ilt* also obtains the estimates

from the officers of t lie Agricultuic Department and he is also provided

by the members of the jute trade with their estimates of the area and

crops. With the data presented, the Director of Agriculture prepares

a consolidated statement. The figures in the villages are obtained

through Presidents of union boards or clumkuiari pnnchui/et*. There

is no other source to obtain these figures in Bengal as there are no

village revenue officers as in other provinces, but every care is taken

to make the forecast as accurate as it is possible in the circumstances,

and generally the margin of difference is not much. Sir, the House

must remember that it is a forecast after all. In this connection,

Sir, I would further state that one of the functions which it is intended

to entrust to the proposed Jute Committee when set up would be to

advise as to what and how improvement in tin* forecast should be

made.

Sir as the House is aware, the Bengal Jute Enquiry Committee

unanimously recommended the formation of a permanent Jute Com-

mittee, though there was some division of opinion as to the scope

and nature of the ('ommittee— a main point in that connection being

whether the Committee should i»e Central or Provincial. The matter

was referred to the Bengal Board of Economic Enquiry who also

formulated their views, and which were considered by Government.

Government have accepted the unanimous opinion in favour of the

establishment of a permanent Jute Committee and have referred the

matter to the Government of India, as that Government had approved

in principle some years ago the appointment of a Jute Committee,

though the idea was ultimately put off on financial considerations.

The matter is at present engaging the attention of the Government

of India, hut we hope that the decision will be arrived at soon.

43
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Sir, an allegation has been made by Maulvi Tamizuddin XI
against the department for leakage of information regarding the f
forecast figures. I may point out to the member that last year ah
two weeks before the publication of the forecast, one responsi
member of this House who dealt in jute came to me telling me tl
jute forecast figures were out in the market and that people w<
gambling on it. I immediately took steps and asked for a rep
from the Director of Agriculture. It was two weeks before t
publication of the actual jute forecast and the Director himself <j

not know the figures. The practice is that he collects his figures frt
e Distiict Magistrates and other sources as I have said before. T

figures come to him in sealed covers to his Calcutta address and ithe day that the forecast is published, he arrives at Calcutta fro

iiur'ni 'll c
'"0rmnp - He romes 10 * lle Secretariat and begins w0Iig at the figures with closed doors with his staff when only tlsealed covers are opened. His staff comes with him from Dacca attbey also get no opjxirtunit.v to look into the figures just as tlDirector himself does not know anything about them. In the circur

£12
ih' H,

;

USe wiH if ,hw is <he least chance of the figur,leaking out. T am sure no leakage of forecast figures is possible^
(At tins stage, the time-limit was reached and the speaker had Iresume his seat.)

••*•*. Maalvi ly*d MaJII.

MbmII, Rii lakiiar Knkik Okiikn.
BtMrjl, Mr. f.

fttM. Mr. Rirmkra KiMtr,
•taiOrrl, BMi Kitkari Makan.
Ckakfcaay, Ral BakMar Rim Dtv.
Okawtkary, Maatvi Aklai Qkaii.
Okaalkary, Maulvi NvraJ Afciar.

Patlailak, Maaivi MakiMmaa.
MaklM. Maatvi Abial.

Hnaa, Rail laiaiil.

N

"assv* Kbaraja Mafcamiaai, Kkaa

Aknai, Kkaa taka** MMIvi laMiiMia.
M. Rai lakik karat OkaMri.
Uraia, Ral lakik Raaakaaaa.
Mr Ul*., Kkaa lakik Maaivi MakiMMai.
taaa, Mr. t.

MM*. Mr. fl.D*

•My, Mr. C . N.

•tea, Mr. I. M.
•baala, Mr. Ayarva Kaair.
tkaalkaft, Kkaa taka** Maaivi AJiMatiiMM.•MN»^ Kkaa takaiar Maatvi Naaaar Rib-

Ikaalkari, o?. JauMrt tkaHra.
••kaa, Mr. t. 4.

•l» Ma lifiyratal

M. Mr. i. t.

Hanala, Maaivi Mibamiaal.
Kkaa, Kkaa takaiar Maaivi Haitian All
Kkaa, Mr. Haibaai All.

Kkaa, Maaivi TaMUallia.
Manila, Kkaa takaiar MabaMMil Aklai.
Nartaa, Mr. M. t.

PaMar, Mr. Aaaala Makaa.
QatMM, Maaivi Akal.
Raat, taka HvmrI.
laa Qapta, Or. Naratk OkftHra.
•tavaa, Mr. J. w. R.

r
aSSbr?

9 « •• t

tttekrtei, Mr. R. N.

ttaMiai, Mr. 0.

taka, taka PrataHa KaMar.
Maiaa, tka Maa’kla Kkaa takaiar M. Aateat.
Haifa, Mr. I. D. v.

'

Hawaii, Maatvi Latatai
Kkaa, Maatvi AM AMatfa.
Martta, Mr. 0. M.
MRter, Mr. 1. 1.

MMMr, tka H#a*kta Mr traiaalni UL

Makkarjt, tat lakM Maaaaakaa.
Makkapalkaya. Rat tab* tarat tkaalra.
Mltak, Mr. Makaala tafcary .

Ra& Rwaraal t. A.

•H. taka tat ui.
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ftaimtotal, MiaMra D«t.

ft*, MilKM Mm.

INK, tlM ftM'Mf Mr. B. B.

ft*, (to M*M» Mr BIJ* PwM Ui|l

MV.lr.MwM
ft*, Mr. tom Kiimt.
ft* ttoatoaH, Mi lto« tMto
toMBUMMirtotyiXMir.
Ih. ftal tain Atotoy Kimr,

Tmm Mr. H. F. V.

WftlkK, Mr. B. L
WtolM««. Mr. N. B.

Watototo, Mm Nm*M» Hr totot.

The Ayes being 22 and the Noes 53, the motion was lost.

(The Council was then adjourned for 15 minutes.)

(After Adjournment.)

The main demand that a sum of Rs. 21,70,000 he granted for expen-

diture under the head “34—Agriculture’' was then put and agreed to.

35—Industries.

The Hon ’bit Nawab K* C. M. FAROQUI, Khan Bahadur: Sir,

on the recommendation of His Excellency the Governor, I l>eg to move

that a sum of Rs. 13,78,000 be granted for expenditure under the head

“35—Industries."

In speaking on this motion last year, 1 adopted a somewhat upolo-

getic attitude, because we bad not seen our way to carry out all the

recommendations of the Retmiehment Committee. 1 believe, however,

that the present feeling of this House favours more, not less, expendi-

ture on industrial development, and that the criticism which I am most

likely to encounter will be that the demand should have been greater.

This being so, I have little hesitation in recommending to mcmhcis the

items of new expenditure mentioned in ihe tinaneial statement. Keen

without the addition of the Sericultuie Budget, they represent a sule

stuntiij development of the department’s vvoik, and they are on lines

which will, I trust, commend themselves to the House.

* Before, however, I deal with the proposals for new expenditure,

members will, I think, wi>h to know what progress lias l>een made with

our scheme for dealing with that problem in which they have shown

so much interest, namely, unemployment. I described at length last

year die lices on which the unemployment lelief scheme was intended

to work, and spoke of the possibilities which it seemed to me to offer.

I will tell the House how we stand now. The number of demonstra-

tion parties is 33. They have worked and are working in all parts of

the province. They are associated in their work with local advisory

boards, and their deputation to this district or that is governed to a

considerable extant by the keenness or otherwise of this non -official

element to receive them and to encourage their work. Home 800 young

men of the bfmdralok class who might otherwise have remained idle

and discouraged have received opportunities of learning how to make ft
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livelihood. Though we have not been able to obtain particulars about

the present occupation of all the trained young men, we have definite

information that about 150 have started small factories of different

kinds giving employment to three or tour or even more workers in

each case, and many of them have written to express their gratitude

for the opportunity given them and their Confidence that they can make

further progress in the line which they have adopted. We have, besides

these, particulars of about 90 more who have secured employment

in already established industries. The numbers trained are not very

large; but if it is remembered that until recently few bhadralok

educated young men consented to do manual work requiring skill and

manipulation, and if it is remembered that the services of men of this

type are essential to the satisfactory development of small and cottage,

industries, members will, I think, agree the scheme has succeeded to

considerably remove prejudice against the dignity of labour and that

Government have shown the way and given a lead to those who

genuinely desire to strike out a new path.

In dealing with the Budget under “34—Agriculture,” I mentioned

the transfer to this Department of Sericulture. The transfer comes

simultaneously with and is indeed a result of the increased attention

that hus been paid during the year by both Local and Central Govern-

ments to this important question. The Government of India propose,

subject to the vote of the Legislative Assembly, to distribute annually

for five years grants aggregating Its. I lakh a year for expenditure on

the advancement of the sericulture industry. In Bengal, our primary

difficulty has been in producing silk of a quality that will satisfy the

manufacturers and thus compete satisfactorily with imported silk.

One of the main reasons for this has been the damage caused by the

disease known as pabrine. An inferior strain of worms produce an

inferior quality of silk, and the scheme sent up by this Government is

concerned primarily with the means for producing and distributing

disease-free seed. We have not yet heard what share in the grant

Bengal will secure, but we have reason to believe that it will be substan-

tial, and I have great hopes that, this scheme will do much to restore

Bengal silk to its former prominence and will bring back prosperity

to those areas where production of silk is the principal means of liveli-

hood.

I will not take up the time of the Hyu.se by giving details of each

of the new items of expenditure falling on the Provincial Budget.

Members will observe that they cover most, if not all, of the function^

of a State Industries Department, namely, training, financial backing,

marketing and demonstration. The State can point out the way to

industrial career, it can put a man in the way of earning his living,

it can furnish him, under proper safeguards, with the capital without

which he may be unable to make use of his training; hut industrial

development on any large scale must depend ultimately on private
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iltttj|i|ve and enterprise. The department demonstrates it* methods

and publishes the results of its research in the hope that private capital

may;jfew into channels indicated and open up new sources of prosperity.

The House will observe that a special effort is proposed to be made
during the coming year to improve marketing. In the case of the small

and cottage industries, with which this department is primarily con*

cerned, experience has shown that it is of little use encouraging the

production of goods without making sure that they are saleable and find

access to a market. Hitherto cottage workers haw been handicapped

for want of marketing facilities. The problem has now been tackled in

a businesslike way both by the Association known as the Good Com-
panions and by the reorganised Home Industries Association, and we

hope that in their hands the comparatively small sums which we pro-

pose to allot will give substantial help to the small producer in disposing

profitably all his goods. 1 take this opportunity of mentioning Gov-

ernment’s appreciation, which 1 know is shared by this House, of the

way in which a body of disinterested non-official workers led by

Mrs. Reid have unstintedly placed their time and thought at the dis-

posal of the country with a view to securing the revival of the arts and

crafts of the province by striving to create an ever-expanding market

not only in this country but also in foreign <101111 ries. The Committee

has made a promising beginning, and Mrs. lteid, while in England,

was able to secure with the help of Her Excellency the Countess of

Willingdon a contract for the sale outright of i! 1,000 worth of goods

from Bengal for an exhibition in Condon in May next.

With these words, Sir, I beg to commend my motion to the accept-

ance of the Housi.

Mr, H. R. NORTON: Mr. President, Si;, I beg to move the motion

that stands in my name, namcl\— “That the demand of Rs. 5,017 under

the head ‘*35—Industries (Transferred)—Funds for tin* working of the

Bengal State Aid to Industries Act’ he reduced by Bs. 100.” My
object is to draw attention of the House <0 the farcical working of the

Act. We have had just a very nice introductory sjH'ech from the

Hon’ble Minister with refeience to the Industries grant, hut 1 failed

to hear one word in connection with the State Aid to Industries Act.

Sir, in 19*32 the Council passed the Bengal State Aid to Industries Act,

a Bill sponsored by the llon'hle Minister for Industrie*; and to find out

whether it is intended to really work the Act, or let it die as in Bihar

and Orissa, is my object in moving this token cut.

The Act, an ideal one, I feel, brought great hopes to budding indus-

trialists, but so far no one has benefited, the only money sjkoiI has

been approximately Rs. 1,250 to pay for advertisements in the daily

paper* to invite objections to those applications the Board had recom-

mended to Government.
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When this Act was passed an Advisory Board was formed ; this Board

has met approximately once per month since November, 1932, spending

a considerable amount of time (involving no cost to the Government)

enquiring into the various applications, and the Board has received the

valuable advice of the Director of Industries and his staff, whose most
excellent reports together with personal interviews with the applicants,

has enabled the Board to make their recommendations to Government.

Now, Sir, the position is this, up to the end of January, 1935 (27

months after the first meeting of the Board) we find that not a single

pice has yet been paid to any applicant, and there appears to be very

little likelihood of any being done in the near future; for the length

of time taken by Government to consider the recommendations of the

Board, and then the inordinate length of time again taken to arrange

the preliminaries, mortgage, etc., simply disheartens the applicants so

that they eventually withdraw their applications; if it is the Govern-

ment’s1 intention that this Act should be worked successfully they must
hasten their decisions, for they ought to know that applicants cannot

wait indefinitely for finance.

This year’s Budget also indicate that Government do no; appear
to take the Act seriously; in 1033-34 no loan was arranged; in 1034-35
one lakh was arranged for and this has according to rules levelled back
to Government, and it appeals to me that this all along was the inten-

tion of Government and now for this coming year, 1935-36, nothing
has Wen arranged for. So 1 think that is sufficient indication of the

Government’s attitude, hut what I would like to know is why the Gov-
ernment will not get the Act working with the money subscribed by
several influential gentlemen, whose desire it was to see the Act success-

ful, hut Government seem to he holding on to this in the same manner
as they do their own funds, in spite of the fact that this publicly «ub-

acriWd money will be lent out at 61 per cent, interest, and when Gov-
ernment do decide to disburse this money the repayments with interest

should he specially earmarked to form a nucleus of a permanent fund
for State Aid.

Sir, the position to-day, after 27 months, due to the dilatory methods
of Government, is simply ludicious, and I would like to explain to the
House the position th*» Industries Board find themselves in; at the end
of January. 1935, they have received 43 applications, and so far has
considered 23, of which 9 were recommended to Government for accept-

ance and 14 for rejection.

The Board has received orders from Government so far of sanction

of the applications of only three and of which two applications have
since been withdrawn.

Now, to give you, Sir, a little later information up to March 6th,

1935, the Board lias spent Rs. 1,226 on advertising and the actual
amount sanctioned by Government against five different application! is
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Bs. II,€00, of this sum Rs. 900 representing two small loans have been

refuted by the applicants; but I want the House to note that there has

been Ho actual disbursement of money in 2$ years—it seems incredible,

but it is perfectly true.

Having given the House this information, I would like to tall them
by citing one or two cases, the time taken by Government to consider

the recommendations of the Board.

On March Gth, 1934, the Board recommended a small loan of

Rs. 500 to an applicant, who wanted to improve his umbrella factory,

an excellent case for immediate decision as the pmprietor was doing

quite a nice little business hut wanted more capital to enable him to

turn out more umbrellas for the monsoon season, but this loan was not

sanctioned by Government till August and then after waiting for some

time for the money which was not forthcoming, he withdrew his appli-

cation.

Another case, the Government sanctioned a loan on September 24th

(this loan was recommended l»v the' Board on dune 1st) and the appli-

cant writes to the Board on February 12th, 1935, five months later,

declining with thanks the loan ordered to he granted him, intimating

at the same time that they had in anticipation of Government aid started

business hut h id tailed and sustained heavy loss. You may note, Sir,

that five months after sanction nothing is paid.

Another case, recommended to Government on November 5th, was

sanctioned in their communication of February 14th—only sanctioned

mind you, Sir,— it still remains to lie seen how long it will take Govern-

ment to disburse the amount.

Now, Sir, 1 only cite thiee cases taken at random and in my opinion

they show the attitude of Governmen t towards the State Aid Act, and 1

consider it uncomplimentaiy to the Board and to the members elected

from this House, that their recommendations should Ik* heated so

casually by the Government. Surely Government realise that an

application for money to start a business must be considered as urgently

needed, and if the application is recommended by (Jie Board and the

security is in order, there should be no need for six month® to decide

the case, and 1 consider it scandalous that at the end of 2$ years not

one pice has been paid to applicants and no attempt made to success-

fully work the Act. With these remarks 1 recommend my motion to the

House.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BASU: Sir, I beg to move that the

demand of Rs. 5,GIT under the head “35A— Industries (Transferred)

—(<*) Funds for the woiking of the Bengal Stute Aid to Industries Act”

be reduced bv Rs. 100 (working of the Act).

Sir, the House has just heard from Mr. Norton, who continue* to

be a member of this unfortunate Board, that up to date not a single
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pice has been paid out by the State Aid Board which was ushered in

with a fanfaronade of trumpets not only from the Government side but

from us on the non- official side. The House will remember that two of

the members of this Board are to be elected by the Bengal Legislative

Council. The first two members to be elected by this Council were

Khan .Bahadur M. Azizul Haque, as he then was, and myself; and

Mr. Norton was also elected as one of the first members as the repre-

sentative of the Trades Association. We have got certain dates from

Mr. Norton for the information of the members of this House, to whom,

probably, Mr. Norton’s sweet voice did not appeal; I will, however,

put into the ears of the members these dates and which I will ask them

to remember. The Act was passed in July, 1921; the Board was con-

stituted in October, 1932
;
and certain rules were framed by the Board

on the 18th November, 1932. These were sent up to Government for

sanction, and these rules, as amended by Government, dated some time

in June, 1933, were not published till July, 1933. When these rules

came up before the Board, the Board found that there were several very

objectionable rules. One of them was that it required every applica-

tion for aid to be advertised in the Calcutta Gazette and the daily news-

papers. The Board thought that that was a sure way of driving away
applicants. The people who wanted to start business did not like to

advertise the fact that they were starting business with a loan from

Government. Another rule to which the Board objected—or rather to

the absence of which the Board objected—was that under section 20

of the Act the Local Government may delegate to the Board its power

to grant State aid under section 19 on such terms and conditions and

with such limitations and restrictions as it thinks fit and in the rules

no such delegation was made. The Board thought that if every appli-

cation had to be sent up for final acceptance or rejection by Govern-

ment, it would take a long time and would probably mean denying

any aid to the applicants. How well founded the apprehensions of

the Board were have been demonstrated to this House by the speech of

Mr. Norton. Well, Sir, the rule regarding the fees to be paid to the

members attending was one to which objection was also taken by the

Board. The Board formulated their objec tions and sent them up to

Government on the (ith March, 1934. Well, Sir, on the 23rd March,

1934, I brought up this matter before this House, and I do not know
if at this date hon’ble members will remember the flippant, the imper-

tinent, and the disrespectful reply which was given by the Secretary

of the Industries Department. What he said was—“Mr. Basu’s real

grievanc e was that he did not get sanction to a fee of Rs. 32 for attend-

ing each meeting,” That is the way, Sir, in which the members of

this House are treated. The other member of the Board elected by this

Council (Mr. Haque as he then was\ the Hon’ble Khan Bahadur M.
Hasixul Haque stated in his speech that the reply cast a slur on thft
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members by referring to a point not even mentioned by Mr. Narendra

Kumar Basu and that this sort of attitude on the part of the Govern-

ment would only lead to resignations from the Board, and it did actually

lead to resignations of membership of the Board. I resigned promptly

and my friend did it later on. I want to draw the attention of the

House to the fact that apart from the fact that not a pice has during

these three years been paid by the Government for aiding any small

industry, whenever you want to he treated seriously, you are treated

in this flippant, impertinent ami disrespectful manner. You will find

from Mr. Norton’s speech that IN. 58,000 were subscribed by several

public spirited gentlemen, and one of those was the Hon’hle Nnwnb
K. G. M. Faroqui himself; it was up to him to see that the money he

had given to Government was spent and spent on a good cause. Un-
fortunately for him he is emmeshed by difficulties from all sides and

even his intentions do not bear an\ fruit. We were told last year that

a lakh of rupees had been placed by Government in the hands of the

Hon’lde Minister for the purposes of the State Aid to Industries AH.
As you have heard from Mr. Norton, not a pice, excepting Rs. 1 ,200

spent for the purpose of advertisement, has 1m»cii spent up till now, and

if you point out. to the department alrout the rules made by them, you

find out that they are meant to discourage people from coming in and

the intention of the department is that this Act should not be worked.

If you turn to page 78 of the Budget of this year you will find that in-

stead of a lakh of i it pee t given last year a magnificent sum of

Rs. 5,617 is provided as fund for the working of the Bengal State Aid

to Industries Act. I know that there i> that Rs. 58.000 and 1 know

that the department is determined to hold on to that Its. 58,(KM), and

it does not mattei whether IN. 5,000 or even five coirnc* have been

given by the department.

The Hon’ble Nawab K. C. M. FAR0QUI, Khan Bahadur: May 1

rise to a point of order, Sii I would icfer Mr. Ba-n to page JK? of

the Red Book when* he will find that Rs. 60,000 is pro\idrd there in

the Loans Budget.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: Well, Sir, they know that they

provided a lakh of rupee** as an eyewash in the Loans Budget for the

current year, hut they did not spend a pice. This year they have pro-

vided Rs. 60,000. Next year the provision will be less than that, and

in the following year there will be nothing in the Budget. It does not

matter whether IN. 5,000 or Its. 50,000 or Rs. 5 lakhs is provided, if

you are determined not to pay a pice out of it, I want the House to

remember that it is clear from what Mr. Norton stated and from the

facts that I have placed Wore the House that it is not the intention
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of the Government to work this Act, and I want the House to remem-

ber that their representatives on the Board are insulted in this fashion

when they draw the attention of the Government to matters relating

to the working of the Act.

With these words I commend my motion to the acceptance of the

House.

Dr* NARE8H CHANDRA 8EN GUPTA* Sir, I am somewhat ’sur-

prised at the complaints made by Mr. Norton and Mr. Narendra Kumar
Basu. Neither of them is young and I suppose they have read a lot

and, they have at least road the immortal book “Little Doritt”. They
ought to have known that the department and the Government
whom they were dealing with had been very accurately and properly

described by that immortal author Charles Dickens as “the circumlocu-

tion office.” The principal thing for which the department exists is

to show “how not to do it.” If after all their experience, iq$r friends

are under the illusion that the successors to the circumlocution office

of Dickens’ days should be trying to do something, I feel Sony for

them. Mr. Norton lias given facts and figuics and so has Mr. Basu,

but the most important question with regard to this State Aid to In-

dustries Board they have not mentioned. They have not said anything

about how many maunds of paper, how many miles of red tape have

been used and the total number of memorandum and notes and the

number of files which have gone round the Secretariat. These are the

most valuable and relevant tacts for the purjiose of assessing the Gov-

ernment work regarding this Act. These are the only tests—the

maunds of paper and the miles of red tape and the number and multi-

tude of the fiat files which have gone round the Secretariat. It would

be interesting to hear from the lion ’hie Minister the exact statistics

with regard to these tl»ing.*% which would be perhaps enshiined in our

reports and read with as much interest as “Little Doritt” is read, Sir.

The whole thing has been a sham and a shame.

Mr. P, BANERJI: Sir. I want to tell the members of this House

about my brief experience as one of the members recently elected from

this Council to this State Aid to Industries Board. Mr. Norton, the

mover of the motion, has rightly pointed out that there has been delay

on the part of Government, and I should submit to you that the cum-

brous proc edure laid down by the rules made under this Act is another

reason for the delay. As I)r. Naresli Chandra Sen Gupta has pointed

out, that book “Little Dorrit” mentions one side of the thing. The
whole object of this Board is to help these small industries and to give

them some aid. From the experience that I have got I find that the

difficulty has been that not a single farthing so far has been paid. The
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reaaoft ia that Government in most oases take unusual time in approv-

ing the proposal sanctioned by the Committee, even when there is a

draft of the document, according to tlie rules, the Government send it

to the Government Solicitor for the preparation of the document. I

had no reason why there should be so much delay in this matter. If

the Government say that they have good intentions, I submit that I do

not agree with them. Here is a glaring instance that Government do

not want to do things honestly. When 1 went there for the first time

I found to my utter surprise that what the members of the Hoard

wanted to do by the dlst March was that they were anxious to sur-

render the major portion of the grant. In fact, the Hoard had to sur-

render the sum of a lakh of rupees. Resides the contribution money,

so generously made by the Ilon’ble Minister, Nawah Farwjui,

Mr. S. C. Mitter, the Deputy Director of Industries and other members of

the public, there is one lakh of rupees sanctioned hv the Government,

and there is an arrangement of banking on cash credit. Nothing out

of this money has been invested. First of all when I came to the

Board it was said that the Hoard did not function properly. \\ hatever

might he the reason for Government com ini? to this decision, the Gov-

ernment point was that at tunes there was no <[Uorum 01 that some

members did not attend and so forth— the fact remains that not a

single farthing has been given What is the reason for this? Is it

because of the fact that the Ilon’ble Minister, in spite of bis good in-

tentions, could not do anything to do away with the red-tnpism, or

is it because the Hon'ble the Finance Member managed the situation

in such a way that while on papei the money would be given but

nothing would be actually paid so that the Finance Member might

ultimately get the money? The provision in the Budget this year

is Rs. 00,000, but next year it ma\ be nothing. Then, Sir, there is a

rule for inviting opinion on each application made for advances,

whether the application is accepted or refused—in both the cases, it

will be advertised. The people consider it very humiliating and

have become very shy to come to the Hoard for help. I suggest,

therefore, that tins set of humiliating lilies must be revised. I files#

these humiliating rules are tevised. no person will come forward to take

money from the Hoard.

With these words I support the motion.

Mr. K. C. RAY CHOWDHURY: Sir, it appears to my mind that

the main charge against the Government is that of dilntorincM. In

this country we are all accustomed to much more dilatory business like

that. Anybody who is conversant with the Calcutta Corporation knows

that. I shall give you one instance. I had some money deposited in

a eourt‘ as security. After the court decided the case I could get the
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money back only after 18 months. To my mind—I do not hold any

brief from the Ministry—I do say to those who want to help thee©

small industries that the experience of the Bihar Government is very

sad in this matter. The Government had to wind up the business

there; they could not realise loans. The whole thing almost collapsed and

most of the industrial concerns who obtained loans disappeared.

Therefore I think whoever was cautious, the caution was rightly exer-

cised. I will give you some facts. The total number of applications

for loans was 48 during the period in question, and they wanted loan

of a total amount of Ks. 8 lakhs; the total number of applications re-

commended to Government was only nine; total number of applica-

tions under enquiry, 18; total number of applications rejected by the

Board, 17; total number of applications recommended bv the Govern-

ment but rejected bv the Board, nil. That is where, Sir, I have to

defend Government, for they accepted the recommendation made by the

Board. Then the question is: 'Who is to blame for not making any

grant—the Board or the Ministry. My submission is that as members

of the House, who are so anxious to get elected to the Board, they them-

selves funked their duties and it can be proved.

Mr. KARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: On a point of order, Sir. Has

the lion 'hie member any right to say that the no* in Iters funked their

duties.

Mr. K. C. RAY CHOWDHURY : Well. Sir “funk ’ is a parlia-

mentary expression.

Mr. PRE8IDENT: In any ease I feel bound to say that it is not a

happy expression.

Mr. K. C. RAY CHOWDHURY: Well then, I say they did not do

their duty. As I said. Sir, 1 do not hold any brief for Government. I

myself had sent in two applications for loan for cutleries, and they

were terv well received Mr. Norton’s complaint that nothing was

paid out during these two sears may be right, but the question is

whether the Board was wrong or the Minister was wrong and this res-

ponsibility must be allocated to somebody; and all this farcical talk

about grants not being made will not lead to anything. Unless pro-

per attention is given and the proper caution is taken, it will end in a

sad thing, ns has been pijoved in that province outside Bengal.

Khan Bahadur MUHAMMAD ABDUL MOMIN: Sir, I am not sur-

prised that the Bengal State Aid to Industries Aot has not been worked

in a manner which has satisfied my friend Mr. N. K. Basu or Mr.

Norton, And what f am really surprised at is that a gentleman like
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myfriend Mr. Basu after his experience of ike legislative Council and

of At work of Government in the transferred departments, should have

taken so long to be disillusioned. Mr. Xortou has shown that so far

not ft single application or an applicant has received any aid from the

department. My friend Mr. K. C. ltay Chowdhury has taken the cud-

gels on behalf of Government and has tried to defend them saying that

the only charge that could be laid against them is dilatoriness, and he

justified it by mentioning that every department oi Government is

equally guilty of dilatoriness. It 1 were Nawab Furoqui 1 would say:

“God save me from ray friend!” I would point out to Mr. Kay Chow-

dhury that it is not really dilatoriness which we have to complain

against, but a want of will on the part of the department; what we

really fe^l is that there is no sinceiity, no real intention ot the depart-

ment to help the applicants who come them for assistance. Sir, l

am not one of those who thought that this Act would bring succour to

those who needed succoui to any large extent. After all, it is intended

only to give aid to those whom the department professes to be

teaching small industries and to others who want, to start home indus-

tries. But what has l>eeii the results During the times the Indus-

tries Department have been at work, they have certainly started lots

of training schools. They have »No trained a lot of people and we are

told that a large number ot them has started business on their own ac-

count. But after all the sum total of their activities— I mean the acti-

vities of those, who have learned these industries, taken togther— are al-

most negligible so tar as the question of unemployment or the improve-

ment of the economic condition of the people is concerned. Sir, what

is the good ot teaching a few ho\ *> how to make brass \e-selsj' 1 .mi

told by a member from Noakhali that a training party from the Indus-

tries Department went to Noakhali, stayed there for three months to

teach them brass work, and the result was that after ten months’ work

the most efficient pupil produced a vessel which was 3J seers in weight

and could hold only about a quarter of a pound of water ! Whatever that

may be I am not blaming the department on this score, but want that

they should work the Act with a will and in the right spirit to

bring real relief to those in need of their help. The money they get

is certainly very little and our complaint is also against the Finance

Department that larger grants should be given. With these words I

support the motion of Mr. Basu.

Mr. 8. M. BOSE: Sir, at the outset I muit express my regret that

an esteemed member of this House, namely, my friend Mr. N. K. Basu,

should think he has been rudely treated. He has our sympathies with

his feeling sore over the matter, but I am sure that this feeling is not

behind this resolution in any way. Then, Sir, as regards what Mr.

Norfon has said we should remember under what circumstances the
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State Aid to Industries Act tfa# pa#$«4gr At that time, none of us or

perhaps a very few of us aclnalljfc hopecPthat it cpuld be brought into

operation in the immediate future. In fact, whny of tbe members

here opposed the Bill, on the ground that it would be merely a paper

Bill, seeing that there was no money, so what was the use of passing

a high sounding Bill like the State Aid to Industries Act? That

was the general impression, but many of us thought it better to g»et

the Bill passed now, hoping for better times. So it is not a matter of

surprise to us that this Act is being given effect to very, very slowly.

Apart from that, the very' nature of the Act demands the utmost care

and scrutiny in its application. As some of us are aware, similar

Acts in some other provinces have, so far as our information goes,

proved failures. And it is all the more reason that those Who have

the working of the Act should be very circumspect, very cautioua in

applying the provisions of the Act, It is very easy for people to ask

for money without much ground, and public money may easily be wast-

ed. As my friends have pointed out, the rules which were passed in.

June, 19M, were objerled to b\ the Board. Perhaps the fault lies in

these rules, which are somewhat obstructive and which do not encour-

age rapidity of action. That may he so, but I think that these rules

err on the side of caution. With these words, I oppose the motion.

Rev. B. A. NAG: Sir, in a matter like this some members probably

very naturally have an undue advantage over others; what I mean
is that the members of this Council who are also members of that

particular Board know of facts of which we know nothing. So I must

say that in a matter like this such members ought to be gracious and

courteous enough to bring to our knowledge the facts on which they

depend to ventilate their grievances in this House, so that we might

test the value of their statement. Now, Sir, certain facts have been

stated, but when 1 go through the attendance register, is it not a fact

and is it not known to our friends that several meetings of this Board

could not be held for want of a quorum? This does not speak certainly

against Government, rather it speaks against tbe Board and the

interest the Board feels in this matter. My friend Mr. N. K. Baau,

I understand, attended the meetings cent, per cent, and some of tbem

attended probably only 25 per cent., and some still less.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U : What has that to do with ibis?

This is not the point.

RtV. B. A. MAC: What the point is I do not know, but I am looking

at the point as others see it and not as my friends would have me aee

it
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Mb NARENDRA KUMAR^ I^IUjlias Bny member the right to
expect any point from Mr. Nag?

B. A. NAG: Having said that, I believe I can now say where
the blame lies. Now, Sir, as to the fate of the applications, Mr. K. C.
Ray Chowdhury has said that he had put in two applications.

Mr* NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: Where did you get your facts

from?

Rev. B. A. NAG: From the right souice, ot course. Now. Sir, the

number of applications which have been recommended by the Hoard

is only nine and during all this time they have been able to go through

all the applications and recommend only nine and they have taken

all this time to enquiie into IS applications only and (iovernment out

of that has accepted six. Well, I do not think, therefore, that the

blame rests with the Minister, but rather it is the other way about.

The Hon*ble Nawab K. C. M. FAROQUI, Khan Bahadur: Sir, l

should, at the outset, explain that the <11111 of IN. '>.(>17 as provided

in the Budget does not represent, as has been pointed out by Mr. N . K.

Basu, all the provision (hat has been made tor giving aid under the

Act. Members will perhaps remember that my friend Mr. S. (\ Mitter,

Deputy Director ot Industries, gave a donation ot IN 10,000 and my
humble self a donation of IN. o.OOO to be utilised before drawing upon

the amount budgeted. The amount in question provides for charges

to be incurred in working the Act; the provision tor giving aid to

industries under the Act is mude in the Loans Budget. Apart from the

liability undertaken by Government in guaranteeing cash credits with

banks to the extent of Rs. f>0,000, a piovision for IN. 1,00,(MM) was

made in the current year’s Budget tor grant of advances under the

Act. As it has been decided that funds amounting to Rs. f)4,000 built

up out of public donations and conti ihutions and accumulating under

the Bengal State Aid to Industries Act, have been utilised first before

drawing upon the (Iovernment grant, it lias not been possible for the

Board to utilise any part of the piovision of IN. 1 lakli ioi expenditure

during the current year. A reduced provision of IN. 04,(MM) has

accordingly been made in the I/ians Budget for HMb-30. ft has so far

been possible to hu net ion a grunt ot loans, etc., to the extent of

Rs. 14,000. Government have been acting in the matter on the advice

of tbe Board of Industries, a representative liody consisting of non-

official gentlemen, mostly engaged in business, and their advice is

being always followed in the matter of grant of these loans. My friend,

Mj*. Narendra Kumar Basu, was recently a member of the Board of

Industries while my friend Mr. Norton is now the Vice-President of

that |rtdy. It may be stated here that not a single application recom-
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mended by the Board has so far been rejected by Government nor, in

view of the fact that the Board has not yet been able to spend up to

" the amount accumulated in the Bengal State Aid to Industries Fund,

any complaint can possibly be made that the provision in the Industries

Budget is inadequate.

The progress in the grant of loans has been slow. In this connection

I would like to state for the information of the House that the Board

of Industries received altogether 48 applications for loans amounting

to Us. 8,07,551. Out of these 48 applications, the Board rejected 16

applications applying for a totul loan of Rs. 6,77,776 and accepted

only ten applications for a loan of Rs. 55,500. Of the remaining

petitions 22 are still under enquiry of the Board and three have not

been pursued by the applicants themselves. It will appear from these

figures that the slow progress in the grant of loans has been mainly due

to the large rejection of applications by the Board of Industries.

Government have treated the cases under the State Aid to Industries

Act recommended by the Board of Industries as urgent, but dealt with

them as expeditiously as possible and as I have stated’ before. Govern-

ment have not rejected any single application recommended by the

Board. If there was any little delay in the disposal of certain appli-

cations in the Secretariat, it was due to careful scrutiny by the Agri-

culture und Industries Department and the Finance Department of

Government. The importance of scrutiny cannot be denied, parti-

cularly in view of the fact that it is reported that in the sister province

of Bihar and Orissa where an Industrie* Act has been functioning

Government suffered a serious lo^s in the loans made. Government,

however, trust that as soon as the procedure becomes stereotyped the

delay will considerably be minimised.

The Board made certain suggestions tor the amendment ot the rules

under section 60. These suggestions were:— *

(1) that the Board should have power to reject an application

outright; and

• (2) that the provision for publishing the names of applicants and

inviting objections should be replaced by a procedure 6f

publishing the names of persons to whom aid has been

granted. Under this suggestion, the procedure of inviting

objections would disappear.

Government, however, could not agree with the Board's suggestions

to reject applications outright, nor could they accept the Board's pro-

posal regarding inviting objections to applications, as we are advised

that the procedure of calling for objections is important; but Govern-

ment amended the rules to the extent of making it unnecessary for

the Board to invite objections in cases where the Board is satisfied

At the outset that the application should not be granted. However,
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withm view to assisting the Board in making more satisfactory progress

in thj* working of the Act and speedier disposal of loan applications,

I shall only be too glad to discuss with the President and Vice-President

of the Board regarding their present difficulties.

I hope, Sir, the explanation given by me will satisfy my kon'ble

friends, who will not press their motions.

Mr. PRESIDENT: Two motions are now before the House, one of

Mr. Norton and the other of Mr. Xarendra Kumar Basu. I propose

to put Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu’s motion which is analogous to

Mr. Norton’s, and the decision on the one will cover the other.

Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu’s motion being put u division was taken

with the following results:

—

AYE8.

Arthur, Mr. 0. 8.

liMfji, Rif Bakalar Kuhik Ckinin.

MMrji, Mr. P.

luii Mr. Nartnln Kamar.

Chaalhvri, Baku Klaliri Mikm.
Ckakkany, Ral Bah«|«r Ram Dtv.

Okavlkvry, Maalvi Altai Bfcaal.

Oatpar, Hr. 0. B.

PaaJallab, Maalvi Makammal.
Rathria, Mr. P. C.

Htmin, Mr. f. T.

Mouaia, Maalvi Makammal.
Kaiam, Maalvi Akal.

Kkaa, Khan Bahatar.Naalvl Maaxiam All,

Khan, Maalvi Tamiiatlla.

Mamin, Kkaa Bakalar Makammal Aklal.

Rartaa. Mr. H. R.

Qaaiam, Maalvi Akal.

Ray, Mr. Ikaati tkakkarnwar.

Raat, Baka Naaaal.

tan flapta, Dr. Naraik Ikaalra.

NOE8.

Atial, Navraktala Kharaja Makammal, Kkaa
Bakalar.

Bal, Baka Laiit Kamar.

Bal, Ral taklk karat Ohaalra.

Barma, Baka Pramkari.

Barm a, Ral laklk Paackaaaa.

Baalr oilia, Kkaa laklk Maalvi Makammal.

Bata. Mr. I.

•aajamla, Mr. M. D.

•Italy, Mr. E . N.

Bata, Mr. I. M.

Gkaata, Mr. Aparva Kamar.

Bkaalkarl, Kkaa Bakalar Maalvi Alimauamaa.

BkaaBkari, Kkaa Bakalar Maalvi Mattar Rak*

Bkaalharf, Or. lataatfra Cfcaalra.

Baa, Baka Barapraaal.

Ball, Mr. «. I.

Paaajal^tki Hta’Mt Baarak K. B. M., Kkaa

•Ralatal. Mr. «. R.

•aka. Baka PralaBa Kamar.

Baka, Mr. P. B.

Mafia, tta NtaWt Kkaa Mbater H. Axbal.

Haifa, Mr. I. 0. V.

NtasaJa, Maalvi Latafat

Kkaa, Maalvi Aki AMaRk.
Mam, Mr. C.

Mama, Mr. o. h.

Mr, Mr. B. I.

Nter, tka NaaWa Hr Bva|aaira Lai.

MMtra, Baka larat Ikaalra.

Makkar|i, Ral laklk Maaaaitkaa.

Makkarji, Ral Bakalar latuk Ikaalra.

Makfcapathaya, Ral laklk larat Ikaalra.

Nat, Ravaraal B. A.

Nat, Baka lafc Lai.

Ranly, Makaraja 10* ikaalra, a! Katlmkaiar.

NaiimaMia, tka Naa'kla Kkaraja Mr.

PaHar, Mr. Aaaala Makaa.

Rakaam, Mr. A.

Rakmaa, Kkaa Bakalar A. f. M. Altar*,

Rakmaa, Maalvi Atiiar.

Ral Makaaai, Maalalra Dak.

Ray, Baka Amalyalkaa.

Ray, Baka Kkaltar Makaa.

Ray, Baka Haytaira Narayaa.

Ray Ifcavfkary, Mr. K. I.

RaM, tka Maa'Ma Mr. R. N.

Ray, tka Maa’Ma Mr kijay Prasal Magk.

Ray, Baka Martkaaaa.

Bay, Mr. laMaawar Mafk.

Ray, Mr. larat Kamar.

Ray Bkaalkart, Baka Mam Ikaalra.

takaaa, Ral Bakalar latya Klakar.

laa. Ral laklk Akakay Kamar.

tkak, Maalvi AMal Mam**.

Maka, Raja Bakalar Bkapaalra Narayaa, af

Maaklpar.

Tavaaal, Mr. M. P. V.

Waltar, Mr. K. L.

WMMaaaa, Mr. M. R.

Waalkaal, tka Maa’Ma Mr Jala.

The Ayes being 21 and the Noes 59, the motion was lost.
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The main demaid
r
*ihat a sum of Es. 13,78,000 be gramted for

expenditure under the * head “36—Industries” eras then put and
agreed to.

37—-Miscellaneous Departments.

The Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD" Sir, on the recottinMihdatiott

of His Excellency the Governor, I beg to move that a sum of

Bs. 2,22,000 be granted for expenditure under the head “37—Miscel-

laneous Departments.”

Motions for reduction.

Rai Bahadur SATYA KINKAR SAHANA: Sir, I beg to move that

the demand of Its. 1,49,400 under the head “37A—Inspector of

Factories” be reduced by Rs. 100 (nature of inspection).

Sir, it is well known to every one of this House and of this province

that, leaving aside the jute mill industry—the bigfreit industry in

the province, and which, unfortunately, is mainly owned, by foreigners

there are small industries cropping up in this province, e.g.
y

rice

millB, oil mills, flour mills, and such other small industries. These

mills are generally in the possession of Indian business-men who have

no high education—no technical education—and who generally run

these mills with the help of mechanics who have got only practical

training and no academical training. So, Sir, the owner and the

mechanic are not supposed to know much of the intricacies of law. We
expect the Inspectors of Factories when inspecting any factory to be

helpful to these small industries. But the way they conduct these

inspections is rather an obstructive one—especially it is so in the case

of inspections conducted by the Boiler Inspectors. When the Inspec-

tors of Factories go to inspect a factory, they look into everything in a

fault-finding spirit and try to find out what section of the Factories Act

have been broken or what sections of the Boilers Act have been violated.

And if they find that some places in the factory, which should be

hedged in properly, it is all right that they require the hedging to be

put in within a certain time. What we expect them to do is first to give

notice to the owner or proprietor of the factory and allow him at least

seven days’ time for doing the thing; but instead of that they at once

pass an orde$ to the effect that the factory should stop work till the

hedging was completed. This cannot but he obstruction.

In the case of boilers, wheu the owner sends in the necessarv fee

to the Boiler Inspection Department, for the annual inspection of hie

boiler a date is fixed for the inspection of the boiler; and the proprietor

is asked to stop working the boiler for seven or eight days in order

to allow the boiler to be cooled and cleaned. If the Boiler Inspector,
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forieasons best known to him, finds some defcpt 5n the boiler be passes

an «nderwif course, verbally—requiring the owner to have some patch-

work done to the boiler aud the poor proprietor has no choice but tb

act up to the instructions of the Inspector. He spends something tike

Bs. 500 or Rs. 600 for the patch and when the work is finished** writes

to the^Rhief Inspector of the Boiler Commission to give him a certificate

after 4* 'second inspection. Wheu another Boiler Inspector comes
and looks into the matter and sees the patch-work done, he says : “Who
passed such a silly order? The boiler wa> quite right and no patch-

work was required.” Sir, this is the sort of work that is done by the

Inspectors, who, instead of being helpful in any way, ait in an obstruc-

tive manner towards thesi? small industrialists. My object, therefore,

Sir, is to request the Government to inculcate upon the Inspectors that

inspection of factories, etc., are not meant for the purpose of putting

obstruction, or make the owners run a hurdle race, but to help them
and to explain to them the provisions of the Factories Act and the

'Boilers Act. I hope, Sir, that Government will not fail in seeing to

this. As the time for the discussion of this demand is short, I think

that I must #top there.

With these few words, Sir. I beg to commend my motion to the

acceptance of the House.

Tht Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: Sir, the object of the ttai

Bahadur is to impress upon me and the Factories and the Boiler

Inspection Departments that the inspections carried out by these depart-

ments should be conducted, not in an obstructive and harsh manner,

but in a helpful and sympathetic way. I agree. Sir, with that general

principle; but I trust that the Hai Bahadur will not expect me to

admit that the Factories and the Boiler Inspection Departments do

not inspect the factories, etc., in the manner he and I agree that they

should do. It may be, Sir, that inspections occasionally made by

certain officers are not quite so helpful or conducted in such a

sympathetic manner as he might desire them to lie. But I cannot deal

with specific cases of which the Rai Bahadur has personal knowledge,

and I have not. But if he would come to me and tell me in what

direction be flunks we could effect improvements, I shall la* only too

pleased to do everything I can to ensure that inspections are not obstruc-

tive in character but helpful to the industry and those running it.

At the same time, Sir, I would remind the Rai Bahadur of this—

I

think he mentioned one instance in which an Inspector insisted on the

machinery being stopped while the necessary fencing was being erected.

The Rai Bahadur seemed to think that the better course would have

been not to have stopped the machinery’ but to have insisted on the

fencing being erected within seven or ten days. Xow, with regard to

this, I would ask the Rai Bahadur to consider what would have been

the position if during those seven or ten days a serious accident had
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occurred owing to the non-erection of the fencing. Is it not likely

that the failure of the Factories Department to insist on the erection

of the necessary fencing would have been commented upon and the

Inspector concerned charged with not carrying out his duties properly?

Then, Sir, take the case of a boiler—the Rai Bahadur referred to

boilers—which bursts causing injury to people working around it,

the first impression of the accident will be that the Boiler Inspection

Department have not been carrying out their duties properly. So, there

are two sides to this question . I quite agree that we should be as helpful

as we possibly can. On the other hand, it must be remembered that it is

our duty to see that the rules are obeyed, particularly those rules which

are designed to protect human life and property. Still we should be

as helpful as possible and with the promise I have given him the Rai

Bahadur, perhaps, will agree to withdraw his motion.

Rli Bahadur 8ATYA KINKAR 8AHANA: After listening, Sir, to

the very sympathetic reply of the Hon’ble Member, I beg leave of

the House to withdraw my motion.

The motion was then, by leave of the House, withdrawn.

Mr. P. BANERJI: Sir, I beg to move that the demand of

Its. 2,22,(H)0 under the head “H7— Miscellaneous Departments

—

Reserved and Transferred*’ be reduced by Its. 100 (attitude of the

Chief Inspector of Factories regarding the inspection of pi esses in

Calcutta).

Sir, the object of tabling this motion is to biing to light the callous

and indifferent attitude of the Factories Department in carrying out

the provisions of the Factories Act. I consider that the operation of

the Act seems to be a dead letter. Most of the presses come under the

operation of this Act, and this involves a large number of people

—

over 40,000 people are working as press employees. Sir, if you went

into the private presses, you would find that most of them are veritable

hells; there is no light, no ventilation; there is always an accumulation

of dust; the generation of gas and vapour contributes to the death

and diseases of many—diseases like tuberculosis and lead-poisoning,

etc., in a more or less advanced stage. The fact is that whenever these

inspections are made—the Hon’ble Member has just pointed out that

they are made properly though he admits that he has no personal

experience in the matter—the inspecting staff deliberately avoid asking

any questions of the employees, but consult only the owners or

employers. The hours of employment and the regular payment of

wages are always neglected—the payment of wages is particularly

irregular in many presses. In some cases the employees do not get

their salaries even after four months and hands are often discharged

on flimsy grounds, and thus they lose all their arrear dues.
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Sir, last year a question was put by Dr. Sen Gupta regarding the

condition in Government presses, on the 23rd March, 1934. The reply

of th* Hon’ble Member was that the condition of the private presses

was ifibt quite so good as in Government presses. In Govern-

ment presses the Hon’ble Member admitted that there were

10 or 12 cases of lead-poisoning, and the victims got com-

pensation under the Workmen’s Compensation Act. Sir, if the <‘ondi*

tion in Government presses be such, then can we expect the condition

to be anywhere near the mark in private presses, such as the “Baptist

Mission Press,” “Forward” and other presses, where 80 per cent, of

the employees suffer from lead-poisoning. But these people do not

get any relief from the operation of the Factories Act, inasmuch as

the Factories Department say that they do not generally come to

know of any cases of lead-poisoning. These facts show the callousness

of the department. As there is very little time left for the discussion

of this subject and as I want to hear what the llon’hle Member bus

to say in reply, I think that I had better conclude my remarks.

Th« Hon’ble 8ir JOHN WOODHEAD: Sir, this time we are

charged with “callousness” for not carrying out the inspections of

presses in a sufficiently drastic manner. Rui Bahadur Katyn Kinkar

Sahana took the line that we were not sympathetic enough in our work-

ing of the Factories and Boiler Laws. It is rather difficult to reply to

motions moved with exactly opposite intentions. But this time I have

no hesitation in denying Mr. Bnnerji’s charge**. We are not “callous” as

regards compliance with the provisions of the Factories Act. For

instance, I recall the case of a printing press whic h came up before me

about two years ago. The press shall he nameless, but in that case the

Factory Inspection Department reported to me that they could not

get the press to earn' out the improvements the department considered

essential; and it took me nearly eight months of hard work, lepeutedly

seeing the gentleman in charge of the press, before I succeeded in

getting him to carry out the improvements that were necessary. 1

think that single instance shows definitely that the Factories Depart-

ment are alive to their responsibilities and make heavy endeavour to

ensure that the provisions of the Act are olieyeil and that factories are

places in w'hich the workers can work under healthy conditions.

Sir, I oppose the motion.

(At this stage the time allotted for the discussion of this head was

reached.)

The motion was put and lost.

Then the original motion that a gura of Rs. 2,22,000 be granted for

expenditure under the head “37—-Miscellaneous Departments,” wan put
and agreed to.

(The Council was then adjourned for 15 minutes.)
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(After Adjourtanent.)

41 and 60—Civil work*

The Hon’Me Newell K. G. M. FAROQUI, Khen Bahadur: Sir, on

the recommendation of His Excellency the Governor, I beg- to move that

a sum of Us. 86,60,000 be granted for expenditure during 1935-36 under

the head “41—Civil works and 60—Civil works not charged to

revenue/’

It will appear from the Budget estimates for 1934-35 that the

estimated expenditure for voted items inclusive of establishment

charges was Ks. 82,82,000, while the revised for that year has been

reduced to Rs. 76,60,000. The amount, namely, Rs. 85,60,000, which

the Council is now asked to vote, shows an increase of Rs. 10, (XI,000

compared with the revised estimate, which is mainly due to the follow-

ing increased provision under ‘‘41 and 00—Civil works”:—
41—Civil works

—

Original works—Buildings

Road Development Fund
carried out by the

Depart ment

Grant-in-aid

Establishment

60—Civil works

Rs.

... 2,39,000

-Works to be

Public Works
... 2 ,

66,000

... 2,97,000

70,000

8,72,000

... 1,37,000

Total ... 10,09,00q
*

TTnder the head “41—Civil works—Original works—Civil build-

ings,” it is to spend Rs. 32,500 on works for Reserved subjects and

Rs. 7,99,610 on works for Transferred subjects. The items of works

are specified in the Civil Works Budget circulated to the members of

the Council. The amounts provided as reserves for minor works under

various departments are intended for works costing small amounts in

connection with the buildings occupied by the various departments.

These works are generally within the power of sanction of the respective

leads of departments.

For communications under “41—Civil works,” no provision las

keen made under “R4sert*d—Voted,” while Rs. 6,42,146 which* includes

Re. 6,01,500 for Road Development Fund works to be carried out by tie
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Public Works Department, lias been provided under “Transferred.”

The mems of works have been (totalled in the Budget,

UAder the head “Repairs,” Rs. 2,88,000 is provided for Reserved

Department and Rs. 35,42,000 for Transferred Department as compared

respectively with the revised estimate of Rs. 2,90,000 and Ra. 35,50,000.

The grant required on account of establishment is Ra. 12,74,900

as compared with the Budget and revised estimates of Rs. 12,36,400

and Rs. 12,04,800 respectively. It will appear that the demand shows

an increase of Rs. 70,100 compared with the revised estimate. The

increase is due to a provision of Rs. 24,(HH) for recruitment to fill up
vacancies in order to make up to a certain extent the shortage in cadres

in the department, of Rs. 28,000 for meeting the cost of the special

load development establishments (including Bridge Designer to the

Government of Bengal) and the balance of Rs. 18,100 for annual incre-

ments, etc.

Mr. 8. M. B08E: I beg to move that the demand of Rs. 32,500

under the head “41 A—Civil works—Reserved—Buildings—Civil works

—New works” be reduced by Rs. 100.

Sir, I want to urge upon the Government the necessity tor electrify-

ing Government offices and courts in places where there- to electric

supply. There are altogether about 20 electric supply companies in

Bengal, of which four are big ones. Of the remaining 10. only one or

two companies like the Dacca, Chittagong and Barrack pur Companies,

pay small dividends. The rest (13) find it difficult to make both ends

meet, and I suggest that it is the duty of Government to help the

struggling industries, especially those who are doing their best. Gov-

ernment can help them by taking electricity for their courts, jails and

other public buildings. I am glad to find at page 103 of the Red Book

that Government are spending Rs. 12,000 on this. I suggest that the

amount shottld be more. The only urgument may he that these <om-

panics are not efficiently run. What I suggest is that Government can

ask Uto Electrical Adviser whether in a particular case the company to

a safe concern and then act according to his advice. 1 want the Gov-

ernment to help these companies in the mufassal, especially when we

are going to pass the new Electricity Act under which the rates are to

l)e increased and which will thus throw a good deal of extra work on

them. I suggest that Government might make it up by helping them

in the way I have suggested.

MU J. D. V. HODGE: Sir, 1 am glad that Mr. Bose has raised

this question. It is one to which Government attach great importance,

not only from the point of view of the amenities to be given to their

servants or to the public who frequent their buildings. They also

realise fully- the importance to Companies of securing Government as

consumers of electricity, and they realise thah without the Government

load many Companies would find it difficult to ntnke both ends meet.
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The policy of Government in this matter was laid down in the end

of 1930. It is that whenever a public supply is provided in a station

or even when it is about to be provided, a complete list of Government

buildings is made and estimates are prepared for each buildi&g and

sent to the departments concerned for sanction. The rest is of course

simply a matter of funds. At the present moment we have schemes for

seven stations.

The House is well aware of the financial difficulties of the last two

years, and I think members will be satisfied that these orders are not a

mere pious w’ish when they consider that, in spite of the financial

difficulty and at a time when the expenditure of the Public Works
Department has been drastically curtailed, Government have continued

making provision for electric installation—on a small scale, it is true,

but the provision has been such as they thought that in the circum-

stances of the time they were justified in making. During the current

year lis. 12,000 has been voted for electric installation, to be spent at

Comilla. In the Budget before the House there is provision for another

Rs. 12,000, to be spent in three stations—Comilla again, Jalpaiguri

and Asansol. It is time that Government have not so far been able to

complete the installation in any one station. The work has had to be

done piecemeal. This or that building has been chosen not so much
on its intrinsic merits as with reference to the possibility of bringing

it within the provision. This explains why in some cases residential

buildings have been selected in preference to public buildings. As a

matter of fact, it is no question of polny at all, but merely a question

of making a small sum go the longest possible way. Government have

taken the view' that it is better and fairer to the province as a whole

to distribute the sums available among several stations rather than to

concentrate all the money on one favoured place, and I think the House

generally will endorse that policy.

To sum up, Government are as anxious as the hon’ble member to

see electrical installations in all public buildings throughout the"' pro-

vince. They have made a start and during the last two years the

money had been provided. Th« rate of progress is simply the rate at

which money can be provided. In view of this explanation of the

position I hope the hon’ble member will not think it necessary to press

the motion.

Mr. S. M. Bose’s motion was thei^ by leave of the House, with-

drawn.

Rai Bahadur KE8HAB CHANDRA BANERJI: I beg to move

that the demand of Rs. 27,000 under the head *‘41A—Civil works

—

Original works—Buildings—Administration of justice
1
* be reduced by

Rs, 100.
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ffit, my object in moving this token cut is to draw the attention o!

Gotkament to tbe inconvenience caused to the litigant public for want

of waiting rooms in the mufas&al courts. This is considered at* a desi-

deratum. Anybody who has experience of the mufassal civil and criminal

courts—and there are very few persons who have nothing to do with

law courts—will perhaps bear me out when I sav that the absence of any
temporary shelter is a genuine grievance of the litigant public. Sir,

it is common knowledge that th* public seeking justice in a court of

law have to remain standing or to squat on the open compound under

the “Great Vault of Heaven,” under beating rain and tbe scorching

heat of the sun for five or six long hours without any protection what-

soever. This is a deplorable state of things which calls for immediate

redress. I know that the usuul plea will be raised regarding paucity

of funds and nothing will be done until the Finance Department can

be made to realise the importance of the question. Nevertheless, l have

the satisfaction of having done my duty in bringing the jnntter to the

notice of Government. I do not wish to detain the lfofiie longer, but

shall conclude by simply reiterating what 1 have already said before.

I hope that the Hon’ble Minister or Member concerned will see bis way

to remove this public grievance.

AVith these words, I commesid m\ motion to the ncceptuuo* of the

House.

The Hon'ble Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITTER: I have every

sympathy with the object underlying the motion, hut 1 wish the House

to realise that there is no more needy supplicant at the door-st »ps of the

Finance Member than myself. 1 want money for my record-looms. 1

want money for sheltering my stamp-vendors. I want money for

quarters for our subordinate Judicial officers. Sir, 1 find myself liven

to Noakhuli and seen that our Judicial officers there had no quarters

worth speaking of. 1 want mon^y for hooks for our courts. Sir, in

many of our courts there are hardly any hooks for our Judges and the

Judges have to rely upon the courtesy ot tin* haul liar Lihruiies. I

want money for all these things, and what satisfaction do 1 get from

the Finance Department? They only shake an empty purse at my face.

So I have developed the virtue of patience and I should advise my
friend to do likewise and wai^ for better times.

Rai Bahadur Keshab Chandra Banerji’a motion was then, b\ leave

of the House, withdrawn.

Mttllvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN: l beg to move that the demand

of Re. 6,42,100 under the head “41A—Civil work#—Trwuferwd—
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Communications” be reduced by Rs. 100 (administration of the-Road

Development Fund grants). * f

I want to draw the attention of the Government to the administra-

tion of the Road Development grants. Sir, so far as I know, last year

the Hon'ble Minister gave us a hope that a Special Officer would be

very soon appointed to make a comprehensive and co-ordinated scheme

for the whole province and thereafter the several projects would be taken

up as funds permit, one by one. I would, therefore, ask this question,

as to what has been done in that direction? Secondly, I would like to

draw the attention of the House as well as of the Hon'ble Minister

to one aspect of the policy that is now being followed so far as the

administration of the fund is concerned. No doubt, the construction

of big interprovincial roads is quite necessary and any project framed

in order to give effect to that policy may he quite laudable, hut I would

beg to ask whether a scheme like the construction of a luxury road from

Darjeeling up to Calcutta is at all expedient in view of the fact that

there are so many other urgent projects which cannot he taken up for

shortness of funds. I do not know much of these things, but what

appears to me is that the policy of the Government is the construction

of roads like the one 1 have just alluded to. As 1 have already said,

a road like that is perhaps a thing of great luxury, but whether we

should go in for these luxury roads or for other necessary and urgent

projects—that is the question which I would ask the Hon’ble Minister.

I do not like to go into the requirements of any particular district. My
own district has its own grievances in the matter, but if I raise that

question now, everyone may perhaps come forward with a proposal for

his own district; so I do not like to go into details, but would simply

draw the attention of the House as to whether these schemes of luxury

roads should he encouraged or whether more attention should be paid

to other more necessary projects. With these words I commend my
motion.

Rsi Bahadur KE8HAB CHANDRA BANERJI: Sir, I rise to

oppose th4 motion for the very simple reason that the grievances

referred to by Maulvi Tamisuddin Khan are more or less imaginary.

Sir, I have had something to do with the Provincial Road Board. I

waa a member of that Board for well-nigh three years, and I know how
schemes are disposed of. The practice generally followed is this. In

the first place district hoards are asked to prepare schemes of road

development in their respective areas and when projects are prepared,

they are examined carefully by the Superintending Engineer and the

Commissioner of the Division and ultimately forwarded to the Chief

Engineer, Public* W orks Department. Every project thus* sent up is

subjected to thorough^scrutiny before being considered hy the Board.

Every arheme, Sir, has got to be considered on its own merits and if
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my HJ&nd Maulvi Tamisuddin Khan has any particular road in view,

he ma^ draw the attention to it not of this House, but of the District

Board el Faridpur, his own district. Then, Sir, my friend has said

that some “luxury roads” are taken up by the Road Board, This,

I mupt say, is an admission of his ignorance of the real position.

These road improvement schemes, as I have already stated, are very

carefully and thoroughly examined by experts. The Provincial Road
Board consists of expert engineers, chairmen of district boards and

others who are competent to speak with authority on the subject and
have practical experience of road work. Roads which are unnecessary

in the public interest are not taken up. I do not think my friend the

Maulvi Sahib can mention a single road which, although unnecessary,

has been financed from the Hoad Fund. As a general rule roads which

are parallel to railways and on which there is no motor traffic are

excluded from the programme of road development.

I hope the Maulvi Sahib will withdraw his motion.

Til* Hon’bte Sir BUOY PRASAD SINfiH ROY: Sir, in reply to

the query put by Maulvi Tamizuddin Khan as to what has happened

to the proposal to appoint a Special Officer for making a comprehensive

rqad development programme of this province I might inform the

House that an officer was appointed last year and he has been currying

on the work. Tt will he some time vet before his work can 1m* com-

pleted. The nature of the work is such as would require considerable

time and touring, considerable calculation, and examination of several

important questions from the point of view of communication, of the

economic development of the area through which the roads pass, the

question of waterways, and of health. The policy followed in accept-

ing schemes for road development is that no road which is not of an

interprovincial or interdivisional or interdistrict importance or no road

which is not a feeder road is included in the list of projects for road

development. Government of India pay us this money only on the

condition that the Road Development Fund should he spent on roads

of that description and not on village roods or mads of minor import-

ance. As is well known to the members of this House, this money comes

out of the pockets of motor car owners, and we have got to improve the

roads for affording motoring facilities. The schemes are first placed

before the Provincial Board of Communication, as it is now called

which consist* of five chairmen of district boards from the five divi-

sions, representatives of the Automobile Association and of the Road

Transport Association
; officers of Government and representatives of the

four railways. So this Board is a fully representative body consisting

of representatives of various interests interested in the development of

communication* in this province, and it is<on their advice that Gov-

ernment accept the schemes submitted to them by officers of their
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departments or by local bodies. Mr. Tamizuddin Khan has referred

to what he has called luxury roads, but I do not think, Sir, thataip till

now any road of that description has been taken up. The roads that

have been or are being improved are the following, viz., the Grand

Trunk Road, Diamond Harbour Road, Calcutta-Jessore Road, Comilla-

Mainamati Road, Ghoshpara Road, Pabna-Ishurdi Road, Burdwan-

Arambagh Road, Mymensingh-Tangail Road, Yfagura-Jhenida Road,

Dacca-Narayanganj Road, Chittagong-Aracan Road, Illambazar-Suri

Road, Krishnagar-Joguli Road. They are all important roads, and

they certainly do not fall in the category of what Maulvi Tamizuddin

Khan has described as luxury roads.

MiUlvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN: May 1 know, Sir, if it is ihe

intention to take up such a scheme as the Darjeeling-Caleutta Road V

The HorPWe Sir BUOY PRA8AD 8INCH ROY: Yes, it is intend-

ed to do so and that project in included in the next 5-year programme.

It will open up very important areas in North Bengal which has got

no means of communication at present. The hon’ble members must

remember that economic development is one of the primary objects of

road development. In East Bengal districts communication depends

mostly on waterways, but in North Bengal ami West Bengal roads are

the only means of communication and there are certain areas from

which agricultural produce find no market. The object of having the

Northern Bengal Highway is not merely to give facilities to the

motorists from Darjeeling to Calcutta but to open up that area which

has at present absolutely no means of communication.

Khan Bahadur MUHAMMAD ABDUL MOMIN: Will this road be

parallel to the railway ?

H The Hon’ble Sir BUOY PRASAD 8INCH ROY: No, Sir, we can-

not fio so: the Government of India is very particular about that. We
have got to avoid the railways in sanctioning schemes of road develop-

ment because railroad competition must be avoided in any case. This

road, if ultimately sanctioned, will pass through Jalpaiguri, Rajahahi,

Dinajpur, and Pabna. The project is still under consideration and we

have appointed a subcommittee consisting of railway representatives

and representatives of the District Boards of Dinajpur and Rajshahi,

they will decide what alignment should Government accept; in doing

so Government would Certainly pay special attention to the economic

development of the particular area and not to the luxury of motorist*
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©nljM I hope this view of the matter my friend Maulvi Tamixuddin
Khan will withdraw his motion.

Msulvi TAMIZUDDIN KHAN! I beg leave of the House to with-

draw my motion.

The motion was then, by leave of the House, withdrawn.

* Rai Sahib AKSHOY KUMAR 8EN: Sir, 1 beg to move that tha

demand of Rs. 83,do,000 under the head “41—Civil « oiks'* be reduced

by Rs. 100 (sh ad for female witnesses near the civil and criminal courts

at headquarters town of Faridpur).

AVe have just now* heard the reply o! the llon'ble MemWi to the

motion of Rai Bahadur Keshab (’Imndra Banerji regarding the absence

of any provision for waiting-rooms for the litigant public hi tic* mutassai

courts. Now, Sir, I beg to submit to the llon’ble Membei tlie state

of offaiis in my district ot Faridpm. liuaukver to a question of mine

in the session before last, complaining tbht there were no sheds for

female witnesses in the Faridpur Sessions Fourt the llon’ble MeinWr's

reply was that there was ample space mi the verandah of the court

premises where witnesses could sit
f
but now 1 simply draw the atten-

tion of the llon’ble Member to the case of purrhuiaahin ladies who can-

not afford to pay the cost of commission and are therefore compelled to

appear before the Sessions or Civil Courts. In the absence of anv sheds

they have to loiter on the verandah and the open spaces. If Uovern-

ment will please screen off a portion of the verandah by means of wooden

screens it would not cost them much. It might cost only a thousand

rupees to put up the screens, and I think the llon’ble Membei will con-

sider this suggestion and thus remove this inconvenience in th.* case of

the female witnesses at least.

The Hon’ble Sir BROJENDRA LAL MUTER: Sir, the sugges-

tion of the hon’ble member in the motion was that he wanted sheds to be

erected for female witnesses near the courts. But now bis suggestion

is that a portion of the verandah of the court buildings be screened off

for female witnesses. This, Sir, is quite a different matter. We
could have looked into it and possibly the cost would have been insigni-

ficant and we might have Wen in a position to give him a more satis-

factory reply. But his motion is for sheds to be erected, 1 cannot

accept bis motion. But I will remember his request and s*e if any-

thing could he done in that behalf.

Rai Sfrhib Akshoy Kumar Sen’s motion was then, by leave of the

House, withdrawn.
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The Hon’ble Nawab K. G. M. Faroqui’s motion that a sum of

Ra. 85,60,000 be granted for expenditure under the head “41—Civil

work and 60—Civil works—Civil works not chargad to revenue” was

then put and agreed to.

Adjournment

The Council was then adjourned till 3 p.m. on Friday, the 29th

March, 1935, at the Council House, Calcutta.
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Proceeding* of the Bengal Legislative Council auembled under

the provision* of the Government of India Act*

T«b Council met in the Council Chamber in the Council House,

Calcutta, on Friday, the 29th March, 19*to, at p.m.

Present:

Mr. President (the Hon’ble Raja Sir Manmatha Natii Ray
Chowdhury, of Santosh) in the Chair, the four Hon'ble Members of

the Executive Council, the throe Hon’ble Ministers and 80 nominated

and elected members.

STARRED QUESTIONS

(to which oral answers were given)

Halting station at Baligori on the Tarksshwar Branch lino.

•90. Babu PREMHARI BARMA: (a) Will the Hon’ble Member

in charge of the Public Works (Railways) Department be pleased to

state whether it is a fact that a large number of representations have

been received by the East Indian Railway authorities for the establish-

ment of a halting station in village Baligori between the stations Bahir-

khand and Tarkeshwar on the Turkeshwar Branch line

^

(b) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, will the Hon’ble

Member be pleased to state whether any enquiry has l>een made by the

Divisional Superintendent in the matter? If so, with what result?

(c) If an enquiry has already been made, will the Hon’ble Member

be pleased to lay a copy of the re|K>rt of the said enquiry on the tableP

(d) Is the Hon’ble Member aware that the absence of a station in

the said village is keenly felt by a large number of daily passenger®

and the general public who have to suffer much inconvenience, specially

during the rainy season ?

(c) Is the Hon'ble Member aware that for such a station it will not

be difficult to have a free gift of land from the local people?

(J) Is the Hon’ble Member also aware that many people who carry

on their business in Calcutta have been forced to leave their home and

hearth and are staying in Calcutta at a cost much higher than n monthly

ticket?
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(^)*Are the Government considering the desirability of moving the

Bailway authorities to establish, even as an experimental measure, a

halting station at the said village Baligori at an early date?

MEMBER in charge of PUBLIC WORKS (RAILWAYS) DEPART.
MENT (tho Hon’ble Sir John Woodhead): A halt was opened at^ Bali-

gori in 1933 as an experimental measure, and three passenger trains

were stopped each way. The arrangement continued in force for 6

months; but the earnings proved too low to justify its continuation

and the halt was closed. Government do not consider that there are

grounds for moving further in the matter.

Maulvi SYED MAJID BAK8H: Does the Hon’ble Member con-

eider that six months’ time is sufficient to give an indication?

The Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: Yes, Sir.

Scheduled Castes.

MOO. Babu 8ATI8H CHANDRA RAY CHOWDHURY : <</) Will

the IIon*ble Member in charge ot the Appointment Department be

pleased to slate

(
t ) since the publication of the provisional list of Scheduled Castes

in the Government Resolution No. 122 A.K., dated the J 6th

January, 1933, how many (‘antes so included in the provi-

sional list have communicated their objections to the Gov-

ernment to such inclusion either through their caste associa-

tions or through individuals representing the castes and

which are those castes; and

(it) whether any of the castes which have so communicated their

objections have been included in the list as published in the

Calcutta Gazette of January 3, 1935, in Resolution

No. 915 A. 11. and recommended for inclusion in the Schedul-

ed Castes to His Majesty’s Government?

(b) If the answer to {a) (ii) is In the affirmative, will the Hon’ble-

Member l>e pleased to state

—

(t*) which are those castes so included in the recommended list in

spite ->of protest and the reasons for such inclusions;

(ii) whether anjjL,castes were included in the list on the recommen-

dations of the Divisional Commissioners or District Officers?
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If the answer to (b) (ii) is in the affirmative, will Ihe Hon’ble

Member be pleased to state—

() which are those castes;

(it) whether such castes were consulted by them before sending in

such recommendation;
**

(IS) whether the Government informed the castes objecting to the

inclusion of the fact of rejection of their objection and the
# grounds of such rejection?

MEMBER in flfctfge of APPOINTMENT DEPARTMENT (th§

Hon*blo Mr. R. N. Rild): (a) (i) and (it) A statement is laid on the

table.

(b) {i) Vide the statement laid on the table. The reasons for the

inclusion of castes in the list are contained in the Government Resolu-

tions No. 122 A.R., dated the 16th January, 1936, and No. 915 A.R.,

dated the 28th December, 1964. The piotests against inclusion weie

considered with reference to the niteria which Government hud adopt-

ed for inclusion, the requests received from the same castes for inclu-

sion, the reports of Divisional Commissioners and District Officers and

other materials in the possession of Government.

( ii

)

No. Divisional Commissioners and District Officers were con-

sulted, but no caste was included on their lecommendations ftlone.

(c)
(
i

)

and (n) Do not arise.

(m) Yes.

Statement showing the name <>f castes which protested against inclusion

in the List of Scheduled (\astes
,
referred to in the reply to starred

question Xo. lffl (a).

Castes or tribes included m the provisional list which objected to

inclusion, through eaate associations or through individuals. Bagdi,

Bhuimali, Dhoba, Hadi, Jalin Kaihartta, Jfcalo Malo or Malo, Kalwar,

Kapali, Kliandait, Konwar, I/ffiar, Mallah, Muchi, Nagar, Namasudra,

Nath, Nuniya, Oraon, Pod, Pundari, Rajbausbt, lUju. Santal,

Shagirdpesha, Sukli, Sunri.

Castes from which objections were received and which were included

in the final list.---Bagdi, Bhuimali, Dhoba, Hadi, Jalia Kaihartta,

Jhalo Malo or Malo. Konwar, T/ffiar, Mallah. Muchi, Namasudra,

Nuniya, Oraon, Pod, Rajbnnshi, Santal, Sunri.

Mr* B. M. BOIE: With reference to answers (a) and (5), will the

Hon’bB Member be pleased to state whether it ft a fact that the

45
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Sutradhar community did not figure in the draft lint of 1 scheduled

castes published by Government in the Calcutta Gazette of the I#th
January, 1933 P

TIlS HOfl^l Mr. R. N. REM): Yes, Sir, that is correct.

Mr* «. M. BOSE: Has the Hon’ble Member received a memorial
front some members of the Sutradhar community protesting against
being included in the list of scheduled castes published in the list; and,
if so, what steps has the Government taken in the matterP

The Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: Government received a memorial
asking for exclusion.

fcbll dITENDRALAL BANNERJEE: Is the Hon’ble Member in

a position to inform us whether the Lodkes of East Bengal are a
scheduled caste community?

The Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: Yes.

Babll JITENDRALAL BANNERJEE: Has the Hon’ble Member
received any representation from the Lodhis and Lodhas saying that

they must not be confounded with the Lodhes?

The Hovt’ble Mr. R. N. REID: Yes, Sir.

Babil JITENDRALAL BANNERJEE: Has the Honble Member
taken any steps to mark the distinction between the three communities?

The Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: Yes, Sir.

BMNi AMULYADHAN RAY: Is the Hon’ble Member aware that

tlyse objections are not genuine?

i \y
Hie Honfrte «*h*R, N. REID: Whose objections?
* *>

* to*. 4JJULVADHAN RAY: Sir, I mean the objections to be

included ini|ie etAeduled castes.

toy^HETffB MOHAN HAY: What are the criteria on which
Government have JjAcJuJed particular caster in the scheduled list in

spite of their prnfcMb against inclusion?
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1 if the Resolution of the 28th December, and the list was drawn up
on$hh basis of social and political backwardness of the easiest* and the
neoeesity vaf securing special representation for them in order to pro-

tect their interests.

rifaw AMULYADHAN RAYS Is the Hon’ble Member aware, tbat
the Hindu Haihatabha is responsible for those bogus objection^

.
*

(No answer.) *

Ma A. M. BOSE. As regards the memorial received from the

Sutradhar community, what steps have Government taken"" iu the
matter?

Tl»i Hon'ble Mr. R. N. REID: Exclusion lms been recommended,

Rii Bahadur KESHAB CHANDRA BANERJIj Will the Hon’ble

Member be pleased to state whether any objection was received from

the All-Bengal Association of Knihartas to the inclusion of their names
in the list?

Tha Hon’blt Mr. R. N. REID: I must ask for notice of that question.

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS

(answers to which were laid on the table)

Tauzi No. 200 of the Rangpur Collootorata.

SI. Mr. SHANTI tHEKHARESWAR RAY I (a) Will tha

Hon’ble Member in charge of the Revenue Department be pleased to

state whether Tau*i No. 200 of the Rangpur Collectors* was attached

under section 99 of the Cess Act?
. IF

(b) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, wilt the Hon’bLe‘Mttttl
r

*

ber Jftjjfraaed to lay on the table a statement showing—

^

JJ

(t) whether that tauri belonged to the Kasimbaser Raj Wardf^
Estate and was under Court of Wards during tbegtt«chfaegi
under section 99 ;

.* *

(it) what was the period of attachment;

(it*) what is the annual rent demand of the tausi

;

(it) what is the total amount collected during tha period of attach-

. ment under section 99;
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{v

)

how many certificates were filed during the period of attach-

ment against the direct tenant of the estate or against

under-tenants

;

(vi) what would be the percentage of the cost of collectibn during

the period of attachment; and

(vii) what is the average percentage of the cost of collection in the -

Wards’ Estates and in khas mahalsP

(c) Is jt a fact that some estates in the district of Rangpur were

released from the management of the Court of Wards and attached

under section 99 for the recovery of arrear land revenue, cesses and the

costs of management?

(d

)

If the answer to (c

)

is in the affirmative, will the Hon’ble Mem-
ber be pleased to state the arrears of land revenue and cesses for the

period for which they were in arrears?

(e) WTiat is the result of attachment and the present position of the

estates in regard to the arrears of land revenue and cess?

MEMBER in oharge of REVENUE DEPARTMENT (the HonTjle

Sir Brojendra Lil Mittor): (a) Yes.

(b) (i) Yes.

(it) 1st August tq 10th December, 1934.

(tit) Its. 6 lakhs approximately.

(iv) Hs. 10,03,604.

(v) No certificates were filed against the direct tenants of the

estate. Fifty-three certificates were filed against under-tenants.

(vi) 4 per cent, approximately on gross collections.

( vii) 8*5 in the Wards Estates and 4*5 in khas mahals.

(c) Yes.

(d) Hs, 1,00,061-15-9 excluding interest.

(«) Since the attachment Rs. 63,395 have been paid towards arrear

landt revenue and cesses with interest, and Rs. 42,159 toward* current

land revenue and cesses. The estates are expected to be reffetsed by
June next.

Detenus in the HiJIi Detention Camp.

52. Mttuhri NURAL ABEAR CHOUDHURY: (a) Will the Hon’ble

Member in ehafjge of the Political Department be pleased to state the

total number of detenhs now in the Hijli Detention Camp?
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(b) Is the Hon’ble Member aware that the detenu* of the said

Ci^p have been wholesale restricted to write to or receive letters from
thiir parents or other relations?

(c) If the reply of (b) is in the affirmative, why and how loaf? tha
* detenu8 have been put under such restrictions?

(</) Who is the authority that puts such restrictions?

(e) Were the local Government consulted before the rostMotiOikS

were put?

(/) Do the local Government realise that such wholesale restrictions

cause great hardship on detenus and their parents and other illations?

(9

)

Do the local Government contemplate holding any enquiry into

the matter?

( h

)

Are the local Government considering the desirability of

making any enquiiy in future before any such wholesale restrictions

are imposed?

MEMBER in charge of POLITICAL DEPARTMENT (the Hon’ble
Mr. R. N. Reid): (a) 818 on 11th March*, 1985.

(b) and (c) Detenus of the Camp were deprived of the privilege of

receiving or writing letters for a period of two months from the I9th

January, 1985, except such as related to their admission to examina-
tions. The punishment was imposed for disorderly conduct and breach

of orders.

(d) The Commandant of the Camp.

(c) and (/) Yes.

(9) No.

(h) Government are informed if and when such action is taken.

Mr. SHANTI SHEKHARE8WAR RAY: With reference to answer#

(b) and (r), will the Hon’ble Memlier be pleased to state whether tha

relatives of the detenus were informed al»out the imposition of this

restriction?

Tho Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: Probably not, Sir.

Mr. SHANTI SHEKHARE8WAR RAY: Will the Hon Me Member
be pleased to state the nature of the orders disobeyed by the detenus?

TIM Hon’blo Mr. ftt N. REID: They are reasonable standing order*

of the camp.

Mr. SHANTI 8HEKHARE8WAR RAY: Will the HonTde Member
he pleased to state bow many detenus disobeyed these orders?
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The Hon’bl. Mr. R. N. REID: I must ask for notice of that question.

Mr. 8HANTI 8HEKHARE8WAR RAY: With reference to anther

(a), will the Hon’ble Member be pleased to state if Government propose

to release any of the detenus in connection with the Silver Jubilee ^
celebrations?

M'lion’ble Mr. R. N. REID: No, Sir.

BUDGET GRANTS OF THE
GOVERNMENT OF BENGAL, 1935-36.

DEMAND8 FOR CRANT8.

43—Famine relief.

The Hon’hle Sir JOHN W00DHEAD: Sir, on the recommendation

of His Excellency the Governor, I beg- to move that a sum of Rs. 1,00,00()

be granted for expenditure under the head “43—Famine Relief.”

Mr. P. BANERJI: Sir, I consider that this provision of one lakh of

rupees is quite inadequate for the purpose. Advances for this purpose

are made to the district boards for test relief work and for gratuitous

relief. So far as the districts of Birbhum and Mursbidabad are con-

cerned, there are about 16,000 men working there, and even at the rate

of two annas a day, it works out at Rs. 2,000 a day, and the expenditure

at that rate comes to Rs. 60,000 per month. If Government wants to

give work for relief purposes at least for three months, namely, April,

May and June, the expenditure will come up to Rs. 1,80,000. Then

there is gratuitous relief which is generally given to the crippled, the

disabled and those who are unfit for work as also to poor bhadralok

people, who cannot do any manual work. It will thus he found that

Rs. 1 lakh is not even one-third of the expenditure that should be

incurred for giving adequate relief. I, therefore, consider that this

sum of Rs. 1 lakh is quite inadequate for the purpose.

Babu JITENDRALAL BANNERJEE: Sir, while agreeing with

Mr. Banerji that the demand is too modest, 1 cannot let this oppor-

tunity pass without expressing heartfelt thanks of the affected areas

for all the assistance that they have been receiving from Government.

The districts of Birbhum and Murshidabad and part of Bankura—these

are the districts which were specially afflicted by famine conditions

this year. Necessity for relief became apparent some time in the middle

of October, and since then this relief has been conducted partly, if

not wholly, with the assistance of Government, and there has never

been any stint, lack or hesitation in the matter of offering assistance.
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Whenever the district boards have demanded money for the purpose of

carrying on relief work, they have had the money in ample abundance
and to the fullest extent, and for this assistance I cannot but express

the heartfelt thanks of the people of the afflicted areas.

TIM Hon’ble Sir BROJENDRA LAL MITfER: Sir, hon’ble members
know that when there is a scarcity in any district, it is the jifivtary

duty of the district hoard to cope with it, and when the funds the

district board are not adequate, they come to Government for assistance.

Though one lakh of rupees may be inadequate to cope with the situa-

tion, there are the funds of the district lx>ard, As for gratuitous

relief, as hon’ble memtars are aware, at times of scarcity, private bounty

passes all bounds, and everyone comes to the help of their needy fellows.

It will therefore he seen that there are various sources from which

relief is obtained.

The Hon’ble Sir John Woodliead’s motion was put and carried.

45—Superannuation allowances and pensions.

GOB—Commuted value of pensions not charged to revenue.

The Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: Sit, on the recommendation

of His Excellency the Governor, I lw»g to move that u sum of

Ks. 62,41.000 he granted for expenditure under the headft«£M6—Super-

annuation allowances and pensions” and “60B— (\iininuted value of

pensions not charged to revenue.”

Motions for hedi ction.

Khan Bahadur MUHAMMAD ABDUL MOMIN: Sir, 1 beg to move

that the demand of Rs. 46,000 under the head “46 Supet animation

allowances and pensions—Equated payments of commuted value of

pensions charged to capital” lie reduced by Rs. 100.

Sir, my intention in moving this motion is to draw the attention

of Government to the most inequitable method which now prevails

about commutation of pensions. The other day, in answer to a question,

the Hon’ble the Finance Member said that the last application for

commutation which was granted was one which was made in the year

1929, and applications for commutation of pensions were being granted

chronologically by turns. It seems, therefore, that applications are

pending for the last six years. Government are aware that in cases
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of commutation, delay means so much Iosb to the applicant—the mote

the delay there is in granting a commutation, the lesser is the amoti&t

which the applicant gets.

Sir, pensions are really deferred pay, and when an officer retires

after a certain period of service, he gets so much pension towards which

during all his service he has contributed. If an officer is transferred

to a foreign service, the foreign office contributes one-fifth of his yay
towards pension. We have found in actual practice that many officers

who had served practically the whole of thaafr lives in Government

service died soon after retirement without getting any pension at all,

and their children and wives left quite unprovided for. It is really

very iniquitous that one officer serving Government for 30 years, lives

to draw his pension for another 20 years which is enjoyed by his family,

while another who also serving Government for the same period* of 30

years dies soon after his retirement, and his family is reduced to starva-

tion
; the families of both these officers ought to be equally benefited.

Sir, there w'as a movement some years ago when many of the officers

requested Government to alter the pension rules and there was a desire

—

nlmost unanimous desire—amongst them that provident fund should

he substituted for pension. In the case of the provident fund, one gets

exactly what one has-earned, and if a man dies after 25 years* service,

he gets just so much as his own saving and some amount contributed

by the employers. If a man dies in harness, in the case of provident

fu&d sources, his children get something, hut in the case of pensionable

service, his children get nothing. Sir, if an officer dies just when he

is on the v^rge of retirement, he leaves his family absolutely unprovided

for.

As, however, it is not possible to alter the pension rules in a hurry,

the next best course is to get a part of the pension commuted so that

even after the death of an officer, his family may have some sort of a

provision, further, in the case of ministerial officers, when they retire,

they do not have enough money generally to buy a house or build one

in which they can live in retirement. It is for this purpose generally

that such officers after retirement apply for commutation of a portion

of their pensions so that with the money they get they can build a

house to live in, and if the commutation is granted promptly, it is a

case of relief to them. But as it happens, there is so much delay that

by the time the application is sanctioned, the health of these men often

hreaks down or the purpose for which the commutation was prayed

for no longer exists, and, therefore, the grant of the commutation

of pension becomes of no use. What I suggest is that larger amounts

should be provided in the Budget for this purpose. In the case of

commutation of peinion which is obligatory', the retired officers get

their commutation very promptly, hut the people who need such money

most are those who suffer and in whose ease there is so much delay*
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Stf, I, therefore, move the motion in order to draw the attention
of the Government to the hardship which prevails with regard to com*
mutation of pension. Sir, this delay is felt as a real grievance by the
officers of Government. With thtese words, Sir, I commend my motion
to the acceptance of the House.

MtlfilNDRA DEB RAI MAHA8AI S Mr. President, Sir, I rise in

support of the motion moved by my friend Khan Bahadur Abdul
Motnin. Under the rules promulgated by the Secretary of State in

Council to regulate the commutation of civil pensions in 1925 the
Government servants are classed under two categories for the purpose
which are brorfdly divided on the same principles as their pay is “non-
voted * or “voted. The former class of officers are entitled to commute
their pension, while in the case of the latter no such right exists—in

the case of this class of Government servants the sanctioning authority

may, on such conditions as it thinks fit to impose, sanction commutation.
In l>oth cases the commutation is not to exceed one-half of pension.

Provision for the purpose is made in the Budget under “(>0B~~Pay-
ments of commuted value of pension (Reserved)" for both the classes

of officers. The expenditure is not charged to revenue ami is financed

from loan taken from the Government of India, whilst the expenditure

on account of superannuation allowances and pensions is met From

provincial revenues. It will thus appear that with an increase in the

provision fbr’ commutation of pension there will be a corresponding

reduction in the expenditure on account of grant of superannuation

pension which constitutes a heavy burden on the already overburdened

provincial revenues. It is also worth mentioning that <f1ie “voted**

provision made in the Budget for payments of commuted value of

pension includes provision for obligatory payments to Government

servants whose pay is voted hut who though not members of the services

whose members are entitled to commutation, hold posts borne oti the

cadres of any of those services. Consequently, a substantial portion

of the voted provision for payments of commuted value of pension m
earmarked for such obligatory payments whilst a comparatively small

residue is really available for those Government servants payment in

whose case is not obligatory.

The inevitable result has been a heavy accumulation of applications

For commutation from the latter class of officers and practically a dead-

lock has been created, inasmuch as those who made their applications

dating back from 1950 and whose names have been registered in order

of priority have been kept on the waiting list tor these five years, and

it is evident that if the present policy of making inadequate provision

in the Budget is adhered to pensioners will not as a rule get the benefit

of the concession within at least five to six years from the date of their

retirement if not more. The benefit accruing from the concession wiH
therefore be more chimerical than real.
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This policy of Government has been the cause of serious hardship^

end a source of grave discontent among the large body of pensioners

who after rendering loyal service for the best part of their life found

themselves practically barred from rtaping the benefit of receiving a

commuted value of their pensions and thus denied a comfortable living

on retirement. Their sense of disappointment is most poignant in

view of the fact that their conferers in the sister provinces of Assam

and Bihar and Orissa, not to speak of those serving under the Cehtral

Government, are treated very sympathetically. They are tfcualfy

allowed commutation of pension almost immediately after; their retilfc-

ment.
1 tp

Government should make a lump provision in the Budget at once

to cover all the outstanding applications and increased provision in

future years to meet such applications. There should be no reason

why Government should not borrow for the purpose. The existing

borrowing rate is small ((dj per cent, for lion-remunerative loans) and

it is to the advantage of Government to reduce the heavy pensionary

charges which fall on the provincial revenues by a liberal poliby of

granting commutations the expenditure on which is not charged to

revenues. (For example, if a loan of five laJdis is taken at say 4 per *

cent', for 15 years the annual equated payment of principal and interest

will be Rs. 45,000, while the amount of pension reduced will be

Es. 5,000 per month or Rs. G0,000 per annum). It is true that this is

a deficit province, but payment of interest on loan for the purpose is

by far a better policy than meeting heavy pensionary charges from

the provincial revenues ami thus over-burdening the depleted revenues.

Moreover, when Government have to liorrow for meeting the “non-voted”

and “voted'* obligatory charges on account of commutation there is no

good reason why Government should he unwilling to help- others in a

similar way. A glance at the Loans Budget will show that Govern-

ment have already taken heavy loans from the Government of India

aaA it is not understood how the addition of several lakhs will affect

them. Although the loan may not be remunerative, it is a fact tka*

interest is included in the commuted value.

It is, therefore, suggested that Government

—

(1) take a loan of lump sum to meet the outstanding applications;

and

<2) increase the provision in future years for the purpose.

Pending necessary provision of funds ad interim action may be

taken to relieve the situation by allowing commutation of one-fourth of

pensions in the first instance and the balance of one-fourth later on.

This practice is, it is understood, followed in Assam.
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feority may also be given to small pensioners the full commuted
raltte of whose pension does not exceed Rs. 5,000 as well as to officers

who hafe been compelled to retire as a result of retrenchment. These
latter class of officers deserve special consideration.

The Hon9bto 8ir JOHN WOODHEAD: Sir, I should like to

iftteryene at this stage, as by doing so I believe the discussion may
be 'considerably shoitened. Khan Bahadur Abdul Momin described

the system is inequitable. I do not agree with him, Sir. We grant

commutations strictly in the order of the receipt of the application,

and as commutation is a concession, 1 cannot agree that mere delay

in granting commutation, though that delay may he regrettable,

amounts to inequity. Again, 1 am not piepared to agree with the

view that delay in granting commutation necessarily involves hard*

ship, for I know of several officers— I have several in my mind ut the

present moment—who, having eonimuted their pensions, lost the money

so obtained by unfortunate investments. Sir, there are two sides to

this question of the commutation of pensions. Some officers may

invest the money soundly and retain it, hut some on the other hand

may and certainly do lose it. Sir, pensions have, it is true, often

been described as deferred pay, but f cannot agree with thy argument

that a person is entitled as of right to this deferred pay in advance.

But all these observations arc by the way. I will now come to the

main point 1 wish to make.

When we examined the question in 1032*33 we found that

if we borrowed we would lose considerably on eoriimututions.

The reason for that loss was that the rate of interest

we had to pay at that time on tiorrowed funds was GJ per cent,,

w'hereas the commutation table was based on a 5 per cent, busis. At

that time it was calculated that for every lakh s|»ent on the com-

mutation of pensions at the age of 55 we would be involved

ultimate total loss of Rs. 22.000; and for every lakh sjwmt on the

commutation of pensions at the age of 00 the ultimate total loss would

be Rs. 33,000. In these circumstances, having regard to our financial

position, we came to the conclusion that we could not afford to borrow

in order to enable all officers who chose to apply, to enjoy this con-

cession. We huve, however, examined the matter ugain recently.

The rate of interest we have to pay on loans is now’ much lower

—

3} per cent.; the rate of interest adopted for the commutation table

is 4f and on that basis our loss will be practically nil. At the age

of 58 we shall lose about Rs. fiO over the whole period of the loan;

at the age of 00 the loss will be Rs. 1,422; and at 55 we shall make

a small profit of about Rs. 1,000—very' few officerl however commute

at the age of 55.
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In these circumstances, we hare decided to apply to the Govern-^

ment of India for a loan of Ks. 10 lakhs, and if that loan is sanctioned

and this Council during the rains session passes a supplementary

demand for that amount, pensions will be commuted this year to the

additional amount of Rs. 10 lakhs. We will review the position later

in the year with a view to determine whether we should borrow a

further amount in the year 1936-37. Sir, with this assurance perhaps

the mover will withdraw his motion.

Khan Bahadur Muhammad Abdul Momin’s motion was then, by
leave of the House, withdrawn.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: I beg to move that the

demand of Rs. 4,57,000 under the head “60B—Payment of commuted

value of pensions’' be reduced by Rs. 100 (policy regarding com-

mutation of pensions).

Sir, I want to move this motion in order to draw the attention of

the House to the very huge increase in the expenditure so far as

pensions and commutation of pensions are concerned. I would first

draw the attention of the House to the Budget from which it will he

seen that the total amount paid for superannuation allowance and

commuted pensions financed from ordinary revenues is 11s. 62,14,000

and the sixth highest Budget figure of Rs. 67,64,000 out of a total

expenditure of Its. 11,70,00,000. At the Public Accounts Committee

the attention of the Government was drawn to the fact with a view

to see whether any other policy might not be evolved so that this

expenditure from the general revenues may be curtailed.

Thi Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAO: It is true, Sir, that our

pension bill is rapidly mounting. I could not anticipate the points

which Mr. Basu would raise and therefore I am not in a position to

give a detailed reply tq his queries. I think, however, the increase

is partly due—1 am speaking subject to correction—to the fact that

in 1921 all pensions payable in England wete borne by the Govern-

ment of India. That arrangement was, however, changed with the

introduction of the Reforms in 1921, and pensions payable in England

accruing since that date in regard to officers serving under the

Provincial Governments are a charge on provincial revenues. In

regard to these pensions, therefore, there has been a gradual shifting

of the burden from the Central to the Provincial Governments. But

the increase is also largely due, I should say chiefly due, to the fact

that in 1921-22 the salaries of officers of the Provincial and Subordinate

Services were raised very considerably. The percentage of increase

in some cases was as much as 60 per cent.; this was in the lower
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grades. And that increase in salary has naturally and inevitably been
accompanied by an increase in the pensionary charges. Unfor-
tunately we do not appear to have reached the peak of that increase.

A law years ago I hoped we had. But during the last two or three

years the increase has continued, and I cannot say when it will stop.

It is a disturbing factor in our finances, but the expenditure is an
obligatory charge which we must meet.

Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu’s motion was then, by leave of the

House, withdrawn.

The original motion of the Hon'ble Sir John Woodhead was then
put and agreed to.

40—Stationery and printing and Depreciation Fund-

Government Presses.

The Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: On the recommendation of

His Excellency the Governor I beg to move that a sum of Us. 19,54,00(1

be granted for expenditure under the head “4(i—Stationery anti print-

ing and Depreciation Fund—Government Presses.”

Motions for kkikttion.

Mr. P. BANERJI: I beg to move that the demand of Rs. 7,11,500

under the head **40A—Stationery and printing—Government Presses

—

Bengal Government Press” he reduced by Rs. 100 (granting lighter

works to older hands).

Sir, year after year I have brought to the notice of Government

the grievances of the workers in the Bengal Government Press. I

also pointed out that the state of affairs in the Beugal Government

Press is not what it should be. The Hobble Sir John Woodhead
said that the three systems of work obtaining there have twen working

very satisfactorily. He particularly mentioned about the apprentice

system. But I submit that this apprentice system has affected those

who are working there for a long time either on salary basis or on

piece-work basis. The Hon'ble Member, however, said that the object

of introducing the apprentice system was to educate and to train young
men in every branch so that they might be qualified to take up the

work of superior posts.

The Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: I think, Kir, Mr. Banerji

is speaking on motion No. 714.

Mr. P. BANERJI: No, Sir, I am speaking on motion No. 711,

but I am mentioning the apprentice and piece establishments in order
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to show that the introduction of apprentice system has atected the

soon who hare been in the service for a long time either on safa^ec
piece-work basis. I wish to bring to the notice of the Hon’ble Member

that lighter work 'is not given to the older men who are in se$fiee

for a long time. There is another remark I have to make, and that

is that these apprentices do not woij| properly and the major portion

of their work is in connection with the arrangements of spofft*.

Therefore, the apprentices do not do full justice to their duties.

Another thing is that originally the Press employees had to attend

at 9 a.ui. and were allowed to leave office at 5-30, and they were

allowed 15 minutes’ grace, that is, they could come to their work at

9-15, But recently that has been stopped and these men now have to

attend punctually at 9. Another difficulty on the part of the Press

employees is that they have now to go to Alipore on account of the

Press being transferred there. So, that question was also raised, and,

particularly, for this reason a grace of 15 minutes was given to these

men. Now, Sir, this Government Department have entirely forgotten

about it and are trying to take away this concession of 15 minutes.

In the case of the employees of the Press it is a great hardship as

they have to travel a long distance to go to the Press which is situated

in the southernmost part of Calcutta. In consideration of the fact

when the Press was removed from Writers’ Buildings to Chetla that

the concession of 15 minutes time attendance was granted. But they

find that this concession is now going to be taken away from them. I,

therefore, bring it to the notice of the Hon’ble Member that it is not

right that these employees who have worked, in some cases, for *25 to

80 years, should be deprived of this concession of 15 minutes.

Sir, with these few words I commend mv motion to the acceptance

of the House.

Tl» Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: Sir, I find it extraordinarily

difficult to grasp the arguments used by Mr. P. Banerji, The men
in the Bengal Government Press are, in my opinion, the best paid

of any men employed in any Press in Calcutta. They work under

conditions which compare very favourably with those existing in the ,

very best private Presses in Calcutta. If Mr. P. Banerji, who, I

belieVe, is interested in Labour, would only direct his attention to

the conditions prevailing in the other Presses in Calcutta rather than

to the Government Press at Alipore, where the conditions of service

and the rules regarding leave, salary, and pension are extraordinarily

good—he will find that these conditions compare very favourably

with those in other Presses—he would be rendering better service to

the general community.

Sir, as regards the aged workers, I might toll the House that this

matter was considered by a Committee appointed in the year 1926;
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ttfttHxittW nowuMKltd ttittk* older pieee-wtfrfcer* ehould, if

be put on lighter kinds of work in which tllei*

would enable them to mdke tip for their failing skill.

Oiw were, accordingly, passed that the older hands should, as far

aa jwhcticabie, be put on hour work. That order is being carried out
to-day ;

and I do not think that these older hands have anv grievance
at a0«

Then, Sir, as regards the 15 minutes’ tonccssion regarding the

starting of work at 9 a.tu.
f

I believe that the hours of work in the

Government Press are only 8, with 5 hours on Saturdays. That, Sir,

is certainly not a very heavy week’s work; it is a very favourable

week. I also believe that this 8-hour day includes half an hour off

for meals; so the hours are certainly not excessive. Vp to recently

the men were allowed to arrive at the Press 15 minutes late without

any penalty. T’n fortunately, experience has proved that this conces-

sion instead of being regarded as a “concession” has become a regular

practice, with the result that the Press, instead of starting work at

9 a. m., starts work at 9-15 a.iu. We caunot afford to, waste this

period of 15 minutes, and there is no reason why this period should
lie wasted. The concession has, therefore, l>een withdrawn.

Sir, I oppose the motion.

Mr. P. Banerji's motion was then put and lost.

Mr. K. C. RAY CHOWDHURY: Sir, I beg to move that the

demand of Rs. 7,11,500 under the head “46A—Stationery and print-

ing—Government Presses—Bengal Government Press” 1h» reduced by

Rs. 100 (figures of expenditure on salaried, piece and apprentice

establishments respect ivelv)

.

Sir, the conditions under which the Press employees of the Bengal
Government work have been discussed and debated in this House on

many occasions, and I must say that Government have done their

level l»est to remedy some of the grievances in these hard days. They
had a Committee in 1926; that Committee collected information,

submitted a lengthy report. und the work in the Bengal Government
Press is carried on according to the recommendations of that report.

Rut still, I must confess, that there are grievances here and there

—

especially in the case of the piece-workers. Sir, this question of the
piece-work ver$n$ lime-work is a very, very difficult one. From the

point of view of kmie employers time-work is preferable, but Govern-
ment think that piece-work is a better system, inasmuch as it shows
the outturn of work done and the money that is spent on such work.
Government run the Press on business lines. I fail to see why, if

the time-system is good enough for private Presses, Government should

not adopt the seme course. The question of lino operators was discussed
in this . Mouse on the 10th February, 1928, and a resolution wae
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on a' salary basis. Again, on the 18th August, 1928, a resolution

to the same effect was also passed by this Council. Government did

not, however, give effect to these recommendations for certain reasons.

I had a talk with the Manager of the Government Press at Alipore,

and I was not satisfied with the reasons he gave for still maintaining

the lino operators on the piece system. I, therefore, appeal to

Government to have an enquiry made as to the reason why, when
private employers find it paying for them to run their Presses on
non-piece system

—

i.e.
f
on time-work sj’stens^-Government should not

abolish the piece system and introduce the time-work system.

8ir, with these few words I commend my motion to the acceptance
of the House.

THt H0911)10 Sir JOHN WOODHEAD; Sir, the question of piece-

rates is a very old one. Government have always employed operators

on piece-rates and we intend to follow that practice. T have before

me a statement showing the average earnings of piece-workers. The

lino operators, in 1934-35—on the basis of ll-months' figures—earned

on an overage Rs. 137-9; in 193344, Rs. 133-15; in 193243, Rs. 134-8;

in 1931-32, Rs. 1224; for the two previous years, viz., 193041 and
1929-30, the earnings were less, viz., Rs. 113-7 and Rs. 106-12, respec-

tively. Now, Sir, I would ask Mr. Ray Chowdhury to say whether

these earnings are less or more than those which lino operators earn

in private Presses : I cannot say from personal knowledge whether

they are less or more, but I believe—and my belief almost amounts
to a certainty—that these wages are higher than what a person earns

in private Presses. As I have said in my reply * to the previous

motion, our employees in the Alipore Press enjoy many concessions,

such as pensions, holidays, and other amenities which are not enjoyed
by employees in private Presses. I can certainly say that we offer

more pay than is offered in the private Presses in Calcutta.

Mr. P. BANERJI: On a point of information, Sir. Will the

Iton’ble Member be pleased to state why on page 322 of the Civil

Estimate the item of Rs. 2,80,000 is not shown separately?

TN Non’bli Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: BecafKte Accountant-

General does not keep the accounts separately. ^ ^ *

Mr. K. C. Ray Chowdhury *s motion was put an<( tosi. ,

*

Mr. P. BANERJI f Sir, I beg to move that the demand of

Rs. 7,11,500 under the head “46A—Stationery and printing—Govern-

ment Presses—Bengal Government Press” be reduced by Rs. 100 to
# discuss the system of raising funds for the Sporting CluH,
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iyffrir, this is another hardship to the piece-workers ynd those that

art not willing to take part in the sports run by the Club tiu^re; I

mean the Sports Club of the Bengal Government Press. The Govern-

ment of Bengal pav ascertain sum, and, of course, the object ii a

very laudable one, inasmuch as it affords some relief to those who

have spare time to devote to sports. But what happens is that the

apprentices are given joWs only on account of their possessing sporting

qualifications, as \ye have so often submitted to the llon'hle Member.

These apprentices seldom do their work, hut devote most of their time

in making arrangements^for sports. (lt\i Bunina Kkshui Chan nit %

Ban Kin i : “Question.”)

Sow, Sir, it so happens that the piece-workers cannot join the

sports, and even if they are allowed to go and join them, they run

the risk of losing their jobs and earning less on account of less

outturn of work. The Ilon'ble Member has just now said that in the

Government Press tin* men enjoy concessions which cannot he com-

pared with those obtaining in the private Presses. It is quite true

that Government give pensions, holidays, and a rate of pay which

ranges from 11s. to Ks. GO. But, ia spite of all these, things do

not look brighter so far as the piece-workers are concerned. It w«*

suggested by them that they should he allowed to contribute sub-

scriptions for some other purpose, say a library, so that they might

get some benefit out of it; but that was denied to theta. What the\

object to, Sir, is the system ot compulsion which has been introduced.

At the time of payment a deduction is made on account of subscrip-

tion for the Spoils Club, which in many cases they cannot afford

and which they leseni. As 1 have said, Sir, sportsmen, who are

appointed apprentices, manage these sports matters. These piece-

workers have brought their grievances several times to the notice of

the higher authorities, but in vain. Therefore, Sir, 1 want to bring

this matter to the notice of the llon’hle Member, so that lie might

kindly see that no compulsion is used in regard to the raising of

fuuds for the Sports Club.

With these words, Sir, I commend inv motion to the acceptance

of the House.

Rl< Bahadur KE8HAB CHANDRA BANERJI : Sir, I am sur-

prised to my friend Mr. P. Jtimerji should raise a question

*like ibis. T am, aim id none but those who are sportsmen will

appreciate his arguments. He finds fault with the practice of raising

funds |«r the Sports Club of the Bengal Government Press. The

idea of organising sports among the officer* and employees of the

Bengal Government Press is to give them some scope for recreation

and relaxation outside their working hours. The mover says that

though the piece-workers have no means of enjoying these sports, they*

4<r
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are compelled to contribute to the funds of the club. Need I remind

him that students of all colleges and schools have got to pay a sports

fee for the athletic section, no matter whether a particular student

or a group of them takes part in the sports. But the idea is to

organise sports—healthy recreation for the employees after their

arduous work. He says that some other sort of recreation should be

provided for them, namely, libraries. Libraries will hardly furnish

them with any opportunity for physical exercise. That will frustrate

the end that the Government have in view. If the piece-workers ha\e

any sporting spirit in them, they can join^the club and participate

in the games that are organised under the auspices of the Bengal

Government Press Club. May I cite one instance? If this House

were to organise an athletic club of their own, certainly Mr. P, Bane) ji

who has no sporting instinct in him would not be selected to participate

in any football or cricket match ! It is those who have an aptitude

for sports will be chosen to take part in it. So, it is difficult to

arrange for different sorts of recreation for different classes or groups

of officers. Mr. Banerji’e Criticism is, therefore, absolutely futile.

There is nothing wrong in the present system. Sports form an

important item of recreation in human life and the employees of the

Bengal Government Press are no exception to this rule. I, therefore,

oppose the motion.

Mr. K. C. RAY CHOWDHURY: Sir, nobody in this House will

question the good motive of the Superintendent *to encourage sports

and physical fitness. In the Government Press modern young men
join the sports as they love sports, hut the old hands with old ideas

grumble ! Theiefore, I would request the Hon’ble Member to provide

some kind of relaxation for the older sort of people who have not got

the modern idea of physical culture and sports.

The Hon'bt© 8ir JOHN WOODHEAD: Sir, Mr. Banerji persists

in maintaining that apprentices are appointed because they are good

sportsmen. I have a list here of th$ 47 apprentices employed in 1934.

These 47 include such names as Lakhi Narayan I)atta, Abdur R&zz&que,

Manindra Nath Ghosh, and 1). J. Cesary. They include Muham-
madans, Hindus and Anglo-Indians. To suggest that all these were

appointed on the ground that they were good at sports seems to me to

be suggesting the impossible. The Sports Club is jgoVeriied by certain

rules. According to those rules it is perfectly clear that the stibecrip-

tions are optional. Further, the rules provide that a member may
resign by writing to the Honorary Secretary of the Club, I have been

assured by the Superintendent that no complaint has been received as

to the running of the Sports Club, and from experience extending over

ten years of the employees of the Press, I am quite certain that if any-

body had a grievance, he would not fail to give expression to it. During
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the last two years, I have attended the Annual Sports of the Press on

the maidan, and I would advise the members of this Council to attend

this function next year and see how well it is attended, how many
entries there are, and the enormous amount of labour that the Super-

intendent and his staff, both European and Indian, spend and the time

they devote towards making this annual function a success. Hut of

course the Sports Club is not concerned only with the annual sporta

meeting. There are facilities in the comjwund at Alipore for those

who wish to play and the club has succeeded in obtaining the privilege

of using a portion of th£ maidan. It has been said that the piece-

workers are not allowed to leave their work in the same way as the

salaried hands are, to engage in games. I have not mude an enquiry

on that point, but I am sure that the Superintendent would never allow

any of his hands, whether piece or salaried, to leave before the

appointed time. I oppose the motion.

Mr. P. Bnnerji’s motion was then put and lost.

>

Mr. P. BANERJI: I beg to move that the demand of Rs. 7,11.500

under the head “4GA—Stationery and print ing—Government Presses

—Bengal Government Press” be reduced by K*. 100.

Sir, the object of my moving this motion is just to discuss the appren*

tire system in the Bengal Government Press. This apprentice system,

we consider, has been very unwelcome to the other workers of the

Press, both salaried .and piece-workers. Sir, the Hon’ble Member has

given us some 47 names, but so far as I am informed there are G5 paid

apprentices on a salary ranging from Its. .‘15 to Ks. (»•». 1 here is no

definite rule regarding qualifications or conditions of service with regard

to these men. Although they are shown as friece-wotkers, they stand

on a par with the salaried hands. We raised this question lust year

(At this stage the time-limit for the discussion of the demand waa

reached and the member had to resume his seat).

The motion was then put and lost.

The original motion of the Hon’ble Sir John Woodhead that a sum

of Rs. 19,54,(KM) lie granted for expenditure under the head *‘4G~~

Stationery and printing and Depreciation Fund—Government Pressei

was then put and agreed to.

47—M (scellanaoua.

Tt» Hon’bto Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: Sir, on the r^commenda-

tion of Hi* Excellency the Governor, I beg to move that a *um of

E*. 19,70,000 be granted for expenditure under the head “47— lliw.el-

laneous.”
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Mr, SHANTI 8HEKHARE8WAR RAY: Sir, I think it will be

appropriate if I raise the question of the detenus, persona who have

been detained without trial by the Government of Bengal, in connec-

tion with this demand. In the absence tof details, it is very difficult

to ascertain how much the Government of Bengal propose to spend on

these detention camps and how much the Government of Bengal intend

to spend on the maintenance of the army in Bengal. Well, the Hon’ble

Sir John Woodhead has become wiser this year. He has refrained from

giving us any information on the point as to whether any sum is includ-

ed under this head for the maintenance of the army in Bengal. Last

year we found that lie had allotted a few thousand rupees on that

account. I raised an objection. I do not know whether lie has been

convinced of the justice of my suggestion that no part of the Govern-

ment of Bengal money should 1m* devoted towards that end. Anyway, as

this is the head under whieli money is allotted usually, though uncon-

stitutionally, for the maintenance of the army in Bengal, 1 think I

should raise a note of protest if he has allotted any sum, however small,

in that connection under this head this year. Sir, these are the two

main points that .1 want to raise in connection with this demand-r-the

question of the detenus and the question of allotment of provincial

funds towards the maintenance of the army in Bengal. We have not

heard much of the detenus this \ear in this Council, because the Gov-

ernment of Bengal have not brought forward any new legislation on

that account. So far as the Press is concerned, in view of the Act we

passed lust year, theie is naturally le->s information about them in the

Press, hut, Sir, though the publicity to the grievances of the

detenus has reused to reach us, the gi jounces remain as before.

Hundreds of our count r\ men an* continuing in detention without

trial. Many of them have been in these detention camps for at least

five years unheard of ajpl given no opportunity to vindicate their

innocence hcfoie an\ court of law without any hope of release in the

near future. Sir, we cannot ignore their gri nances. We cannot for- «,

get their tasc. We t annot allow tin* Government of Bengal to sleep

over their grievances. Si*, we hop* that in connection with the Silver

Jubilee celebrations theie will he a release—a general amnesty if the

Government of Beugal choose to call it so—of these detenus and other

political prisoners. But, Sir, in the course of the reply given by the

Hon’hle Mr. Keid to-day be has dashed that hope to the ground. He

has definitely stated that so far as the liijili Detention Camp is con-

cerned it is not the intention of Government to release any of the

persons at present detained there. But I would like the Government

to take note of the public feeling on this point. For the last few days,

when it was announced in a Press message that these prisoners would

be released, there was a general appreciation of this possible action on

the part of Government. But if Government have any respect for

public opinion I think they should reconsider their position and see if,

most, though not all, of such persons can be released during the Silver
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Jubilee celebrations. A few weeks ago, throughout this .province and

throughout the country, a day was observed in remembrance of these

detenus, known as the Detenu Day, when a demand was put forth for

the release of detenus or for bringing th^se prisoners before a properly

constituted law court for trial, and I ask the Government not to lose

the significance of this demand. They cannot for long withstand this

demand. Sir, the demand is insistent that these detention camps, these

shrines dedictated to injustice, should be abolished, and it is futile on

the part of Government to bug the id.*a that they are going to crush the

spirit of independence in this country by these measures, by continuing

these detentions. Sir, 1 would like to point out furthei that they will

be disillusioned in no time if the\ think like that. 1 would like to

impress on the Government the possibility that intend ot crushing this

spirit of independence, their conduct will only help to spread terrorism.

They cannot by such repressive mensures hope to stop their silent march

to this goal.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BASU: In speaking on this motion l

want firstly to bring to the notice of the House the figures in tin*

Budget from an accounting point of \ie\\. You will find that in this

grant No. 'J!l—Miscellaneous— the most important head is miscellane-

ous and unforeseen charges, and these charges amount ed m 1933-31 to

Rs. 12.30,000; for the < orient year the Budget was Its. 10,3S,OiH),

whereas the revised actuals are about Ks. 14,*>2,000. In the Budget for

the next year, however, it lias been increased to Its. 10,8'),000, that is

to suv, it has been increased b\ It-. 2,33,000. Ot this Its. 2,33.000 "c

have it in the Red Book that the reserve of It-. 4.000 for unfo*,*H m

charges is included there and an no leased provision for the coo of

persons detained under the Bengal Criminal Law Amendment Ait,

HMl, mainly accounts for the other increases'* that is to say, the Bengal

Government in its Budget under this head is making an increased pio-

vision of about Rs. 2.00,000 h-s b\ It-. 7,000 or Its. 8,000 for increased

provision for detenus. I want to bring to lire notice of tie- llou-e the

fact that we ha\e been told, and repeatedly told, that the situation has

improved and that there is not so mm h of discontent in the neinirv

now and that Government has well-nigh < lushed bv its measures - !

won’t <>al 1 them repressive measures at the present moment, but bt ns

sav “retributive” measures— the spirit of discontent in th» country.

Where is the killing of this discontent if for the cost of detenus you

have to provide an immense sum of about Rs. 13,00,000?' T submit,

Sir, it is up even to the Government of Bengal to be consistent. If

they say that they are really in the midst of a better situation, if they

do not anticipate a recrudescence to a large extent of the operation*

with which the Bengal Criminal Law Amendment Act deals, then I

beg to ask if they have any reason for increasing the provision for

detenus rather than decreasing it? As I have already said, Sir, the

increase is more than Rs. 4,00,000 from the actuals of 1933-34 ; that is
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to say, the Bengal Government in its pudget for next year anticipate®

that there will be about Rs. 4,00,000 more money spent to look after

the detenus than 4n 1933-34, when probably, according to them, the

situation and the u^est in the couatrj>w#re much worse than it is at the

present moment. I would like to hav^ aome indication from the

Treasury Benches—I do not know which particular member will deal

with this, if t&ey deal with this at *all-«-I would like to know what

explanation there is for thus blowing hot and cold, and whether they

are really expecting a recrudescence of the activities of these men, or

are they really satisfied that they have a firm*grip on the situation and

that lesser and lesser money would be required to deal with the situa-

tion?

Thi Hoft’bla Mr. R. N. REID: Sir, the reply I have to give

Mr. N. K. Basu is the same argument that I used when I was dealing

with the Police Budget and when I was confronted with these same

questions, and was asked why. when the situation is apparently better,

when the terrorist movement is on the wane, we are still asking for

heavy expenditure and increased expenditure. Well, Sir, the position

ns I have said before is indeed better, but the reason why it is better is,

T claim, not because there has been an abandonment of the terrorists’

aims and eagerness for anti-Government action, but because they have

been weakened and disorganised to a considerable extent by the action

of Government. The fact, however, that the terrorists are still ready

to take advantage of any opportunity to attack Government once more,

the fact that they are still ready to do so, is patent. We have proof

of that in the escape—J am repeating what I have said before, hut I

take it I am justified in doing so— in the escape of those terrorists from

the Alipore Central Jail while they were under trial.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: But we are dealing with

detenus.

Tht Hon’blo Mr. R. N* REID: Quite so; but detenus and terrorists

under trial are both members of the same revolutionary conspiracy.

Mr. NARENDRA KUMAR BA8U: Are they covered by the same

grant?

The Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: Not at all. My point is to draw

attention to the effect the escape* of certain terrorist undertrials had

on the situation outside. It was immediately followed by new activities

in certain terrorist circles. And that is the reason why we have to

take the view that the terrorist organisation, though possibly weakened,

yet still exists. Therefore, we have to make provision for the future

and for further possible action under the Bengal Criminal Law Amend-

ment Act, and that means that you have got to make more provision
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for the maintenance of detenu* and camps and , for village domicile

elsewhere. It is necessary as I have said before to ipahe such^Jirorision

as a matter of insurance artd where, risks are high the premkQn id

correspondingly heavy. Thaf^Slr, w my explanation of this increased

provision. Mr. N. K. Basu found that there was an increase under

certain heads in the estimates and that is perfectly true* because provi-

sion has been made for jx possible increase- in the number of detenus

brought into the detention camps and village and home domicile. Then
Mr. Shanti Shekhareswar Rav in his speech, which sounded very like

a speech in favour of terrorism, referred to expenditure on the army.

The only expenditure under t he head “Miscellaneous’*

Mr. 8HANTI 8HEKHARESWAR RAY: May I rise on a point of

order, Sir, and may I know how he characterised my speech Y

Mr. PRE8IDENT: So far as T remember he referred to your speech

as being in favour of terrorism.

Mr. 8HANTI 8HEKHARE8WAR RAY: Is the Uoii'hlc Member

entitled to make such remarks, Sir. whcie l did not at all mean it?

Mr. PRESIDENT : Well that a mutter of opinion. The llou’ble

Member may have taken your speech in that light. You cannot prevent

him from expressing his opinion.

The Hon’ble Mr. R. N. REID: T lie only item of expenditure on the

army under this head is a matter of some Rs. L’fi.OOO for miscellaneous

expenditure on camps, water connections, etc. The Army Department,

as I have said before, lias undertaken to meet the whole of the pay of

the troops, and the housing of the troops in their permanent canton-

ments. I do not think, however, I need arid anything more to what I

have said. I huve attempted to explain, Sir, why this expenditure has

remained at its high figure, and why we have even had to increase it

as a precautionary measure. That, Sir, is mv only justification for

this demand.

The original motion of tho Ilon’hle Sir John Wood head was put and

agreed to.

(At this stage the Council was adjourned for lo minutes.)

(After Adjournment.)

Expenditure in England.

The Hon’ble 8ir JOHN WOODHEAD. On the recommendation of

Hi* Excellency the Governor I beg to move that a sum of Its. (>,08,000

be granted for expenditure under the head “Loans and advances.

“

The motion was put and agreed to.
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Loans and advances.

*

The HOft’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: On the recommendation of

His Excellency the Governor, I beg to move that a sum of Rs. 9,51,000

be granted for expenditure under the head “Loans and advances.’'

Motion i*ok reduction.

Maulvi ABDUL HAKIM: I beg to move that the demand of

Its. 31,000 under the head “Loans and advances by Provincial Govern-

ments—Class II—Loans under the Drainage and Embankment Act

and the Bengal Agricultural and Sanitary Improvement Act” be

reduced by Rs. 100 (erecting an embankment in the temporarily-settled

estate Borarchar for protecting aman paddy).

Sir, for some years past the flood water of the old Brahmaputra

river enters the tract of lowlands situated at the northern and eastern

portions of the temporarily-settled estate Borarchar under police-station

Kotwali in the district of Mymensingh, as a consequence of which the

aman paddy to be sown in an area of about five miles in length and

about one mile in breadth is damaged even \ear owing to the current

of flood water. The villagers as well as members of the union board

have earnestly requested the authorities, through the Collector, to

prevent this serious damage by diverting the course of water current

by means of an earthen bum!. If early steps he not taken fm the work,

many people of this mnhal will have to staive in the neai future in

these hard days for want of their staple food crop. They aie now

quite unable to pay their rents for these lowlands It they sin tender

their lands, that would be a loss to Government. The soil o{ this tract

of lowlands is very fertile in nature and produced good crop some

years before, but has now become useless only on account of flood

current passing through it. There is not the least apprehension of any

portion of this tract being washed away by the liver, because it is at

a considerable distance from the main river. The tract has been in

existence for about two centuries. As no silt accumulates on these lowT-

laiids now, there is no apprehension of the land being less fertile in

future. The Assistant Engineer of Irrigation Department, Dacca,

personally went to the locality last year and has recommended the

scheme. He has also prepared a site plan and an estimate of cost. As

far as I know, the estimate of cost amounts to Rs. 10,000 or so. Last

year, having received an intimation that the Hon’ble Member in charge

of Irrigation was pleased to sanction money for small schemes of agri-

cultural improvement each covering a cost of Rs. 10,000 or so, at a

meeting of the Executive Council held in January last, the Collector

of our district forwarded the papers including a resolution of the local

union board through the Dacca Branch Irrigation Office.
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Sxr, the month of January has passed, hut the scheme has not been
sanctioned. I have been tabling' cut motions for sanctioning this

important scheme year by year, but to no effect. The schemes of this

kind have to be executed in other districts also. If these schemes are

taken up thousands of agriculturists may be saved in these days of

economic calamity. I say with much regret that whenever we want
money for any such scheme for the benefit of thousands and thousands

of poor people, Government says that funds are not available, but I am
surprised to see that whenever any big landlord wants a loan for his

family expenses, Government at once comply with his request.

The Government have thrown thousand* and thousand* of rupees

into the waters of the Lowhajang river merely to satisfy the whims of

a certain high official. Government do not hesitate even to make large

contributions now and then to railway authorities on demand. Do the

Government earmark even a lew thousands or a few lakhs of mpees
every year for the construction of important embankments m other

similar works for the improvement of agiieulture in these days when
the cultivators are stniviiig?

Sir, T can show othei instance* of such misuse of money, hut I do

not like to displease member* of the Tica*ur\ Heiicfi at this f.-g end

of this session. Sir, in thc^c hard da\* the agiieultural people* are

starving and are quite unable to pay contribution towards the execution

of any such scheme. 1, therefore, appeal with all earnest lie** to the

Hon’ble Member in charge to take pity upon 1 lit* helpless condition of

the poor agriculturists and to take early steps for executing tin's scheme

as well as other schemes in the province.

The Hon’ble Khwaja 8ir NAZIMUDDIN: Sir, 1 do not understand

how the Ilon'ble Member ha" moved thi* cut under this head. Govern-

ment have never refused an\ proposal for a loan under tin* Agricultural

and Sanitary Improvement Act. If the local people are prepared to

pay under Act VI of the Agricultural and Sanitary Improvement Act,

Government is always prepared to finance the scheme by means of

loan

Mr. P. BANERJI: They refused in one < use in the iM-l’arganu*.

The Hon’ble Khwijl Sir NAZIMUDDIN. The facts in that nine

must be different. As far as this ease is concerned, local people are

not prepared to contribute anything and Government will have to

contribute the whole amount. So far os the point mentioned by the

hon’ble member regarding small schemes, the member only thought

of the scheme when the Irrigation Department sent out a circular

taking for small schemes of irrigation and drainage which will not
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exceed Rs. 10,000. Sir, only after receiving this circular the member

woke up with the idea of putting forward this scheme. It was sub-

mitted very late and no provision could be made in the Budget.

These are, Sir, schemes that can be taken up when the Development

Bill is passed. So I would suggest that the hon’ble member withdraw

the motion and wait for the passing of the Development Bill and also

would advise the member to approach the Revenue Department, because

from what he has told me it appears that the land is entirely Jchas

vmhal and they may be able to get up a scheme, and there may be some

local contribution and some financial assistance from the hhas vwhal

grant for protection of the hhas nmhal lands, because from what he

has told me it will mean improvement of the conditions of the tenants,

so this will enable them to pay their rents more regularly. Therefore,

ill view of these two suggestions, I hope the mover will be good enough

to withdraw the motion.

Maulvi Abdul Hakim’s motion was then, by leave of the House,

withdrawn.

The original motion of the Hon'hle Sir John Woodhead was then

put and agreed to.

Supplementary Demand for Grant.

32—Medioal—Grants for medical purposes—Crants-in-aid, contributions

and donations, etc.—Transferred.

The Hon’ble Sir BUOY PRA8AD 8INCH ROY • I beg to move

that a sum of Rs, 24,000 be granted for expenditure during 1934-35

under the head “32—Medical Grants for medical purposes—Grants-in-

aid, contributions and donations, etc.—Transferred” for additional help

to the Calcutta Hospital Nurses Institution.

Sir, the Calcutta Hospital Nurses Institution undertakes to supply

nurses to the Calcutta Medical College Hospitals and the Presidency

General Hospital in return for a grant of a lakh of rupees from Govern-

ment. But this Institution spends nearly Rs. 4 lakhs on the training

of nurses. The balance of its resources generally comes from the

contributions paid by the business people in Calcutta. On account,

however, of the genernl economic depression, there is a heavy fall in

their subscriptions and that has resulted in a heavy deficit in the

finances of the Institution. So they require a supplementary grant of

Rs. 53,000 to carry on the work for the current year. Of tKis amount

Rs. 29,000 have been met by reappropriatiou and this supplementary

demand is for the balance Rs. 24,000. With these few word* I mm*
mend my motion to the acceptance of the House. 4
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C. G. COOPER: Mr, President, Sir, you may erect very fine

biddings at great cost. You may splendidly equip them with the
last word in hospital equipment at even greater cost. You may employ
the finest doctors in the world to work in these wonderfully equipped
buildings, hut the buildings, the equipment and the doctors are as

nothing by themselves, being ail dependent on efficient nurses. Nurs-
ing means self-sacrifice, hard work and devotion to duty, which is the
life force of any hospital.

I therefore welcome this opportunity of endeavouring to clear up
a great deal of misapprehension which undoubtedly does exist concern-

ing the work of the Calcutta Hospital Nurses’ Institution, which work
has continued over a period exceeding 75 years. A word in regard to

nursing generally

—

Doctors depend on nurse-* for their successful cases, especially in

heavy surgical cases and in heavy medical cases. In Enteric, Pneu-

monia, and such illness and in heavy Surgical Cases the doctors hold

a watching brief, hut the patients largely depend on the nursing they

receive whether they die or live. In Calcutta, with the exception of

the Presidency General Hospital and I/ady Dufferin, the majority of

patients have to fend for themselves, receiving no nuising worthy of

the name of nursing, which entails a great deal of unnecessary pain

and suffering to patients whose recovery is unduly prolonged. Arising

out of this fact, another important tact which must not he overlooked,

is that the lack of nursing means unduly long occupation of beds.

With adequate nursing, beds would be more quickly vacated, and the

lack of hospital accommodation would not be so seriously felt as at

present.

The following figures speak for themselves in showing the very

unsatisfactory state of affairs which exist* a* regard* nursing in the

Medical College Hospitals.

In 19-14 the average number of beds occupied daily was 691, and

during this period no less than 18,695 patients passed through the

hospital.

The generally accepted ratio in England is t! l>ed* per nurse, but

the figures at the Medical College Hospitals give a ratio of approxi-

mately 9 beds per nurse on day shift, and 31 l>eds per nurse on night

shift. Actually, however, in practical working the ratio of beds to

nurses is probably much higher, which figures make it clear that the

Medical College Group of Hospitals, excluding possibly the Eden, is

definitely understaffed.

I often marvel to myself that we keep nurses under such conditions

as prevail at the Medical College Hospitals, as the work is very hard,

and oeeitotoiiaity nurses break down in health due to the severe strain

and tax on their resources.
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The standard of nursing leaves much to be desired as for want of

adequate staff, everyone is overworked, and the nurses in training

cannot be properly taught, owing to the paucity of trained staff to

supervise their wrork. Apart from the hard work in the wards, (he

nurses have a certain amount of Theoretical Tiaining and Lectures to

attend. The curriculum drawn up is exactly on the same standard as

that of an English hospital, and it is very necessary to have someone

efficient for teaching the nurses and deputising for the Lady Superin-

tendent.

At the moment the Sister Tutor is on 7 months’ leave and the Lady

Superintendent is left without anyone to act for her or to give the

nurses lectures. This naturally is an added worry and means much

more work for the Lady Superintendent.

I would like to stress the importance that another Senior Nursing

Sister is very necessary, as a large institution like the Medical College

Hospitals should not be without a lecturer for the nurses and some one

to deputize for the Lady Superintendent whenever the occasion arises.

My Committee would be only too willing and glad to be able to

remedy this unhappy state* of affair*-, but lack of funds and lack of

suitable recruits seriously curtails our aeti\itics.

Government must face the question whether some part of the monies

they spend out of educational grants for the training of ^medical

students ought not to be de\oted to nursing, as an essential pari ot a

student’s training, as I fail to understand how any student can be

properly trained as a doctor when he has had no pint tical expeiienee

of nursing as it should bo done to an efficient -(nnduid.

More money will have to be spent on nursing in the Medical

College Hospitals if the Senior Medical Training School of Bengal is

to become an efficient institution, as no student can obtain qualifit at ions

likely to be recognised in any civilised country if his training does not

include work in a hospital properly staffed with nurses.

During the yeais 1927 to 19*12 the Corpoiation of Calcutta gave the

institution an average donation of Its. 19,700 per year. They have

ceased to pay us any donation since 1st April, 19*12, as they appear to

have adopted the idea that the institution exists merely to provide

^^remunerative” employment for European and Anglo-Indian young

women—a suggestion which is as false as it is misconceived.

The Calcutta Hospital Nurses’ Institution would gladly employ

Indian girls as nurses if we could obtain girls of the right stamp and

class, but such girls do not offer themselves for recruitment.

The great majority of Indian nurses are at present drawn from

Indian Christians trained in Mission schools, and Indian widows who
take up nursing as a profession.
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Unfortunately, Indian girls of a good class feel themselves degraded
by having to adopt what should be the honourable profession of nursing,
and there is no shadow of doubt that if she becomes a nurse she is

degraded in the eyes of her "Bhatloij," so that I am afraid it will be
many years before Indian girls of a good class are available for nurses.

There is not the honourable tradition attached to the nursing profession

in India as exists in European countries. Vntil the stigma attaching

to the name of nursing in India is lenmved, there can never be an
efficient educated capable Indian female nursing service.

In 1929 the Corporation of Calcutta offered to pay tor the training

of 12 Indian girls as nurses. \\ e endeavoured to obtain the 12 Indian
girls, but only succeeded in recruiting S girls. Of those girls, 2 girls

left within 8 months. Of the lemuining six, 1 have completed their

training and left, and 2 only temam.

In 1942 the Corporation of Calcutta stopped paying us tin* giant

for the training of these nurses, and duiing 1944 tin* institution spent

out of its own funds 1R 4.211 on the tiaining of (J Indian gills, and

in 1944 spent IR 2,420 on tin* training of 2 Indian gills.

The Calcutta Hospital Nurses’ Institution provides tin* whole of the

nursing staff in the Presidency (icneial Hospital, Medical College

Hospitals, Eden Hospital, Eye Hospital and Tropical School of

Medicine.

(At this stage the time allotted for the discussion of this head was

reached.)

The Hon'hle Sir Bijoy Piasud Singh Roy's motion was then put

and agreed to.

45—Superannuation allowances and pensions and GOB—Payment of

commuted value of pensions.

The Hon’ble Sir JOHN WOODHEAD: Nil, on the lecommcudation

of His Excellency the Governor, I ben: to move that a sum of Us. '>(>,001)

be granted for expendituie under the head “45—Superannuation allow*

ance§ and pensions” during the financial year 1941-44.

The motion was put and agreed to.

Adjournment

The Council was then adjourned till 3 p.tn., on Monday, the 1st

April, 1935, at the Council House, Calcutta.

b, o. pw*»—lm-sa—K5A—yji.
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Holidays in the Registration Office at
Calcutta

: (& Q.) pp. 263-264.

HB6B6, tbs HM’hto Khan Bahadur M. A4»f
Offices under the Court of Wards in Ben*

(S.Q.)pp. 311-312.

Production of khatians at the time of
registration at Midnapore

: (8. Q ) pn
153-154.

Resolutions, pp. 52-54.

8ub-Registrar at Baduria
: (Q.) p. 418.

Taki Government High English School *

(Q.) pp. 418-419.

Hijli Detention Camp

Detenue* in the : (Q.) pp . 708-710.

Hodgi, Mr. J. D. V.

Demands for grants

—

Civil works
: pp. 695-696.

Irrigation
: pp. 318-319.

Hoqus, Kaxi Emdadul

Demands for grants

—

Excise
: pp. 243-244.

Land revenue: pp. 180-182, 190, 200-
201.

Hesain, Nawab Musharraf, Khan Bahadur

Bengal Development Bill, 1935
: pp. 100-

112 .

Demands for grants

—

Land Revenue
: pp. 112-173.

Police
:

[ip. 516-517.

Resolutions, pp. 43-45, 63.

Hussain, Maulvi Latafat

Comjiohi tors and distributors of the Bengal
Government Press

: (8. Q.) p. 10.

Dietary articles m the Campbell Medical
Hospital

: (8. Q.) pp. 362-365.

Lstuhlmhmeut of the Bengal Government
Press

: (8. Q.) p. |fl.

Dead |H)isonmg eases in private Presses

(8. Q.) pp. 206-208.

Dead poisoiung preventive measures:
(S. Q.)p. 205-2C6;

Piece-workers of the Bengal Covefmnent
Press : (S. Q.) p. 20.

InUastrits : pp. 675-690.

IMand ttoam Navigattua

Recommendation of the Royal Qwunia*

sion on the : (8. Q.) pp. S14-216.
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IrrigxtfcB ctatit Mi ini rim

:

(S. Q.)pp. 154-155.

Irrigation ftepartmeot

Discharged clerks of the : (8. Q.) pp. 264*

266.

Temporary clerks in the : (Q.) pp. 268-

269.

Ithurdi-RahM Retd : (Q.) pp. 80*32, 212 -

*213.

Jails and convict ssttiemsiitt
: pp. 437*458.

'Jessort Municipal trenching ground : (S. Q.)

p. 461.

4MMTI

Mimler eases in Sidd
i
jwiss Union: (S. Q.)

p. 460.

Joint Steamer Company's Services

Wages of erews in the : (S. Q.) p, 215.

Judicial enquiry against Mr. S. C. Bagdti»

lute Munsif of Tangad : (8. Q.) pp. 412*

413.

Kasem ( Maulvi Ahul

Bengal Development Hill, 1935
: pp. 103-

106, 136, 138, 142.

Demands for grunts-

Education (Transferred)
: p. 603.

General administration : pp, 340»

342*343, 344, 375-377, 389 392.

Irrigation : pp. 299-300, 320.

Land rexenue
: pp. 171-172.

Polite : pp. 492. 495-498

Subdivisions! Magistrate of Kampurhat :

<8. Q.)pp. 34*35.

Khan, Maulvi TamizuJtfin

Aided Junior Madruaaha : (iS. Q ) p. 315,

Bengal Development Hill, 1935: pp. 117-

120 .

Demands for grants —

Agriculture : pp. 668*670.

Civil works : pp. 697-698, 700-701.

Education (Transferred)
: pp. 671-573,

579-581, 601, 605-606.

Excise : pp. 225-228.

General administration : pp. 880-381.

Land revenue: pp. 160-168, 179-180,

194-195. .

Kku, Maatit TambMJMa oowoM .

Demand for grants

—

Medical: pp. 614-615, 619.

Police
: pp. 506-507.

Judicial enquiry against Mr. 8. C, Bagchi,

late Munsif of Tangail
: (8. Q.) p. 416,

Payments of poolbandi charges by the

Bun Iwan Raj Estate : (8. Q.) p. 257.

Resolutions, pp. 45-47, 67-68,

Khan, Mr. Hash** AH

Demands for grants

—

Police
: pp. 508-510.

Registration: p. 278.

Khulna district

Hatkhira, Noak1iM.lt and Asaassuni Khale

in : (S Q.) pp. 359-361.

Kunder Nat Statian

On tin' Assam*Bengal Railway
: (8. Q.)

p. 591.

Lead poisoning casts

In priVMt<< l’n-HHe* : (S. Q.) pp. 206-208.

Lead Hitofling preventive measures : (8. Q.)

pp. 205-206.

Lean offices In Bengal : (Q.) pp. 866*367.

Leans and advances : pp. 728-730.

Lockhart, Mr. A. R. E.

Demands for grants

—

Edueation (Transferred)
: pp. 602-608,

605.

E seise
: pp. 235*236.

Madrasahs

Aided Junior : (8, Q.) pp. 313-315.

Maguira, Mr. L T.

J>emaml* for grants- -Medical : p.628.

MaJti, Mr. R.

Bengal Development Bill, 2985: pp. 914

92.

Demands for grants

—

Excise : p. 234.

Stamps
: pp. 247*248.

Offices under the Court of Ward* In Ben*

gal: (8. Q.) p. 311.

Production of khatiana at the time of

registration at Midnapote i (8. Q.) p. 166
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tomrfadars «V dairy Dft pnintto

Proposal for an Agricultural Institute at

Dacca : (8. Q.) p. 206.

lartin, Mr. 0. M.

Demands for grants

—

Land revenue : pp. 186*187.

lathahbanga

Sand bank at the mouth of the
: (8. Q.)

pp. 651*662.

Isdleal : pp. 606*630.

lidlttl grants for motfteal purposes

Grants-in-aid, contributions and donations,

etc. Transferred
: pp. 730-733.

lontal Hospitals at Kanko, Ranchi : (S. Q.)

pp. 462-465.

IMnapors

Production of khatians at the time of

registration at
: (8. Q.) p. J63.

linlstsrtal ofllcsrs In courts

Pay of transferred : (8. Q.) p. 22.

IlMOUaitiOUS : pp. 723-727.

HaoaHanoous Departments
: pp. 690-693.

IRtar, the Hon’Ms Hr Brojtndra Lai

Amendment of the Certificate Manual :

(Q.)P* 267.

Appointment of schedule castes in the

Bengal Judicial Service
: (Q.) 159.

Civil suits filed in the Second Sub-Judge's

Court at Faridpur : (8. Q.) p. 697.

Copying fees m civil courts
:

(S. Q.)

pp. 21*22.

Demands for grants

—

Administration of justice
: pp. 403, 404,

419*426, 427, 431-433, 436, 437.

Civil works
: pp. 697, 701*708.

Famine relief
: p, 711.

Land revenue; pp. 160, 177-179, 182*

184, 186, 201-202.

Embankment at mausa Shahaperidip

and Sabrang in Cox's Bexar
: (8. Q.)

pp. 162*153.

Estates attached in the Rangpur district

under the Oss Act
: (Q.) 502.

Eotates in Dinajpur district under the

Court of Wards; (8. Q.) pp. 17*18,

Uttar, tbs Haa’JMa Sir Brsjtadra Ul—
concld.

Estates Partition (Second Amendment)
Bill, 1935 : p. 269.

Facilities for osar prayers to the Mussal-

man employees of civil and criminal

courts : (Q.) p. 369.

Faridpur Sadar Munsif's Court
; (8. Q.)

p. 544.

Inspection of records by pleaders ; (8. <jf.)

pp. 649-650.

Interest on arrears of revenue
; (S. Q.)

pp. 459-460.

Judicial enquiry against Mr. 8. C. Bagchi*

late Munsif of Tangail
; (8. Q.) pp. 412-

413.

Khas Mahal Officer of Pabna ; (Q.) pp. 29-

30.

Officers under the Court of Wards in Ben-
gal : (8. Q.) p. 311.

Resolutions, p. 36*41.

Payment of poolbdndi charges by the

Burdwan Raj Estate ; (S. Q.) pp. 256-

257.

Pay of transferred ministerial officers in

courts : (S. Q.) p. 22.

Post ing of a Subordinate Judge at Tangail

:

(S. Q.)p. lf»4.

Takavi loans : (Q.) 28.

Tauti No. 200 of the Rangpur Collee-

torate : (Q.)p. 708.

Mtmin, Khan Bahadur Muhammad Ahdul

Admission into the Campbell Medical

School : (Q.)p. 315.

Campbell Hospital : (Q.) p. 32.

Demands for grants

—

Civil works : p. 700.

Education (Transferred)
: pp. 564-

565, 566, 600.

Industries
: pp. 684*685.

Land revenue: pp. 174-175.

Medical: pp. 616*617.

Police : pp. 514-515.

Superannuation allowances and pensions s

pp. 711*713.

Superintendent, Campbell Medical Hospi-

tal : (Q.) p. 32.

Superintendent, Campbell Medioak

School: (8. Q.) p. 73.
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Demands for grant*—

Excise
: pp. 218-220.

Medical
: pp. 610-611.

Office®* found guilty of taking illegal grati-

fications : (S. Q.) p. 467.

Resolutions, pp. 50-52.

Harder casts

In Siddipasa Union, Jessore : (S.Q.) p. 460.

MyaiaasiRgh

Bh&irabbazar Branch on the Assam-Ben-

gal Railway : (Q.) pp. 502-503.

Late Babu Jyotindra Nath Nandi, Deputy

Superintendent of Police : (8. Q.)

pp. 208-212.

Settlement of the femes in : (Q.) pp. 467-

468.

Nag, Bate Suk UU

Demands for grants

—

Jails and convict settlements: pp. 470*

471.

Temporary clerks in the Irrigation De-

partment : (Q.) pp. 268-269.

Nag. Rt*. B. A.

Demands for grants

—

Education (Transferred)
: pp. 566-567,

606.

General administration : pp. 352, 353,

388. 398-400.

Industries : pp. 886-687.

Medioal : p. 627.

Public Health : pp. 632 634, 635-638,

642.

Randy, Maharaja Iris Chandra, at Kasim*

hatar

Loans offices »n Bengal
: (Q.) p. 366.

Takatir loans : (Q.) pp. 27-28.

Htsgias gaaja saltivatars : (8.g.) p. 501.

—ilwiddln ths Haa'Ms Khturaja Sir, Kt

Bengal Development Bill, 1935: pp. 78-

90, 136-148, 149.

. Demands for grants—

Forest
: pp. 148, 250, 252-253.

BtHwteMh. (hi MMfhia Khavaja Mr, Kt
—conoid.

Irrigation
: pp. 288, 300*304, 316-317,

320, 322-324, 326-327.

Loans and advances : pp. 729-730.

Discharged clerks of the Irrigation De-

partment; (S.Q.) pp.264-266.

Irrigation canals and dead rivers : (S.Q.)

pp. 154- 155.

8and bank at the mouth of the Matha*

bhangs ; (S.Q.) pp. 651-652.

Satkhira, Nowkhali and Aasaaauni Khals

in Khulna district ; (S.Q.) pp. 360*

361.

Temjiorary chirk* in the Irrigation Ds*

part merit : (Q.) p. 269.

Nsrtss, Mr. H. It.

Demands for grants— Industries : pp.
677-679.

Oath ar aMraiatisn sf aUsgiaaas t pp. 71,

543.

Offlesrt ttund guilty §9 taking Illegal gritf-

ffcatfens : (S.Q.) pp. 465-467.

Omnibus prapritfors : (H.Q.) pp. 18 - 19.

falna

Khas Mahal Officer of : (Q.) pp. 29-30,

24-Pargaaas district

Vacancies in the Registration offices of

the : (Q.) pp. 654*656.

Psasien applkatisfti

Commutation of : (Q.) pp. 368-369,

Paasfona

Payment of commuted : (S.Q.) p. 596.

Psrkdical msias

And sale of cattle therein : (S.Q.) pp. 26-

26.

Puddar, Mr. Aaaada Mehta

Campaign for non payment of landlords*

rent and money-lenders* doss t

(S.Q.) p. 543.

Curriculum for girls and boys in secondary

schools in Bengel :
(S.Q.) p. 413.

Demands for grants

—

Excise
: pp. 229-230.

Polks : pp. 534-536.
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NOir, Mr, Auaii oondd.

Directors of the Central Board of the

Reserve Bank
:
(S.Q.) p. 361.

Public Health Publicity Department

:

(S.Q.) p. 411.

Mdar, Seth Hunoman Prasad

Representation of the Marwari Associa-

tion on the Calcutta Port Trust

:

(S.Q.) p. 24.

MiSS : pp. 600, 603-537.

Mies Inspectors in Bengal

Numerical strength of the : (Q.) p. 268.

Mis and Pilotage : pp. 537-539.

Presidency Qeneral Hospital : (Q.) p. 157.

President (the Hon’bls Raja Sir Manmatha
Nath Ray Chowdhury Kt. ( of Santosh)

Observations by—

A member is in order to develop bis

arguments on the basis of certain

bye -laws of the Corjioration and

to ask the Hun 'bio Minister to put

an end to any illegality or to amend
the Act in order to meet a |>articular

serious situation, winch is not cover-

ed by the existing Act or if the

Corporation are misusing the jxiwers

and that he failed to obtain redress

there and to request the Hon’ble

Minister to interfere under the general

powers vested in the Local Govern-

ment under the Calcutta Municipal

Act
:
pp. 637-638.

A member must coniine his remarks

to the motion before the House :

p. 171.

In a pro(K>sal for reduction in de-

- mauds for grants it is incumbent

on the member to tell the House

why and how the reduction should be

effected : p. 492.

In dealing with grievances relating

to an autonomous body they sliould

be ventilated there first, before

seeking to obtain redress here : p. 635.

One should not be interrupted in liis

speech, unless he is not misrepresent*

ing end the debate cannot be allowed

to degenerate into an angry conver-

sation i p. 303.

PmMMt (tfc« Hm’W* Raja Hr HunmNn
R*tk Ray, Mrattary KL, m Titluti—condd.

To take a resolution out of ite turn
at least 50 members have to agrei

to do so
: p. 36.

Withdrawal of a resolution must b<

unconditional and without a speech

p. 179.

With reference to the answers given bj

the Government, the members an
not permissible to argue or make i

speech
: p. 21.

Prosecution

Of Major R. 0. Curtis under the Benga
Motor Vehicles Tax Rules : (Q.) pp
155-157.

Prostitution

In nitloH, fairs and hats. Legislation t<

prevent : (Q.) p. 267.

Public Health : pp. 630-642.

PuMic Health Publicity Dspartmsnt : (S.Q.

pp. 411-413.

Quassm, Maulvi Abul

Albert Victor l^qx^r Hospital Bill, 1935

pp. 74-76.

Bengal Development Bill, 1935 : pp. 115

1 17, 146-147.

Copying fees in civil courts : (S.Q.) pp
21 - 22 .

Demands for grants

—

Education (Transferred) : pp. 552-558

575.

Excise
: pp. 238-241.

General administration : pp. 346-347

351, 353, 378-380, 399.

Irrigation : pp. 310, 321-322, 324-326.

Land revenue : pp. 165-168.

Medical
:
pp. 612-614.

Medical : pp. 624-625.

Police : pp. 515-516.

Registration
: pp. 276-279.

Prices of Government publications
: (8

Q.) pp. 13-14.

Satkhira, Nowkhali and Assassunl Khali

in Khulna district
: (8.Q.) pp. 363-331
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ConttBnaption of : (S.Q.) pp. 652-653.

ftai mm**, Maaiadra Dah

Bengal Development Bill, 1935
: pp. 131 -

13*.

Commutation of pension application*

:

(Q.) pp. 368-369.

Superannuation allowance* and {tensions :

pp. 713-715.

RaMparhat

Subdivisional Magistrate of : (Q ) pp. 34-

35.

Ramxan at a holiday

Last Friday of the* holy month of
: pp

159.

Rangpur Colkctorat*

Tauzi No. 200 of the : (Q.) pp. 707 708.

Raitfpvr district

Under the Ce«* Ait. Estates attached

in the : (Q.) p. 502.

Ray, Bahu Amulyadhan

Schedule castes : (S.Q.) pp 706-707.

Demands for grants -

General administration
. pp. 344. 387*

388

Land revenue • pp. J7U-171.

Minimi!
. p. 026

Police
. pp 523 524, 528, 531.

Registration : pp 274-275

Representation of scheduled castes on

Calcutta Corjmration . (S. Q.) pp 71-73.

Ray, Baha Khcttar Mahan.

Bengal Development Hill, 1935: pp. 129-

131, 146.

Bhairab Bridge over the Meghna
:
(S. Q.)

ppv 593-595.

Demands for grants—

Administration of Justice : pp 428-430.

Irrigation : pp. 317-319.

Jail* and convict settlement*
: pp. 468*

469.

Land revenue
: p. 176.

Scheduled oaetee : (8. Q.) p. 706.

Ray, Mr. fthaati IMtefwvar

Amendment of the Certificate Manual;

(Q) p- 367.

Bengal Development Bill, 1935
: pp. 136,

127-129, 138, 147-148.

Contai National School and College# t

(S.Q.)p. 23.

Demands for grant#

—

Administration of justice : p. 426.

Agriculture
: p, 656.

Education (Reserved): pp. 541-543.

Education (Transferred)
: pp. 574, 606*

General administration
: pp. 339-333*

352 355, 377-378

Jails ami convict settlement*
: pp. 443-*

444, 472.

Land revenue: pp 185-186.

Medical
: p. 628.

Miscellaneous
: pp. 724-725, 727.

Police: pp 482. 464-487.

Detenus in the Hijli Intention Camp i

(Q ) (*f> 709-710.

Estates attached in the Kangpur district

under the Cess Act : (Q.) p. 502.

Hunger strike in Dacca Central Jail :
(S, Q.)

p. 417.

Resolution-*, p. 35.

Tauri No 200 of the ICmgpur Col lev torate t

(Q.) pp. 707-706

Ray Chtwdhury, Bahu Satith Chandra

Powers of <-«iurts and bene lie* to union

Isiartls in Doera
:
(N Q ) p, 151,

Kcltfduhxi castes : (K.Q.
) pp, 704-705.

Settlement of the juries in Myinorisingh :

(Q ) p 467.

Ray Chawdhury, Mr. K. C.

Bengal Itevclopment Bill, 1936: pp. 1 1 4.

116 .

Casual leave of copyist* in the Calcutta

Registration Office
: (H. Q.) pp. 312-313,

Demands for grants

—

Education (Transferred)
: pp. 570*571.

General administration : pp. 336*338.

Industries
: pp. 683-684,

Police : pp. 511-512.

Public Health : pp. 641*642.
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Ray Ohewdhury, Mr. K. C.~~concld.

Demands for grants

—

Registration : pp. 270-271, 280-282.

Stationery and printing and Deprecia-

tion Fund

—

Government Presses :

pp. 719-720, 722.

Extra copyists of the Calcutta Registration

Office : (8. Q.) p. 262.

Half-holidays on Saturdays in the Cal-

cutta Registration Office : (8. Q.) pp.
311-312.

Presidency General Hospital
: (Q.) pp.

167-168.

Itseams by ptamers

Inspeoton of
: (8. Q.) pp. 649-660.

Recruitment to services : (Q.) pp. 597-698.

Registration Office at Calcutta

Holidays in the : (8. Q.) p. 263.

ReM, the Htn’blt Mr. R. N.

Arrost of Labour leaders and workers on
the 18th July, 1934: (8. Q.) pp. 268-

260.

Campaign for non-payment of landlord's

rent and money-lender’s dues: (8. Q.)

p. 644.

Contai National School and College

:

(8. Q.) p. 23.

Death of Nabidali Laskar of the Joint

Agency Office, Barisal
: (Q.) p. 368.

Demands for grants

—

General administration
: pp. 328-329,

336, 366-368, 371-372, 383-386.

Jails arid convict settlements
: pp. 437,

440-441, 448, 466-468, 469-472.

Miscellaneous
: pp. 726-727.

Police
: pp. 473-478, 483, 488-489, 492,

494, 6)8-619, 622-623, 529-631, 533-

694.

Scheduled taxes
: pp. 287-288.

Detention in the Hijli Detention Camp :

(Q.) pp. 709-710.

Gambling in Dhammtal* Street
: (8. Q.)

p. 164.

Hunger strike in Daooa Central Jail
: (8. Q.)

pp. 4)6-417.

RiW, the Hta’Me Mr. R. N.—concld.

Late Babu Jyotirmdra Nath Nandi, De-
puty Superintendent of Police, Mymen*
singh

: (8. Q.) pp. 209-212.

Legislation to present prostitution in meloe

fairs and hatr. (Q.) p. 267.

Murder cases in Siddipasa Union, Jessore :

(8. Q.) p. 460.

Naogaon ganja cultivators: (8. Q.) p.

601.

Numerical strength of the Polioe

Inspectors in Bengal
: (Q.) p. 268.

Officers found guilty of taking illegal grati*

fications
: (8. Q.) pp. 466-467.

Omnibus proprietors
: (8. Q.) pp. 18-19.

Periodical melas and sale of cattle therein

(8. Q.) p. 26.

Recruitment to services: (Q.) p. 598.

Resolutions, pp. 54-57.

Scheduled castes : (S. Q.) pp. 705, 706, 707.

Subdi visional Magistrate of Rampurhat

:

(Q.) pp. 34-35.

Transfer of officers : (S. Q.) p, 462.

Rent and money-lender’s dues

Campaign for non-payments of landlords* :

(S. Q.) pp. 543-644.

Reserve Bank

Directors of the Central Board of the t

(S. Q.) p. 361.

Rasolutloas : pp. 35-70.

Revenue

Interest on arrears of : (8. Q.) pp. 469-460

Rees, Mr. J. t.

Demands for grants—Jails and convict

settlements
: pp, 446-448, 463.

Rey, Mr. laltoswar tiugh

Payment for pooibandi charges by the

Burdwan Raj Estate : (8. Q.) pp. 266-

256.

Rey, Mr. tarat Kumar.

Bengal Development Bill, 1935
: pp. 99-96

Demands for grants

—

Eduoation (Transferred)
: p. 682.

Land revenue : pp. 169-166, 199-194,
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•»T, &* Htd'klt Sir Wjtjr Pnwri Stack. Kt,

Admitsion into the Campbell Medical

School
: (Q.) p. 315.

Albert Victor Leper Hospital Bill, 1935:

pp. 74-77.

Campbell Hospital
: (Q.) pp. 32-34.

Consumption of quinine : (8. Q.) pp. 052-

663.

* Demands for grants

—

Civil works
: pp. 699-701.

Excise: (8. Q.) pp. 216-218. 220-222.

224-226, 233-234, 236-238, 240-241.

244-245.

General administration
: p. 351.

Medical
: pp. 606-614, 622-624, 627.

Medical (Transferred )
:
p. 730.

Public Health : pp. 630-632, 634, 636-

638.

Dietary articles in the Campltell Medical

Hospital : (8. Q.) pp. 362-365.

Genja cultivation at Naogaon : (8. Q.)

pp. 592-693.

Jessore municipal trenching grouml :

(8. Q.)p. 461.

Mental Hospitals at Kanke, Ruiichi 1

(S. Q.J pp. 463-466.

Powers of courts and benches to union

boards in Dacca : (8. Q.) pp. 151-152.

Presidency General Hosjutsl : (Q.) j« 158.

Prosecution of Major K. C. Curtis under the

Bengal Motor Vehicles Tux Rules

:

(8. Q.) pp. 156-157.

Public Health Publicity I>epartment

:

pp. 411-412.

Representation of scheduled eastoN iri

Calcutta Corpurat ion : (8. Q ) pp. 72-73.

Resolutions, pp. 66-67. 69.

Settlement of the femes in Mvmeiuiingh :

(Q.) P- 468.

Superintendent, Campbell Medical Hos-

pital i (Q.) p. 32.

Superintendent, Campbell Medical

School : (S. Q.)pp. 73-74.

Union boards : (8. Q.) p, 26.

Sif Ck—dhart, Bata Htai Chaadra

Bengal Development Bill, 1936: pp. 112-

114.

Campbell Hospital
: (Q.) p. 33.

Xfi

*•2 CliiiinU, Bata mm 0haidri~<Km<ftt,

Demand for grant—Land revenue t

pp. 197-198,

Loan ofllces in Bengal : (Q.) p. 367.

Mymcnsmgh-Bhaimb Bazar Branch on
the Assam- Bengal Railway

: (Q.) p. 801,

Resolutions, pp. 48-49.

liluma. 111 Bahadur ftatya Ktakar

Demands for grants

—

Administration of justice
: pp, 404-408.

Agriculture
: pp. 663-664.

Excise
: pp. 222-224

Land revenue; p. 176.

Miscellaneous Departments; pp. 690*

692.

Police
: pp. 490-493.

Seioiitifir iK>|virtmcnts
: pp. 540-641.

Payment of commuted )>eiwarns : (8. Q.
p. 596.

Payment of jHxAbatult charges by th*

liurdwau Raj Estate : (8. Q.) p. 257,

Ichadalad cartel : (8. q ) pp. 704-707.

•dtatidc Departateats
: pp. 639-541.

Im, Ral Bahadur Jegeeh Chaadra

Demands for grant#

—

Education (Transferred)
; pp. 584-585.

General adiuinistmt ion
: p. 347.

Jails and Convict Settlements
: pp. 484*

455.

Medical
: pp. 620-621,

Resolutions, p. 61.

SchiHlules taxes : pp. 285-286, 288.

Sen, Ral laklfe Ability Kaatar

Civil suits filed m the Second Rub-Judge's

Court at Karidpur : (8. (J.) p. 596.

Construction of a culvert at BonamaJipur

on Kahikliali-Bhatmpara Railway line t

(8.Q.) p. 414.

jHunands for grant*—

Administration of just he
j pp, 427*428.

Civil works
; p. 70 1,

Sat Bapfta, Or. Bamb Chaadra

Arrest of labour leaders and workers on

18th July, 1034 : (8. Q.) pp. 257*168.

Bengal Development Bill, 1985; pp. 99.

102, 147.
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muM far great : pp. 780*

jdV

•m ftapta Or. IfarMh Chaadra

Demands for grants

—

Administration of justice : pp. 407-408.

Agriculture : pp. 671-672.

Education (Transferred )
: pp. 667-669

682-684.

Excise : p. 228,

General administratron
: pp. 332-333,

336-336, 392, 396-398.

Industries
: p. 682.

Irrigation : pp. 297-298, 304.

Jails and convict settlements: pp. 461-

464.

Medical
: pp. 626-627.

Police : pp. 610-61 1, 628-629.

Discharged clerks of the Irrigation De-

partment : (8. Q.) p. 260.

•kali, Maulvi Abdul Hamid

Demands for grants—Police
: p. 606.

tlngb, Srljut Taj Bahadur

Gambling in Dharaintala Street : (S. Q.)

p. 164.

•Wiaf Raja Bahadur Bhuptndra Narayan,

•» Naihlpur

Demands for grant

—

Land revenue
: pp. 169-170, 192-193,

2(H).

Interest on arrears of revenue : (8 Q.)

pp. 469-460,

Stationary and Printing and Diprsdation

Fund

Government Presses
: pp. 717-723.

Btavtn, Mr. J. W. R.

Demands for grants—Irrigation
; p. 323.

luhrawardy, Mr. H. 8.

Bengal Development Bill, 1936
: p. 149.

•uptrannuatlon altowancts and pensions

:

pp. 711-717.

48—lupdrannuatlon allowances and pensions

And 00B—Payment of commuted value

of pensions : p. 733.

tBpartatandant, Campbell Medical Hospital :

(Q.)P. 32.

Supplementary

733.

Takavi loans : (Q.) pp. 27-28.

Taki Bavankmaat High English Schaai

:

(Q.) pp. 418-419.

Taagail

Posting of a Subordinate Judge at : (8. Q.>

p. 154.

Thompson, Mr. W. H.

Bengal Development Bill, 1936 : pp. 96-99,

Demands for grants—General administra-

tion : pp. 394-395.

Townend, Mr. H. P. V.

Bengal Development Bill, 1936
: pp.

121-127, 134-135.

Transfer of officers : (S. Q.) pp. 461-462.

Union Boards : (S. Q.) p. 26.

Vondors

Of the Joint Steamer Companies’ vessels :

(Q.) pp. 544-546.

Williams, Mr. A. doC.

Albert Victor Leper Hospital Bill, 1935

1

p. 77.

Woodhoad, tho Hon 1Us Sir John, K.C.8.I.,

C.I.E.

Bhairab Bridge over the Mcgbna : (S. Q.>

pp. 594-696.

Commutation of pension applications t

(Q-) P- 369.

Comjiositiors and distribution of the

Bengal Government Press
:

(S. Q.)

p. 20.

Confirmation of certain persons as Inspec-

tors or Shed Masters in the Calcutta

Port Trust: (8. Q.) pp. 201-262.

Construction of a culvert at Banam&lipur

on Kalukhah-Bhatiap&ra Railway line s

p. 414.

Demands for grants

—

Education (Reserved)
:
p. 541.

Excise : pp. 230-232.

Expenditure in England ; p. 727.

Famine relief
:

p. 710.

General administration : pp. 336, 843,

363-366, 400-402.
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Wirtlni, «M Hm*M» Mr Mm, KXJ.L,
Mil>“ 1 wudf.

Demands for grants

Interest on other obligation# : p, 327.

Loans and advance* : p. 728.

Miscellaneous
: p. 723.

Miscellaneous Departments
: pp. 690-

693.

Scheduled taxes
: pp. 285, 287.

30—Scientific Departments : p. 150.

Scientific Departments : pp. 539-540.

Stamps : pp. 246-248.

Stationery and printing and Deprecia-

tion Fund—Government Presses : pp.

717-720, 722-723.

Superannuation allowance* and pen-

sions : pp. 711, 715-717, 733..

Directors of the Central Hoard of the

Reserve Rank : (S. Q.) p. 361.

Establishment of the liongal Government

Press: (8. Q.) p. 15.

Government Rdls : p. 159.

Halting station at Baligori on the Tara*

keshwar Branch line : (8. Q.) p. 704.

Kunder Hat Station on the Assam • Bengal

Railway : (S. Q.) p. 592.

WmUrnt, the HnHilir Mt K4JX
fctfc-owwW.

Last Friday of the holy month of Remymn
as a holiday : (Q.) p. 1(9,

Lead poisoning eases in private Presses t

(S. Q.) pp. 207-208.

Lead poisoning preventive measures »

(8. Q.) pp. 205-206.

Loans office* in Bengal : (Q.) p. 367.

Mymensingh-Bhatrnb Borar Branch on the

Assam -Bengal Railaaj : (Q.) p. 603.

Payment of commuted pensions : (S. Q.)

p. 596.

Pieet* -workers of the Bengal Government

Press: (8. Q.) p. 20.

Ports and pilotage : pp. 537, 539.

Price* of Government publications : (8. Q.)

P . 14.

Recommendation of the Royal Cominis-

sion on (he Inland gleam Navigation!

(8. Q) P- 214.

Representation of the Marwari Association

on the Calcutta Port Trust: (8. Q.)

pp. 24-25.

Vendors of the Joint Steamer Companies*

vessels : (Q.) p. 545.

B Q, Pre**—<l9SS*t7 BMA—M0


















